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PART I
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE.

a. The Inspector General, OSAF, requested a survey of the Life Support
System decision and policy making structure and process, and on 10 September
1987 approved a system acquisition management inspection (SAMI) Quick Look on
this subject. The focus was on three questions: (1) 'lrlho is making decisions
on life support matters? (2) What process is used to obtain and consider the
various inputs to a life support decision? and (3) Are there areas for
improvement? Data requests and interview questions gathered information on life
support decision and policymaking in the four categories of requirements definition, program direction, acquisition , and support.
b. During the fact-finding phase, 38 organizations and 80 offices were
visited (Attachment 1). Approximately 130 people were interviewed. The Quick
Look team reviewed the life support functions of organizations from the Air
Staff level to the field level. Operations, requirements, acquisition, and
support offices were contacted. Finally, a mix of active, Air Force Reserve,
and Air National Guard units were visited. Team composition is at Attachment
2.

2.

BACKGROUND.

a. As defined in AFR 55-27, Air Force Life Support Program, the Air Force
life support system consists of the life sustaining equipment, subsystems, and
associated procedures used by aircrews and passengers inflight, during aircraft
egress and descent to ground level, and on the ground pending rescue or other
return to duty. Maintenance of the equipment and training on its use are also
included in the system.
b . The Air Force Life Support Program's purpose is to ensure the proper
functioning of the Air Force life support system. Program objectives include
the following (reference AFR 55-27) .
(1) Ensure mission accomp lishment by finding the most effective method
of integrating aircrews with their weapon systems.
( 2) Promote comfort and safety by providing airc rews and passengers
with the best equipment available.
(3) Obtain new equipm ent as identified by user-validated operational
requirements or operational deficiencies.
( 4) Train aircrews and passengers in procedures and
ensure the most effective use of their life support equipment.

techniques

(5)

Maintain life support equipmen t in optimum condition.

(6 )

Coordinate joint development programs with other DOD agencies.

to

c. HQ USAF's Directorate of Operations (XOO) is the Air Force office of
primary responsibility (OPR) for the Life Support Program . The deputy chiefs
of staff for operations are responsible for the program within the major commands (MAJCOMs) . The Worldwide Life Support Conference and its executive committee are at the heart of recommendations for overall Air Force life support
matters. AFSC's Life Support System Program Office (LSSPO) has primary development and acquisition responsibilities. AFLC's Life Support System Manager has
primary logistics and supportability respons ibilities. Finally, the Life Support Tri-service Committee provides a forum for resolving DOD-wide life support
issues.
d . The Life Support System structure and process can be understood by
reviewing four aspects of the system : {1) the structure, policy, and guidance
in AFR 55-27; (2) the role of the MAJCOMs; (3) the change agents for new, or
modified, life support equipment; and ( 4} Program Management Directive (PHD)
2030 and AFSCR/ AFLCR 800-12. Each of t hese aspects is described in detail in
Attachment 3.
3. OBSERVATIONS. The team developed six observations.
follows. More detailed information is at Attachment 5.

An outline of each

a. Some MAJCOM and numbered air force life support officer positions are
not filled as required by AFR 55-27.
b. The squadron-level life support officer has a relatively short tenure
(9-12 months) in the position .
c. The Life Support System Program Office (SPO) at Yright-Patterson AFB OH
and the Life Support System Management activity at Kelly AFB TX made recent
organizational changes to improve management effectiveness.
d . Life support orientation training for Life Support SPO and
management personne l was a cc omplished and warrants continued emphasis.

system

e. The Life Support SPO proposed initiating a program which takes a system
approach to integrating life support and chemical defense capabilities into
air craf t. The program is titled "Aircrew Integrated System" or AIS.
•.,·.·.

f. Airc raft system safety groups, chaired by the individual aircraft system managers, convene regularly and are valuable in resolving aircraft-unique
life support issues.
4. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: The inspection developed five findings and
six recommendations. The overall assessment was the struc ture of the life
support system is sound; however. elements of the process can be improved. A
summary of the findings and recommendations follows.
a. MAJCOM direc tor-level representation at the Life Support Executive
Committee cou ld enhance life support planning r programming, and budgeting.
(OPR: HQ USAF/XOO)
RECOMMENDATION: MAJCOMs provide directo r-l evel
Support Executive Committee. (OPR: HQ USAF / XOO)
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r ep resen ta tion

on
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Life

b . Advocacy of life support initiatives could improve if measures of merit
were used to establish Life Support Program priorities. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOO)
RECOMMENDATION : Develop measures of merit for establishing Life Support Program priorities. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOO)
c.

The Life Support Program needs a master plan.

(OPR :

OSAF/AQP)

RECOMMENDATION: Develop a Life Support Master Plan and update periodically
(at least every 3 years is suggested). (OPR: OSAF /AQP)
d.

(OPR:

The production
OSAF/AQP)

programming and

funding

process

needs

improvement .

RECOMMENDATIONS:
(1) Clarify AFSC, AFLC, and operational command programming and funding responsibilities in the Life Support PMD. (OPR: OSAF/AQP)
(2) Establish a dedicated program element and program decision package
for life support. (OPR: OSAF/AQP)
e. In some cases, small business and competition-in-contracting act (CICA)
policy implementation adversely impacted life support acquisition and support.
(OPR: OSAF/ AQP)
RECOMMENDATION: Determine overall effect of small business and CICA policy
implementation on life support acquisition and support; initiate improvements
where required. Recommend a comprehensive 5-year review of life support
(OPR: OSAF/AQP)
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PART II
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. HAJCOM DIRECTOR-LEVEL REPRESENTATION AT THE LIFE SUPPORT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE COULD ENHANCE LIFE SUPPORT PLANNING, PROGRAMMING, AND BUDGETING . (OPR:
HQ USAF/XOO)
a. Figure 1 shows attendance at the 1987 Worldwide Life Support Conference
(WVLSC). Total representation (by command) tracks with the number of life sup port personnel assigned. For instance, TAC has the largest number of assigned
life support personnel and was the largest representation at the confe rence.
The senior ope rational command repre senta tives were lieutenant colonels, and
the conference was chaired by an Air Steff lieutenant colonel . In the Exe cutive Committee, which followed the conference, the voting group was smaller as
each command gets one vote in the Execut ive Committee.

·' '

liWLSC MILITARY REPRESENTATION BY OPERATIONAL COMMAND
(30 MAR-3 APR 87)
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Figure l .
b. Many MAJCOM directors are directly involved in program objective memorandum and budget estimate submission deliberations as they chair, or are
members of, the MAJCOM panels and comm ittees. As a result, dir ector-level
attendance at the Executive Committee meetings would better tie the conferen ce
and the Execut ive Committee planning and prioritization activities to command
programming and budgeting exercises.
RECOMMENDATI ON:
c . MAJCOMs provide direc t or-level representation on the Life Support Executive Committee.
(OPR: HQ USAF/ XOO)
2. ADVOCACY OF LIFE SUPPORT INITIATIVES COULD IMPROVE IF MEASURES OF MERIT
WERE USED TO ESTABLISH LIFE SUPPORT PROGRAM PRIORITIES. ( OPR: HQ USAF / XOO;
OCRs: OSAF/ AQP, HQ USAF/ LEY/XOX/ SGP)
a. A mix of qualitative and quantitative measures of merit would provide a
balance between quantitative life support investment decision crite ri a and
military judgment. Currently, individual MAJCOMs advoc ate certain life support
eff ort s a t the conference and Exe c utive Committee and then a vote is taken t o
determine relative priority. Measure s o f merit, or evaluat i on criteria, would
provide a better understanding of the potentia l benefit o f a particular l ife
support effo rt and could strengthen the cas e for funding the effort. The
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measures of merit should be used to evaluate not only research, development,
and acquisition program prior ities, as well as candidate operational support
initiatives.
RECOMMENDATION:
b. Develop measures of merit for establishing life support program prioritie s . (OPR: HQ USAF / XOO ; OCRs: OSAF/AQP, HQ USAF/LEY/XOX/SGP)
3. THE LIFE SUPPORT PROGRAM NEEDS A MASTER PLAN.
USAF / XOO / XOX/ LEY/LEX / PRP/SGP)

(OPR: OSAF /AQP; OCRs: HQ

a. The 10-year Life Support Master Development Plan published in October
1981 is outdated. lfuen first published, an annual review and update of the
plan, based on the dynamic nature of requirements and funding, were anticipated. It was to be an action plan. Life support program management direction required an updated plan by June 1987. As of l December 1987, the plan
was not updated.
b. Ac tivity was ongoing to devel op a comprehensive life support data base.
This data ba se will not substitute for a master plan s ince it will n ot tie
operational re qu irements , acquisition programs, implementation plans , and supportability plans together. Additionally, the Life Support Ma s ter Plan must be
in harmony wi t h the individual aircraft weapon syst em master plans.
c. The master plan's objective is to consider the full spectrum of life
support needs from peace to general war. Life support peacetime and combat
scenarios mus t be thoroughly defined and analyzed. Those invo lved in requirements definition , ac qu is i tion , aircraft modification, logistics planning, operationa l suppo r t , and training (life s upport a nd survival ) must know and understand the pur pose of the various elements of the life support system. Life
support equ ipmen t performance spe c i f i cat i ons and the spec ific acquisition,
support, and tra ining plans should be developed in acco rdance with the ba s i c
princ ipl es of the master p l an.
d. The master plan should be coo rdinated with the MAJCOMs and approved by
th e Air Staff.
RECOMMENDATION:
e. Develop a Life Support Maste r Plan and update periodically (at least
every 3 years). (OPR: OSAF/AQP; OCRs: HQ USAF/XOO/XOX / LEY/LEX/ PRP/SGP)
4. THE PRODUCTION PROGR..o\MMING AND FUNDING PROCESS NEEDS IMPROVEMENT .
OSAF/AQP; OCRs: HQ USAF/ XOO/LEY/LEX/PRP, OSAF/ACB)

(OPR:

a. There are l ife support e ffort s in full-scale development (FSD ) without
pro due tion funds id ent ified. One example is the AN/PRC-112 radio. All FSD
efforts should have produc tion fund s identified. Addi tion a lly, all FSD efforts
should be stru c tured with produc tion opti ons.
b. In another area, the only spec i fi c requirement the ope r at i onal commands
have to program produc ti on funds are for those programs they deem "high" pri o rity during their annua l rev i ew of the li fe support program pr i or ity li st . The
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operational MAJCOMs need to program for all new production items they have
requirements for. For example, though the multiple-place life raft has
multiple MAJCOM requirements, at this time only SAC is programming for i t.
c. The lack of a dedicated program element ( PE) f or the life support program complicates production funding . Under the current approach, production
funding is distributed in several PEs . New production funding, tied to system
program office FSD efforts, should be in a dedicated life support PE. Additionally, for programming exercises, a dedicated program decision package is needed
to tie all related development, acquisition, and support funds together.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
d. Clarify AFSC, AFLC, and operational command programming and funding
responsibilities in the life support Program Management Directive . (OPR:
OSAF/AQP; OCRs: HQ USAF/XOO/LEY/LEX/PRP, OSAF/ACB)
e. Establish a dedicated program element and program decision package for
life support. (OPR: OSAF/AQP; OCRs: HQ USAF/XOO/LEY/LEX/PRP , OSAF/ACB)
5. IN SOME CASES SMALL BUSINESS AND COMPETITION-IN-CONTRACTING ACT (C ICA)
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION ADVERSELY IMPACTED LIFE SUPPORT ACQUISITION AND SUPPORT
IN SOME CASES. (OPR: OSAF/AQP; OCR: OSAF/AQC)
a. Sampling data indicates a small life support industrial base and the
current implementation of small business and CICA policy combine to generat e a
situation where some life support acquisition and procurement efforts are
inefficient and excessively lengthy. A comprehensive review of this area is
warranted.
RECOMMENDATION:
b. Deter-mine effect
life support acquisition
Recommend a comprehensive
efforts . (OPR: OSAF/AQP;

of small business and CICA policy implementation on
and support; initiate improvements where required.
5-year review of life support acquisition and support
OCR: OSAF/AQC)
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ORGANIZATIONS VISITED
Office of the Sec retary of the Air For ce , Washington DC
Directorate of Development and Production Prog rams
HQ USAF, Washington DC

Directorate of Operations
Directorate of Plans
Directorate of Maintenance and Supply
Directorate of Logistics Plans and Programs
Directorate of Manpower and Organization
Office of the Surgeon General
Air Force Systems Command
HQ AFSC, Andrews AFB MD
Deputy Chief of Staff for Systems
Directorate of Tactical Systems
Deputy Chief of Staff for Science and Technology
Dire c torate of Human Systems
Direc torate of Tactical Systems Planning (DCS / XR)
Directorate of Programs and Policy (DCS/TE)
Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-Patterson AFB OH
Deputate for Aeronautical Equipmen t
Deputate for Engineering
Deputate for F-16
Deputate for B-1
Deputate for Tactical Systems
Deputate for Advanced Tactical Fighter
Human Systems Divi s ion , Brook s AFB TX
Deputate for Aero spac e Medicine and Crew Protection
Deputa te for Development and Acquisi tion
Directorate of Mission Analyses and Integration
Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Lab, Wright-Patters on AFB OH
Biodynamics and Bioengineering Division
Air Force Logistics Command

HQ AFLC, Wright -P atter son AFB OH
Dire cto rate of Plans
AFLC Logistics Operations Center, Wright-Patterson AFB OH
Dire c t orate of Airli ft System s
San Antoni o Air Logistic s Center, Kelly AFB TX
Di rectorate of Mat erie l Management
Life Support Branch
Sacramen t o Air Logistics Center, McClel lan AFB CA
Directorate of Materiel Management
F-111 Sy s tem Management Office
Atch 1
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A-10 System Management Office
ATF System Management Office
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center, Tinker AFB OK
Directorate of Materiel Management
B-1 System Management Office
Aircraft Oxygen Sy s tems Management Office
Ogden Air Logistics Center, Hill AFB UT
Directorate of Materiel Management
F-4 System Management Office
F-16 System Management Office
CAD/PAD Engineering /Equipment Specialists Offices
Flares Item Management Office
Warner-Robins Air Logistics Center , Robins AFB GA
Directorate of Materiel Management
F-15 System Management Office
C-130 System Management Office
C-141 System Management Office
Ground Chem-Bio Masks Management Office
Tactical Air Command
HQ TAC, Langley AFB VA
Deputy Chief of Staff for Requirements
Deputy Chief of Staff f or Opera tions
1st Tactical Fighter Wing, Langley AFB VA
33d Tactical Fighter Wing, Eglin AFB FL
HQ First Air Force, Langley AFB VA
48th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Langley AFB VA
Military Airlift Command

. r,

HQ MAC , Scott AFB IL
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations
Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans
63d Mi litary Airlift Wing, Norton AFB CA
HQ Twent y- Third Air Force, Hurlburt Field FL
39th Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Wing, Eglin AFB FL
41st Rescue and Weather Reconnais sance Wing, McClellan AFB CA
1550th Combat Crew Training Wing, Kirtland AFB NM
Strategic Air Command
HQ SAC, Offutt AFB NE
Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations
Air Training Command
HQ ATC, Randolph AFB TX
Deputy Chief of Staff f or Operations
Chanute Te chnical Training Center, Chanute AFB IL
3636th Combat Crew Train ing Wing, Fairchi ld AFB YA
323d Flying Training Wing, Ma ther AFB CA
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Air National Guard
ANG Headquarters (NGB / XO), Washington DC
ANG Service Center (ANGSC), Andrew s AFB MD
163d Ta c tical Fighter Group, Marc h AFB CA
Air Force Re serve
HQ AFRES, Robins AFB GA
419th Tac ti cal Fi ghter Wing, Hill AFB UT

Air Force Operational Test and Eva luation Center, Kirtland AFB NM
Air Force Military Personne l Center, Randolph AFB TX
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TEAM COMPOSITION
OFFICE
(b) (6)

HQ AFISC/IGY

Team Chief, Acquisition

Lt Col (b) (6)

HQ AFISC / IGY

Acquisition

(b) (6)

HQ AFI SC/SEL

Life Support Officer

Lt Col (b) (6)

HQ AFISC/SEF

Rescue Operations

Maj (b) (6)

HQ AFISC/ IGY

Projec t Of ficer, Acquisition

CMSgt (b) (6)

HQ AFISC / IGL

Maintenance and Res c ue
Operations

Col

Lt Col

·,

. )

Atch 2
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LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

a. The Life Support System structure and process can be understood by
reviewing four aspects of the system: (1 ) the struc ture, policy, and guidance
in Air Force Regulation 55-27; (2) the rol e of the MAJCOMs; (3) the change
agents for new , or modified, life support equipment; and (4) Program Management Directive (PMD) 2030 and AFSCR / AFLCR 800-12. Each of these aspects is
described.
b.

AFR 55-27.

(1) AFR 55-27, Air Fo rce Life Support Program, contains Air Force life
support policy and describes the life support structure and process. Key el e ments of the program follow. HQ USAF's Directorate of Operations (XOO) is the
Air Forc e office of primary responsibility (OPR) f o r the Life Suppo rt Program.
The Deputy Chiefs of Staff for Operations are responsible for the program
within the H.AJCOHs. The Worldwide Life Support Conference (WLSC) and its
Executiv e Committee are at the heart of re c ommendations for overall Air Force
life support matters. AFSC ' s Life Support System Program Off ice (LSSPO) has
primary development and acquisition resp on s ibilities . AFLC ' s Life Support
System Manager (LS SM) has primary log i s tics and supportability responsibilities. F inally, the Life Support Tri-service Committee provides a forum for
resolving DOD-wide life support issues.
AFR 55-27 STRUCTURE

SAF/ HQ USAF
AQP

xoo

LEY /LEX

FF~

-.---1

SA-AL~ ~L~

I

j

~

I

I
l

I"

LSSH

r:-:-1--r

I I ~~v

SMs

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (SEMI -ANNUAL )
WORLD - WIDE LIFE SUPPORT CONFERENCE ( ANNUAL)
F igure 1.
Atch 3
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(2) Figure 1 depicts organizational relationships between life support
activities. Within the HQ USAF Directorate of Operations, the Airspace and Air
Traffic Services Division (XOORF) is the OPR for the Life Support Program. The
Air Base Survivability Group (XOORB) is the OPR for aircrew chemical defense.
HQ USAF /XOORF is the office of collateral responsibility (OCR) for aircrew
chemical defense. In the Air Force secretariat, the Aeronautical and Test
Division (OSAF/AQPN) is respons ible for life support research , development, and
acquisition. HQ USAF / LEY /LEX share management respon sibilit ies for inventory
aircraft and life support equipment supportability.
(3) Shown on the left side of Figure 1 is AFSC which is responsible to
the Air Staff for life support research efforts at Human Systems Division,
development and acquisition efforts within the Life Support SPO at Aeronautical
Systems Division, and life support aircraft integration, or modification activity in the aircraft SPOs within the command's product divisions. In the center
of the c hart are the operational commands who are responsible to the Air Staff
through the operations DCSs. On the right is shown AFLC which is responsible
to the Air Staff for life support system management at San Antonio Air Logistics Center and life support modification efforts in the airc raft system management offices within the command's logistics centers.
(4) At the bottom of the figure is the Worldwide Life Support Conference held annually. This con ference provides an Air Force-wide forum for the
exchange of life support information and the disc ussion and res olution of
multi-MAJCOM life support problems and issues. The conference is chaired by HQ
USAF/ XOORF. MAJCOM representation at the conference is from operations, acquisition, logistics, plans, requirements, and inspection off i ces . The Life Support
Executive Committee meets twice a year to review the overall life support program and advise the Air Staff on courses of action to resolve life support
issues.

WVLSC/EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AGENDA / PRODUCT
(30 MAR-3 APR 87)
Agenda
- Life Support Awards
- Life Support Funding Status Brief
- Overview of Lab LS Efforts
19 Program Status Briefs by ASD
- 9 Program Status Briefs by SA-ALC
- Training Status Briefs
- 122XO Force Structure Brief
Product
- LS R&D Program Priority List
- Ac tion Items on:
F-4 parachute entang lement
HGU-53/P vs HGU-55P helmets
Anti -drown devices
Multi-place rafts
PRC-112 survival radio
PRC-90-2 Distribution
Figure 2 .
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(5} Figure 2 shows the agenda and product of the spring 1987 WWLSC and
the Executive Committee meeting. The conference agenda is comprehensive covering the status of life support operational, acquisition, and support initiatives . The product is a life support res e arch and development program priority
list and action items to resolve specific equipment issues.
b. Role of the MAJCOMs. MAJCOH inputs are c entral to overall Air Force
life support decision- and policymaking. First, in addition to daily interaction between the MAJCOM headquarter s and their subordinate units, the MAJCOMs
conduct their own command-wide conferences to ensure life support issues are
addressed and coordinated within their command. MAJCOMs are required to rank
ongoing, or candidate, life support efforts as low, medium, or high priority .
These priority lists then are taken to the VWLSC and the Executive Committee .
Finally, it should be noted that all MAJCOH life support priorities and initiatives and those evolving from the worldwide conference are subject to further
review and approval as life support efforts compete for funding in the programming and budgeting phases.
c. Change Agents. The four categories of usual change agents for new or
modified life support equipment are described next. Material deficiency
reports r es ulting from inspection s or mishaps are forwarded to MAJCOMs and the
life support system manager and the appropriate aircraft system manager. When
necessary, material improvement projects are initiated to correct the prob lem.
Air Force Technical Order (AFTO) Forms 22 are similarly sent to MAJCOMs and
then the appropriate logistic s center to correct technical order (TO) discrepancies or c larify TO data. Additionally, many good ideas originate on the flight
1 ine in the interaction between life support personnel and airc rews . The Air
Force s ugge stion program i s one avenue for forwarding these ideas for review
and approval. In the second change agent category are statements of need for
ne w life suppor t equipment or statements of need for n ew weapon systems which
state requirement s for the life s upport subs ys tem of the weapon sys tem . The
third category is operational command messages and letters r e questing equipment
to meet spec ific command-unique requirements. Finally, there are technologi es
which mature in the laboratorie s and are eventually applied to life support
need s.
d.

PHD 2030 and AFSCR/AFLCR 800-12.

(1) Life support a c quisition and support are c ondu cte d in accordance
with the dire ction and guidance of PHD 2030 for program element 64706F and the
joint AFSC/AFLC Regulation 800-12, which is s pecific t o the Life Support Program. The current version of PMD 2030 has a basic date of 9August 1985 and the
last amendme nt whic h transmitted Fiscal Years 1988/1989 Pre sident' s Budget funding is dated 11 March 1987.
(2) Due to the variety of life support r equirements and the different
approaches to implementation, PHD 2030 has a Task Summary Annex which provides
individual direction for the 24 current life support e ffor ts (see Attachment 4
for listing).
( 3} AF SC and AFLC utilize various means to coordinate life support
effo rt s among t he operational commands , aircraft SPOs, aircraft system
managers, the life suppor t SPO, and the life support system manager. Central
to this c oordination is the configuration cont rol board structure dep icted in
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Figure 3. Shown on the left side of the figure is the fact that each AFLC aircraft system manager has a configuration control board, or CCB, to ensure
changes to existing aircraft systems are accomplished in a disciplined fashion
after considering the impact of proposed changes to the aircraft mission and
aircrew, as well as the engineering considerations of weight, space, power,
cooling, and data processing. The life support system manager has configuration control for transferred life support equipment.
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Figure 3.
(4) As an example, for a new piece of life support equipment, the life
support SPO is required to coordinate (dotted lines indicate coordination)
proposed changes with impacted aircraft CCBs. Additionally, if an aircraft
system manager proposes a modification to a piece of life support equipment
which is the responsibility of the life support SPO or system manager, he is
obligated to coordinate with them before making any change. In all cases, the
operational commands are required to concur with any changes impacting the
aircraft mission or the aircrew.
( 5) Routine time compliance technical orders, or TCTOs, may take a
month or longer for approval. Emergency TCTO approval with regard to a safetyof-flight issue is frequently accomplished within 24 hours of identification of
the problem.
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LIFE SUPPORT TASKS (REF PMD 2030)
1.

Automatic Life Preserver

2.

Automatic Inflation Modulation (AIM) Parachute

3.

Multi-Place Life Rafts

4.

Personnel Lowering Device

5.

MBU-12/P Oxygen Ma sk / Communic ation Sys tem

6.

Noise Reduction Ea rc up

7.

Lightweight He lmet Devel opment

8.

ACES-II Ejec ti on Seat

9.

The rmal Flash Protec tive Devices (TFPD)

10.

Vacuum Packaged One-Man Life Raft

11.

Advance d Fabric Development

12.

Advanced Aircrew Armor Development

13 .

High Performance Anti- G System

14.

Survival Avion ics System (SAS )

15 .

Advanced Fire Retardant Cloth ing

16 .

Ar c tic Survival Ki t Sleeping Bag

1 7.

Ex t rem e Co l d Wea the r Safety Toe Fo otwear

18.

Escape Sys t em Cartridge Ac tu ated Device and Propellant Ac tuat ed Devi c e
(CAD / PAD) Development

19.

Arctic Extreme Co l d Weathe r Flying Coverall

20.

Ai rcrew Evasion Chart Viewing Devi ce

21.

Alert Airc raft Maint enance Personnel Prot ection (MCU-1/ P)

22 .

Mol ec ular Sieve Oxygen Generation System (MSOGS)

23.

Parachut e Cro ss Connector Strap Release Mechanism

24.

Wat er Activat ed Release Sys tems
Atch 4
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OBSERVATION DETAILS
a. MAJCOM/NAF Life Support Officer (LSO) Positions. Some MAJCOM and NAF
LSO positions are not filled. AFR 55-27 requires management of the life support
program at the MAJCOM and NAF levels by Z-prefix (LSO school attendance
required) life support officers. As shown by dashes in Figure 1, some MAJCOMs
have not filled these positions.
LSO MAJCOM£NAF MANNING
{A[O 10 OCT

an

OFFICER

~z

PREFIX~

MAC

TAC

1

1

1

2

MAJCOM
NAF

AAC

SAC

ATC

USA FE

1

N/A
Figure

PACAF
1

N/A
1.

b. Squadron-Level LSO Tenure. The squadron-level LSO has a relatively
short tenure in the position. Sampling data indicates 9 to 12 months may be
typical. In some cases, the LSO may at tend the LSO school 3 months into the
tour.

c. SPO and SM Organizational Changes. The current organization of the
Life Support SPO and the Life Support System Management Office and recent
changes in each are described next.
(1)
The Life Support SPO (ASD/AES) is located within the Deputy for
Aeronautical Equipment at \/right-Patterson AFB OH (see Figure 2). The SPO
director is a GM-15. This is a change from the past when a colonel held this
position. A civilian dire c tor was named following a particular 5-year period
in which thece were 7 different military SPO directors. The SPO director has a
lieutenant colonel deputy.

LIFE SUPPORT SPO (ASD£AES)

LIFE SUPPORT
SPO DIRECTOR
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

.......---~' II I 11'-~---r

~THING
I_ ~~VISION

I

I

.----- I_
GA~ ~ED r

I

IFE SUPPORT
DIVISION

I

II

FE~

CHEMICAL D_E_F_E_N-SE--T
DIVISION

Fs~

Figure 2.
Atch 5
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(2) The three commodity divisions {clothing, life suppo rt, and
chemical defense) have military chiefs. The SPO is approximately 50 percent
military and SO percent civilian. The clothing division is predominantly
civilian, and the life support and chemical divisions are approximately twothirds military and one-third civilian. The SPO has matrix support for contracts, program control, manufacturing quality, and configuration control.
LIFE SUPPORT BRANCH {SA-ALC/MMIL)

MMIL
BRANCH CHIEF

r----=1~

I

1

ENG/EUQP .... SPEC

I
I

..-----1

1'------r-1
~

LIFE MMILO
SUPPORT
SYS MGR

r:-m:~ ~IHB I

Figure 3 .
(3) Figure 3 shows the structure of the Life Support Branch within the
Directorate of Materiel Management at the San Antonio Air Logistics Center. The
branch was established in October 1987 with a GM-14 Chief. The new branch was
established to place the life support items managers (MMILD} and production
managers (in MMILO} together with the life support engineers and equipment
specialists {MMILR}, the life support system manager (MMILO), and the life
support/mishap lab (MMILL). Prior to the reorganization, the life support item
managers and production managers reported to different branch chiefs.
( 4) The military life support system manager reports to the branch
chief in this structure and serves as the primary interface between the system
management office and the major commands. The Life Support Branch is approximately 90 percent civilian and 10 percent military.
d. SPO and SM Orientation Training. The fourth observation is that personnel in the Life Support SPO and the Life Support Branch receive life support
orientation training at the Life Support School and operational units. With
approximately two-thirds of the military life support and chemical defense
program managers lieutenants, it is important to continue an emphasis on
orientation training and hands-on experience. Likewise, this training and
experience for the life support system management office personnel facilitiates
MDR and AFTO 22 analyses.
e . Proposed LS Integration Program. The
initiation of a program which takes a system
port and chemical defense capabilities into
"Aircrew Integrated System" or AIS. Figure 4
AIS approach.
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Life Support SPO has proposed the
approach to integrating life supaircraft. The program is titled
shows a conceptual diagram of the

AIRCREY INTEGRATED SYSTEM (AIS)
(CONCEPTUAL)
MAJCOM REQs
FOR:

MISSION OF A/ C

I

\

LIFE SUPPORT

CHEMICAL DEFENSE
SUPPORTABILITY

,/

\

)

I
INTEGRATION

/

I'

/
SOLUTION

\

Figure 4.
(1) As an example, instead of separately buying a new oxygen system,
then a new c hemical defense ensemble, then a new G-suit for increases in aircraft performance or a change in tactics, and then retrofitting all of the se
for potential additional reliability and maintainability requirements, the AIS
program would be structured to consider projected operational c ommand requirements f or life support, chemical defense, the aircraft mission, and supportability. Thes e requirements would be integrated and would be used to develop performance spe c ifications for aircrew life support and chemical defense clothing
and equipment.
(2) While the concept of an integrated approac h to life s uppo rt
acquisition is endorsed, it is important to note that the programmatic s of a
potential AIS program, such as direction, scope, cost, schedule, and intended
aircraft application, are the responsibility of the Air Staff and the major
commands; and to date there has not been an agreement on the specifics of a
proposed program.
. ·. ·

f. Airc raft System Safety Groups. Aircraft system safety groups, c haire d
by the individual aircraft system managers, are valuable in resolving aircraftunique life support issues .
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AFISC
AFTO
AIS
ASD

Air Force Inspection and Safety Center
Air Force Technical Order
Aircrew Integrated System
Aeronautical Systems Division

CAD / PAD
CCB
CICA

Ca rtridge Actuated Device / Propellant Ac tuated Device
Configuration Control Board
Competition-in-Contrac ting Act

EXCOM

Executive Committee

FSD

Full-Scale Development

HSD

Human Systems Division

LS
LSO
LSS
LSSM
LSSPO

Life
Life
Life
Life
Life

MDR

Material Deficiency Report

OCR
OPR
OSAF

Office of Collateral Responsibility
Office of Primary Responsibility
Office of the Secretary of the Air Forc e

PDP
PE
PMD
PN

Program
Program
Program
Proj ect

R&D

Research and Dev e lopment

SA-ALC
SAF
SAMI
SM
SPO

San Ant onio Air Logistics Center
Secretary of the Ai r Force
System Acquisition Management Inspect i on
System Manager
System Program Office

TCTO
TIG

Time Compliance Technical Orde r
The Inspector General

WLSC

Worldwide Life Support Conference

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Officer
System
System Manager
System Program Office

Decision Package
Element
Management Directive
Number

Atch 6
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PART III
REPLY INSTRUCTIONS
1.

GENERAL.

a. Air Staff agencies should refer to HOI 120-3, Air Staff Participation
in The Inspec tor General Program.
b. The objective of your replies to this inspection report is to permanently co rrect the prob lems that have be en identified .
c. Part II describes specific aspe cts of the inspection subject. Commendable findings and general observations do not require a response. The finding,
however, normally des c ribes a problem or deficiency that must be resolved. To
the extent possible, all findings have been validated with the office of pr imary iesponsibility (OPR) indicating a consensus that the problems do exist and
that their significance warrants corrective action. Accordingly, nonconcurrence with findings should be rare. Vhere circumstance s subsequent to validation prompt a nonconcurrence, they should be explained in detail and signed by
a director or higher level authority.
d. Ea ch finding which identifies a deficiency is followed by one or more
recommendations which provide a departure point-- one approach--to resolving the
problem . The recommendations represent the inspe cti on team ' s best judgment on
how the problem could be corrected. They are not dire ct ive in nature. An
alternative approach to solving the problem is acceptable if it is just as
efficient, less costly, or equally effective in providing a permanent solution.
An alte rnative course of action, however, must be explained in sufficient
detail to permit evaluation of its ability to fully resolve the problem.
e. A single OPR has been designated for each finding and for each r ecommendation. The finding OPR is the office having overall staff responsibility
for the program, system, or function affected by the find ing. Compa rative ly,
the re commendation OPR has overall staff responsibility for implementing the
recommended courses of action or for devising an alternative approach. The
finding and recommendation OPRs should des ignate an action office r to serve as
a focal po int for subsequent inspection followup ac tivity.
f . Offices of collateral responsibility (OCR) may also be designated. OCRs
are those activities that have some degree of responsi bility for resolving the
identified problem(s) and who assist the finding and jor re commendation OPRs in
that endeavor.
2. INSTRUCTIONS TO OCRs. OCRs may be requested by the finding or recommendation OPRs to coordinate on or provide inputs to the formal reply generated by
the OPR. The OCRs , however, do not provide HQ AFISC fi nal responses t o recommendations or findings.
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3.

INSTRUCTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION OPRs.

Recommendation OPRs should:

a. Implement the recommended course of action or an alternative approach
to resolve the problem . Explain an alternative course of action in sufficient
detail to permit the finding OPR to evaluate its adequacy. If the action
required to resolve the problem is beyond the capability of the recommendation
OPR, that office should identify the organization possessing the required capability and request the finding OPR to task that organization for reply.
b. Provide an estimated completion date (ECD) for implementation of each
corrective action.
c. Forward replies for each tasked re commendation to the f i nding OPR with
an information copy to HQ AFISC/IGP, Norton AFB CA 92409-7001, within 60 days
of the report approval date.

d. Designate an action officer for each recommendation and include hisjher
name and telephone number in replies to the finding OPR. Action officers will
serve as focal points for inspection followup activities . They should provide
periodic status updates to the finding OPR until each corrective ac tion
required to resolve the problem is fully implemented .
4.

INSTRUCTIONS TO FINDING OPRs.
a.

Finding OPRs should:

Ensure timely response from recommendation OPRs.

b. Consolidate replies from recommendation OPRs and evaluate the adequacy
of their corrective actions in resolving the problem(s) identified in the finding.
c. Resolve any conflicting corrective actions that are proposed by recommendation OPRs and develop a uniform course of action, as required.
d. Enlist the assistance of
interest in resolving the issues.

OCRs,

as

appropriate,

that

may

have

an

e. Explain the corrective course of action in sufficient detail to permit
AFISC evaluation of its adequacy. Cite action taken if recommendation OPR
replies are considered inadequate.
f. State whether or not the sum of all actions taken is sufficient to
resolve the problem identified in the finding or whether final resolution of
the problem requires long-term corrective ac tion.

g. Prov i de an ECO for final resolution of the
actions taken to date have not yet solved the problem.

problem if corrective

h. Ensure replies are signed by deputy director or higher level staff
officer.
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i. Forward replies (an original and one c opy) to HQ AFISC/ IGP, Norton AFB
CA 92409-7 001, within 90 days from the report approval date.
j. Designate an ac tion officer for each finding and include his/her name
and telephone number in the reply to HQ AFISC/IGP. Action offi ce rs will serve
as focal points for subsequent inspection f o llowup activi ties . They should be
p re pared to provide periodic status updates as requested by HQ AFISC /IGP un ti l
all findings are c losed.
5. Final det~rmination of the adequacy of corrective action is the re s p onsibility of AFISC .
6. PRIVILEGED INFORMATION MARKING. Correspondence which incl udes direc t
quot es or identifiable paraphrasing of this r eport will be marked with t he
following statement.
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT not releasable in whole or in
part to persons or agencies outside the Air Force without
the expressed approval of the Sec retary o f the Air Force.
NOTE: The foll owing report distribution table identifie s each organization
that is re s ponsible for replying to a specific findi ng or rec ommendation.
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1 . Attached is a report containing observations and recommendations.

2. The report revealed tha t the classified and protected cargo
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Strength through Vigilance

FMI OF
USAF HANDLING OF
CLASSIFIED AND PROTECTED CARGO
PN 90-606
1. PURPOSE: Evaluate the effectiveness of current procedures
for handling and moving classified and protected cargo.
2. SCOPE: This FMI evaluated the effectiveness of current guidelines and procedures issued by Air Staff and MAJCOMs, determined
the state of the classified and protected cargo system, and
ascertained the effects of on-the-job training on the classified
and protected cargo process. The Air Staff, 3 major commands, 14
bases, 2 contractors, and 7 commercial carriers were visited
during this inspection.
3. BACKGROUND: The Air Force ships approximately 60,000 classified and protected items per year in the CONUS. The classified
category includes items designated confidential, secret, or top
secret. Protected cargo is defined as items having characteristics which require they be identified, accounted for, secured,
segregated, or handled in a special manner. There are three
subcategories of protected cargo: controlled, pilferable, and
sensitive. Controlled cargo consists of items requiring additional control; e.g., narcotics. Pilferable cargo consists of
items vulnerable to theft due to their ready-resale potential;
e.g., cameras. Sensitive cargo consists of small arms, ammunition, and explosives which could be used by hostile elements for
civil disturbances, domestic unrest, or criminal actions. Even
though handling and movement of such cargo is carefully regulated, a recent AFLC survey (HQ AFLC/DSS 241100Z Oct 88) indicated problems in the areas of consignee notification, hand
receipting, and proper marking. Further, a recent television
expose concerning a major commercial air carrier revealed control, handling, and storage problems which could have compromised
classified Air Force shipments. The carrier was suspended.
These problems indicated a potential for discrepancies in the
existing system. This inspection was sponsored by HQ AFISC/IGLT
and indorsed by HQ USAF/LET.
4. RESULTS IN BRIEF: The existing system for handling classified and protected cargo is sound. Personnel professionalism,
physical control of the cargo, and on-the-job training were
especially notable. The inspection noted two minor areas of
concern. Compliance problems were cited by individuals as
generating additional work, and the Logistics Airlift Statement
of Work needed review and revision.

5.

OBSERVATIONS AND

RECO~~~ENDATIONS:

a. COI1MENDABLE: HIGHLY MOTIVATED, WELL-TRAINED, AND HELPFUL
PERSONNEL WERE OBSERVED THROUGHOUT THE INSPECTION.
(1 )
Pers onnel were dedicated and knowledgeable and
accepted a hi gh l e ve l of responsibility for their actions. They
cooperated in every aspec t of t he inspe cti on and provided honest,
open, and valuabl e opinions to t he inspectors.

{2) Mos t fiel d personnel and users indicated that the
existi ng sys tem provided proper controls, accurate information,
sufficient documentation, and comprehensive guidance for on-thejob training.
b . COMMENDABLE : THE PHYSICAL CONTROL OF CLASSIFIED AND
PROTECTED CARGO WAS WELL MANAGED.

(1 ) Signa t ure service. The use of signature service
forms (DD Form 1907 , Signature a nd Tally Rec ord , and AF Form 127,
Traffic Trans fer Recei pt) provided both a n audit trail and a
signal for increa sed surveillance within the system. These forms
were univer s al l y ac knowledged as necessary and appropriate to
ensure effective p rote ction of special cargo.
( 2)
Conta inment . Air logisti c centers (ALC) and aerial
port squadrons had secured storage facilities equipped with
modern protection dev ices . Although most transportation squadron s inspecte d did not have protected storage, this shortfall was
overcome by proactive manageme nt. Generally, Air Force organizations were r e quire d to give 24 hours' notice to the transportation unit when shipping classified and protected cargo. This
notice gave transportation personnel the opportunity to prepare
packing ma t e r ial a nd plan the shipment. When overnight storage
within the transportation unit was required, transportation personnel either r e t urned the cargo to t he shipping organization for
storage , requested a s sistance from base supply or the aerial port
squadron (if a vailable), or on rare occasions posted a guard on
the property overnight .

c . COMMENDABLE; CLASSIFIED AND SENSITIVE CARGO ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING WAS HIGHLY EFFECTIVE.
(1) Tr a i ners were well qualif ied and highly proficient.
Personnel s t ated that Air Force regulations provided clear and
ne cessa ry gu i dance .

d . COI~!PI,IANCE PROBLEMS CAUSED I NEFFICIENCIES WITHIN THE
CLASSIFIED AND CONTROLLED CARGO SYSTEM .
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(1) Minor problems were found here. They were generally
local caused by lack of compliance with existing procedures. For
example, in some cases, the level of protection coding was incorrect which required additional time to identify the appropriate
level of protection and correct the document. Another example
involved shipments that were short an item. In this case, the
transportation function was typically required to generate a
short shipment report and send follow-up messages until the shortage was resolved.
(2) The full extent of the compliance problem was not
precisely defined although it is not believed to be large. Classified and protected cargo represents approximately 2 percent of
Air Force shipments annually. Although processing errors occurred, these errors were subsequently corrected and the cargo
reached its final destination. Available statistics do not
indicate a problem exists with loss or theft of shipments.
(3) MAJCOM and transportation activities should
reemphasize compliance by shippers with classified and protected
cargo procedures .
e. THE LOGISTICS AIRLIFT (LOGAIR) CONTRACT STATEMENT OF WORK
NEEDS REFINEMENT TO DECREASE THE POTENTIAL FOR PROBLEMS WITH
CLASSIFIED AND PROTECTED CARGO.
(1) LOGAIR crew responsibilities for classified and protected cargo during in-flight diversion to a commercial airport
are well defined. In this case, the crew maintained responsibility for the cargo, provided security, and requested assistance
from HQ AFLC/DSTN. However, potential problems existed in
day-to-day operations.
(2) Although most crews flying the Logistics Air Routes
had more than one crewmember cleared for classified, the potential for leaving cargo unattended during ground operations was
high when only one crewmember possessed a security clearance.
(3) When controlled cargo shipments were signed for, the
signature service documents were consolidated and accounted for
on the manifest. LOGAIR crewmembers did not physically identify
each piece of cargo and generally requested briefings only for
hazardous cargo. Conversely, on a military aircraft, each piece
of cargo was identified, checked, and receipted. For example, a
loadmaster would not sign ·for a piece of cargo without first
identifying it. This procedure instilled a sense of responsibility and priority.

3

(4) HQ AFLC should sponsor a working group with LOGAIR
carriers to modify the existing contractual statement of work to
reduce the potential compromise of classified cargo. This working group should reevaluate cargo identification procedures and,
if possible, ensure that at least two crewmembers are cleared.
6. The management and information systems used for classified
and protected cargo provided timely and accurate information for
managers at all levels.
a. ALCs used several data bases dedicated to the transportation of cargo (0002, 0013, D24, Dl02, etc.) which provided comprehensive intransit cargo information. These data bases were
part of a current AFLC upgrade program to improve load planning
as well as cargo visibility within the AFLC system.
b. The Consolidated Aerial Port System (CAPS) is a new , system being used to improve tracking of cargo within the Military
Airlift Command system. Hand-held terminals are used to input
data to a minicomputer which in turn is linked to a mainframe
computer at Scott AFB IL. This system traced cargo from entry
into the aerial port, through intransit ports, and onward to its
final destination.
c. The Cargo Movement and Operations System (CMOS) was being
introduced in transportation organizations Air Force-wide. When
fully operational, this system will further enhance tracking.
· 7. Classified and protected cargo documentation provided clear
and sufficient information.
a. Forms and reports. Documents dealing with classified and
protected cargo were necessary and useful.
b. Guidance in DOD series regulations concerning classified
and protected cargo was effectively incorporated by AFLC personnel into Air Force regulations. Air Force guidance, therefore,
was clear and sufficiently comprehensive to control and move
classified and protected cargo.
8. In summary, the classified and protected cargo system met the
needs of the USAF. If existing directives are complied with,
cargo will efficiently and effectively move throughout the system. A review of the existing statement of work for the LOGAIR
system will reduce the potential for compromise, and emphasis on
compliance will improve the throughput of this special cargo
throughout the Air Force.
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United States Air Force (HO USAF)

Washington DC

Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC)
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00-ALC
SA-ALC
SM-ALC
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275 OLS

Wright-Patterson AFB OH
Hill AFB UT
Kelly AFB TX
McClellan AFB CA
Tinker AFB OK
Wright-Patterson AFB OH

Air Force Systems Command (HO AFSC)

Andrews AFB MD

Military Airlift Command (MAC)
HQ MAC
Det 3, 625 MASG
62 MAW

Scott AFB IL
Hellenikon AB GR
McChord AFB WA

Strategic Air Command (SAC)
HQ SAC
55 SRW
12 AD

Offutt AFB NE
Offutt AFB NE
Ellsworth AFB SD

United States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE)
HQ USAFE
7206 ABG
48 TFW
513 ACCW
401 TFW
56 TFW

Ramstein AB GE
Hellenikon AB GR
RAF Lakenheath UK
RAF Mildenhall UK
Torrejon AB SP
Ramstein AB GE

Commercial Contractors
Hughes Aircraft Company
TRW Corporation

Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA

Commercial Carriers
Emory Worldwide Carrier
Tri-State Corporation
Land Star Corporation (Holding Company)
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washington DC
Washington DC
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Executive Summary
Title

HOME BASE SECURITY DURliNG OPERATION DESERT

SHIELD/STORM

Scope

Background

This FMI focused on problems experienced by security
police units at CONUS and European bases during
OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/STORM. Emphasis was on
problems with augmentation, contingency support, and
antiterrorism guidance. Interviews were conducted with
security police personnel at 25 units, 2 numbered air force
headquarters, and 6 major command headquarters.

During OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/STORM, more than
4,000 USAF security police were deployed from various
CONUS and European bases to the theater of operations.
At the same time, most of these same home bases were
required to man additional security posts due to an
increased terrorist threat.
The Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Security Police
requested and sponsored this effort to analyze problems
experienced by security police units as a result of these
conditions.
For four decades, security police planning in overseas
commands concentrated on evacuation of noncombatants, reorganization of in-theater mission support
resources to strengthen security forces, and augmentation
from the CONUS. There was little attention given to the
deployment of security police forces in support of requirements in other theaters. Thus, OPERATION DESERT
SHIELD/STORM found planners at both unit and
MAJCOM level ill-prepared for the demands that would be
placed on security police assets. Not only was considerable manpower deployed to the Persian Gulf, but simultaneously an increased threat of terrorism was experienced
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Executive Summary

by the home bases. Throughout this period, units
attempted (some with significant difficulty) to meet normal
mission support requirements.

Results

on Brief

The inspection team found home base security was
degraded during OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/STORM.
Security police commanders did not receive the full level of
support anticipated or needed from the Resource Augmentation Duty (READY) Program. Many READY personnel occupied mobility positions and were unavailable to
man security posts. The inspection team also found that
unplanned taskings significantly reduced security manpower. Security police units were tasked with providing
security for contingency hospitals although plans indicated
medical forces would provide owner-user security. The
team also found that wing commanders needed but
lacked authority to adjust threat condition levels initially
implemented by MAJCOM headquarters. Finally, the team
found most installation plans for air base defense operations against attack by conventional military forces were
not suitable or appropriate in the face of terrorist attacks.

(b) (6)

LtCol, USAF
earn
POC: HQ AFIA/MISP, D S N -
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Colonel, USAF
Director of Management Inspection
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During OPERATION DESERT SH IELD/ STORM, manpower resources available for home base security were
insufficient to cover the requirements of both an increased
antiterrorist posture and undiminished day-to-day security
needs. (OPR: HQ USAF/SP)

Decreased home base manning and the terrorist alert
precipitated by OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/ STORM
increased security requirements beyond capability. Security police units had to delete required posts and increase
duty tours to 14 hours per shift with minimal time off. In
some instances, this situation existed for as long as 2
months. Over time, morale declined, fatigue increased,
and effectiveness of the units decreased.

DISCUSSION
POINTS:
# 1: READY
Program Needs

Improvement

Although units with a Resource Augmentation Duty
(READY) Program received some support, few received
their authorized number of personnel. Many trained
augmenters held mobility positions and were among the
first to deploy. One security police group was authorized
533 personnel with 478 assigned. During the war, 63
peacetime posts expanded to 209 due to postings needed
to upgrade base security, secure deployed aircraft and
contingency hospitals, and protect 18 satellite locations.
One hundred forty-four of the 154 authorized READY
personnel were fully trained and incorporated into the
group's wartime plans. When OPERATION DESERT
SHIELD/STORM began, only 42 of the 154 were available,
and augmenting commanders frequently reptaced even
these few with untrained individuals without notifying the
security police group commander.
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One large stateside base deployed 103 security policemen
and had no security police READY program because of an
agreement between the previous wing commander and
chief, security police. The current chief, security police,
was working with the new wing commander to establish a
program. Two other units received full support, but as
stated above, most did not. In those few cases where the
wing commander directed participation, the program
worked well. At the majority of bases visited, wing commanders did not direct participation, and security police
units received only a portion of authorized READY personnel.
·

Recommendation
1a. Emphasize to all wings that strong support for the
READY program is both necessary and mandatory. (OPR:
HQ USAF/ MO)

#2: Contingency

Hospital Support

War plans task medical personnel to provide owner/ user
security for contingency hospitals. Because European war
plans were not implemented, a decision was made to task
security police units to provide contingency hospital security. Tasked units lost from 13 to 44personnel with little or
no notice. This further complicated security police efforts
to meet local security requirements with already limited
manpower.

Recommendation
2a. Whenever possible contingency hospitals should
employ owner/user security in accordance with existing
plans when they deploy. {OPR: HQ USAF/SG)

#3: Inconsistent

Guidance

Prior to OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/ STORM,
MAJCOMs directed that threat condition levels 1 be implemented by individual wing commanders based upon local
threat assessment and counsel of the chief, security

1. AFR 208-1, The United States Air Force Antiterrorism Program.
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police, and OSI. After OPERATION DESERT SHIELD/
STORM began, MAJCOMs implemented mandatory,
command-wide increased threat conditions. This resulted
in many bases implementing manpower-intensive security
measures not supported by the local threat assessment.
Initially, command-wide threat conditions were appropriate
given the high potential for terrorist activity; however, units
lacked the authority to subsequently reduce the initial
threat level in the light of changes in the local situation.
Many units in fact did reduce the level of security
measures taken even though they claimed to maintain the
directed higher threat condition. This resulted in the
responsible headquarters believing a higher level of security existed for some of its units than was actually the case.

Recommendation
3a. Change AFR 208-1 to provide wing cqmmanders
authority to increase or decrease MAJCOM-iniiiated initial
threat condition levels based on subsequent changes in
the local threat assessment. (OPR: HQ USAF/SP)

#4: Inconsistent

Planning

AFR 208-1 covered antiterrorism and associated planning
requirem~nts; however, the regulation was not specific
about where antiterrorism planning should be documented. Many units incorporated this planning into their
Installation Physical Security OP!an 207-1 or Air Base
Ground Defense Plan. Association with these plans drove
units to arm some personnel with M-203 grenade
launchers and M-60 machine guns. While providing some
deterrent effect, use of these weapons must be weighed
against the potential for serious injury to local area
residents, host nationals, etc. Use of these weapons also
Hmited post relief options since special training and qualification were required. Units that associated AFR 208-1
with the Installation and Resources Protection OPian
125-37 demonstrated a much more temperate approach
to the situation and avoided many of the management and
morale problems experienced elsewhere.
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Recommendation
4a. Change AFR 208-1 to require documentation of antiterrorism requirements in the Installation and Resources
Protection OPian. (OPR: HQ USAF /SP)
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Organizations Visited
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (OSAF)
AF/SP
AF/MOX
AF/LGXX
AF/MOO

Wash DC

UNIT ED STATES AIR FORCE {USAFE)
HQ USAFE
377 SPG
66SPS
36SPS
52SPS
435 SPS
3rd Air Force HQ
513 SPS
48SPG
10SPG
20SPG
81 SPS

Ramstein AB GM
Ramstein AB GM
Sembach AB GM
Bitburg AB GM
Spangdahlem AB GM
Rhein-Main AB GM
RAF Mildenhall UK
RAF Mildenhall UK
RAF Lakenheath UK
RAF Alconbury UK
RAF Upper Heyford UK
RAF Bentwater UK

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND (TAC)
HQ TAC/SP
1 SPS

Langley AFB VA
Langley AFB VA

AIR FORCE lOGISTICS COMMAND (AFLC)
HQ AFLC/SP
2750 SPS
2851 SPS

Wright-Patterson AFB OH
Wright-Patterson AFB OH
Kelly AFB TX

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND (AFSC}
HO AFSC/ SP
ESD/AVJS

Andrews AFB MD

AIR TRAINING COMMAND (ATC)
HO ATC/SP
12 SPS
3700 SPS

Randolph AFB TX
Randolph AFB TX
Lackland AFB TX

USAF RESERVES
131 SPF

Lambert Field MO
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Team Composition
LtC (b) (6)
Maj (b) (6)
Maj (b) (6)

Security Police (Team Chief)
Security Police
Security Police
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Reply Instructions
,.
Genera!

Replies of corrective action are required for the findings
and recommendations in this report. Replies will consist
of an initial status update with the option of additional
updates as directed by HQ AFIA for some or all of tl1e
raport findings. The objective of your replies is to document in writing, for HQ AFIA review, the status of both
planned and ongoing corrective actions to resolve the
problems or deficiencies identified in the findings of this
report.

Findings Have

Replies are required for the findings and recommendations
in this report. Findings describe a problem or deficiency
that must be resolved. Findings have been validated with
the office of primary responsibility (OPR) indicating a
consensus that the problems do exist and that their significance warrants corrective action. Accordingly, nonconcurrence with findings should be rare. Where circumstances
subsequent to validation prompt a nonconcurrence, they
should be explained in detail and signed by a director or
higher level authority. Commendable findings and any
listed observations do not require responses.

Been Validated

Recommendations
to Resolve the

Problem

Each finding which identifies a deficiency is followed by
one or more recommendations which provide a departure
point--one approach--to resolving the problem. The recommendations represent the inspection team's best judgment on how the problem could be corrected. Recommendations are not directive in nature. An alternative
approach to solving the problem is acceptable.
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Reply Instructions

Finding OPR

A single OPR has been designated for each finding. The
finding OPR is the office having overall staff responsibility
for the program, system, or function affected by the finding. The finding OPR collects and analyzes responses
from recommendation OPRs and provides initial replies
and any subsequent status updates to HQ AFIA/MSX.

Recommendation

Recommendation OPRs have overall staff responsibility for
implementing the recommended courses of action or for
devising alternative approaches. The recommendation
OPR provides responses to the finding OPR, if they are not
the same office. The finding and recommendation OPRs
should each designate an action officer to serve as a focal
point for follow-up activity and include the name, office
symbol, and telephone number in all correspondence.

OPR

Instructions to
Recommendation OPRs

Recommendation OPRs will:
Implement the recommended course of action or an alternative approach to resolve the problem. Explain an alternative course of action to the finding OPR in sufficient
detail to permit evaluation of its adequacy. If the action
required to resolve the problem is beyond the capability of
the recommendation OPR, that office should identify the
organization possessing the required capability and
request the finding OPR task that organization for reply.
Provide the finding OPR with an estimated completion
date (ECD) for implementation of each corrective action.
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Designate an action officer tor each recommendation and
include his or her name, office symbol, and telephone
number in replies to the finding OPR. Forward initial reply
for each tasked recommendation to the finding OPR (See
Report Distribution Table) within 60 days of the date on the
report cover.
Provide periodic status updates to the finding OPR as
required.

Instructions to
Finding OPRs

Finding OPRs will:
Ensure timely responses from recommendation OPRs.
Consolidate replies from recommendation OPRs and
evaluate the adequacy of their corrective actions in resolving the problem(s) identified in the finding. Resolve any
conflicting corrective actions that are proposed by recommendation OPRs and develop a uniform course of action,
as required.
Enlist the assistance of OCRs that may have an interest in
resolving the issues.
Explain the corrective course of action in sufficient detail to
permit AFIA evaluation of its adequacy. Advise AFIA of
action taken if recommendation OPR replies are considered inadequate.
State whether the sum of all actions taken is sufficient to
resolve the problem identified in the finding. Forward
proposed changes to HQ AFIA/MSX for evaluation.
Provide an ECD for final resolution of the problem if corrective actions taken to date have not yet solved the problem.
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Reply Instructions

Ensure replies are signed by deputy director or higher level
staff officers. Designate an action officer for each finding
and include his or her name, office symbol, and telephone
number in each reply to HQ AFIA/MSX.
Forward initial reply to HQ AFIA/MSX, Norton AFB CA
92409-7001, within 90 days of the date on the report cover.

(See attached suggested format for report replies).
Provide additional status updates as requested by HO
AFIA/MSX.

Privileged

Information
Markings

Correspondence which includes direct quotes or identifiable paraphrasing from this report will be marked with the
following statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot
be released in whole or part to persons or
agencies outside the Air Force, nor can it be
republished in whole or part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force
magazines and general use pamphlets, without
the express approval of the Secretary of the Air
Force.
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SUGGESTED REPORT REPLY FORMAT
TIG (INSERT REPORT TITLE), PN 99-999

DISCUSSION POINT #4: (As stated in the report). (OPR: HQ USAF /XOO)
Recommendation 4a: (As stated in the report) . (OPR: HSD/XAC)
Response : (Your reply to the stated recommendation). Recommend closure or provide an
estimated completion date (ECD)
. (OPR: HSD/XAP, Col Smith, DSN 222-2222).

Recommendation 4b: (As stated in the report). (OPR: HQ USAF/SGP}
Response: {Your reply to the stated recommendation). Recommend closure or provide an
estimated completion date (ECD)
. {OPR: HQ USAFJSGPA, Lt Col Jones, DSN
223-3333).

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in whole or
part to persons or agencies outside the Air Force, nor can it be
republished in whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and general use pamphlets,
without the express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Report Distribution Table
Finding OPR
Para (reply
Disti"ibution

Copies.

required to
AFIA/MSX)*

Recommendation
OPR Paras (reply
required to
finding OPR)**

SAF
SAF/FMP
SAF/IG
SAF/IGI
SAF/ IGR
SAF/ IGST

1
2
1
i
1

HO USAF
HQ
HQ
HQ
HQ

USAF/ MO
USAF/ LG
USAF/ SP
USAF/SG

1
1

1a

X

3a,3b
2a

MAJCOM HQs
CINC USAFE/CS
HQ USAFE/SP
HQ USAFE/IG

1

AFSC/CS
HO AFSC/ SP
HOAFSC/ IG

1
1

AFLC/ CS
HQ AFLC/ SP
HQ AFLC/ IG

1
1

CINC SAC/CS
HQ SAC/ SP
HQ SAC/ IG

1

1
1

CINC MAC/CS
HQ MAC/SP
HQ MAC/OS
TAC/ CS
HQTAC/ SP
HOTAC/IG

1
1
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HQ AFSPACECOM/ IG

1

1
1
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1
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1
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Executive Summary
Title

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW-DISPOSITION
OF UNSERVICEABLE, EXCESS, AND OBSOLETE
CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS

Purpose

Evaluate the disposition of unserviceable, excess, and
obsolete conventional munitions.

Method

The team reviewed Air Force policy and guidance on
disposition of unserviceable, excess, and obsolete conventional munitions. They also reviewed Title 40 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR 40) which addressed how the
Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of
1976 applied to explosives. The team visited two major
command headquarters, one numbered Air Force, one air
logistics center, two Army installations, and five Air Force
units in four major commands. Additionally, the team
visited a civilian contractor facility involved in disposition of
munitions and an environmental protection agency (EPA)
regional office. Video teleconferences were conducted
with Headquarters USAF, AMC, and NGB personnel. The
team assessed the disposition of munitions to determine

Finding

•

adequacy of policy and guidance,

•

impact of using current demilitarization methods, and

•

availability of alternative demilitarization methods.

Disposition of unserviceable, excess, and obsolete conventional munitions was ineffective. Deficiencies existed in five
areas which limited program effectiveness:
•

HQ USAF/LGMW had not defined when unserviceable,
excess, and obsolete munitions become hazardous
waste (HW), allowing major commands to take diverse
approaches on how to apply RCRA environmental
laws.

•

The Air Force had not developed an ammunition
demilitarization master plan to aid in the management
of the program.
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Recommendations

•

Neither Air Staff nor most major commands were effectively involved in the munitions disposal program.

•

Not all Air Force ranges used for routine munitions
disposal were cost effective.

•

The Air Force had not kept pace with developed and
emerging technologies to demilitarize obsolete or
unserviceable munitions.

•

Pending EPA resolution, HQ USAF/LG issue interim
guidance stating when munitions become HW.

•

HQ USAF/LG task the ammunition control point (ACP)
to develop an Air Force long-term master demiliarization plan.

•

Air Staff and major command CEs and LGs become
more involved in the munitions disposal process.

•

HQ USAF/LG and CE determine the number of
disposal ranges required.

•

HQ USAF/LG task HQ AFMC/XRW to investigate and
implement alternative methods to open burning/open
detonation (OB/OD).
(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Col, USAF

H~~FINMIM,

~.

DSN-

HQ AFINMI,
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Background
Munitions, due to their intended destructive purpose, were
classified as hazardous materials by CFR 40 and RCRA
and as such were subject to a series of federal and state
government controls.
These controls were applied
throughout the manufacturing process and during all
phases of military operations. Once the munitions ceased
to have a military value, they were disposed of through a
variety of methods ranging from resale to other agencies
to destruction. When a disposal decision was made, a
variety of factors influenced what method of disposal was
used. When the munitions were deemed unserviceable or
unsafe, a determination to demilitarize them (eliminate their
destructive capability) was usually made.
The Air Force used OB/OD as the primary methods to
conduct demilitarization operations of unserviceable,
excess, and obsolete conventional munitions.
Open
burning was accomplished at the disposal ranges primarily
by pouring fuel oil on the munitions and setting them afire.
The OD portion of the demilitarization process was accomplished by detonating the munitions within a dirt pit on the
ordnance disposal range. However, as federal, state, and
local governments implemented laws to comply with
RCRA, the Air Force's ability to demilitarize munitions using
these methods became constrained.
On 3 October 1985, the Federal EPA advised the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environment) that in their
view munitions became HW when users intended to
dispose of or destroy the items. Once the intent was
established, the item's storage, handling, and
transportation were to be regulated in accordance with
RCRA HW management rules. The Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Environmental Policy took
exception with the definition and contended that since a
munition retained its functional capabilities, it remained a
hazardous material until the item was delivered to the
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disposal site. HQ USAF/LGMW supported the latter position and indicated that if munitions were prematurely
identified as HW, the resuH could add needless costs and
expose normal munitions operations to inappropriate RCRA
controls.
On 6 October 1992, the Federal Facility Compliance Act
(FFCA) was enacted. FFCA gave EPA regulators the
authority to impose civil and criminal penalties against
federal organizations and individuals who violated RCRA
HW requirements. The FFCA further directed the Federal
EPA to work with DOD and the states to develop guidance
defining when munitions became HW. FFCA gave the EPA
until October 1994 to develop permanent guidance on the
definition of when the item became HW.
Since enactment of RCRA, federal and state governments
continued to implement environmental laws. These additional laws resulted in ranges previously used for routine
disposal of munitions being restricted or closed.
Consequently, munitions storage areas accumulated large
quantities of items awaiting disposal. With the increased
disposal backlog, coupled with the introduction of munitions from base closures and organizational realignments,
physical storage space within units rapidly approached full
capacity.
In light of the above situation, HQ ACC/LGW requested an
FMR to help identify disposition program weaknesses and
identify alternatives to current methods of demilitarization
which may be more economical and environmentally safe.
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Purpose

Evaluate the disposition of unserviceable, excess, and
obsolete conventional munitions.

Finding

Disposition of unserviceable, excess, and obsolete conventional munitions was ineffective. Deficiencies existed in five
areas which limited program effectiveness:

Impact

•

HQ USAF/LGMW had not defined when unserviceable,
excess, and obsolete munitions become hazardous
waste (HW), allowing major commands to take diverse
approaches on how to apply RCRA environmental
laws.

•

The Air Force had not developed an ammunition
demilitarization master plan to aid in the management
of the program.

•

Neither Air Staff nor most major commands were
effectively involved in the munitions disposal program.

•

Not all Air Force ranges used for routine munitions
disposal were cost effective.

•

The Air Force had not kept pace with developed and
emerging technologies to demilitarize obsolete or
unserviceable munitions.

Air Force dollars were needlessly spent, and the potential
existed for units to receive fines for noncompliance with
environmental regulations.

Discussion
Lack of Uniform
Definition

HQ USAF/LGMW had not defined when unserviceable,
excess, and obsolete munitions become HW, allowing
major commands to take diverse approaches on how to
apply RCRA environmental laws. For example, HQ ACC's
guidance instructed subordinate units to treat unserviceable munitions as HW when the AF Form 191 , Ammunition
Disposal Request, was initiated. Conversely, HQ AMC
directed subordinate units to treat unserviceable munitions
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as HW when the AF Form 191 with disposition instructions
was received from the Ammunition Control Point (ACP) at
Hill AFB. A third command, HQ AFMC, took an entirely
different position and directed subordinate units to never
treat unserviceable munitions as HW. The differences in
defining when or whether an item became HW may create
problems when unserviceable, excess, and obsolete munitions are shipped between commands. For example, an
ACC unit may not accept unserviceable munitions from an
AFMC unit unless the item was treated as HW and manifested in accordance with RCRA HW handling requirements. Ukewise, for an AFMC unit to ship unserviceable
munitions to an ACC unit for disposal, the AFMC unit
would have to violate its own command's guidance by
classifying the item as HW.
Another problem that compounded the situation was major
commands used messages vice regulations to disseminate
guidance when munitions became HW. For example, three
of the five unit-level installations visited had not received
their command's most current guidance due to poor
administrative control of message distribution. As a result,
munitions personnel at these locations used outdated
guidance and were unaware that new direction had been
issued. Use of messages without confirmation of receipt
to disseminate guidance may jeopardize operations and
result in violating environmental requirements.

Lack of
Demilitarization
Master Plan

The Air Force had not developed an ammunition demilitarization master plan to aid in the management of the program. Through use of a master plan, personnel could
more effectively manage the demilitarization effort with
special emphasis placed on environmental and economical
factors. Some examples of information that should be
included in the master plan follow:

a Appointment of an Air Force demilitarization program manager.
b. Identification of current and projected munitions
stockpile requiring demilitarization.
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c. Establishment of a responsive reporting system
to track and report real-time data to expedite demilitarization efforts.
d.

Trends and funding projections.

e. Disposal range capabilities and resource requirements such as manning and dollar cost.

f.

Assignment of ranges for units to use.

g. New initiative such as development of demilitarization technologies, increased contractor or joint service
involvement, and the establishment of new and improved
facilities could be determined and pursued.
h. Investigation and implementation of resource
recovery and recycling efforts as possible alternatives to
present disposal methods.
Unlike the Air Force, the Army had developed an indepth
master plan to aid in the management of the demilitarization program. Since the Army's demilitarization program
was so far advanced, the team concluded the Army's plan
was an excellent management tool and deserved study by
the Air Force.

Lack of

Involvement

Neither Air Staff nor most major commands were effectively
involved in the munitions disposal program. Involvement
was lacking in RCRA Subpart X permit application process,
availability of operational ranges, utilization of facilities, and
environmental compliance assessment and management
program (ECAMP) evaluations. The following examples
demonstrated the lack of Air Staff and major command
involvement.
Lack of written guidance defining the preparation, review,
and approval process of the OB/00 thermal treatment
facility permits contributed to the large expense to prepare
them. For example, only one of the units visited used a
team approach. In this case, a team consisting of personnel from legal, munitions, explosives ordnance disposal
(EOD), and civil engineering completed a permit package
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for a total cost of $216,000. Conversely, other units dedicated time and energy collecting data for civilian
contractors to prepare and complete the permit package.
On average, the contractor charged $400,000 to complete
the permit application, plus the 6- to 25-percent handling
fee normally imposed by the Army Corps of Engineers.
The team observed no justification for the cost of the
permit in relation to range size or the net explosive weight
(NEW) capability. For instance, Seymour Johnson and
Moody AFBs had limited detonation capabilities of 10 to 25
pounds of NEW respectively. Thus, the permit costs to
support these two ranges compared to the limited amount
of munitions that could be disposed of were very high.
The lack of command involvement in range availability
contributed to the reduced number of ranges available to
conduct disposal operations. Neither Air Staff, major
commands, nor the ACP provided munitions disposal
forecast requirements to civil engineering. Without the
forecast, civil engineering was unable to accurately
determine the number of ranges and NEW limits needed to
satisfy disposal requirements. Consequently, CONUSoperated disposal ranges were arbitrarily reduced from 49
to 28 without considering operational requirements.
Nonutilization of available ranges was another problem
observed due to the lack of higher headquarters involvement. For instance, unserviceable munitions shipped from
Loring and Griffiss AFBs bypassed operational disposal
ranges at Seymour Johnson and Shaw AFBs on the way
to Luke AFB. Lack of involvement resulted in unnecessary
transportation costs and additional public exposure to
hazardous items.
Finally, only one command conducted environmental
compliance assessment and management program
(ECAMP) evaluations of the munitions disposal process as
required by AFR 19-16, Environmental Compliance Assessment and Management Program, 24 Aug 90. Evaluations
improved Air Force environmental compliance by
identifying issues that required management attention to
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resolve before environmental laws were violated. The team
concluded other commands and units could benefit from
this proactive approach.

Lack of CostEffective Disposal
Ranges

Not all Air Force ranges used for routine munitions
disposal were cost effective. For example, one command
owned 16 of the 28 disposal ranges and allocated
$1 05,000 per year, per range, to conduct annual
environmental monitoring analysis of air, soil, and groundwater systems. However, one of the units within the
command only disposed of 35 pounds NEW in 1992 which
equated to a disposal cost of $3,000 per pound over and
above the normal range operating cost. Another unit did
not dispose of any munitions during 1992. The team
concluded the annual monitoring cost to support only
occasional disposal of munitions at some units was excessive. Additionally, prior to the start of this review, no one
monitored the costs to operate and maintain ranges used
for routine disposal of munitions.

Failure to Pursue
New Technology

The Air Force had not kept pace with developed and
emerging demilitarization technologies to demilitarize
obsolete or unserviceable munitions. All disposal ranges
currently undergoing the permit process used basic open
burning/open detonation (OB/OD) technology developed
years ago. Disposal ranges once permitted for OB/OD
may not meet future or more stringent environmental laws
since the team noted EPAs were reluctant to permit ranges
that did not contain atmospheric protective systems.
Unlike the Air Force, the Army aggressively pursued new
technologies and was modernizing current demilitarization
facilities. Some examples of improved technologies being
explored by the Army to reduce or eliminate the need for
OB/OD included:
a. Supercritical water oxidation developed to dispose
of smoke/dye and pyrotechnic munitions.
b. Plasma arc furnace technology used for demilitarization of small smoke and pyrotechnic ordnance.
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c. Cryogenic washout used for removal of the energetic fill (explosive) contained in ordnance.
d. Water jet removal and cutting technology used to
gain access to and remove energetic material.
e. Molten salt oxidation used as an alternative to
incineration for the destruction of bulk propellants, explosives, and pyrotechnics.
f. Biodegradation used a combination of biotransformation and minerialization to decompose hazardous
materials into nonhazardous products.
Private industry had also explored and developed new
alternatives to OB/OD. One company visited used biochemical remediation to neutralize the reactive material.
After treatment, the metal casings were sold as scrap or
reusable casings. The byproducts of the remediation
process were water and a nitrogen base compound suitable for use as fertilizer. Another distinct advantage of this
system was its portability. Instead of shipping munitions to
regional or central treatment facilities, the mobile unit could
be sent anywhere it was needed, thus reducing transportation costs and risks associated with moving hazardous
materials over public highways.

Recommendations

Pending EPA resolution, HQ USAF/LG issue interim guidance defining when a munitions becomes HW. This would
allow the Air Force to uniformly classify, handle, store, and
transport munitions.
HQ USAF/LG task HQ AFMC, through the ACP at Hill AFB,
to develop a long-term master demilitarization plan. HQ
AFMC could use HQ US Army Armament, Munitions, and
Chemical Command's Conventional Ammunition
Demilitarization Master Plan as a model. The plan should
be developed and updated as the demilitarization climate
fluctuates, moving away from OB/OD and into more
modernized technologies.
Air Staff and major command CE and LG functional
managers become actively involved in the munitions
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disposal process. Special emphasis should be placed on
the range-permitting process, munitions disposal requirements, and the number of ranges needed to support
disposal operations.
HQ USAF/LG and CE determine the number of disposal
ranges required. Air Staff should direct a study to determine the cost effectiveness to permit and use a number of
ranges for routine disposal actions. Possible alternatives
to consider may be contractor support, regional disposal
sites, or allowing the Army to accomplish all disposal
actions.
HQ USAF/LG task HQ AFMC/XRW to investigate alternatives to 08/0D methods to demilitarize conventional
munitions. Emphasis should be placed on alternatives that
focus on resource recovery and recycling as well as
environmental safety.
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Organizations Visited
Air Combat Command (ACC)
HQ ACC/LGW/CEV/JAG
363 FW
58 FW
5BW

Langley AFB VA
Shaw AFB SC
Luke AFB P2.
Minot AFB ND

Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC)
HQ AFMC/XRW
00-ALC/LIW/EM

Wright-Patterson AFB OH
Hill AFB UT

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
305 ARW

Grissom AFB IN

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
HQ 11 AF/LG
3WG

Elmendorf AFB AK
Elmendorf AFB AK

HQ United States Army Armament,
Munitions, and Chemical Command (AMCCOM)
HQ AMCCOM/AMSMC-DSE
Rock Island Arsenal IL
Hawthorne Ammunition Plant
Hawthorne NV
Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Technology, Inc.

Oak Ridge TN

Environmental Protection Agency
Region VIII

Denver CO
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Team Chief

UCol (b) (6)

Inspectors

CMSgt (b) (6)
CMSgt (b) (6)
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Reply Instructions
General

An initial reply is required for this report. The purpose of
this reply is to document the thrust of your planned
corrective actions for the finding and associated discussion
points.

Forward your reply to HQ AFINCVS, 9700 G Avenue SE,
Suite 345F, Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670, within 90 days of
the report date. Ensure your reply is signed by the finding
OPR. Provide your action officer's name, office symbol,
and telephone number in your reply. No additional replies
will be required.
The information in your reply provides a basis for possible
future program checks or further reviews. AFIA may elect
to conduct a follow-up review at a later date to verify the
status of corrective actions for the finding in this report.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or
identifiable paraphrasing will be marked with the following
statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or part to persons or agencies
outside the Air Force, nor can it be republished in
whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express approval
of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Title

Chaplaincy Single-Airmen Program

Purpose

Determine the effectiveness of chaplaincy outreach in
support of single airmen.

Method

During 26 Nov-23 Dec 93, the review team conducted this
FMR by visiting two major command headquarters and
seven Air Force installations representing five major
commands. The team

Finding

Recommendations

•

reviewed Air Force policy and directives,

•

reviewed chaplaincy single-airmen programs,

•

evaluated extent of chaplain visibility,

•

examined funding sources and usage, and

•

interviewed chaplain staffs; representatives from Social
Actions, Family Support Centers, Mental Health, and
Morale Welfare Recreation and Services (MWRS); wing
commanders; senior enlisted advisors; first sergeants;
and a random sampling of 127 single airmen.

Air Force Regulation (AFR) 265-1 and Air Force Policy
Directive (AFPD) 52-1 , The Chaplain Service, did not establish guidance to develop single-airmen programs. As a
result, existing chaplaincy outreach was not consistent with
the chaplain service's concepts of cooperation and pluralism. This inconsistency was evidenced by poor chaplain
visibility among single airmen, low priority in overall chapel
programming, and lack of base inter-agency cooperation.

•

HQ USAF/HC should
•·•

establish and disseminate guidance on ministry
with single airmen,

••

offer training for chaplains and lay personnel to
specifically address ministry with single airmen
in a pluralistic environment,
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•

••

explore chaplain involvement with other base
support programs to enhance chaplain visibility
and consider alternative financial resources in
support of single-airmen programs, and

••

explore jointly with the sister services' strategies
for ministry with single adults and review the
Army's Better Opportunities for Single Soldiers
(BOSS) program as a possible benchmark
model.

MAJCOM/HC should review base-level chaplain
visibility among single airmen as a special interest item
during Quality Air Force Assessments.

earn
ef
HQ AFIA!MIS, D S N -
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Background
The chaplain service provided opportunities for the free
exercise of religion in the Air Force through a cooperative
and pluralistic ministry of worship, religious education,
pastoral care, counseling, and visitation. Traditionally,
chaplaincy services have heavily targeted military members
and their families. While singles have always been a part
of chapel programs and have been fully integrated into all
kinds of activities, few programs were specifically designed
to meet their needs. Single airmen constitute 35 percent
of the Air Force population and parallel civilian society at
large. Statistics reflect that by the year 2000, 52 percent of
society will be single adults. Chaplain services for singles
consisted mainly of activities for those attracted to the
chapel and outreach efforts through social programs for
those not involved.
The Chief of Chaplains, USAF,
requested this functional management review to determine
if chaplaincy programs are meeting the needs of single
airmen in the Air Force.
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Purpose

Determine the effectiveness of chaplaincy outreach in
support of single airmen.

Finding

Air Force Regulation (AFR) 265-1 and Air Force Policy
Directive (AFPD) 52-1 , The Chaplain SeNice, did not establish guidance to develop single-airmen programs. As a
result, existing chaplaincy outreach was not consistent with
the chaplain service's concepts of cooperation and pluralism. This inconsistency was evidenced by poor chaplain
visibility among single airmen, low priority in overall chapel
programming, and lack of base inter-agency cooperation.

Impact

Since chaplaincy outreach singles' programs were not
addressed in Air Force guidance, meeting single airmen's
social and spiritual needs was limited which could potentially affect their morale, readiness, and work performance.

Discussion
Lack of Guidance

AFR 265-.1 or AFPD 52-1 did not establish guidance for
single-airmen programs. As a result, single-airmen programs varied depending on the individual chaplain. While
the regulation and the policy directive contained specific
reference to ministries of worship, religious education,
pastoral care, counseling, and visitation, no mention was
made to ministry with single airmen. The lack of guidance
placed the wing, or equivalent, senior chaplain in the
position of having to design and operate comprehensive
religious programs without the benefit of policy guidelines.
Consequently, religious programs were open to a wide
diversity of interpretations and resulted in various levels of
priority for outreach programs for singles. Additionally, .
chaplains showed lack of agreement on the availability and
the usage of alternative funding sources such as MWR
funds in support of single-airmen programs. Air Mobility
Command (AMC), however, did provide guidance on the
use of MWR funds, but Air Force-wide clarification is
needed from the Chief of Chaplains.

Lack of Agreement
on Outreach

The bases visited offered a variety of programs; however,
chaplains did not agree on what constituted a program for
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singles. Some chaplains advocated traditional religious
programs and others believed outreach should be through
social activities and other opportunities of a nonreligious
nature. Most programs reviewed had a faith group rather
than an ecumenical orientation. Frustration over ministry
with singles was prevalent among the chaplains interviewed. Chaplaincy staffs lacked understanding about how
to best reach single airmen; therefore, minimal efforts were
made to assess single-airmen needs. Outreach to single
airmen was hindered by programs designed and offered
without input from the single-airmen population. The best
programs observed were those reflecting a wide spectrum
of opportunities for the single airmen and were the result of
base inter-agency cooperative efforts.

Low Visibility

Overall chaplain visibility and recognition among single
airmen were low. The most successful programs reviewed
were led by chaplains who received high marks for visibility
among the singles. However, most programs observed
were dependent on the personality and style of the
chaplain in charge. These programs lacked continuity and
usually ended when the chaplain responsible was
reassigned.
Strong outreach programs were institutionalized and characterized by inter-agency cooperation,
involvement with a particular secular activity and, in some
cases, conducted in a facility not generally associated with
the chapel. Even though all bases visited had active visitation programs in the work areas, chaplain visibility among
single airmen was low. Out of 127 single airmen interviewed, 70 percent had never seen a chaplain at unit
functions and 80 percent had not seen a chaplain in the
dormitories or at commander's calls.
The interviews
revealed that the majority of single airmen rated chaplains
relatively low when asked who they would talk to if faced
with a major personal problem. Singles ranked chaplains
after friends, family, supervisors, coworkers, and ahead of
first sergeants, neighbors, and commanders. Chiefs of
Social Actions and Mental Health agreed that chaplain
visibility and availability to single airmen would be
enhanced through partnership with other helping agencies.
These helping professionals stressed the importance of
community effort in helping single airmen face unique
social pressures and high levels of stress.
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Low Program Priority

Programs for single airmen were low priority when compared to the overall spectrum of ministries, activities, and
other services offered. Air Force chaplaincy programs and
resources were mostly dedicated to traditional parish-type
programs and aimed primarily at the married member and
their families. Dorm residents who were interviewed overwhelmingly expressed the view that the Air Force has more
to offer to married members than to single airmen.
Chaplaincy base-level programs for singles failed to
empower those who had become involved and were doing
little to seek customer feedback. Parish councils involved
in the planning of overall programs allocated only 1.32
percent of the chaplain funds available to activities related
to single airmen. Parish councils were not actively involved
in the development of strategies for outreach toward
singles. In addition, chapel singles' training and use were
lacking in outreach efforts towards the general singleairmen population. Current chaplaincy manning levels
further impacted the prioritization of programs and placed
singles programs fairly low on the agenda. Frustration
among- chaplaincy personnel was observed in terms of
reduced manning and their increasing workloads.

Lack of Cooperation

Representatives of Family Support Centers, Mental Health,
Social Actions, and MWRS were interviewed to gain a
better understanding of single airmen's needs and the
services available to them. Agency representatives agreed
that community effort was the most effective way to help
single airmen with the unique pressures they faced.
Cooperation between the chaplaincy and other support
organizations was minimal. The effective single-airmen
programs were the result of creative cooperation with
agencies and individuals outside the chaplaincy. The
issues of loneliness, alcohol abuse, and suicide surfaced
over and over again in regard to single airmen. ·
Commanders recognized the need for a community-wide
effort. For example, one wing commander established a
monthly forum from base support agencies to deal with
stress and quality-of-life issues. Single-airmen issues were
an integral part of that forum and were considered vital
factors in readiness and mission accomplishment.
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Actions Under Way

The Commander of AMC instituted the Ready Eagle program as a proactive approach involving base inter-agency
support activities to reduce the negative impact of external
stressors on both married and single people.
This
commendable community effort in AMC involved the chaplaincy along with other agencies in the creation of a
wholesome environment. This type of support agency
cooperation could become a model for the Air Force
comparable to the Army's BOSS program. The Army Chief
of Staff mandated BOSS address every aspect of the single
soldier's life to the extent of reviewing all regulations that
impact quality of life. BOSS could provide benchmarks in
the areas of empowerment and customer feedback for
chaplaincy singles' programs.

Recommendations

• HQ USAF/HC should
••

establish and disseminate guidance on ministry
with single airmen,

••

offer training for chaplains and lay personnel to
specifically address ministry with single airmen in
a pluralistic environment,

••

explore chaplain involvement with other base
support programs to enhance chaplain visibility
and consider alternative financial resources in
support of single-airmen programs, and

••

explore jointly with the sister services' strategies
for ministry with single adults and review the
Army's BOSS program as a possible benchmark
model.

• MAJCOM/HC should review base-level chaplain visibility
among single airmen as a special interest item during
Quality Air Force Assessments.
·
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Organizations Visited
Air Combat Command (ACC)
28 BW

Ellsworth AFB SD

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
82 TRW
. Sheppard AFB TX
Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) ·
AFFTC

Edwards AFB CA

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
HO.AMC
375 AW

Scott AFB IL
Scott AFB IL

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
HQ PACAF
15 ABW
8 FW
51 WG

Hickam AFB HI
Hickam AFB HI
Kunsan AB KOR
Osan AB KOR
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Reply Instructions
General

No replies are required for this report; however, AFIA may
elect to conduct a follow-up review at a later date to verify
the status of corrective actions for the finding in this report.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or
identifiable paraphrasing will be marked with the following
statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or part to persons or agenCies
outside the Air Force, nor can it be republished in
whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and general
use pamphlets, without the express approval of the
Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Title

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW (FMR)--CLUB
MANAGEMENT

Purpose

Determine the effectiveness of club management from a
financial perspective.

Method

From 10 Mar-1 Apr 94, the review team visited officer,
enlisted, and consolidated clubs at five CONUS and five
overseas bases, representing six major commands
(MAJCOM). The team
•

reviewed Air Force fiscal guidance,

•

evaluated base-level application, and

•

assessed club management processes.

Finding

The club financial management program met standards;
however, opportunities for improvement existed in the
following areas: standardized business practices, Prime
Vendor contracting, computer usage, Corporate
Standards implementation, and the application of
personnel incentive awards. (OPR: HO USAF/SV; OCRs:
SAF/FM, HQ USAF/CE)

Recommendations

HO USAF/SV should
•

ensure standard business practices for capital
requirement budgets are implemented at base-level
and assess the timeliness and accuracy of the utility
reimbursement process in concert with HO USAF/CE
and SAF/FM,

•

request an audit of the Prime Vendor program to
evaluate cost effectiveness, price controls, and
product quality,

•

ensure continued training is available on the FoodTrak Inventory Accounting System to management
and employees to guard against system failure,
develop a template for computerized daily financial
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summary report, and automate AF Form 1876, NAF
Consolidated Cost Center Report, to assist club
personnel in report promptness,
•

develop a videotape program to enhance the understanding and application of Corporate Standards, and

•

through the MAJCOMs, emphasize to Services squadron commanders the importance of an incentive
awards
to enhance empl
productivity.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

USAF
Team Chief
HO AFIA/MIS, D S N - -
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Background
The club program was developed to enhance the morale
and welfare of active duty, retired, and civilian personnel.
An important quality-of-life concern on Air Force installations, especially at overseas and remote/isolated
locations, clubs provided entertainment, restaurants,
lounges, catering services, and other recreational
activities.
Historically, financial support for such activities came
from two funding sources:
appropriated and nonappropriated funds (NAF). In response to Congressional
guidance on 1 Oct 91 , the Department of Defense
implemented revised funding policies by categorizing most
clubs as revenue-generating activities which had to rely
on NAF dollars to sustain daily operations. Exceptions
were made at remote/isolated bases where a mix of NAF
and appropriated funds could be used to meet operating
expenses.
HO USAF/SV established a club quality action team in Jan
94 to provide guidance and direction for Air Force club
programs into the next century. The quality team represented a cross section of active and retired military,
civilian personnel, and Services management personnel.
The quality team developed mission and vision statements
and 27 key issues which impeded club operations.
Additionally, HO USAF/SV developed a quality management tool called Corporate Standards used primarily by
base-level activities to plan and measure operational
results against a business standard. During this review,
Headquarters Air Force Services Agency (HQ AFSVA)
issued new club Corporate Standards and processes to
the field which more closely reflected a quality approach.
Finally, each MAJCOM had performance measures to
monitor club operations.
In FY93, Air Force clubs generated $308 million in gross
operating income (sales and activity revenue) to include
dining sales of $114M and bar sales of $59M. Of this,
officers' clubs generated gross operating income of
$94M; enlisted clubs, $159M; and consolidated clubs,
$SSM.
Air Force-wide net income (excluding all
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depreciation expense) for club operations was $16M for
FY93. The significant revenue generated by clubs and
the HQ USAF/SV quality initiatives and processes
warranted a review of financial management practices
and processes.
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Results
Purpose

Determine the effectiveness of club management from a
financial perspective.

Finding

The club financial management program met standards;
however, opportunities for improvement existed in the
following areas: standardized business practices, Prime
Vendor contracting, computer usage, Corporate
Standards implementation, and the application of
personnel incentive awards. (OPR: HO USAF/SV; OCRs:
SAF/FM, HO USAF/CE)

Impact

The profitability of Air Force clubs could be adversely
impacted.

Discussion
Inconsistent
Business Practices

Capital Equipment. Capital requirement budgets (CRB)
were not standardized and lacked overall squadron priority
. among other Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Fund activities. Some CRBs had no correlation with the income and
expense, and cash flow budgets. Consequently, budgets
were not correct and did not reflect ongoing operations.
Specifically, managers were concerned with the current
capital equipment expenditure definition in AFR 176-10,
Nonappropriated Funds Financial Operations and
Accounting Procedures, of " ... costing over $1 ,000 per
item with a life expectancy of 2 years or more." The
problem was twofold. First, managers stated most
equipment purchases cost less than $1 ,000 and had a
useful life of more than 2 years. These expenses were
identified as "supplies" on the financial statement which
managers believed overstated monthly supply expenses
and decreased club profitability particularly at small club
operations. Second, the control of newly purchased
assets valued between $300 through $999 was
nonexistent. This created an accountability problem for
these property items. As a correlation, one base had
excellent accountability over capital equipment and
reduced inventory time 7 5 percent by having a picture
book with each item identified by activity, property
number, and location.
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Utility Expense Reporting. Utility expenses were not
recorded in the appropriate time period because billings
were normally received 2 months late from the accounting and finance office at most stateside clubs. Also,
some club managers had not reviewed utility usage or
expense data. At one base, the Chief, Membership
Support Flight, called the base utility office and obtained
raw data to compute utility expenses. This ensured utility
expenses were recorded in a timely and accurate manner
on the financial statement.

Prime Vendor
Validity
Questioned

In 1 991, HQ AFSVA established the Prime Vendor initiative to provide Services nonappropriated fund activities an
economical method to purchase food products based on
predetermined product specifications, availability, and
price. The initiative affected cost of goods which was a
large expense and impacted the profitability of a club. A
NAF purchasing agreement was established with each
Prime Vendor. Participating bases must purchase a
minimum of 80 percent of NAF food products from the
selected vendor. Food purchases from the commissary,
troop issue, and specialty vendors were excluded from
the 80 percent requirement. Most stateside managers
visited expressed concern that the Prime Vendor program
was not the most economical approach to acquire quality
products. Managers specific concerns focused on validation of prices, auditing capabilities, and vendor
responsiveness. During interviews, HO AFSVA personnel
indicated some bases had difficulty with the program due
to the lack of detailed specifications to ensure comparison
of the same products. Due to field difficulties, HO
AFSVA issued a Prime Vendor Trouble Shooting Guide to
assist personnel in solving common supplier problems.
The guide explained common problems and provided
recommendations. However, after guide publication, club
managers still questioned the value of Prime Vendor due
to product quality, suspect prices, and delivery timeliness.

Ineffective Use of
Computers

Use of computers to enhance the financial and inventory
accountability process was ineffective. The Food-Trak
Inventory Accounting System was a management tool
used to assist in purchasing, tracking, and estimating
food and beverage costs, menu cost cards, and
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management control reports.
Nine out of 16 club
operations had Food-Trak, with 2 clubs fully operating the
Food-Trak program. Insufficient training, poor software
documentation, and lack of computer expertise were
causes for difficulty in using the software. MAJCOM
training was insufficient for personnel with limited
computer backgrounds, and follow-up training was
limited. Additionally, HO AFSVA conducted only a 1-day
Food-Trak training block in conjunction with club and food
management courses at their San Antonio training facility.
In another area, most managers developed computerized
daily financial reports. However, most reports did not
accurately reflect end-of-month financial results because
some expenses were not correctly recorded, payroll
accrual was inconsistent, and personnel expenses were
inaccurate. On the other hand, most club main cashier
operations were superior due to existing controls, audits,
and evaluations on this area. Many cashiers indicated AF
Form 1876 should be computerized to further enhance
prompt, accurate reporting of funds. HQ AFSVA and
some MAJCOMs took the initiative to assist managers in
the computerization of club activities and recommended
several software programs designed to improve club
management processes in personnel, restaurant and bar
management. One example was Time Management
software, a computerized timekeeping program which
provided control and expense information on personnel
costs and was installed by the manufacturer with
technical training provided by the contractor. The system
was operating exceptionally well at locations utilizing the
program.

Corporate
Standards Not
Fully Implemented

Only 6 of 16 clubs had Corporate Standards fully implemented. Five clubs had no goals established, and 10
clubs did not conduct any follow-up on established
objectives.
Most club managers valued Corporate
Standards as a quality management tool; however,
managers did not understand the program and its
purpose. The implementation of Corporate Standards in
service organizations like clubs has a definite correlation
to profitability and customer satisfaction. For example,
one financial objective within Corporate Standards stated,
"The club plans to make
% net income adjusted
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for depreciation (NIAD), which equals $
. " For this
objective, the process stated, "The club should make a
sufficient NIAD to contribute to the capital needs of the
base Services program. Air Force recommends a 6%
NIAD of gross income.
Percentage should equal
MAJCOM goal or better."
A fully integrated quality philosophy existed at two clubs
which generated customer-driven programs and very
profitable operations. These clubs had extensive quality
programs which included customer evaluation programs,
process action teams, and focus groups. Additionally,
some bases used advisory committees as a quality
approach to mediate important club issues. One base
established an airman advisory committee to get direct
feedback from this large segment of the population. Nine
of the 16 clubs required increased emphasis on quality
implementation and training. Inconsistent quality training
was the reason why quality standards were not implemented. Seven of 16 club managers were trained in
advance quality concepts, while the remaining 9 managers had only introductory or no quality training. Five
clubs had an excellent employee quality training program,
while 11 clubs offered little or no employee quality
training. At some bases, the squadron trainer offered a
quality training course for all squadron members, and one
base published a quality booklet for employees. Overall,
an increase in quality training was necessary to fully
implement the quality philosophy. Finally, several club
managers expressed concern about whether the quality
philosophy would work within the military club system
due to institutional leadership influences which affected
programs, services, and financial decisions.

Ineffective Use of
Incentive Awards

Inadequate employee incentive awards were noted at 7 of
16 clubs. Nine clubs had no monthly or quarterly award
programs, and usage of on-the-spot cash awards could be
improved. Five managers were not empowered to grant
employees on-the-spot cash awards of any value.
Incentive awards to deserving employees had a beneficial
outcome on employee turnover, morale, and productivity
where implemented.
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Well-trained employees had a positive effect on customer
service and the financial success of a club. The best
employee training programs were well documented and
encouraged employees to complete training through use
of incentive awards. At one club, completion of training
(which included certification by an experienced trainer and
successful completion of a written test) was tied to an
employee's hourly wage increase.
This motivated
employees to quickly learn their job which increased
productivity and improved customer relations.

Recommenda ..
tions

HQ USAF/SV should
•

ensure standard business practices for capital
requirement budgets are implemented at base-level
and assess the timeliness and accuracy of the utility
reimbursement process in concert with HO USAF/CE
and SAF/FM,

•

request an audit of the Prime Vendor program to
evaluate cost effectiveness, price controls, and
product quality,

•

ensure continued training is available on the FoodTrak Inventory Accounting System to management
and employees to guard against system failure,
develop a template for computerized daily financial
summary report, and automate AF Form 1876, NAF
Consolidated Cost Center Report, to assist club
personnel in report promptness,

•

develop a videotape program to enhance the understanding and application of Corporate Standards, and

•

through the MAJCOMs, emphasize to Services
squadron commanders the importance of an incentive
awards program to enhance employee productivity.
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Organizations Visited
Air Combat Command· (ACC)
347 FW

Moody AFB GA
Lajes Field PO

65 sw

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
Randolph AFB TX
12 FW
Sheppard AFB TX
3650 FW
Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC)
655 ABG

Los Angeles AFB CA

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
90 MW
FE Warren AFB WY
Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
15 ABW
432 FW

Hickam AFB HI
Misawa AB JA

United States Air Forces in Europe (USAFE)
20 FW
86 FW

RAF Croughton UK
Ramstein AB GE

Air Force Services Agency (AFSVA)

Randolph AFB TX
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Reply Instructions
General

No replies are required for this report; however, AFIA may
elect to conduct a follow-up review at a later date to
verify the status of corrective actions for the finding in
this report.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or
identifiable paraphrasing will be marked with the following
statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or part to persons or agencies
outside the Air Force, nor can it be republished in
whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and general use pamphlets, without the express approval of
the Secretary of the Air Force.
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·Executive Summary
Title

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW (FMR)-VISUAL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Purpose

Assess the management effectiveness of units employing
Combat Visual Information Support Centers (CVISCl.
Note: Since the date this FMR was accomplished, the
term Combat Visual Information Support Centers (CVISC)
has been replaced with either Base Visual Information
Support Centers (BVISC) or deployable base visual
information forces. Definitions can be found in the new
War and Mobilization Plan, Volume I, Annex BB (Visual
Information/Combat Camera); Air Force Doctrine
Document 71 (Draft), Combat Camera; and AFI 33-117,
Visual Information (VI) Management.

Method

During 19 Sep-21 Oct 94, an AFIA team visited 14 units
representing 7 major commands (MAJCOM) and the Air
National Guard. The team
•

reviewed applicable Air Force and MAJCOM policy
directives and instructions to determine adequacy of
guidance provided to CVISC units;

•

examined Designed Operational Capability (DOC)
statements to identify mission taskings, reporting
requirements, personnel needs, and equipment
standards;

•

interviewed unit personnel and reviewed training
plans and associated documentation to determine the
effectiveness of training programs; and

•

interviewed customers and unit personnel to ascertain
CVISC capability to satisfy contingency taskings.
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Findings

Finding One
Air Force Instruction (AFil 33-117, Visuallnformation (VI)
Management, and draft Air Force Doctrine Document
(AFDD) 71, Combat Camera, were inadequate and
adversely impacted management of CVISCs. (OPR: HQ
USAF/SC)
Finding Two
The requirements analysis process was flawed and
resulted in an excess of CVISC UTCs beyond documented
USAF requirements. Long~term planning was deficient
and logistics planning problems deprived units of vital
mobility tasking data. (OPR: HQ USAF/SC; OCRs:
MAJCOM/SCs, NGB/SC)
Finding Three
Unit DOC statements did not adequately detail information
concerning CVISC UTCs.
(OPRs: MAJCOM/SCs,
NGB/SC)
Finding Four
Resource issues (i.e., manpower/personnel, equipment/
supplies, and training) were not adequately addressed and
detracted from CVISC UTC effectiveness. (OPR: HQ
USAF/SC; OCRs: MAJCOM/SCs, NGB/SC)
Finding Five
An unclear operational tasking chain, lack of standard
UTC measurement, and weak integration of VI into some
communications units required attention to improve
effectiveness. (OPR: HQ USAF/SC; OCRs: HQ USAF/XC,
MAJCOM/SCs, NGB/SC)
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Recommendations

Note: Detailed recommendations are listed in the section
titled Results.

HQ USAF/SC should
•

amend AFI 33-11 7 to outline responsibilities of VI
managers 'tor operation, management, and warplanning needs of CVISCs;

•

revise the original draft AFDD 71, dated 28 Jun 94,
to better describe the mission and employment of
CVISCs;

•

in conjunction with the MAJCOMs and theater air
component commanders, perform a thorough analysis
and update of CVISC taskings;

•

sponsor a UTC/Mission Capabilities Statement
(MISCAP) validation conference to ensure UTCs meet
operational needs of the air component commanders;

•

improve the long-term and logistics planning process
for CVISC UTCs;

•

address the
readiness;

•

coordinate with the MAJCOMs/theater air component
commanders and the NGB to ensure CVISC mobility
taskings are realistic and take into consideration other
wartime mission requirements;

•

coordinate with all MAJCOMs and the NGB to ensure
an even distribution of training opportunities and an
exchange of lessons learned; and

•

coordinate with the MAJCOMs to definitize the
tasking chain for CVISC UTCs and ensure customers
and tasked units are aware of the process.
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MAJCOM/SCs and NGB/SC should
•

examine assigned Operations Plan (OPLAN) CVISC
taskings for accuracy;

•

examine all CVISC DOC taskings
completeness, and accuracy;

•

ensure DOC statements for CVISC-tasked units are
properly coordinated;

•

coordinate with tasked units and HO USAF to address
resource issues affecting CVISC readiness;

•

promote the realistic training,
measurement of CVISC UTCs; and

•

examine subordinate units for the level of VI
integration into the communications units and provide
a crosstell of lessons learned to assist in the process.

for realism,

exercise,

and

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

USAF
Team Chief
HO AFIA/MIM, D S N - -

ement Inspection
or
HQ AFIA/MI, DSN ~
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Background
The primary m1ss1on of a Combat Visual Information
Support Center (CVISC) is to provide visual information
support to a base and support elements during wartime
and contingencies. VI personnel assigned to base-level
communications units operate and maintain CVISCs and
are responsible to the parent wing and MAJCOM.
Personnel assigned to CVISCs are normally dedicated to
support wartime requirements in a deployed environment,
including still photography, graphics arts, and limited
motion media. CVISCs also perform wing-level Armament
Delivery Recording (ADR) which is visual documentation
of the delivery and impact of ordnance.
CVISCs are differentiated by Unit Type Code (UTC).
UTCs assessed during this FMR were XFMVS (five
persons and equipment), which is a part of a lead combat
core UTC or deployed aviation package, and XFMES
(three persons and equipment), which is part of a followon combat core UTC or deployed aviation package.
XFMES packages augment XFMVS packages to expand
capabilities and operating hours and are not capable of
stand-alone operation.
CVISCs may also be responsible for collateral missions,
known as Combat Camera (COMCAM), which include still
photo and video acquisition, film processing, and printing.
However, COMCAM forces are responsible to Air Mobility
Command (AMC) and operate on a theater-wide or
regional basis, primarily documenting Air Force
operations. This includes combat operations on air bases,
flying as nonrated aircrew members aboard combat
aircraft, and with forward-deployed combat control and
special operations forces. COMCAM forces are also
responsible for theater-level ADR.

Note: Since the date this FMR was accomplished, the
term Combat Visual Information Support Centers (CVISC)
has been replaced with either Base Visual Information
Support Centers (BVISC) or deployable base visual
information forces. Definitions can be found in the new
War and Mobilization Plan, Volume I, Annex 88 (Visual
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Information/Combat Camera); Air Force Doctrine
Document 71 (Draft), Combat Camera; and AFI 33-117,
Visual Information (VI) Management.
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Purpose

Assess the management effectiveness of units employing
CVISCs.

Finding One

Air Force Instruction (AFI) 3 3-11 7, Visua/lnforma tion (VI)
Management, and draft Air Force Doctrine Document
(AFDD) 71, Combat Camera, were inadequate and
adversely impacted management of CVISCs. (OPR: HO
USAF/SC)

Impact

Deficiencies in guidance detracted from the ability of
forces at all levels to operate and manage CVISC UTCs.

Discussion
Guidance
Inadequate

Guidance outlined in AFI 33-117 governing CVISCs was
extremely limited.
The instruction placed primary
emphasis, as appropriate, on VI manager responsibilities
at all levels of command to include base-level support.
However, it did not detail guidance concerning CVISC
management and resulted in confusion and differing
interpretations of MAJCOM and unit responsibilities.
AFI 33-117, paragraph 1.3, stated HO AMC was responsible for coordinating all Air Force VI war-planning needs
with continental United States and overseas commands.
It also required HO AMC to coordinate changes with
MAJCOMs using or providing the UTCs. Units outside of
AMC questioned whether these responsibilities would be
more appropriately aligned under the owning MAJCOM.
Reasoning centered on probable duplication of
responsibilities between AMC and other MAJCOMs, as
well as the need for MAJCOMs to retain control of their
forces.
AFI 33-117, chapter 5, outlined Visual Information
Documentation (VIDOC), detailed VIDOC sources, and
stated responsibilities of HQ USAF, HO AMC, and
MAJCOM VI managers. The instruction defined VIDOC
as COMCAM documentation whose primary sources were
COMCAM forces, CVISCs, ADR imagery, and research
and development activities.
It detailed HQ AMC
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responsibilities as the Air Force contact for COMCAM
taskings. However, it made no mention of how CVISCs
provided wing-level ADR and imagery of base-level
operations to COMCAM forces, even though this imagery
may eventually be considered COMCAM documentation.
Additionally, lack of guidance for CVISCs as they relate to
VIDOC created the impression that it considered C\(ISCs
to be COMCAM forces and subject to HQ AMC control
and direction.
Paragraph 5.3.3, which outlined the
responsibilities of MAJCOM VI managers, did not provide
a clear definition of CVISC guidance and planning
requirements.
The original draft of AFDD 71, dated 28 Jun 94, was
titled Combat Camera and Combat Visual Information
Systems. However, the title of the second draft, dated
14 Sep 94, was changed to Combat Camera. The original
draft treated the two missions as separate but complementary. The second draft appears to make CVISCs
subordinate to COMCAM and may be misinterpreted by
operational planners. However, CVISCs are a separate
entity responsible to the deployed communications site
commander, even when performing a collateral COM CAM
mission. The original 28 Jun 94 draft document provided
a clearer delineation between COMCAM and CVISCs .
The introduction defined both forces in separate
paragraphs and the document devoted a chapter to
COMCAM forces; however, it did not adequately detail
the CVISC forces.

Actions Underway

Operations planners and VI managers receive additional
guidance through other documents. The most pertinent
information was found in Annex BB (visual information) to
the USAF War and Mobilization Plan (WMP), Part 1 . This
VI annex was being updated and referenced in AFI 33117.
Further guidance was outlined in documents
covering deliberate, crisis action, and mobility planning.
AFI 33-11 7 was published prior to the 1 Oct 94
reorganization of Air Combat Camera Service. The reorganization resulted in the return of resources to the
MAJCOMs. The next update was planned to adjust
MAJCOM responsibilities for UTC management.
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The final version of AFDD 71, 31 Jan 95, has incor~
porated recommended changes. It more clearly delineates
the missions, use, and reporting chain of BVISCs and
Combat Camera.

Recommendations

HQ USAF/SC should

•

amend AFI 33-117 to
• •

realign responsibility for coordinating CVISC
needs from HO AMC to the air
component commanders of the supported
CINCs and
war~planning

• •

•

outline responsibilities of MAJCOM VI man~
agers for operation and management of
CVISCs in paragraph 5.3.3.

revise the original draft AFDD 71, dated 28 Jun 94,
to
• •

incorporate an additional chapter that details
missions, use, and reporting chain of CVISCs
and

• •

ensure AFDD 71 is distributed to operations
planners and VI managers at all levels of
command to provide a clearer understanding
of the differences between and comple~
mentary nature of COMCAM and CVISCs.
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Finding Two

The requirements analysis process was flawed and
resulted in an excess of CVISC UTCs beyond documented
USAF requirements. Long~term planning was deficient
and logistics planning problems deprived units of vital
mobility tasking data.
(OPR: HQ USAF/SC; OCRs:
MAJCOM/SCs, NGB/SC)

Impact

Maintaining an excessive number of UTCs caused
unnecessary administrative overhead and strained
personnel and equipment resources which could be used
to meet other requirements.
The lack of long~term
planning made functional management difficult for
MAJCOM and unit~level managers. The logistics planning
errors will result in units deploying without the necessary
equipment and ultimately reduce mission readiness and
capability.

Discussion
Requirements
Process Lacked
Analysis and
Direction

There was no document that reflected the overall USAF
CVISC needs or any guidance from the HQ USAF
functional manager to the MAJCOM functional managers
tasking them to provide a certain number of CVISC UTCs.
The MAJCOMs added and deleted UTCs without the
knowledge of the USAF functional manager and without
regard to overall USAF needs.
MAJCOMs simply
informed USAF functional managers of the ability to
provide a certain number of UTCs.
The functional
manager provided no further guidance as long as the
numbers were sufficient to meet documented OPLAN
requirements. As a result, MAJCOMs were tasking units
to maintain UTCs far in excess of requirements.
A thorough analysis of the current OPLANs was a
continuing requirement.
An examination of several
OPLANs revealed UTC shortfalls, even though many units
remained untasked. Other deficiencies included units with
incorrect designations, units tasked that no longer
maintained the UTCs, and illogical taskings that did not
efficiently use these resources.
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The team attempted to determine the number of tasked
CVISC UTCs and their location. The list provided by the
HQ USAF functional manager was incomplete and the
team found no all-inclusive list.
After contacting
individual MAJCOMs, a list was compiled from databases
(the ACC Management Information System (MIS) and
AMC Global Assets List (GAL)) and the individual
knowledge of the MAJCOM functional managers. The
two major regional conflict (two-MRC) OPLAN lists
requirements for 52 XFMVS and 19 XFMES UTCs. The
team's best estimate of DOC statement taskings showed
a current inventory of approximately 135 XFMVS and 150
XFMES UTCs maintained on mobility status. ANG units
had the largest portion of this excess. The two-MRC
OPLAN tasked 1 9 ANG units with 1 or both UTCs, while
87 ANG units were DOC-tasked with both UTCs.
Maintaining such a large number of UTCs, excess to
OPLAN taskings, created an unnecessary workload,
wasted resources on equipment and supplies, and tied up
VI manpower that may be needed for other missions.
Unit personnel indicated the current UTCs were too large
to meet many operational needs such as augmenting
Combat Camera or documenting operations.
These
concerns were supported by recent deployments when
lack of airlift or a very limited mission reduced the
deployed UTCs to a fraction of the normal size. Although
protracted deployments such as DESERT STORM required
large UTCs, a thorough analysis of requirements may
allow some excess resources to be tasked with a new,
smaller UTC.
Before changing or deleting any excess taskings, the
functional manager should perform a thorough analysis
and decide whether the UTCs maintained for augmentation should be tasked to the ANG or to active duty
support units. Units who are part of parent wings that do
not deploy (e.g., AETC or AFMC) have customer
requirements that will be maintained or even increased
during periods of crisis.
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Long-Range
Planning Lacking

Tied closely to the lack of requirements analysis was a
shortfall in long-term planning. A 7-year plan or similar
document was not available to assist functional managers
at all levels in managing assigned resources. This plan
should show how long-term VI plans support and are part
of the USAF C41 architecture plans. A 7-year plan could
better illustrate the evolving relationship between CVISC
and Combat Camera UTCs that together meet contingency and wartime VI requirements.

Logistics Planning
Deficient

The logistics planning process for CVISC UTCs was
broken. At least half of the units visited had incorrect
logistics plans (LOGPLANl for one or both UTCs. In most
cases, the XFMVS LOGPLAN contained only still
photography increments and thus reduced mission
capability by about 70 percent. In two cases, the units
did not have a Logistics Detail (LOGDET) for the UTCs
and thus were exercising with (and would have deployed
with) only part of the UTC. Such units would have been
unable to perform their mission. Those units with an
accurate LOGDET may have packed the correct equipment
but would have built a pallet several times the weight and
volume expected by the logistics planners. Some XFMES
LOGPLANs had individual line item errors (e.g., 200 E6
kits of film processing chemicals instead of the 1 0 in the
LOGDET). It is likely that other units tasked with CVISC
UTCs have inaccurate data and would deploy without the
equipment necessary to meet customer needs. HQ AMC
functional managers were attempting to trace these
errors.
Related to the logistics planning problems were issues
concerning the pilot unit for CVISq UTCs. Many units
visited had no contact with the pilot unit while other units
reported difficulties in getting questions answered.
Indeed, the pilot unit expressed confusion over their role
per AFR 28-3, USAF Operation Planning Process. The
pilot unit was unsure of its responsibility to handle
questions from field units and review the UTC' s ability to
meet customer requirements, particularly if the needs
were in support of another MAJCOM. Since CVISC UTCs
have ADR as a primary mission capability and seem sized
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to support a tactical wing, moving the pilot unit
responsibility to ACC should allow for greater focus on
operational requirements.

Actions Underway

HQ USAF/SCMV has participated in the annual USAF
Support Force Sizing Exercise (FORSIZE) to determine
overall CVISC. requirements. As part of the FY 94
FORSIZE, HQ USAF/SCMV directed the reduction of 200
ANG manpower positions over the FY 95-99 timeframe.
A review of OPLANs is a continuing process and HQ
USAF/SCMV has identified a number of errors in sourced
unit identification and taken action to correct these
deficiencies. For VI, the sourcing problems have been
complicated by successive reorganizations, lack of an
accurate base~ level assessment (BLA), and the transfer of
units between MAJCOMs. The process of transferring
pilot unit responsibilities from AMC to ACC is underway.

Recommenda ..
tions

HQ USAF/SC should
•

analyze current OPLANs for shortfalls and taskings of
units that do not exist or do not maintain CVISC
UTCs, then work with the air component commanders through the MAJCOMs on a resolution;

•

determine the overall USAF (and joint) requirements
for CVISC UTCs;

•

coordinate with the MAJCOMs to determine the
number of CVISC UTCs available, determine whether
the existing UTCs are mission capable, allocate the
CVISC taskings to the ANG and among MAJCOMs,
and maintain current lists of units that are DOCtasked, OPLAN-tasked, and available for tasking;

•

ensure taskings beyond operational needs (allowing
for some excess to meet contingency needs) are
deleted from the appropriate units;

•

sponsor a UTC/MISCAP validation conference to
ensure UTCs meet operational needs or create
additional UTCs;
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•

prepare and maintain a 7-year plan that addresses the
long-term direction for CVISC and Combat Camera;

•

oversee the investigation of problems in the logistics
planning process for CVISC UTCs and ensure the
MAJCOMs and tasked units receive the latest and
most accurate data; and

•

transition the pilot unit responsibilities for XFMVS
and XFMES to ACC.

MAJCOM/SCs and NGB/SC should
•

examine assigned OPLAN taskings for accuracy and

•

examine all DOC taskings for realism and unit
capability to accomplish the tasking.

HQ ACC/SC should
•

assist the theater air components evaluating the
adequacy of OPLAN requirements and

•

select a pilot unit and work with HQ AMC to transfer
pilot unit responsibilities.

HQ AMC/SC should
•

examine the adequacy of current UTCs to meet
operational needs,

•

continue to investigate the logistic planning problems
to discover the source of the erroneous UTC data,
and

•

coordinate with HQ ACC on the transfer of pilot unit
responsibilities to ACC.
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Finding Three

Unit DOC statements did not adequately detail information
concerning CVISC UTCs.
(OPRs:
MAJCOM/SCs,
NGB/SC)

Impact

Combatant commands were not provided a realistic
picture of CVISC resources to aid deliberate and crisis
action planning.

Discussion
Incorrect DOC
Titles

Incorrect DOC titles such as "Non-SORTS Reportable
Visual Information Tasking Mobility" were being used.
The proper title, listed in table 2.1 of AFI 10-201, Status
Of Resources and Training (SORTS), is "CommunicationsMobility." Use of nonstandard titles provided misleading
information to mission planners.

Inadequate Mission
Tasking Narratives

Units used abbreviated descriptions of CVISC functions as
the heart of the narrative instead of the wartime
capabilities on which readiness data was based. For
example, the narrative for one unit stated, "Provide
combat visual information support for deployed wing." A
more descriptive narrative would have included
capabilities to perform wing-level ADR and acquire,
process, duplicate, and present still/motion video and
graphics. Paragraph 2. 7 of AFI 1 0-201 lists numerous
sources available to assist in developing a descriptive
narrative.

Information on
Tasked UTCs
Misleading

AFI 10-201 required that DOC statements list UTCs a unit
could expect to simultaneously support and which must
be included in C-level calculations. In addition, each UTC
listed should provide, or be projected to provide within a
specified time frame, capabilities as noted in the MISCAP
published in the WMP. In several instances, information
concerning tasked UTCs was misleading. For example,
draft DOC statements of one MAJCOM moved tasked
UTCs from the Mission Identification section to Amplifying
Notes section and directed status reporting via alternate
means. The primary reason given was that guidance on
resource measurement criteria to support C-level reporting
for CVISC UTCs had not been published. Now that the
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required criteria have been entered in AFI 10·201, all
tasked UTCs are required to be listed in the Mission
Identification section. Additionally, tasked UTCs remain
in this section even if further complications arise with
measurement criteria that necessitate alternate reporting
methods be used. If necessary, specific UTCs are flagged
and a reference made to the section on Amplifying Notes
that alternate reporting means are in effect until
measurement criteria is finalized. Regardless of problems
with criteria, MAJCOMs still task units to provide CVISC
UTCs and should list each UTC in the Mission
Identification section. Further, such direction lessens the
chance of "work arounds" being developed that inhibit
factual C·level reporting.
In a second instance of misleading information concerning
tasked UTCs, one MAJCOM did not understand assigned
CVISC UTCs are Air Force assets (which could be tasked
to support other MAJCOMs) and took action to waive the
requirement for one unit to provide packages that
supported all MISCAP stated capabilities. They only
required the unit to maintain those capabilities required by
the unit's supported wing. Other capabilities such as
ADR were deleted. Also, all efforts toward acquiring
resources to complete the UTCs ceased. If tasked to
support forces assigned to another MAJCOM, as may be
done in current OPLANs, this unit would not be capable
of satisfying mission needs.

Supported OPLANs
Not Listed

Most DOC statements did not list OPLANs the units were
tasked to support. AFI 1 0·201 states that if listing
OPLANs results in a DOC statement being classified, the
MAJCOM may delete the entry from copies sent to the
units to ease storage. However, not listing OPLANs
created a problem. For example, five units were tasked
in OPLANs to support CVISC UTCs but were unaware of
assigned taskings because the MAJCOM did not include
specific OPLANs on the DOC statement and the parent
wing was unaware of the tasking. Several of these units
requested the OPLANs be listed to assist with funding
priority and training. In addition, listing the OPLANs
provided unit commanders, planners, and SORTS monitors
the insight to assess assigned missions and capabilities.
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No units identified storage as a problem and the benefits
of listing the OPLANs outweighed any drawbacks.

Combat-Level
Measured
Resources Not
Listed

The majority of DOC statements did not list requirements
to measure personnel, equipment and supplies on hand,
equipment condition, or training since measurement
criteria had not been published. Of those units that were
status reporting, the majority were reporting personnel
only, not equipment and training. With publication of AFI
1 0·201 and appropriate criteria, chapters 4· 7 required
that DOC statements be revised to note measured areas.

Gaining Commands
Not Listed

DOC statements did not always reflect which MAJCOMs
were envisioned to gain operational control of CVISCs
during contingencies or wartime. Knowledge of gaining
MAJCOMs, in concert with .supported OPLANs, was
extremely important to units that do not provide direct
support to a parent wing. Therefore, the information was
most beneficial to CVISCs owned by units under the
direction of the ANG, AETC, AFMC, AFSPC, and AFSOC.
At a minimum, USAF components of combatant commands for which the unit has current OPLAN tasking were
required to be listed.

Coordination
Incomplete

Most DOC statements were not coordinated with all
appropriate agencies or offices. A responsibility of the
DOC statement approval authority at MAJCOM level was
coordination of proposed DOC statements with initial
gaining commands. Coordination was especially important to commands gaining CVISCs which were under the
direction of the ANG and supporting MAJCOMs. _In this
instance, AETC, AFMC, AFSPC, and AFSOC were
included as providing forces to an initial gaining command
Complete
such as PACAF, USAFE, AMC, or ACC.
understanding of taskings and capabilities as reflected in
DOC statements was required for individual unit preparation as well as for gaining command planning. AFI 10201 required the approval authority within the ANG to
coordinate proposed DOC statements with the initial
gaining command prior to approval. In addition, AFI 1 0201 required MAJCOM approval authorities to forward
approved DOC statements to supported commands for
review and comment. This step helps complete the link
between gained units, MAJCOM·owned units, and
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supported commands. However, no evidence was found
that MAJCOMs were performing this action.

Recommendations

MAJCOM/SCs and NGB/SC should
•

ensure DOC statements for CVISC-tasked units
contain (as directed by AFI 10-201) correct titles,
descriptive mission-tasking narratives, a complete
listing of UTCs and OPLANs tasked to support, and
well-defined resource measurement areas and

•

ensure DOC statements for CVISC-tasked units
reflect the gaining commands and are coordinated
with both the initial gaining command (prior to
approval) and supported combatant command
(subsequent to approval).
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Finding Four

Resource issues (i.e., manpower/personnel, equipment/supplies, and training) were not adequately addressed and
detracted from CVISC UTC effectiveness. (OPR: HQ
USAF/SC; OCRs: MAJCOM/SCs, NGB/SC)

Impact

The readiness of CVISC UTCs was adversely affected.

Discussion
Experienced
Personnel Lacking

A shortage of experienced VI personnel degraded the
mission capability of several units. While the XFMVS
UTC calls for a 9-skill level, some MAJCOMs had none
and some units never had one.
Even 7-skill level
substitutes were in short supply when the Base Visual
Information Manager (BVIMI was a civilian.
One
MAJCOM used the lack of 9- and 7-skill levels as
justification to delete the tasking from subordinate units
(without coordination and while the units were still
OPLAN tasked). Furthermore, several units reported that
if all tasked UTCs were deployed, they would have to
deploy 1-skill levels. While 1-skill levels are no longer
sent directly to units in the field, the experience level was
a problem for some heavily tasked units.
The mix of skills in the UTCs caused little concern. The
only issue raised was the possible need to add a skilled
videographer to the package. For ANG units, the problem
was reversed. ANG units have videographers but must
deploy them as graphics personnel since the two UTCs
tasked to ANG units call for three graphics personnel and
only one was authorized for the ANG VI sections. This
was workable with appropriate cross-utilization training
but again brings into question whether this is the most
effective use of personnel.
An additional manpower issue that arose from the
planning and tasking areas was the need to put VI
expertise at the theater air component level. Without VI
experience on the planning staff, VI was usually an
afterthought which resulted in a lack of VI capability intheater and a rush to correct the problem. Placing a VI
officer/NCO or a communications officer with considerable
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VI experience at the air component level would greatly
improve the ability to get VI considered early in
contingencies and exercises.

Equipment/
Supplies Issues
Not Addressed

While there were many discussions with unit personnel on
equipment, a few common issues were noted. The
numerous other issues indicated the need for a UTC
conference, which the HO USAF functional manager has
planned for early 1995.
The most common topic of discussion was film cameras
and chemical processing versus digital cameras and
electronic imaging (EI). The majority of active duty units
had received El equipment; however, some MAJCOMs
and the ANG were just beginning to field this equipment.
Film cameras will remain necf!ssary either as backup or
when special qualities are needed. However, the vast
majority of units, including many of those using film as
their primary medium, wanted the chemical processing
removed from the UTCs. The main reason for this was
that the 1 gallon E6 chemical kits (20 in XFMVS and 1 0
in XFMES) are hazardous materials and cause significant
problems for many units that must comply with strict
state environmental standards. Deployed units could
transport film to a central pro!==essing facility and not
process it at forward locations. However, this would limit
the documentation available to support the deployed wing
commander and local customers, and prevent the photographer from reviewing the product.
The need for
chemical processing should be reviewed at the next UTC
conference. Although deployed units still require chemical
processing to support wing customers, the pilot unit
should provide the rationale to field units to assist in
dealing with logistical and environmental concerns at base
level.
A common shortfall for many deployable units was lack of
mobility cases to pack the equipment. Most units had
shortfalls in this area and some had no cases at all. Thus,
sensitive equipment, computers, and El equipment would
deploy in original shipping containers.
While in an
Operational Readiness Inspection (ORI) window, units may
pack this equipment and build pallets on a monthly basis
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causing the containers to quickly wear out. MAJCOMs
should make appropriate cases a priority for subordinate
units. The functional managers should strongly consider
including cases in the original buy despite the additional
cost. While intended to be unit-funded items, funding
was difficult to obtain especially when the mobility
mission did not support the parent wing.
Another common shortfall was consumable supplies. The
XFMVS UTC required 360 rolls of Ektachrome Plus and
the XFMES calls for 120 rolls. A common tasking called
for units to deploy one of each UTC. Thus, the unit had
to keep and rotate through almost 500 rolls of this
perishable item (one unit tasking called for over 1 ,000
rolls). Few units kept these on hand. There were similar
requirements for videotapes, duplication film, disks, E6
chemical kits, and various types of paper. If the UTC
validation conference determines that the quantities are
required, then MAJCOMs should emphasize the importance to units and assist in obtaining the necessary
funding.
The effect of a mobility tasking on the base support
mission was another area that needed considerable
attention. Almost all items in these UTCs were in day-today use at the base. In effect, the UTC deployment
eliminated or severely degraded base support capability in
some areas. If the host wing was deployed, customer
demand should also drop. However, the parent wings of
AETC, AFMC, and AFSPC units do not deploy and
customer demand could even increase. This concern will
grow as units switch more work to the El systems. One
MAJCOM advised one of its units not to deploy their El
equipment. In that case, that OPLAN-tasked unit would
deploy without a major piece of the UTC capability.
Other units supporting MAJCOM and theater air
components rely heavily on the El capability and would be
severely impacted if it were removed. Units tasked with
more than two XFMVS UTCs must purchase the El
system for the second package out of unit funds (over
$1 00,000). Again, if the requirement does not support
the local customer, funding is difficult to obtain; thus,
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those second UTCs are not ready today. One MAJCOM
instructed its unit not to purchase equipment to fill out its
UTCs until CVISC taskings and Air Force-wide issues
were settled. HQ USAF should work with MAJCOMs to
ensure base support requirements and equipment costs
are considered when units are tasked.

Skill Training
Adequate,
Exercising
Deficient

In general, training was satisfactory. Since the deployable
equipment was the same equipment used day-to-day, the
units were performing effective training. Most units also
performed the required cross-utilization training; however,
it was not always well organized and sometimes not
documented. Guidance such as Air Combat Command
Regulation 50-70, Wartime Tasks Required of Visual
Information Augmenters, would be useful to all units
tasked with CVISC UTCs. Mobility training was current
for most units although it was deficient at some. Two
units had not designated primary and alternate personnel
for the UTCs and thus had not begun to train or document
that training. Most units were not aware of the Phoenix
Ace course which could be used to augment their mobility
training. This course was in the process of moving to the
Air Mobility Warfare Center at McGuire AFB.
Most units were not given an opportunity to exercise as
a complete UTC. Many commanders were reluctant to
remove personnel from a heavily tasked base support
workload to exercise the mobility mission. Also, many
wings did not task the UTCs during wing exercises and
did not know how to employ them if they took part
voluntarily. VI personnel were used as door guards or to
pick up unexploded ordnance.
A more successful
approach at some units was to practice deployment and,
if no wing taskings were forthcoming, to continue
processing as many normal, base support work orders as
possible from the "deployed" location.
The largest training problem was the lack of actual
deployments as a UTC. During the course of this review,
a few units deployed UTCs in support of Operation
UPHOLD DEMOCRACY.
These were the first such
deployments for the units and most tasked units had
never deployed as a UTC even in support of local
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exercises. HQ USAF and the MAJCOMs must work to
obtain such opportunities and ensure deployed experience
is developed in CVISC units as well as in Combat Camera
units.

Recommendations

HQ USAF/SC should
•

work with HQ AMC and HQ ACC to identify
manpower and establish VI positions at the theater air
component level (with priority to 8, 9, and 12 AF),

•

ensure the Manpower and Equipment Force
Packaging System (MEFPAK) responsible command
solicits input for updates to the UTC and has the
designated pilot unit coordinate changes with all
nonpilot units,

•

work with all MAJCOMs and the NGB to ensure all
possible deployment opportunities are exploited to
provide vital experience to CVISC personnel, and

•

facilitate the exchange of experience and lessons
learned from UTC deployments among MAJCOMs
and between CVISC units and Combat Camera units.

MAJCOM/SCs and NGB/SC should
•

ensure authorized and available skill levels are
considered when tasking units with CVISC UTCs;

•

work with tasked units to emphasize the need for
mobility packing cases and consumable supplies,
assist with obtaining necessary funding, and ensure
compliance;

•

ensure mobility taskings are realistic and do not
remove personnel and equipment that would prevent
the base from performing essential wartime duties (or
work with other MAJCOMs and the ANG to plan for
backfills);
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•

promote the realistic exercise of CVISC UTCs at wing
level by suggesting tasks that assigned personnel can
perform during wing exercises and encouraging
commanders to exercise the CVISC UTCs regularly;

•

provide all possible deployment opportunities to
CVISC units and crossfeed experience and lessons
learned from such deployments to other CVISC
tasked units; and

•

provide guidance to CVISC units on cross·utilization
training and documentation.
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Finding Five

An unclear operational tasking chain, lack of standard
UTC measurement, and weak integration of VI into some
communications units required attention to improve
effectiveness.
(OPR:
HQ USAF/SC; OCRs:
HQ
USAF/XO, MAJCOM/SCs, NGB/SC)

Impact

Concerns over tasking, measurement, and VI integration
hampered the capability of CVISC UTCs to satisfy
contingency and wartime missions.

Discussion
Tasking Chain
Unclear

There was significant confusion over the tasking chain
that would employ CVISC UTCs. This was especially true
for contingency taskings to units belonging to supporting
MAJCOMs. AMC tasked units through the Tanker Airlift
Control Center (T ACC) and recently added a VI officer to
the T ACC staff. ACC units expected to deploy with their
parent wing or be tasked to support their MAJCOM.
However, for UTCs in AETC, AFMC, and AFSPC, the
chain was unclear to both units and MAJCOMs. Some
believed that all taskings flowed through HQ AMC.
Others expected to be tasked directly by HQ USAF or by
the supported commands. Since these UTCs were not
listed in a database such as the GAL or the MIS, it was
not readily apparent how they would be considered for
employment. Certainly, an overall database of available
CVISC assets needed to be maintained and made available
to all concerned. The tasking chain from the supported
command down to all tasked units needed to be clarified,
documented, and made available to planners at all
MAJCOMs.

UTC Measurement
Not Standard

While CVISC UTCs were intended to provide a standard
capability, there was no consistency in how the UTC was
measured. Only ACC has included CVISC UTC measurement in their ORI criteria. Even ACC-gained ANG units
were not measured in this area.
Some MAJCOMs
required the units to deploy the UTCs in an ORI scenario
but not to operate in a deployed environment. Other
MAJCOMs did not measure CVISC UTCs at all. Exercise
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of the UTCs during wing ORis may have revealed some of
the problems discussed in the above findings. While
deploying and exercising the CVISC functions may not be
feasible for all MAJCOMs, the ACC criteria should be
provided to all MAJCOM IGs for consideration. Any
exercise of CVISC UTCs would improve the readiness of
these USAF assets.

VI Not Integrated

There was considerable evidence that VI was still not well
integrated into all communications units. VI sections still
tended to be a world unto themselves.
Wing~level
customers did not generally associate deployable VI as
part of the deploying communications structure. When
deployable UTC leaders were asked who they would
report to at the deployed location, answers ranged from
the on scene Combat Camera commander to the deployed
wing commander to public affairs. Almost no one men~
tioned the deployed communications unit commander or
the local SC. Several units questioned the need for
weapons in the UTC, considering them an unnecessary
burden. They had never considered themselves part of
the deployed communications unit that could be tasked
with a ground defense role. Some wings had done a fine
job of integrating CVISC personnel into the unit mobility
mission and had educated customers on the VI capability
that was part of the deployed communications support.
MAJCOMs need to examine subordinate units and provide
lessons learned from the more integrated units to all.

Recommendations

HQ USAF/SC should
•

coordinate with the MAJCOMs to clarify the tasking
chain for CVISC UTCs and ensure customers and
tasked units are aware of the process.

MAJCOM/SCs and NGB/SC should
•

work with MAJCOM IGs to ensure CVISC UTCs are
exercised and measured to the greatest extent
possible during MAJCOM ORis and Quality Air Force
Assessments and
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•

examine subordinate units for the level of VI
integration into the communications units and provide
a crosstell of lessons learned to assist in the process.
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Organizations Visited
Headquarters United States Air Force (HQ USAF)
HQ USAF/SCMV

Washington DC

Air Combat Command (ACC)
HQ ACC/SCMV
2 cs
33 FW
314 cs
355 cs
554 cs

Langley AFB VA
Barksdale AFB LA
Eglin AFB FL
Little Rock AFB AR
Davis-Month an AFB AZ
Nellis AFB NV

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
HQ AMC/SCMV
92 cs
375 CG

Scott AFB IL
Fairchild AFB WA
Scott AFB IL

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)

3

cs

Elmendorf AFB AK

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)

56

cs

Luke AFB AZ.

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
16 cs

Hurlburt Field FL

Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC)
SMC

Los Angeles AFB CA

Air Force Space Command (AFSPC)
341 cs

Malmstrom AFB MT

Air National Guard (ANG)
ANG VI Managers Conference
131 CF
163 CF

Phoenix AZ.
Lambert-St Louis lAP MO
March AFB CA
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Team Chief

Lt Col (b) (6)

Inspector

Maj (b) (6)
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Reply Instructions
General

No replies are required for this report; however, AFIA
may elect to conduct a follow-up review at a later date to
verify the status of corrective actions for the finding in
this report.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or
identifiable paraphrasing will be marked with the following
statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or part to persons or agencies
outside the Air Force, nor can it be republished in
whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express
approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Distribution

SAF
SAF/IGI
SAF/IGR
HQ
HQ
HQ
HQ
HQ
HQ
HQ

OPR

OCR

2
1

USAF
USAF/SC
USAF/SCM
USAF/SCMT
USAF/SCMV
USAF/LG
USAF/XO

1
1
1
3
1
1

X

MAJCOM
HQ ACC/SC
HQ ACC/SCMV
HQ ACC/IG

1
16
1

X

X

HQ AMC/SC
HQ AMC/SCMV
HQ AMC/IG

1
6
1

X

X

HQ USAFE/SC
HQ USAFE/IG

6
1

X

X

HQ PACAF/SC
HQ PACAF/IG

8
1

X

HQ AETC/SC
HQ AETC/IG

3
1

X

X

HQ AFSPC/SC
HQ AFSPC/IG

1
1

X

X
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Copies

OPR

OCR

HQ AFMC/SC
HQ AFMC/IG

4
1

X

X

HQ AFSOC/SC
HQ AFSOC/IG

1
1

X

X

1

X

X

OTHER
NGB/SC
ANGRC/SC
AFRES/SC
A FAA/DO
SMS/SC
2 CS/CC
3 CS/CC
16 CS/CC
33 FW/IM
56 CS/CC
92 CS/CC
131 CF/CC
163 CF/CC
314 CS/CC
333 TRS/TTCJA
341 CS/CC
355 CS/CC
375 CG/CC
554 CS/CC

85
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Executive Summary
Title

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW-EMPLOYMENT
OF MILITARY WORKING DOGS (MWD) IN SUPPORT OF
NON-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) AGENCIES

Purpose

To assess the impact of MWD support of non-DOD
agencies (the US Secret Service (USSS), US Customs
Service (USCS), Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA),
US Coast Guard (USCG), and others) on security police
(SP) core mission accomplishment, training, and unit
manning.

Method

From 18 September-14 October 1994, the review team
visited six Air Force (AF) installations representing four
major commands (MAJCOM), their respective MAJCOM
staffs, and the 341 st Training Squadron (TRS) which is
commonly referred to as the "DOD MWD School." Visits
were also conducted at HQ USAF/SP and the Air Force
Security Police Agency (AFSPA} for purposes of preliminary data gathering. The team

Finding

•

reviewed the funding and reimbursement process for
use of MWDs by outside agencies at HQ USAF/SP;

•

reviewed existing support agreements at AF level and
determined case load and statistics on MWD
successes;

•

reviewed procurement and training of MWDs and
handlers at the 341 TRS, Lackland AFB TX, through
interviews with commander and staff; and

•

assessed impact on m1ss1on accomplishment,
manning, costs, and effectiveness while supporting
outside agencies by interviewing unit commanders,
operations flight commanders, kennel masters, and
key non-DOD customers where possible.

While the AF MWD program is meeting core and external
mission taskings, future capability requires reassessment
of the following areas: TOY cost reimbursement, seizure
confiscation practices, baseline authorization of MWDs,
assignment of MWDs to authorized patrol positions,
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operational tempo in support of non-DOD agencies, and
validation/certification procedures. (OPRs: HQ USAF/SP,
MAJCOM/SP)

Recommendations

HQ USAF/SP should establish policy to
•

coordinate with the USSS and appropriate DOD
agencies to reclassify MWD support provided to the
Presidential chain-of-succession as a reimbursable
expense and develop a metric to track
nonreimbursable expenses;

•

revalidate the baseline authorization of three explosive
detector dogs (EDD) and three drug detector dogs
(DOD) per installation based on demonstrated need
rather than 24-hour coverage;

•

consider a decrease in detector dog production based
on a revalidated MWD baseline with a concurrent
increase in patrol dog production to alleviate current
and projected shortages;

•

in conjunction with HQ USAF/PE, reevaluate the policy
of taking MWD handler positions from existing patrol
authorizations;

•

evaluate the feasibility of establishing joint regional
support centers (JRSC) as an efficient way of meeting
external non-DOD taskings;

•

coordinate with non-DOD agencies to share in the
distribution of seized assets to offset MWD program
costs;

•

consider changing AFI 31-202, Military Working Dog
Program, validation testing requirements from
quarterly to semiannually; and

•

consider modifying MWD certification requirements in
AFI 31-202 to require certification only by the host
commander owning the MWDs.
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MAJCOM/SP should establish policy to reinforce the use
of an MWD Explosive Detector Civilian Support Release
and Reimbursement Agreement between units and local
civilian law enforcement agencies.
(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Team Chief
HQ AFIA/MIS, D S N -

ement Inspection

~
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Background
While the AF continues to downsize, taskings for MWD
support by agencies outside the DOD are increasing.
Taskings typically encompass support to the USSS for
protection of the President of the United States (US) and
other US government officials as a matter of public law.
Support is also provided to the USCS, DEA, and USCG in
drug smuggling interdiction operations. Additionally, the
Department of State requests support for special events
such as World Cup Soccer and the Olympics. At many
bases, detector dog support to civilian law enforcement
agencies has become commonplace.
The baseline
authorization for MWDs at most AF installations is
currently three EDDs and three DDDs. This authorization
appears to be based on the assumption that not only must
each installation have the capability to detect drugs and
explosives, but must have 24-hour availability to do so.
Currently, MWDs are assigned to units as equipment and
the handlers are taken from existing manpower
authorizations. When the dog and· handler are performing
temporary duty in support of outside agencies, the ability
of the owning unit to provide security for AF people and
resources may be degraded. This effort focused on the
impact of external taskings in financial and manpower
terms, capability, and SP core mission accomplishment.
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Purpose

To assess the impact of MWD support of non-DOD
agencies (the USSS, USCS, DEA, USCG, and others) on
SP core mission accomplishments, training, and unit
manning.

Finding

While the AF MWD program is meeting core and external
mission taskings, future capability requires reassessment
of the following areas: TDY cost reimbursement, seizure
confiscation practices, baseline authorization of MWDs,
assignment of MWDs to authorized patrol positions,
operational tempo in support of non-DOD agencies, and
validation/certification procedures. (OPRs: HO USAF/SP,
MAJCOM/SP)

Impact

Failure to address current business practices in the MWD
program will adversely affect the ability of SP units to
accomplish their core mission requirements.

Discussion
Inadequate MWD
Program Cost
Reimbursements

While the majority of non-DOD agencies reimbursed AF
activities for MWD support, USSS (the largest user) did
not. DOD Directive 3025.13,Employmentof Department
of Defense Resources in Support of the United States
Secret Service, outlines criteria to determine which
support provided to the USSS is reimbursable.
Specifically, the directive states the military service is
reimbursed if support is requested by a USSS official
(orally or in writing) and pre-approved by an authorized
DOD representative. It further states permanent support
tasks are reimbursed.
Temporary tasks are also
reimbursed except for support directly related to
protecting the President, Vice President, or other officials
in succession to the Office of the President. In FY93, the
AF deployed 280 MWD teams to support 1 80 temporary
nonreimbursable Presidential chain-of-succession missions and another 234 teams in FY94 supporting 123
missions. Costs for these taskings were not tracked.
FY95 missions and team support will likely increase with
the 1996 election year and the Olympic Games. Although
the USSS can only request MWD support as the need
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arises, commanders believed the taskings were permanent
and the AF should consider pursuing appropriate
reimbursement.
Non-DOD customers, especially the
USSS, valued AF MWDs and handlers and routinely made
by-name requests. Civilian law enforcement agencies is
another area where support was not reimbursed.
Although AFI 31-202 required an MWD Explosive

Detection Civilian Support Release and Reimbursement
Agreement, most units had none. This agreement is
critical for informing the requester how the MWD may be
used, how reimbursement will be made, and may help
reduce convenience requests.
Also lacking was an
agreement between non-DOD agencies and the AF to
share in seized assets similar to civilian law enforcement
organizations. Sharing of seized assets could be used to
offset program costs as well as support other AF
activities such as the Drug Abuse Resistance Education
program, neighborhood watch, and local crime prevention
programs.

Inefficient
Allocation of
MWDs

The current baseline issue for most units is three EDDs
and three ODDs with variances authorized for units
responsible for providing regional coverage. This baseline
appeared to have been developed on a perceived need for
24-hour installation coverage and as a requirement to
support wartime taskings. Statistics obtained at the units
covering a 36-month time frame indicated the "three and
three" concept was inefficient. For example, the highest
drug find rate for any unit was 1 5 over a 1-year period, all
of which were trace amounts. The explosive find rate
varied from none to a high of 5 in 1 year; however, these
"explosive" finds were limited to ammunition, fireworks,
and privately owned weapons.
An MWD revalidation based on threat assessments and
demonstrated need per unit versus a standard issue
should be pursued. Based on discussions with interviewed SP personnel, an alternative may be two
explosive, one drug, and three patrol dogs (2, 1, and 3)
per base.
This approach would provide detection
capability while still allowing for support of leave,
temporary duty assignments (TOY), and contingencies.
Since back-up for EDDs is not generally available, two
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EDDs per installation should be sufficient as long as the
unit always has one EDD team on station. One DOD
would be adequate since installations have the support of
the AF Office of Special Investigations and the urinalysis
program for countering drug usage. Random no-notice
coverage by a DOD would be as effective as 24-hour
availability. If interim detection capability were required,
the AF could TOY dogs and handlers as necessary. The
rationale for three patrol dogs is to meet wartime
requirements which may task most, if not all, MWDs in
the inventory. Note: the wartime requirements are under
review by the AFSPA. Detector dogs also have patrol
capability, so most installations would possess six patrol
dogs. To meet wartime requirements, all AF MWDs must
participate in local air base ground defense exercises.
According to the 341 TRS, patrol dogs could be easily
trained to a higher standard to augment tactical sensor
systems. Additionally, MWDs act as a force multiplier in
patrol work, enemy prisoner of war security, and
confrontation management.

Aging MWD
Inventory

Within the DOD population of 1,821 MWDs, over 765 (42
percent) are 8 years of age or older. Over the last few
years, the 341 TRS has made great strides in reducing
MWD production time while producing a quality product.
However, the current baseline of issue and production
capability will likely compound the school's ability to
meet current backlog requirements. On average, an MWD
loses its effectiveness at the 10-year point. The AF
population of 820 MWDs includes 395 over 8-years old
which equates to a potential loss of 48 percent within a
few years. By pursuing a revalidated MWD baseline,
training time could be reduced to avoid a major dog
shortage in the next 2 to 3 years. All MWDs are first
trained as detectors in either the 38-day explosive course
or the 24-day drug course. After detector training, the
dog completes an 18-day patrol course. If the proposed
baseline of 2, 1, and 3 were adopted in the AF, a 50
percent reduction in training time could be achieved and
would reduce the backlog.
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Insufficient
Manpower
Authorizations

When MWDs were originally procured by security police,
a decision was made to assign them to existing patrol
positions versus additive manpower authorizations. This
situation creates manning problems when external
taskings occur.
For example, when the MWD is
deployed, the handler must deploy with the dog. In turn,
the duties normally performed by that patrolman must be
assumed by someone else. Manning within a security
police unit is based on posting requirements, not on
potential external mission taskings.
Additionally,
statistics show the AF owns 58 percent of the DOD EDD
population and supported more than 62 percent of the
EDD mission taskings.
One MAJCOM's statistics
reflected over 20 man-years used to support non~DOD
agencies and deployments during the first 11 months of
1994. This averaged 1.5 man-years for each of the
MAJCOM's tasked units.
A corollary issue is the
supervision of MWD handlers. There is an ongoing
problem deciding if supervision is through the operations
section leader who owns the patrolman or through the
kennel master who is responsible for MWD care, training,
validation, and certification. Every unit visited suffered
problems in this area and solutions varied. Handlers
working for the operations flight are often tasked to
perform law enforcement duties at the gates without their
assigned dog. This degraded the required objective of 24~
hour availability and resulted in a usable asset remaining
in the kennel that should have been working.
Organizational consistency in this area could potentially
alleviate management problems in meeting external
taskings.

Need for MWD
Joint Regional
Support Centers

In FY93, DOD supported 653 missions~~ 102 counter drug
and 551 explosives. FY94 resulted in 54 drug and 590
explosives missions totaling 644 missions. All indications
are the FY95/96 tasking will increase because of the
1996 elections and the Olympic Games. A majority of
those interviewed agreed that JRSCs, specifically
designed to respond to external non~DOD taskings, could
reduce unit operational tempo. JRSCs could be located
on each coast and in the central region at military airlift
locations. They should be a joint operation which could
also support the JRSC host units by performing training
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and operational missions when not deployed. The added
advantages of such JRSCs are: handlers would be
specifically trained and equipped to support non-DOD
missions, taskings would not impact a core mission, and
JRSCs would be budgeted to perform their duties. An
additional benefit would be providing the MWD handlers
with a career-broadening, special-duty assignment.

Excessive
Validation/
Certification
Requirements

External taskings impacted MWD validation/certification
requirements outlined in AFI 31-202. The instruction
required units to conduct quarterly validation tests within
a 15-day period witnessed by a disinterested person
appointed by the Chief, Security Police. Testing consists
of 20 trials for EDD teams and 10 trials for ODD teams.
Interviewees consistently stated these tests were behind
schedule due to external taskings, MWD inventory
shortages, and availability of witnesses. Those interviewed also stated that changing the validation period to
semiannual versus quarterly would not negatively impact
the detection capabilities of MWDs.
While certification by command authority is normally not
a problem, it did affect collocated installations where as
many as 5 command authorities may have to certify up to
14 dogs each. Many bases also have the support group
commander certify the dogs to provide backup in the
absence of the wing commander. This could amount to
as many as 140 individual certifications. A minor rewrite
to AFI 31-202 would allow commanders owning the dogs
to serve as the certifying official for collocated
installations.

Recommendations

HQ USAF/SP should establish policy to
•

coordinate with the USSS and appropriate DOD
agencies to reclassify MWD support provided to the
Presidential chain-of-succession as a reimbursable
expense and develop a metric to track
nonreimbursable expenses;

•

revalidate the baseline authorization of three EDDs and
three ODDs per installation based on demonstrated
need rather than 24-hour coverage;
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•

consider a decrease in detector dog production based
on a revalidated MWD baseline with a concurrent
increase in patrol dog production to alleviate current
and projected shortages;

•

in conjunction with HO USAF/PE, reevaluate the policy
of taking MWD handler positions from existing patrol
authorizations;

•

evaluate the feasibility of establishing JRSCs as an
efficient way of meeting external non-DOD taskings;

•

coordinate with non-DOD agencies to share in the
distribution of seized assets to offset MWD program
costs;

•

consider changing AFI 31-202, Military Working Dog
Program, validation testing requirements from
quarterly to semiannually; and

•

consider modifying MWD certification requirements in
AFI 31-202 to require certification only by the host
commander owning the MWDs.

MAJCOM/SP should establish policy to reinforce the use
of an MWD Explosive Detector Civilian Support Release
and Reimbursement Agreement between units and local
civilian law enforcement agencies.
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Organizations Visited
Air Combat Command (ACC)
HQ ACC/SP
1 FW
2BW

Langley AFB VA
Langley AFB VA
Barksdale AFB LA

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
HQ AETC/SP
Randolph AFB TX
47 FTW
Laughlin AFB TX
341 TRS
Lackland AFB TX
Air Mobility Command (AMC)
HQ AMC/SP
375 AW

Scott AFB IL
Scott AFB IL

Air Force Space Command (AFSPC)
HQ AFSPC/SP
21 SW

Peterson AFB CO
Peterson AFB CO
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Lt Col (b) (6)

Inspector

Maj (b) (6)
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Reply Instructions
General

No replies are required for this report; however, AFIA may
elect to conduct a follow-up review at a later date to
verify the status of corrective actions for the finding in
this report.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or
identifiable paraphrasing will be marked with the following
statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or part to persons or agencies
outside the Air Force, nor can it be republished in
whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express
approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Title

SPECIAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW {SMR)--BASE
CLOSURE PROCESSES--PERSONAL PROPERTY
ACCOUNT ABILITY AND REAL ESTATE DISPOSAL

Purpose

Assess the effectiveness of CONUS active duty base
closure actions related to personal property accountability
and real estate disposal.

Method

During 5-23 Sep 94, the team visited three major
commands (MAJCOM) and seven active duty bases (three
bases on the Round 1 Base Realignment and Closure
(BRAC) list and four on the Round 2 list). At each of the
closure bases, interviews were conducted with the Air
Force Base Conversion Agency Operating Location
(AFBCA OL) staff, the Department of Defense (DOD)
transition coordinators, the active duty Closure and
Realignment Execution (CARE) office staff (where
applicable), and members of the communities' local
redevelopment authority (LRA). The team

Findings

•

evaluated the effectiveness of the dissemination and
implementation of applicable policies and guidance,

•

determined the adequacy of supplies/equipment
pipeline termination actions and redistribution
processes,

•

reviewed status of stock record account termination,
and

•

reviewed the planning and execution phases of the
transfer of control of real property from bases to the
AFBCA and from AFBCA to the public.

Finding One

Inadequate policy and guidance affected personal property
management and environmental program transfer. (OPRs:
HQ USAF/LGS/CE; OCRs: CONUS MAJCOM/LGs/CEs, HQ
AFBCA)
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Finding Two
Accountability and redistribution/disposal processes for
vehicles were inadequate. Specifically,
•

accountability for vehicles varied by MAJCOM and

•

linking vehicles to real property caused disposal
problems for bases and incurred unnecessary costs for
the Air Force . (OPR: HQ AFBCA; OCRs: CONUS
MAJCOM/LGs, HQ USAF/LG)

Finding Three
Transfer of control of real property from bases to AFBCA
OL was deficient. Specifically,
•

facility inspection and hazardous waste disposal
procedures were inadequate,

•

records transfer was incomplete, and

•

infrastructure maintenance and repair were neglected.
(OPRs: HQ USAF/CE , CONUS MAJCOM/CEs/XPs/
XOs; OCR: HQ AFBCA)

Finding Four
Deficiencies in Air Force leasing policies and procedures
delayed the transfer of real property from AFBCA to the
public. (OPR: HQ AFBCA; OCR: HQ USAF/CE)
Finding Five
Staffing problems, lack of empowerment, and delays in
caretaker contract/cooperative agreement activation
hampered AFBCA Ols' performance. (OPR: HQ AFBCA)
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Recommendations

•

HQ USAF/LGS should provide clear, overarching
guidance regarding realignment mission requirements
to Air Force components before the next round of
closures.

•

MAJCOM/LGs should consider centralizing
closure oversight responsibility.

base

HQ USAF/CE should
•

discuss with AFBCA ways to streamline Installation
Restoration Program (IRP) transfer and publish
standardized guidance to MAJCOMs via the base
closure program action directive (PAD);

•

expand facility pickling/transfer policy in closure PAD
to include personal property and inspection
requirements;

•

update maintenance and repair project cancellation
policy in closure PAD to include future nonmilitary
facility uses lAW Public Law 103-160;

•

establish hazardous waste disposal policy to ensure all
waste is completely and properly processed before
base transfer to AFBCA; and

•

update AFI 32-1 061 , Providing Utilities to USAF
Installations, to reference applicability to closure
bases .

MAJCOM/XP/XO/CEs should
•

establish memorandums of agreement with host bases
and AFBCA OLs describing records access rights and
closeout responsibilities and
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•

implement current policy to make all applicable facility
records, to include bioenvironmental records, available
to AFBCA 0 Ls.

HQ AFBCA should
•

petition the General Services Administration (GSA} to
transfer community-use vehicles to the community on
base closure date versus linking vehicle transfer to real
property transfer. Or, if transfer is not possible on
base closure date, retain vehicle accountability
consistently across commands;

•

create a supplement to AFI 32-1061 , Providing
Utilities to USAF Installations, to define base closurespecific procedures not covered by the AFI;

•

review the 30-day termination notice and seek
alternatives in the interest of fostering economic
development;

•

emphasize the policy on negotiating insurance
requirements to all AFBCA program managers, site
managers (SM), and DOD transition coordinators;

•

establish policy to initiate AFBCA OL staffing as soon
as a base is identified for closure--minimum staffing to
include an SM, secretary, real estate specialist, and
environmental specialist;

•

establish a logistics staff position to handle personal
property issues at the AFBCA OLs at least 6 months
prior to closure;

•

review current hiring practices and establish incentives
to fill AFBCA OL vacancies;

•

explore ways
authority); and
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•

activate caretaker contracts/cooperative agreements
at least 60 days prior to base closure to provide proper
continuity between contractor and wing facility
maintenance personnel.
(b) (6)

•-.. I

Team Chief
HQ AFIA/MIE, D S N - -

I
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Background
To correspond with the changing force structure plan, the
United States Air Force is in the process of consolidating
and closing several Air Force bases. Congress has
created a process to close or realign m ilitary bases under
the provisions of the Defense Authorization Amendments ,
the Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1 988 {BCRA
88), and the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act
of 1990 {DBCRA 90). In Jul 93, the President announced
a five-part plan for economic revitalization of base closure
comm unities emphasizing
• jobs-centered property disposal,
• fast track environmental cleanup,
• easy access to transition help,
• Department of
Coordinators, and

Defense

Base

Transition

• larger planning grant s f or redevelopment pl anning .
Later in 1993, Congress adopted the President's plan and
passed the Pryor Amendments {Title XXI X of the National
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994L
amending BCRA 88 and DBCRA 90.
The Air Force Base Conversion Agency (AFBCA) was
formed in 1992 to dispose of real property at the
closing /realigning bases in an economically responsible
manner consistent with the best interests of the federal
government and the public. Several inspections and
audits had been conducted to determine how well the
base c losure process was implemented. Based on FMR-Management of Aircraft Maintenance Equipment for
Closure Bases, PN 93-606; SMR--Base Closure
Process-England AFB, PN 93-807; and A ir Force Audit
Agency Project 93051 017, Controls Over Assets at
Closing Medical Facilities, a need ex isted to review
property accountability and real estate disposal processes
used · in reallocation and redistribution of assets from
bases being closed.
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Purpose

Assess the effectiveness of CONUS active duty base
closure actions related to personal property accountability
and real estate disposal.

Finding One

Inadequate policy and guidance affected personal property
management and environmental program transfer. (OPRs:
HQ USAFE/LGS/CE; OCRs: CONUS MAJCOM/LGs/CEs,
HQ AFBCA)

Impact

Inadequate policy and guidance resulted in delays in
environmental restoration, created confusion and
frustration for base personnel and local communities at
closure and realignment bases, and ultimately delayed the
transfer of facilities.

Discussion
Guidance
Inadequate for
Realignment Bases

Current guidance caused confusion and an adversarial
relationship at the local level between the reserve and
active duty Air Forces regarding distribution of personal
property. No regulation existed because the rewrite of Air
Force Regulation 67-91,/nsta//ation Realignment, 18 Dec
80, was placed on hold when the President's Five-Part
Plan emphasizing community needs was unveiled in Jut
93. The dynamic nature of the closure process and
related governing policy made it difficult to formalize
procedures. Air Force draft implementation instruction,
Disposition of Personal Property at Closing Installations,
for the President's Five-Part Plan was the predominant
guidance in the field. The instruction was not clear
regarding distribution of personal property required to
support the primary mission.
The Air Force draft
implementation instruction stated, "In addition to this
authority for the transferring unit or function to remove
personal property, the major command having jurisdiction
over the installation (e.g., HQ Air Combat Command),
may remove property that is needed immediately and is
indispensable to the primary mission of an organization
under its jurisdiction. This category includes personal
property needed to support stand-alone Air National Guard
and Air Force Reserve units, [and] other tenant units left
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at closing and realigning bases. Personal property needed
for the beddown of incoming missions from other DOD or
federal agencies (e.g ., Defense Finance Accounting
System) will be sourced from closing and realigning bases
after the owning MAJCOM bases and tenant units are
satisfied." At one realigning base, the Air Force Reserve
unit's needs were considered secondary to "need to buy"
(had a due-out established) requirements elsewhere in the
command . Since the mission at the base did not transfer
but instead realigned, the reservists considered
themselves to be the primary mission and felt their needs
should have been considered first.
Another area that required attention was the transfer of
stock record accounts from the active duty to the
reservist chief of supply. A phase-in approach was
required versus signing over the account on or shortly
before closure date. To expedite this process, reservists
needed to assume equipment custodian responsibility
early in the process to allow active duty custod ians to
relocate. Also, newly hired reservists needed on-the-job
training from active duty personnel because they were
unfamiliar with supply clerk duties.

Personal Property
Management

Inadequate Air Force guidance resulted in an
inconsistency in the assignment of personal property
management responsibility between MAJCOM personnel
and the AFBCA representative. At one command, a
centralized office had been established; the AFBCA
representative served as the single source of information
and assistance for any personal property issues related to
base closure. This office provided MAJCOM oversight for
record detail cleanup (to include supply pipeline
termination), redistribution of assets, and policy and
guidance interpretation. Base representatives commented
on improved support by having one point of contact at the
MAJCOM. The other two commands still had separate
sections managing different aspects of base closure and
had not clearly defined oversight responsibilities . The
decentralized base closure processes caused frustration
for bases and, as a result, bases within these commands
had not deleted some Due-In From Maintenance details
and due-ins prior to transferring the Stock Record Account
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Number to a satellite account.
Additionally, with
MAJCOM approval, one base had given vehicles to
another federal agency
without processing through
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service.

Environmental
Program
Responsibility

A lack of Air Force guidance resulted in the three
MAJCOMs having different policies for transferring IRP
(environmental cleanup) responsibility to AFBCA. One
MAJCOM' s policy was to transfer IRP responsibility 1
year prior to closure. Another had no specific policy,
while the third command transferred at approximately the
6-month point in order to provide staff assistance to the
wing commanders as long as possible. However, since
IRP funding was provided by AFBCA once the base was
approved for closure, SMs reported program execution
delays when required to go through MAJCOMs for
decision making and funds adjustments.
Operating
locations, where responsibility was transferred early,
reported fewer problems and overall shorter delays in
executing their IRP. The caveat to the early transfer was
to ensure the AFBCA OL environmental section was fully
staffed with qualified environmental engineers.

Recommendations

•

HQ USAF/LGS should provide clear, overarching
guidance regarding realignment mission requirements
to Air Force components before the next round of
closures.

•

MAJCOM/LGs should consider
closure oversight responsibility.

•

HQ USAF/CE should discuss with AFBCA ways to
streamline Installation Restoration Program (IRP)
transfer and publish standardized guidance to
MAJCOMs via the base closure program action
directive (PAD).
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Finding Two

Impact

Accountability and redistribution/disposal processes for
vehicles were inadequate. Specifically,
•

accountability for vehicles varied by MAJCOM and

•

linking vehicles to real property caused disposal
problems for bases and incurred unnecessary costs for
the Air Force . (OPR : HQ AFBCA; OCRs: CONUS
MAJCOM/LGs, HQ USAF/ LG )

Tying vehicles to real property resulted in unnecessary
costs in manpower requirements, maintenance, and
computer time for the Air Force. Additionally, retaining
ownership made it necessary to maintain accountable
records to preclude theft or misappropriation. Inability to
transfer vehicles at the earliest opportunity exposed the
A ir Force to potential liability.

Discussion
Vehicle
Accountability

Variations in vehicle accountability were noted at closing
bases. One MAJCOM kept all vehicles, caretaker and
community-use, on Air Force Equipment Authorized InUse Detail versus Registered Equipment Management
System records in the Standard Base Supply System
(SBSS) . MAJCOM transportation personnel decid ed on
this method of accountability to remove caretaker and
community-use vehicles from buy and maintenance
contracts in the Vehicle Inventory Management System.
Another command dropped accountability of communityuse vehicles but retained caretaker vehicles records on the
SBSS at a contract supply account within the command.
When the base shipped the vehicles (paperwork
transaction only) to the host base supply account,
accountability w as lost at the losing base and was never
picked up at the gaining base because appropriate
contracts had not been negotiated to pay for the
additional work . As a result, transfer transactions (i.e.,
receipt images) were left in a computer file at the contract
supply account and vehicles were unaccounted for. The
third MAJCOM had elected to drop all accountability of
vehicles from the SBSS and list vehicles as part of the
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base inventory in the MAJCOM-developed Closure and
Realignment System (CARS).
The CARS database
system, while extremely useful for inventory purposes,
duplicated the SBSS in many ways. Documents were
produced for signature, balances were adjusted, and
listings were provided. At one baser a senior airman's
primary duty for 1 8 months was filing documents
generated by the CARS. The base had also spent $91000
to have the document images transferred to CD-ROM for
archives.

Vehicles linked to
Real Property

DOD implementation instructions for the Pryor
Amendments did not allow transfer of vehicles to the
community without a tie-in to real property. Therefore,
community-use vehicles waiting for real property to be
deeded over to the community could remain unused for
years. This policy created some unique problems at
different bases visited. At one baser vehicles identified
for community use had been demilitarized in preparation
for shipment to the local Defense Reutilization and
Marketing Officer then were militarized and given to the
community on an interim lease. These vehicles had been
dropped off Air Force accountability records but still
retained registration numbers. As a result, the DOD
transition coordinator received phone calls from concerned
citizens complaining about the condition and use of Air
Force vehicles. Additionally, the potential existed for the
Air Force to incur liability if these vehicles were involved
in an accident off base resulting in personal injury.
The policy to link vehicles to real property created another
area of concern/ upkeep and preventative maintenance.
Although upkeep and preventative maintenance practices
were negligible at Round 1 closure bases, Round 2 closure
bases had included the care and upkeep of communityuse vehicles in their caretaker contracts.
Vehicles
retained for community use by some Round 1 closure
bases were in substandard condition as many reflected
peeled paint and flat tires. The AFBCA paid $20 1000 in
repair costs at one MAJCOM to refurbish deteriorated
vehicles that had been left out in the elements. The cost
to maintain vehicles in a serviceable condition at other
closure bases through caretaker contracts was also
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absorbed by AFBCA. The minor maintenance covered by
caretaker contracts, however, will ultimately have little
effect on vehicles that remain unused over a number of
years. The longer vehicles remain out of use, the greater
the possibility for system failures.

Recommendation

HQ AFBCA should petition the General Services
Administration {GSA) to transfer community-use vehicles
to the community on base closure date versus linking
vehicle transfer to real property transfer . Or, if transfer is
not possible on base closure date, retain vehicle
accountability consistently across commands.
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Finding Three

Impact

The transfer of control of real property from bases to
AFBCA OL was deficient. Specifically,
•

facility inspection and hazardous waste disposal
procedures were inadequate,

•

records transfer was incomplete, and

•

infrastructure maintenance and repair were neglected.
(OPRs: HQ USAF/CE, CONUS MAJCOM/CEs/XPs/
XOs; OCR: HQ AFBCA)

Deficiencies delayed the transfer of real property to the
community.

Discussion
Facility Inspections
Inaccurate

Wing facility inspections were not performed properly at
numerous locations. Inspection of facility folders revealed
some facilities were not pickled (i.e., vacated and utilities
cut off) to the stated level and folders contained
inaccurate personal property inventories. As a result,
BRAC funds were required to properly pickle some
facilities and AFBCA OL personnel were required to
reaccomplish personal property inventories. One reason
for the discrepancies was a lack of AFBCA OL
involvement in facility inspections before closure. The
best method seen consisted of two inspections conducted
jointly by the AFBCA OL and wing personnel to validate
the facility condition and the accuracy of the SF 118Cs,
Related Personal Property.
A preinspection was
conducted at least 6 months before base closure, with a
final inspection completed before the facility was sealed
and keys delivered to the AFBCA OL.

Hazardous Waste
Disposal
Incomplete

At two bases the AFBCA OL was required to dispose of
hazardous waste left by the wing. In one instance, a
wing allowed hazardous waste turn-ins up until the day of
closure. As a result, over $25,000 worth of hazardous
waste was left for the AFBCA OL to dispose of properly.
At another base, the AFBCA OL found hazardous waste
in pickled facilities after the closure date.
In both
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instances, hazardous waste disposal had to be
accomplished by already busy AFBCA OL staffs and
limited BRAC funds. Additionally, if the AFBCA OL staff
was not prepared to handle hazardous waste, the
potential existed for the Air Force to incur liability under
the Federal Facility Compliance Act .

Records Transfer
Incomplete

There were numerous examples where AFBCA Ols did
not receive from the wing appropriate facility records
needed to accomplish marketing and transfer of facilities.
Of particular note at some bases was the absence of
bioenvironmental records, which are instrumental in
identifying a facility's environmental history.
For
example, one AFBCA OL received adequate engineering
records from the wing but had no idea where the base' s
bioenvironmental records were shipped/stored. Another
AFBCA OL had as-built drawings but no project
records/drawings. This AFBCA OL was unable to prove
to a local utility company that a major upgrade on the
base's utility system had been completed.
Another problem identified in the records area was with
final disposal from the federal inventory (records
closeout). In accordance with AFR 87-5 (AFI 32-9005),
Accountability of Real Property, a facility's record is not
closed until the property is actually deeded over to the
transferee; this may take several years where
environmental cleanup is involved. The current process
requires the host base and original MAJCOM (not
necessarily the host base's MAJCOM) be responsible for
the closeout.
In most cases, there were no
memorandums of agreement covering records and
closeout responsibilities. Also , one AFBCA OL found that
the records were not easily accessible because they were
still stored in the original shipping boxes at the host base.

Infrastructure
Maintenance and
Repair Neglected

At two bases, some roads and facilities under the AFBCA
Ols' control required major repair work to bring them up
to leasable standards. The AFBCA Ols complained the
MAJCOMs were quick to cancel infrastructure repair
projects, such as pavement and roof repair, at bases
identified for closure. Em ergency repairs, which had to be
accomplished using scarce BRAC funds, cost more than
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the MAJCOM' s cancelled projects due to prolonged
deterioration. Public Law 103-1 60 (Pryor Amendments)
directed the Services " . . . not to reduce the level of
maintenance and repair of facilities below the minimum
levels required to support the use of the facilities for
nonmilitary purposes." However, HQ USAF PAD 94-01,
Annex Foxtrot-Engineering, paragraph 11, Termination of
On-going Contracts, did not adequately address future
nonmilitary uses as a consideration in project cancellation
decisions.

Recommendations

HQ USAF/CE should
• expand facility pickling/transfer policy in closure PAD
to include personal property and inspection
requirements,
•

update maintenance and repair project cancellation
policy in closure PAD to include future nonmilitary
facility uses lAW Public Law 103-160, and

•

establish hazardous waste disposal policy to ensure all
waste is completely and properly processed before
base transfer to AFBCA.

MAJCOM/XP/XO/CEs should
•

establish memorandums of agreement with host bases
and AFBCA OLs describing records access rights and
records closeout responsibilities and

•

implement current policy to make all applicable facility
records to include bioenvironmental records, available
to AFBCA OLs.
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Finding Four

Deficiencies in A ir Force leasing policies and procedures
delayed the transfer of real property from AFBCA to the
public. (OPR: HQ AFBCA; OCR: HO USAF/CE)

Impact

The deficiencies in the leasing process discouraged
potential lessees and delayed the overall transfer of real
property to the public. The delays prolonged the facility
maintenance requirements (paid with valuable BRAG
funds) and countered the intent of the President' s FivePart Plan and the Pryor Amendments by failing to provide
real property to communities on a timely basis .

Discussion
AFBCA
Administrative
Policies and
Procedures

At every BRAG base, personnel from the local
communities and the Air Force cited leasing policy and
procedures as major stumbling blocks to the rapid transfer
of real property to the local community. HQ AFBCA
administrative policies and procedures were cited as the
primary impediments.
Numerous examples were cited where HQ AFBCA
administrative complications and policy changes hindered
the expeditious leasing of base parcels. In Sep 94, HQ
AFBCA rejected one AFBCA OL's long-term, nonairport
lease application three times for format and other minor
changes. In another example, in late May 94, an AFBCA
OL prepared documentation for a public benefit transfer
using another AFBCA OL' s successful transfer letter as a
guide, coordinated the letter with the General Services
Administration and the transferee (Department of
Education), and submitted it to HO AFBCA . After 4
months (Sep 94), HQ AFBCA asked the AFBCA OL to
resubmit the request because the public benefit transfer
letter format had changed. The AFBCA OL resubmitted
the letter in 1 day but, as of Nov 94, no action had been
taken on the request. As a result, the Department of
Education missed an opportunity to lease the facility for
the 1994-1995 school year.
The local redeVelopment authority at one AFBCA OL
perceived the HQ AFBCA in noncompliance with the
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President's Five-Part Plan and DOD policy for failure to
make "transfers of property to a redevelopment authority
for economic development affordable " to encourage
"interim leases at less than the estimated fair market
value in order to facilitate state or local economic
redevelopment efforts." At this location, the AFBCA OL
charged LRA the GSA-determined fair market rental rate
for several base facilities, prompting Congressional
involvement and resulting in lengthy delays. During the
delays, the Air Force was obligated to continue providing
maintenance on the facilities via the caretaker contract.
The AFBCA OLs and local redevelopment communities
were unanimous in their displeasure with the
cumbersome, time-consuming lease applications
numbering nearly 70 pages including attachments.

Utility Billing
Procedures

Confusion over utility billing procedures at closure bases
presented a problem for some AFBCA Ols.
The
requirement to bill lessees for utilities was outlined in the
model lease with references made to 10 U.S.C.A. 2481
and AFR 91-5 (superseded by AFI 32-1061, Providing
Utilities to USAF Installations) for changes and method of
payment.
Although utility bill ing procedures were
available in AFI 32-1 061 , some AFBCA OLs were
unaware of the procedures or unsure of its applicability to
closure bases. Consequently, two AFBCA Ols were
providing utilities to lessees without clear guidance on
how to bill the tenants and how to estimate their utility
consumption.

Model Lease
Insurance and
Termination
Requirements
Perceived Too
Strict

The local redevelopment authorities at some Round 1 and
2 closure locations perceived the HQ AFBCA as too strict
in holding to the AFBCA lease model insurance
requirements, resulting in high premiums for potential
lessees. The willingness of AFBCA to negotiate on these
requirements based on individual circumstances was more
apparent after the President's Five-Part Plan was
implemented; however, some local communities perceived
the HQ AFBCA program managers pref erred to adhere to
the model rather than undergo the effort to apply for a
waiver.
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The HQ AFBCA lease model also required a 30-day
term ination notice. At two operating locations, financial
institutions were reluctant to back potential investors with
the 30-day termination notice in the lease agreement.

Recommendations

HO AFBCA shou ld
•

create a supplement to AFI 32-1061, Providing
Utilities to USAF Installations, to define base closurespecific procedures not covered by the AFI ;

•

review the 30-day termination notice and seek
alternatives in the interest of fostering economic
development; and

•

emphasize the policy on negotiating insurance
requirements to all AFBCA program managers, site
managers, and DOD transition coordinators.

HO USAF/CE should update AFI 32- 1061 to referen ce
applicability to closure bases.
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Finding Five

Staffing problems, lack of empowerment, and delays in
caretaker contract/cooperative agreement activation
hampered AFBCA Ols' performance. (OPR: HO AFBCA)

Impact

Inefficient AFBCA OL facility transfer performance could
delay economic revitalization of base closure communities
and prolong the Air Force's caretaker responsibilities.

Discussion
Staffing Problems
Hindered
Performance

All AFBCA OL SMs cited staffing issues as cause for
delays in the transfer of real property to the community.
Few SMs felt they came on board early enough in the
closure process and all felt the rest of their staff was
hired too late. One SM went 2 years without a secretary
and , in many other cases, the SM was the only person to
handle all real estate, environmental , and personal
property issues for an extended period of time. Most
AFBCA SMs recommended that the SM, secretary, and at
least one real estate and one environmental specialist be
hired as soon as the base is identified for closure.
Additionally, with the increased workload associated with
managing and accounting for personal property retained
for future community reuse, it is imperative that a
logistics specialist be added to the AFBCA OL staff and
come on board 6 months prior to closure.
Staffing problems continued to plague the SMs
throughout the closure process. Many SMs were finding
they couldn't retain people, couldn't get quality
replacements, and the hiring process was too slow. For
example, three of four environmental positions were
vacant at one AFBCA OL and two of four were vacant at
another AFBCA OL with one position vacant for an entire
year.
Implementation of existing DOD recruitment
incentives or contracting services appeared to be two
solutions to this problem .

Empowerment
lacking at the
AFBCA OL Level

Various SMs at the bases visited cited the lack of
empowerment in such areas as license authority, fiscal
authority, and environmental decisions as a deterrent to
the rapid transfer of real property to the local community.
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For example, SMs have no authority to sign any type of
property conveyance. One SM suggested transferring a
property to an entity by simple local license while pending
lease documents are coordinated and signed. If the
license was issued under very stringent conditions
(meeting all requirements of the reuse plan, record of
decision, and environmental regulations), then the
opportunity exists to save caretaker operation and
maintenance costs and expedite the community' s
economic revitalization by getting the property into the
hands of the transferee sooner. The SM presented the
suggestion to HQ AFBCA, but no action has been taken
to implement or disapprove the suggestion as of the
writing of this report.

Delays in
Caretaker
Contract/Cooperative Agreement
Activation

Delays in the activation of caretaker contracts/cooperative
agreements at two bases led to either short or no
transition/interface periods between contractor and wing
facility maintenance personnel before base closure. Due
to the inadequate transition periods, contractor personnel
lacked particular infrastructure and facility knowledge to
maintain the base properly. This lack of knowledge
usually resulted in repair delays and higher costs.

Recommendations

HO AFBCA should
•

establish policy to initiate AFBCA OL staffing as soon
as a base is identified for closure--minimum staffing
should include an SM, secretary, real estate specialist,
and environmental specialist;

•

establish a logistics staff position to handle personal
property issues at the AFBCA Ols at least 6 months
prior to closure;

•

review current hiring practices and establish incentives
to fill AFBCA OL vacancies;

•

explore ways
authority); and
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•

activate caretaker contracts/cooperative agreements
at least 60 days prior to base closure to provide proper
continuity between contractor and wing facility
maintenance personnel.
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Underway
Discussion
Base Conversion
Handbook and
Flow Chart

The base conversion process is affected by a myriad of
federal real property and environmental laws and
regulations, along with many volumes of implementing
guidance. Recognizing the confusion in the multitude of
policy and guidance presented to BRAG bases and AFBGA
OLs, HQ AFBGA contracted with MITRE Corporation to
flow chart the complex closure process . The results were
the detailed Base Conversion Handbook and flow chart
published in spring 1994 identifying all the steps required
to close/convert an Air Force base . All bases visited,
especially Round 1 bases, expressed how beneficial the
handbook would have been when they began the closure
process.
One suggested enhancement to the flow chart was the
inclusion of target times, a time line, or metrics for major
milestones on the flow chart. Without target times, it
was difficult to determine if the closure process was on
schedule.
·

MAJCOM BRAC
Guides

One of the three MAJCOMs visited had disseminated
"how to" guides to the BRAC bases.
The guides
contained lessons learned and useful information to help
bases get started in the BRAC process.
However,
separate guides were published by the civil engineer,
logistics, and XP staffs.
Although targeted at the
different functional communities, a consolidated guide
might prove more useful.

MAJCOM Closure
Task Force (CTF)

Most MAJCOMs had established site activation task force
(SATF) teams to assist BRAG bases in the beginning of
the closure process, but one MAJCOM expanded on this
concept and created CTF teams to visit bases throughout
the closure process. The teams, which consisted of
functional area points of contact to work specific issues
and problems, visit the bases 1 2 and 6 months before
closure.
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Customer-Suggested
Enhancements
Customers suggested the following enhancements to the
base closure processes.
Wings should
•

send the base CARE office personnel TOY to other
closure bases early in the process for crossfeed and
lessons learned;

•

complete personal property inventories early and
provide quality controls to ensure they are done
accurately; and

•

ensure facilities, particularly military family housing,
are pickled for long-term vacancy; e.g., air blow water
lines to preclude water damage from broken pipes.

MAJCOMs shou ld
•

establish closure task force teams similar to SATFs to
assist closure base functional counterparts throughout
the closure process;

•

ensure off-base sites are included in base descriptions
so the sites are not excluded from the closure
commission's report should the base be selected for
closure; and

•

share lessons learned and jointly publish a BRAG guide
consolidating CE, LG, and XP information.

AFBCA OLs/wings should provide office space for the
LRA on base, as close to the AFBCA OL office as
possible , soon after closure announcement to foster good
communications.
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Customer Suggested Enhancements

HQ AFBCA should
•

add a time line, target times, or metrics for major
milestones on the Air Force Base Conversion Process
Flow Chart and

•

develop a method to delink personal and real property.
After the Air Force redistributes personal property for
mission essential, need to buy, etc., transfer personal
property designated for community use to the
community at closure date. This would eliminate the
need for maintenance contracts, reduce utility costs
(temperature controls are needed for some
equipment), and man-hours used tracking, securing,
and controlling inventories.
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Organizations Visited
Air Combat Command (ACC)
HQ ACC/CES/CEB/LGSE/XPPB

Langley AFB VA

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
HQ AETC/CEPE/CEPR/LGSW/ LGTT /XOPU/SCXR

Randolph AFB TX

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
HQ AMC/CEBP/CEPE/LGSM/XPPI

Scott AFB IL

Air Force Base Conversion Agency (AFBCA)
HQ AFBCA/ DR/LG /RE
Operating Location-S
Operating Location-C
Operating Location-E
Operating Location-L
Operating Location-M
Operating Location-N
Operating Location-S

Roslynn VA
Chanute AFB IL
George AFB CA
Norton AFB CA
Grissom AFB IN
Loring AFB ME
Lowry AFB CO
Williams AFB AZ

Department of Defense Transition Coordinators (000/BTC)
Chanute AFB IL
George AFB CA
Norton AFB CA
Grissom AFB IN
Loring AFB ME
Lowry AFB CO
Williams AFB AZ
Local Redevelopment Authorities
Airport Reuse and Development Office
Victor Valley Economic Development Authority
Inland Valley Development Agency
San Bernardino International Airport Authority
Grissom Redevelopment Authority
Loring Development Authority of Maine
Lowry Redevelopment Authority
Williams Redevelopment Partnership
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San Bernardino CA
San Bernardino CA
Peru/Bunker Hill IN
Limestone ME
Denver/ Aurora CO
Tempe AZ
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Reply Instructions
General

Privileged
Information
. Markings

No replies are required for this report; however, AFIA may
elect to conduct a follow-up review at a later date to
verify the status of corrective actions for the finding in
this report.
Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or
identifiable paraphrasing will be marked with the following
statement:

FOR OFFICIAl USE ONlY
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or part to persons or agencies
outside the Air Force, nor can it be republished in
whole or part in any publication not containing this
statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express
approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Title

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW (FMR)-UNITED STATES AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT
CANNIBALIZATION PROGRAM

Purpose

Evaluate management of the maintenance cannibalization
(CANN) process to determine the effect on aircraft mission
capability.

Method

During 20 Mar-7 Apr 95, an AFIA team visited nine units
representing four major commands (MAJCOM). The team
•

reviewed Air Force policy, MAlCOM guidance, and
technical orders for adequacy;

•

assessed the documentation, man-hour availability, and
risk of cannibalizing aircraft parts; and

•

assessed the cannibalization process for systemic
problems.

Finding

The aircraft cannibalization process required management
attention. Deficiencies existed in unit-level guidance,
management of the cannibalization process, Maintenance
Management Information System (MMIS) training, and
:MMIS availability (M:MIS refers to automated systems such
as CAMS and G081). (OPR: HQ USAFILG; OCR:
MAJCOM/LGs)

RecommendationS

HQ USAFILG should
• ensure MAJCOMs provide guidance outlining
cannibalization data collection and reporting procedures;
• review MMIS training at technical training centers to
ensure it meets the needs of personnel in Air Force
Specialty Codes (AFSC) required to enter and retrieve
data;

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the
Air Force', nor can it be republished in whole or in part in any publication not containing this statement, including
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•

review the PC-based MMIS store forward module for use
when units experience MMIS downtime and establish
standards for usage; and

•

develop improved MMIS technology to minimize routine
data entry requirements. enhance data accuracy, and
provide flight line accessibility.

MAJCOM!LGs should

• establish requirements for periodic review of the unitlevel cannibalization process;

•

provide cannibalization guidance to meet unit-level
requirements which addresses Air Force Instruction (AFI)
21-10 I, Maintenance Management of Aircraft,

cannibalization requirements;

•

reemphasize MMIS on-the-job training (OJT) at the unitlevel for personnel involved in entry and retrieval of
MMIS data; and

•

reemphasize the importance of supervisory invol vemcnt
at all levels of MMIS documentation.

Team Chief
HQ AFIAIMIM. DSN
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Background
Cannibalization is the authorized removal of a part from one
weapon system or equipment end item for installation on
another end item to meet priority mission requirements
(reference Technical Order 00-20-2). The aircraft
cannibalization program is an essential element of a unit's
flying operations. The program is designed to allow aircraft
managers to borrow parts from one aircraft to facilitate the
repair of another, with an obligation to replace the removed
item. Cannibalization actions (Figure 1) may be necessary
when an aircraft nonmission capable condition will prevent
the accomplishment of a mission and the required parts are
not immediately available from base-level supply. High failure
items potentially aggravate the situation if sufficient numbers
of spares are not directly available to aircraft maintainers
(e.g., high item consumption/low reliability, spares committed
to the repair cycle, spares in transit between repair facilities).
When parts are unavailable, base-level aircraft maintenance
managers are forced to cannibalize parts, expending manhours and resources to meet operational requirements. It is
not uncommon for units to maintain one to three aircraft as
dedicated cannibalization "donors" to overcome parts
shortages. Further, units frequently cannibalize the same item
from donor to donor for long lead-time parts committed to
the repair cycle. Repetitive cannibalization actions increase
the potential for component breakage and system failure,
exacerbating the original condition of unavailable parts. This
FMR was in response to concerns with the Air Force
cannibalization program identified by the Air Force Audit
Agency and AFIA (Report of Audit Project 91062014 and
FMR PN 94-623).
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CANNIBALIZATION PROCESS FLOW
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Results
Purpose

Evaluate management of the maintenance cannibalization
(CANN) process to determine the effect on aircraft mission
capability.

Finding

The aircraft cannibalization process required management
attention. Deficiencies existed in urut-level guidance,
management of the c8Illlibalization process, MMIS training,
and MMIS availability. (OPR: HQ USAF/LG; OCR:
MAJCOM/LGs)

Impact

Inefficient use of limited maintenance technicians delays
aircraft repair and adversely affects aircraft availability.

Discussion
Unit-Level Procedural
Guidance Inadequate

Air Force Instruction 21-101, Maintenance Management of
Aircraft, 1 Aug 94, provides an overview for local
cannibalization action procedures. It further states local

guidance (base level) should identify restrictions, specific
procedures, individual responsibilities, and documentation
requirements. To date, MAJCOMs· (with the exception of
AETC) had not provided supplemental guidance concerning
cannibalization program management nor had they mandated
unit-level compliance with AFI 21-101, Chapter 6.2.10.
Approximately 70 percent of the units visited had not
developed local written procedures and relied on word-ofmouth cannibalization processes. In one case, a unit was
following an outdated regulation th~t reflected the Deputy
Commander for Maintenance (DCM) organizational
structure--predecessor to the objective wing organization.
As a result, inconsistent/nonexistent procedural guidance
created confusion among production supervisors and
subordinates and impacted aircraft mission capability. For
example, one unit had over 100 parts cannibalized from an
aircraft and over 200 parts removed during the period the
aircraft was in "CANN" status. Procedurally, the unit
scheduled CANN aircraft for a local training sortie after the
aircraft was returned to mission capable status. Maintenance
technicians flew on board and performed operational checks
on affected systems. Since the high number of
cannibalizations resulted in extensive maintenance actions,
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the
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the local training sortie was used as a
"confidence flight," mandated before committing the
aircraft to extended operational missions. However, flight
crews were unaware of previous cannibalization and
maintenance actions and affected systems. Additionally,
flight crews did not possess special qualifications normally
associated with operational or functional check flights.
Although maintenance actions did not mandate a functional
check flight profile, local procedures would clarify
circumstances mandating the sortie and provide specific
information to flight crews concerning the intent of on-board
maintainers. Under these circumstances, a deliberate
operational check flight in lieu of a local training sortie may
be more appropriate to determine aircraft mission capability.

Management of Cannibalization Process
Deficient

No systematic approach was established to evaluate the
frequency of cannibalization of specific parts to improve
supply availability and to reduce cannibalization actions.
Although MAJCOMs had established cannibalization
standards for each weapon system, it was not clear how the
data was used to improve part availability and reduce the
number of cannibalizations. For ex~ple, most units held
monthly meetings in either an Intermediate Repair
Enhancement Program (IREP) or crosstalk forum to discuss
supply and maintenance issues. Mission capable (MICAP)
parts were of particular focus in such forums. However, five
of eight units were not correlating which MICAP parts were
frequently cannibalized. This hindered maintenance and
supply managers from focusing on :MICAP parts which had
the greatest adverse impact on maintenance man-hours. One
MAJCOM required units to report parts which were most
often cannibalized; however, most unit-level managers did
not review or assess the information before providing it
to that MAJCOM. Periodic reviews can determine systemic
problems in the supply and/or maintenance repair system for
the cannibalized parts, ultimately improving supply support
and reducing cannibalization action~.
Four of eight units did not reconcile actual cannibalization
actions with the M:MIS data base to ensure complete and
accurate information. At one unit, maintenance analysis and
quality evaluator personnel estimated that only one of three
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cannibalization actions was input to the MMIS data base. A
review of MICAP parts reported to MAJCOMs did not
always correlate with components that were frequently
cannibalized by flight line personnel. The deficiency
reporting of MICAP conditions was confirmed by one
MAJCOM program manager as a data collection and
reconciliation problem associated with information not
updated in the MMIS. The lack of CANN documentation
was even more prevalent during deployments. For example,
one unit TDY to an overseas location completed extensive
cannibalization actions to sustain mission capability but
neglected to document any actions in MMIS. Failure to
collect this data may ultimately impact supply support.
Other areas that required management attention included the
lack of supply assistance and submission of supply difficulty
letters to sources of supply. Such letters were essential to
highlight deteriorating supply support of MICAP parts and
to identify the need for an aggressive effort between the unit,
MAJCOM, and depot to improve the items' support posture.
In conjunction with bench stock monitors, base stock control
personnel were responsible for maintaining the maximum
number of items necessary to adequately support the base
mission. This was done through a process of quarterly
reviews and computer updates. At many units, common
bench stock items were MICAP due to demand levels not
being adjusted or updated. For example, one unit resorted
to cannibalizing nose landing gear seals--an item designed
for throw away and not for reuse in the aircraft's critical
pneudraulic system. A periodic review and validation of
bench stock items, creation of special levels for low demand
parts, and effective communications between supply and
item managers will help reduce cannibalization actions
attributed to these areas.
A deterioration in supply support of one weapon system
necessitated increased use of cannibalization aircraft as
forward supply points. For example, one unit assigned 5
personnel to an aircraft on 24-hour shift coverage to monitor
the number of parts cannibalized. The management decision
was made to ensure accurate accountability of cannibalized
parts and to expedite reassembly of the aircraft after an
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the
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extended grounding time. In other Instances, the shortage of
aircraft spare parts drove managers to cannibalize parts
which were normally not considered candidates for
cannibalization. Personnel cannibalized engine fuel controls
which took approximately 18 hours to complete. The task
was labor intensive and technically not a cannibalization
candidate when considering the entire engine could be
changed in 8 hours. These types of-maintenance actions
consumed excessive man-hours and detracted from flight line
production efforts.
Although the impact of these issues were not quantitatively
correlated to aircraft mission capability, the lack of MICAP
parts and aggressive supply assistance have obvious results.
hnmediate improvements can be ~e at base level by
identifying reasons behind part nonavailability, active
involvement by supply for rectifying part shortages with
MAJCOMs and item managers, and improving the part
repair process. (Note: The functional management review
focused on base level supply issues and the aircraft
maintenance interface. A future effort to assess MICAP part
tracking and the depot repair process may be warranted.)

Maintenance and
Analysis MMIS
Training Inadequate

One of the systemic problems of cannibalization management
was inaccurate MMIS data. Interviews with maintenance
technicians revealed inadequate MMIS training as a root
cause. Newly assigned personnel related technical training
centers provided minimal MMIS hands-on time and
systems knowledge. Further, technicians stated unit-level
MMIS training was sporadic and difficult to schedule due to
flight line workloads and deployments. Indicators of
inadequate training appeared in such areas as: (a)
incomplete screen form entries, (b) work unit code entries
not applicable to assigned aircraft, and (c) a lack of
procedural knowledge to enter maintenance actions.
Maintenance personnel also expressed frustration over the
system not accepting data in certaiD: data input fields.
Subsequently, they would enter erroneous information just
to complete the MMIS screen and close out the maintenance
action record. At one unit, maintainers demonstrated what it
took to document a cannibalization action involving a
serially controlled item. Each transaction took 15 to 20
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minutes to complete. During the demonstration, a screen
used for supervisory review actions was completed by the
technician entering the initial maintenance action,
circumventing the supervisory review. These types of work
arounds were commonplace. Unit-level OJT by 5- and 7level maintainers only proliferated inaccurate knowledge
transfer to new personnel, resulting in inaccurate
cannibalization and maintenance action entries. Analysis
personnel also had difficulty working with MMIS. Aside
from data accuracy, the usefulness of .MMIS was heavily
dependent on the capability of analysis personnel to retrieve
data and put it in a useable, meaningful fomiat. There were
two problems in this area. At some units, several personnel
assigned to the analysis section were aircraft maintenance
technicians or new cross-trainees who were unfamiliar with
MMIS and data retrieval procedures and analysis personnel
were not familiar with writing MMIS data retrieval
programs. In both cases, analysis personnel took raw MMIS
data and reports and manually input the information into
other software programs. Reports were subsequently
produced using this "second generation" data. These efforts
not only consumed additional man-hours but also increased
the risk of information errors through duplication of the
MMIS data base. The result--cannibalization data accuracy
was further jeopardized.

Air Education and Training Command recently recognized a
training deficit concerning MMIS. Interviews with Air
Force technical training center managers revealed the
training curriculum for MMIS will increase from 8 hours to
13 hours of fundamental training with an additional12-hour
requirement for mission-ready teclmicians. The effective
date for the revised curriculum is 1 Oct 95. However,
increased emphasis and management by senior-level
leadership at wing level were needed to correct unit MMIS
training deficiencies and data integrity issues. (Note: Due
to systemic problems with cannibalization data entry and
retrieval, most units could not provide reliable man-hour
data. Therefore, an accurate assessment of man-hour
availability could not be accomplished. Further, a direct
correlation of cannibalization actions to aircraft mission
capability could not be stated quantitatively due to MMIS
This is a PRIVll..EGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the
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MMIS
Downtime
Impacted
Data Input

data inaccuracies.)
MMIS downtime impacted the units' timely and proper
processing of cannibalized parts. Most downtime occurred
during the midnight shift where maintenance for the next
day's flying schedule was accomplished. The downtime had
the greatest impact on units with missions that required 24hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week support. Due to the system
being down, a percentage of data never made it into the data
base--technicians forgot or departed the end of the work
shift without entering the data. Further, units were not
aware of or using a PC-based, store-forward module backup
system for data input. The module would allow personnel to
properly input data into MMIS even when the system was
down and later automatically feed the information into the
main data base.
In general, current MMIS architecture is not user-friendly
and relies on extensive, repetitive data entry. Primary
consideration should be given to fielding new technology
such as the Integrated Maintenance Data System or
Integrated Maintenance Information System. The inherent
attributes of reduced manual data input, the use of portable
maintenance devices, and interactive technical data will
ultimately improve data integrity, aecuracy, and usability.

Recommendations

HQ USAF/LG should
•

ensure MAJCOMs provide guidance outlining
cannibalization data collection and reporting procedures;

•

review MMIS training at technical training centers to
ensure it meets the needs of personnel in AFSC required
to enter and retrieve data;

•

review the PC-based MMIS store forward module for
use when units experience MMIS downtime and
establish standards for usage; and

•

develop improved MMIS technology to minimize
routine data entry, enhance data accuracy, and provide
flight line accessibility.
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MAJCOMILGs should
•

establish requirements for periodic review of the unitlevel cannibalization process;

•

provide cannibalization guidance to meet unit-level
requirements which addresses AFI 21-101,
cannibalization requirements;

•

reemphasize MMIS OJT at the unit level for personnel
involved in entry and retrieval of MMIS data; and

•

reemphasize the importance of supervisory involvement
at all levels of MMIS documentation.
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Air Mobility Command (AMC)
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Travis AFB CA
Fairchild AFB WA

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
16SOW

Hurlburt FLD FL

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
56FW
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LukeAFBAZ
Tyndall AFB FL
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Reply Instructions
General

No replies are required for this report; however, APIA may elect to
conduct a follow-up review at a later date to verify the status of
corrective actions for the fmding in this report.

Privileged Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in
whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the Air Force, nor
can it be republished in whole or in part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express approval of the
Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Title

FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT REVIEW (FMR)-WEDDINGS AND FUNERALS

Purpose

Assess pastoral effectiveness in support of weddings and funerals
in the Air Force chaplain service.

Method

During 3-27 May 1995, the team visited seven Air Force
installations representing five major commands (MAJCOM) and
one direct reporting unit (DRU). The team aSsessed
•

management of weddings and funerals,

•

use of wedding coordinators,

•

staff bereavement training,

•

follow-up ministry for the bereaved, and

•

military funeral training .

..
The team conducted interviews with chaplains, chaplain service
support personnel, customers~ .commanders, first sergeants,
wedding coordinators, funeral home personnel, honor guard
commanders, casualty assistance officers, and mortuary affairs
officers.

Finding

The Air Force chaplain service provided effective pastoral support
of weddings and funerals; however, management of wedding and
funeral requests, supervision of wedding coordinators, staff
bereavement training, follow-up ministry for the bereaved, and
military funeral training needed improvement. (OPR:
MAJCOWHCs)
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Recommendations

MAJCOM/HCs should ensure base-level HCs
•

establish chapel operating instructions (HCOI) for management
of funerals (attachment 1) and weddings;

•

supervise wedding coordinators;

•

establish a staff bereavement training program;

•

develop follow-up ministry for the bereaved;

•

establish a staff military funeral training program~ and

•

budget TDY funding to support out-of-local-area funerals.

Team Chief
HQ AFINMIS, D S N -
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Background
Air Force Policy Directive 52-1, Chaplain Service, requires the
Air 'force chaplain service to meet the religious needs of the Air
Force community by providing worship, liturgies, rites, and
religious observances. Performing weddings and conducting
funerals are an important part of this ministry. The
implementation of this policy directive is stated in Air Force
Instruction (AFI) 52-101, Chaplain Service Responsibilities and
Procedures. During 1993 and 1994, Air Force chaplains
performed 6,533 weddings and conducted 5,932 funerals.
Professional pastoral response to wedding and funeral requests
along with a genuine caring ministry helps meet the religious needs
of the Air Force community.
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Results
Purpose

Assess pastoral effectiveness in support of weddings and funerals in
the Air Force chaplain service.

Finding

The Air Force chaplain service provided effective pastoral support
ofweddings and funerals; however, management of wedding and
funeral requests, supervision of wedding coordinators, staff
bereavement training, follow-up ministry for the bereaved, and
military funeral training needed improvement. (OPR:
MAJCOM!HCs)

Impact

Ineffective management of weddings and funerals could adversely
affect the long-term ability of the Air Force chaplain service to
provide pastoral support of these two major life-cycle events.

Discussion
Effective
Pastoral Support

The results of 130 interviews with commanders, first sergeants, ·
mortuary affairs officers, casualty assistance officers, honor guard
commanders, funeral home directors, and customers confirmed the
Air Force chaplain service provided effective pastoral support for
weddings and funerals. Additionally, commanders and first
sergeants indicated the emotional and spiritual needs of their
personnel were met during times of crisis such as the death of a
squadron member or dependent.

Lack of Chapel
Operating
Instructions

Three of the seven installations had HCOis for funerals but only
one had an HCOI for weddings. Highly efficient HCOis designated
a single point of contact within the chapel staff to ensure requests
were handled professionally. However, the entire chapel staff to
include reservists and chapel volunteers must be trained to give an
appropriate response if the single point contact is unavailable.
Customers expect a caring, pastoral response to wedding and
funeral requests by every member of the chapel staff

of

One installation had developed a model HCOI to plan funeral and
memorial services. lt placed responsibility for all military funerals
on the senior chaplain and designated a funeral coordinator as the
single point of contact. The HCOI gave directions if the point of.
contact was not available. It also stated, "A chaplain will conduct
all funerals tasked by mortuary affairs." See attachment 1.
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Insufficient
Supervision of
Coordinators

Wedding coordinators provide a valuable service and their use has
become widespread. Six of the seven installations used coordinator
services. More emphasis was needed with supervision, defining
responsibilities, and with administration.

Coordinator supervision. Even though coordinators were not
contract personnel, these individuals represented the Air Force
chaplain service and needed supervision. Coordinator
responsibilities should be clearly defined and explained to couples
planning a wedding ceremony. Most wedding customers were
satisfied and grateful for the coordinator's service. However, a few
customers felt they paid to have someone only open and close the
chapel doors. One dissatisfied customer said, " ...besides the
unprofessional service, our coordinator arrived late on the wedding
day~ tying up the florist and cutting photo time." Chapel personnel
were unaware of dissatisfaction with wedding coordinators.
Appropriate supervision of wedding coordinators to include
defining responsibilities and follow:..up interviews with wedding
couples would ensure they received the service deserved on this
special occasion.
·
One installation benefited from a very gifted and talented wedding
coordinator who had written and published a detailed wedding
planner that was of great value to couples. She received
outstanding ratings from the couples served.

Coordinator administration. The use of a wedding coordinator
should be optional. One installation provided an option that
allowed the wedding party to select someone with a military
identification card to sign for a key, receive a briefing on duties,
and have responsibility for the facility. Remuneration for the
services of a wedding coordinator is paid by the wedding party and
not from appropriated or nonappropriated funds.

Lack of Staff
Bereavement
Training

None of the installations had a staff bereavement training program.
However, one installation had bereavement training provided by
· · the United States Army Chaplai~ (:orps. The chapel staff
(including reservists), mortuary and casualty affairs, funeral home
directors, and chapel volunteers were involved in this unique
training. Bereavement training should be part of the chapel staff inhouse training program. Other base agencies, e.g., medical units,
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could be a valuable resource and possible OPR for bereavement
training. Several chapel staff personnel suggested that bereavement
education and training be made available as a professional
continuing education course at the USAF Chaplain Service
Institute.

Inadequate
Follow-up .
Ministry

None ofthe installations provided a formal grief recovery program.
Only one chapel staff was aware of grief recovery programs
available in the local community. There are many grief recovery
resources for the bereaved at most stateside Air Force
communities, including various hospice organizations. A
knowledge oflocal grief recovery programs and appropriate
referrals by chaplains would be helpful. Several Family Support
Centers have lists of grief recovery programs available in the local
community.
Twelve of 45 chaplains (27 percent) did not provide follow-up
bereavement ministry. Those that did usually phoned, sent a card,
or made a pastoral visit if the family resided in the local area. Some
used a successful bereavement program, the Special Care Series by
Reverend Doug Manning. The program entailed a year-long
program of comfort for the bereaved. A booklet arrived during the
third week, the third month, the sixth month, and the eleventh
month, just prior .to the first anniversary. The booklets, with a
personal note from the sender, were especially welcomed. The
booklets dealt with the issues of establishing significance,
understanding grief, and reconstructing lives. This is one example
of many resources available for follow-up ministry.

Military Funeral
Training

Forty-one of 45 chaplains (91 percent) felt adequately trained to
· · conduct military fiinerals. Most chaplains admitted this training
was acquired by on-the-job training. Twenty of 45 chaplains (44
percent) felt the 2-hour block of instruction on conducting military
funerals at the USAF Chaplain Service Institute's Chaplain
Orientation Course was insufficient for an entire career.
There was an excellent reference available, A Chaplain's
Handbook ofMilitary Funeral Practices, published by the USAF
Chaplain Service Resourc~ Board in 1992. However, only 25 of
45 chaplains (56 percent) had a copy of this handbook. Active and
reserve chaplains who used the handbook found it of great value.
The handbook explained procedures for standard and full honors,
services for cremains, and memorial services. The handbook also
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included diagrams that illustrated the positions of the ceremonial
elements and had a resource bibliography. Chaplains refreshed and
enhanced their abilities to conduct military funerals by using this
handbook.
The base honor guard team, mortuary affairs, and casualty
assistance officers could be invited to provide training in their
specialty areas. This open forum can clarify responsibilities and
provide opportunities to share concerns with each other.
Another helpful resource is US Army Training Circular 16-2,
Religious Support to Casualties, Memorial and Funeral Services,

published in 1991 . The training circular addressed religious
support to casualties during peacetime and combat. One section
explained wartime and emergency burials to include group burials
and burial of unidentifiable dead. The circular, an outstanding
training resource, also addressed the grief process and follow-up
ministry to the bereaved.

TDY Funding

Many times chaplains travel out of the local area to conduct funeral
and graveside services. Base closures will continue to enlarge the
geographical area covered by an active base~ therefore, senior
chaphlins should budget for this eventuality.

Recommendations

MAJCOMIHCs should ensure base-level HCs
1)~

•

establish HCOI for management of funerals (attachment
weddings;

•

supervise wedding coordinators;

•

establish a staff bereavement training program;

•

develop follow-up ministry for the bereaved;

•

establish a staff military funeral training program; and

•

budget TDY funding to support out-of-local-area funerals.

and
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Observations
Wedding Guides

An attractive, concise wedding guide should provide pertinent
information and be available for couples who request a ceremony at
the base chapel. Attachment 2 is a good example of such a guide.

Eligibility. The guide should state who is eligible to use the base
chapel. Eligibility was a source of fiustration because there is no
Air Force policy. Thirty-seven of 45 chaplains (82 percent) agreed
eligibility requirements should be standardized·. However, senior
chaplains should have the au~hority to authorize exceptions.

Counseling. The wedding guide should explain premarital
requirements. All chaplains at the seven installations visited
conducted premarital counseling. The time required for counseling
which may include premarital inventories and a marriage
preparation workshop should be stated.
Customer ser-Vice. Installations that benefited most from wedding
guides did not just "hand out" the guide but went through the guide
item by item with the couple for clarification and understanding.
One installation had the guide made into a base pamphlet, adding
greatly to its credibility.

Chaplain
Concerns

Chaplains are concerned about preparing couples for marriage as
well as the wedding ceremony. AFI 52-101 states, "You do not
have to conduct or take part. in religious activities that conflict with
your faith group doctrines or personal religious convictions."
Some chaplains felt commanders did not understand the chaplain's
responsibility to adhere to denominational requirements and
personal convictions. Fourteen of 45 chaplains (31 percent)
experienced conflict betwe~n denominational requirements and
requests to perform weddings. Seven of the 14 chaplains (50
percent) felt their military career was threatened. For example, one
senior commander questioned the need for "lengthy" premarital
preparation. The chaplain had a conflict between "pleasing the
boss" and providing premarital preparation for the couple. Another
problem was customers desired a nonreligious ceremony in the
base chapel and "expected" a chaplain to officiate. One chaplain
wrote, "I have seen occasions where chaplains were 'forced' to
perform weddings which presented a conflict of conscience."
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Readiness

The number of wedding and funeral requests have not adversely
impacted chapel readiness at this time. However, increased
deployments, continued downsizing, base closures, and increased
wedding and funeral requests could negatively impact chapel
readiness. Every installation had chaplain readiness teams deployed
in support of world-wide contingencies. The future review of
chaplain service manning may be appropriate, especially for select
bases with large active duty and retiree populations.

Mortuary
Affairs

Not all requests for funeral support came from the mortuary affairs
office. Sometimes requests came from the honor guard, the funeral
home, or the family. On three occasions at visited installations,
chaplains were not infonned of funeral requests until after the
.funeral service which was a disappointment to the riext ofkin and
caused considerable embarrassment to the Air Force. All requests
for funeral and graveside services should come to the chapel
section from the mo~l:lary affairs office to ensure authorization and
avoid miscommunication. Air Force chaplains should be aware,
regarding an active duty death, that Air Force Instruction 34-501,
Mortuary Affairs Program, states, "The Air Force provides full
military honors, including an Air Force chaplain and, if eligible, a
flyover." Chaplains should not brief next of kin concerning
mortuary affairs, casualty assistance, or other issues outside their
scope of responsibility.
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Organizations Visited
Air Combat Command (ACC)
355WG

Davis-Monthan AFB AZ

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
81 TRW

Keesler AFB MS

Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC)
73ABW

Kelly AFB TX

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
Charle~ton

437 AW

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
3WG

AFB SC

·rsABw

Elmendorf AFB AK
HickamAFBID

United States Air Force Academy (USAFA)
Cadet Chapel

USAF Academy·co
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Reply Instructions
General

Privileged
Information
Markings

No replies are required for this report; however, AFIA may elect to
conduct a follow-up review at a later date to verify the status of
corrective actions for the finding in this report.
Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in
whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the Air Force, nor
can it be republished in whole or in part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express approval of the .
Secretary of the Air Force.
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HCOI52-4

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Headquarters 81st Training Wing (AETC)
Senior Chaplain's Office
Keesler AFB MS 39534-2445

1 April1994
Chaplain
FUNERAL AND MEMORIAL SERVICES

This operating instruction establishes guidelines and policies for dealing with all memorial
services and funerals. It applies to all chaplains, IMAs and chaplain service support personnel
(CSSP) assigned to Keesler Air Force Base.
1. Funeral Services:

1.1. The Senior Chaplain is responsible for the proper conduct of all official military funerals,
he/she will appoint a Funeral Coordinator who will serve as the single manager implementing
the program.
1.2. A chaplain will conduct all funerals tasked by mortuary affairs. The Funeral Coordinator
will assign a chaplain to do the funeral. Refer all funeral requests to the Funeral Coordinator. If
he/she is not available, notify the Chief Parish Ministries Branch or the Senior Chaplain. The
Funeral Coordinator will record all information and immediately assign the funeral to a chaplain.
He/she will then notify the Senior Chaplain and the Chief Parish Ministries Branch of the ··
funeral. The Funeral Coordinator will:
1.2.1. Make every effort to assign a chaplain with a religious background similar to the
deceased or the family.
1.2.2. Develop a system to ensure chaplains share equally the responsibility· to officiate at
funerals.
1.2.3. Assign funerals to Reserve Chaplains in their geographical area, as appropriate, and as
allowed by ARPC. (As points and IDTs are .available.)
1.2.4. Keep accurate records of all funerals conducted and who conducted them.
1.3.
Funerals take priority over counseling appointments, meetings, downtime, and other
obligations. Chaplains will rearrange their schedules when assigned a funeral. The chaplain
assigned a funeral will:

Supersedes HCOI 265-4, 5 December 1992

..
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1.3 .1. Contact the funeral home and coordinate time, music, and an order of service.
1.3.2. Contact the family. If they are in the local area, arrange to meet with them personally
before the funeral. Otherwise, arrange to arrive early at the funeral and spend time with them.
1.3.3. Coordinate transportation with the Honor Guard. If you do not ride with the team, notify
the Chapel Superintendent so he/she can help with arrangements.
1.3.4. Complete and distribute data worksheet as indicated on the worksheet.
1.3.5. Wear the Service Dress Uniform with the Service Hat.

·2. Memorial Services:
2.1. Memorial services are held at the discretion of.a commander upon the death of someone in
their squadron. Chaplains may suggest a memorial service but. it is the responsibility of the
commander to request and support it.
2.2.
The squadron chaplain, the chaplain on duty when death occurred, or any ·chaplain
requested by their commander is responsible for the memorial service. If the individual is of
another faith group, the responsible chaplain should solicit the help of an appropriate chaplain.
The responsible chaplain will:
2.2.1. Brief the memorial service plans to the Funeral Coordinator, Senior Chaplain, Chief
Parish Ministries Branch, and Chapel Superintendent.
2.2.2. Prepare an appropriate worship bulletin for the order of service using materials provided
by the commander. Items to consider include:
2 .2.2.1. Biographical sketch.
2.2.2.2. Posting and retiring of colors. ·
2.2.2.3. Names of those who will eulogize.
2.2.2.4. Special honors.
2.2.3. Secure the service of an organist or other musician.
2.2.4. Brief the Honor Guard, ushers, and bugler prior to' the service
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2.2.5. Meet with the next of kin before the service if possible.
2.2;6. Be attentive to the emotional needs of those attending the service.
Provide copies of the memorial worship bulletin to the Senior Chaplain, 81 TRW
2.2.7.
Commander, appropriate Group Commander, and Squadron Commander one day prior to the
service.
2.3. Unit chaplains will brief commanders concerning his/her responsibilities which include:
· 2.3.1. Contact unit chaplain.immediately upon the death of someone in the sq-lladron. If the
Unit Chaplain is unavailable contact chapel center, or if after duty hours, the duty chaplain.
2.3.2. If a memorial service is to be held, coordinate the time with the Unit Chaplain, Group
Commander, and the 81 TRW Commander.
2.3.3. . Request the Base Flag be lowered to half-mast.
determination.)

(81 TRW Commander makes this

2.3 .4. Arrange for posting and retiring of the colors and playing Taps with the Honor Guard.
Weapons are not appropriate in the chapel. You may arrange for a gun salute outside the chapel
immediately following the service.
2.3.5. Provide the chaplain with the names of anyone who will eulogize during or after the
service.
2.3 .6. Inform the chaplain of any special desires such as pall bearers, floral arrangements, next
·of kin, and any YIPs who may attend.
2.3.7. Provide ushers from the unit.
-before the service begins.

They must be in place at the chapel at least 15 minutes

2.3.8. Follow up with a letter to the next of kin and enclose a bulletin ofthe memorial service.
2.4. The Chapel Superintendent will:
2.4.1. Ensure the expeditious typing and printing of the Memorial Service Bulletin and ensure
they are folded and available to the ushers.
2.4.2. Ensure the chapel is set up according to the instructions of the officiating chaplain and
ask about any special requirements for the memorial service.
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. 2.4.3. Ensure the chapel facility and gro'!lnds are neat, clean, .and
. policed.
2.4.4. Reserve the front two pews for the next of kin, commanders, and VIPs.
2.4.5. Ensure the CSSP covering the service wears the Service Dress Uniform.
2.4.6. Place appropriate reserved parking signs for all VIPs.
2.4.7. Locate flag stands and place them in the sanctuary.
2.4.8. Ensure the temperature is comfortable. Contact CE to ensure that the system is operating
prior to service time .
. 2.4.9.
Coordinate public address system requirements and ensure the system is working
properly.
2.4.10. Ensure tissues are available.

3. Funeral Services in the Chapel: Funerals Services in the chapel require everything that a
Memorial Service requires. Chaplains conducting funerals must:
3 .1. Coordinate base entry for civilians with security police.
Coordinate with funeral home concerning times, flowers, hearse parking, and casket
3 .2.
requirements.
3.3. Visit the family in person.
3.4. Be attentive to emotional needs before and after the service.
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Col, USAF

Semor Chaplam
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DATA WORKSHEET
FUNERALIMEMORIAL/COMMITTAL
SERVICE
DECEASED:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'RANK:
RELIGION: _ _ _ _ _ _ _.AD or RET:

SSAN:_ _ _....,..__
BRANCH OF SVC: _ _ _ __

SQUADRON:__________________________________________
CC:_______________________

~

___________________

~PH#

1ST SGT:____________________PH#__________.:.;___ _
NOTIFIED
BY:

DATE:

-------------------~

---------TIME:--------

NEXT OF KIN:
SPOUSE:__________ADDRESS: ________---'PH#_ _ _ _ __
PARENTS:__________;ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.PH#_ _ _ _ _ __
CHILDREN: __________________________________
OTHER:__________________________~-----------DEATH: DATE:_________TIME: ________PLACE:_________
SERVICEDATA:

~D~A~T-E____~TI~M~E~---~P~L~A~C~E~---~C~H~A~P~L~A~IN~I~C~L~E~R~G~Y

FUNERAL: ______________________________________
MEMOIDAL: _____________________________________
COMMITTAL:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-'DATA FORWARDED IMMEDIATELY TO:
--SECRETARY
--PAIDSH MINISTRIES BRANCH CHIEF
--CHAPEL SUPERINTENDENT
--ASSIGNED CHAPLAIN
--FACILITY SCHEDULER
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1 July 1995

We are happy to provide this information to make your wedding ceremony a special moment.
The Chapel Staff at Charleston AFB believes that the wedding ceremony is a very significant
social and spiritual experience for you. The exchange of marriage vows are part of a religious
ceremony in which two persons ask God's blessing upon themselves at the beginning of their
married lives. This celebration of the love that you have for each other is a most solemn and
sacred occasion. This cannot be forgotten in the great excitement of planning a wedding and
getting married.
We are very pleased to·make our chapel facilities available to you, for what we hope will be a very
beautiful and meaningful service. We wish to extend to each wedding party every possible
courtesy. Therefore it is necessary to establish policy in regards to the celebration of marriage in
our chapels. The following procedures have been adopted and we ask that each wedding party
follow them.
We are happy to provide you this information so you can make your wedding ceremony a special
moment you will never forget. If you have other questions that are not answered in the "Chapel
Wedding Guide" please feel free to contact the chaplain performing the ceremony, the wedding
coordinator, or myself
May the Almighty bless you both as you seek spiritual direction in your marriage. ·

(b) (6)

Ch, Lt Col, USAF

Senior Chaplain
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1. The .Chapels
We have two chapels available for weddings. Our staff will be glad to advise you as to which of
these facilities is available to meet your needs.

Chapel 1 (Bldg 217) is located · between the base
theater and library. This chapel has a seating capacity
of3SO people.

Chapel 2 (Bldg 1005) is located at 107 Arthur Drive.
This chapel has a seating capacity of325 people.

2. Who May Use the Chapel and Chaplains
The following personnel may make use of the chapel and chaplains at Charleston AFB:
*Active Duty Air Force members and their dependents
*Retired Air Force members and their dependents
*Active duty members of the other bran~l)es of the US military and their dependents
*Retired members of the other branches of the US military and their dependents
*Members of the Guard and the Reserve of all branches of the US military
The normal policy is the bride and/or groom, active duty or dependent, must have a valid US
Armed Forces identification card. If the bride and/or groom do not have an identification card the
permission to use the facility and a chaplain must be obtained from the Senior Chaplain.
Special consideration for the use of the chapel and a chaplain, ~or a wedding, will be given to the
following personnel, by the Senior Chaplain:
*Federal employees and their dependents
*ROTC Members of all branches
*NAF employees and their dependents
*AAFES and DeCA employees and their dependents
*Other civilian workers on the base
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There must be a valid reason why the Air Force chapel and chaplain is desired for the marriage of
the above personnel. The fact that one of the clubs is being used for the wedding reception is not
a valid reason.

Special note for Navy/Marine Coms Active Dutv. Retired and
Dependent Personnel Who do not Regularly Attend Charleston AFB
Chapel
Since there are Navy chaplains and chapels in the local area, you
MUST do the following BEFORE requesting a Charleston Air Force .
Base chapel for your wedding:
.
-Contact the Charleston Navy Base and the Naval Weapons
Station about using their chapel for the date you . desire. PHONE
NUMBERS : Navy Base Chapel (Commercial 1-803-743-5230 or
DSN 563-5230) and Naval Weapons Station (Commercial 1-803-764-7911 or DSN 794-7911).
- If either of the Navy chapels are available to serve your wedding on the date you
. desire, we encourage you to use their facility and Navy chaplains.
- If the Navy chapels and chaplains are not available, please obtain a statement of nonavailability from them and we will attempt to meet your needs.

.

.

3. Reservations, Wedding Dates, Times,
. Cancellation and Reconfirmation
A minimum of 3 months notice is required for all Protestant weddings and 4 months notice
is needed for Catholic weddings. This time is· needed to allow for pre-marital counseling.
Weddings and rehearsals may only be scheduled by the Charleston AFB Chaplains.
· The following steps need to take place:
- Contact the chapel administrative office at Chapel No. 2 (Phone: 566-2536) to make an
appointment with a chaplain, who will perform or sponsor the wedding.
- . Civilian clergy may perform a wedding at Charleston AFB. If civilian clergy are used
you still need an active duty chaplain sponsor. Civilian clergy persons must provide proof of
ordination/licensing prior to the wedding.
- Fill out our facility request with a chaplain to reserve the date. You will be contacted
by the chaplain or the chapel administrative office to confirm that your request has been approved.
All requests are tentative until approved.
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- Active Duty military and those who regularly attend chapel services will receive first
consideration if a scheduling conflict arises.
- Contact wedding coord~nator immediately after setting the date to allow him/her to
assist with further details.
·
You are limited to one hour for the rehearsal and two hours on the wedding day (one hour prior
to wedding start time, and an hour for the wedding). Catholic masses are allowed extra time due
to the length of the service. Having a wedding on Sunday is not feasible due to the heavy use of
the facilities, nor can a wedding conflict with any other regularly scheduled chapel function. We
reserve the right to close the facilities to weddings during special times (i.e. Easter, Christmas,
etc.).
It is your responsibility to notifY the chaplain/clergy person, chapel staff and all other parties
involved as soon as possible if your wedding is canceled or changed. Reconfirmation must be

made 30 days. prior to the original scheduled date of your wedding.
In compliance with Air Force Directive 52-1 (1.6) and Air Force Instruction 52-101 (3.4),
Justices of the Peace, judges, and other civil officials may not conduct wedding ceremonies in the
chapel.

4. Reverence
The chapel wedding is more than just a ceremony legally uniting a man and woman in marriage.
It is a religious service and should therefore be approached in a spirit of reverence by all members
of the wedding party and their guests. This spirit of reverence is expected at all activities and
functions preceding and during the wedding. It extends to proper and appropriate dress for all
participants.

5. Denominational
Requirements
Any ecclesiastical or denominational requirements must be coordinated with the chaplain/clergy
person prior to the wedding.
·
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6. South Carolina
Requirements
All weddings at Charleston Air Force Base require a
valid South Carolina marriage license. This license can
be obtained from any county license division at the cost
of $15.00. The closest to Charleston Air Force Base is Charleston County, 2144 Melbourne,
Charleston SC. The phone number is (803) 740-5749.

7. Wedding Coordinator
Perfect weddings require special care in planning and ·accomplishments. So that you can focus on
the tender moments with your intended and on the friends and relatives who have come to witness
this memorable occasion, we have available the services of a wedding coordinator for weddings
performed at the Charleston AFB chapels. The wedding coordinator is invaluable~ she saves the
bride and other family members unneeded apprehension~ she saves the pastor from excess time at
the rehearsal~ and she saves everyone from a large degree of confusion.

The chapel wedding coordinator is the only coordinator authorized in our chapel facilities. She
is aware of chapel policy concerning the use of candles, appropriate music, photography as wen·as
the required clean-up to meet chapel standards. The wedding coordinator is also familiar with the
sound system, knows which rooms are the best dressing rooms and is ·able to show you the
chapel's wedding provisions (candelabras, kneelers, etc.), as well as inform you about facilities
available for a reception.
The wedding coordinator is a wealth of information! She will be able to recommend rehearsal
dinner sites, caterers, photographers, florists, printers, etc.
She does not receive any
compensation from recommended vendors. She will know the quality you can expect because she ·
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has had previous experience with each of them. She will not only offer you resource lists, but will
also provide the rules for proper wedding etiquette and the mechanics involved. The couple is
able to sit back knowing everything is just as they want it to be.
The goal of the wedding coordinator is to relieve the wedding party from as much anxiety as
possible, and make sure that everyone is happy.
She will finalize all wedding plans and see that they are carried out so that the couple will have the
wedding of their dreams. When you have engaged the coordinator's services, we're sure you'll
find she is well worth the fee!

8. Dressing Facilities
We have limited dressing facilities and. ~he wedding coordinator will make them available to the
wedding party. We ask that you do not leave any valuables in the dressing area during the
ceremony. The wedding party is responsible for ensuring any personal items are not left behind.
The wedding coordinator is available to assist you.

9. Music
All music is arranged for by the wedding party. However, musicians,
music, tapes, etc., must be approved by the chaplain and the wedding coordinator. Organ music
and vocal selections must be in good taste for a religious ceremony. If an outside organist is used,
they must prove their familiarity with the organ and be approved prior to the service.

10. Flowers and Candles
Floral arrangements are the responsibility of the wedding party. Flowers and other decorations
cannot be delivered earlier than one hour before the wedding. Pew bows, flowers, etc. may be
made to hang by hooks or a bent wire over the pew. They will not be taped or tacked to the
pews.
All flowers and decorations will be removed from the chapel when the wedding is over. Please
inform your florist of these restrictions. the florist may not set up prior to the assigned time you
have for your two hour wedding schedule.
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The wedding party is responsible for furnishing non-dripping or mechanical candles.
candle stands must have plastic sheets under them to protect the carpet from wax.

All

11. ·Receptions
Space, facility scheduling and chapel policy preclude holding wedding receptions in chapel
facilities. Y qur wedding coordinator can suggest other locations.

12. Photographs
Photographs of wedding party, participants and guests may be taken prior to or
following the ceremony. The photographers must check with the chaplain
officiating prior to the ceremony as to what is permitted, but no flashes will be
used during the ceremony.

13. Guest List
you must ensure the access of non-military guests to
Charleston AFB by providing the security police with three copies of the list at least one week in
advance of the day of the rehearsal or wedding.
Please include the following information at the top of your guest list: Function (wedding or
rehearsal), name, time, date, facility being used, and telephone number. This list will include the
names of all non-military guests.
If you have a large number of guests, encourage them to arrive at least 30 minutes prior to the
scheduled rehearsal or ceremony.

14. Rice and Confetti
Please inform your guests that throwing of rice, confetti, bird seed, flower petals, or similar items
is absolutely prohibited inside or outside the chapel. Flower girls may not throw real flower
petals. Using these will stain the carpet. Please use silk flower petals (incidentally, they will save
you money).
Rice can soil and stain the carpeting and presents a ground safety hazard when
thrown on tile floor aii.d concrete. ·
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15. Smoking and Alcohol
Smoking is not permitted in the chapel. Smoking containers are located outside the chapel for
your convenience. Air Force Instruction 52-101 (3.5) prohibits the use or consumption of
alcoholic beverages, except for sacramental wines (during worship services), in the chapel
facilities.

16. Clean-up
In all likelihood, there will be other weddings or services at the chapel shortly after yours. We
endeavor to have a neat and clean chapel for your wedding. Please do the same for those who
follow you. The wedding party is responsible for the cleanliness of the chapel aft~r the wedding.
This must be accomplished within the allotted time for your wedding.
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17. Wedding Preparation Checklist
Date

Chaplain to contact for appointment:

Name
Phone

Appointment with chaplain made

Time

Date
Place

Appointment with civilian minister made
. (if desired)

Date·

Time

Place
Date & time of wedding and rehearsal
confirmed with the chaplain
Date & time of rehearsal
Date & time of wedding
Which chapel
Pre-marital counseling schedule setup:
Date

Time

Date

Time

Date

Time

Date

Time

Reception facility arranged
Location

Time

----------------------

Groomsmen!Bridesmaids/Ushers arranged
Best Man
Maid/matron of Honor
Names of Groomsmen:
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Names ofBridesmaids:

Names ofUshers:

Special apparel arranged
Invitations ordered
Musicians contacted
Photographer contacted

Name
Music requested
Florist contracted
Photographer contracted
Marriage License obtained
Bridal color scheme
Other arrangements:
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Executive Summary
Title

Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) Inspection,
PN95-704

Purpose

Assess AAFES effectiveness in supporting soldiers and ainnen, their
families, and other authorized patrons.

Method

During the period 18 Sep-27 Oct 95, the team visited 48 Army and
Air Force installations, 3 unified commands, and HQ AAFES. The
team

Inspection
Summary

•

evaluated main store, service station, Class Six, and MCSS in
the CONUS and OCONUS;

•

reviewed AAFES capability to support wartime/contingency
operations; and

•

reviewed the AAFES systemic issues recommended in a US
Army ROI, 5 Oct 94.

AAFES installation activities met mission requirements. Within the
exchanges, customers were generally satisfied with the quality of
service and merchandise. However, AAFES should concentrate on
publicizing major programs which benefit the customer and consider
avenues to improve merchandise selection and availability. Unlike
the main exchange, service station operations needed improvement.
Most notable, customers were very dissatisfied with parts
availability and maintenance. During the last twelve years, this was
a repeat finding during the triennial inspections. Even though Class
Six operations met customer expectations, MWR activities were
dissatisfied with AAFES service. Consequently, since the transfer
of operations to AAFES in 1989, Class Six stores continue to lose
business from MWR activities. MCSS operations met customer
needs and expectations. In general, customers most often cited
price and quality as the two most important factors in determining
where they shopped. Finally, headquarters should develop a
customer feedback process to identify areas for improvement.
AAFES support of contingency/wartime operations was hampered
for several reasons. Deliberate planning in the Joint and Unified
Commands for AAFES services was almost nonexistent.

PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT: Readers must not release the contents of this document in whole or in part to
persons or agencies outside the U. S. Air Force, the U. S. Army, and the Army and Air Force Exchange Service,
nor republish its contents without the express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force, Inspector General.
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Consequently, AAFES participation in contingency operations could
be best described as AAFES-driven and heavily dependent on the
personality and experience of their planners. Notwithstanding,
contingency commanders and troops surveyed were generally
satisfied with AAFES services, but problems persisted with
insufficient quantities, inappropriate and expensive merchandise, and
resupply issues. Further, AAFES needs to train and involve GMs in
contingency planning functions. Additional support problems could
develop due to DECA personnel losses and training and proponency
issues within the Army. AAFES will need to work a variety of
issues--internal and external--to ensure effective support across the
spectrum of operations.
There are many positive, ongoing efforts within the AAFES
headquarters. Employees are oriented toward providing the soldier
and airman the best possible service. However, improvements were
needed in key functional areas. Based on the 1995 Triennial Survey,
customers have become more dissatisfied with prices over the last
3 years. Additionally, AAFES • claim to save customers 20 percent
is misleading and could adversely impact military pay and
compensation. Within the Capital Program, AAFES needed to
develop long-range construction plans and prioritize support for
vehicle requirements. Similarly, there is no indication the board of
directors approved recent changes AAFES made to depreciation
cycles, resulting in the projected decline of annual earnings
beginning in 1999. While the annual MWR payment process was
properly managed, the Class Six Transfer ofFunction Agreement
required reexamination of overhead and Capital Program expenses;
likewise, AAFES needed to consider creating additional means to
more accurately measure and monitor estimated sales. Most
notable, the AAFES planned personnel reductions in the EMP were
not achieved as submitted to DoD. Particularly important,
deficiencies existed in the AAFES management promotion system.
Deficiencies ranged from inaccurate data bases, overestimated
requirements, inappropriate data in career management files, and
inconsistent application of qualification standards in the promotion
process. The net result of these areas could lead to litigation
problems if not rectified. Likewise, the AAFES security clearance
system was ineffective due to an inadequate security clearance
process, deficient security guard contract, and nondesignation of
personnel in information system positions. While the security
system for electronic mail was effective, many of the personal
computers do not have an automatic virus check. In summary,
PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT: Readers must not release the contents of this document in whole or in part to
persons or agencies outside the U. S. Air Force, the U. S. Army, and the Army and Air Force Exchange Service,
nor republish its contents without the express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force, Inspector General.
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while there were many dedicated personnel within the headquarters,
senior leadership intervention is paramount given the number, scope,
and potential impact of discrepancies.
Except where noted in the report, AAFES concurred with the
findings and recommendations in this review.

Note: Due to the excessive use of acronyms in the report, an acronym list is provided on page 66.
(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)

, Major, USAF

Team Chief
HQ AFIAIMIS, DSN~

(b) (6)

USAF

Team Director
HQ AFIAJMIS, D S N -
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Background
AR 60-10/AFR 147-7, AAFES General Policies, 17 Jun 88, prescribes
basic policies for providing exchange services to Army and Air Force
activities worldwide. Paragraph 3-14 specifically states: "The inspectors
general ofthe Army and the Air Force will jointly inspect the AAFES as
required and as directed by the Chiefs of Staff of the Army and the Air
Force. Responsibility for supervising inspections will alternate between
departments."
Inspections are conducted every 3 years based on the 8 Sep 87 MOU
between the Services' inspectors general. The DAIG conducted the last
inspection in 1992. Accordingly, the Air Force Chief of Staff directed
AFIA to conduct an S:MR of AAFES on 11 Jul95.
Given this charter, AFIA hosted a joint meeting in Jul 95 with
representatives from DAIG, HQ AAFESIIG, and HQ USAF/SV.
Subsequently, SAFIIG approved the objectives on 17 Aug 95 with the
focus on assessing AAFES effectiveness in supporting soldiers and
airmen, their families, and other authorized patrons.

PRIVILEGED DOCU1v1ENT: Readers must not release the contents of this document in whole or in part to
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Objectives
The inspection methodology for this report is at Appendix E. The
following objectives for this review were:
•

Evaluate main store, service station, Class Six, and MCSS in the
CONUS and OCONUS.

+
+
+
+
+
•

Review MCSS to determine whether inventory levels and
assortments meet local needs.

Review AAFES capability to support wartime/contingency
operations.

+
+
+
•

Evaluate customer satisfaction with AAFES.
Evaluate AAFES customer satisfaction measurement and
evaluation methodology.
Assess customer expectations on service station operations,
including AAFES Auto Pride (automotive services) concept.
Review stock assortment/availability of Class Six operations
to determine if patron and MWR expectations are met.

Determine AAFES consideration in the deliberate planning
process.
Evaluate TFEs to determine whether initial response met
commander and customer needs.
Review AAFES progress in support of contingency
operations.

Review the AAFES systemic issues recommended in a US Army
ROI, 5 Oct 94.

+
+

+
+
+

Determine the effectiveness of internal controls within
AAFES.
Evaluate the annual MWR payment process used by AAFES.
Review the current management promotion system.
Determine the efficiency of the AAFES security clearance
system.
Review security access requirements of the AAFES
electronic mail.

PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT: Readers must not release the contents of this document in whole or in part to
persons or agencies outside the U. S. Air Force, the U. S. Army, and the Army and Air Force Exchange Service,
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OBJECTIVE ONE
Customer Satisfaction
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Survey
Overview

The inspection team administered a survey (Appendix D) to over 15,000
customers at 32 Army and Air Force installations worldwide. The survey
evaluated the degree of patron satisfaction with the quality of goods and
level of service provided by AAFES. Statistically, the survey obtained a
99.9 percent confidence level.
The results of the survey (Appendix C) are used throughout this report to
assess findings and customer attitudes.

Finding One

Customers were not aware of major AAFES programs and policies which
could improve consumer relations, savings, and satisfaction.

Impact

Lack of customer knowledge of major satisfaction programs could adversely
impact sales and profitability.

Discussion
Figure 1 depicts customer awareness of 11 major programs offered by
AAFES.

Program
Call-boxes

•Not Aware
0
Awa re
•very Aware

Weekly special s
MCSS catalo g
Best Price Progra m
Extra value
Special orders

I

~

II

I

Profit disposition
Checkout

I

Mail order specialty catalog
AAFES brand names ;·

i

I

i
I

I

I

I

DPP
'

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

II
90%

100%

Level of Awareness
Figure 1: Customer Awareness with AAFES Programs
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The DPP was extremely popular with customers and well advertised by
AAFES. However, 5 of 11 programs (call boxes, weekly specials, MCSS
catalog, Best Price program, and extra value items) were not well known by
customers which greatly affected customers' attitudes, shopping habits, and
satisfaction with AAFES.
Of the five, the Best Price program is the one that could potentially realize
savings for customers as it guarantees customers an equal or lower price on
the same items sold for less off base. The program generally applies to
CONUS locations since overseas competition is not as advantageous for
customers. Unfortunately, 44 percent of the customers were not aware of
the program (see Figure 1, page 8).
Additionally, prices were of major concern to customers. Customers
provided over 1, 700 written comments regarding high prices in AAFES.
Representative comments included:
•

"Places off post sell for much less than AAFES that is why I hardly shop
at AAFES."

•

"Walmart is significantly less expensive."

•

"Similar items appear to be cheaper at Walmart, K-Mart, etc."

The advertisement and marketing of these five programs are important
to increase customer awareness of potential AAFES savings.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should improve marketing methods to ensure
increased awareness of major customer satisfaction programs.
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Finding Two

Overall customer satisfaction with main store operations met expectations;
however, lack of appropriate merchandise selection and limited availability
concerned many OCONUS customers.

Impact

Failure to improve merchandise selection and availability will result in
continued customer dissatisfaction in OCONUS locations.

Discussion
Unacceptable
Merchandise
Variety

As reflected below, most customers were very satisfied or satisfied with the
variety of products and merchandise in the main exchange. However,
customers in OCONUS locations were not as satisfied with product variety
as their CONUS counterparts.
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Figure 2: Customer Satisfaction with Merchandise Variety

Major areas of dissatisfaction were in women's and men's clothing and
shoes.
Product Line
Women' s Clothing
Men' s Clothing
Shoes

Satisfied

36%
48%
50%

Dissatisfied

34%
31%
29%
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Women's Clothing. The variety of women's clothing was a concern and
1,034 customers provided written comments. Representative comments
included:
•

"Have more of a selection in the Casual Womens Clothing ___ "

•

"AAFES needs to get a better variety on womens clothing_ More up-todate stuff"

•

"Need a better selection of womens casual clothes."

Men's Clothing. Almost one-third of the customers indicated
dissatisfaction with men's clothing and over 1,000 provided written
comments. Representative comments included:
•

"We need a wider variety of young mens and mens clothing and a
better selection."

•

''Quality of clothing items has gone up but less expensive Non-Brand
name clothes have disappeared. Hense (sic) I'll shop K-Mart for the
kids and often for me because I don' t need a Ralph Laurent (sic) shirt
for a K-Mart life style."

Shoes. The overall satisfaction with shoe variety was 50 percent. The
dissatisfaction rate between installations ranged from 11 percent to 74
percent and skewed the concern customers had with shoe variety. Of the
dissatisfied customers, the majority of the concern was voiced from enlisted
personnel (33 percent), single parents (36 percent), and married personnel
(30 percent). Representative comments included:
•

"Shoe selection too expensive and not much of a variety."

•

"The kids shoes are very expensive and the sizing is very poor."

•

"Need a wider variety of cloths (sic) and shoes."

•

"Shoes ... are always out of stock."
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Limited
Merchandise
Available at
OCONUS
Locations

Overall, 55 percent of the customers were satisfied with merchandise
availability; however, the dissatisfaction rate for customers in OCONUS
locations was 36 percent. Representative comments from OCONUS
customers included:
•

"Improve quality and selection of video store, men' s clothing, shoes,
beer."

•

"Shoppette should have basics, not a wall of diapers, rows and rows of
cake mixes."

•

"Increase variety on clothing items."

•

"Selection of toys is very poor."

HQAAFES
Comments

AAFES Commander stated: "Ongoing efforts to develop a store-based
replenishment system, and continued implementation of sales specific plano-grams are expected to further increase customer satisfaction with
merchandise assortment and availability."

HQAFIA
Response

Noted.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should revise the ordering and shipping process to
OCONUS locations to improve merchandise selection and ensure adequate
quantities meet customer needs.
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Evaluate. AAFES customer satisfaction measurement and evaluation
methodology. ·

Finding Three

No effective process existed to evaluate and measure overall customer
satisfaction at the installation level.

Impact

Failure to effectively evaluate and measure customer satisfaction could
impact customer patronage and profitability.

Discussion
Lack of Customer
Satisfaction
Measurement at
Installation Level

AAFES has several customer relation programs and periodically conducts
surveys to evaluate and measure customer satisfaction. However, these
programs identify individual customer complaints and do not measure
overall customer satisfaction with AAFES installation operations. There are
three programs concerning customer relations found in EOP 45-1 , Public
Affairs, Jan 90, enabling the customer to communicate satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with AAFES operations : (1) The Customer Comment
Program; (2) The Commander's Direct Line Program; and (3) "Meet the
Manager" Program. Additionally, HQ AAFES contracted to accomplish
Baseline Customer Preference Surveys in 1992 and 1994. Also, business
specific surveys on food, services, MCSS, and specialty areas were
completed in 1995. The information from these surveys was used to
measure customer satisfaction at the aggregate level and not at installation
level. In addition, HQ AAFES/IG conducts customer satisfaction surveys as
part of their command inspection program. This inspection process visits
about 30 installations annually. HQ AAFES acknowledged their method of
measurement must change and is embarking on a customer satisfaction
index approach.
GMs expressed a need for a local measurement and evaluation tool to assess
customer satisfaction and identify potential areas of concern.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should develop and implement an effective program
for measuring customer satisfaction at the installation level.
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Finding Four

Service station maintenance operations did not meet customer
expectations at most OCONUS locations due to nonavailability of parts
and inferior vehicle maintenance.

Impact

Failure to provide parts and quality vehicle maintenance could result in
decreased sales and continued customer dissatisfaction.

Discussion
Figure 3 reflects the degree of customer satisfaction with the availability
of auto parts.
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Figure 3: Customer Satisfaction with P arts Availability

OCONUS customers were extremely dissatisfied with the availability of
auto parts from AAFES. Many of these customers chose to order parts
through auto warehouse catalogs because AAFES delivery of parts was
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either not timely or the wrong part was ordered. Representative
responses included:

Inferior Vehicle
Maintenance

•

" ... most parts for American cars have to be special ordered and it
takes 2 weeks or more. That's too long."

•

"When they special ordered a part for our car which didn't work and
caused more damage they refused a refund, claiming they don't
stand behind a guarantee for a special order."

•

" .. .the AAFES garage expects the customer to identify the correct
part. Most of us are not capable of doing so, at least, for technical
accuracy."

For over 12 years, customers have complained about AAFES vehicle
maintenance and repair services. The previous triennial inspections
reported:
•

"Quality and timeliness of repairs received low marks, particularly
OCONUS." (1992 Triennial AAFES Inspection)

•

"Lack of training for car care center mechanics limited their
capability to meet customers ' vehicle service needs." ( 1989 AAFES
Inspection)

•

"Management attention was required to improve the performance of
overseas automotive services contractors, improve parts availability,
and enhance overall customer satisfaction." ( 1983 Inspection)

Most customers in OCONUS locations are still dissatisfied with the
quality, cost, and timeliness of vehicle repairs. Numerous comments
from customers and installation command officials highlighted
examples of inferior work. Additionally, OCONUS vehicle repair was
hampered due to customers having limited repair alternatives compared
to CONUS locations. OCONUS customers were three times more
dissatisfied with the quality and cost of repairs than CONUS customers.
Quality of Repairs. Figure 4 illustrates the degree of dissatisfaction
OCONUS customers had with the quality of vehicle maintenance at
AAFES service stations.
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Figure 4: Customer Satisfaction with Quality of Re1•ai•·s

Cost of Repairs. Figure 5 shows the immense differences in the degree
of satisfaction between CONUS and OCONUS customers with the cost
of car repairs.
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Figure 5: Customer Satisfaction with Cost of Repairs
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Vehicle maintenance programs should not be reduced or limited in
OCONUS locations. This area adversely affects the morale of military
personnel in overseas assignments.
Representative customer comments on the quality and cost of repairs
included:
•

"I had a poor quality brake job done by three different mechanics
and it took 6 months before it was corrected. The poor quality of
repair work was directly attributed to the lack of qualified
mechanics."

•

"I had an inspection, tune-up and oil change. Six weeks later I was
having vehicle problems and was told I needed a tune-up and oil
change. Upon producing the receipt for earlier repairs I was told
something else was wrong with the car. Did they do the work the
first time, or was I scammed (sic)?"

•

"One of my soldiers reported that AAFES had completed the repair
on his vehicle; however, when he arrived to pick up the vehicle the
radiator had not been reinstalled."

•

"Car care center repair services are too expensive. Each time I leave
my car regardless of repair reason, I pay a minimum of $100.00 or
more. This should be reviewed."

•

"The prices are ridiculous. When I can go off base and save $400 to
$600, something is wrong! !! I have complained before and received
very little help. I was told AAFES policy would not change. This
is pathetic. I would not recommend the garage to anyone."

•

"One year ago, I had an inspection, oil change, and tires rotated. I
received a written quote at 8 a.m. At 4 p.m. the price to rotate my
tires had quadrupled! When I questioned it, they told me the quote
was only to rotate one tire! I refused to pay it, and said I'd pay what
was quoted at 8 a.m. They threatened to hold my car and call my
commander! I still refused to pay four times the quote. They
finally settled it by putting my car back up on the rack and
' unrotating' my tires! Can you believe this?"
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Timeliness of Repairs. Overall, 3 2 percent of the customers were
satisfied with the timeliness of repairs. OCONUS customers were twice
as dissatisfied compared to CONUS customers (Figure 6)
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Figure 6: Customer Satisfaction with Timeliness of Rcpai•·s

HQAAFES
Comments

AAFES Commander stated:
"AAFES recognizes that we have special challenges in providing
automotive services in Europe, and while these challenges have not
always been met, progress is being made. AAFES-Europe places
between 200 and 300 special orders each day for automotive parts, of
which 90% are shipped within 24 hours. This has improved the former
delivery time of 30 to 60 days common a few years ago, down to an
average of 8 days today. The use of electronic ordering and priority
mail shipping are just a few of the improvements realized by today' s
customers in Europe. The 600 makes and models of automobiles that
average 7 years in age make it impossible, from a financial standpoint,
to maintain all of the estimated 20,000 required parts on hand at each
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facility in Europe. Nonetheless, AAFES remains committed to
improving the auto parts and repair program for our customers in
Europe."

HQAFIA
Response

AAFES ' reply addresses initiatives to improve parts availability in
Europe. OCONUS rates of dissatisfaction were: Europe 46 percent,
Pacific 3 7 percent, and Panama 67 percent. Given these percentages,
AAFES should investigate whether their process is working. Besides
survey results, comments from commanders and customers suggests
otherwise. Parts availability and vehicle maintenance have been repeat
findings for over 12 years during triennial inspections.

Recommendations

AAFES Commander should:
•

Take immediate action to improve availability of parts at OCONUS
locations.

•

Improve OCONUS vehicle maintenance operations to ensure
customers receive quality, timely service at a reasonable price.

•

Require service station personnel to receive additional training/
certification to enhance vehicle maintenance and repair skills.
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Finding Five

Class Six operations met patron expectations; however, many MWR
activities were dissatisfied with Class Six operations due to poor
product assortment and high prices.

Impact

Failure to provide appropriate products to MWR activities could result
in decreased sales and continued customer dissatisfaction.

Discussion
Patrons Satisfied

The graph below illustrates the high satisfaction level among customers
with Class Six operations.
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Figure 7: Class Six Customer Satisfaction

Even though most customers were satisfied, 14 percent of the OCONUS
customers were dissatisfied with the variety of products offered by
Class Six operations. Additionally, some customers indicated
combining Class Six operations with the Shoppette reduced shelf space
for various products and greatly impacted product variety.
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Poor Product
Variety for MWR
Activities

Prior to the transfer of Class Six operations to AAFES in 1989, over 58
percent of bowling center managers purchased alcoholic beverages from
the Class Six store versus 38 percent today. Forty-five percent ofMWR
managers cited limited product variety and high prices as the top two
factors for not utilizing the Class Six operation. Additionally, some felt
distributor discounts were not passed to them by AAFES.

HQAAFES
Comments

AAFES Commander stated:
"Our current stock assortment represents over 90 percent of those
alcohol items sold in the U.S. If an item is not in our assortment, we
will procure the item for any MWR activity. We charge MWR
activities the same price as we charge AAFES activities and encourage
MWR to buy locally if they can obtain the same item at a lower price."

HQAFIA
Response

Noted. The recommendation was changed to appropriately reflect HQ
AAFES comments.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should survey MWR activities to determine
alcohol beverage requirements and provide their capabilities to MWR
managers.
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Finding Six

MCSS operations met customer needs and expectations.

Discussion
Patrons Satisfied

Customers were satisfied with MCSS as reflected in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Customer Satisfaction with Military Clothing Sales Store

No major differences were noted between CONUS and OCONUS
customers. The majority of survey written comments focused on the
quality of the brown T -shirt. Most installation command officials had
favorable comments concerning the helpfulness of the MCSS
employees. MCSS managers had a close network and good
communications to ensure customers needs and requirements were met.
Representative comments included:
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•

'T d give the MCSS a 10+; order, get the items in, and they call you
at work;" and

•

"The MCSS manager is an exceptional person and is very willing to
explain store shortfalls or help you find a particular item."

Unavailability of
DPSC Products

Product availability and sizes in stock were severely impacted by the
lack of resale merchandise supplied by the DPSC. MCSS managers and
supervisors were commended for their networking to ensure items were
in stock and available to customers. However, some customers had
difficulty obtaining clothing and shoe items in extra large and small
sizes. In addition, customers at several Army installations noted
shortages in medium and regular size battle dress uniforms and brown
T-shirts. Also, 45 percent of active duty customers were not aware of
the MCSS mail order catalog.

High Prices

Twenty-eight percent of customers were dissatisfied with prices.
Numerous comments were noted about the high expense of decorations,
ribbons, and other accouterments. Many customers had alternative
commercial sources to purchase uniform accessories. Representative
comments included:
•

"The MCSS is to (sic) costly, it's a place I wish I could avoid. "

•

"BDU prices are ridiculous."

It should be noted that AAFES does not set prices on DPSC
merchandise, like BDUs, combat boots, etc.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should publicize the availability of the MCSS
catalog.
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OBJECTIVE TWO
Wartime/Contingency Operations
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Sub-objective

Determine AAFES consideration in the deliberate planning process.

Finding Seven

AAFES is not formally integrated in the deliberate planning process at
joint, unified, or subordinate commands.

Impact

Delay of essential morale support items provided by AAFES could
adversely impact military personneL

Background

The AAFES wartime support role is not clearly understood at the
unified command, service component, or MAJCOMIMACOM planning
level. Resource planners usually requested AAFES support late in the
planning process. AAFES' past inclusion and participation could be
generalized as AAFES-driven as well as heavily dependent on the
personality and experience of the AAFES planner. As ~ result, there
was no advanced or preplanned AAFES input into the various
OPLANs. Similarly, the 1989 triennial AAFES inspection noted:
"Failure to integrate AAFES in planning and training-for-transition-towar could detract from the ability of AAFES to perform."

Discussion
Inadequate
Guidance and
Planning

Lack of Joint Doctrine. Joint doctrine for health and personal
products (a category of class VI items) traditionally sold by AAFES
does not exist. However, the MWR section of the 30 Jun 95 draft of
Joint Publication 1-0, Doctrine for Personnel and Administration
Support to Joint Operations, does refer to creating military operated
TFEs until direct exchange operations are available.
Limited Unified Command Guidance. Even though some unified
commands assigned executive agency for AAFES issues to a specific
service component, they have not provided sufficient guidance to
planners. During Exercise BRIGHT STAR 95, the Army and Air Force
operated independent exchanges. Additionally, the unified commands'
failure to follow up or provide oversight in planning resulted in poor
coordination and duplication of effort.
Limited TPFDD Planning. Of eight service components, only one
planned to the TPFDD level of detail. Another component had a
deliberate Class VI plan which included AAFES equipment and
products.
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AAFES EOP Outdated. The AAFES Exchange Operating Procedure
8-6, Military!AAFES-Operated Tactical Exchanges, is under revision.
However, it was the only document available to assist commanders in
planning for AAFES support. One command used the EOP as the
execution plan. However, most commanders are not aware of AAFES
operational requirements or their responsibility to support AAFES when
they arrive.
UN/NATO Support Unclear. Support for UN and NATO operations
needs to be redefined. The role of the temporary AAFES exchanges
was not understood at all levels to include some senior management
personnel at HQ AAFES. There were varying and sometimes
conflicting definitions of AAFES' wartime support role. The level of
support in terms of stock assortment and monetary sales volume is an
important issue, particularly in operations where UN and NATO forces
are present. For example, stock assortment beyond basic and essential
soldier needs should not be sold by TFEs if they are a 30-90 day
operation according to the AAFES EOP. Other more expensive items,
despite increased demands by UN/NATO forces, should only be sold in
a DOX- T. The military staff is normally not trained to handle highvalue transactions and the volume of sales presented a security risk.
The unit responsible for the TFE may have to sacrifice essential "beans
and bullets" to transport and store the high-value items. The items
ranged from providing the essential sundry pack articles to operating
regular AAFES stores with TVs, VCRs, catalog sales, and various
commercial concessions. Some stores had thousands of dollars in sales
each month.

No Budgetary
Guidance

No military guidance or procedures existed to account for the AAFES
support costs during wartime or contingency operations. As a result,
the services were unaware of reimbursable costs associated with an
AAFES deployment. In some cases, AAFES contracted commercial
sources for transporting goods into the AOR and billed the Services.
AAFES usually procured military aircraft and military personnel to
arrange transportation; provide communications, living areas, and
inventory control; and sell their merchandise. AAFES should identify
beforehand potential costs involved in a deployment and the Services
should establish budget guidelines to ensure accounting oversight and
reimbursement.
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Recommendations

The Chiefs of Staff of the Army and Air Force should coordinate with
the joint staffs to define AAFES' role in joint doctrine.
The unified commands/service components should:
•

Publish OPLANs which clearly define AAFES' role.

•

Establish budgetary guidelines to ensure accounting oversight in
support of deployed AAFES operations.

AAFES Commander should:
•

Assist the joint staff, Army and Air Force staffs, unified commands,
and service components in developing doctrine and guidance for
AAFES support to wartime and contingency operations.

•

Coordinate the revision of AAFES EOP 8-6 with Army and Air
Force staffs, unified commands, and service components.

•

Educate unified commands, service components, and other senior
military leaders of the AAFES wartime support role.
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Sub-objective

Evaluate TFEs to determine whether initial response met commander
and customer needs.

Finding Eight

Initial response was adequate and met customer needs. However,
numerous improvements are needed across the spectrum of operations
to improve the effectiveness of TIEs.

Impact

Future field exchange operations will be degraded if the TFEs are not
redefined.

Background

The definitions in AAFES ESR 8-4, Contingency Operations, are not
adequate to describe exchange operations in the field. In the ESR
AAFES had defined three methods for providing merchandise to
authorized deployed members.
•

"TFE is a military operated exchange... (usually 30-90 days)." The
MOU states DECA will provide the TFE staff for "Air Force
exercises and limited contingency operations."

•

" ... [A DOX-TJ is staffed with civilians from AAFES ... and used as a
substitute for a TFE when sufficient military manpower is not
available. Its use will generally be limited to exercises and will be
activated only on approval of the Commander, AAFES ... "

•

An AIF A is a military operated retail activity, usually in small or
remote sites ... [It is] a satellite operation of an AAFES direct

operation. The supported unit appoints an officer-in-charge who is
issued an initial fund by AAFES to purchase a beginning inventory.
Money generated from sales is used to replenish the merchandise
stock."

Discussion
Past Support
Adequate

Initial TFE response met customer needs; however, inconsistent
application of guidance, services, and AAFES issues continued to
plague operations. In addition, there are other issues which may
degrade future operations.
Past contingency support to customers was adequate. Ninety-three
percent of previously deployed unit commanders and eighty-three
percent of previously deployed senior enlisted personnel interviewed
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expressed satisfaction with AAFES ' participation in various
contingencies and exercises. Additionally, 92 percent of commanders
and senior enlisted personnel indicated AAFES provided a valuable
quality-of-life service to deployed soldiers and airmen.

Inconsistent
Operation

TFE and DOX-T operations are not consistent with AAFES policies and
guidelines in AAFES ESR 8-4 based on interviews and on-site
observations. Additionally, there is no definition for recent
peacekeeping and humanitarian (MOOTW) operations. In Somalia,
AAFES civilians were issued weapons and provided armed escorts.
This scenario does not fit AAFES definition of a DOX-T. Likewise,
Croatia was an example of a TFE operating outside of the scope of
AAFES definition. It has existed for over a year, has a store number for
accountability and shipping reasons, and is staffed by Air Force, Army,
and local national personnel. Without clear guidelines, the services are
unable to fulfill their training and support responsibilities in support of
AAFES.

Essential Items
Outdated

During this review, TFE customers commented the essential items list
in the AAFES EOP was outdated and did not list all necessary items.
AAFES needs to compile a generic TFE essential merchandise list for
tactical operations in various environments and terrain. Additionally,
AAFES should develop usable planning information (e.g., weight and
dimension) for merchandise and other store equipment for inclusion
into the TPFDL.

Command Lines
Confusing

Military personnel assigned TFE duties report directly to the unit
commander. However, some military personnel assigned TFE duties
were confused on their chain of command. Some believed they worked
for AAFES, while others thought they were assigned to their unit.
Additionally, many unit commanders were unaware of their
responsibilities and obligations regarding TFE or DOX-T operations;
especially security, communications, and supply issues.

External Factors

While AAFES needs to refine requirements, there are several Service
issues affecting the overall operation and future effectiveness of TFEs.
DECA Manpower Losses. In the past, DECA's Air Force military
personnel operated TFEs in a contingency situation for the Army and
Air Force. They attended specialized training on a recurring basis
for TFE management. As of 1 Oct 95, this specialized contingent of
military personnel no longer exists.
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Air Force TFE Training Limited. The Air Force needs to compensate
for the loss of DECA support to TFEs. Training on the TFE mission is
only 4 hours and competes among 9 varying missions encompassed in
Air Force Services personnel UTCs. Although the Air Force requires
periodic (every 2 years) training for designated individuals, there was
no TIE-specific training in place equating to the former week-long
DECA course. Additional AAFES supplemental training may be
necessary.
Army Training and Proponency Issues a Concern. The Army does
not have personnel trained specifically for operating TFEs. The lack of
trained personnel, coupled with the loss of DECA infrastructure, has
strained TFE operations. Current proponency is with CASCOM.
Accordingly, the Army will need to develop an interim plan for TFE
support.

Recommendations

HQ DA should:
•

Coordinate with TRADOC to finalize doctrine for TFE support for
deployed soldiers.

HQ DA, in coordination with TRADOC and FORSCOM, should:
•

Develop an interim plan for TFE support for deployed soldiers.

HQ USAF/SV should:
• Review current TFE curriculum, in conjunction with AAFES, to
ensure training is adequate to support the mission.
AAFES Commander should:
•

Clearly define the mission, staffing, scope of operation, and
responsibilities at the various levels of command and HQ AAFES
for the three types of field exchange operations.

•

Update the AAFES essential items list.
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•

Develop an active readiness training plan for employees to address
TFE/DOX-T and other deployment-related training.

•

Coordinate with the Services to ensure TFEs are supported in
OPLANs and essential items are identified for inclusion into the
TPFDL.
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Sub-objective

Review AAFES progress in support of contingencypperations.

Finding Nine

AAFES has made progress in the support of contingency operations;
however, planning at HQ AAFES requires attention.

Impact

Potential delay in providing essential health and welfare items to
deployed troops could occur.

Background

The 1992 triennial AAFES inspection noted: "AAFES headquarters has
received little guidance or joint doctrine with which to develop
contingency plans." During this review, it was again noted that AAFES
was not routinely invited to contingency planning meetings and has not
been imbedded in the joint task forces planning cell. Because of this,
AAFES participation in future JTF operations remains a " hit or miss"
operation. Only one unified command placed priority on JTF planning
as well as integration of AAFES support. Previous AAFES
contingency planners were extremely proactive to ensure they were
included in contingency actions. However, very little continuity exists
in AAFES headquarters due to turnover of personnel.

Discussion
Deficient Planning

AAFES planners had learned to "make it happen" in support of field
exchanges over the last several years. During interviews with people
who had been to several contingencies, 58 percent of unit commanders
and 85 percent of senior enlisted personnel indicated that AAFES made
some progress in support of contingency operations. Although the TFE
support is generally satisfactory, HQ AAFES needs to complete its
stated readiness initiatives. Neither the EOP 8-6 nor the ESR 8-4 has
been updated nor sent to the Services for review. Although AAFES
developed templates for OPLANs, they have only sent them to two
unified commands. "Spread the Word" briefings to update the unified
commands on the AAFES mission were canceled.
Two PAT teams were developed to ensure AAFES had a viable plan for
readiness activities. One was put on hold and had just been assigned a
new "team leader" at the time of this review. The other PAT had
accomplished its charter with excellent results. One individual
developed a computer generated essential items listing that could be
sent out via e-mail for military planners to use as a reference tool.
However, some HQ AAFES senior contingency planners seemed
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unaware of various readiness initiatives working in other divisions
within AAFES.

Limited
Involvement of
GMs

Planning at the exchange level was deficient. Surveys indicated
contingency planning was not a high priority among the GMs or store
managers. GM' s interaction with the garrison commander and staffs
during mobilization and contingencies was not generally accomplished
in accordance with the ESR. AAFES indicated the GMs and store
managers were to train individuals for TFE/DOX-T!Imprest fund
operations. Therefore, mobilization and wartime support
responsibilities should be a critical part of their position descriptions.

Recommendations

The Chiefs of Staff of the Army and the Air Force, in coordination with
AAFES, should:
•

Identify AAFES contingency support capability to the joint staff,
unified commands, and service components for inclusion in
OPLANS and guidance.

AAFES Commander should:
•

Ensure headquarters readiness initiatives are completed in a timely
manner.

•

Include mobilization and wartime support responsibilities as a
critical part of the GM job description.
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OBJECTIVE THREE
Systemic Issues
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Sub-objective

Determine the effectiveness of internal controls within AAFES.

Finding Ten

AAFES does not provide a 20 percent savings to soldiers and airmen.

Impact

Military pay and compensation will be adversely affected if a " 20
percent" pricing benefit is used in future calculations.

Background

The mission of AAFES is to "provide merchandise and services of
necessity and convenience to authorized patrons at uniformly low
prices" according to AR 60-10/ AFR 147-7, Army and Air Force
Exchange Service General Policies. The AAFES Baseline Customer
Preference Survey conducted in 1994 assessed customer attitudes and
preferences in the area of price sensitivity and perception. The results
ofthe survey stated "AAFES customer is still value driven, selection
has become a critical determinant of store choice; customer price
sensitivity has abated somewhat; satisfaction with AAFES prices has
improved; customer perception that AAFES provides the best value has
also improved significantly.''

Discussion
20 Percent Savings
Not Accurate

The 1992 Triennial Inspection of AAFES stated "The market basket
price comparison did not validate the overall AAFES goal to save
patrons 20 percent over outside retail stores." The same observation
was made during this inspection. The team reviewed approximately
5,300 items from the AAFES retail price survey provided by the
Financial Management and Accounting Directorate (AAFES-F A) .
After comparing prices between AAFES and competition, the actual
savings was closer to 7-1 0 percent.
The "20 percent" savings figure was used by past QRMC boards to
estimate the AAFES benefits military personnel receive. Additionally,
advertising a "20 percent" savings could adversely affect soldier's and
airmen ' s pay in the future.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should discontinue advertising claims of 20
percent savings at exchanges.
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Finding Eleven

The CP did not have a 5-year construction plan or documentation
identifying AAFES support vehicle requirements.

Impact

Unnecessary capital projects potentially increase costs.

Discussion
No Long Range
Construction Plan

The CP and related depreciation policies are inherently linked and
directly impact net earnings. The CP includes buildings, vehicles,
hardware and software computer systems, equipment purchases, and
renovations.
AAFES budgets money each fiscal year for construction and then
determines which projects to fund. There is no 5-year plan for
projects. However, AAFES-FS does have a listing of all facilities
with their current condition.
GMs submit their requirements to the AAFES-FS. Subsequently, FS
consolidates all requirements by region and forwards the list to the
RM for input and prioritization. The Financial Strategic Business
Group rank orders the projects, followed by AAFES-FS review, to
ensure facilities or construction projects that need improvement are
not excluded due to financial considerations (the return on
investment percentage). Finally, the AAFES BOD is briefed and
approves or disapproves the projects.
This system does not provide feedback to GMs on the status of
projects. For example, one GM thought he was getting a new
exchange since he had submitted the requirement. In fact, his
exchange never made the list. To avoid miscommunication, AAFES
is in the process of decentralizing the submission process and
consolidating all information into a data base for GMs.

No Support Vehicle
Requirement
Document

AAFES has approximately 8,500 vehicles in the inventory and
expects to decrease this number by 10 percent in 1996. However,
AAFES has no document identifying the number of vehicles required
or authorized.
GMs submit vehicle preferences to the AAFES-AD- V. The requests
are consolidated by region and sent to the RMs for input and
approval. According to AAFES-AD-V, some RMs review the
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requests while others automatically approve them. Since all vehicle
procurement is centralized, there should be a basic requirements
document to validate requests.

Recommendations

AAFES Commander should:
•

Develop a 5-year construction program to ensure the needs of the
Services are met.

•

Develop a requirement and authorization document for the
procurement of AAFES vehicles.
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Finding Twelve

The BOD was not briefed on the impact of the new depreciation
policy prior to its approval of CP initiatives.

Impact

The CP initiatives and the revised depreciation policy will adversely
impact annual net earnings beginning in 1999.

Discussion
BOD Not Briefed on
Depreciation
Changes and Its
Impact

AAFES has two primary missions: provide merchandise at the
lowest price level and create funds for the Services MWR programs.
To maintain a balance of these two missions, the BOD must be
provided all information to make management decisions.
In Aug 94, the AAFES Commander approved the following changes
to the depreciation policy for the CP beginning Jan 95:

Category

Prior to .Jan 95

As ofJan95

Figure 9: AAFES New Depreciation Schedule

For example, even though the depreciation schedule for vehicles and
software initially increased net earnings, the change in construction
depreciation offset any increase in net earnings.
From our analysis, the BOD was never briefed on this new schedule.
However, different committees were briefed on the changes in their
respective areas. The impact of these changes is shown in figure 10.
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BUILDING
IMPROVEMENTS
VEHICLES&
fORKLIFTS
COMPlfTER
HARDWARE
COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

TOTAL IMPACT

1996
(3,214)

1997
(5, 786)

1998
(8,357)

1999
(10,929)

2000
( 13,500)

2001
(16,071)

2002
(15,429)

1,930

2.050

2,170

2,300

2,300

2,300

2.300

6.685

11,754

11,532

4.803

(1,328)

(5,548)

(6,149)

3,792

392

(608)

(L408)

(904)

(200)

0

9,193

8,410

4,737

(5,234)

(13,432)

(19,519)

(19,278)

F•gure 10: AAFES Calculated Impact of AmortiZatton Changes, Jan 96 (OOO' s)

The chart illustrates the impact the CP initiatives will have on annual
net earnings based on the new depreciation schedule. The major
impact on annual net earnings is in the construction and renovation
category. For example, since Feb 95, $33M of new assets were
added and will reduce the annual net earnings by $1 .2M over the next
7 years.

Recommendation

AAFES Commander should brief the BOD on the CP based on the
amortization and depreciation policy and its impact on AAFES net
earnmgs.
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Finding Thirteen

AAFES did not achieve the planned personnel reductions in the E~
as submitted to DoD.

Impact

Excessive personnel costs will continue until reduction goals are met.

Background

Due to the military drawdown and installation closures, AAFES had
a corresponding decrease in customers, facilities, and locations. As a
result, AAFES took steps to reduce personnel costs through the IER
program and a separation incentive option. HQ AAFES offered
these programs through 13 separate curtailments starting in Nov 91.
Each curtailment had specific eligibility requirements to obtain the
IER or separation incentive. Most early curtailments targeted certain
occupations and grade levels within the executive management,
marketing, and distribution career fields.

Discussion
Pay Incentive
Criteria Not
Followed

DoD approved AAFES Separation Pay Incentive on 13 Jan 93 with
specific eligibility and limitation provisions. These provisions state:
"Employee eligibility: The payment may be offered only to those
who are eligible for early retirement and in occupations with excess
positions as categorized in the AAFES submission. Specific
individuals or age groups may not be targeted."
Additionally, the pay incentive had three limitations:
•

An employee would otherwise be separated.

•

An employee offered separation pay cannot be in an occupation,

grade, or location where there is an unfilled need.
•

Aggregate cost of separation pay does not exceed the aggregate
cost avoided of benefits that otherwise would have been paid to
employees through involuntary separations.

The initial AAFES submission listed over 547 excess positions in
specific occupations and grade levels. Most of these excess positions
were executive management, marketing, and distribution personnel.
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However, a large number of approved incentives were not based on
an employee occupying a position or grade level identified in the
submission to DoD. For example,
•

AAFES paid incentives to employees in occupational areas where
unfilled needs existed.

•

Vacant and previously abolished positions were stockpiled to
provide a basis for approving incentives, so an employee in
another occupational area could take advantage of the incentive.

•

Some positions would have been deleted through normal attrition.

•

Pay incentives were offered to all UA employees in a broad range
of occupations and grade levels.

AAFES could have abolished positions without having to pay the
incentive to employees. For example, some positions were vacant or
stockpiled and were used during this offset process.
AAFES expended about $13.8M in separation incentives to reduce
the work force. However, planned reductions were not achieved in
the EMP. It appears the administration of the incentives and IER
were not fiscally prudent. However, time limitations and expertise
confined our review of internal controls, and we did not review the
actual cost of the separation pay incentive program. A future audit of
total downsizing costs (personnel, separation incentive, PCS, etc.)
compared with reduction-in-force costs is strongly recommended.

EMP Reductions Not
Achieved

The overall planned reduction of 5,833 employees was achieved. As
of Aug 95, 5, 798 employees were reduced from the AAFES work
force through IER and pay incentive programs. However, EMP
employee reductions were not achieved as of Aug 95. Figure 11
compares planned and actual personnel reductions for all UA
employees for the 1992-1995 time period.
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U A Grade Level
16
15
14
13
EMP Total

Jun 92 Strength
14
85
171
460
730

DoD Approved
End-Strength
14
74
135
335
558

Aug 95 Strength
15
76
225
435
751

5-12
PB 5
PB4
PB3

5,637

5,275

5,047

400
3
14
7

6,367

5,833

5,798

721

OVERALL
TOTAL

Incentives
Approved
3
39
93
162
297

Figure 11: AAFES Reduction Plan Submitted to DoD Compared with Actual Reductions

HQ AAFES had DoD approval to reduce positions by occupation and
grade level. Figure 11 reflects the EMP work force had increased
while the remaining work force had significantly downsized.
Over $13M was paid in cash incentives for 721 personnel to retire;
however, actual personnel reductions from Jun 92 to Aug 95 were
569 employees. Two hundred and ninety-seven EMP personnel
received cash incentives; however, EMP personnel strength increased
by 21 employees from 1992 to 1995. Some of the reasons for EMP
increases were the establishment of the area manager concept, and
VA grade increases attributable to CONUS DPP implementation.
However, if AAFES had suspended the sales volume-based grade
increases during DPP implementation, reductions in the EMP grades
could have been achieved.
Figure 12 illustrates the increase in the EMP work force, by grade,
from Mar 92 to our inspection period.
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Figure 13 shows an 11 percent decrease ofUA 5-12 employees from Mar 92 through Aug 95.
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Downsizing is a continuing and dynamic process and must be closely
monitored to achieve desired end-strength. Therefore, it is
imperative HQ AAFES provide monthly reports IAW OASD
(FM&P) letter, 13 Jan 93 .
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Recruitment Practice Recruitment actions did not always appear appropriate. For example,
AAFES filled a UA 12 position with an external job candidate. This
Questionable
occurred when numerous executive management positions were in
excess to AAFES, and 14 separation pay incentives were approved
totaling about $266,000. HQ AAFES indicated the position had
special qualifications. However, the job description indicated the
employee had to have a knowledge of AAFES operations, programs,
and organizations; military background desirable; ability to
communicate effectively and make effective presentations; and the
ability to construct prefabricated/mobile displays. These
qualifications do not appear to be specialized, especially when over
150 executive management employees were targeted as overages.

HQAAFES
Comments

AAFES Commander stated:
"Executive Management Program (EMP) employees may have
exceeded authorizations in August 1995, as stated. However, this
' fixed point in time' view does not accommodate the dynamic nature
of the personnel authorizations and fills, in specific grades. Although
the reasons are many, the excess number ofEMP employees arose
primarily from the May-Jun ' 95 promotions. This increase was to
fill projected vacancies from the upcoming, end-of-year ' 95
retirements. A broader picture of actual EMP reductions, including
' 95 year-end retirements is provided . . . Further, the EMP ratio has
remained relatively constant since 1989."
" AAFES has administered the use of separation incentives strictly
IAW DoD NAF coordination and guidance ... AAFES did hire one
person in May 93 to fill a new position with special qualification
requirements. In all cases where a person volunteered to retire early,
either their position was deleted or another UA position was
eliminated to provide the required offset . . . Although we reached
an overall goal, many circumstances changed since that goal was first
articulated. It was, and remains, the Commander's policy to continue
to downsize, and use the incentive, to get as many UA people off the
payroll as possible, commensurate with operational efficiency. There
was a UA position offset at some grade level for everyone who was
paid the retirement incentive."
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HQ AFIA Response

We understand downsizing the AAFES organization is a continuing
and dynamic process. Accordingly, adjustments were made in the
finding, discussion, and recommendations. Nevertheless, the intent
of this finding is that HQ AAFES did not achieve the planned
employee reduction in the EMP as of Aug 95. We recognized the
May/Jun 95 EMP promotion board impacted EMP reduction;
however, Figure II clearly identifies the EMP goal as 558
employees. In Jun 92, total EMP employees were 730 and in Aug 95
total EMP employees were 751. Statistical information provided
after the inspection period, which reflects AAFES' ongoing efforts,
should be incorporated into the initial and subsequent replies to this
report.

Recommendations

The AAFES Commander should:
•

Ensure special separation incentives are approved only for
employees in occupations and grades where overages exist.

•

Ensure an independent audit is conducted comparing total costs
of current downsizing programs versus a reduction-in-force.

•

Provide monthly separation incentive status reports IA W OASD
(FM&P) letter, 13 Jan 93.
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Finding Fourteen

DoD guidance for collection of pay for indebtedness to nonappropriated
agencies is not supportive of military personnel with financial
difficulties.

Impact

Military personnel will continue to be adversely atTected due to DoD
guidance.

Background

The DPP has been a profitable initiative for AAFES since
implementation in CONUS locations. As of May 95, DPP sales were
$224.4M (25 percent of projected sales). This program has allowed
military personnel to purchase items at AAFES that would have been
purchased from a competitor at a higher price. However, the DPP has
some drawbacks of:
•

increased indebtedness for some military members, and

•

bad credit ratings for some members due to nonpayment of debt.

In Apr 94, AAFES instituted guidelines to assist the customer in avoiding
unnecessary debt and bad credit.
•

Probationary credit limits for grades E-1 through E-4.

•

Credit checks on new applicants.

•

Delinquency schedule modified from 30 to 60 days past due.

•

Alternate payment plans established fo r those who could not pay the
minimum monthly payment due to financial difficulties.

Additionally, AAFES reviewed their delinquency notification procedures
to ensure customers were informed of impending pay reductions. The
review showed that a significant number of delinquent notices sent to
unit commanders were being returned due to incorrect unit addresses.
AAFES is working with DFAS to access their data base for the most
current address of the customer and unit commander.
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Discussion
Debt Collection
Percentage May Be
Excessive

The primary document for debt collection of pay is DoD 7000.14-R,
Financial Management Regulation, Dec 94. There are 15 rules for the
priority of authorized deductions and collections in chapter 9, volume 7,
part A, of the regulation. Rule 9 applies to any indebtedness associated
with a NAF activity including AAFES.
If a payment is delinquent after 90 days, AAFES submits aDD Form
139, Pay Acijustment Authorization, 1 May 53, for debt collection of pay.
Under current rules, two-thirds of disposable earnings can be taken for
all debts owed to NAF activities. However, debts from similar off-base
commercial activities are collected at 25 percent of disposable earnings.
Since AAFES is a DoD NAF instrumentality, a higher percentage of debt
collection is allowed. However, DPP was a new program when this DoD
regulation was written. DPP is comparable to off-base commercial
credit plans and similar debt collection procedures should be considered
for DPP. Many unit commanders and first sergeants indicated military
personnel were adversely affected by this policy as it relates to the DPP.

Recommendation

HQ DA and HQ USAF coordinate with DF AS to review proposed
changes to debt collection for NAF revolving credit plans.
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Sub-objective

Evaluate the annual MWR payment process used by AAFES.

Finding Fifteen

The annual MWR payment process was properly managed.
However,
•

The Class Six TF A will permit overhead and CP expenses to
negate the Class Six payments to the Services.

•

Inaccurate AAFES sales projections adversely affected the MWR
payment and negatively impacted Army and Air Force MWR
programs.

Impact

Decreased MWR payments to the Services will adversely affect
annual MWR programs.

Background

The MWR payment to the Army and Air Force is comprised of three
components with different payment formulas. The core of the
payment comes from net earnings (after operating expenses have
been deducted). Since 1983, AAFES and the BOD have split the net
earnings 50/50 with the Army and Air Force. Based on an MOA
between the Army and Air Force, the Army receives 57 percent and
the Air Force receives 43 percent of the dividend. The second MWR
payment is from the sale of alcoholic goods. Class Six payments are
the net earnings from packaged alcoholic goods less a contribution of
almost 2 percent of sales to the AAFES CP. The final MWR
payment is 80 percent of fees collected from the pay telephone
business.
Each month, AAFES electronically transmits MWR payments to
each Service along with an installation breakout according to each
Services' formula. The Army formula pays each installation their
Class Six dividends, 80 percent of pay telephone fees and four-tenths
of a percent of the core sales for the month. The Air Force uses a
sliding scale for dividends received from all sales with each
installation receiving 4 percent of the first $250K a month total
revenue, 3 percent of the next $250K a month, 2 percent of the next
$500K a month, 1 percent of the next $1M, one-half of one percent of
the next $1M, and one-tenth of 1 percent of revenues over $3M.
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On 21 Sep 94, the BOD approved a planned earnings of $298.7M
based on the AAFES Annual Financial Plan. This was the starting
point for determining MWR payments for the year. A "safety net"
(10 percent of Services' projected MWR payment) was established to
reduce the impact if actual sales are below budgeted sales
projections. The "safety net" would be implemented to lessen the
impact on the Services.

Discussion
Class Six Agreement

In Jan 91 , the Class Six TFA was amended to apply a 1.789 percent
rate for the AAFES CP. Under this agreement the percentage for the
CP is to be increased by one-half of 1 percent per year for 5 years or
until it reached parity with one-half of the non-Class Six ratio of
earnings to sales. Additionally, the 1991 amendment stated that
"AAFES will not spread or take any regional or headquarters'
(indirect) overhead expenses against Class Six earnings or sales"
until the fifth year or when there is parity of CP contributions. Based
on the amendment, payments for FY 95 will be reduced from
previous years even if the sales and earnings are the same (since
regional and headquarters overhead will be applied for the first time).
In a declining sales environment, there is a potential for the
headquarters' overhead expenses and the CP contribution to result in
a net loss. That is, no Class Six payment would be made to the
Services. Consequently, AAFES is not sharing the risk related to
Class Six profit and the incentive to maintain efficient operations is
reduced.

Continued
Inaccurate Sales
Projections
Could Affect
MWR Programs

Since Sep 94, planned earnings have declined from $290. 7M to
$225M and may drop below $200M. This reduction was due to sales
being less than projected at the beginning of the fiscal year. The
Army and Air Force projected dividend was $95,925,000 for the
fiscal year and recalculated to $63,925,000 on 15 Sep 95 . The safety
net (10 percent of the Army and Air Force projected MWR payment)
was applied to the core, decreasing the amount of reduction the
Services would have experienced.
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SAFETY XETAPPUED

PROJECTED

$95.925.000

$95.925.000

RECALCULATED

$63,925,000

$63.925.000

SAFE1YNET

+$9.592,000

BOTIOMLINE
$73.517.000
(Net Dividend to Services)

HQAAFES
Comments

HQ AFIA Response

S 4FETY NET i\IOT APPUED

$63,925,000

AAFES Commander stated:
"Class Six agreement- The amended Class Six TFA (January 1991)
started the Class Six CP contribution at 0 percent for that year,
phasing in a contribution calculated as a percent of sales
incrementing at 1/2 percent per year up to a set ceiling (parity). The
contribution would be raised to the agreed parity in 5 years if not
achieved earlier. In fact, the CP contribution attained parity in FY
95 . Therefore, further phase-in of CP contributions and increases of
the CP contribution percentage is not required. AAFES understands
the Class Six TFA amendment as permitting, but not requiring
application of indirect overhead charges. The accounting policy for
allocating such charges rests with the Commander, AAFES, who
previously decided not to allocate any indirect overhead against Class
Six income. Should that decision change, full notification will be
made to the AAFES Board of Directors."

Noted. However, the TF A, paragraph 8c, specifically states:
•< ... the

Class Six business will he treated as any other direct business
with regional or Headquarters (indirect) overhead expenses spread
against the Class Six business ... "
The decision by AAFES to not apply these costs is commendable.

Recommendations

AAFES Commander should:
•

Obtain formal BOD approval prior to implementing TF A
provisions directing the allocation of indirect overhead and CP
expenses to Class Six business operations.
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•

Renegotiate the Class Six TF A with the Army and Air Force to
appropriately share the risk.

•

Revise the process of projecting sales to arrive at a more accurate
forecast of MWR dividends for use by the Services in developing
MWR budgets.
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Sub-objective

Review the current management promotion system.

Finding Sixteen

Deficiencies existed in the AAFES promotion system.

Impact

Deficiencies will detract from AAFES ability to promote the best
qualified individuals and may lead to litigation of the promotion
process.

Background

The AAFES personnel system has three categories of employees: UA
5-12, UA 13-16 (EMP), and HPP.
•

UA 5-12 employee promotions are made by the AAFES-HR.
Supervisors provide input upon request.

•

UA 13-16 employee promotions are made by the AAFES
Commander.

•

HPP employees compete at the local level for vacancies.

Discussion
Inaccurate Personnel
Data Bases

There are two personnel data bases utilized by AAFES:
•
•

OMF-identifies authorizations
PMIS-identifies personnel actually assigned

A report is generated weekly comparing the PMIS with the OMF for all
AAFES departments and activities. Even though this report is produced
weekly, there were no indications AAFES-PL and AAFES-HR had
reviewed or taken action to correct mismatches. A review of this report
indicated a large number of excess and vacant positions were reported
to AAFES-PL. An analysis of the OMF and PMIS showed 31,059 of
51,085 positions could be excess or vacant in AAFES.
These data bases (OMF and PMIS) are important when determining
promotion requirements and must be corrected prior to convening a
promotion board. These discrepancies, if not corrected, contribute to
overestimated promotion requirements.
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HQAAFES
Comments

AAFES Commander stated:
"Retailing is, by its very nature, a dynamic business, and our association
with the military during a tremendous downsizing era has made it
virtually impossible to insure that authorized and actual strength are
always in alignment."
''Although we acknowledge a certain level of mismatch between the
Organization Master File (OMF) and Personnel Management
Information System (PMIS), in and of itself, the mismatch is
immaterial. Staffing levels are driven by personnel costs and
productivity at the exchange level. In essence, this represents a business
view of personnel staffing, rather than the traditional military or
governmental view. Authorization documents serve as a guide, while
business plans drive the actual level of staffing at the exchange level.
AAFES will review the OMF and PMIS to determine their continued
utility as currently employed."

HQ AFIA Response

Noted. The AAFES reply relates the finding to staffing issues at the
exchange level. However, the intent of the finding was to note the high
degree of discrepancies in two key headquarters internal management
products. AAFES needs to take immediate action to identify and
correct discrepancies since these management products help determine
their promotion requirements.

Overestimated
Promotion
Requirements

AAFES has overstated the requirements for the past two EMP
promotion boards. It appears very little planning and coordination
occurred between the HR and Strategic Planning Directorate to
accurately forecast the numbers and types of future EMP promotion
requirements.
During the review, AAFES was not able to provide documentation to
validate consideration for projected separations or positions to be
abolished, personnel assigned to temporary and administratively
allocated positions, or personnel in under-graded or in over-graded
positions. Our review of the promotion boards held in 1994 and 1995
revealed the following discrepancies and irregularities:
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•

In 1995, two UA-15 requirements were added to the executive staff
specialist career cone even though documentation showed there
were already two UA-15 employees and zero authorized positions
within that career cone.

•

Again in 1995, one requirement was identified in the contracting
career cone, even though there was no requirement for a UA-15
employee.

In 1994, a special offset was approved adding an additional number of
"requirements" to the normal requirements. These additional
requirements were for over-graded personnel in temporary, ungraded or
administrative-allocated positions. This directly contradicts the
requirement that over-graded personnel are to be subtracted from the
requirements. This special offset provided an additional promotion
opportunity for an employee who was already receiving a higher pay
grade for performing lower-graded work.

Inappropriate
Personnel Data in
CMF

The CMF is the sole selection instrument used by the CRF for selecting
employees for promotion. The CMFs used during the 1994 and 1995
promotion boards contained information prohibited by law (i.e., race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, age, and mental or physical
handicap). The EEOC has ruled if this information is provided to
selection boards, then it has been considered in the process.
Additionally, CMFs contained information regarding contributions to
the CFC and 401 K Programs. Making the above information accessible
to promotion boards could lead to litigation.

Qualifications Were
Not Always
Considered

AAFES-HR stated the employee qualifications were considered in the
promotion process as long as they occupied a position within the same
career cone as the one being filled. It was assumed the employee was
qualified for a position; however, the following examples illustrate the
process was not followed:
•

An employee was promoted from an HPP-5 (clerical/

administrative) to a UA-7 position (administrative/specialist) and
did not meet established qualification standards. AAFES-HR
initially evaluated the employee as not being qualified for the
position and proposed a lower grade position to gain the needed
experience. However, qualification standards were circumvented
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for the sole purpose of making the employee eligible for base
housing and PCS expenses.

HQAAFES
Comments

•

An employee who should have been promoted was bypassed and a
lower ranking employee was selected. This employee's promotion
and potential rankings were higher than the promoted employee but
AAFES-HR could not provide documentation or rationale why this
occurred.

•

Additionally, another employee was given a WIGI from step 4 to 5
after 19 weeks. )In accordance with DoDM 1401.1-M, App A, para
K 1, a step increase cannot occur until the completion of 104 weeks.)
There is no provision for granting the WIGI earlier than the
completion of training. AAFES-HR indicated this was common
practice and was unaware it violated DoD policy.

AAFES Commander stated:
"AAFES disagrees with several observations made in this finding:
A. EMP requirements are accurately identified and evaluated, and the
composition of the overall EMP work force is in consonance with the
rest of the AAFES work force. We make every effort to insure that the
Promotion Board process is conducted fairly, and that all records, files
and administrative aspects of the process are handled properly.
B. Formal Promotion Guidance was developed on 9 January 91 . .. on
how ' promotion requirements', (i.e., how many people can be promoted
by grade level and career area) are determined. In early 1996, AAFES
finalized an internal Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) which
updates computer reports used in the process and explains in further
detail how promotion requirements are determined. An inaccurate
promotion board summary sheet containing a transposition error, and a
since-corrected sheet are provided. However, the transposition error did
not impact the '95 promotion process. Finally, in 1994, the
Commander, AAFES, authorized special exceptions (increased
promotion requirements) due to the lack of promotion boards for the
previous two years.
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C. Promotions, as stated in AR 60-211 AFR 14 7-151, para 4-2, ...
indicate promotions are based on performance, potential and length of
service, in that order. All AAFES promotion guidance is predicated on
this regulation.

D. AAFES continues to support the idea that at the exchange-level
(retail), staffing should be determined based on sales performance and
desired level of customer service. However, AAFES agrees that at
region and HQ levels, staffing documents must be reconciled and are
the appropriate tool for managing staffing level and conducting other
personnel management actions."

HQ AFIA Response

Recommendations

CMFs contained information prohibited by law. Additionally,
promotion boards were not complying with internal procedures. After
analyzing the above guidance, procedures appeared to be adequate.
However, the inspection revealed these procedures were not always
used. During HQ AAFES-HR staff interviews, the process described in
the guidance was not used for the last two EMP promotion boards.
Finally, promotion boards were being held at the same time separation
incentives were being offered and approved. We feel these two actions
conflicted with each other.
AAFES Commander should:
•

Complete a thorough review of personnel data bases (authorized and
actual) and take corrective actions to ensure accurate personnel
accountability.

•

Formalize the process for determining EMP promotion
requirements.

•

Purge inappropriate data from CMFs to ensure improper
documentation is not considered by future promotion boards.

•

Ensure procedures are in place to promote employees based on
qualifications and step increases are conducted IAW current
regulations.
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Sub-objective

Determine the efficiency of the AAFES security clearance system.

Finding Seventeen

The AAFES security clearance system was inefficient due to an
inadequate security clearance process, deficient security guard
contract, and nondesignation of personnel in information system
positions.

Impact

An inadequate security clearance program jeopardizes protection of
resources and adversely affects personnel assignments and access to
classified information.

Background

A GAO report, More Effective Internal Controls Needed to Prevent
Fraud and Waste in Military Exchanges, Dec 80, highlighted
concerns in the personnel hiring and screening process. Specifically,
the report criticized AAFES for placing personnel in positions of trust
prior to the completion of a favorable background investigation.

Discussion
Inadequate Security
Clearance Process

Clearance for Classified Positions. AAFES' supervisors determine
whether access to classified information is necessary for employees to
perform their jobs. However, there is no management guidance to
assist in determining the level of clearance needed for a specific
position. Additionally, the PMIS has no method to annotate clearance
level or to identify if a clearance requirement is needed prior to
appointment to the position.
National Agency Check. AAFES designated all UA positions and
specific HPP positions (e.g., cashiers) as positions of trust In
accordance with DoD Regulation 5200.2-R, Department of Defense
Personnel Security System, Jan 87, all personnel in positions of trust
require a NAC. Even though AAFES has systematically identified the
positions in PMIS, the recent decision to convert to pay banding
affects the job code in the data base, and PMIS requires updating to
preclude omission ofNAC requirements.
Prior to 1 Oct 95, all NAC requests were processed through HQ
AAFES-LP. AAFES-LP ensured the requests were complete,
monitored NAC status, and annotated the PMIS file of the individual
upon completion of NAC. Even though, AAFES-LP was responsible
for monitoring status of the NAC, there was no active follow-up
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procedure or system to ensure an initial NAC was submitted. For
example, at one location an employee pilfered $45K, and had a NAC
been submitted, it would have revealed the employee had a criminal
record.
After 1 Oct 95, AAFES-LP coordinated with the Services to have
installation security offices submit the NAC to the Defense
Investigative Service. The Air Force Information Security Division,
HQ USAF, Washington, DC, agreed to process and adjudicate
personnel security clearances for Air Force military personnel
assigned to AAFES and AAFES civilian personnel assigned to local
Air Force exchanges. However, the US Army had not established a
similar process and informed AAFES-LP each exchange would have
to coordinate with the local security office for assistance.

Deficient Security
Guard Contract

In accordance with DoD Regulation 5200.2-R, " ... any person
performing contract guard functions shall have been the subject of a
favorably adjudicated NAC prior to such assignment." The current
security guard contract did not require the contractor to verify a NAC
or its equivalent prior to employment.

Nondesignation of
ADP Personnel
Positions

DoD Regulation 5200.2R, para 3-614 states: "DoD military, civilian
personnel, consultants, and contractor personnel performing on
unclassified automated information systems may be assigned to one of
three position sensitivity designations and investigated as follows:"
(1) Automated Data Processing (ADP) I Background Investigation
(2) Automated Data Processing (ADP) II DNACI/NACI
(3) Automated Data Processing (ADP) III NACIENTNAC
HQ AAFES employs numerous personnel in the automation,
personnel, and financial departments who have not been identified for
special clearance consideration. Their actions could have a
detrimental impact on information management and computer
systems.
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Recommendations

AAFES Commander should:
•

Assess all civilian and military positions and identify positions
that require a NAC or higher level of investigation.

•

Establish a follow-up process to track the submission of NACs
and security clearance requests.

•

Revise the security guard contract to ensure all guards receive a
favorable NAC, or equivalent clearance, prior to employment
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Sub-objective

Review security access requirements of the AAFES electronic mail.

Finding Eighteen

The security system for access to e-mail was effective; however, PCs
did not have automatic virus check software.

Impact

The lack of automatic virus check software could adversely affect
every AAFES data base causing a critical loss of financial, personnel,
and administrative information.

Discussion
Effective Security
System

The Management Information Systems Directorate established
detailed guidelines for access to AAFES computer systems include
assignment of user identifications tor all individuals. The guidelines
are provided through the AAFES ' computerized bulletin board. Some
directorates maintain access control of their separate data bases. For
example, HRD maintains access control of the PMIS.
AAFES has a written e-mail policy which states the system is the
property of AAFES, intended solely for company business, and all
communications must be professionaL In addition, it outlines access
for certain individuals (Inspector General, General Counsel, and Equal
Opportunity personnel) to have override authority to review the
contents of any e-mail box.

No Computer Virus
Check

No process for identification of software viruses on local PCs was
mandated. Approximately 60 percent of the PCs in AAFES
headquarters did not have automatic virus check software installed.
The result could be potential loss of critical financial , personnel, and
administrative data on personal and mainframe computer systems.
For example, one inspection team requested financial data to be down
loaded to a laptop computer. Upon down load, the laptop virus
software immediately detected a virus on the AAFES computer disc.
Had automatic virus check software been installed on AAFES
computers, this situation would not have occurred.
The Management Information Systems Directorate had virus check
software available on the computerized bulletin board for AAFES
operations worldwide; however, installation and use were not
mandatory.
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Recommendation

AAFES Commander should direct the use of automatic virus check
software on all AAFES PCs.
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Observations
Inspection Focus

The current MOU, Sep 87, between the Army and Air Force Inspectors
General states "Conduct inspections of AAFES at least every 3 years as
directed by appropriate Army and Air Force authorities, and sooner if
needed." Several observations were noted during this inspection and the
teams recommend that future triennial AAFES inspections concentrate
on higher headquarters management processes and systems. The
following objectives should be considered for the 1998 AAFES
inspection or future audits:
•

Executive Management Program pay and benefits,

•

travel benefits,

•

area managers organizational concept,

•

perfonnance report system,

•

loss prevention measures,

•

environmental issues,

•

construction/renovation of AAFES facilities,

•

warehouse, assured receiving procedures,

•

customer saving analysis, and

•

pricing policy and procedures.

Local Commercial At several locations, management and loss prevention personnel
expressed concern with some customers buying large quantities of
Resale of
merchandise for local resale operations. At one location, OSI validated
Merchandise
this concern; however, the GMs did not.

Facilities

At several installations the failure of AAFES to modernize facilities or
construct new ones resulted in an inability to meet customer needs and
expectations. This caused customer satisfaction levels to be less than
desirable. Inadequate AAFES facilities, coupled with the isolated
locations and lack of shopping alternatives, negatively impacted morale.
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Black Market
Concerns

Over 150 customers provided written comments on black-marketing and
unauthorized use of exchange facilities. For example, military and
civilian identification cards were not checked consistently. Gasoline and
Class Six products were sold to unauthorized customers.

Delay of Army
Sundry Packs

During the interview process with Army personnel, problems with
nonreceipt and delay of sundry packs were recurring themes. For one
overseas command, it was a major concern because many units raided
the PX/BX before deployments, which caused significant resupply
problems in the overseas exchanges. In addition, this problem may
increase the pressure to have exchanges operating earlier for exercises,
contingencies, and MOOTW. AAFES needs to be aware ofthese issues
and how they might affect the timing and composition of temporary
exchanges to support the troops.
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Organizations Visited
CONUS EXCHANGES
Air Force
Eielson AFB AK
Holloman AFB NM
Langley AFB VA
McChord AFB WA
MoodyAFBGA
NeUisAFBNV
Peterson AFB CO
ScottAFB IL
Travis AFB CA

Anny

Fort Bliss TX
Fort Bragg NC
Fort Carson CO
Fort Eustis VA
Fort Irwin CA
FortKnoxKY
Fort Lewis WA
Fort SiiJ OK
Fort Wainwright AK
OCONUS EXCHANGES

Air Force
Andersen AFB Guam
Howard AFB PN
Lajes Field Azores
OsanABROK
RAF Croughton UK
RAF Fairford UK
Ramstein AB GE
YokotaABJA

Anny

Camp Humphreys ROK
CampZamaJA
Fort Clayton PN
Vicenza, IT
Wuerzburg, GE
Yongsan, ROK

ORGANIZATIONS

Air Force Doctrine Center
Corrununity and Family Support Center
Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics
HQ Army and Air Force Exchange
Joint StaffJ-1, J-4
Operation BRIGHT STAR 95 Tactical Field Exchange (TFE)
Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY TFE
US Air Force Central Corrunand
US Air Force Europe
US Air Force Services
US Army Central Corrunand and Third Army
US Army Combined Arms Support Corrunand
US Army Europe
US Army Forces Corrunand
US Army Pacific
US Atlantic Command
US Central Command
US European Command
US Forces Korea and Eighth US Army
US Pacific Air Force
US Pacific Command

Langley AFB VA
Alexandria, VA
Pentagon, VA
Dallas, TX
Pentagon, VA
Egypt
Haiti
ShawAFBSC
Ramstein AB GE
Crystal City, VA
Fort McPherson GA
Fort Lee VA
Heidelberg, GE
Fort McPherson GA
Fort Shafter HI
Norfolk, VA
MacDill AFB FL
Stuttgart-Vaihingen, GE
Yongsan, ROK
Hickam AFB HI
Camp Smith HI
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Team Composition
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Maj (b) (6)
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Team A

•
••
• (b) (6)

(b) (6)

USAF

•

.. (b) (6)
• (b) (6)
(b) (6)

TeamB

USAF
USAF
(HQ AAFES/IG)
HQ AAFES/IG

USAF
USA
USA
(HQ AAFES/IG)

TeamC

USA
USAF
USAF

Capt

SMS

A (HQ AAFES/IG)

SFC

TeamD

Lt Col

(b) (6)

Maj (b) (6)
Maj (b) (6)

TeamE

USAF
USA
USAF

Lt Col
Lt Col
GS~l3

GS~l2

GS-12
GS-12
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Acronym List
AAFES

Army and Air Force Exchange Service

AAFES-AD-V

Administrative Division

AAFES-FA

Financial Management and Accounting Directorate

AAFES-FS

Facility Support Directorate

AAFES-HR

Human Resources Directorate

AAFES-LP

Loss Prevention Division

AAFES-PL

Strategic Planning and Communications Directorate

ADP

Automated Data Processing

AFIA

Air Force Inspection Agency

AFR

Air Force Regulation

AIFA

AAFES Imprest Fund Activity

AOR

Area of Responsibility

AR

Army Regulation

BDU

Battle Dress Uniform

BOD

Board ofDirectors

BRAC

Base Realignment and Closure

CAS COM

US Army Combined Arms Support
Command

CENTAF

US Air Force, US Central Command

CFC

Combined Federal Campaign

CMF

Career Management File
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COMSEC

Communications Security

CONUS

Continental United States

CP

Capital Program

CRB

Central Ranking Board

DAIG

Department of the Anny Inspector General

DD

Defense Department

DECA

Defense Commissary Agency

DFAS

Defense Finance and Accounting Service

DNACI

DoD National Agency Check Plus Written Inquiries

DoD

Department ofDefense

DODM

Department of Defense Memorandum

DOX-T

Direct Operation Exchange-Tactical

DPP

Deferred Payment Plan

DPSC

Defense Personnel Supply Center

DS

Dissatisfied

EEOC

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

EMP

Executive Management Program

ENTNAC

Entrance National Agency Check

EOP

Exchange Operating Procedure

ESR

Exchange Service Regulation

GAO

Government Accounting Office
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GM

General Manager

HPP

Hourly Paid Personnel

HQUSAF/SV

HQ United States Air Force Services

HRD

Human Resources Directorate

lAW

In accordance with

IER

Involuntary Early Retirement

JTF

Joint Task Force

KSA

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

MAJCOM/MACOM

Major Command

MCSS

"Military Clothing Sales Store

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

MOOTW

"Military Operations Other Than War

MOS

"Military Occupational Skill

MOU

Memorandum ofUnderstanding

MWR

Morale, Welfare, and Recreation

N

Neutral

NAC

National Agency Check

NACI

National Agency Check plus Written Inquiries

NAF

Nonappropriated Fund

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

OCONUS

Outside Continental United States
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O:MF

Organizational Master File

OPLAN

Operation Plan

OPSEC

Operational Security

OSI

Office of Special Investigations

PAT

Process Action Team

PC

Personal Computer

PCS

Permanent Change of Station

PER

Performance Evaluation Report

PMIS

Personnel Management Information System

PX/BX

Post Exchange/Base Exchange

QRMC

Quadrennial Review of Military
Compensation

RC

Reserve Component

RM

Regional Manager

ROI

Report of Investigation

s

Satisfied

SAFIIG

Secretary of the Air Force Inspector General

S:MR

Special Management Review

SOUTHAF

US Air Force, US Southern Command

TFA

Transfer ofFunction Agreement

TFE

Tactical Field Exchange

TPFDD

Time Phased Force and Deployment Data
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TPFDL

Time Phased Force and Deployment List

TRADOC

US Army Training and Doctrine Command

UA

Universal Annual

UN

United Nations

UTC

Unit Type Code

VDS

Very Dissatisfied

vs

Very Satisfied

WIG!

Within Grade Increase
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Reply Instructions
General
Instructions to
Finding OPRs

The OPR indicated for the asterisked findings will provide a
synopsis of follow-up actions by 1 Sep 96. Consider changes in
policy, procedures, or planning when you summarize your activity.
Reply to all asterisked items (Appendix A) by I Sep 96. In the
reply, describe actions taken to rectify the findings. If action is not
finalized, include an estimated completion date. Status reports on
all open items are due at 6 month intervals. Forward your followup replies thru AAFES BOD to:
AFWCC
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 341
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670
DSN 246-2342
Comm. 505-846-2342

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT: Readers must not release the
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the express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force, Inspector
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Report Distribution
Distribution of All Objectives

Copies

DoD
DoDIIG
OASDIFM&P

I
I

SA
SAIG-ZA

2

SAF
SAF/IG
SAFIIGI
SAF/IGR

1
1
1

AAFESBOD
HQUSAF/LG
DAPE-ZA
AEAIG
PACAF/CV
AFRC-IG
SAFM-BU
Commander HQ AAFES
AFPI
SAF/FMB
DALO-TSZ-A
HQDACFSC
HQUSAF/SV
SAF/FMBO
HQ USAF/DPPC
HQUSAF/CCC
DACS/SM

1
I
I
I
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1

Distribution of Objectives One and Two
US Atlantic Command/JOOIG
US Central Command/CCIG
US Pacific Command/IGAA
US European Command/ECIG
SA
SAAG-ZA

I
1
1
1

1
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Distribution

Copies

US Army Combined Arms Support Command and Ft Lee/ATZM-IG
US Forces Korea and Eighth US Anny/EAIG
US Army Europe/AEAIG
US Army Alaska/APVR-IG
US Army Japan/AP AJ-IG
US Southern Command/IG
US Army, Pacific/APIG
Forces Command/AFCG-IG
Training and Doctrine Command/ATCG-IG
Air Defense Artillery Center and Ft Bliss/ATZC-IG
Armor Center and Ft Knox/ATZK-IG
Field Artillery Center and Ft Sill/ATZR-IG
Transportation Center and Ft Eustis/ATZF-IG
US Army Southern European Task Force AESE-IG
I Corps and Ft Lewis/AFZH-IG
XVIII Airborne Corps and Ft Bragg/AFZA-IG
3rd Infantry Division AETVBIG
4th Infantry Division and Ft Carson/AFZC-IG
National Training Center and Ft Irwin/AFZJ-IG

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I

MAJCOM
HQACCIIG

1

HQAETC/IG

1

HQ AFMC/IG

1

HQAFSOC/IG

1

HQ AFSPC/IG

1

HQAMCIIG

1

HQPACAF/IG

1

HQUSAFE/IG

1
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Distribution

Copies

FOA
AFSVA/CC
HQAFAAIDO
AFIT/CE

1
1
1

Other
1 FW/CV
21 SW/CV
24 W/CV
36ABW/CV
49W/CV
51 FW/CV
57 FW/CV
60AW/CV
62 AW/CV
65 ABW/CV
86WG/CV
343 WG/CV
347W/CV
354 AW/CV
374AW/CV
375 AW/CV
603 RSG/CC
633 ABW/CV

1
1
1

1
1
1
I
1
1

1
1
I

1
I

1
1
I
1
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APPENDIX A
Summary of Findings
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Appendix A

Summary Of Findings

Customer
Satisfaction
Objective

Finding One. Customers were not aware of major AAFES programs and
policies which could improve consumer relations, savings, and satisfaction.

*

Finding Two. Overall customer satisfaction with main store operations met
expectations; however, lack of appropriate merchandise selection and
limited availability concerned many OCONUS customers.
Finding Three. No effective process existed to evaluate and measure
overall customer satisfaction at the installation level.

* Finding Four. Service station maintenance operations did not meet
customer expectations at most OCONUS locations due to nonavailability of
parts and inferior vehicle maintenance.

Finding Five. Class Six operations met patron expectations; however,
many MWR activities were dissatisfied with Class Six operations due to
poor product assortment and high prices.
Finding Six. MCSS operations met customer needs and expectations.

Wartime/
Contingency
Objective

*

Finding Seven. AAFES is not formally integrated in the deliberate
planning process at joint, unified, or subordinate commands.

* Finding Eight. Initial response was adequate and met customer needs.
However, numerous improvements are needed across the spectrum of
operations to improve the effectiveness of TFEs.

* Finding Nine. AAFES has made progress in support of contingency
operations; however, planning at HQ AAFES requires attention

AAFES
Systemic
Issues
Objective

*

Finding Ten. AAFES does not provide a 20 percent savings to soldiers and
airmen.

*

Finding Eleven. The CP did not have a 5-year construction plan or
documentation identifying AAFES support vehicle requirements.

* Finding Twelve. The BOD was not briefed on the impact of the new
depreciation policy prior to its approval of CP initiatives.
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* Finding Thirteen. AAFES did not achieve the planned personnel
reductions in the EMP as submitted to DoD.
Finding Fourteen. DoD guidance for collection of pay for indebtedness to
nonappropriated agencies is not supportive of military personnel with
financial difficulties.

* Finding Fifteen. The annual MWR payment process was properly
managed. However, the Class Six TFA will permit overhead and CP
expenses to negate the Class Six payments to the Services. Inaccurate
AAFES sales projections adversely affected the MWR payment and
negatively impacted Army and Air Force MWR programs.

* Finding Sixteen. Deficiencies existed in the AAFES promotion system.
Finding Seventeen. The AAFES security clearance system was inefficient
due to an inadequate security clearance process, deficient security guard
contract, and nondesignation of personnel in information system positions.
Finding Eighteen. The security system for access to e-mail was effective;
however, PCs did not have automatic virus check software.
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APPENDIXB
Summary of Recommendations
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Appendix B
Customer
Satisfaction
Objective

Wartime/
Contingency
Objective

Sum mary of Recommendations
AAFES Commander should:
•

Improve marketing methods to ensure increased awareness of major
customer satisfaction programs.

•

Revise the ordering and shipping process to OCONUS locations to
improve merchandise selection and ensure adequate quantities meet
customer needs.

•

Develop and implement an effective program for measuring customer
satisfaction at the installation level.

•

Take immediate action to improve availability of parts at OCONUS
locations.

•

Improve OCONUS vehicle maintenance operations to ensure customers
receive quality, timely service at a competitive price.

•

Provide service station personnel training to enhance vehicle
maintenance and repair skills.

•

Survey MWR activities to determine alcohol beverage requirements
and provide their capabilities to MWR managers.

•

Publici ze the availability of the MCSS catalog.

The Chiefs of Staff of the Army and Air Force should coordinate with the
joint staffs to clearly define AAFES ' role in joint doctrine.
The Chiefs of Staff of the Army and the Air Force, in coordination with
AAFES, should:
•

Identify AAFES contingency support capability to the joint staff,
unified commands, and service components for inclusion in OPLANS
and guidance.
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The unified commands/service components should:
•
•

Publish OPLANS which clearly define AAFES' role.
Establish budgetary guidelines to ensure accounting oversight in
support of deployed AAFES operations.

HQ DA should:
•

Coordinate with TRADOC to finalize doctrine for TFE support for
deployed soldiers.

HQ DA, in coordination with TRADOC and FORSCOM, should:
•

Develop an interim plan for TFE support for deployed soldiers.

HQ USAF/SV should:
•

Review current TFE curriculum in conjunction with AAFES to ensure
training is adequate to support the mission.

AAFES Commander should:
•

Assist the joint, Army and Air Force staffs, unified commands, and
service components in developing doctrine and guidance for AAFES
support to wartime and contingency operations.

•

Coordinate the revision of AAFES EOP 8-6 with joint Army and Air
Force staffs, unified commands, and service components.

•

Educate unified commands, service components, and other senior
military leaders of the AAFES wartime support role.

•

Clearly define the mission, staffing, scope of operation, and
responsibilities at the various levels of command and HQ AAFES for
the three types of field exchange operations.

•

Update the AAFES essential items list.
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AAFES Systemic
Issues Objective

•

Develop an active readiness training plan for employees to address
TFEIDOX- T and other deployment-related training.

•

Coordinate with the Services to ensure TFEs are supported in OPLANs
and essential items are identified for inclusion into the TPFDL.

•

Ensure headquarters readiness initiatives are completed in a timely
manner.

•

Include mobilization and wartime support responsibilities as a critical
part of the GM job description.

HQ DA and HQ USAF coordinate with the DF AS to review proposed
changes to debt collection for NAF revolving credit plans.
AAFES Commander should:
•

Discontinue advertising claims of 20 percent cost savings at exchanges.

•

Develop a 5-year construction program to ensure the needs of the
services are met.

•

Develop a requirement and authorization document for the procurement
of AAFES vehicles.

•

Brief the BOD on the CP based on the amortization and depreciation
policy and its impact on AAFES net earnings.

•

Ensure special separation incentives are approved only for employees
in occupations and grades where overages exist.

•

Ensure an independent audit is conducted comparing total costs of
current downsizing programs versus a reduction-in-force.

•

Provide monthly separation incentive status reports IAW OASD
(FM&P) letter, dated 13 Jan 93 .

•

Obtain formal BOD approval prior to implementing TF A provisions
directing the allocation of indirect overhead and CP expenses to Class
Six business operations.
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•

Renegotiate the Class Six TFA with the Army and Air Force to
appropriately share the risk.

•

Revise the process for projecting sales to compute the MWR payment
based on the minimum projectable estimates.

•

Complete a thorough review of personnel data bases (authorized and
actual) and take corrective actions to ensure accurate personnel
accountability.

•

Formalize the process for determining EMP promotion requirements.

•

Purge inappropriate data from CMFs to ensure improper documentation
is not considered by future promotion boards.

•

Ensure procedures are in place to promote employees based on
qualifications and step increases are conducted IAW current
regulations.

•

Assess all civilian and military positions and identify positions that
require a NAC, or higher level of investigation.

•

Establish a follow-up process to track the submission ofNACs and
security clearance requests.

•

Revise the security guard contract to ensure all guards receive a
favorable NAC or equivalent clearance, prior to employment.

•

Direct the use of automatic virus check software on all AAFES PCs.
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APPENDIXC
Results of Customer Satisfaction Survey
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Appendix C
Survey
Introduction and
Methodology

Results of Customer Satisfaction Survey
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the survey methodology and
discuss the survey results on customer shopping and importance factors,
main exchange operations, service stations, and support services.
The AAFES Customer Satisfaction Questionnaire (Appendix D) was
administered to over 15,000 customers. The survey evaluated the degree of
patron satisfaction with the quality of goods and level of service provided by
AAFES. Customers were asked to rate satisfaction with the main exchange,
MCSS, shoppette, Class Six, and service station and provide written
comments. Additionally, they were asked to rate the barber/beauty shop,
laundry/dry cleaner/alteration services, check cashing, refunds, and special
orders. Furthermore, customers were asked to evaluate product variety,
satisfaction importance, and other customer service factors.
The survey was validated by the Air Force and tested at an installation prior
to administration in the field. Survey goals were established for each
installation based on active duty officer and enlisted populations to ensure a
95 percent confidence level was achieved. Development, administration and
analysis of the survey was evaluated and reviewed with survey and
statistician experts at Air University, Maxwell AFB AL.
Surveys were collected at AAFES and MWR facilities at 32 Army and Air
Force installations worldwide. However, survey results were analyzed for
29 locations because surveys at one overseas installation were misplaced and
two separate installations in Korea and Panama were consolidated due to
close proximity. Statistically, the overall confidence level was 99.9 percent
with a ± 5 percent precision level. Twenty installations obtained a 95
percent contidence level, six obtained at least 90 percent, and three were
below 90 percent.
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Shopping Habits

Figure 14 represents how customers marked different factors that effect their
purchasing habits.

Brand
Names

Store
Atmosphere

13
' BID Store ·-·---·

13

Atmosphere
l'II Selection
Location

14

Selection

17

0

Quality

0 Price
11 Location

rn Brand Names

Figure 14: Weighted Ordc1· of Impor1ance

Customers considered price and quality as the two most important factors
when shopping. Further, interviews with 208 unit commanders, command
sergeants major, senior enlisted advisors, and first sergeants, indicate over
60 percent considered quality more important than lower prices. When
commanders and senior enlisted personnel were interviewed about whether
AAFES should pursue a warehouse-type atmosphere, the following
percentage of personnel indicated positively:

Group (Size)
First sergeants (92)
Command sergeants major (31)
Unit commanders (118)
Senior installation commander

Local Competition

Percent Wanted
Warehouse Atmosphere
45%
58%
43%
23 %

Overall, customers were generally satisfied with AAFES operations when
compared to competitors.
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Service Station
Shoppette
Main exchange
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Level of Satisfaction

S = Satisfied, N

= Neutral, DS = Dissatisfied

Figure 15: Customer Satisfaction with AAFES Operation

Customer
Importance
Factors

Figure 16 describes which factors were important to customers when
shopping at retail stores.
Percentage of Customers
Very
Important

Factor
Helpfulness of staff
Quick check-out
Store hours
Knowledge of staff
Follow-up service
after the purchase
Return policies
Advertised sales
Location of store

Somewhat
Important

Not Important

76%
62%
61%
60%

23%
36%
36%
35%

1%
3%
3%
5%

47%
46%
34%
34%

40%
48%
46%
34%

13%
6%
20%
16%

Figure 16: Customer Importance Factors

Based on the percentage factors above, customers want employees who are
helpful and knowledgeable. Customers rated the helpfulness of AAFES
employees very high:
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Facilitv

Overall

CONUS

60%
75%
66%
73%
61%

62%
75%
69%
77%
64%

Main Exchange
MCSS
Shoppette
Class Six
Service Station

OCONUS
56%
74%
59%
63%
52%

Even though customers rated helpfulness very high, there were some major
concerns from OCONUS customers. At two locations, at least 34 percent of
the customers were dissatisfied with employee helpfulness. Over 1,300
unfavorable comments were received from customers, for example:
• "Get employees who know what CUSTOMER SERVICE is!"
• "If I want better service I have to wait until I go back to the states
and shop Walmart Target K-Mart."
• "At least let the employees know that they are here not only for
their paycheck. But their jobs are to help the customer."
The second and third highest factors important to customers were quick
check-out services and store hours. Again, customer satisfaction with quick
check-out services was high (store hours were not surveyed specifically):
Facility
Main Exchange
MCSS
Shoppette
Class Six

Overall
65%
75%
66%
78%

CONUS
67%
74%
68%
80%

OCONUS
58%
76%
59%
69%

Again, even though the percentages were high, over 1,100 written comments
were received concerning some dissatisfaction with check-out services and
store hours.
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Figure 17 depicts survey results for product variety in the main exchange.

Product Line
Satisfaction

Customers gave a satisfied response as indicated below to the following
major product lines:
Product Line
Household Goods
Lawn & Garden
Jewelry

Overall

CONUS

67%
62%
57%

70%
67%
60%

OCONUS
59%
45%
50%

Retiree
79%
75%
69%

Approximately 25-33 percent of the customers were neutral on product line
variety.

Major Purchase
Satisfaction

Fifty-three percent of customers made a major purchase (i.e., computer,
stereo, household appliances, etc.) within the last 12 months. Overall, 89
percent of the customers were satisfied with their purchase; however, at
OCONUS locations only 53 percent were satisfied. Ninety-three percent of
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the retirees were satisfied with their major purchases. Eighty-five percent
would recommend AAFES to other customers for major purchases.
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Figure 18 illustrates customer satisfaction with service stations.
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Figure 18: Customer Satisfaction with Service Stations

Gas Price
Concerns

Sixty-six percent of the customers were satisfied with the price of gas.
There were no major differences between CONUS and OCONUS
satisfaction levels. Almost 80 customers commented on their dissatisfaction
with gas prices. One customer wrote "Why can' t prices mirror the lowest
[price] just off-base?" However, AAFES had established a new pricing
policy on fuel in May 95 where the AAFES price was to equal the lowest
surveyed price for each grade of fuel sold. Finally, customers expressed
concern with the lack of acceptance of the American Express credit card.

Employee
Helpfulness

Sixty-one percent of the customers were satisfied with employee
helpfulness. However, OCONUS customers were less satisfied (52 percent)
compared to CONUS customers (64 percent). · Over 200 customers
commented on the negative attitudes and limited knowledge of employees.
One customer wrote, "My big problem is with the base garage. This service
is terrible. All the employees have an attitude problem."
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Overall, customers were satisfied with basic services provided by AAFES.

Financial Services. AAFES provided liberal check cashing, financial, and
postal services. Eighty-four percent of the customers were satisfied with
these services.
Refunds. Similar to commercial retail companies, AAFES provided a liberal
refund policy. Seventy-five percent of the customers were satisfied.
Catalog/Special Orders/Lay away. Forty percent of the customers did not
use the catalog, special order or lay away services. However, 63 percent of
customers who use these services were satisfied. Figure 19 depicts the
degree of satisfaction.

4%

--:-:,------=--c-

3%

26%

111!1

30%

--·---· ..

• Very Satisf ied
Satisfied

13 Neutral

o Dissatisfied
37%

• Very Dissatisfied

Figure 19: Customer Satisfaction with Catalog/Special Orders/Lny away

Barber and Beauty Shops. Sixty-eight percent of customers were satisfied
with these concessionaire operations. However, 25 percent of the customers
did not use this service.

Laundry/Dry Cleaning/Alterations. Fifty-eight percent of the customers
who use these services were satisfied. Twenty-eight percent of the
customers did not use these services.
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APPENDIXD
Customer Satisfaction Survey
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ARMY & AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
The purpose of this questionnaire is to evaluate the degree of patron satisfaction
with the quality of goods ;md level of service provided by AAFES.

Please rare how satisfied you are with the AAFES facilities on your Base/Post
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I
I

~

I. MAIN EXCHANGE

I don't use - 0
"J uy

S.u.fi•4

\.'uoy

O nub .tW•
~ eutnl

h l if'l'i••

2. MILITARY CLO THING SALES
v.., t atu (or4

I don't use - 0
...
!lolUtJif• 4
~.,

Do •.,.li•t.~e-11

.!1-.JHf\d

019Utltf;..li

Variety of products

0

0

0

0

0

Quality of merch;mdise

0

0

0

Products in stock

0

0

0

0

0

Products in stock

0

0

0

Quality of merchandi..e

0

0

0

0

0

Helpfulness of staff

0

0

0

0

0

Helpfulness of staff

0

0

0

0

0

Checkout services

0

0

0

0

0

Checkout services

0

0
0

0

0

0

Overall prices

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sizes in stock

0

0

0

0

0

4. CLASS SIX

I don't use - 0
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, 3. SHOPPETTE

0
I don't use - 0
v ery
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0

0

0

0

0

Variety of products

0

0

0

0

0

Products in stock

0

0

0

0

0

Products in stock

0

0

0

0
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Helpfulness of staff

0

0

0

0

0

Helpfulness of staff

0

0

0

0

0

Checkout services

0

0

0

0

0

Checkout services

0

0

0

0

0

Overall prices

0

0

0

0

0

Overall prices

0

0

0

0

0

5. SERVICESfATION

6. How would you rate the following specific a r eas?
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0

0
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0
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0

0

0

0

Barber/beauty shop

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Refunds

0

0

0

0

0

0

Catalog/special orders/ 0
layaway

0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

h llt fid

Cost of repairs

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

Time spent waiting for a
gas pump

0

0

0

0
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7. Overall, how satisfi ed are you with the AAFES
fadlities compared to similar facilities off base/post?
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8. Estimate how much you sa\'e by shoppi ng in the
AA FES facilities. (mark one)
0 No savings

Main exch;mge

0

0

0

0

0

0 1 - 10%

Shoppene

0

0

0

0

0

0 11-20%

Service Station

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 ver20%

Class Six

0

0

0

0

0

0 I don't know
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PAGE 2
AAFES CUSTOMER SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
10. What is your cur rent status?

9. How do you rate the pr oduct var iety of the main
exchan ge in each of t he fo llowing areas?
vm

Oon'l

htJtfltlll

S• h•f\•4

0 Active duty service member

Oioututld
Vtf'l
Nru;rtl
tl unlut\•11

0 Spouse of active duty service member

Mens clothing

0

0

0

0

0

0

Womens clothing

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 Reservist/Guard

Jewelry and cosmetics

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 Spouse of reservist/guard

Household appliances
and housewares

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 Civilian employee

Lawn and Garden

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sporting goods

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shoes

0

0

0

0

0

0

Electronics/computers

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 Son/daughter of active duty service member

0 Spouse of civilian employee
0 Retiree
0 Spouse of retiree
0 Other

1---------------------11. If }'OU have ever registered a complaint with AAFES,

how satisfied were you with the resolution?
NIA

0

Vcrr

hu•n••

0

0

0•·• -11•1144
:-= e<t~o~rtl

0

12. Are you?
O Married

Vcrot
nintln foc4

0

0 Single
0 Single Parent

0

13. Whe re a re you cur rently residing?

14. Wha t is your or you r sponsor's rank ?
0 Junior Enlisted
0 Company Grnde Officer

0 On baseJpost in the continental U.S.
0 Off base/post in the continental U.S.

O NCO

0 Field Grade Officer

0 On baseJpost outside the continental U.S.

0 Senior NCO

0 General Officer

0 Off baseJpost outside the continental U.S.

0 Retired Enlisted

0 Retired Officer

0 Warrant Officer

0 Other

16. Name one item which is ofte n out of s tock a t the
main exchange:

IS. What is the zip code of your base I post or home
address?
example

[24[5~
17. Please rank t hese factors in order of impo rtance in determining where you s hop.
r-.·1ost

3rd

4th

5th

6th

Price

0

0

0

0

0

0

Quality

0

0

0

0

0

0

Brand Names

0

0

0

0

0

0

Store Atmosphere

0

0

0

0

0

0

Selection

0

0

0

0

0

0

Convenience of Location

0

0

0

0

0

0

Important

•

2mJ

i

I
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PAGE 3
AAFES CUSTOMER SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

I 18. How impor tant are the follow ing areas in

I

determining your satisfaction level?
Very

Somewhnt

V ery

I

Not

Advertised sales

0

lmponant
0

Quick checkout

0

0

0

Knowledge of staff

0

0

0

Helpfulness of staff

0

0

0

Store hours

0

0

0

Location of store

0

0

0

Return policies

0

0

0

Follow-up service
after the purcha~e

0

0

0

Important

19. How aware are you of the following AAFES
programs a nd policies?

Important

I

I

0

'

Aware

Aware

Not
Aware
0

Weekly specials

0

0

AAFES brand items

0

0

0

Best Price I We'll match it

0

0

0

Mail order catalog/specialty catalog

0

0

0

Special orders

0

0

0

Extra value items

0

0

0

AU profits are used to support local
recreation activities and improve
exchange facilities

0

0

0

In-store customer help call boxes

0

0

0

UPC scanner stations

0

0

0

Deferred payment progmm (DPP)

0

0

0

Military clothing sales catalog

0

0

0

20. Have you made a major purchase, i.e. computer, stereo, household appliance. at AAFES within the past 12
months?
YesO

NoO

If so, are you satisfied?
Yes O

NoO

N/AO

Would you r ecommend A AFES to other authorized customers'?
YesO

NoO

21. How can we i mprove AAFES on your base/post ?

I

•
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Appendix E

Methodology
Mter the objectives were approved by SAF/IG, HQ AAFES hosted a week
orientation for team members at Dallas headquarters. The purpose of the
session was to familiarize team members with AAFES headquarters and
field operations.
To fulfill objective one, three inspection teams visited 32 AAFES
exchanges. A HQ AAFESIIG member traveled with each team. These
exchanges were selected based on geographical location, AAFES regional
area, and installation population size considerations along with a
representative balance of Army and Air Force locations. At these locations,
the team administered over 15,000 surveys designed to measure patron
satisfaction with the quality of goods and level of service. Each team
observed daily operations in the main exchange, service stations, Class Six,
and MCSS facilities. In addition, commanders, senior enlisted personnel,
and AAFES management officials were interviewed at each installation.
Another inspection team was tasked to review objective two. This team
conducted interviews with joint, unified, component, and
MACOM/MAJCOM levels worldwide. While at these locations, their focus
was to assess AAFES consideration in the deliberate planning process. On
the other side of the spectrum, team members visited field deployment
locations to include Exercise BRIGHT STAR 95, DOX-T operations in
Haiti, and interviewed military members in charge of the TFE for Zagreb,
Croatia. TFE surveys and interviews were conducted with commanders and
senior enlisted personnel at these locations. Additionally, surveys were
given to commanders from past field deployments to include operations
DESERT SHIELD/STORM.
The fifth team inspected objective three at AAFES headquarters in Dallas,
Texas. This inspection team consisted of Army and Air Force inspectors,
Army Audit Agency personnel, and an Air Force Services Agency
nonappropriated fund personnel specialist. Their focus was to review five
systemic issues recommended in a 5 Oct 94 US Army ROL Areas of
concern included internal controls, the MWR payment process, AAFES
promotion system, and several security issues. In addition to auditing
internal business documents, team members interviewed middle-and seniorlevel leaders throughout AAFES.
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Executive Summary
Title

Purging Obsolete Aircraft Major-End Items.

Purpose

Assess the effectiveness of purging obsolete aircraft major-end
items, and their associated items, from the Air Force inventory.

Background

The Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Installation and Logistics
(AF/IL) requested this Air Force-level process review in the spring
of 1999. Concerns centered on the fact that weapon systems and
major-end items continue to be introduced into the inventory along
with a cradle-to-grave logistics support structure. When the
weapons systems and major-end items were considered obsolete,
there was concern as to what happened to the remaining logisticssupport structure. SA-ALC was concerned that there was not a
systematic and periodic process in place for purging of these items
from the Air Force inventory.
The purging process was assessed effective if:
•

•

Processes were in place, in use, linked and
• identified obsolete major-end items,
• identified obsolete associated items,
Resulting in
• issuing disposition instructions, and
• initiating associated cataloging close out actions.

Based on SA-ALC's topic, an Eagle Look team accomplished a
'quick-look' review on purging-obsolete items from among all ten
classes of supply during the fall 1999 review cycle (SeptemberDecember 1999). During the review, eight of the ten classes of
supply were determined to be working effectively, with processes
in place. The two remaining classes, major-end items and repair
parts, were identified as having established processes but were
potentially having difficulty purging-obsolete items.
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Methodology

During March 2000, the AFIA team met with AF/IL, AF/ILS and
AFMCILGI to ensure the focus of the review would address the
issues and concerns of Air Force senior leadership.
This team visited seven system program offices (SPO), five Air
Logistics Centers (ALC), eight contractor facilities, of which four
addressed their commercial practices, and the HQ and inventory
control points (ICP) for Army, Navy and Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA) from 10 April through 4 May 2000. Interviews were
conducted with 233 government and 41 contractor personnel. The
team reviewed a sample of old and new aircraft weapon systems
representing various fleet sizes, to include the associated SPO,
ALC and contractor.

Overall Assessment

The purging process was, in most cases, an effective process,
although inefficiencies did exist. The process was in place, used
and linkages, whether automated or manual, were established
between the major-end items and their associated items. The
purging process identified the major-end items and their associated
items for purging through automated systems and processes. The
cataloging actions to purge the items and stock numbers from the
inventory began once an item was identified as obsolete and
disposition instructions were issued.
The purging process was not a fully automated process, and those
steps in the process that were manual did breakdown in some
instances. These manual subprocesses included linkages between
the major-end item and its associated items, cataloging actions for
all the automated systems, and communication of the information
regarding the obsolete item to all interested parties.
The use of antiquated legacy systems also affected the total
effectiveness of the purging process. For example, duplicative
cataloging actions needed to be accomplished in several of the
legacy systems in order for a change to the item record to be
effective.
As of 1 April 2000, there were over 1,370 Air Force inventory
managers managing 1,764,755 national stock numbers (NSN)
(source: D043, Master Item Identification Control System (MIICS)
and HQ AFMCILG). Of these items, 55,024 (or 3.1% of the total)
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were reported as acquisition advice code (AAC)-Y, terminal item,
future procurement not authorized (i.e., obsolete). However, this
list only highlights items that have been identified and coded as
obsolete. The magnitude of items that may be obsolete but have
not been identified and subsequently coded AAC-Y was not
determined, but it is likely a small percentage of the overall
inventory given the general effectiveness of the process. As the
legacy systems are replaced, and more automation and electronic
interfaces are developed and fielded, the magnitude of unidentifiedobsolete items should decrease.
The report provides eight recommendations, coordinated with
AF/ILS and AFMC/LGI, that will collectively improve the
purging-obsolete items process. Details of each recommendation
are available in the Results Section of the report.
While the recommendations in this report do address the
inefficiencies in the process, they are generally not time-critical in
nature. Implementation of the recommendations can be
accomplished as time, manpower and funds permit. Development
of a long-range plan to implement the recommendations is one
means to address the inefficiencies in the process, while still
ensuring the higher priority mission requirements are met.

Team ·
HQ AFIA/AIS, DS~

HQ APIA/AI, D S N -
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Summary of Findings,
Recommendations and Observations
Finding One

The manual aspects of the purging process and the legacy systems
used to execute the process make purging obsolete major-end items
and their associated items inefficient.

Recommendations

1: Automate manual subprocesses of the purging process for
obsolete items where feasible. (OPR: AFMC!LGI)
2: Fund efforts to fully populate, validate and keep
applications/programs/indentures (API) (or an equivalent system)
current. (OPR: AFMC/LGI)
3: Ensure that all applicable guidance is updated and made
available to materiel management teams (MMT). (OPR: AFIIL;
OCR: AFMC/LGI)
4: Develop guidance on establishing linkages between major-end
items and their associated items. (OPR: AFIIL; OCR:
AFMC!LGI)

Observation One

There was a lack of communication between DLA and the Air
Force regarding declaration and notification of obsolescence
actions.

Recommendations

5: Establish a formal working relationship with DLA to address
issues of items being purged without ALC coordination. (OPR:
AF /IL; OCR: AFMC/LGI)
6. Develop policy-requiring MMTs to notify DLA when items are
obsolete to Air Force needs. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR: AFMC/LGI)
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Observation Two

Within the defense inactive item program (DIIP) process there were
breakdowns in coordination between the ICPs and DLA concerning
the purging of required items.

Recommendation

7: Review DIIP policy as it relates to older and low volume
weapons systems and make recommendations, if warranted, to DoD
to ensure required items are not purged. (OPR: AF/IL)

Observation Three

Issues were identified with the plant clearance process, when
disposition instructions were not in place when an item was
removed from the weapon system.

Recommendation

None. For information only.

Observation Four

Members of the MMT were not adequately trained on the purging
process.

Recommendation

None. For information only.

Observation Five

Purging of obsolete items was not a high priority activity.

Recommendation

None. For information only.

Observation Six

Purged items with a source of supply code of JCD, continued to be
reentered into the inventory.

Recommendation

8: Emphasize current policy requiring bases to dispose of JCD
coded items properly, to prevent items from reentering the supply
system. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR: All major command (MAJCOM)
LGs)
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Results
Purpose

Assess the effectiveness of purging obsolete aircraft major-end
items, and their associated items, from the Air Force inventory.

Methodology

Overview
Purging of obsolete items was submitted as a topic by SA-ALC
during the spring 1999 topic call. The proposed topic focused on
the fact that weapon systems and major-end items continue to be
introduced into the inventory along with a cradle-to-:grave logisticssupport structure. When the weapons systems and major-end items
were considered obsolete, there was concern as to what happened
to the remaining logistics support structure. SA-ALC was
concerned that there was not a systematic and periodic process in
place for purging of these items from the Air Force inventory.
Based on SA-ALC's topic, an Eagle Look team accomplished a
quick-look review on purging-obsolete items from among all ten
classes of supply during the fall1999-review cyc1e (SeptemberDecember 1999). During the review, eight of the ten classes of
supply were determined to be working effectively, with processes
in place. The two remaining classes, major-end items and repair
parts, were identified as having established processes but were
potentially having difficulty purging-obsolete items.
The basis of this review was to look at the two classes of supply
noted as issues from the Fall1999 'quick-look' review. In
coordination with the process owner, AF/IL, the Eagle Look team
further narrowed the focus of the review to aircraft weapon
systems. By looking at the process for aircraft, it provided a basis
of comparison between the other services. Using this information
DLA and industry and can be extrapolated to other weapon systems
within the DoD supply system.
This team visited seven SPOs, five ALCs, eight contractor
facilities, of which four addressed their commercial practices, and
the HQ and ICPs for Army, Navy and DLA from 10 April through
4 May 2000. Interviews were conducted with 233 government and
PN 00~502
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41 contractor personnel. The team reviewed a sample of old and
new aircraft weapon systems representing various fleet sizes, to
include the associated SPO, ALC and contractor. In addition,
representatives from three product group areas were interviewed to
identify the issues in the purging process for common items that
were used across a variety of platforms. Further, the team
contacted five continental United States Air Force MAJCOM
logistics supply directorates.
For the purpose of this review, the Eagle Look focused on the .
MMT processes and procedures used to purge obsolete aircraft
major-end items, their associated items, their logistics support and
the cataloging actions associated with the purging process. The
associated items are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reparables
spares
support equipment
technical orders
drawings
software
special tooling
training equipment

The MMT was composed of a logistics management
specialist/MMT Lead, inventory manager, consumable inventory
management specialists, support equipment inventory management
specialists, production management specialist seller, equipment
specialists and engineers.
A major-end item was defined as an item of such importance to the
mission that it is subject to continued centralized individual item
management and asset control (in accordance with (IA W) DoD
4100.39-M).
The following figure illustrates the purging process as developed in
coordination with the process owner.
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Figure 1. Purging Process
Effectiveness of Purging Process
The review focused on assessing the effectiveness of the purging
process from the decision to declare an item obsolete through
issuance of disposition instructions. In conjunction with AFIILSP,
effectiveness measurement criteria was established as follows:
•

•

Effective if processes are in place, in use, linked and
• identifying obsolete major-end items
• identifying obsolete associated items.
Resulting in
• issuing disposition instructions
• initiating associated cataloging close out actions.

Additionally, the team reviewed DoD, Air Force and MAJCOM
policy and guidance regarding the item management, modification
management, purging process and cataloging process to determine
if the processes were in place, and if policy and guidance was
available, applicable and consistent in its application for the
purging process. Also identified were best practices for Air Forcewide consideration and actions under way that are intended to
resolve issues identified in this report.
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Focus Areas
During initial planning, potential cause-and-effect issues were
identified using an Ishikawa diagram (Figure 2).

Effectiveness
of

Bench Mark Comm Process

Figure 2. Ishikawa Diagram of Purging Process Focus Areas
The interview questions were developed to determine the
effectiveness of the purging process. Analysis of the data gathered
revealed no significant issues, within the context of this review, for
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Primary inventory control authority (PICA) and secondary
inventory control authority (SICA) relationships.
Foreign military sales (FMS) interactions.
SPO roles in the purging process.
Excess review listing (ERL)/base excess review listing (BERL).
Policy.
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The lack of a formal definition of obsolete influenced the team's
development of the methodology. For the purpose of this review,
obsolete items were defined as items no longer required for use in
DoD or by FMS customers. This was the generally accepted
definition found in approximately 90% of the interviews. This was
also the definition used and documented by the DLA to describe
obsolete items that are purged by the DIIP process. Industry used a
similar definition.
A lack of a formal decision process to identify items as obsolete
further influenced the team's development of the methodology. If
and when a decision was made to code items as obsolete, this
coding did adequately provide the trigger to remove the terminal
items from the Air Force inventory.
The Finding and Observations were validated by all organizations
contacted during the interview phase. Validation comments were
incorporated and further validation was conducted during a Red
Team conference. The Red Team conference assembled
representatives from each office identified as an office of primary
responsibility (OPR) for a recommendation, plus key individuals
from interviewed units, to provide a final validation of the
recommendations to ensure they were valid, feasible and
implementable. The recommendations allow the OPRs to focus on
the root cause and develop various options and alternatives for
implementation without outlining a specific solution. A briefing of
the validated report was presented to AF/ILSP on 11 July 2000.
This assessment was conducted IA W and conformed to the Quality
Standards for Inspections, published by the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency, March 1993.

Background

Inventory levels have been an issue for the DoD and the Air Force
for some time with Congressional focus on the reduction of excess
and obsolete items beginning in the early 1990's. In 1992, the Air
Force established the Coral Reduce inventory reduction program
that provided focus on further inventory reductions. Specifically,
Coral Reduce examined:
•
•

Demand patterns (and disposed of inactive items),
Transferring items to FMS countries if they were the only user,
PN 00-502
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•
•

Canceling contracts for items that did not have a current
requirement, and
Buying only those items that were active in the inventory.

By 1994, inventory reductions within the Air Force were
considered a success, with the disposal of $25B of inactive
inventory disposed of. Annual reduction goals for excess inventory
are still accomplished; however, the focus has decreased with the
initial successes of Coral Reduce.
One of the primary means to reduce excess/obsolete inventory was
through the DIIP. The objective of DIIP is the systematic removal
from the system of items of supply no longer required to support
assigned missions. In terms of DIIP, elimination of items consists
of removing all user registrations, including the materiel managers,
from the Federal Catalog System, and disposal of all known stock
of the item. Selection criteria of potentially inactive items consists
of the following:
• Terminal items (AAC- V): Item in Stock but future
procurement is not authorized.
• Terminal items (AAC-Y): Non-Stocked, future procurement
not authorized.
• Items that have been in the supply system 7 years for DoD, and
also qualify under one or more of the following:
• Experienced no demand in the past 5 years.
• Been under the materiel manager's cognizance 2 years
following the effective transfer date of a logistics reassignment
(e.g., consumable item transfer (CIT) from Air Force to DLA).
• Been under the materiel manager's cognizance 1 year following
the last registration of user interest and the previous inactive
item review.
AFMCILGI runs the Air Force DIIP once a year and feeds
requirements (D041) and wholesale requisitions (D035A) data into
various other supply systems, identifying potential DIIP candidate
NSNs and eventually transmitting them to the item managers (IM)
at the ICPs for retain or delete decisions. Figure 3 illustrates the
interaction of the various systems identified in Table 1 within the
Air Force DIIP process. Figure 4 illustrates the input/output of
other agencies equivalent systems within the Air Force DIIP
process. These processes are also outlined in DoD 4140.32-M,
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Defense Inactive Item Program, and Air Force Manual (AFMAN)
23-110, USAF Supply Manual. (See Table 1 and Appendix E for
further descriptions of systems identified in Figures 3 and 4.)

SYSTEM
D035A
D041
D043
D067
D071
FLIS
SBSS

TITLE
Item Manager Wholesale Requisition Process System
Recoverable Item Requirement System
Master Item Identification Control System (MIICS)
Defense Materiel Utilization & Disposition Program Management
System (DMUDP)
Stock Number User Directory (SNUD)
Federal Logistics Information System
Standard Base Supply System
Table 1. Systems associated with purging-obsolete items.

loo3SA

DOWNSTREAM
SYSTEMS

I

IDRMOsl~ot-~- - - 1

Figure 3. Air Force DIIP process
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Figure 4. Interfaces to Air Force DIIP process
Policy and Guidance Reviewed

The principal policy and guidance that covers material
management cataloging actions and the DIIP process are:
•

DoD 4140.1-R, Materiel Management Regulation, May 1998,
is the DoD guidance provided for materiel management at the
ALCs. The guidance specifically addresses acquisition
materiel management, logistics data management, asset
management and materiel distribution, among other things.
• AFMAN 23-110, Air Force Supply Manual, 1 October 1999,
Volume One, Part I, Chapter 7, is the primary guidance for
identifying to MMTs the processes and procedures to be used
in cataloging and purging obsolete major-end items and their
associated parts.
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Additional policy was addressed in the following:
•
•
•
•

Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 23-1, Requirements and
Stockage of Materiel, 2 January 1998.
AFPD 23-2, Supplies and Materiel Management, 3 March
1993.
Air Force Materiel Command Policy Directive (AFMCPD) 231, Sustainment Materiel Acquisition Policy, 30 July 1994.
AFMCPD 23-2, Logistics Materiel Control Activity Operating
Policies, 24 November 1999.

Finding One

The manual aspects of the purging process and the legacy systems
used to execute the process make purging obsolete major-end items
and their associated items inefficient.

Discussion

During the review, interviewees at different locations provided
examples of unquestionably obsolete items still in the inventory,
such as B-58 parts, Packard engines, and Vietnam era support
equipment (two of which did not have item records, and thus were
not accounted for in the inventory). While such occurrences did
not present themselves as either systemic or particularly significant
during the course of this review, they do illustrate the inefficiencies
in the purging process.
A major focus of this review was the specific linkages between
major-end items and their associated items (i.e., reparables, spares,
support equipment, technical orders, drawings, software, special
tooling and training equipment). When a major-end item was
considered obsolete, the primary forums for communication to all
users involved with the associated items included integrated
product teams (IPT), MMTs, configuration control boards (CCB)
and the time compliance technical orders (TCTO). Unless
specifically identified in the report, these forums did provide the
necessary linkages for associated items to be purged.

Policy and Guidance
A review of the applicable policy, along with results from data
gathering, indicated policy was adequate. However, a lack of clear
guidance on implementation of that policy on the purging process,
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as well as a lack of direction on linkages between major-end items
and their associated items contributed to the inefficiencies in the
purging process.
The Eagle Look team's review of AFMAN 23-110 concluded that
guidance lacked clear procedural specifics on the purging process
and specifically did not address linking associated items with
major-end items. This conclusion was validated by interviewees at
all five ALCs who indicated that available guidance did not address
the purging process. Interviewees cited the following additional
examples of areas where materiel management guidance was
·
lacking:
•
•
•

•
•

DIIP processing guidance was lacking at the ALCs and ICPs.
Guidance was difficult to understand and somewhat ambiguous.
Policy and guidance was outdated and needed to be rewritten
(for example, AFPD 23-1, dated 2 January 1998 refers to Air
Force Manual (AFM) 67-1 that was superceded by AFMAN
23-110).
Some guidance was not on-line, or difficult or often impossible
to access (included AFMAN 23-110)
A vail able guidance was inadequate for inexperienced
personnel.

Automated Versus Manual Subprocesses
The purging process, composed of several automated and manual
subprocesses, contributed to the inefficiencies in the purging
process.
For this Eagle Look, the purging process was viewed as a macroprocess, with several subprocesses, some automated and some
manual. The automated processes consisted primarily of the
systems used to manage items and catalog required actions, such as
D041, D043 and D200F (API).
The automated processes were effective on an individual basis;
that is, the systems were reported by interviewees as effective for
the purpose they were intended. However, the systems did not
provide real-time processing capability. This resulted in
interviewees voicing a frustration in the systems in that it took until
the next cycle run to determine if a change to an item record was
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accurately captured in the systems. Further, they expressed lack of
confidence in the systems as it often took more than one attempt to
get the changes to the item records to be effective within the
systems. Similar issues were also identified in previous AFIA
Eagle Looks:
Lean Logistics, PN 97-501, 17 December 1997- Finding Two
states, "Depot computer systems and inaccurate data threatened
implementation of DREP (depot repair enhancement
program) ... Hundreds of interviewees stated computer systems
posed the most significant barrier to full DREP implementation.
Dirty data, caused by erroneous data entry or interface problems
between systems, challenged the validity of the system's output."
Aging Weapons Systems, PN 97-503, 13 February 1998- Finding
Four reported, "The accuracy and completeness of maintenance
data concerned all interviewees. None of the interviewees trusted
the information contained in core automated maintenance system
(CAMS) and reliability and maintenance information system
(REMIS) data bases .. .Interviewees at ALCs attributed the major
problem effecting forecasting tools to corruption by dirty data."
Operations and Support Cost Estimating, PN 97-504, 19 March
1998- Assessment area two reported, "Interviewees believed data
used in the cost-factor process was not reflective of the current
environment. They noted a significant time lag between the
collection and processing of data and input into the historical
databases. In addition, prime contractors and industry interviewees
stated the data-collection systems and databases used by the
government were antiquated compared to their industry
counterparts, and these government systems were unable to report
current information."

While these previous Eagle Looks were addressing different
aspects of the issue of data systems, general discussions with
interviewees continued to identify the same general concerns when
discussing databases within the acquisition and sustainment arena.
The legacy systems that support the purging process, such as D041,
D043 and D220 (AFMC Provisioning System), were old and
service unique thus preventing the sharing of lessons learned and
best practices between the services. For example, D043 was
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implemented in 1974-5; however, replacement systems, such as
D200F and D360 (provisioning and cataloging management
system), were being developed and fielded. Replacement of legacy
systems was also being accomplished in the other services.
The manual subprocesses in the purging process included:
•
•
•

•

The actions necessary to make the linkages initially between the
major-end items and their associated items.
The decision process to declare an item obsolete.
Identification of obsolete major-end items and associated items
and notification to applicable users once the decision to purge
was made.
Review of the ERUBERL and DIIP lists, and the resulting
retain/delete decisions.

A key to the effective execution of any of these manual
subprocesses was communication among all player within the
purging process. Analysis of interviewee data indicated that when
communication was good, the manual subprocesses were executed
with few breakdowns. However, instances of communication
breakdowns were noted at all levels and stages within the purging
process. For example, many interviewees could not cite the
requirement to communicate among all the players, but knew that it
was essential to ensure the manual parts of the process were
completed. As one interviewee stated, there are, " ... too many
manual steps in the process and if a step is missed, the process
fails." Further, when interviewees were asked if they could change
anything in the purging process, what would it be, 18% of the
interview sessions identified communication as a key area
requiring improvement
In addition to communication, absence of data, data currency and
data errors were also noted as (unsolicited) issues in 10 MMT
interview sessions due to the manual input required to populate the
databases and systems, such as D200F. API is a vital means for
identifying linkages as the principal automated system for
indentured parts identification. While this issue was not addressed
in a specific question, during 18 of 62 Air Force sessions,
interviewees volunteered concerns associated with API.
Interviewees in 9 of the 18 sessions stated that population of API
was labor intensive and a low priority, primarily due to the manual
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effort required to input data. One interviewee, alluding to the data
entry errors, referred to the manual input process as 'fat fingering'
in the data.

Linkages
The lack of an automated means to establish and record linkages
between the major-end item and its associated items contributed to
the inefficiencies in the purging process.
The decision to declare an item obsolete was based on several
factors such as mission requirements, availability of the item or
modifications to the weapon system. While all members of the
MMT (e.g., inventory managers, equipment specialists, engineers)
played a role in the decision process; the equipment specialist was
identified as a key player in the decision process. The equipment
specialist was responsible for making the final determination as to
what items become obsolete, and identifying the linkages to the
associated items that may become obsolete. The equipment
specialist was expected to accomplish this responsibility because of
intimate familiarity with his/her items. However, linkage
identification was a predominantly manual process, impacted by
experience, training, motivation, communication and higher
priority tasks.
Once the decision was made by one or more members of the MMT
to declare an item obsolete, it was unclear who notified the other
members of the MMT, the users of the item and all the automated
systems involved. This was especially evident when MMT
members were not collocated. For example, the one associated
item that was consistently noted as a concern about linking was
support equipment. Support equipment management located at SAALC was typically accomplished outside of the IPT/MMT, and
linkages to the support equipment did not always get accomplished.
In addition, support equipment was not captured in API. This
scenario was also true in the area of software at one ALC where
software management personnel were not included in the
IPT/MMT.
Over 95% of MMT members interviewed viewed the API system
as a step in the right direction for establishing an automated system
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to capture the linkages between the major-end item and its
associated items. The issues raised primarily addressed the
population of the indentures portion of the API system. The
population of the API system was a manual, time-consuming
process. Further, the API system required periodic review of the
data, also a manual, time-consuming process.
Another source identified as a means to establish linkages was the
CCB. The CCB essentially served the same purpose as the
IPT/MMT concept in providing a forum for communication among
the different functional areas as well as the users. The CCB
process was noted as effective when all the functional areas and
registered users of subject NSNs were invited to and participated in
the process. The process broke down when users were unidentified
or left out of the process. This scenario was repeatedly noted by
interviewees when addressing associated items that were managed
by a product group manager (PGM), to include DLA managed
items that were modified by another service. Interviewees who
were left out of the CCB process stated they typically found out
that an item was obsolete when they requisitioned the item through
the supply system. This breakdown was even further evident when
items were not peculiar to a particular weapon system, but
classified as 'common'. Interviewees consistently cited examples
where they were not notified of modifications made to common
items by the configuration authority.
A final area of concern identified was notification of obsolescence
decisions. Notifications were not always accomplished, or the
notification means were manual and therefore did not always get to
the right personnel. Further, the linkages to the associated items
that were obsolete as result of an obsolete major-end item were not
always communicated to the personnel responsible for management
of the associated items. The TCTO was identified as one means of
capturing the impacted associated items. MMT responses to the
issue of the completeness of the TCTO with respect to associated
items ranged from the TCTO captured all associated items to the
TCTO captured various subsets of the associated items. For
example, software was noted as captured on the TCTO by some
interviewees, and not captured by other interviewees.
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System Interfaces
The interfaces between the legacy systems were primarily manual
andcontributed to inefficiencies in the purging process.
By far the issue most often noted by interviewees about legacy
systems was the lack of automated interfaces. This included a lack
of automated interfaces to link associated items to a major-end
item, and the lack of an electronic means to populate the systems,
such as D200F (API) with the indentured parts breakdown from the
weapon system contractor.
Interviewees in 15 interview sessions volunteered their frustration
with the lack of automated interfaces between the numerous
systems that needed to be accessed to accomplish the purging
process. The specific frustrations noted included:
•
•

•

Impact

Manual correlation of data between many systems is required
when a change to the item record is made.
There is no automated interface between DLA's DIIP list and
the ALC systems (e.g., D043). The DIIP list is a paper copy
that may or may not get to the right point of contact (POC) at
the ALC for a retain/delete decision.
The IM or cataloger must manually take action in one or more
systems to update an item record.
Each system required a password, usually unique, to access the
information. There was no 'one-stop shopping' available when
researching an item; that is, a researcher had to use several
systems, typically one at a time, to conduct research on an item.

Without comprehensive automated processes, an automated
approach to establish linkages, and a more efficient means to
populate and maintain API (or an equivalent system), the purging
process while effective, will continue to be executed with some
inefficiencies.
Until such comprehensive processes are developed, documented
and the right people trained, there will continue to be opportunities
for audits to identify obsolete items such as B-58 parts, Packard
engines, and Vietnam era support equipment, even though such
occurrences did not present themselves as either systemic or
particularly significant during the course of this review.
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Recommendations

1: Automate manual subprocesses of the purging process for
obsolete items where feasible. (OPR: AFMC/LGI)
2: Fund efforts to fully populate, validate and keep
applications/programs/indentures (API) (or an equivalent system)
current. (OPR: AFMC/LGI)
3: Ensure that all applicable guidance is updated and made
available to materiel management teams (MMT). (OPR: AF/IL;
OCR: AFMC/LGI)

4: Develop guidance on establishing linkages between major-end
items and their associated items. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR:
AFMC/LGI)
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0 bservations

An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of
the review. An observation is significant enough to warrant
attention by the process owuer or other senior leadership, but does
not rise to the level of significance of a finding. Observations may
include recommendations.

Observation One

There was a lack of communication between DLA and the Air
Force regarding declaration and notification of obsolescence
actions.

Discussion

Interviewees at all five ALCs noted the working relationship
between DLA and the Air Force as an issue. In addition, both sister
services ICPs also identified this as an issue. From the services'
perspective, items were declared obsolete and purged by DLA
without prior coordination with the services. Many of these
consumable items fed into reparables and major-end items and
were erroneously deleted based on lack of demand history and
improper weapons system coding. This was further compounded
by the CIT process (the DoD-wide effort to transfer consumable
items from the services to DLA). From DLA' s perspective, the
services had the opportunity to coordinate but failed to do so (DLA
noted one means of coordination was the DIIP listings that were
sent to the ALC DIIP monitors).
Interviewees stated the initial CIT did not transfer the weapon
system coding. To go back and recode those items as weapon
system specific would be a very labor intensive, manual process.
Therefore, in subsequent years, when lack of demand history
identified the item as inactive, there was no weapon system
designator to alert DLA personnel or the automated systems that
coordination with the Air Force was required. As a result,
interviewees noted items were purged without coordination. This
issue was also identified by interviewees in the other services as
well as in a previous Eagle Look, Aging Weapons Systems, PN 97503 (13 February 1998). Aging Weapons Systems reported that,
"Interviewees indicated specific parts purchased for weapon
systems were deleted from the inventory since no requests for the
part had occurred in the last 6 or 12 months. The item designator
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on the part's stock number identifying the part as unique to a
weapon system was dropped when DLA acquired the part." As
interviewees noted, the current phases of CIT have addressed the
issue with weapons system coding through a positive check of item
coding.
In addition to weapons system coding, the items also lost the
materiel management aggregation code (MMAC) when transferred
during the initial CIT process. (The MMAC was designed to
identify the responsible engineering support activity (ESA).) This
led to another issue identified between DLA and the Air Force. Air
Force interviewees noted that DLA did not recognize some codes
the Air Force used, such as AAC M (restrict to certain users), and
changed the MMAC so that the MMAC identified the IM rather
than the ESA. One interviewee stated that this," ... diluted the
effectiveness of the MMAC." Finally, the services did not always
inform DLA when an item was no longer required (for example,
resulting from a modification or requirements change). Instead,
they primarily relied on the DIIP process to eventually identify the
obsolete item to DLA.
Observation Two of the Eagle Look on Lean Logistics, PN 97-501
(17 December 1997) reported that, "Fundamental differences
between DLA and Air Force business practices threatened support
to Air Force weapon systems." The accompanying discussion
noted that weapon system parts that were transferred to DLA
sometimes had special engineering and manufacturing
requirements. If the items were not coded properly, the special
requirements were not taken into account. Thus, when
modifications or upgrades occurred, there was a lack of
coordination.

Impact

Unless communication issues are resolved, required items will
continue to be purged without coordination between DLA and the
Air Force.
The purging of required items will continue to place weapon
systems in military capability (MICAP) conditions.
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Lack of notification to DLA of obsolete items resulting from
modifications or requirement changes may result in unnecessary
procurement of items by DLA.

Recommendations

5: Establish a formal working relationship with DLA to address
issues of items being purged without ALC coordination. (OPR:
AF/IL; OCR: AFMC/LGI)
6. Develop policy-requiring MMTs to notify DLA when items are
obsolete to Air Force needs. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR: AFMC/LGI)
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Observation Two

Within the defense inactive item program (DIIP) process there were
breakdowns in coordination between the !CPs and DLA concerning
the purging of required items.

Discussion

The breakdown in coordination between !CPs and DLA also
extended to the DIIP process. DIIP is a demand driven process that
in theory should be an effective means to control inventory levels.
The issue did not appear to lie with the demand history concept, but
rather with a broken process. In several instances DLA purged
items from their inventory that still had a service requirement
before the criteria (5-year lack-of-demand) stated in DoD 4140.32M applied. That is, DLA has subprocesses in place that can
identify an item as inactive and then terminate the item from the
inventory in as little as 2 years. The services stated they found out
the item was purged only when they requisitioned the item from
DLA. DLA stated notification was made to the services that the
items were being considered for deletion. However, the process did
not work as efficiently as it should.
The most common issue raised during this Eagle Look was required
items were being purged rather than obsolete items not being
purged. This was noted by all five ALCs, four of six MAJCOMs
and both sister service !CPs interviewed. An item that did not meet
the demand criteria in DJIP was purged due to lack of demand data,
however, a demand would surface after the item was deleted. This
was particularly true of low volume and older weapon systems such
as the E-3A and B-52. As noted by three MAJCOMs, the concept
of making retain/delete decisions based on demand history does not
reflect the reality of the current force structure. Aircraft are being
retained well past their intended life spans, and the items necessary
to keep the aircraft operational are difficult to obtain. If these items
are purged from the inventory based on demand history, the aircraft
will likely end up in a MICAP condition when the item is finally
required and the item will need to be reprocured at many times its
original cost. The MAJCOMs further cautioned against declaring
items obsolete too early in the process unless screened properly to
ensure they are genuinely obsolete to Air Force requirements. The
impact to readiness is significant if the wrong parts are purged.
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Impact

Unless communication issues are resolved, required items will
continue to be purged without coordination between DLA and the
Air Force that could result in MICAP conditions.

Recommendation

7: Review DIIP policy as it relates to older and low volume
weapons systems and make recommendations, if warranted, to DoD
to ensure required items are not purged. (OPR: AF/IL)
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Observation Three

Issues were identified with the plant clearance process when
disposition instructions were not in place at the time an item was
removed from the weapon system.

Discussion

All contractors interviewed noted an issue with the contractor's
plant clearance process when the military declares an item obsolete.
Specifically, if the contractor had the disposition instructions in
place when the item was removed from the weapon system, then
disposal could take place immediately. When the contractor did
not have disposition instructions, the item would be placed into
storage until disposition instructions were issued. To dispose of the
item, if declared obsolete, required processing the item through the
plant clearance process. This resulted in costs to store and clear the
plant that would be passed on to the government.
Contractors' offered potential solutions to the plant clearance
process. One solution noted that the government could provide
disposition instruction to the contractor before the contractor
removes an item from a weapon system. A second potential
solution was to implement policy to provide a threshold for the
plant clearance process. For example, items less than $250 or
$1500 would not go through the plant clearance process and would
be disposed of locally by the contractor.

Impact

Unless resolved, unnecessary costs will continue to be incurred to
dispose of items at contractor facilities.

Recommendation

None. For information only.
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Observation Four

Members of the MMT were not adequately trained on the purging
process.

Discussion

AFMC-directed and ALC-organic training is available for all MMT
personnel. However, training personnel at each ALC indicated
their courses focused on the specifics of the automated systems
used and did not specifically address the roles of the various
members of the MMT in the purging process. As noted by these
trainers, purging is not high on their list of important lesson
objectives. One trainer stated, "If purging is important, then make
it mandatory to teach."
The purging process was further hindered by the inexperience of
new personnel hired to replace experienced personnel due to
retirements or transfers. The remaining experienced personnel
stated they did not have the time to devote attention to on-the-job
training requirements for new personnel. In addition, many
experienced personnel did not transfer from closing ALCs when the
items they managed transferred. (For example, at one closing
ALC, only 1 of 18 experienced IMs was transferring with the items
managed.)

Impact

Without adequate training on the purging process, the process will
continue to be executed with an inefficient use of manpower.

Recommendation

None. For information only.
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Observation Five

Purging of obsolete items was not a high priority activity.

Discussion

The general consensus among interviewees at all eight !CPs visited
was that there was no senior leadership emphasis to purge obsolete
items from the inventory. However, there was emphasis and
metrics for excess inventory, of which obsolete items is a subset.
Although interviewees from all services indicated some benefit
could be derived by a concerted effort to purge obsolete items from
the inventory, none could quantify the resulting cost savings. Areas
for potential cost savings identified by interviewees included:
• Decreased computer files to maintain
• Reduced warehouse storage costs
• Reduced inventory holding cost (so budget could be used for
current requirements)
• Decreased excess inventory (since obsolete parts are a subset)
• Fewer items to manage.
From the contractors' perspective, purging-obsolete items was also
not high on their company's priority list either. However, they all
indicated it costs their company money to keep obsolete items, thus
they typically have automated systems to routinely and
expeditiously purge items. Through the contractors' emphasis on
tight inventory control, they inherently placed management
emphasis on the purging process. In addition, purging
effectiveness, in some cases, was measured with metrics and
became a part of employee performance evaluation.

· Impact

Without leadership emphasis, purging of obsolete items will
continue to be a low priority task and potential cost savings will not
be realized by the Air Force.
Although pockets of unidentified obsolete items exist and will
continue to exist, the team found no significant concentrations of
obsolete items and therefore can not recommend a specific change
in emphasis. However, the risks for adverse publicity could
continue as B-58 parts, Packard engines, and Vietnam era support
equipment are discovered in the inventory.

Recommendation

None. For information only.
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Observation Six

Purged items with a source of supply code of JCD, continued to be
reentered into the inventory.

Discussion

The inability of the purging process to verify the disposal of all
items that were to be purged contributed to the inefficiencies of the
purgmg process.
An item with the source of supply code of JCD (no source of
supply) had theoretically been completely purged from the
inventory. However, items coded as JCD continued to be sent to
ALCs and DLA by both retail and wholesale activities for
processing back into the inventory. This situation was identified by
all five ALCs.
To process JCD coded items, the NSN for the item must be
reestablished and the purging process must be reinitiated. This
results in both time and cost impact. The time impact was due to
the man-hours required to reestablish the NSN as an active NSN,
and then reinitiate the purging process. The cost impact applied
when the item was a DLA managed item. Every transaction with
DLA had an associated cost. One ALC noted they had $10,000
worth of transaction costs (in total) with DLA in 1 month. If units
sent the items directly to defense reutilization management office
(DRMO) (with the appropriate demilitarization actions
accomplished) then reestablishment of the NSN and reinitiation of
the purging process would not be required.

Impact

Without a means to ensure JCD coded items are prevented from
reentering the supply system, resources will continue to be
expended as the items are placed back into the purging process.

Recommendation

8: Emphasize current policy requiring bases to dispose of JCD
coded items properly, to prevent items from reenter the supply
system. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR: All major command (MAJCOM)
LOs)
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Best Practices
Air Force/DLA

Engineering Support, Technical Issues and Supply
Management Meetings
An ongoing initiative designed to improve communication between
all ALCs and DLA, is the joint Air Force/DLA Engineering
Support, Technical Issues and Supply Management Meetings.
These meetings were started in May 1997 and conducted
semiannually by AFMCILG and DLA to work engineering,
technical and general supply issues. These meetings have
addressed, and are in the process of resolving, many issues
associated with Air Force and DLA interaction. (POC: HQ
AFMC/LGIA, Mr. (b) (6)
DSN:IiBIIII>

Operation Clean
Sweep

Lockheed Martin Aeronautics-Fort Worth plant conducted
. 'Operation Clean Sweep' to launch a major improvement in its
material-control system. Today they maintain tight inventory
control (over 99% accuracy). Obsolete and surplus (O&S)
quantities are determined by a comparison to all known
requirements. Both make and buy parts are continuously
dispositioned as they are identified as O&S. This activity has been
institutionalized as a normal business practice. (POC: F-16
Weapon System & Integration Lockheed Martin Aeronautics-Fort
1
' Commercial: (b) (6)
Worth TX, Mr. (b) (6)
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Actions Under Way
Discussion

During this review, the Eagle Look team identified several actions
underway by various organizations, both government and
contractor, addressing improvements to the purging process. These
actions covered such areas as policy and guidance, training, and
system enhancements and upgrades.

Reengineered
Supply Support
Program (RSSP)

In 1994, HQ AFMC formed a team to review current business
practices and issues concerning the way the Air Force buys initial
spares for weapon systems. This is now called the RSSP. RSSP is
a reengineering effort designed to form a partnership between the
government and industry that streamlines the weapon system spares
process. In the past, the methodology used to acquire spares was
inadequate, with audits finding over $2.8B in inaccurate spares.
The RSSP concept is designed to ensure initial spares dollars are
spent by acquiring the 'right' spares to support weapon system
requirements. Senior leadership has endorsed the program, and
four pilot programs began in 1997. To date, policy at DLA, Air
Force and AFMC, has been either rewritten or produced to cover
RSSP. In addition, training on RSSP is and will be included in
System Acquisition School (SAS) virtual schoolhouse, Air Force
n sManagement
e
Institute of Technology (AFIT) and D - fSestems
College. (POC: SM-ALC/LHC, Ms. ' •
DSN~
~X372; SMCDet 11/CWS,Mr. (b) (6)
DSNW>IW
[

Requirements
Interface Process
Improvement Team
(RIPIT)

The RIPIT has been in action since 1991 to help support the
Recoverables Consumption Item Requirements System (D041).
The RIPIT' s purpose is to determine the extent of interface data
problems, identify data discrepancies and initiate corrective actions
to the input data in order to improve the critical data elements fed
into D041. Current efforts by the RIPIT include assisting in the
transition from the D041 system to its replacement, the secondary
item requirements system (SIRS), or D200A. D200A is planned to
~lemented in July 2000. (POC: HQ AFMC/LGIR, M r IIIWIDSN:-
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Property Disposal
without a Valid
Stock Number

Affordable Avionics
Initiative

DIIP Manual Update

OC-ALC developed a manual process to satisfy the
DoD 4160.21-M direction that requires the generating activity to
provide the receiving DRMO with additional data for any property
within certain federal stock classes (FSC) not assigned a NSN/valid
stock number. In order to dispose of 'critical' FSC property, the
property must be accompanied by additional data to satisfy national
security concerns and allow DRMO to properly process and market
the assets. Lack of additional data would cause the material to be
returned and be reentered into the inventory. The concern was the
difficulty experienced by the inventory managers to capture the
disposal turn-in document and annotate the necessary 'additional
data'. OC-ALC, in concert with the local DRMO, developed a
form to ensure disposal actions for these particular items meet the
DoD requirements and the items are properly received and
processed by DRMO, and not returned to the in~OC:
OC-ALC/LGMS, Tinker AFB, OK 73145, M r . - DSN

-

ASC, in response to a CSAF October 1998 Fighter/Bomber/
Munitions quarterly acquisition program review (QAPR) special
interest item, is undertaking the Affordable Avionics Initiative to
study the design of avionics to preclude their obsolescence. The
main problem being faced is the ability to efficiently respond to the
loss of a supplier base or discontinuance of specific product lines,
or diminishing manufacturing source. The contributing factors are
stovepipe legacy systems, increasing avionics complexity,
dependency, pace of technology change and commercial
dominance
marketplace. (POC: ASC/SMA,
AFB OH 45433 DSN:
(b) (6)
ext

The current DIIP manual, dated August 1992, is in the process of
being revised due to minor changes. The draft revised DIIP manual
will be reviewed during the annual DIIP meeting being hosted by
the Defense Logistics Information Service (DLIS) in September
2000. This meeting is attended by all the DLA supply centers, the
military services and GSA representatives DIIP focal points. At
this meeting, each focal point will give an overview of the DIIP
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process for their respective activity and the DIIP policy and
procedures will be discussed to ensure they accurately reflect the
ogistics requirements. (POC: DLIS/SBA, Ms. •
MI,DSN--

DIIP Automation

The command, control, communications and computer
requirements document (C4RD) AFMC-AYZZ-99-0042-A-1PCM-ISR is converting the manual distribution of the DIIP
candidate files to the IMs at the ALCs to a workbenched platform
in the D143C system. This will allow for automated coordination,
suspense and tracking of the items on the candidate file. The
C4RD was initiated in April1999, modified in March of 2000 and
is scheduled for
on 25 September 2000. (POC:
AFMC-LGIS,
MI, D S N - -
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Management Comments
The subsequent pages are management comments. They are presented as received.

DEPARTMENT OF THE All

ORCE

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON OC

Office 01 The Secretary

JUL II 20nr.
MEMORANDUM FOR AF/lL
FROM: SAF/!G

SUBJECT: Purging Obsolete Major Aircmft End Items Eagle LtlOk (EL), PN 00-502
Tht Air Force Inspection Agency (AFIA) completed the subject EL and briefed the
results to AF/lLSP on. II Jul 00. Through close coordination with ILS and ILSP and based on
the results of the review, we determined thut an e)(.ecmive brieling to AF/IL was not necessary.
A copy of the draft report detailing the results of the review is an ached.

We welcome any management comments yuu may have and will in~m in the
final report. Please forward your commems wilhin 10 working days to Coi~HQ
AFIA/ AI. 9700 G Avenue SE,
und AFI3 NM K71!7-5670,

~!i!.

Attachmem:
.
Draft Eagle Look Report, PN 00-502
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

•

WASHINGTON, DC 20330

l4 SEP ZODO

MEMORANDUM FOR AFIAIIA

FROM: HQ USAFtlL
SUBJECT: . Purging Obsolete Major Aircraft End Items Eagle Look, PN 00-502 (SAFtlG
memo 11 Jul 00)
This is in reply to referenced memorandum requesting comments to subject Eagle Look
report. we·agree with your assessment that, in general, our pTocess for disposing of obsolete
items is effective. Regarding the areas that need work, we continue our efforts to improve
inventorY, management processes. One limitation is the cost of developing efficient processes for
identifying obsolete items including software development and data maintenance. Another is the
problem that' subcomponents may have other applications not known to
weapon system
manager. Quick action to dispose of"obsolete parts" may impact other users, especially in the
case of DLA managed conaumables.

the

We also share the concerns that the .<\FIA team expressed concerning premature disposal
of items still required for AF managed weapon systems. We have an AFLMA study of retention
policy in work to review retail retention practices and will work with DLA to develop a more
effective prpcess. The detailed review of retention policy has been identified as a major
HQ USAFIIL initiative. Responses to individual recommendations are attached.

Ueutenant General, USAF
Atta,chment:
Detailed Aj Comments

DCStlnstallatlons & Logistics

cc:
HQAFMC/LGI
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AFIIL Recommendation Comments on Eagle Look "Purging Obsolete
Aircraft Major End Items", PN 00-502
1: Automate manual subprocesses of the purging process for obsolete items where
feasible. (OPR: AFMC/LGI)
Comment: Concur in principle. Action will be limited to situations where automation is
appropriate and cost effective. Because no major potential cost savings were identified in
the Eagle Look report. action will be based on cost effective opportunities as they are
identified.

to

2: Fund efforts populate, validate and keep applications/programs/indentures
(API) (or an equivalent system) current. (OPR: AFMCILGI)
Comment: Concur. HQ AFMCILGI has placed additional emphasis on development of
the application program and indenture (API) subsystem (D200F), which should aid in the

identification and purging of obsolete items.
3: Ensure tJJal aU applicable policy and 2Uidance is updated and made available to
mate~id mauagement teams (MMTs). (OPR: AFIIL; OCR: AFMCILGI)
Com_ment: Concur. AFIILSP will direct HQ AFMC to update guidance on this topic.
4: Develop guidance on establishing linkages between major end items and their
associated items. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR: AFMCILGI)

Comment: Concur. Af/ILSP will direct HQ AFMC to address this issue when updating
guidance.
5: Estabwh a formal working relationship with DLA to address issues of items
bein.: pureed without ALC coordination. (OPR: AFIIL; OCR: AFMC/LGI)
Comment: Cone~. AFIILSP will contact DLA to determine appropriate forum, or
create a new working group to address these issues. AF/ILSP, with the cooperation of
DLA and AF or~aniz.ations, will investigate cost effective options to prevent disposal of
weapon system 1tems.
6. Develop policy requiring MMTs to notify DLA when items are obsolete to Air
Force needs. (OPR: AF/IL; OCR: AFMC/LGI)
Comment: Non-concur with identification of DLA parts obsolete to Air Force needs.

The Eag!e Lo?k review did not establish that it would be cost effective to accomplish
:ruch ~o?ficano~. Such ~process would be costly and may result in incorrectly
Identifying mult1ple apphcatio~ parts as obsolete. Current DLA processes stop new
procurements based on decreasmg demands and gradually dispose of obsolete items
bas~d on usage. AFIILS will direct HQ AFMC to require weapon systems managers to

notify ~LA when end items and major subsystems become obsolete in order to assist in
preventiOn of unnecessary pUrchases.
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7: Review DIIP policy as it relates to older and low volume weapons systems and
make recommendations, ifwarranted, to DOD. (OPR: AF/IL)

Comment: Concur. HQ AFMC!LGIS is already involved in a DoD DIIP process
review. AF!ILSP has requested that HQ AFMCILGIS include this issue in their review.
8: Emph~size eurrent policy requiring bases to dispose of JCD coded items
properly, so that the items do not reenter the supply system. (OPR: AFIIL; OCR:
All MAJCOM LGs)
Comment: Concur. Due to some problems identified with this process, AF!ILSP will·
refine the policy, then issue guidance to all MAJCOMs.

POC:-AF/ILSP,

12 Sep 00
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Appendix A-Executive Briefing
This briefing was provided to AF/ILSP on 11 July 2000 for consideration and action.
Due to the nature ofthe finding and observations of this review, a formal out briefto the process
owner (AF/IL) was not accomplished. This was a result of two factors:
•
•

The significance of the finding was not high enough to warrant a briefing to AF/IL.
Several of the recommendations were currently in planning or initial implementation
stages.

Due to the close coordination with the process owner and key stakeholders throughout this
review, it was agreed on that recommendations would not require documented follow-up to The
Inspector General.
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Appendix B-Team Composition
Name

Functional Expertise

Team Chief

Maj._

Supply, Contracting, Acq Log

Inspectors

Lt Col (b) (6)

Finance, Ops, Program Mgmt

Lt Col (b) (6)

T & E, Program Mgmt,
Sys Engr

LtCo (b) (6)

Contracting, Pro gram Mgmt,
Operations

Maj (b) (6)

Acq Log, Program Mgmt

Review Director

Mr. (b) (6)

GS-15

Supply, Program Mgmt,
Acq Log
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Appendix C-Organizations Visited
Organization

Location

Secretary of the Air Force (SAF)
SAF/IA

Air Force Pentagon, Washington DC

Headquarters United States Air Force (HQ USAF)
HQ USAF/ILIILS/ILSP/ILSY

Air Force Pentagon, Washington DC

Air Combat Command
ACC/LGS

Langley AFB, VA

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
AETC/LGS

Randolph AFB, TX

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
AMC/LGS

Scott AFB, IL

Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC)
AFRC/LGS
Robins AFB, GA

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
AFSOC/LGS

Hurlburt Field, FL

Air Force Space Command (AFSPC)
AFSCP/LGS

Peterson AFB, CO

Air Force Security Assistance Command (AFSAC)
AFSAC/IPS

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH

Air Force Material Command (AFMC)
AFMC/ENPD/ENPM/LGI/LGINLGIF/LGIR/IG,
ASCILU/LUME/LUY /SMA/YC/YCL/YP/
YPL/YPL V/YPVE
AAC/LGS
ESC/AWIF/AWIN/AWM/AWPR/EN/FNFAS/GAT

Wright - Patterson AFB, OH

Eglin AFB, FL
Hanscom AFB, MA
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OC-ALC/LAKIS/LAKM/LAKMA/LAKMP/
LAKRT/LATF/LCF A/LGMH/LGMRC/LGMS/
LHLILHRH/LIIND/LKM/LKO/LKRO/
TICLT/TILD/TILP
00-ALC/IG/LC/LCDP/LCSP /LCXF/LG/LGF AI
LGFB/LGFM/LGMS/TISH/TIUAA/YP/YPVO/
YPVP/YPVT

Tinker AFB, OK

Hill AFB, UT

SA-ALC/FMIIFMIP/FMIT /LC/LCS/LCSA/LD/
LDAK/LDIP /FMIILF /LF -2/LFEM/LFMA/LFREI/
LFRM/LFT/LFTEI/LFTP /LH/LHE/LP /LPF AI
LPFB/LPFD/LPFE

Kelly AFB, TX

SM-ALC/LHCL-2

McClellan AFB, CA

WR-ALC/LAES/LAOS/LAS/LGMH/LGMR/
LGMRC/LGMS/LGPH/LNER/LNEX/LNIM/LNRB/
LNRC/LNXC/LYMP/L YPH/LYRC/L YRS/TIE

Robins AFB, GA

United States Army (USA)
US ARMY AMCOM; US ARMY AMCOM-IMMC;
US ARMY AMCOM-LSD;
US ARMY AMCOM-MMC-VS-UA;
US ARMY AVIATION AND MISSILE COMMAND
AMSA
ODCSLOG/DALO-SMP

Army Pentagon, Washington DC

United States Navy (USN)
NA VICP-Phil
NA VSUPSYSCOM

Philadelphia, P A
Mechanicsburg, P A

Department of Defense (DoD)
DoD/IG

Philadelphia, P A

Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)
DCMA-Wichita
.
DCMA-RA; DCMAIGUTD
DCMC-Atlanta
DCMDE-Lockheed Martin
DCMDW-RBOC; DCMDW-RBTA; DCMDW-RBTC

Wichita, KS
Stratford, CT
Marietta, GA
Marietta, GA
Seattle, WA

Redstone Arsenal, AL
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Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
DLA-DLSC; DLSC-LE; DLSC-LS
AFMC/LGIS; DLIS; DLIS/SBA
DSCR-JRSP; DSCR-JRSP; DSCR-JRT; DSCR-LEI;
DSCR-RZE

Ft Belvoir, VA
Battle Creek, MI
Richmond, VA

Contractors
Boeing Aircraft
Boeing Airplane Services
Boeing Defense and Space Group
Boeing Long Beach

Kent, WA
Seattle, WA
Wichita, KS
Long Beach, CA

Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems
Lockheed Georgia Co.
Lockheed Martin Aero

Marietta, GA
Marietta, GA
Fort Worth, TX

Pratt & Whitney MCS
Pratt & Whitney MCS

East Hartford, CT
Jupiter, FL

Raytheon Aircraft Company
Raytheon GP A

Wichita, KS
Wichita, KS

Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation

Stratford, CT
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Appendix D-Acronym List
AAC

Acquisition Advice Code

AFIA

Air Force Inspection Agency

AFMAN

Air Force Manual

AFMC

Air Force Materiel Command

AFMCPD

Air Force Materiel Command Policy Directive

AFPC

AFMC Provisioning System

AFPD

Air Force Policy Directive

ALC

Air Logistics Center

API

Applications/Programs/Indentures

BERL

Base Excess Review Listing

CCB

Configuration Control Board

CIT

Consumable Item Transfer

CSIS

Central Secondary Item Stratification

DE MIL

Demilitarization

DIIP

Defense Inactive Item Program

DLA

Defense Logistics Agency

DMUDP

Defense Materiel Utilization & Disposition Program

DoD

Department of Defense

DREP

Depot Repair Enhancement Program .

DRMO

Defense Reutilization Management Office
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DSCR

Defense Supply Center- Richmond

EOQ

Economic Order Quantity

ERL

Excess Review Listing

ES

Equipment Specialist

ESA

Engineering Support Activity

ETD

Effective Transfer Date

FERS

FLIS Edit and Routing System

FLIS

Federal Logistics Information System

FMS

Foreign Military Sales

FSC

Federal Supply Class

lAW

In Accordance With

ICP

Inventory Control Point

IM

Item Manager

IMS

Inventory Management Specialist

IPT

Integrated Product Team

LR

Logistic Reassignment

MAJCOM

Major Command

MCPS

Management and Control of Provisioning System

MIICS

Master Item Identification Control System

MIIDB

Master Item Identification Database

MM

Materiel Manager

MMAC

Materiel Management Aggregation Code
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MMT

Materiel Management Team

NSN

National Stock Number

OPR

Office of Primary Responsibility

PCMS

Provisioning and Cataloging Management System

PGM

Product Group Manager

PICA

Primary Inventory Control Activity

PMO

Program Management Office

POC

Point of Contact

SA-ALC

San Antonio-Air Logistics Center

SBSS

Standard Base Supply System

SICA

Secondary Inventory Control Activity

SIRS

Secondary Item Requirements System

SPO

System Program Office

TCTO

Time Compliance Technical Order

TIG

The Inspector General
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Appendix E-.Glossary
AFMAN 23-110

Air Force Supply Manual, 1 October 1999, Volume One, Chapter One,
Part 7, is the primary guidance for identifying to Material Management
Teams (MMT) the processes and procedures to be used in cataloging
and purging obsolete major-end items and their associated parts.

AFMCPD 23-1

Sustainment Materiel Acquisition Policy, 30 July 1994

AFMCPD 23-2

Logistics Materiel Control Activity Operating Policies, 24 November
1999

AFPD 23-1

Requirements and Stockage ofMateriel, 2 January 1998

AFPD 23-2

Supplies and Materiel Management, 3 March 1993

BERL

DIIP

DoD 4140.1-R

D035A

Base Excess Review Listing- Quarterly D067 Base Excess Review
Listings display disposal candidates. The 1M may retain assets that
appear on the BERL if retention is justified and documented.
The DoD shall operate a Defense Inactive Item Program to identify and
purge items from the defense supply system that are no longer required.
[DoD 4140.1-R; May 1998]
Materiel Management Regulation, May 1998 is the DoD guidance
provided for material management at the Air Logistic Centers (ALCs ).
The guidance specifically addresses acquisition material management,
logistics data management, asset management and material
distribution, among other things.
IM Wholesale Requisition Process System-The D035A system is
designed to provide effective materiel management and improved
customer support via an on-line, real time wholesale requisition
process. It provides IMs with on-line access to computer records via
remote terminals for the purpose of accomplishing real-time update of
computer records as a result of the manual actions associated with the
processing of exceptions, releasing requisitions with restrictive
manager review codes and other related functions.
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D041

D043

D043A

D067

D071

Recoverable Item Requirement System computes peacetime and
wartime readiness requirements for Air Force recoverable items.
Provides indication of items subject to buy, repair, termination and
disposal. [AFMC Instruction 21-133; Depot Maintenance Management
for Aircraft Repair; 13 September 1999]
MIICS- The D043 system was implemented in 1974-75 to provide for
Air Force participation in the Federal Cataloging Program. D043 is a
central repository of Federal and Air Force logistics data for over 2.5
million Air Force-used items of supply. D043 receives, validates
records, maintains and distributes catalog management data, Item
Identification (II) data, supply management data and other information
vital to Air Force logistics support. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgi-page; 30
March 2000]
Master Item Identification Database (MIIDB)- The D043A MIIDB
provides users with on-line access to a wide array oflogistics data.
D043A allows menu-driven interrogation of various data resident in the
D043 MIICS and other systems, and includes on-line access to certain
data segments of the FLIS. D043A enhances the ability to perform
research, facilitating the identification and resolution of logistics data
problems is support ofthe Air Force mission. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgipage; 30 March 2000]
Defense Materiel Utilization & Disposition Program Management
System (DMUDP) - Provides AFMC the ability to respond to data
requirements and actions in support of the DoD and HQ USAF defense
materiel utilization program, support for AFMC disposition program
management policies, and management tools to ensure effective
accomplishment of the above programs. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgi-page; 30
March 2000]
Stock Number User Directory (SNUD)- provides selective automatic
distribution of stock number oriented management data by associating
stock numbers with user stock record account numbers. SNUD
interfaces with the DIIP, 254 foreign countries and 20 contractors.
[AFMC Instruction 21-133; Depot Maintenance Management for
Aircraft Repair; 13 September 1999]
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D143C

D200A

D200F

D220

D360

ERL

FLIS Edit and Routing System (FERS)- Provides the ALC with a
single source for the input and routing of materiel identification data
destined for Air Force, Defense Logistics Services Center and other
services or agencies and cataloging systems participating in the FLIS.
Defense Logistics Services Center/FLIS is also a source of input
transactions to D143C. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgi-page; 30 March 2000]
Secondary Item Requirements System (SIRS)- The Requirements
Management System (RMS) will be implemented in July 2000. RMS
consists of two systems, D200A, the SIRS, that replaces D041 and
D104; and D200NB, the Central Secondary Item Stratification (CSIS),
that replaces the D041 CSIS, D200NA. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgi-page; 30
March 2000]
Applications/Programs/Indentures (API) System- The system provides
for application-related data, and operational program information, and
an indentured physical structure of the relationships andcharacteristics
of components to their next higher assemblies. It contains past actual
and future projected inventory and flying hours for nonclassified
aircraft and drones and their engines. This program data is provided
twice a quarter to D041. When D041 is replaced by D200F, D200F
will provide D200A with item installed programs. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgipage; 30 March 2000]
AFMC Provisioning System (AFPC) -A management system for
determining and acquiring the range and quantity of spare/repair parts
necessary to sustain equipment maintenance for an initial operational
period. D220 will be replaced by the Provisioning and Cataloging
Management System (PCMS) (Air Force Only D360). The tentative
initial operational capability is March 2000. The implementation date
for the complete system is to be determined. [HQ AFMC/LG!lgi-page;
30 March 2000]
Provisioning and Cataloging Management System (PCMS)- will be
replacing D220. [HQ AFMC/LG/lgi-page; 30 March 2000]
Excess Review Listings - Quarterly D067 Excess Review Listings
display disposal candidates. The IM may retain assets that appear on
the ERL if retention is justified and documented.
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ES

ETD

FLIS

ICP

IM

IMS

Engineers and Equipment Specialists -Responsible for providing
technical support to MMT meetings. The Engineer and ES are both
responsible for technical issues, reliability, quality, and deficiency
reports on assigned items. [Systems Acquisition School's Integrated
Product Support Course (SASO 11 V); March 2000]
Effective Transfer Date- The date that scheduled logistics
reassignment to establish a new integrated materiel manager is to
occur. [AFMC Instruction 23-105; Consumable Item Requirements
Determination; 28 April 1997]
Federal Logistics Information System- The comprehensive
Government-wide system used to catalog, stock number, maintain and
disseminate logistics information for items of supply. [DoD 4140.1-R;
May 1998]
Inventory Control Point- An organization or activity within the DoD
supply system that is assigned the primary responsibility for the
materiel management of a group of items for a particular service or for
the DoD as a whole. In addition to integrated materiel management
functions, an ICP may perform other logistics functions in support of a
particular service or for a particular end item. [DoD 4140.1-R; May
1998]
Inventory Manager- The IM, also referred to as item manager, is
responsible for managing the Air Force worldwide inventory from
cradle to grave, that includes provisioning, cataloging, calculating
requirements, initiating procurement and repair actions (including
modifications), distributing, reclaiming, and disposing of assets. The
IM responds to customer inquiries and ensures proper and timely
materiel support. [Systems Acquisition School's Integrated Product
Support Course (SASOll V); Ma:r;ch 2000)
Inventory Management Specialists- The IMS is responsible for both
consumable and support equipment and for providing updated status
reports to the MMT on requirements needed to support end item repairs
slated for discussion at Repair Enhancement Program meetings.
[Systems Acquisition School's Integrated Product Support Course
(SASOll V); March 2000]
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Logistic
Reassignment

Major-end Item

MMAC

MMT

PGM

Logistic reassignment is the transfer of wholesale integrated materiel
management responsibilities from one manager to another. [AFMC
Instruction 23-105; Consumable Item Requirements Determination; 28
April1997]
An item of such importance to the mission that it is subject to
continued centralized individual item management and asset control.
[DoD 4100.39-M; Federal Logistics Information System (FLIS)
Procedures Manual, Volume 10; April 1999]

Materiel Management Aggregation Code- A two-position alpha code,
peculiar to the Air Force, is used in conjunction with the NSN to
designate item management responsibility. Codes apply to systems,
programs, aggregations of related equipment, selected FSCs (Federal
Supply Classes) and technology groupings. Currently, not all Air
Force managed or used NSNs will have a MMAC. [Systems
Acquisition School's Integrated Product Support Course (SASOll V);
March 2000]
Materiel Management Team- The MMT is responsible for sustaining
an asset throughout its life cycle and must interact to provide maximum
product support. The MMT consists of a Logistics Management
Specialist!MMT Lead, Inventory Manager, Consumable Inventory
Management Specialists, Support Equipment Inventory Management
Specialists, and a Production Management Specialist Seller, Equipment
Specialists, and Engineers. [Systems Acquisition School's Integrated
Product Support Course (SASOllV); March 2000]
Product Group Manager- The individual responsible for decisions and
resources in overall AFMC product group management. The PGM is
the single person who is charged with all cost, schedule and
performance aspects of acquisition programs within a product group
and related sustainment activities. Typically, the PGM's products are
in direct support of one or more military system program directors.
PGMs are responsible to the system program directors that are the
single-face-to-the-customer. PGMs sometimes provide support
directly to Air Force users and other customers but report directly to
the program executive officer or designated acquisition commander.
[AFMC Pamphlet 63-3; Single Manager (SM) Roles and
Responsibilities Under Integrated Weapon System Management
(IWSM); 14 February 1997]
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PICA

SBSS

SICA

Primary Inventory Control Activity- An organization or activity with
the primary responsibility for managing an item. [Air Force Instruction
23-501; Retaining and Transferring Materiel; 16 May 1994]
Standard Base Supply System. An accounting system consisting of
standardized computer equipment, programs, procedures and supply
policy. The system provides base activities with their supply needs and
account for supplies. Equipment, petroleum oil and lubricants,
munitions and clothing. [AFMAN 23-110; Air Force Supply Manual,
Volume 2, Part 2; 1 April 2000]
Secondary Inventory Control Activity- An organization or activity
with the secondary responsibility for managing an item. The SICA is
the service focal point for managing support problems, residual
technical functions and assistance to the PICA. [Air Force Instruction
23-501; Retaining and Transferring Materiel; 16 May 1994]
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Appendix F-Statistical Data
Discussion

Statistical data was collected during the course of this review in
order to define the magnitude of Air Force managed NSNs and the
subsequent totals identified via DIIP for purging from the Air
Force.
This is provided for information only. This information was
neither validated nor analyzed during this process review.

Air Force NSN Population
Description
As of Date
Total NSN Population
1 Apr 00
Major-End Items (IM codeD
26 Feb 00
from 0043)
Reparables (IM code E from
26 Feb 00
0043)

Total
1,764,755
101,480
114,453

DIIP candidates at closing ALCs
(SM-ALC, SA-ALC)
Year
Total
1999
457
2,025
1998
11,647
1997
16,022
1996
1995
25,865
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DoD Inactive Item Program Progress Report
Descriotion
As of Date
Total
DIIP candidates identified (AF)
90,013
1-Dec-99
9,832
DIIP candidates referred to AF
1-Dec-99
DIIP candidates NSN deleted
1-Dec-99
0
CZRs user coded for deletion
1-Dec-99
1'141
DIIP candidates identified (AF)
DIIP candidates referred to AF
DIIP candidates NSN deleted
CZRs user coded for deletion

30-Sep-98
30-Sep-98
30-Sep-98
30-Sep-98 .

99,509
10,382
0
92

DIIP candidates identified (AF)
DIIP candidates referred to AF
DIIP candidates NSN deleted
CZRs user coded for deletion

31-Aug-97
31-Aug-97
31-Aug-97
31-Aug-97

130,964
130,964
0
3,642

DIIP candidates identified (AF)
DIIP candidates referred to AF
DIIP candidates NSN deleted
CZRs user coded for deletion

30-Sep-96
30-Sep-96
30-Sep-96
30-Sep-96

122,850
17,275
18,404
18,404

DIIP candidates .identified (AF)
DIIP candidates referred to AF
DIIP candidates NSN deleted
CZRs user coded for deletion

15-Nov-95
15-Nov-95
15-Nov-95
15-Nov-95

119,575
5,750
5,566
20,987
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Appendix G-Memorandums

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3000

.a.~QutSITION

A.NO

0 7 AUG 1997

'T'I!:::;;:J-11>.,10'-.00''r

!LIMDMI

ME!1CR.ANCU\·: ?OR ASS:STANT SECP.E'I'A?.Y OF Tl-:.~ 7-..RMY

! I~S'!'ALI.A'!'ICNS, ::.cG:S7IC5, JI.ND :E:N 1i:RONME:NTl
ASS:STANT SECRETARY Of T~E NAVY

!RESEARCH,

D~VELO?MSNT,

AND

ACQU:S!TIC~l

A3SISTANT SECRETARY OF THE 1\IR FORCE
~

(!'.CQUISIT.:Or·ii

AGENC~~
DIRECTOR, CE:FENSE S?ECIA: WEAPONS A~ENCY
DIRSCTOR, DEFENSE LOG!ST!CS

SUBJEC7:

feu~

Elil:1i~.ac:io:1 of ':-'>e PrcVi5ioning
the S~pply Suppor: Req~e~t (SSRl

y~ars

a;c. the DOD

!nsp~ctcr

•

Requirem.ent.s E'ortio:o of
Proces~

G~~eral

(COD!G)

co~du~:ec

a fellow-on audit en the SSR proce~s. Because of the continued
problems in .the req~iremen:s oor~icn cf the SSR, t~e DODIG
r.ec.oi:..~~~:.ded :.ha:. r:.hiz p:~ocess. te <a.:i~i!!a~ed.
The Pro ...·:·. s.!...onir;:;r
::::rr.plemen-:.at.:.c!: Co;').:rd.:.r.at.:c~ T~.am :-ev.:_e.,.,·~d :.:~~s ::eco.T.rn~:1dat~on,
ar:d o:.fered ar. ~l-:e:::r1at.e ::~lutio:1 w"ni-c::b. i.:;cluded n~ar ter':'l't and
mid tetm change~ :o the po~icy ~~d a~to~ated sys=ems.
The DODI~
~ccepted che alternatiVE p~cpcsal as ffieetlng the inten~ of th~
audit recowr..endaL..ion.
The nea.:: term solution

changes to

th~ir

~e~t.1i.r:ed

the ·Ccmpor.er::s to irr.pl!i!;!rr.ent

pra=edures and legacy

syst~rns.

Fu~ure

requ.i.r.ements to s~ppc:-t t!'.e r.'iid teim chano:res YJer~ identified t.c
the Jcint Logistics Sjst'ems Center (JLSCI: To d"t<>, all of t:he
intet:..rn c::har.-]e5 have not been impler.-~nted by t.he Ccmpo~ent.s.
In
addition, bct..h t.he p:ro·•.ri:sioninq and cat.alog.i.ng standard system
bei~9 de~elo?ed hy ~LSC, ~rj the Data R~view Analy~is afid
Monitoring hid (DRAMA I "'YHem t>ei:Jg developed cy the Defense
Logi501C$ Agency IDLAI have been t~~rninated.
Without the
ir:-:.provement.:;;: to suppc.:rt: th~· n.ear term and mid term solutiorls
•..;hich were :;.gr·eed cpon by a:l a£ t:.he Compon.~n.t rep:e.sentat.:i_ves,
DLA cc.nt.:..nue:s to receive significant e:trcneous .:cequ~:rem~nts.
Duri~g the recent hear1ng5 on invento!Y 1 cc~cern was
exprassed regarding ~he cont1n~ed growth of innctive invento~y.
Some o,f DLA' s in01ctive irwentory growth resulted from their
p!:acuring items identified by t;,_e SSR ret;:ue"'t in anticipation_ of
th~ de:nands to .su?por-t weapon system fieldi.ngs·.
The demands fo.t
rnar~y of. tho reqUira.mer.~s h~va nev.e!" mat·~.rialized.
Thls cor,tinu~s
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Reply Instructions
General

Questions or comments on this Eagle Look topic and other
activities conducted by the Air Force fuspection Agency (APIA)
can be forwarded to:
HQAFIAIFO
9700 G A venue SE, Suite 360
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670
DSN 246-1891
An overview of the AFIA mission and organizational structure, to
include a list of past reviews and future Eagle Look topics, is
available at www-ajza.saia.af.mil

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a PRNILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be released in
whole or in part to persons or agencies outside the Air Force, nor
can it be republished in whole or in part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force magazines and
general use pamphlets, without the express approval of the
Secretary of the Air Force.
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Air Force Inspection Agency
Field Operations Directorate

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recovery of Crash Damaged or Disabled Large Aircraft at
OCONUS Locations
Introduction. The Directorate of Logistics, Air Mobility Command (HQ AMCILG) proposed
this Eagle Look topic during SAF/IG FYOO Fall topic call. A primary concern of the topic
submitter was the possible impact resulting from the lack of official Air Force written policy and
guidance covering the maintenance role in the Crash Damaged or Disabled Aircraft Recovery
(CDDAR) process.
Objective. The primary objective of this review was to assess the effectiveness of the Air Force
recovery process for crash damaged or disabled large aircraft at OCONUS locations. With
AF/ILM concurrence, the Eagle Look focus was limited to OCONUS en route airfields due to
their importance in supporting airflow for AEF/contingency operations.
Criteria. The effectiveness criteria were derived in conjunction with the CDDAR process owner,
AF/ll..M, from MAJCOM Instructions 21-101, Maintenance Policy and MAJCOM functional inspection
guides. AF/ILM agreed the process would be assessed effective if: guidance and agreements were
in place and executable; unit directives were developed and utilized; personnel were trained and
training plans were in place; and appropriate tools and equipment were available and serviceable.

Method. From 12 Mar 00 to 12 Apr 00, the Eagle Look team traveled to 14 active duty bases,
visiting 30 organizations. This included visits to 11 base-level programs (9 OCONUS), 5 major
commands, 2 Numbered Air Forces (NAF), and a Combat Logistics Support Squadron (CLSS).
The team interviewed 223 key personnel at all command levels, reviewed policy, guidance and
agreements and assessed equipment and training.
Findings. Due to a lack of policy, guidance and training, the recovery process for crash damaged
or disabled large aircraft at OCONUS locations was not fully effective.
Potential for Failure. The lack of overarching policy and guidance, and a less than fully
effective CDDAR training program, increased the potential for personal injury or fatalities,
secondary damage to aircraft and delays in restoring airfield operations.
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Recommendations. The report documents two findings and three associated recommendations
which, if implemented, will improve the CDDAR process for large aircraft. Full details for each
finding and recommendation are available in the Results Section of this report on pages 10-17.
Representatives of AF/ILM and MAJCOM LG staffs concurred on three recommendations
necessary to improve the CDDAR process. Those recommendations are summarized below.
AF/IL, in conjunction with MAJCOMs, should:
1. Develop and incorporate CDDAR policy and guidance into AFI 21-101 and update

MAlCOM supplements and command to command agreements (CTCAs). Improvements
should:
•

Specify CDDAR roles and responsibilities for all levels

•

Define minimum equipment requirements

•

Identify training and capability assessment requirements

2. Update policy and guidance to identify minimum CDDAR training requirements.
3. Develop an AF leve] CDDAR course.
.u....~U.H.L.

Management Comments. The process owner,
recommendations. (See Part ill, Management

concurred with the findings and
22-25)

HQAFINFO,D
(b) (6)
, katb.sai
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Part 1-lntroduction
Title

Recovery of Crash Damaged or Disabled Large
Aircraft at OCONUS Locations

Purpose

Assess the effectiveness of the Air Force recovery process for crash
damaged or disabled large aircraft at OCONUS locations.

Background

OCONUS airfields are essential for global reach and global power.
Successful aerospace deployment during a time-sensitive OPlan
execution or Aerospace Expedionary Forces (AEF)-type
deployment is dependent on the ability to keep en route airfields
operational. Runway closure due to a large aircraft (e.g, tanker,
bomber, cargo) incident would restrict or halt aircraft arrivals and
departures. Impacts would include:
•

Disruption of time-phased force deployment data (TPFDD)
airflow of warfighting personnel and equipment

•

Delay in force closure at final destination

•

Stranding of aircraft

•

Saturation of alternate en route airfields

HQ AMC/LG proposed this Eagle Look (EL) in response to The
Inspector General's (TIG) FY 2000 Fall topic call. TIG approved
the topic on 20 Jan 00. The topic submitter's main concern was the
lack of Air Force level policy and guidance on Crash Damaged or
Disabled Aircraft Recovery (CDDAR). For this Eagle Look,
CDDAR is the recovery of an aircraft which sustains any damage
that blocks or impedes airfield operations and precludes normal
taxi or towing. In particular, concern centered on the roles and
responsibilities of base/tenant maintenance functions and personnel
at en route airfields. These maintenance units bear primary
responsibility for aircraft recovery operations.
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A review of other efforts that addressed this topic is summarized
below.
An Air Force Audit Agency (AFAA) report of audit (Project
97062004) on AMC en route maintenance operations revealed
concerns with the CDDAR program in the areas of training,
guidance, command to command agreements (CTCA) and
equipment.
The 3rd Air National Guard Aircraft Recovery Conference, 26-30
April 99, highlighted several CDDAR issues:
•

"What guidance do we have, as maintainers, once the fire
department has left the crash site and left it for us to clean up?"

•

'To what extent do we need to be trained on crash site hazards
and how do we convince our local command structure of the
need for all response team members to have the same training?"

•

"We need MAJCOM help in developing policies on training
and maintaining the required expertise to handle HAZMAT and
other safety aspects of aircraft recovery."

Airfield CDDAR responsibilities typically rest with host
maintenance squadrons. Dependent on the owning MAlCOM and
installation Logistics Group Commander policies, these duties were
further delegated to the Aero Repair (AR) Section, Repair and
Reclamation (R&R) Section or Transient Alert (TA) Maintenance
Section when applicable. The designated section was responsible
for developing the installation's CDDAR program. As stated in
MAJCOM Instructions 21-101, CDDAR program duties and
responsibilities included:
•

Establishing an installation operating instruction for crash
recovery

•

Providing crash recovery training

•

Maintaining and inspecting crash recovery equipment
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Methodology

To conduct this Eagle Look, the team:
•

Traveled to 14 active duty bases and visited 30 organizations.
This included visits to 11 base-level programs (9 OCONUS), 5
major commands (MAJCOM), 2 Numbered Air Forces (NAF),
and a Combat Logistics Support Squadron (CLSS).
Note: Reference to "MAJCOM" in this report includes the Air
National Guard Readiness Center.

•

Conducted four video teleconferences with MAJCOMs not
visited.

•

Contacted nine commercial caniers to obtain information on
their crash recovery procedures.

•

Surveyed 20 Air Force OCONUS installations not visited. All
participated in the survey.

•

Reviewed AF, MAJCOM and installation policies and
guidance.

•

Interviewed 223 key personnel using questionnaires which
targeted these functional areas:

•

•

MAJCOM and NAF Staff- included personnel from
Maintenance Policy and Procedures and weapon system
functional experts.

•

Base Leadership- included wing commander, logistics
group commander, maintenance squadron commander and
tenant unit commanders.

•

Base-Level Personnel- included maintenance supervisors,
flight chiefs and technicians from host and tenant units.

Assessed maintenance crash recovery equipment and training
programs.
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•

Identified potential best practices.

•

Coordinated recommendations and follow-up criteria with the
process owner (AFIILM).

The following publications were reviewed in the process of this
Eagle Look:
•

Air Force Instruction 21-101, Maintenance Management of
Aircraft, 6 Oct 98

•

AMC Instruction 21-101, Maintenance Management Policy, 1
Sep 99

•

AMC Instruction 21-108, Logistics Support Operation, 1 Jun 99

•

ACC Instruction 21-101, Objective Wing Aircraft Maintenance,
2 Oct 98

•

PACAF Instruction 21-101, Objective Wing Aircraft
Maintenance, 27 Sep 99

•

USAFE Instruction 21-101, USAFE Aircraft and Equipment
Maintenance Management, 1 Jan 99

A combination of interviews and questionnaires were used to
collect data in support of this Eagle Look. Analytical tools,
including an Access database and Ishikawa (fish bone) diagram
were employed for data analysis and report development.
To obtain a representative sample, en route locations were selected
based on the following criteria: frequency of large aircraft traffic,
assigned aircraft, host-tenant presence, and AFIILM input.
The Eagle Look team identified four assessment areas to detennine
the effectiveness of the recovery of crash damaged or disabled large
aircraft at OCONUS locations. They were Management and
Oversight, Policy and Guidance, Resources and Training (Figure 1).
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Figure 1

The Eagle Look assessed the removal or recovery process for crash
damaged or disabled large aircraft. (Crash or disabled larg~
aircraft was defined as a C-130 or larger aircraft that sustained
damage which prevented normal taxi or towing and occurred on
an active airfield). This review did not assess the fire department,
medical or safety investigation response/procedures or the repair or
salvage operation.
Data from interviews and surveys were aggregated to identify
trends and systemic problems. Root cause analysis was performed
to determine findings.
In agreement with AFIILM, the criteria to determine process
effectiveness was:

•

Guidance and agreements were in place and executable
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•

Unit directives were developed and utilized

•

Personnel were trained and training plans were in place

•

Appropriate tools and equipment were available and serviceable

Finally, the team met with AF/ILM (process owner) and key
stakeholders' staff members to review and validate the data
contained in this report, coordinate implementable
recommendations and establish criteria for follow-up to ensure
meaningful improvement.

Standards for
Assessment

This assessment was conducted lAW and confonned to the Quality
Standards for Inspections published by the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency, Mar 93.
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Part II - Results
Overall Assessment

The recovery process for crash damaged or disabled large aircraft at
OCONUS locations was not fully effective due to a lack of policy,
guidance and training.

Findings and
Recommendations
Finding One

CDDAR policy and guidance for large aircraft was ineffective.

Impacts

•

Potential for restricted airfield operations

•

Potential for unsafe aircraft crash recovery procedures

Discussion
· No Air Force Level
Policy/Guidance

At the Air Force level, there was no overarching policy or guidance
addressing CDDAR requirements and capabilities. Therefore
MAJCOMs developed independent CDDAR policies and programs
for their respective commands.
Eighty-five percent of MAJCOM policy and procedure staff
officers stated the lack of Air Force policy resulted in a lack of
standardization and a disparity of CDDAR programs. For example,
five installations visited had C-130s assigned, while three addressed
crash recovery for C-130s with varying levels of detail, two
installations did not address C-130 crash recovery at all.
The lack of Air Force level policy and guidance led to a variety of
less than effective CDDAR programs at the OCONUS installations
visited.

MAJCOM
Guidance
Incomplete

Major commands used MAJCOM Instruction 21-101, Maintenance
Policy, to address CDDAR for their commands and installations.
However, 72 percent of MAJCOM and installation personnel
interviewed and surveyed stated a need for additional guidance to
develop a CDDAR program to include:
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•

Clarification of CDDAR roles and responsibilities of the
MAJCOM host versus MAJCOM tenant.

•

Delineation of CDDAR equipment and training requirements.

None of the MAJCOMs identified minimum equipment and
training requirements to support CDDAR. A typical statement in
MAJCOM instructions tasked each installation aircraft maintenance
section " .... to establish the required level of capability for the
crash recovery and reclamation program and develop procedures."
•

CTCAs Were
Ineffective

Without detailed policy and guidance on CDDAR,
installations developed their own equipment lists and
training programs. This resulted in varying capabilities
and expectations to meet CDDAR requirements. The
·field expressed concerns over adequacy of equipment
because requirements were not clearly defined. At one
end of the spectrum, the host unit at one installation
visited had a wide variety of modern crash recovery
equipment and solid training giving the unit the ability
to handle a broad range of CDDAR scenarios. At two
other installations visited, equipment, training and the
ability to handle even minor CDDAR scenarios were
nonexistent.

Command to command agreements (CTCA) are designed to
address responsibilities at installations where multiple MAJCOM
units co-exist. For example, HQ AMC had CTCAs with HQ ACC,
HQ USAFE, HQ PACAF and the Chief of Naval Operations.
However, 75 percent of MAJCOM maintenance policy and
procedure action officers stated CTCAs were ineffective in:
•

Specifying details regarding the requirements to respond to
CDDAR incidents

•

Clearly defining CDDAR responsibilities between MAJCOMs

11
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None of the four CTCAs reviewed by the team specified type of
aircraft, type and recovery equipment or magnitude of incident
response.
For example, one CTCA stated, "{tenant MAJCOM} will provide
peculiar crash equipment and associated training when {host
MAJCOM) is unable to provide required support." The details for
type of aircraft (e.g., C-5, C-130, RC-135), type and quantity of
incident response (e.g., collapsed gear to total aircraft recovery)
were not delineated.
Sixty percent of the base-level maintenance supervisors interviewed
stated they did not have a clear understanding of MAJCOM
CDDAR responsibilities pertaining to CTCAs. They noted CTCAs
led to confusion over CDDAR roles and responsibilities between
MAJCOM, host and tenant and hindered base CDDAR efforts.
This confusion was carried over into the development of
installation support agreements.

Installation Support At the installation level, support agreements are used to define
responsibilities between host and tenant units. MAJCOMs' 21-101
Agreements Vague
stated when crash recovery duties are to be accomplished by the
host unit, these duties will be "clearly defined" in the support
agreement.
•

All support agreements reviewed at bases visited summarized
the CDDAR responsibilities as the host "will provide crash
support." However the support agreements did not indicate
whether "support" meant equipment, people, training and/or
tech support.

•

Forty-three percent of squadron commanders and supervisory
personnel interviewed noted the support agreements did not
clearly define the support for CDDAR between host and tenant.
Note: An additional 22 percent of supervisory personnel
were unaware CDDAR was included in support agreements.

The lack of detail in support agreements led to a misunderstanding
between host and tenant unit personnel.
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•

Seventy-five percent of host unit personnel believed the tenant
was capable of handling their own aircraft,

•

While 100 percent of tenant unit personnel thought the host
would handle recovery of tenant aircraft.

Vague host and tenant support responsibilities had the potential to
impede CDDAR operations.

Limited Awareness
of Local CDDAR
Procedures and
Capabilities

Local operating instructions (OI s) were written at the unit level to
detail local CDDAR procedures. Each host and tenant visited had a
CDDAR OI for its applicable installation.
One hundred percent of the units visited indicated that host and
tenant units would work together in the event of a large transient
aircraft incident requiring recovery. However, in 14 of 16 units,
technicians were unaware of each other's CDDAR OI procedures
or capabilities. Reasons included:
•

Seven of eight OCONUS bases with a host - tenant CDDAR
affiliation did not exercise together.

•

Unit level exercises were limited to Major Accident Response
Exercise (MARE) that terminated prior to CDDAR
demonstration. No unit visited had specific crash recoyery
exercises for large aircraft.

•

CDDAR evaluations were limited. Five of nine MAJCOMs
inspected CDDAR. However, inspections consisted of
procedural reviews, in lieu of CDDAR scenario or hands-on
demonstration.

The lack of overarching policy and guidance, host/tenant CDDAR
awareness, exercises and evaluation increased operational risk for
delayed airfield operations and disrupted TPFDD airflow during
contingencies/wartime.

Recommendation

AFIIL, in conjunction with MAJCOMs, should:
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1. Develop and incorporate CDDAR policy and guidance into AFI
21-101 and update MAJCOM supplements and CTCAs.
Improvements should:
•

Specify CDDAR roles and responsibilities for all levels

•

Define minimum equipment requirements

•

Identify training and capability assessment requirements

Finding Two

CDDAR training for large aircraft was not fully effective.

Impacts

•

Put recovery personnel at increased risk

•

Increased potential for secondary damage to aircraft

•

Potential delay in restoring airfield operations

Discussion

The successful recovery of a crashed or disabled large aircraft
depends on trained personnel prepared to execute CDDAR safely,
in a timely manner and with minimal secondary damage to the
aircraft.
AFI 21-101, Maintenance Management of Aircraft, stated, "The
capability of any unit depends on the state of training for both
aircrew and maintenance personnel. Since maintenance training is
an essential element of improving and sustaining unit capability, it
must receive priority treatment by squadron commanders and
maintenance supervisors."

Tenant Unit
Personnel Not
Trained

The host unit responsible for installation CDDAR expected tenant
unit personnel to assist in CDDAR operations of the tenant
MAJCOM' s large transient aircraft (per local support agreements
and local Ols). In addition, the tenant units' MAJCOM 21-101,
Maintenance Management Policy, stated, " ... personnel should be
prepared to assist and provide expertise in CDDAR situations. "
However, few tenant personnel received local CDDAR training.
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One hundred percent of host units visited provided their personnel
some form of CDDAR training, while only 13 percent of tenant
units visited provided CDDAR training. Reasons for tenant units
not providing CDDAR training included:
•

Lack of combined training efforts between host and tenant
units.

•

No specific requirements/guidance on who, what or how to
train.

•

Lack of CDDAR expertise and equipment. In one example, of
eight tenant units visited which support transient C-17s, four
had C-17 recovery equipment consisting of tow bridle, mooring
and anchors. Yet, no one at the units knew how to operate the
recovery equipment.

One tenant unit CMSgt maintenance superintendent summarized
the issue as " ... the unit wants you to train your people but it does
not tell you how to train your people."

No Formal CDDAR

Course

The AF has no formal active duty CDDAR training course. Of 110
aircraft maintenance technicians and superintendents interviewed
•

100 percent of tenant unit technicians,

•

90 percent of host unit technicians,

•

88 percent of tenant unit superintendents, and

•

85 percent of host unit superintendents

stated a need for formal AF CDDAR training.
Technicians and supervisors at units visited stated an Air Force
Crash and Recovery course should consist of:
•

CDDAR Principles
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•

•

•

Team players roles and responsibilities

•

Aircraft weight and balance

•

Scenarios

Equipment Use
•

Cable positioning, application and usage

•

Use of appropriate tools

•

Air bag placement

•

Inflation and inspection procedures for air bags

Hazardous materials
•

Handling composites and chemical items

•

Toxins

•

Personal protective equipment (PPE)

•

Aircraft components you can and can not touch

•

HAZMAT Tech Data
•

Local CDDAR
Training Ineffective

Aircraft Emergency Rescue Information (Fire
Protection) compact disc produced by the Air Force
Civil Engineering and Support Agency (HQ
AFCESA/CEXF), Technical Order 00-105 E-9, 21 Jan
99. Contains information on potential hazards of
recovery operations for military and commercial aircraft.

With no formal active duty AF CDDAR course for guidance, units
relied on locally developed CDDAR training. Seventy percent of
technicians interviewed stated the local training program was
ineffective. Reasons included:
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•

Quality of training depended on experience level of trainers.
Sixty-five percent of units visited had no assigned personnel
with hands-on large aircraft CDDAR experience.

•

Hazardous material handling training was incomplete. Sixtythree percent of the crash recovery technicians interviewed
noted lack of training on handling composites.

•

Eighty-two percent of units visited did not possess the proper
personal protective equipment (PPE) to deal with composite
hazards.

•

CDDAR was regarded as an "additional duty." CDDAR duties
were the responsibility of personnel assigned to unit aircraft
maintenance sections. Primary aircraft maintenance duties left
little time to prepare for or conduct CDDAR training.

•

No local aircraft trainer to use in hands-on-training. At all
installations visited, technicians stated CDDAR training would
be more effective if a large aircraft was available for training.
They recognized it was not realistic to have a large aircraft
CDDAR trainer at each base, but indicated a mothballed large
aircraft could be made available as part of a fonnal CDDAR
training course.

Consequences of not having properly trained CDDAR personnel
placed personnel at unnecessary risk, increased the likelihood of
secondary aircraft damage and slowed recovery actions. As one
Numbered AF career maintenance CMSgt stated, "this is an
accident waiting to happen."

Recommendations

AFIIL in conjunction with MAJCOMs should:
2. Update policy and guidance to identify minimum CDDAR
training requirements.
3. Develop an AF level CDDAR course.
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OBSERVATIONS
An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of
the review. An observation is significant enough to warrant
attention by the process owner or other senior leadership, but does
not rise to the level of significance of a finding. Observations may
include recommendations.

CDDAR Equipment
Concerns

Fifty percent of units visited stated they had concerns regarding
crash recovery equipment.
•

Several experienced CDDAR technicians stated, "F-2 airbags,
when tested under weighted conditions, experienced a greater
than 60 percent failure rate."

•

Technicians from 4 of 8 tenant units visited identified a
shortage of serviceable tow vehicles (UKE-30) for the C-5. All
four units stated "the major time consumer of the recovery
process would be the time required to get 2 vehicles operational
at the same time."

Field Recommended Eighty-two percent of personnel at bases visited and 56 percent of
Regional Approach MAJCOMs recommended a "Regional Approach" to CDDAR.
This approach would designate locations to respond to specific
areas and/or specific aircraft (type) recoveries.
•

Locations would have trained CDDAR recovery teams, possess
a full complement of crash recovery equipment and be air
transportable.

•

Combat Logistic Support Squadrons could augment regional
recovery teams. ( CLSS personnel provide battle damaged
repair capability. CLSS teams consist of Air Logistic Center
aircraft engineers who often give advice to base recovery
teams).

This combined capability could enhance CDDAR effectiveness AF
wide.
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A similar approach is used by commercial carriers, Canadian,
British and German Air Forces.
Recommendation: AF/IL consider this as an alternative concept for
CDDAR.

Contract Air
Carrier Role in
CDDAR Not WellKnown

As part of the contract with HQ AMC, the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
(CRAP) and commercial air carriers assume CDDAR responsibility
for their aircraft and may request Air Force assistance on a
reimbursable basis. Seventy-one percent of MAJCOM
maintenance policy and procedure action officers did not know who
was responsible for the recovery of contract carrier aircraft at AF
installations.
Recommendation: AF/IL ensure policy and guidance includes this
information.

Contractor CDDAR
Capabilities
Questioned

One contingency site visited had a contractor assigned to
accomplish crash and recovery duties. Contract personnel had
some prior military experience but lacked formal training,
equipment and technical data for CDDAR. The contractor stated he
had doubts that he could properly recover a large aircraft.
Recommendation: Contracting officials ensure the contractor has
the te~hnical expertise, knowledge, experience, equipment, tools,
and resources to properly accomplish the tasks specified in the
contract statement of work.
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BEST PRACTICES

-------------------------------------------The following section gives a synopsis of best practices observed
during the Eagle Look. This information is to foster continuous
process improvement throughout the Air Force.

Integrated
HosUTenant
Training

(b) (6)
MSgt
of the 65 OSS/MAMT, Lajes Field, Azores,
Portugal, conducted monthly shop briefings and quarterly crash
recovery training. Three aspects of this training program stand out.

•

First, the quarterly crash recovery training is attended by both
host unit personnel (TA, QA inspectors, maintenance
superintendent), and tenant personnel (AMSS) who have been
identified as crash recovery augmentees ..

•

Second, a detailed agenda was developed for conducting the
monthly briefings and quarterly training. Items included crane
maintenance, use of lifting bags, tow bar training, trailer
maintenance and other pertinent topics.

•

Third, a crash procedure test was administered after each
training event.
DSN:

POC: 65 OSSIMAMT, MSgt
(b) (6)
,
la'es.af.mil)

e-mail:

86 MXSILGMT has pursued an aggressive program of crash
Aggressive
Equipment Upgrade ~ equipm~nt and improvement. MSgt
- - n d M r . - 86 MXSILGMTT, Ramstein AB,
Program
Germany, sought out information on the latest commercially
available crash recovery equipment, attended trade shows and
secured funding to procure those items most needed to replace the
aged and outdated equipment they inherited when they took over
the program. Their efforts vastly improved the unit's crash
recovery capabilities, and substantially enhanced personnel safety
during crash recovery operations.
•
-

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
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ANG/Canadian AF
Formal CDDAR
Training

ANG and Canadian Air Force conducts a joint annual crash and
recovery course at Davis-Monthan AFB. The 2-week course
curriculum included:
•

First week: secure site, testing development, train the trainer,
scenarios development.

•

Second week: actual student classroom participation, scenarios
execution, lift a fighter with slings and air bags, lift a heavy
aircraft with air bags, procedures on positioning of air bags,
aircraft safety and aircraft tie down positions.
(b) (6)

Aircraft Crash
Recovery Hazards
Training Program

e-

SSgt
100 MXS/LGMTR, RAF Mildenhall,
England, took the initiative to develop an aircraft crash recovery
hazards training program for personnel in his unit. Noting the lack
of a concise training aid for the various hazards related to
recovering a crashed aircraft, and the lack
of many of
these hazards among his co-workers, SS
the
initiative to develop a briefing on the
with any aircraft incident.
He also developed a set of thorough, yet concise, single sheet
hazard warning cards-one for each MDS of aircraft that transits
RAF Mildenhall. SSgt
together information from
T.0.-00-105 E-9, ·
Rescue Information (Fire
Protection), various aircraft specific technical orders, and other
sources to make visual aids that are simple enough to be readily
understood. These visual aids are comprehensive enough to give
crash recovery personnel the information they need to protect their
health and safety.
POC: 100 MXS/LGMTR, SSgt. . DSN:
(b) (6)
e-mail:
@mildenhall.af.mil
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Part Ill-TIG Request for Management Comments
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC

Otflee of the Secretary

JUN 2 1

;:r~>::u

MEMORANDUM FOR AF/IL
FROM: SAF/IG
SUBJECT: Recovery of Crash Damaged or Disabled Large Aircraft <It OCONlJS L\lcations Eagle
Look Report, PN 00-61 0
The Air Force Inspection Agency completed m~ Eagle Look assessment on the crash damaged
or disabled aitcraft recovery process and briefed you the results on 21 Jun 00. We weiC(llllo your
1nanagement comments and will incorporate them in the fitlal report. Please forward comments
within 10 days to Col-l(iJWHQAFIAIFO, 9700 0 Avenue SE, Suite 360, Kirtlat1d AFB NM
8711.7-5670.
· There are two findings in the report: (I)Crash Damaged and Disabled Aircraft Recovery
(CDDAR) policy and guidance for large aircraft was ineffective and (2} CDDAR training lor farge
aircraft was not fully effective.
Attachment 2 provides a listing of three rcconmu:ndations and associated follow-up criteria
developed in coordination with your stall' to improve the CDDAR process. Only the two
recommendations listed below rec1uirc follow up withAFIA:
a. Recommendation I: AF/IL, in conjunction with MAJCOMs, should develop and
incorporate CD DAR policy and guidance imo AFt 21·1 0 I and update MAJCOM supplements and
command t.o command agreements (CTCAs).
b. Reconunendution2: AF/IL, in cnnjunction with MAJCOMs, should update policy
and guidance to identify minimum CDDAR training rc4uin:rm:nts.

with our reports monitor,
· or the Eagle Look team

The Inspector General
Attachments:
I. Draft Eagle Look Report, PN 00-610
2. Follow-Up Criteria
cc: AF/lLM

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force
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ATTACHMENT2
RECOVERY OF CRASH DAMAGED OR DISABLED LARGE AIRCRAFT AT
OCONUS LOCATIONS
FOLLOW-UP CRITERIA
HQ AFIA and AFIILMM will use the following criteria to review actions taken in response to
recommendations contained in the Recovery of Crash Damaged of Disabled Large Aircraft at
OCONUS Locations Eagle Look report.
Recommendation 1: AFIIL, in conjunction with MAJCOMs, should develop and incorporate
CDDAR policy and guidance into AFI 21-101 and update MAJCOM supplements and command
to command agreements (CTCA). Improvements should include:
•

Specify CDDAR roles and responsibilities for all levels

•

Define minimum equipment requirements

•

Identify training and capability assessment requirements

Recommendation 2. AF/ll..., in conjunction with MAJCOMs, should update policy and guidance
to identify minimum CDDAR training requirements.
Follow-up for recommendations 1 and 2 is the same:

• * NLT 1 Nov 00, AFIILM will assemble a team of Lead Command/MAJCOM
representatives to develop draft policy and guidance for CDDAR. Based upon the
availability of CDDAR Eagle Look team members, APIA will provide the Eagle Look
executive summary brief to this team.

• * NLT 1 Feb 01, fully coordinated and approved AFIIL guidance in the form of an interim
change (IC) to API 21-101. APIA will provide feedback on initial draft to proposed IC.
•

NLT 1 May 01, Lead Command/MAJCOMs will issue/update command guidance to
implement the Air Staff guidance as addressed in IC to AFI 21-101 and start review and
update of CTCAs. APIA involvement: Not required

•

NLT 1 Jul 01, Lead Command/MAJCOMs will amend, if necessary, CTCAs with specific
Air Staff and MAJCOM guidance. APIA involvement: Not required
23
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Recommendation 3. AF/ll..., in conjunction with MAJCOMs, should develop an AF-level
CDDAR course.
•

NLT 1 Jul 01, upon completion of recommendations 1 and 2, an AETC approved formal
CDDAR course will be developed. APIA involvement: Not required

*Require follow-up with AFIA
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HQ USAF/ILM MANAGEMENT COMMENTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEAOQUAI'tTERS UNITE!O STATES AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, O,C,

MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFIAJFOL

10 Jul 00

FROM: USAF/ILM
1030 Air Force Pentagon
Washington DC 20330-1030
SUBJECT: AFL6.. Eagle LoQk at the Recovery of Crash Damaged or Disabled Aircraft at
OCONUS Locations {Project 00-610)

General Info: AFIA Draft Report of Eagle Look, CDDAR (Proj~:ct 00-610) revealed that
the Crash Damaged or Disabled Aircraft Recovery program was not fully effective at OCONUS
Locations.
·
This reply is in response to Recommendations to Findings One and Two of the s.u bject
Eagle Look.
Recommendation to Finding One: A.FIIL. in conjunction With MAJCOlvfs, should develop
and incorporate CDDAR policy and guidance inro AFI 21 ·1 01 and update MAJCOJvf
supplements andCommtm.d·to.Command Agreements to specify CDDAR roles and
responsibilities for all levels, define. minimum tfquipme!lt requirements, ahdidenti[y training and
capability assessment requi1'emants.
Management Comments: Concur With recommendation one. IL!1.1M will work
with the MAJCOMs t.o establish and incotporate guidance into AFI 21-1 Ol

Recommendation. to Finding Two: AF!IL, In conjunction with MAJCOMs, should update
policy and guidance to identifY minimum CDDAR training requirements and develop an AF level
CDDAR course.
·
Management Comments: Concur with recommendation two with comment.
ILMM will work With MAJCOMs to identify Air Force CD DAR training
requirements and .ensure proper training is available.

~~~-:~~~ct .is SMSgt

mail~~ af.mil.

Olroctnrata ot ~lntanince

OCStlnsta~aticns and lPgl~tlcs
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Appendix A - Acronym List
Acronym

Definition

ACC
AEF
AF
AFAA
AFI
AFIA
AFSC
AMC
AMCI
AMSS
ANG
AR
C2
CTCA
CD
CDDAR
CLSS
CONOPS
CRAF
EAF

Air Combat Command
Aerospace Expeditionary Forces
Air Force
Air Force Audit Agency
Air Force Instruction
Air Force Inspection Agency
Air Force Specialty Code
Air Mobility Command
Air Mobility Command Instruction
Air Mobility Support Squadron
Air National Guard
Aero Repair
Command and Control
Command to Command Agreement
Compact Disc
Crash Damage, Disabled Aircraft Recovery
Combat Logistics Support Squadron
Concept of Operations
Civil Reserve Air Fleet
Expeditionary Aerospace Force
Eagle Look
In Accordance With
Inspector General
Major Command
Mission Design Series
Numbered Air Force
Outside the Continental United States
Operating Instruction
On-the-Job Training
Office of Primary Responsibility
Pacific Air Forces
Personal Protective Equipment
Quality Assurance
Repair and Reclamation

EL
lAW
IG
MAJCOM
MDS
NAF
OCONUS
OI
OJT
OPR
PACAF
PPE
QA
R&R
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Acronym

Definition

TA
TIG

Transient Alert
The Inspector General
Time-Phased Force Deployment Data
United States Air Forces In Europe

TPFDD
USAFE
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Appendix B - Team Composition
Name
Team Chief

LtCol

Inspectors

Major
Major

Functional Expertise
(b) (6)

Logistics

(b) (6)

Maintenance

(b) (6)

Operations

CMSgt
SMSgt

Review Director

LtCol

Maintenance
(b) (6)

Contracting

(b) (6)

Logistics
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Appendix C - Organizations Visited and Contacted by VTC
Organization

Location

HQUSAF
HQ USAFIILMIILMM

Pentagon Wash DC

Air Combat Command (ACC)
HQ ACCIIG/MAO/XOMM/XRA1/XRA52/XRA30

Langley AFB VA

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
HQ AETCILGMMILGQP

Randolph AFB TX

Air Force Material Command (AFMC)
Wright Patterson AFB OH
Robins AFB GA

HQ AFMC/LGMM
653 CLSS

Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC)
HQ AFRC/IG/LGMILGMAILGMACILGMAF/
LGMASILGMMILGMSILGMSF/LGQM

Robins AFB GA

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
HQ AFSOCILGMA
352SOG

Hurlburt Field FL
RAF Mildenhall UK

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
HQ AMC/DOBS/DOF/DOYMAIIGILGAAILGFA/
LGFB/LGJ/LGQP/LGQR/LGRC
634AMSS
632AMSS
635 AMSS
633 AMSS
629AMSS
305AMW
627 AMSS
621 AMSG
623 AMSS
625 AMSS

ScottAFB IL
Andersen AFB GU
Elmendorf AFB AK
Hickam AFB HI
KadenaAB JA
Lajes Field Azores
McGuire AFB NJ
RAF Mildenhall UK
Ramstein AB GE
Ramstein AB GE
Rota Naval Air Station SP
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60AW

Travis AFB CA

Air National Guard (ANG)

HQANG/LGMM

Andrews AFB :MD
Hickam AFB HI

154WG

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
HQPACAFflG/LGMFILG~GNWA

HickamAFBID
Andersen AFB GU
Elmendorf AFB AK
Hickam AFB HI
KadenaAB JA

36ABW
3WG
15ABW
18WG

15 Air Force (lSAF)

HQ 15 AFILGMM

Travis AFB CA

21 Air Force (21AF)
McGuire AFB NJ
McGuire AFB NJ

HQ 21AFILG/LGMILGW
621 AMOG

US Air Forces Europe (USAFE)
Ramstein AB GE
Lajes Field Azores
RAF Mildenhall UK
Ramstein AB GE
Tuzla AB Bosnia

HQ USAFE/AORUIG/LGMA/LGMM
65ABW
lOOARW
86AW
401 EABG
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Appendix D- Executive Summary Brief
Attendance

Recovery of Crash Damaged or Disabled Large
Aircraft at OCONUS Locations
The AFIA inspection team provided this briefing on 21 Jun 00 at
the Pentagon, Washington, DC. Briefing attendees were:
AF/IL

•

Lt Gen

•

Lt Genltj>IQSAF/IG

•

Brig

•

CoUIIJW AFIA/CV

•

Col

•

Lt C o l - AFIA/FOL (Team Chief/Briefer)

•

Maj

•

AF/ILM

AFIA/FO

(Team Member)
AFIAIFOO (Team Member)
AFIAIFOL (Team Member)

•

CMS

•

SMSgt

•

Mr.-AFIILMM

AFIILMM
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,"", ··"'

(· ~~Air Force Inspection Agency
"~· ..li~I"'A'

Recovery of Crash Damaged or Disabled
Large Aircraft at OCONUS Locations
Executive Summary Briefing

1--------------·--,----------1
Dedicated to improving the Air Force

Team Composition
+ Lt Col

(b) (6)

Logistics

Team Chief

•
•
+
+

Major
Major
CMSgt
CMSgt (s

+ Lt Col

(b) (6)

Maintenance
Operations
Maintenance
Contracting

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Logistics

Review Director
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Background
• Topic proposed by HQ AMC/LG
+ TIG approved 20 Jan 00
• Scope validated by AF/ILM Feb 00
+Key Players
PROCESS OWNER

STAKEHOLDERS

AFHLM

AMCILG
ACCIXR
USAFEILG
PACAF/LG
Other MAJCOM LGs

Purpose

Assess the effectiveness of the Air
Force recovery process for crash
damaged or disabled large aircraft at
OCONUS locations
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Effectiveness Criteria
• Agreements I guidance in place and
executable
• Unit directive is developed and utilized
• Personnel trained I training plans in place
• Appropriate tools and equipment are
available and serviceable
Source: MAJCOM Instructions 21-101, Maintenance Polley and USAFE
and ACC Functional Inspection Guides

Methodology/Data Collection
• Visited 30 organizations at 14 bases
+ MAJCOMs, NAFs, CLSS, Bases

• Interviewed 223 people
+ MAJCOM and NAF staffs
• Base leadership
• Base crash recovery personnel

• Surveyed 20 OCONUS installations
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Overall Assessment

Recovery process for crash damaged
or disabled large aircraft ~t OCONUS
locations was not fully effective

Finding One
CD DAR policy and guidance for large
aircraft was ineffective
• No AF level policy and guidance
• MAJCOM guidance incomplete
·• Agreements ineffective and vague
• Limited awareness of local procedures
and capabilities
• Limited MAJCOM evaluations
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Finding One Recommendation
AF/IL

with MAJCOMs:
1. Develop and incorporate policy and
guidance into AFI 21-101 and update
MAJCOM supplements/CTCAs to include:
+ Specify CDDAR roles and responsibilities
+ Define minimum equipment requirements
+ Identify training and capability assessment
requirements

Finding Two
CDDAR training for large aircraft was
not fully effective
• No formal CDDAR course
• Not all personnel were trained
• Local CDDAR training was inadequate
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C-17 Tow Bridle

Finding Two Recommendations
AF/IL
with MAJCOMs:
2. Update policy and guidance to identify
minimum CDDAR training requirements
3. Develop an AF level CDDAR course
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Follow Up Milestones
• Recommendations 1 & 2
• Nov 00 draft P&G (AFIA assist)
• Feb 01 AFI 21-1 01 updated (AFIA assist)
• May 01 MAJCOM guidance updated
• Jul 01 MAJCOMs agreements updated

• Recommendation 3
• Jul 01, develop formal CD DAR course

Observations/Best Practices
• Observations
• CDDAR equipment concerns
• Regional Approach to CDDAR

• Best Practices
• Integrated Host/Tenant Training (Rec 2)
• Lajes Field

• Hazards Training (Rec 2 & 3)
+ RAF Mildenhall
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Equipment
Old Bag System

New Bag System

The Air Force
Inspection Agency
Providing Air Force leaders with
independent assessments to improve Air
Force operations and support
: www-r(J/trsa ia.a{.Jnit
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Appendix E - Report Distribution
Copies

OPR

SAF
SAF/OS
SAFIIG
SAF/IGI

1
1
2

X
X

HQUSAF
CSAF
AFIIL
AFIILM

1
1
1

X
X

MAJCOM
HQACC/CC
HQACCIIG
HQACC/LG

1
1
1

X

HQAETC/CC
HQAETC/IG
HQAETCILG

1
1
1

X

HQAFMC/CC
HQAFMCIIG
HQAFMCILG

1
1
1

X

HQAFRC/CC
HQAFRCIIG
HQAFRC/LG
HQ AFRCIIGIL

1
1
1
1

HQAFSOC/CC
HQAFSOC/IG
HQAFSOCILG

1
1
1

HQAFSPC/CC
HQAFSPCIIG

1
1

Distribution
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Distribution

Copies

OPR

HQAFSPC/LG

1

X

HQAMC/CC
HQAMC/IG
HQAMC/LG

1
1
1

X

HQPACAF/CC
HQPACAF/IG
HQPACAF/LG

1
1
1

X

HQUSAFE/CC
HQUSAFFJIG
HQUSAFE/LG

1
1

1

OCR

X

FOA
AFAA/CC
AFAA/DO
AFAA/MS
APIA/FOR

1
1
1
5

NAF
HQ 15AFIIG
HQ 15AF/LG
HQ 21AFIIG
HQ21AF/LG

1
1
1
1

X
X

OTHER
HQANGRC/IG
HQANGRC/LG
3 WG/CC
15 ABW/CC
18 WG/CC
36 ABW/CC
60AMW/CC
65ABW/CC
86 AW/CC
lOOARW/CC
121 ARW/CC

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Distribution
154 WG/CC
305AMW/CC
401 EABG/CC
615 AMSG/CC
621 AMSG/CC
623 AMSS/CC
625 AMSS/CC
627 AMSS/CC
629AMSS/CC
632 AMSS/CC
633 AMSS/CC
634 AMSS/CC
635 AMSS/CC
653 CLSS/CC

Copies
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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General

Questions or comments on the Eagle Look topic and other activities
conducted by the Air Force Inspection Agency (APIA) cah be
forwarded to:
HQAFIAIFO
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 360
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670
DSN 246-1891
An overview of the APIA mission and organizational structure, to
include a list of past reviews and future Eagle Look topics, is
available at https://www-afia.saia.af.mil.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a. PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or in part to persons or agencies
outside the Department of Defense, nor can it be
republished in whole or in part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force/DoD
magazines and general use pamphlets, without the
express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Defensive Counterinformation (DCI) Program Implementation
Purpose. Assess the effectiveness of the implementation of the Air Force Defensive
Counterinformation (DCI) program.
Background. HQ USAF/XOIW, Deputy for Information Warfare, proposed this Eagle Look
topic in Aug 00. The Inspector General approved the topic 1 Sep 00. The first annual Air Force
DCI report was the impetus for the topic submission. The report indicated that DCI
implementation was incomplete and sporadic. The topic submitter was concerned with the
current status of DCI implementation across the Air Force. As a result, an Eagle Look was
requested to determine status of implementation.
Criteria. The following assessment criteria were agreed upon with HQ USAF/XOI:
• Roles and responsibilities for integration of the DCI program were developed and
documented.
• DCI was integrated into operations planning, exercises, inspections and day-to-day
operations.
• Requirements and deficiencies were identified and included in the planning and
programming process.
• Procedures were established to ensure awareness, training and education for DCI
operations.
Methodology. From 22 Oct 00 to 12 Dec 00, the Eagle Look team traveled to 18 active duty
bases and visited 38 organizations. This included visits to 9 major commands (MAJCOM), 6
numbered air forces (NAF), 14 wing-level units, 1 group, and 8 DCI supporting agencies. The
team interviewed 365 key personnel at Air Staff, MAJCOM, NAF, wing and DCI-related
agencies and reviewed doctrine, policy, and guidance.
Overall Assessment. Implementation of the Air Force DCI program was not effective due to:
• Ineffective program management framework hindered DCI implementation.
• Insufficient policy and guidance.
• Inadequate DCI training, education and awareness.
The team discovered the program lacked an effective management framework to implement
DCI. No empowered office of primary responsibility (OPR) with clear tasking authority existed
to implement DCI. An overarching DCI implementation plan or organizational construct that
delineated objectives, resource requirements, organizational relationships or milestones was not
1
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apparent. In addition, the program lacked consistent and frequent communication providing
guidance or assistance for establishing DCI programs. Lack of a published Air Force Instruction
(AFI) with concepts, definitions and requirements resulted in confusion on what it meant to have
an integrated DCI program at various management levels. Insufficient identification of DCI
training requirements and limited training opportunities resulted in personnel with limited
awareness of DCI concepts that further hindered implementation. Organizations tended to
address DCI through the stovepipe functions, negating the synergy of an integrated program.
These factors led to sporadic implementation of DCI across the Air Force, with one exception.
Fully operational information warfare flights (IWF), that support aerospace operations centers
(AOC), had a high degree of DCI implementation. Their success was attributable to the
availability of resources and specific guidance that addressed DCI integration in an IWF
construct.
An ineffective DCI program could degrade information superiority and decrease probability of
mission success.
Root cause analysis led to three findings and three observations:
• Finding 1. Ineffective program management framework hindered DCI implementation.
• Finding 2. Policy and guidance for DCI program implementation was insufficient.
• Finding 3. DCI training, education and awareness were inadequate.
• Observation 1. Differences exist between MAJCOMs on INFOCON check list action
items.
• Observation 2. Management at all levels was concerned with the availability and
utilization of skilled information warfare (IW) personnel.
• Observation 3. DCI implementation recommendations in this report should consider
offensive counterinformation (OCI) to avoid 'stovepiping' DCI.

Recommendations: The report provides 10 recommendations, coordinated with AF/XOI that
should collectively improve the DCI program. Details of each recommendation are available in
the Results section of this report.
Management Comments: The process owner, AF/XOI, concurred with the findings and
recommendations. (See Management Comments)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

earn
HQ AFINALL, D S N -

USAF
Review Director
HQ AFINFOO, D S N -

~kafb.saia.af.mil

~kafb.saia.af.mil
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Results
Purpose
Assess the effectiveness of the implementation of the Air Force
Defensive Counterinformation (DCI) program.

Background
The Air Force's increasing reliance on information and information
systems to conduct air and space operations presents new
challenges in using and protecting information and information
systems. Per Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1-1, Air Force
Basic Doctrine, Sep 97, information superiority is an Air Force
core competency. Figure 1 depicts the Air Force information
superiority construct.

--

·------·-·-·-····---]

Information Operations

...........

Information-in-Warfare

................. ...- ..............................-

~

~

...

~-

Information Warfare

' :: :::.::·=:~:[_=--=:===
[

ISA
Co unterin formation
Weather
Precision Navigation
Info Collection/Dissemination .__,o,ff_e_ns_iv.e_C
___o,_un-t_
e__ri_n__fo__rm___a_t_i_o_n__·-' 1Defensive Counterlnformation 1

r------- --------,

PSYOP
Electronic Warfare
Military Deception
Physical Attack
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OPSEC
Counterintelligence
Counter PSYOP
Electronic Protection
Counterdeceptlon

Figure 1.
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According to AFDD 2-5, lnfomwtion Operations, 5 Aug 98, IW,
comprised of OCI and defensive counterinformation (DCI), was a
broadly defined concept that involved integrating many types of
activities and capabilities extending throughout the spectrum of
conflict. AFDD 2-5 specifically identified DCI as the Air Force's
overall top priority within the IW area.
DCI included those actions that protect information, information
systems and information operations. This Eagle Look focused on
DCI implementation status, with an emphasis on the integration of
the six core DCI functions:
• Information assurance (lA)
• Operations security (OPSEC)
• Counterintelligence (CI)
• Counterdeception (CD)
• Counterpsychological (CP) operations
• Electronic protection (EP)
Effective DCI required fuJl integration of the six core functions and
supporting activities. For purposes of this review, the team looked
for evidence of integrating activities such as working groups,
instructions, and documented evidence demonstrating how the
functionals of the six elements of DCI communicated and
coordinated with each other on an ongoing basis in a mutually
supportive manner. Integrating these core functions would
maximize the ability to protect information and information
systems as well as support OCI activities.
A major benefit of an effective DCI program would be protection
of information and information systems from:
• External threats (terrorists, narco-traffickers, organized
crime, hackers, nation states and transnational actors).
• Internal threats (espionage or sabotage).
Note: Assessment of DCI capabilities and effectiveness were
outside the scope of this review and would be premature. DCI
implementation was in the infancy stage, with the exception of
some IWFs, which provided IW capabilities to AOCs. For this
review, four were considered fully operational.
HQ USAF/XOIW, the Deputy for Information Warfare, requested
this Eagle Look in Aug 00 on the heels of what they assessed as
unsatisfactory progress in DCI implementation. A Dec 99 AF/XO
4
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message tasked MAJCOMs to provide input for the first annual
DCI report, an update on program implementation. The AF/XO
staff believed the report was incomplete and did not provide a clear
picture of DCI progress and direction. The Inspector General
approved the topic 1 Sep 00.

Methodology
To conduct this Eagle Look, the team:
• Reviewed DCI related doctrine, concepts of operations,
policies and guidance.
• Traveled to 18 active duty bases and visited 38
organizations, encompassing 9 MAJCOM, 6 NAP, 1 group,
14 wing-level units, and 8 DCI supporting agencies.
·
Note: Reference to 'MAJCOM' in this report includes the
Air National Guard.
• Conducted a video teleconference with Air Force Reserve
command.
• Interviewed 365 key personnel using questionnaires that
targeted these functional areas:
• Air Staff-included DCI functional experts.
• MAJCOM Staff-included directors of operations and
DCI functional experts.
• NAF Staff-included directors of operations, and DCI
functional experts.
• Wing-level personnel-included wing commanders and
DCI functional experts.
• DCI support agencies-included personnel involved with
training, providing resources and supporting DCI
activities.
• IWFs (attached to MAJCOMs and NAFs)-included DCI
functional experts.
• Surveyed DCI representatives at 26 Air Force organizations
consisting of the NAFs not visited and a sample of
MAJCOM wings using the same questionnaires used in the
interviews.
• Identified findings, observations, potential recommendations and best practices.
• Coordinated recommendations and follow-up criteria with
the process owner's staff (AF/XOIW).

5
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The following key publications were reviewed:
• AFDD 2-5, Information Operations, 5 Aug 98
• AFPD 10-20, Air Force Defensive Counterinformation
Operations, 1 Oct 98
• AFI 10-2001, Defensive Counterinformation Planning,
Operations and Assessments, Draft
• USAF Concept of Operations For Information Warfare, 23
Dec 99
See Annex G for a listing of all publications reviewed.
The following Ishikawa diagram depicts the fo~r assessment areas
to determine DCI implementation effectiveness: policy and
guidance, program management, resources, and education and
training (Figure 2).

Policy and Guidance
Integration ---..
-Plans
- Wartime Ops
- Day to day Ops
- Acquisition

Doctrine -

,.__ Guidance
-Air Staff
- MAJCOMINAF
·Local

SORTSORM ---to\.

Procedures -Reporting

• Assessments

Effectiveness of
DCI

Implementation
Requir~rnents • Mannmg
• Equipment

.....- Expsriencel
Expsrtlse Certification ---..
-

- Shortfalls

Tng Procedures
.-Awareness
-Tng and Education

Training

Figure 2.

Data from interviews and surveys were aggregated to identify
trends, systemic problems and findings.
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In agreement with AF/XOI, the criteria to determine effectiveness
of DCI implementation were defined as follows:
• Roles and responsibilities for integration of the DCI
program were developed and documented.
• DCI was integrated into operations planning, exercises,
inspections and day-to-day operations.
• Requirements and deficiencies were identified and included
in the planning and programming process.
• Procedures were established to ensure awareness, training
and education for DCI operations.
Finally, the team met with AF/XOI (process owner) and key
stakeholders' staff members to review the data and findings
contained in this report, coordinate implementable
recommendations and establish criteria for follow-up to ensure
meaningful improvement.

Standard For Assessment
This assessment was conducted in accordance with and conformed
to the Quality Standards for Inspections published by the
President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency, Mar 93.

Overall Assessment
Implementation of the Air Force DCI Program was not effective.

Overall Assessment Description
Using the effectiveness criteria established with the process owner,
the team found only isolated and sporadic evidence of any
implementation of DCI across the Air Force. In general, those few
DCI programs that had been established at either MAJCOMs or
wings lacked any direction or momentum towards becoming an
integrated, integral function of the given organization. Any
forward progress by an organization was the result of their own
initiative--there was minimal policy and guidance from any higher
echelon of staff or command to base a program. Moreover, DCI
was not resonating as a concept in the field. A preponderance of
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personnel at all levels (Air Force, MAJCOM, and wing) could not
elaborate on specific details of DCI, when surveyed.
The noteworthy exceptions to the trend were IWFs that functioned
as part of AOCs associated with either MAJCOMs or NAFs. Their
success to date was attributable to the availability of resources and
specific guidance that spoke to the integration of DCI into the IWF
construct.

Roles and responsibilities for integration of the DCI program
•

•

Five of ten MAJCOMs had not established all DCI core
function roles and responsibilities.
• IA, OPSEC and CI, well-understood programs that existed
before DCI, were established at all MAJCOMs.
• CD, CP and EP were not established at 50 percent of
MAJCOMs. None of the interviewed MAJCOM POCs for
CD, CP or EP had a clear understanding of these core
functions in the context of DCI.
Nine of ten MAJCOMs had not established DCI event report
procedures, as required by an AF/XO message.
• MAJCOMfocal points did not understand the definition of
a DCI event and thus did not include the designated DCI
fusion agency in reporting an incident that would relate to a
DCI core function.

One of ten MAJCOMs had established its DCI duties as the POC' s
primary function; the other nine POCs handled DCI as an
additional duty.

DCI integrated into operations planning, exercises, inspections
and day-to-day operations
•

•

Nine of ten MAJCOMs did not incorporate all six DCI core
functions in their operational or exercise plans.
• Traditional 'stovepipe' programs (i.e., OPSEC, CI, and IA)
were included in operational plans but not as components
of an integrated DCI program.
Nine of ten MAJCOMs had not established an integrated DCI
inspection program or self-inspection check lists that included
each core function.
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•

No MAJCOM had a fully integrated DCI program incorporated
into day-to-day operations such as responding to an attempted
hacking, publicizing information on the World Wide Web or
continuing evaluation of internal information centers of gravity.
• Four of ten MAJCOMs performed each of the DCI core
functions but did not have them integrated under a DCI
construct.
• · The other six MAJCOMs had three traditional programs of
IA, OPSEC and CI integrated into daily operations but did
not consider CD, EP and CPa part of their day-to-day
mission.

Requirements and deficiencies
•

None of the MAJCOMs had a discrete process, such as a 'DCI
Panel,' for developing and advocating DCI resource
requirements. Addressing deficiencies remained a 'stovepipe'
process, without regard to requirements or program objective
memorandum actions by any of the other DCI core functions.

Procedures to ensure awareness, training and education
•

MAJCOMs did not have DCI training programs or procedures
developed, nor did they direct subordinate units to establish
training programs.

Only three of thirty-eight organizations visited had developed DCI
awareness programs for their personnel.

Impact
Based on this low level of DCI implementation and focus at
MAJCOMs, a11 but one (see Best Practices) of the wings visited
had no DCI program. As a result, the Air Force Policy Directive
(AFPD) 10-20 to "Plan and conduct DCI operations" was not being
achieved.

9
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Program Management
Discussion
AFPD 10-20 stated the Air Force would employ comprehensive,
integrated DCI operations and incorporate capabilities into strategy,
plans, operations, exercises and inspections. This entailed bringing
together six programs under single management for a unified
purpose. However, these programs were managed under three
different functional areas. Compounding the problem, three of the
programs (i.e., OPSEC, IA and CI) were well established and
understood, while the other three (i.e., CD, CP and EP) were less
well known. Integrating these six programs under a DCI construct
had yet to be realized. The team found:
• No program framework with clear tasking authority.
• No overarching DCI implementation plan or organizational
construct that delineated objectives, resource requirements,
organizational relationships or milestones.
• Lack of consistent and frequent communication providing
guidance or assistance on establishing DCI programs at any
level.
As a result, there was no commonly understood application of DCI,
no game plan for integrating or implementing DCI Air Force-wide
and no clear evidence that the DCI program was moving forward.
The consequence was an absence of DCI awareness among
personnel at all levels and the lack of DCI inclusion into exercises,
operational plans, inspections and day-to-day operations.

Management
Framework
Ineffective

A Dec 98 interim planning message established AF/XOI as" ... the
overall lead to ensure that implementing directives are published
and metrics are developed to portray the status of DCI." Although
AF/XO was the designated OPR, DCI program component OPRs
worked in three separate deputes.
•
•
•

AF/XO--OPSEC, CD, EP and CP
AF/SC--IA
SAF/IG (AFOSI)--CI

10
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Consequently, no deputate had authority over all six core functions;
without a centralized locus of control, these core functions
remained as individual 'stovepipe' disciplines instead of merging
into an integrated DCI program. No charter or memorandum of
agreement was established between the three deputates that
provided for a single, empowered OPR (presumably AF/XOI) to
manage the program. Consequent difficulties included:
• An Air Staff DCI program manager established a working
group to implement DCI but struggled with the absence of
tasking authority. The program manager indicated that" ...
every time I convened the working group, I had to get a GO
signature on a message to ensure participation."
• One Air Staff DCI representative pointed out the program was
'compartmentalized' and 'rice bowled' with each of the three
Air Staff deputates 'owning' a piece of the program.
• Indicating this 'compartmentalization' had an impact at the
wing level, one wing/CV expressed, "We need to centralize
operations to be effective for the Air Force ... right now it's
an operations process, an Intel process, and an SC process."
In addition to lacking a single, empowered authority, the program
also needed a formalized DCI 'blueprint.'
•

•

There was no published implementation plan~~concept
development, goals, milestones, feedback and follow~up--to
guide the actions of DCI players.
The management framework for implementing DCI was
missing a mechanism for providing resources. Information
superiority fiscal investment was spread out over five Air Force
panels (consisting of 464 program elements (PE)) that included:
• Information superiority
• Communications and infrastructure
• Global mobility
• Personnel/training
• Space superiority
While an IW PE existed, it did not contain a funding line for
DCI. According to the Program Element Manager, this PE's
primary purpose was to provide funding for AlA and IWFs.
MAJCOM personnel stated the lack of a DCI-specific PE made
it difficult to program and fund any initiatives. Therefore,
MAJCOMs relied on fiscal planning/funds from traditional,
established core programs for DCI operations.
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Management
Actions Failed to
PromoteDCI
Implementation

The Air Staff's approach to DCI implementation relied on the
following three messages:
• AFPD 10-20 Implementation Planning (Dec 98)
• Defensive Counterinfomzation (DC!) Operations Reporting
(Oct 99)
• Interim Guidance To AFPD 10-20 Defensive
Counterinformation (DC/) Operations (Dec 99)
The first two messages were directive with regard to Air Staff
actions and reporting requirements; however, therewere no
associated suspenses, and responsible OPRs did not always address
the requirements. Tasks not completed included:
• Establishment of status of resources and training systems
(SORTS) criteria (Note: As of Sep 00, fully operational IWF
have been reporting via SORTS. Others are incorporating this
as they reach fully operational capable (FOC)).
• Development of an operational risk management (ORM)
process for DCI (ORM was addressed in unpublished draft AFI
10-2001).
• Action plans to include organizational responsibilities,
identifying shortfalls, metrics and measurement systems.
In contrast, actions listed in the third message, directed toward the
MAJCOMs, were only 'recommended'. For example, the Dec 99
interim guidance message stated, " ... we recommend MAJCOMs
begin planning to accomplish the following tasks." In addition, the
· message assigned no responsibility to any organization to provide
feedback on progress other than an annual DCI report. There were
no milestones established to track implementation progress.
The one exception to this 'recommendation' trend involved the
tasking of MAJCOMs to "Collect data on DCI programs and
activities as required by Air Force and MAJCOM-specific
instructions," and forward these inputs to the designated OPR for
compiling the annual DCI report. AFPD 10-20, Attachment 2,
stated, "Guidance ... for reporting compliance data ... will be
provided in a subordinate AFI." However, the AFI had not yet
been published, nor had any type of 'MAJCOM-specific' guidance
been created.
Lacking specific guidance on what data to report or what kind of
metrics to establish, MAJCOMs were unable to comply with the
intent of the message.
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Beyond these three messages, there were two 3-day conferences for
which the primary focus was to "Gather MAJCOM inputs for
preparing the annual DCI report." The second of these conferences
included MAJCOM DCI implementation status updates as part of
the agenda. No action items were established as a result of either
conference.

Finding 1
Ineffective program management framework hindered DCI
implementation.
Recommendation 1-1: Publish a memorandum of understanding
among the affected deputates that formally empowers a designated
DCI focal point. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI and
applicable staff)
Recommendation 1-2: Establish an implementation plan to
include DCI concept clarification, goals, milestones, feedback and
follow-up procedures. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI and
applicable staff)
Recommendation 1-3: Evaluate establishing a funding line within
the IW PE for DCI fiscal requirements. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR:
AF/SC, AFOSI, AF/XP and applicable staffs)
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Policy and Guidance
Discussion
AFPD 10-20, Air Force Defensive Counterinformation Operations,
stated DCI entails a multidiscipline capability that can succeed only
as an integrated team effort across nearly all Air Force functional
areas. Specific DCI functions (i.e., OPSEC, CI, EP, IA, CP and
CD) will be executed by appropriate functional elements as
delineated by existing and emerging Air Force guidance. After a
review of the 'existing and emerging' DCI implementation
guidance, the team found:
• DCI implementation guidance was insufficient.
• . Integration concept and 'how to' not explained or documented.
• Limited MAJCOMJNAF DCI guidance existed.
• Lack of available guidance impacted implementation progress.
At the completion of this Eagle Look, API 10-2001 (the envisioned
tool for implementing DCI) remained in draft. The lack of
comprehensive, clear policy and guidance drove the low level of
DCI implementation in the field. The bottom line, in a 'guidance
vacuum,' operational units were not implementing or employing
integrated DCI.

Existing Guidance
Insufficient

AFPD 10-20 provided macro-level guidance for planning and
conducting DCI operations but did not discuss in detail the 'how
tos' of implementation. During the 2 years the still as-yetunpublished implementation API was in draft, the only guidance to
the field consisted of three AF/XO messages. These attempted to
stimulate DCI implementation; however, they lacked the level of
detail necessary for the field to take meaningful action.
Seventy-one percent of MAJCOM DCI OPRs indicated that
guidance was insufficient to implement DCI. Their questions
centered on what 'integrate' meant, what a 'DCI event' was and
what CD, CP and EP entailed. Additionally, the persistent question
of how to integrate DCI was mentioned by many DCI functionals
as a 'gap' to implementation. One MAJCOMIDO noted, "Policy
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and doctrine ... set the stage; however, a published AFI is the place
to start with implementation."

Integration Concept
and 'How To' Not
Explained or
Documented

The major concept of DCI was to integrate six core functions and
related disciplines. However, neither AFPD 10-20 nor any of the
three messages explained the 'how to' of integrating these
functions and related disciplines.
AFDD 2-5 stated that, "DCI weaves together related disciplines and
capabilities toward satisfying a stated objective." Although, DCI
functionals at all levels understood most DCI disciplines, these
OPRs were unclear on how to 'weave' (integrate) these disciplines
into a DCI program. Even Air Staff functionals could not explain
how to integrate the core functions. Yet, all 11 Air Staff
representatives interviewed agreed it was essential for effective
DCI operations. Stressing its importance, an Air Staff general
officer stated, "Integration is essential to coordinate the synergistic
effect."
When asked open-ended questions about how they would 'fix' DCI
implementation, seven of ten MAJCOM functionals believed
'integration' needed to be addressed. However, the team's review
of the draft API 10-2001 revealed that integration was still not
comprehensively explained.

Limited MAJCOM
and No NAF DCI
Guidance

As a result of this lack of Air Force-level guidance, MAJCOMs and
NAPs, in general, took no substantive action to energize their
prospective DCI communities. Though all MAJCOMs had
appointed DCI POCs, and all those POCs stated DCI
implementation was a priority, there was a lack of documented
activity.
•
•
•

•

Only one MAJCOM published command-specific guidance for
DC I.
Only one MAJCOM conducted a DCI conference of any kind.
None of the MAJCOM DCI POCs indicated there had been any
ongoing message traffic to their subordinate units concerning
DC I.
None of the NAFs visited or surveyed had published DCI
implementation guidance.
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Lack of Air Force, MAJCOM and NAF implementation guidance
precluded the development of any wing level direction on DCI
implementation.

Availability of
Guidance Impacted
Units' Ability to
Implement DCI

The cause and effect relationship between published guidance and
DCI implementation progress was readily evident. Lacking an
implementation AFI, 13 of 14 wings visited had no functional DCI
program. The 'newness' of DCI at the wing level was evident in
the reaction of POCs and other wing-level personnel to this Eagle
Look.
•
•
•

"I was appointed the focal point for your Eagle Look visit, [but]
I'm in no way the POC for the DCI program."
"I had never heard of DCI before I got your Eagle Look
message."
"DCI stands for Defensive Counterintelligence, right?"

In contrast, however, IWFs were able to employ a different source
of guidance, the USAF IW CONOPS. Seventy-five percent of fully
operational capable (FOC) IWFs indicated this CONOPS, created
specifically with the IWF mission in mind, was sufficient to
implement DCI as it applied to the IWF role in AOCs. Based on
this document's clarity and comprehensiveness, IWFs were far
ahead of any other Air Fbrce echelon visited.
•
•
•
•
•

All four FOC IWFs had identified DCI core discipline roles and
responsibilities.
All four FOC IWFs reported all core functions were
incorporated into exercises and day-to-day operations.
All four FOC IWF had included DCI requirements in their
budget process.
One IWF had established local tactics, techniques and
procedures.
One IWF had developed a CONOPS for computer network
defense.
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Finding 2
Policy and guidance for DCI program implementation was
insufficient.

Recommendation 2-1: Field AFI 10-2001 ASAP. (OPR: AF/XO)
Recommendation 2-2: Publish additional guidance to include as a
minimum:
• Clarifying DCI minimum program requirements and
applicability to all echelons.
• Identifying specific Air Staff and MAJCOM OPRs for each of
the six DCI core functions.
• Defining integration as it relates to DCI.
• Issuing precise definitions of CD, CP, and EP and explain how
these fit into an integrated DCI construct.
• Clarifying DCI event definition and identifying which kinds of
events are reportable.
• Specifying DCI reporting procedures for DCI events and/or the
annual report at all levels.
(OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, SAF/PA, AFOSI, AlA and
MAJCOMs)

Recommendation 2-3: Incorporate the concept of integrated DCI
into the next revisions of core function (e.g., IA, OPSEC, CI, etc.)
and supporting activities (i .e., physical security and industrial
security) related series publications. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR:
AF/SC, SAF/PA, AFOSI and applicable staffs, and MAJCOMs)

Actions Underway
API 10-2001, that implements AFPD 10-20, was in final
coordination with a planned release of Mar 01.
Development of an USAF IW CONOPS was ongoing. The
CONOPS was seen as a generational advancement of the IW
CONOPS. It was envisioned as the document to integrate IW into
air operations. The planned CSAF signature date was 1 Jun 01.
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Development of AFPD 10-7, that will replace AFPD 10-20. AFPD
10-7 was being sent to MAJCOMs for comment. Expected
publication by 1 J un 01.
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Training and Education
Discussion
AFPD 36-22, Military Training, declared, "Trained people are a
critical resource with which organizations accomplish their Air
Force Mission." AFPD 10-20 stated, "The Air Force will integrate
DCI awareness, objectives and capabilities into strategy, plans ...
inspections, training, communications and computer system
architectures, systems development, and professional education."
(emphasis added)
After a review of all organizational levels, from Air Staff to wing,
to gauge the extent of education, awareness and training received
by personnel associated with the DCI program, the team found:
• Minimum training requirements not identified.
• Scarce DCI training opportunities.
• Limited DCI awareness among personnel at all levels.
As a result, limited DCI awareness, training and education led to
personnel not understanding DCI concepts and its relevance to their
miSSIOn.

Minimum Training
Requirements
Lacking

A Dec 98, AF/XOimessage to several Air Staff addressees listed
action items necessary to implement AFPD 10-20. One of these
action items was to, "Ensure training of Air Force personnel
includes DCI awareness and responsibilities." However, no action
was taken to determine requirements or initiate any formal process
to establish training functions.
An interim guidance message a year later from AF/XO
'recommended' MAJCOMs establish procedures for ensuring
awareness and providing training and education necessary to
conduct DCI operations. This recommendation was not followed.
MAJCOMs did not have DCI training programs or procedures
developed, nor did they direct subordinate units to establish training
programs.
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The absence of established requirements and developed programs
resulted in limited training opportunities.

Limited DCI
Training Available

Air Force wide, there were no training programs or courses
specifically dedicated to DCI. Those IW courses that did
incorporate DCI into their curricula were restricted, in most cases,
to personnel associated with IWFs.
•

•

•

The Information Warfare Applications Course (IW AC)
provided a general understanding of information operations
(10) and DCI and is open to all personnel.
The Information Operations Integration Course (IOIC)
provided more specific DCI coverage, but was limited to
IWF personnel with an SCI clearance.
The Information Operations Staff and Operations Course
(IOSOC) provided general DCI training with a focus on
IWF/ AOC operations. The course was restricted to
personnel with an SCI clearance.
(See Appendix F for descriptions and restrictions of
available courses)

As a result of limited training availability:
• Seventy-five percent of locations visited, excluding IWFs,
had no personnel with any level of DCI training.
• Eighty percent of personnel interviewed had a general
understanding of their role in DCI but not how it integrated
with the other five areas.
Personnel with assigned DCI responsibilities did not have the
training necessary to develop awareness programs for commanders
and personnel.
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Limited DCI
Awareness

AFPD 10-20 stated, "Successful DCI begins with each individual
accepting and carrying out his/her responsibilities in protecting
information and information systems from attack and exploitation
by adhering to all applicable policies and procedures." In order to
achieve this, individuals must be aware of their responsibilities.
Only one DCI agency and two IWFs developed awareness
programs for their personnel. No other location visited had
established a program to educate personnel on DCI and the role
they played in the program.
Senior leadership indicated:
• "Too many people in the Air Force have too narrow a focus on
10. They just see computers. We lack awareness."
(MAJCOM/DO)
• [DCI is characterized by a] "Lack of understanding. Lack of
education is the biggest obstacle. Folks need to understand the
importance of DCI operations." (MAJCOM/DO)
• "People don't understand it [DCI] .. . They can't get their arms
around the concept." (Wing/CV)

Finding 3
DCI training, education and awareness were inadequate.
Recommendation 3-1: Develop DCI training requirements for
each DCI focal point/functional representative at all levels and the
general Air Force population. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
AFOSI, applicable staffs, and IW Education and Training
Requirements integrated product team (IPT))
Recommendation 3-2: Consider a mobile training course and
team to expedite the training of an initial cadre of DCI trained
personnel. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI, and applicable
staffs)
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Recommendation 3-3: Develop tools (i.e., website, video) to
provide general awareness information on DCI. (OPR: AF/XO;
OCR: AF/SC, AF/PA, AFOSI)
Recommendation 3-4: Incorporate DCI awareness into accession,
technical training and professional military education courses.
(OPR: HQ AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI, and applicable staffs)
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Observations
An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of
the review. An observation is significant enough to warrant
attention by the process owner or other seniorleadership.
Observations may include recommendations.

Discussion
INFOCONs Actions
Differ

As a subset of information assurance, the team reviewed MAJCOM
information condition (INFOCON) instructions and check lists and
found differences in INFOCON action items. Check list action
item differences included:
• One MAJCOM INFOCON Alpha check list stated, "Run
password cracking software procedure on computer accounts"
while other MAJCOM check lists called for this procedure in
INFOCON Bravo or not at alL
• One MAJCOM INFOCON (level) check list action item called
for review of the Air Force Computer Emergency Response
Team website for additional information, while others did not.
• Action to delete inactive accounts appeared in INFO CON
Alpha and Charlie check lists, while other check lists did not
list such action.
Although INFOCON levels were standardized, actions associated
with levels varied. Inconsistent actions across MAJCOMs to
counter events may allow exploitation of a potential vulnerability.
For example, MAJCOMs with differences in INFOCON check lists
might respond differently to a hostile action. This could potentially
expose the entire Air Force system to the threat.

0 bservation 1
Differences exist between MAJCOMs on INFOCON check list
action items.
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Recommendation Ob1~1: Review and standardize INFOCON
action items across the Air Force. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
MAJCOMs and appropriate staff agencies)

Discussion
Personnel
Management
Concerns

A common theme heard at MAJCOMs, wings and IWFs throughout
the review concerned the lack of qualified manpower.
Shortfalls included network expertise and experience, 10 and DCI
experienced Intel troops and OSI individuals with 10/IW
experience and qualifications. Reasons cited included:
• Relative infancy of the DCI mission area.
• Qualified personnel not assigned to serve in IO beyond
initial tour.
Typically, personnel serve one tour in an IWF, before returning to
non-IO duties. As a result of this practice, the experience base was
lost after every turnover and the training cycle started again. Given
renewed program management along with policy and guidance, the
lack of continuity may be a limiting factor in DCI implementation.

Observation 2
Management at all levels was concerned with the availability and
utilization of skilled IW personnel.

Recommendation Ob2-1: Evaluate the impact of this lack of
continuity on prospective DCI implementation at MAJCOMs,
wings and IWFs. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI and
appropriate staff)

Discussion
Integrate DCI with
OCI

During report validation, the 'AFIA Red Team' noted IW was an
integrating strategy and it would be a disservice to focus on DCI as
a stand-alone function. If defensive functions are isolated from
offensive functions we lose the intent of AFDD 2-5 that stated,
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"Even more so than other air and space operations,
counterinformation operations must be performed simultaneously
and in parallel. Specific IW actions can alternate between OCI and
DCI in a continuing cycle, literally at the speed of light."

Observation 3
DCI implementation recommendations in this report should
consider OCI to avoid stovepiping DCI.

Recommendation Ob3-l: None
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Best Practices
The following section gives a synopsis of best practices observed
during the Eagle Look. This information is intended to foster
continuous process improvement throughout the Air Force.

Implementation Plan
Shows the Way

The Air Force Office of Special Investigations developed
Implementation Plan for AFOSI Counterintelligence Support to
Infrastructure Protection and Information Operations. The plan
established an information operations branch that manages the
AFOSI IO program as well as support to each of the eight OSI
regions and the IWFs. The implementation plan further delineates
peacetime and wartime roles and responsibilities. It provides a
strategy that could benefit other Air Force agencies as a template
for developing a comprehensive DCI implementation plan.

POC(s): Maj (b) (6)

HQ AFOSI, D S N -

~
Website Consolidates
Information

The HQ PACAF Information Warfare Branch developed a
comprehensive webpage for the distribution of DCI Information.
Still being expanded, the page was a useful repository for DCI
documents, the status of PACAF operations and available training.
This was a good tool for awareness and marketing of DCI. The
page can be accessed at
https://www.cidss.af.mil/DOIO/html/index.html.

POC(s): Lt Col (b) (6)
(b) (6)
i>hickam.af.mil

16 SOW Out In Front

DSN (b) (6)

The 16th Special Operations Wing stood up an information
operations division that included tactical deception, OPSEC,
Electronic Warfare and elements of information-in-war. They also
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had participation by the communication squadron and OSI. They
. formed a security-working group to include COMSEC, OPSEC,
INFOSEC, industrial security, force protection, personnel
protection, Intel, OSI, and COMPUSEC. The division oversaw the
development and approval of a new comprehensive wing critical
information list. This was an example of how 10/DCI could be
integrated and implemented at the wing level.

16SOW,DS~
'1

MAJCOM Instruction a AFSPACECOM developed an instruction implementing AFPD 1020. It outlined roles and responsibilities for the MAJCOM staff,
Potential Template for
the NAP staff and the wing/unit level for all DCI core functions. It
theAF
also included inspection guidelines and an annual report format.
The instruction could be considered a template for other
MAJCOMs and units. The instruction can be found at
https://midway.peterson.af.mil/pubs/se1ies 1O.htm.

HQ AFSPC/DOIO, D S N - '1
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Management Comments
The subsequent pages are management comments. They are presented as received.
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC

Ottice of the Secretary

MAR 1 4 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR AF/SC
Af/XO
AFOSI/CC
FROM: SAF/IG
t 1.:10 Air Force Pcmag<JO
Washington DC 20330-1140

SUBJECT:

Request for Management (Qmmcnts on Defensive Count.erinforrnation (DC!)
Progntmlmplementution Eagle Look (SUSP: 28 Mar 0 I)

The Air Force lnspecti<m Agency (AFIA) recently <:ompletcd an Eagle Look to assess tlw
effectiveness of DCI implementation and bri~fed you on the results on 14 Mar 01. We welcome any
management commc15u may have". nd will incorporate them in the !irialreport. Please mail comments

by 28 Mar 0 I to Cot[uLlSJ
87117-56 70.

HQ AFIA!FOO, 9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 354, Ktrtland AFB Nl\1

There are three findings in the report:
I. Jncffc<:tive progmm management framework hindered DC! implementation
2_ Policy and guidance for DC! progmrn implementation w<'rc itmdTic.:itcnt
3. DC! training, education and awareno>S were in:Hlequ:Jte

Additi<Jnally, we provick:d 10 recormnendations to irnpnwe DC! implementation. Det<tils of the
are available in the Results section of the rep<m (Atd: l). Attachment 2 to this memo
documents a propo:;ed follow-up plan to guide implememati<.m of the reC(HTUncndations.
recormn~ndations

If you and your staff hnve any ques1ions, please com act the Eagle Look Team Chief, Lt Col
@k!!_!.lt..;<;.Ui.;\,l\L.mU-

[G)Wiat DSN tmil3ll E'>Mailfim;J

{6)D

(b) (6)

•

F

I lw Inspector General

Attachments:

J. E(lglc Look Repon, PN 01-60 I
2. Folk>w-Up Flan
c.:c AF/XOI
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DEFENSIVE COlJNTERINFORMATION (DCI) PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
FOLLOW-UP PLAN

HQ AHA and AF/XOIW will use the following cdtcria to review actions taken in response to
recommendations contained in the DCI Program Implementa tion Eagle Look report. AF/XOI will
provide written follow-up to AFIA at 6·month intervals until milestones are completed.
Recommendation 1-1: Publish a Memorandum of Understanding among the affected deputates
which formally empowers a designated DCI OPR NI;r I Jul 01. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
AFOST and applicable staft)
Recommendation 1-2: Establish an implementaticm plan to include DCI concept clarification,
milestones, feedback and follow-up procedures NLT l Aug 01. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
AFOSI and applic~lblc staffs)
Recommendation 1-3: Evaluate establishing a funding line within the Information Wmfare (IW)
program element for DCI fiscal requirements NLT 15 Sep 01. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
AFOSI, AFfXP and applicable staffs)
•

If Air Staff decides to establish a program element, include in FY03 POM

Recommendation2-1: Field AFI 10-2001 NLT 15 AprOl. (OPR: AP/XO)
Recommendation 2-2: Publish additional guidance NLT 15 Nov 01, to include as a rninimum:
Clarifying DCI minimum program requirements and applicability to ali echelons
•

Identifying specific Air Staff and MAlCOM OPRs for each of the six DCI core functions

•

Issuing precise definitions of counterdeception, counterpsychological operations and
electronic protection and c.l\plaining how these fit into an integrated DCI constnlct .

•

Clarifying DCI event dctinition and identifying which kinds of events arc reportable

•

Specifying DCI reporting procedures for DCI events and/or the annual repo11 at all levels

(01'1~:

AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, SAF/PA, AFOSI, AlA and MAJCOMs)

Recommendation 2-3: Incorporate the concept of "integrated DCI" into the nex.t revisions of core
function (i.e., information assurance, OPSEC) and supporting activities (i.e., physical security and
industrial security) related seties publications as publications arc revised. Include as part of
implementulion plan. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, SAF/PA , AFOSI and applicable staffs and
MAJCOMs).
Recommendation 3-1: Develop DCJ training requirements for each DC! focal point/functional
represen tative at all levels and the general Air Force population NLT I Dec Ol. (OPR: AF/XO;
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OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI, applicable staffs and IW Education and Training Requirements Integrated
Process Team)
Recommendation 3·2: Consider a mobile training course and team to expedite the training of an
initial cadre ofDCI trained personnel NLT l Dec 01. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI,
applicable staffs.)

Recommendation 3·3: Develop tools (i .e., web site, video) to provide general awareness
information on DCI NLT 1 Feb 02. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AF/PA, AFOSI)

Recommendation 3-4: Incorporate DCI awareness into accession, technical training and
Professional Military Education courses during next course review. (OPR: HQ AF/XO; OCR:
AF/SC, AFOSI and applicable staffs.) Process Owner evaluate need for a follow-up Eagle Look or
consider creation of MAJCOM Special Interest Item in the fall 02 time frame .
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON DC

26 !v1ar 01
MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFIAJFOO

9700 G Avenue SE
Suite 354
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-5670

FROM: HQ USAF/XOIW
1480 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330-1480

SUBJECT: Follow-up Comments to the Defensive Counterinformation (DCl) Program
Implementation Eagle Look

1. I would like to extend my appreciation tor your team's efforts and hard work in conducting the
recent management review of the DCI program. Your executive outbrief provided us valuable
insight into the direction DCI implementation has taken as well as new approaches for imegrating
it's six programs. The review helped highlight the role DCI plays in both peace and wartime
operations and ho"v .it applies differently to each; the difficulty of integrating six programs, tluee of
which are well established ...vith the remaining still struggling to obtain program recognition; and the
execution of a ne>v mission area without additional resources. These have coniri buted to the
difficulties experienced by those responsible for the implementation of DC I. In view of this, we
submit the following comments.
a. \Ve will establish a DCI '-VOrking group consisting of the Air Staff functional and MAJCOM

DCI program managers to meet at least semi-annually \vlth the goal of achieving a comprehensive
and integrated DCI program for the Air Force. This will assist the MAJCOMs in refining their DCI
programs as well as defining the application of DC! in both peace and wartime operations. In lieu
of an MOA among AFIXO, SC, and SAF/IG, we will develop a charter for the working group that
will detail Air Staff and MAJCOM roles and responsibilities and how we \\.111 accomplish the

objectives outlined in AFPD 10-20 nnd AFI l 0-200 l.
b. We will focus oh developing an investment strategy that will link our DCI funding
requirements to the IW Mission .!\rea Plan. This method is preferred instead of creating a funding
line within existing IW program clements.
c. Before we engage in developing DCI training requirements, courses, and tools to foster
education and awareness of DCI throughout the Air Force, we must ensure integration and
application ofDCI is defined and responsibilities ofthose involved in implementing ~.nd executing
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DCI are fully understood. Once these are accomplished, we can begin defining training
requirements and appropriate courses and tools.
2.

My point of contact for these issues is (b)

~
AF/XOIWI, D S
N--

(6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6)

one!, USAF
Deputy for Information Warfare
Directorate ofintelligence, Surveillance, &
Reconnaissance
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AlA FORCE OFFICE OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS
ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE, MD

MEMORANDUM FOR AFIA/FOO
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 354
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-5570
FROM: HQ AFOSI
SUBJECT: DCI Eagle Look- Management Comments
1. AfOSI is fully committsd to the success of Defensive Counterinformatlon (DCI). We remain
teamed throughout the USAF and continue to Integrate all our capabilities Into day-to-day
operations to assure successful protection of USAF's information Infrastructure. AFOSI has
embedded its capabilities lnto all kay USAF doctrine concerning Information Operations (10),
Information Warfare, and DCI. Uk.ewise, we hiiVEI built an aggressive program to ensure
AFOSI's counterintelligence (CI) support to 10 Is well coordinated and responsive. Our program
has bean recognized throughout the DOD Cl community, to Include your own Eagle Look recognizing it as an USAF "Best Practice. • We strive to continue to Integrate and normalize our
efforts throughout the DOl c:ommuni1y, particularly at the MAJCOM.
2. We appreciate the opportuni1y to have been recognized by Eagle Look. as a critical 'player'
and to be able to provide feedback concerning your findings. Although AFOSI was disappointed
that its program had not been highlighted more frequently in your report, we understand the
theme and the agenda of your findings • which was to look at a more holistic USAF picture.
With that ln mlnd, concur with your findings. We are . deeply interested in how you intend to
create a separate DCI funding line and have questions regarding where the money will come
from. We suspect this will become an action item. AFOSI intends to participate actively fn any
follow-up discussion as these findings are further deliberated and action begins to take place.
3. Again, we appreciate the opportunity to comment. AFOSI remains fully engaged, prepared
to team to ensure USAF's DCI program suc~ave any qu--comments.
~-my P?in~- of contact, Major - - - at DSN: •
•
or e-mail
~·

.

(b) (6)

g
Commander

"PRESERVING OUR LEGACY. PROTECTING THE FU'!VR£."
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, DC

12 Apr 01

NIEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFIA/FOO
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 354
KirtlandAFB, NM 87117-5670
FROM: HQ USAF/SCM
1250 Air Fo::ce Pentagon
Washington DC 20330-1 250
SUBJECT: Follow-up Commc.nts to the Defensive Counterinforrnation (DCI) Program
Implementation Eagle Look
1. We appreciate the C•pportunlty to review the DCI Program Implementation Eagle Look
Report, which provide;; clear areas for DCI improvements. We will continue to work closely
with the XO commlillhy to support their improvement plan. Specifically, we will actively
participate in the DCl working group as noted in the HQ USAFIXOIW comments (atch 1). We
concur with all other XOlW cornn1ents and look forward to strengthening the Air Force's DCI
Program.

2. If you have any questions
USAF/SCMIP at

(b) (6)

· this n~1~act Lt Col
ernail at~~ntagon. af. mi1 .

HQ

//signed//

(b) (6)

Colonel, USAF
Director of Mission Systems

Attadunent:
HQ USAFIXOIW Comments to DC! Program Implementation Eagle Look
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Appendix A-Summary of Findings,
Recommendations and Observations
Finding 1

Ineffective program management framework hindered DCI
implementation.
Recommendation 1-1: Publish a memorandum of understanding
among the affected deputates that formally empowers a designated
DCI focal point. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI and
applicable staff)
Recommendation 1-2: Establish an implementation plan to
include DCI concept clarification, goals, milestones, feedback and
follow-up procedures. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI and
applicable staff)
Recommendation 1-3: Evaluate establishing a funding line within
the IW PE for DCI fiscal requirements. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR:
AF/SC, AFOSI, AF/XP and applicable staffs)

Finding 2

Policy and guidance for DCI program implementation was
insufficient.
Recommendation 2-1: Field API 10-2001 ASAP. (OPR: AF/XO)
Recommendation 2-2: Publish additional guidance to include as a
mmtmum:
• Clarifying DCI minimum program requirements and
applicability to all echelons.
• Identifying specific Air Staff and MAJCOM OPRs for each
of the six DCI core functions.
• Defining integration as it relates to DCI.
• Issuing precise definitions of CD, CP, and EP and explain
how these fit into an integrated DCI construct.
• Clarifying DCI event definition and identifying which kinds
of events are reportable.
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•

Specifying DCI reporting procedures for DCI events and/or
the annual report at all levels.

(OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, SAF/PA, AFOSI, AIA and
MAJCOMs)
Recommendation 2-3: Incorporate the concept of integrated DCI
into the next revisions of core function (e.g., IA, OPSEC, CI, etc.)
and supporting activities (i.e., physical security and industrial
security) related series publications. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR:
AF/SC, SAF/PA, AFOSI and applicable staffs, and MAJCOMs)

Finding 3

DC! training, education and awareness were inadequate.
Recommendation 3-1: Develop DCI training requirements for
each DCI focal point/functional representative at all levels and the
general Air Force population. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
AFOSI, applicable staffs, and IW Education and Training
Requirements integrated product team (IPT))
Recommendation 3-2: Consider a mobile training course and
team to expedite the training of an initial cadre of DCI trained
personnel. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AFISC, AFOSI, and applicable
staffs)
Recommendation 3-3: Develop tools (i.e., website, video) to
provide general awareness information on DCI. (OPR: AF/XO;
OCR: AF/SC, SAF/PA, AFOSI)
Recommendation 3-4: Incorporate DCI awareness into accession,
technical training and professional military education courses.
(OPR: HQ AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI, and applicable staffs)

Observation 1

Differences exist between MAJCOMs on INFOCON check list
action items.
Recommendation Obl-1: Review and standardize INFOCON
action items across the Air Force. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC,
MAJCOMs and appropriate staff agencies)
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Observation 2

Management at all levels was concerned with the availability and
utilization of skilled IW personnel.

Recommendation Ob2-1: Evaluate the impact of this lack of
continuity on prospective DCI implementation at MAJCOMs,
wings and IWFs. (OPR: AF/XO; OCR: AF/SC, AFOSI and
appropriate staff)

Observation 3

DCI implementation recommendations in this report should
consider OCI to avoid stovepiping DCI.

Recommendation: None
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Appendix B-Executive Briefing
The folJowing pages contain the executive briefing presented to AFOSIICC and AF/SC2/SCM/XOI/XOIW on 13 March 2001 at the Pentagon, Washington, DC.

9'"'"'"-

4S<~
Air Force Inspection Agency
""'--.V
Defensive Counterinformation (DCI)
Program Implementation
Executive Summary Briefing
D<di<ot<d to impro•ing th< Air Fo"'

3

Team Composition

.u (b) (6)

Logistics

Team Chief

• Lt Col (b) (6)
• Major (b) (6)

Operations
Operations
Comm-lnfo Sys
Intelligence
Comm-Comp Sys

•
(b) (6)

Operations

+Col-Review Director
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Source: AFDD 2·5, Information

Op~>ratJons

Background
+Topic submitted by HQ USAF/XOIW
+ Initial DCI Annual Report
+ Snapshot of Implementation Status

+ TIG approved 1 Sep 00
+ Scope Buy-in from XOI 20 Sep 00
+ Review Beneficiaries:
+ AF/XO, AF/SC, AlA, AFOSI
+ MAJCOMs, NAFs and Wings
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Purpose
Assess effectiveness of the implementation of
the Air Force Defensive Counterinformation
(DCI) program
Focusing on:
+ Program Management
+ Policy and Guidance
• Resources
• Education and Training

Assessment Criteria
I========·.::.==::::;.:::::;~.c::.::.:=-========l
+ Roles and responsibilities for integration of
the DCI program developed and documented
• DCI integrated into ops planning, exercises,
inspections and day-to-day operations .
• Requirements and deficiencies identified and
included in planning and POM process
• Procedures established to ensure awareness,
training and education for DCI Operations
Source: AF/XOIW and Interim Guidance to AFPD 1().20,
Defensive Counterinformatlon (DCI) Operations
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Methodology
• Reviewed doctrine, policy and guidance
• Interviewed 365 people
• Air Staff
+ MAJCOM and NAF staffs
• Wing and DCI-related agencies

• Surveyed DCI POCs at 26 installations
• Coordinated results with process owner

Overall Assessment
Implementation of the Air Force DCI
Program was not effective
• MAJCOMs had not developed DCI roles
and responsibilities
• MAJCOM integrated DCI program limited
• MAJCOMs lacked an integrated DCI
resource process
• MAJCOMs did not have DCI training
programs or procedures
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Finding One
Program management framework for
implementation was ineffective
+ No clear tasking authority
+ No implementation plan
+ No DCI funding line ·
+ Actions failed to promote DCI
implementation

Finding One Recommendations
·- AF/X.O, with AF/SC, AFOSI and
applicable staff should:
• Publish MOU to empower a single DCI
focal point
• Establish an implementation plan
• Evaluate establishing a DCI funding line
within the IW PE
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Finding Two
··--================!
Policy and guidance for DCI program
implementation was insufficient
• Integration definition not explained
or documented
• Limited MAJCOM and NAF guidance
• Guidance impacted units' abilities to
implement DCI
IWFs benefited from IW CONOPS

Finding Two Recommendations
AF/X.O should:
+ Field AFI 10-2001 ASAP

AF/X.O, with AF/SC, AFOSI, and
applicable staff should:
• Publish additional clarifying guidance
• Include DCI in next revision of core
function and supporting series pubs
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Finding Three
~=====-=·======================~

DCI training, education and awareness
were inadequate
+ Minimum training requirements
lacking
+ DCI training opportunities scarce
+ DCI awareness among personnel at
all levels limited

Finding Three Recommendations
AF/XO, with AF/SC, AFOSI, and
applicable staff should:
+ Develop DCI training requirements
+ Develop tools to provide awareness
+ Consider a mobile training course
+ Include DCI awareness in accession, tech
training and PME
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Follow Up
I--

• Written follow up at six month intervals
• Complete recommendations by Jul 02
• Process owner consider Eagle Look or
AF Sll in Fall 02

Observations
Three Observations
+ INFOCONs actions differ
• IW personnel management
• Integrate DCI with OCI
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Best Practices
Four Best Practices
+ HQ PACAF DCI web page
+ AFSPC DCI instruction
+ AFOSI implementation plan
+16 SOW 10 Cell

Air Force
Inspection Agency
Providing Air Force leaders with
independent assessments to improve
Air Force operations and support

II

www-4afia.saia.aj.mil
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Appendix C-Team Composition
Name

Functional Expertise

Team Chief

LtCol (b) (6)

Logistics

Inspectors

Lt Col (b) (6)

Operations

Maj (b) (6)

Operations

Capt (b) (6)

Communications-Information

Cap~

Intelligence

MSgt (b) (6)

Communications - Computers

Col (b) (6)

Operations

Review Director
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Appendix D-Organizations Visited
Location

Organization
SAF

Pentagon, Washington DC

SAF/IGI/IGX

HQUSAF
HQ USAF/XOIIXOIW/SCM

Pentagon, Washington DC

Air Combat Command (ACC)
Langley AFB
Langley AFB
Langley AFB
Barksdale AFB
Barksdale AFB
Barksdale AFB
Barksdale AFB
Barksdale AFB
Hurlburt AFB
Shaw AFB
Shaw AFB
Shaw AFB
Shaw AFB

HQACC
AC2ISRC
lFW
8AF
8IWF
917WG
2BW
608 AIS
AFC2TIG
9AF
9IWF
609 AIS
20FW

Air Education and Training Command (AETC)
Randolph AFB
Randolph AFB

HQAETC
12TFW

Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC)
Scott ARB

126 ARW

Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
HQAFSOC
16SOW
352 SOG

Hurlburt AFB
Hurlburt AFB
RAF Mildenhall
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Air Force Space Command (AFSPC)
HQAFSPC
50SW
14AF
30SW

Peterson AFB
Schriever AFB
Vandenberg AFB
Vandenberg AFB

Air Force Material Command (AFMC)
HQAFMC

Wright-Patterson AFB

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
HQAMC
15 AF
60AMW

Scott AFB
Travis AFB
Travis AFB

Air National Guard (ANG)
HQANG

Andrews AFB

US Air Forces Europe (USAFE)
HQUSAFE
32AOG
32IWF
86AW
3 AF
48FW

Ramstein AB
Ramstein AB
Ramstein AB
Ramstein AB
RAF Mildenhal1
RAF Lakenheath

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
HQPACAF
15ABW
7 AF
7IWF
51FG

Hickam AFB
HickamAFB
Osan AB
Osan AB
Osan AB

FOAs
Air Force Communications Agency
Air Force Office of Special Investigations
HQ Air Intelligence Agency

Scott AFB
Andrews AFB
Kelly AFB

Other
National Air Intelligence Center
Air Force Information Warfare Center
39 lOS

Wright-Patterson AFB
Kelly AFB
Hurlburt AFB
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Appendix E-Acronym List
AFCFM

Air Force Career Field Managers

AFOSI

Air Force Office of Special Investigations

AOC

Aerospace Operations Center

CD

Counterdeception

CI

Counterintelligence

CP

Counterpsychological Operations

CONOPS

Concept of Operations

DCI

Defensive Counterinformati on

EP

Electronic Protection

FOC

Fully Operationally Capable

INFO CON

Information Condition

IO

Information Operations

IOIC

Information Operations Integration Course

IOSOC

Information Operations Staff and Operations Course

IPT

Integrated Product Team

IW

Information Warfare

IWF

Information Warfare Flight

!WAC

Information Warfare Applications Course

NAF

Numbered Air Force

OCI

Offensive Counterinformation

OPSEC

Operational Security

ORM

Operational Readiness Management
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Appendix F-Formal School Information
During the Eagle Look, respondents identified four courses that touch on
DCI specifically in their curriculum. They include the Information Warfare
Applications Course (IWAC) and Senior Information Warfare Applications
Course (SIW AC) taught by The College of Aerospace Doctrine Research
and Education (CADRE) at Maxwell AFB, AL. Two other courses, the
Information Operations Integration Course (IOIC) and the Information
Operations Staff and Operations Course (IOSOC), are taught by the 39th
Information Operations Squadron (39 IOS) at Hurlburt Field, FL. Of these
courses, IW AC is the single course that was described as best suited for
laying a foundation for understanding IO and DCI that the majority of
personnel who are assigned DCI responsibilities could attend. The SIW AC
course is restricted to general officers and civilian equivalents. The IOIC
and IOSOC courses are intended for personnel assigned to IWF' s or
working closely with the IWF's. They arc further limited to personnel with
Top Secret clearances and assigned to SCI billets.

IWAC
(5 days)

To provide students with a broad understanding of information operations,
the 1-week long IW AC educates students in the fundamentals of Air Force
IO doctrine and provides students insight into how the doctrine may be
applied across the spectrum from peace to war. The majority of the course
is taught at the UNCLASSIFIED level; however, a few lessons do include
information at the SECRET level. IW AC is primarily for ranks E-4
through 0-5 ; however, other ranks may come by exception. The structure,
length and information taught at this class make it an ideal candidate for
indoctrination training for personnel assigned DCI responsibilities.

SIWAC
(4 days)

The focus of SIW AC is on warfighting at the operational and strategic
levels and protecting the national critical information infrastructure. The
SIWAC is a 4-day course taught three times annually. Enrollment is
limited to 18 attendees of one-, two-, three-star, and equivalent civilian rank
for each class.
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IOIC
(60 days)

The Information·Operations Integration Course (IOIC), consisting of
60 academic days, trains personnel assigned to IWFs. The course
includes knowledge and application training with students receiving
'hands-on' training with planning systems. Course exercises are
designed to evaluate the integration of all 10 disciplines. Emphasis
of this course is on IW in an aerospace operations center (AOC)
environment.

IOSOC
(10 days)

The Information Operations Staff and Operations Course (IOSOC) consist
of 10 academic days. It provides an overview class for those personnel not
assigned directly to an IWF but who support or interact with them. Students
are exposed to key IO terminology, tools and techniques, information that is
deemed invaluable for supporting the IWF.
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Appendix G-Documents List
•

CJCSI 3122.03 Joint Operation Planning and Execution System Planning Fomz~ts and
Guidance, 1 J un 96

•

CJCSI 6510.01B Defensive Infonnation Operations Implementation, 22 Aug 97 ·

•

JP 3-13, Joint Doctrine for Information Operations, 9 Oct 98

•

AFDD 1-l,Air Force Basic Doctrine, Sep 97

•

AFDD 2-5, Information Operations, 5 Aug 98

•

AFDD 2-5.1, Electronic Warfare, 19 Nov 99

•

AFDD 2-5.2 Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Operations, 21 Apr 99

•

AFDD 2-5.3, Psychological Operations, 27 Aug 99

•

AFDD 35, Special Operations, 16 Jan 95

•

AFMAN 10-401 Vol2, Air Force Planning Manual, 1 May 98

•

APPD 10-11, Operations Security, 17 May 93

•

APPD 10-20, Air Force Defensive Counterinfomwtion Operations, 1 Oct 98

•

APPD 10-20 Implementation Planning Message (181644Z DEC 98)

•

Defensive Counterinformation (DC!) Operations Reporting (291638Z OCT 99)

•

Interim Guidance To AFPD 10-20 Defensive Counterinformation (DCI) Operations
(221918Z DEC 99)

•

APPD 14-1, Intelligence Applications and Requirements Training, 1 Jun 99

•

AFPD 33-2, Infomzation Protection, 1 Dec 96

•

APPD 36-22, Military Training, 17 Sep 93

•

API 10-1101, Operations Security, 1 May 97

•

API 10-1401, Modernization Planning Documentation, 22 May 95

•

API 10-601, Mission Needs and Operational Requirements Guidance and Procedures, 13
Aug99

•

API 10-706, Electronic Warfare, 1 May 96

•

API 10-2001, Defensive Counterinformation Planning Operations and Assessments,
Draft
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•

AFI 33-101, Communications and Information Management Guidance and
Responsibilities, 24 Jul 98

•

AFI 33-204, Information Protection Security Awareness Training, and Education (SATE)
Program, 26 Apr 99

•

AFI 33-206, Air Force Specialized Infomzation Assurance Publications, 1 Jun 00

•

AFI 33-230, Information Protection Assessments and Assistance Program, 18 Jun 99

•

AFI 90-201, Inspector General Activities, 26 Oct 00

•

AFMAN 10-401 Vol 1, Operational Plan and Concept Plan Development and
Implementation, 1 May 98

•

AFMAN 10-401 Vol 2, Planning Fomzats and Guidance, 1 May 98

•

USAF Defensive Counterinformation (DC!) Security Classification Guide, Draft

•

USAF Concept of Operations For Information Warfare, 23 Dec 99

•

Information Warfare Mission Area Planning FY2000, 1 Oct 99

•

ACC Concept of Operations For Information Warfare, 16 Jun 99

•

The State of Information Assurance in the U.S. Air Force, 2000

•

Charter for Information Operations Steering Group, USAFE, Jul 97

•

USAFE Information Operations Reporting and INFOCON Guide, Aug 98

•

PACAF Defensive Counterinformation (DC!) Report (Interim 1 Jan 00 to 30 Sep 00)

•

7 Information Warfare Flight (IWF) Concept of Operations for Computer Network
Defense (Draft), 21 Sep 00

•

HQ AFMC Defensive Counterinformation Working Group Charter, no date
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Appendix H-Report Distribution
One copy each unless noted

Air National Guard (ANG)
ANG/CC
HQ ANG/00/IG

Secretary of the Air Force
SAF/10/IGI

United States Air Forces Europe
(USA FE)

Headquarters United States Air Force
USAF/XO/XOJJXOIW /XOR/SC

USAFE/CC
HQ USAFE/DO/IG

Air Combat Command (A CC)
ACC/CC
HQ ACC!OO/IG

Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
PACAF/CC
HQ PACAF/DO/IG

Air Education and Training Command
(AETC)
AETC/CC
HQ AETC!OO/IG

FOAs
AFCA/CC
AFOSJJCC
AIA/CC

Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC)
AFRC/CC
HQ AFRC/DO/IG

Other
All Numbered Air Forces
All Information Warfare Flights
AC2ISRC/CC
AFC2TIG/CC
AFIWC/CC
NAIC/CC
39 IOS/CC
CADRE/CC/WSCW
1 FW/CC
2 BW/CC
12 FTW/CC
15 ABW/CC
16 SOW/CC
20 FW/CC
30 SW/CC
48 FW/CC
50 SW/CC
51 FW/CC

Air Force Special Operations Command
(AFSOC)
AFSOC/CC
HQ AFSOC!OO/IG

Air :Force Space Command (AFSPC)
AFSPC/CC
HQ AFSPC/DO/IG

Air Force Material Command (AFMC)
AFMC/CC
HQ AFMC/DO/SC/IG

Air Mobility Command (AMC)
AMC/CC
HQ AMC!OO/IG
TACC
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352 SOGICC
917 WG/CC

60AMW/CC
86 AW/CC
126 ARW/CC
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General

Questions or comments on the Eagle Look topic and other activities
conducted by the Air Force Inspection Agency (AFIA) can be
forwarded to:
HQAFINFOSB
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 362F
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670
DSN 246-1831
An overview of the APIA mission and organizational structure, to
include a list of past reviews and future Eagle Look topics, is
available at https://www-afia.saia.af.mil.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use ofthis report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a PRNILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or in part to persons or agencies
outside the Department of Defense, nor can it · be
republished in whole or in part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force/DoD
magazines and general use pamphlets, without the
express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Air Force Corrections System (AFCS) Levell Confinement Facility Program
Purpose. Assess the effectiveness of the AFCS Levell Confinement Facility Program
Background. HQ USAF/XOF and the Air Force Security Forces Center (AFSFC) submitted
this Eagle Look topic in May 2000. The scope was refined in coordination with the process
owner in August 2000, and the topic was approved by SAF/IG on 1 September 2000. Level 1
facilities house pretrial detainees and post-trial inmates with up to 1-year confinement and
include local confinement facilities (LCF) and regional correctional facilities (RCF). The
submitter's concerns were focused on the viability of the overall system and that safeguards
were in place to ensure the humane treatment of inmates.
Criteria. The assessment criteria were agreed upon with HQ USAF/XOF during a
21 September 2000, video teleconference (VTC). The AFCS Level 1 program was assessed
effective if:
1) The guard force was trained and qualified in accordance with (lAW) current policy and
guidance
2) Oversight programs were in place to ensure safe and humane confinement for inmates
Methodology. During August-September 2000, the AFIA review team met with the AFSFC
confinement staff and conducted interviews with seven MAJCOMs to ensure the focus of the
review would address the issues and concerns of AF/XOF.
From 24 September to 3 November 2000, the team visited 25 installations representing the seven
MAJCOMs that had Levell facilities. The team conducted 295 interviews with support group
commanders, staff judge advocates (SJA), area defense counsels (ADC), wing inspectors
general, chiefs of security forces (CSF), corrections officers, corrections NCOICs and
corrections staff.
Overall Assessment. The AFCS Level 1 Confinement Facility Program was not fully effective
due to:
• A lack of oversight at all levels
•

Nonstandard, incomplete training programs
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•

A framework of policy and guidance that did not provide the necessary direction to manage
the program.

These factors combined to permit a climate where, in some instances, unprofessional or
inhumane treatment of inmates could and did occur.
The team found that no single, empowered office of primary responsibility was in touch with all
aspects of the Air Force Corrections Program (AFCP). As a result, there was no Air Force-wide
capability to assist local units in managing inmate populations to prevent temporary
overcrowding or promote efficient use of limited confinement assets. Corrections staff members
either lacked training or were not subject to individual standardization-evaluation examinations,
that would verify their qualification for confinement duties. Finally, Air Force policy and
guidance placed unrealistic expectations on LCFs to provide inmate rehabilitation programs;
local directives were vague on expected standards of conduct for inmates, allowing an
inconsistent application of disciplinary measures.
Root cause analysis led to three findings and fours observations:

•

Finding 1. Lack of oversight at all levels hindered effective management of the Level 1
confinement program.

•

Finding 2. Incomplete training, missing training documentation and lack of standardizationevaluation checks resulted in less than fully trained and qualified corrections staff personnel.

•

Finding 3. Policy and guidance at all levels did not support successful achievement of
AFCP goals.

•

Observation 1. There was no policy on temporarily holding Air Force detainees and
inmates.

•

Observation 2. Facility design and construction standards were not always IAW AFI 31205, Corrections Program.

•

Observation 3. The primary formal training course for corrections staff did not meet Air
Force needs.

•

Observation 4. Confinement practices in civilian corrections facilities did not always meet
AFCP standards and goals as outlined in AFI 31-205.

Recommendations: The report provides 10 recommendations, coordinated with AFSFC that
should collectively improve the Level 1 Confinement Program. Details of each recommendation
are available in the Results section ofthis report. AFSFC will follow up on alllO
recommendations and requires no AFIA assistance.
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Management Comments: The process owner, AF/XOF, [concurred/did not concur] with the
findings and recommendations (see Management Comments).

(b) (6)

Team Chief
HQ AFIA/FOSB, DSN. .
(b) (6)
kafb.saia.af.mil

Col, USAF
Director, Field Operations
HQ AFIA/FO, DSN. .
(b) (6)
kafb.saia.af.mil
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Results
Purpose
Assess the effectiveness ofthe AFCS Levell Confinement Facility
Program.

Background
The AFCS provided confinement and rehabilitation services for
pretrial and post-trial (court-martialed) Air Force prisoners. This
mission was accomplished through the use of organic Air Force
resources as well as those provided by the Navy, Army, local law
enforcement agencies and the Federal Bureau of Prisons.
According to the Air Force Security Forces Center (AFSFC), there
were between 750 and 800 Air Force inmates in the system at any
given time.
AFI 31-205, Corrections Program, 21 June 1999, defined four
levels of confinement facilities as follows:
•

Local Confinement Facility (LCF)--LCFs provide an initial
confinement location for pretrial, post-trial (180 days or less)
and casual prisoners awaiting transfer to RCFs.

•

Level 1 Regional Correctional Facility (RCF)--A Level 1
facility normally houses post-trial prisoners with less than 1
year to minimum release date. They may also house pretrial
inmates and prisoners who are either pending other actions, in
transit or awaiting transfer to a higher level correctional facility.
Limited treatment programs would be offered at Level 1 RCFs
consistent with security requirements and available resources.

•

Level 2 RCFs-These facilities housed limited pretrial
detainees and post-trial inmates with up to 5-years confinement.
The AFCS used the Naval Brigs at Miramar, CA and
Charleston, SC for these inmates.
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•

Long-Term Corrections-These facilities housed inmates
from 5-year sentences up to the death penalty and all officers
and cadets. The Army was the DoD executive agent for longterm corrections and used the US Disciplinary Barracks
(USDB) at Fort Leavenworth, KS and the Federal Bureau of
Prisons to house these inmates.

AFSFC defined the 40 Air Force LCFs and 3 Air Force-operated
RCFs to be Level 1 facilities and the long-term corrections to be
Level3, lAW DODD 1325.4 and DODI 1325.7. Levell
confinement facilities were the focus of this review.

Topic Submitted by
HQUSAF/XOF

On 9 May 2000, HQ USAF/XOF requested an independent,
objective review ofthe Level 1 AFCS to, "Identify potential
problem areas, as well as confirm the viability of the overall
system."
Two factors drove the Eagle Look request: 1) an anticipated
increase in inmate population at LCFs and 2) an inmate abuse
incident at a now-closed RCF.
•

The Army was building a new disciplinary barracks at Fort
Leavenworth, with 60 percent less capacity than the current
facility (512 bed spaces versus 1500 bed spaces). Inmate
population was being reduced to fit the new USDB and selected
Leve13 inmates were being transferred to Army Level2 RCFs
(Forts Sill, Knox and Lewis). The resulting domino effect
DOD-wide would increase bed-space demands at Levell
facilities.

•

In 1998, an RCF (now closed) operated a scared straight
program. This unauthorized program resulted in inmate
physical and mental abuse, culminating in an incident that
"Caused considerable embarrassment and unfavorable
media coverage for the Air Force." AFSFC continued to
field negative inquiries on this incident.

The Secretary of the Air Force Inspector General (SAF/IG)
approved the topic on 1 September 2000.
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Methodology
From 24 September to 3 November 2000, the team visited 25
installations representing 7 major commands. The team conducted
295 interviews with support group commanders, SJAs, ADCs, wing
inspectors general, CSFs, corrections officers, NCOICs and staff.
Additionally, the team:
•

Conducted interviews with the 7 MAJCOMs installations that
had confinement facilities.

•

Reviewed relevant DoD, AF, MAJCOM and installation policy
and guidance.

•

Conducted interviews with 7 installations that did not have
confinement facilities.

•

Reviewed 69 correctional treatment files {CTF) and 86 on-thejob-training(OJT) records of personnel with confinement
responsibilities.

•

Coordinated recommendations with the process owner.

The team reviewed the following publications:
•

DoD Directive 1325.4, Confinement of Military Prisoners and
Administration ofMilitary Corrective Programs and Facilities,
28 September 1999

•

DoD Instruction 1325.7, Administration of Military
Correctional Facilities and Clemency and Parole Authority, 17
December 1999

•

AFPD 31-2, Law Enforcement, 6 May 1994

•

AFI 31-205, Corrections Program, 21 June 1999

•

AFPAM 31-221, Air Force Corrections Program, 31 March
1995

•

AFI 36-2225, Security Forces Training and StandardizationEvaluation Programs, 1 April2000
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Four assessment areas were identified, as depicted in the Ishikawa
Diagram below, to determine the overall effectiveness of the
program. They were policy and guidance, resources, oversight, and
program management.

Assess the
affactlvenass of thQ
AFCS Levell
Confinement Facility
Program

Effectiveness criteria were derived from AFI 31-205 and agreed
upon with HQ USAF/XOF during a 21 September 2000 VTC. The
overall program would be effective if:
•

The guard force was trained and qualified IAW current policy
and guidance.

•

Oversight programs were in place to ensure safe and humane
confinement for inmates.

Standards For Assessment
This assessment was conducted lAW and conformed to the Quality
Standards for Inspections published by the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency, March 1993.
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Overall Assessment
The AFCS Level 1 Confinement Facility Program was not fully
· effective.

Overall Assessment Description
The management ofthe AFCS Levell Confinement Facility
Program did not meet the assessment criteria in all instances
•

Program oversight was insufficient at all levels, potentially
impacting AFCS program goals of ensuring safe and humane
treatment.

•

Lack of specific training guidance and local noncompliance
with existing training directives resulted in corrections staff
personnel across the Air Force functioning at different levels of
performance.

Impact
•

Potential remained for an incident involving inappropriate or
inhumane treatment that could generate negative publicity.

•

AFCS program rehabilitation goals~-resolving problems,
correcting behavior, improving attitudes toward themselves,
society and the military-were not being achieved in all cases.

8
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Oversight Issues
Discussion
AFI 31-205 stated that the AFSFC Corrections Division
"Implements and oversees the AFCP (Air Force Corrections
Program) worldwide." The AFI also stated, "Air Force
MAJCOM/SP [sic] oversee corrections activities in their
conunand." Due to operations tempo and other higher priority
issues, these headquarters did not provide the kind of detailed
oversight necessary to maintain situational awareness of corrections
issues. This resulted in limited visibility of inmate transfers,
facility capacity constraints or inmate complaints.
At the local level, a lack of emphasis on standardization-evaluation
processes, parent unit failure to check on their inmates' treatment
(and thus leverage another opportunity for AFCS oversight) and the
limited use of documentation of inmate complaints reduced
visibility oftreatment and/or facility problem areas and impaired
awareness of systemic problems.
·
Given instances of inattentive oversight at macro- and local- levels,
it was possible for a climate to exist that permitted unprofessional
conduct by corrections staff members.

Limited Air Force
orMAJCOM
Oversight of Level 1
AFCP

•

At one installation, an inmate was verbally harassed during a 4hour in-processing session where his former co-workers were
present. The corrections NCOIC had approved a request by the
inmate's supervisor for the co-workers to attend.

•

At another installation, over a period of 26 months, inmates
received additional privileges such as extended telephone or
television time by either performing unwarranted calisthenics or
allowing the corrections NCOIC to strike or wrestle with them.

Despite AFI requirements for oversight of the AFCP, there was no
single point of contact that was in touch with all elements of the
Level 1 program. AFSFC inte[preted its Level 1 role as,
"Provide(ing) policy and guidance to the field and monitor(ing)
inmates transferred to RCFs." The AFSFC corrections staff further
noted that it considered LCFs to be a local program. All seven
9
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MAJCOMs interviewed concurred with this view ofLCFs.
Consequently, neither the AFSFC nor any of the MAJCOMs
tracked key data points such as:
•

Manpower availability to oversee inmates at any given facility

•

Training status of corrections staffs

•

Bed space capacity and optimal utilization

•

Facility conditions/operating constraints

•

Inmate complaints

AFSFC visibility of the Levell program was derived from:
•

An annual confinement report generated by all installation
corrections NCOICs

•

PC III queries

•

RCF transfer request messages

•

Incident reporting (defined in AFI 31-205 as " ... any significant
incident, to include a prisoner death or escape.")

The annual confinement report was a snapshot-historical document
that provided summary statistical data such as inmates processed,
length of sentence, nature of offense and branch of Service. PC III
data listed individual inmates and their parent bases; however, there
was no information as to the location of their confinement.
Moreover, the data depended on the accuracy and timeliness of
inputs from parent unit commander support staffs. RCF transfer
messages were limited either to inmates being moved from an LCF
to an RCF or from one RCF to another. There was no information
specific to individual day-to-day LCF operations or movements of
inmates from one LCF to another. AFI 31-205 provided local units
the latitude to report or not report significant events other than an
inmate death or escape; however, the team found only one such
report entry after reviewing 2 years of message traffic.
These reporting methods were not designed to provide higher
headquarters the kind of management data need to render effective
oversight on key issues. These issues included bed space
utilization to prevent overcrowding; the level of training of the
10
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corrections staffs and trend analysis based on documented
complaints.
MAJCOM representatives and personnel at unit level agreed that
MAJCOMs played a minimal role in overseeing the Level 1
confinement program. For example, none of the MAJCOMs had
developed any metric that could provide insight into the state of its
Level 1 program. Moreover, six of seven MAJCOMs had no
procedure in place to determine if their confinement personnel
received recommended Air Force-level training. All seven
MAJCOM managers stated they relied upon their IG compliance
inspections to provide oversight; however, four ofthe seven IG
teams did not have any line items on their inspection checklists for
the confinement facility program. Nine of the twenty-five
installations visited had not received any IG inspection in over 2
years.
Twenty-four of twenty-five corrections officers interviewed
indicated their MAJCOMs had little or no role in the confinement
program. Comments included:
•

"I didn't know the MAJCOM was in the loop."

•

"MAJCOM doesn't have any confinement expertise. They
haven't provided any useful assistance."

•

"MAJCOM role is limited. We go directly to the Center
(AFSFC) with questions."

MAJCOM managers confirmed this trend--all seven inferred the
AFCP was an additional duty that occupied less than 10 percent of
that person's time.

Minimal Higher
Headquarters
Management of
Inmate Capacity

AFSFC and the MAJCOMs had no visibility on available bed
spaces or familiarity with individual LCF/RCF capacity limitations
for different types of inmates (pretrial, post-trial, etc.).
Consequently, they were unable to provide guidance or assistance
to facilities experiencing temporary inmate overpopulation. This
resulted in inefficient use of manpower and overcrowding of
facilities. Examples included:

11
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•

One LCF had 17 inmates, supervised by 5 corrections staff
personnel, in a facility with a rated capacity of 18 inmates
(recently increased from 12 with no facility alterations or
upgrades). The wing IG and the corrections staff regarded this
facility as overcrowded and unsafe due to the small staff-toinmate ratio. Two other installations, each in a different
MAJCOM and within a 4-hour drive, had a total of 20 empty
bed spaces.

•

Three facilities within the same geographic proximity had a
total of four female inmates. Due to the AFI 31-205
requirement to segregate male and female inmates, and the lack
of communication/coordination between these three facilities,
21 bed spaces could not be used for male inmates. In addition
to better use of bed space, consolidating the female inmates in
one facility would have freed at least five corrections staff
members for other duties.

Local Oversight and Local oversight was limited by a lack of standardization-evaluation
Program Emphasis inspections. AFI 36-2225 required an annual standardizationevaluation inspection of each functional area in the security forces
Lacking
(SF) unit, to include the confinement facility program. This
inspection was the only formal means of local oversight of an
LCF/RCF. Although 95 percent of SF units conducted a selfinspection, 40 percent ofthe units had not completed a
standardization-evaluation inspection oftheir LCF/RCF functional
areas within the last 2 years.
These standardization-evaluation inspections were all the more
important because other mission requirements decreased the
amount oftime corrections officers had to oversee this program.
All corrections officers visited their confinement facilities at least
monthly, and 55 percent visited weekly; however, 68 percent ofthe
corrections officers stated they spent less than 5 percent of their
. time on the program.
Another method of AFCP local oversight, outside of SF chain of
command, was inmates' parent unit involvement. According to
AFI 31-205, parent-unit commanders or their designated
representatives were required to visit or contact their inmate

12
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members at least monthly. When asked if unit commanders
maintained contact with their inmates once a month, 4 7 percent of
corrections NCOICs stated commanders did not follow the AFI
guidelines. Comments included:

Ad Hoc Complaint
Process Hindered
Local Oversight

•

"We sometimes have problems getting commanders/first
sergeants to check on their personnel; they need to be
reminded."

•

"They (unit commanders/first sergeants) feel that once their
troop is in jail, they belong to SF and is no longer the unit's
responsibility."

The existing complaint process, short of a formal IG complaint, did
not assure documentation and/or resolution of inmate concerns.
AFI 31-205 stated that inmates were to route aDD Form 510,
Request for Interview, through the corrections superintendent to the
responsible person or agency. Fifty percent of units had
confinement facility rulebooks that did not describe these
procedures to the inmates, relying instead on ad hoc approaches to
handling the problem at the lowest level, effectively preventing
squadron- and wing-level oversight. Additionally, 31 of 67
corrections staff personnel interviewed were unaware oftheir
LCF's complaint procedure. The failure oflocal oversight
programs to ensure compliance with the requirement to use DD
Forms 510 limited the ability of local commanders to perform trend
analysis or to identify and correct systemic problems.

Finding 1
Lack of oversight at all levels hindered effective management of
the Level 1 confinement program.
Recommendation 1-1: Develop a comprehensive strategic plan
for the AFCP including:
•

Designate a single, empowered and accountable OPR to
provide oversight of Levell LCF/RCF confinement facility
operations.
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•

Develop procedures or organizational structures that allow the
AFCP to operate under the single OPR concept.

•

Conduct a feasibility study to evaluate centralized confinement
of all post-trial Level 1 inmates.
(OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: Appropriate DCSs)

Recommendation 1-2: Develop a confinement facility
accreditation program to ensure compliance with AFI-specified
standards oftreatment. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR:
Appropriate DCSs)
Recommendation 1-3: Develop a core standard for local
standardization-evaluation and self-inspection checklists for Level
1 LCF/RCF confinement facility operations. (OPR: HQ
USAF/XOF; OCR: MAJCOM/SFs)
Recommendation 1-4: Ensure local inmate rulebooks and
corrections operating instructions (OJ) include complaint process
familiarization. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: MAJCOM/SFs)

14
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Training Issues
Discussion
Corrections staff members did not always receive either
recommended formal training or required OJT. Furthermore, localtraining programs did not incorporate all requirements levied by
AFI 31-205 and AFP AM 31-221. As a result, staff members and
guards performing corrections duties were not necessarily qualified
in those tasks, thus increasing the risk of inmate mistreatment.

Corrections Staff
Lacked Training

AFI 31-205 stated that Level 1 RCF staffs and corrections
officers/NCOICs at LCFs should complete or be scheduled to
attend a Service corrections course (or civilian equivalent)
immediately upon duty assignment. Eighty-one percent of
corrections officers, 50 percent of RCF staff members and 17
percent ofLCF NCOICs had not attended and were not scheduled
to attend a course.
According to API 36-2225, installation CSF were to establish and
direct the unit SF training program. It also stated the unit training
section would identify local training needs, prepare a master
training plan and train unit personnel to meet mission requirements.
Based on reviews of OJT records and lesson plans and interviews,
88 percent of installations had incomplete corrections training
programs.
Of 86 OJT records reviewed, 64 were missing documentation of at
least one required training task. Table 1 reflects the quantity of
records missing a particular item; e.g., 30 of 86 records did not
include emergency actions.

15
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Table 1
REQUIRED TRAINING TASKS
Emergency actions
Staff/prisoner relationships
Mission, purpose, objective
Function/relationship of referral agencies
Confinement administration
Management ofHIV positive prisoners
Escort responsibility, custody requirements
Use of force and weapons restrictions

NO
TRAINING
30 of86
29 of86
28 of86
27 of86
24 of86
20 of86
16 of86
15 of 86

AFI 31-205 stated lesson plans should be developed for each
training area. Table 2 identifies how many of the 25 LCF/RCF
NCOICs did not have lesson plans on these required areas.
Table 2
MINIMUM TRAINING AREAS
Confinement administration
Function/relationship of referral agencies
Staff/prisoner relationships
Mission, purpose, objective
Escort responsibility, custody requirements
Emergency actions
Management ofHIV positive prisoners
Use of force and weapons restrictions

Training NCOs Not
Involved in
LCF/RCF Staff
Development

NO
LESSON
PLAN
22 of25
22 of25
19 of25
16 of25
16 of25
11 of25
10 of25
8 of25

AFI 36-2225 stated the SF squadron training section--the experts in
establishing, conducting and documenting training--was required to
establish a squadron-training plan. AFI 31-205 directed corrections
officers/NCOICs at LCFs to establish and conduct training for
assigned confinement and law enforcement personnel who
supervised inmates.
The trends noted in Tables 1 and 2 were particularly evident at 8 of
25 bases visited. Relying on the AFI 31-205 reference, these
training NCOs stated they did not establish requirements for
corrections training nor did they ensure confinement personnel met
individual training requirements. Comments from training NCOs
included:
16
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•

"The confinement program stands alone. I have nothing to do
with confinement. The NCOIC runs his own program.""All I
do is check for format. I have nothing else to do with the
program. It belongs to the NCOIC."

This lack of involvement by the training sections contributed to the
incomplete documentation oftraining and absence oflesson plans
noted above.
Proper training, whether initial or continuation, would stress the
essentials of proper conduct in dealing with safety issues and
proper treatment of inmates. Examples where training may have
helped include:

Corrections Staff
Not Receiving
StandardizationEvaluation Checks

•

A formal incident report on an inmate escape concluded that
more frequent training on AFI/local OI procedures would
prevent recurrence.

•

At one installation, corrections staff members opened an
inmate's personal mail and used the information therein to taunt
the inmate. Training that emphasized AFI 31-205 provisions
that inmates will be treated with dignity may have prevented
this situation.

•

A patrolman entered the inmate area carrying a firearm. The
LCF NCOIC stated the patrolman was unaware of the
prohibition against such practices.

Formal task qualification, as follow-on to training, was not always
evident among corrections staff personnel. Ninety-one percent of
NCOICs at LCFs reported their full-time staff members did not
receive individual standardization-evaluation checks. Therefore,
there was no measure employed to determine either the
qualifications of staff at these LCFs or the effectiveness of their
confinement training programs. Although AFI 36-2225 gave the
CSF flexibility to determine if a duty position required a
standardization-evaluation, the absence of a formal qualification
examination prevented those same CSFs from having a sense of the
capability of their corrections staff in handling inmates.
At installations where the confinement facility and the law
enforcement desk were collocated, nonconfinement facility
personnel (e.g. patrolmen, desk sergeants) filled a supervisory role
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over inmates, often performing these duties more hours of the week
than the corrections staff. Fifty-eight percent of these personnel did
not have corrections tasks as part of their standardizationevaluation.

Finding 2
Incomplete training, missing training documentation and lack of
standardization-evaluation checks resulted in less than fully trained
and qualified corrections staff personnel.

Recommendation 2-1: Develop standard lesson plans for training
of corrections staff personnel. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
Recommendation 2-2: Establish minimum requirements for
training and evaluating personnel who support corrections
operations at collocated facilities. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
Recommendation 2-3: Reexamine AFI 36-2225 rationale that
allows CSFs to waive standardization-evaluations on corrections
staffpersonnel. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
Recommendation 2-4: Clarify roles and responsibilities of unit
training sections and corrections NCOICs in the development of
training plans, the conduct of training and the documentation of
completed training. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
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Policy and Guidance
Discussion
Air Force policy and guidance placed unrealistic expectations on
LCFs. Local policy and guidance (inmate rulebooks and Ols) did
not always clearly define facility rules and disciplinary procedures.
· This resulted in inconsistent rehabilitative opportunities for inmates
and increased the potential for mistreatment.

LCFs Hard-pressed
to Support
Rehabilitation
Programs

AFI 31-205 stated the purpose ofthe AFCP was to " ... provide
quality confinement and rehabilitation services for pretrial and
court-martialed prisoners." The services envisioned by the AFI
included work programs, "Consistent with civilian employment
potential," correctional treatment programs (e.g. , adult basic
education, Alcoholics Anonymous, etc.), physical training (PT) and
counseling. Programs for drug/alcohol abuse, crisis intervention
and prerelease counseling were specifically required at LCFs by the
AFI.
AFP AM 31-221 stated, "As a general rule, the LCF houses only
inmates with up to 60 calendar days remaining until minimum
release date, after convening authority action. The reason for the
short-term sentence restriction was because of the limited ·
rehabilitation capability of the LCF."
Due to limited numbers of corrections-staff personnel and the
hesitation of parent units to either provide escorts or establish work
programs, LCFs had difficulty in executing rehabilitative efforts ..
Reasons included:
•

Corrections officers/NCOICs were forced to choose between
assigning a custody status of medium-out or higher to mitigate
escape risk or assigning a lower custody status that would allow
inmates unescorted movement around the installation to
participate in work details, rehabilitative program or normal
appointments. On 27 November 2000, at 21 installations, there
were 76 post-trial inmates, there were none lower than mediumout status. By opting for medium-out or higher, corrections
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officers/NCOICs incurred an escort requirement that neither
they nor the parent units had the capability to support.

Local Ols Did Not
Specify Disciplinary
Standards

•

At 84 percent of installations, SF personnel provided inmate
escort services, that was the responsibility of the parent unit, to
medical appointments, legal meetings, meals, PT, drug/alcohol
treatment, etc. Two substantiated IG complaints involved
inmates not receiving mandated drug/alcohol counseling due to
nonavailability of parent unit escorts.

•

Eighty-eight percent of installations visited did not have a work
program meeting civilian employment potential. In these
instances, duties consisted oftrash pickup around SF facilities.
As a result, inmates were denied access to a constructive,
rehabilitative and stress-reducing work outlet. Comments by
corrections NCOICs included:
•

"Confinement staff personnel take inmates on a 45-minute
trash detail three times per week."

•

"All they do is watch TV; we need to get some work for
them. It should be mandatory for parent units to escort their
inmates to do work details. This would free up SF
personnel from having to baby-sit inmates."

•

"Units are not working them on details; SF are able to do
only minor details with the inmates."

AFI 31-205 emphasized corrections staff member behavior that
merited special mention. Key among these items were definitive
prohibitions against physical abuse, demeaning treatment, sexual
harassment and misuse of authority. However, these standards of
conduct were not always incorporated into local Ois and inmate
rulebooks. As a result, inmates and correctional staff did not have a
commonly understood set of rules, and thus disciplinary actions did
not necessarily follow a consistent pattern of application from
situation to situation at a given base.
•

In the past 2 years, 8 substantiated inmate treatment complaints
occurred at three facilities that lacked disciplinary procedures in
their Ois or rulebooks. Incidents included arbitrary loss of
privileges, abrupt rule changes by confinement staff members
and a guard overstepping the bounds of authority. These
20
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•

•

concerns were reinforced by ADC comments such as:
"The staff never knows what the rules are, they never follow
their own process and staff changes constantly."
"There is much discretion in the Air Force system--on things
such as discipline and not enough training on how to use it."

Finding 3
Policy and guidance at all levels did not support successful
achievement of AFCP goals.
Recommendation 3-1: Review the mission and capabilities ofthe
LCFs with respect to:

•

Length of time post-trial inmates are held

•

Realistic treatment goals

•

Rehabilitative capability

(OCR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: MAJCOM/SF)
Recommendation 3-2: Ensure local rulebooks and Ols specify
disciplinary standards and procedures. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF;
OCR: MAJCOM/SF/JA)
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Observations
An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of
the review. An observation is significant enough to warrant
attention by the process owner or other senior leadership.
Observations may include recommendations.

Discussion
No Policy On
Temporary Holding
of Air Force
Detainees and
Inmates

Base

The team contacted seven locations without LCFs/RCFs to identify
procedures used to temporarily house Air Force detainees and
inmates. AFI 31-205 authorized use of civilian facilities approved
by the US Marshall Service or accredited by the state. It further
stated anytime sister Service or civilian facilities were utilized, a
memorandum of agreement (MOA) should be completed; however,
MOAs were not in place at all installations. Because the AFI did
not provide guidance on the use of administrative detention
(holding) cells, local procedures varied, as illustrated below.

Housing Method of Inmates

1

Up to 8 hours-administrative detention cell
Up to 72 hours-County Jail
Over 72 hours-RCF

$55

2

Administrative detention cell - Parent unit
provides guards until transfer to RCF/LCF or
County Jail
Administrative detention cell - for "unruly
inmates for short period "(no definitive time)

$40

MOA Validated Complaints
s
Yes
1-Inmate held in
maximum custody
because general
population was full
(County Jail)
Yes
None

NIA

No

3

Cost/day

None

(Army facility will no longer accept Air
Force inmates--now coordinating local
MOAs with civilian facilities)
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4

Immediately sent to county jail

$32.50

Yes

5

Up to 12 hours-administrative detention cell

$32.00

Yes

1-Inmate not allowed
access to prescribed
medication (County Jail)
2-Inmate not showered
for 64 hours (County Jail)
None

N/A

No

None

FREE

No

None

6

7

City Jail
Up to 10 hours-administrative detention cell
Up to 72 hours-pretrial inmates awaiting
transfer held in administrative detention cell
Transfer to RCF worked with AFSFC within
72 hours of confinement
Immediately sent to county jail

Observation 1
There was no policy on temporarily holding Air Force detainees
and inmates.
Recommendation: None
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Discussion
Facility Design and
Construction
Standards Not
Always Met

AFI 31-205 established standards for design and construction of
confinement facilities. There were a total of 23 facility deviations
at 14 of the 25 installations visited. Additionally, the team
identified safety, privacy and security issues.

Additional Safety Issues:
•

One facility was too close to the NCO Club

•

One facility was too close to the Child Development Center

•

Three facilities had exposed conduit on ceilings

•

Four facilities had limited coverage (blind spots) of closed
circuit television (CCTV) systems

•

Eight facilities had inadequate CCTV systems (poor quality
pictures, too many monitors and too few personnel to
adequately and continually monitor all requirements)

•

One facility had no fire alarms, no hot water, insects, poor
ventilation and no privacy

•

One facility had an unsecured visiting area

•

Two facilities had porcelain fixtures in segregation cells

Additional Privacy Issues:
•

CCTVs were located in 18 ofthe facilities. At three ofthese
facilities, CCTV s viewed latrines and/or showers in the
inmates' living quarters. In one of these facilities, when an
inmate wanted to use the latrine, a request was submitted to
clear the monitoring area of opposite sex guards.

•

Two facilities with open-bay cells had toilets without a privacy
barrier of any type.

•

Six facilities did not have separate visiting areas for private
meetings. Workarounds included using other areas, such as
conference rooms, the NCOIC's office, or by not allowing other
inmates in the area while private conversations were being held.
24
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Additional Security Issues

•

Lack of fencing and window coverings at one facility allowed
anyone to walk up and look directly into the facility.

•

Two facilities did not control public access to the prisoner area.
At both installations, the Desk Sergeant could not observe the
confinement facility entry. Inmates' family members
conducted unauthorized visits (at one installation, for 3 months)
before being discovered.

Observation 2
Facility design and construction standards were not always IAW
AFI 31-205, Corrections Program.
Recommendation: None
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Discussion
Formal Corrections
Course Does Not
Meet Air Force
Needs

The primary formal means of training Air Force corrections
personnel was the Navy Corrections Basic Course located at
Lackland AFB. Seventy-six percent of all Air Force personnel who
completed formal training attended this course. The remainder was
divided among Army and Marine Corps Career Development
Courses or civilian equivalents.
While the first portion of the naval corrections course provided
sound instruction on inmate treatment, 71 percent of those who
attended the naval course stated the remainder did not meet the
training needs of the Air Force corrections program. Typical
comments included:
•

"It was fine for learning how to handle prisoners. But, as far as
the administrative part of the job, it didn't help at all-about 75
percent of the job is administrative. They used nothing but
Navy regs."

•

"Only about 6 ofthe 35 days were beneficial. It was too Navy
specific. Why should we be trained on setting up brigs on
ships?"

•

"They train exclusively on Navy corrections issues. Most of
the training is not applicable to Air Force operations. Air Force
forms/specifics are not addressed."

Observation 3
The primary formal training course for corrections staff did not
meet Air Force needs.
Recommendation Ob3-1: Develop an Air Force-specific track of
instruction. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: Naval Corrections
Academy)
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Discussion
Concern Over Use
of Civilian
Corrections
Facilities

While the AFI authorized use of civilian corrections facilities,
commanders, ADCs and SJAs at 10 installations expressed concern
about transferring inmates to these institutions. ·Examples included:
•

At one civilian facility, an Air Force inmate was in a cell with
civilian prisoners. Although he was served meals, the other
prisoners took the food away from him. He did not eat for 2
days.

•

One installation had a case pending that involved a pregnant Air
Force inmate. She had to be placed in a downtown facility, 45
miles away from the base and supporting services.

•

One Air Force inmate was forced by other civilian inmates to
sleep on the floor, while another did not have access to a
shower for 64 hours after incarceration.

•

One SJA commented, "We sometimes have to send male and
female inmates downtown. This is not the best way to house
Air Force inmates, mixing them with hardened civilian
criminals."

•

ADCs stated that they were able to obtain reduced sentences or
avoid courts-martial for females due to lack of space for
females in Air Force confinement facilities and commanders'
aversion to sending females to civilian confinement facilities.

Observation 4
Confinement practices in civilian corrections facilities did not
always meet AFCP standards and goals as outlined in AFI 31-205.
Recommendation: None
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Best Practices
The following section gives a synopsis of a best practice observed
during the Eagle Look. This information is intended to foster
continuous process improvement throughout the Air Force.

Independent
Disciplinary Board

WHITEMAN AFB instituted an independent Disciplinary and
Adjustment Board comprised of three Senior NCOs from units
outside SF to review inmate incidents. The board, which exceeded
the requirement in AFI 31-205, reviewed the incident,
recommended appropriate consequences for the inmate and
determined ifthe confinement program contributed to the incident.
This allowed for an objective review of incidents ensuring inmates
and SF personnel were treated fairly. This tool provided the CSF
an avenue of constructive feedback with respect to his confinement
program and how it was being run .

..

Accurate, Consistent
and Standardized
Calculation of Release
Dates

TYNDALL AFB acquired and implemented the software program
Corrections Management Information System (CORMIS) from the
Navy confinement program. This program automatically calculates
the maximum and minimum release dates based on receiving credit
for pretrial confinement, number of days earned for good behavior,
and other relevant information. CORMIS removes the probability
of human error and provides an accurate, consistent and
standardized method of calculating inmate release dates.
SN~

Formal Process For
Hiring Guard Force

EGLIN AFB and EDWARDS AFB developed and implemented
similar formal processes to ensure confinement staff members met
qualification requirements as directed in AFI 31-205 . SF personnel
submitted a resume when interested in applying for a confinement
position. A confinement board reviewed the applicants resume,
records, conducted a background check and solicited feedback from
the first sergeant and supervisors. The board selected the best
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candidate and foxwarded their recommendation and package to the
commander for a final review and approval.
POCs: TSgt (b) (6)

DSN-

MSgt (b) (6)

DSN~

(b) (6)

gedwards.af.mil

Transition Program For LAKENHEATH AFB utilized a segregation cell as a transition
room for inmates who displayed good behavior while incarcerated.
Inmates
These inmates who participated in this program were given
increased privacy by removing them from the general inmate
population 30 days before release ..
(b) (6)

Active Base-Wide
Rehabilitation Program

DSN-

MALMSTROM AFB utilized base support agencies for inmate
rehabilitation. The base education center evaluated each inmate's
education level and assisted in class registration. Family support
provided classes on resume writing, financial management and
transition assistance. The health and wellness center tailored PT
workouts for the inmates to improve their health and wellness~
This active rehabilitation program was a base-wide effort that
assisted inmates in returning to a productive civilian lifestyle.

POC: SSgt (b) (6)
DSNb 6
a)malmstrom.af.mil
---Active First Sergeant
Program

LUKE AFB: The Command ChiefMaster Sergeant and First
Sergeants ensured the inmates received monthly visits from their
parent unit, listened to complaints, discussed complaints with the
Corrections NCOIC and looked out for the health and wellness of
the inmates.
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Model Small
Confinement Program

LUKE AFB developed a detailed and informative confinement
program rulebook, OI and checklists. In addition, the base created
an escort book that contained a list of trained escorts for each unit
on base.
POC: SSgt (b) (6)

DSN-

-cilluke.af.mil

Escort Responsibility
Cards

KEESLER AFB provided quick reference cards to ensure escorts
knew their responsibilities. The card contained emergency phone
numbers and inmate rules.

In-processing Video

EDWARDS AFB ADC and Corrections NCOIC are developing an
inmate instructional video to be viewed prior to in-processing. This
video will prepare the inmate for confinement facilities inprocessing and will explain rules and responsibilities.
DSN . . .

.1

Utilizes Correspondence LAKENHEATH AFB uses the USMC Corrections Career
Courses
Development Course and American Corrections Association
suicide prevention-training program. These correspondence
courses are included in their training program.

Comprehensive
Training Program

VANDENBERG AFB developed a comprehensive qualification
and training program for corrections staff members. This program
ensured 100 percent task coverage and established measurable
standards for all tasks.
DSNaf.mil
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Management Comments
The subsequent pages are management comments. They are presented as received.
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
OFFICE OF TIIG INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON OC

Oflic.a of the Socretary

JAN 1 8 2001
MEMORANDUM FOR AFfXOF
FROM: SAF/IO
SUBJECT: Air Force Corrections System: Leyel I Confinement Facility Progmn Eagle Look
The Air Force b1spe,tion Agency recently completed an Eagl w k f
·
System: Levell Confmement Facility Program and briefed you on ih: res~! o the Air Force Corrections
welcome any management comments o
ha
. .
ts on 19 Jan 01. We
forward comments by 31Jan 01 to Lt ~o~ [(Dw<!ltll';d wJJimcorporate them in the final report. Pl~ase
Kirtland AFB NM 8 7 1 1 7 · 5 6 7 0 . H Q AFIA/FOSB, 9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 362F,
There are three findings in the report:
Findfiing Olle. Lack of oversight at all levels hindered effective management of the L
con mement program.
eve1 1

Finding Two. Incomplete training missing train in docu
·
evaluation checks resulted in less rhari fully trained ~d quml:;.~~•on and .lack of standardl:zation. .
.
.
a 1 '"" corrccttons slllff personnel.
F1ndmg Tbree. Policy and guidance t alii 1 d'd
Force Corrections Program goals.
a
eves ' not support successful achievement of Air
.
Additionally, we provided I0 recommendations to ·
t.h •
·
recommendation are described in the R.esults
.
fth . Improve ts program. Deblils of each
Center staff plans to complete action items ads;;:~~ oall :::port. By !une 20?2, the Security Forces
comprchen·slve strategic plan The fi II
dg
mrnend.atlons, to Include developing a
Center is aitached No AHA. fc II o o~·up p1~n. evcloped in coordinalion with the Security Forces
•
·
o ow-up JS requ1red.
Please
organization to work with our reports monitor, Mr
~INcvs, ~~t~lt]DJ~
and ihe Eagle Look team chief,
~HQ AFIAIFOSB at

Attachments:
!. Eagle Look Report, PN {ll-603
2. Follow-t;p Criteria

cc:

.AFIJA
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2
Att.o.chment 2
LEVEL 1 CONFINEMENT FOLLOW-UP CRITERIA
HQ USAFIXOF will use the following criteria to review actions taken in response to recommendations
contained in the Level I Confinement Eagle Look n:port. No AF!A involvement required.
Recommendation 1-1: !Xvelop a comprehensive strategic plan for the AFCP including:
•

Designate a single, empowered and accountable OPR to provide over;;ight of Level I LCFIR.CF
confinement facility operations NLT June 200 I.

•

Conduct a feasibility study on centralizing confinement of all post-trial Level I inmates NI.T January
2002.

•

O<,"Vdop procedures or structures that allow the AfCP to operate under the single OPR concept NLT
June 2002.

Recommendation 1·2: r>cvc:lop, NLTO<;tober 2001, a confinement fncility accreditation program to
ensure compliance with AFI-specified standards of(\eatment.
Recommendationl-3: Develop, NLT October 2001, ;,. local standardi7..ation·evaluation and self·
inspection checxlists for Level 1 LCFIRCF confinement facility opei<!tions.
Reeowmendationl-4: Ensure, NLT October 200 l, local inmate rule books and eotTect!ons operating
instructions (OI) include complaint process familiarization.
Reconlmendation 2-1: Develop, NLT January 2002, standard le-sson plans for corrections staff
perso1mel.
Reeommendation2-2: Establish, NLT January 2002, minimum requirements for lrl!ining and evaluating
personnel who support correctio!U op«ations at collocated facilities.

2-3: Re-examine, NLT June 2001, AFI 36-2225 rationale which allows CSFs to
waive standardi:o-.ation.ovaluations on corrections staff peraonnel.

Rctom~end!Jtio.n

Rt(:()mmendatloa 2-4: ClarifY, NLT June 2001, roles and responsibilities of unit training sections and
corrections NCOICs in developing training plans, conducting training and documenting completed
training.
Recommendatlou 3-1: Review, as a part of,strategic plan developmen~ NLT Januacy 2002. the mission
and capabilities of the LCfs with respect to:
•

•
•

oftim~: post-trial inmateS are held
Realistic treatment goals·
Rehabilitative capability

Length

Recommendatioo 3·2: Ensure, NLT October 2o, loca.l rule books and OJs sp1:eit)' minimum dlscipliney
standards and proccdms
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

•

HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, DC

16 Feb 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFIA/FOSB
FROM: AF/XOF
SUBJECT: Air Force Corrections System: Levell Confinement Facility Program Eagle
Look
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Level I
Confinement Facility Eagle Look report. XOF concurs with the document as written.
Using the findings and recommendations of the Eagle Look report, XOF is developing
short, medium, and long-term actions to correct the noted deficiencies and improve the
Air Force Confinement Facility Program. If you have anmfurther questions, my POC is
LtCol~ho can be reached at DSN [ti).J!~.

(b) (6)

~ol,USAF
Deputy Director of Security Forces
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Appendix A-Summary of Findings,
Recommendations and Observations
Finding 1

Lack of oversight at all levels hindered effective management of
the Level 1 confinement program.
Recommendation 1-1: Develop a comprehensive strategic plan
for the AFCP including:
•

Designate a single, empowered and accountable OPR to
provide oversight ofLevel1 LCF/RCF confinement facility
operations.

•

Develop procedures or organizational structures that allow the
AFCP to operate under the single OPR concept.

•

Conduct a feasibility study to evaluate centralized confinement
of all post-trial Level 1 inmates.

(OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: Appropriate DCS)
Recommendation 1-2: Develop a confinement facility
accreditation program to ensure compliance with AFI-specified
standards oftreatment. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR:
Appropriate DCS)
Recommendation 1-3: Develop a core standard for local
standardization-evaluation and self-inspection checklists for Level
1 LCF/RCF confinement facility operations. (OPR: HQ
USAF/XOF; MAJCOM/SF)
Recommendation 1-4: Ensure local inmate rulebooks and
corrections operating instructions (OI) include complaint process
familiarization. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; MAJCOM/SF)

Finding 2

Incomplete training, missing training documentation and lack of
standardization-evaluation checks resulted in less than fully trained
and qualified corrections staff personnel.
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Recommendation 2-1: Develop standard lesson plans for training
of corrections staff personnel. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
Recommendation 2-2: Establish minimum requirements for
training and evaluating personnel who support corrections
operations at collocated facilities. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
I

Recommendation 2-3: Reexamine AFI 36-2225 rationale, that
allows CSFs to waive standardization-evaluations on corrections
staff personnel. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)
Recommendation 2-4: Clarify roles and responsibilities of unit
training sections and corrections NCOICs in the development of
training plans, the conduct of training and the documentation of
completed training. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF)

Finding 3

Policy and guidance at all levels did not support successful
achievement of AFCP goals.
Recommendation 3-1: Review the mission and capabilities ofthe
LCFs with respect to:
•

Length oftime post-trial inmates are held

•

Realistic treatment goals

• Rehabilitative capability
(OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: MAJCOM/SF)
Recommendation 3-2: Ensure local rulebooks and Ois specify
disciplinary standards and procedures. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF;
OCR: MAJCOM/SF/JA)

Observation 1

There was no policy on temporarily holding Air Force detainees
and inmates.
Recommendation : None

Observation 2

Facility design and construction standards were not always IA W
AFI 31-205, Corrections Program.
Recommendation : None
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Observation 3

The primary formal training course for corrections staff did not
meet Air Force needs.
Recommendation Ob3-1: Develop an Air Force-specific track of
instruction. (OPR: HQ USAF/XOF; OCR: Naval Corrections
Academy)

Observation 4

Confinement practices in civilian corrections facilities did not
always meet AFCP standards and goals as outlined in AFI 31-205.
Recommendation : None
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Appendix B-Executive Briefing
The following pages contain the executive briefing presented to AF/XOF AFSFC/CC on
19 Jan 01 by VTC.

Air Force
Inspection Ag_ency
AF Corrections System Level 1
Confinement Facility Program
Eagle Look
Executive Out Brief
Dedicated to improvi11g the Air Force

Team Composition
• Lt Col

(b) (6)

Team Chief/
Civil Engineering
Staff Judge Advocate
Comptroller
Civil Engineering
Space & lntell
Security Forces
Personnel
Services

• Col (b) (6)

Review Director
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Background
+ Topic submitted by AF/XOF
-+ Increasing inmate population
-+ 1998 inmate abuse incident

• TIG approved 1 Sep 00

+ Scope buy-in from AF/XOF 21 Sep 00
• Review beneficiaries
-+ AF/XOF and AFSFC

Purpose
-·

·-

Assess the effectiveness of the AFCS
Levell Confinement Facility Program
Through a review of:
+ Policy and Guidance
• Resources
• Program Management
• Oversight
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Focus

Funding

MAJCOM

Assess the

r--------;;--=.-------"""'1'-...!..J
Transfer Process

effectiveness
of the
AFCS Levell
Confinement
Facility Program

Installation

Custody Status

MAJCOM

+---Complaint Process

+--AFSFC

L.

_ __ _ j
Oversight

Assessment Criteria
f---

Confinement program effective if:
• Active oversight programs
• Fully trained and qualified guard force

Sources: AFPD 31-2, AFI31-205, AFPAM 31-221
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Methodology/Data Collection
• Reviewed policy and guidance
• Interviewed key personnel
-+ AFSFC
-+ 7 MAJCOMs with Level 1 facilities
-+ 25 of 43 Level 1 facilities worldwide

• Reviewed CTFs and OJT records
• Coordinated results with process owner

Overali Assessment

The AFCS Level 1 Confinement Facility
Program was not fully effective
• Insufficient oversight
• Incomplete training and limited stan-evals
• Flawed policy and guidance

Impact: Insufficient controls to prevent
inhumane/unprofessional treatment of
inmates
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Finding One

-Insufficient oversight at all levels hindered
effective management

+ Limited AF or MAJCOM oversight
~
~

Key management information not tracked
4 of 7 MAJCOM/IGs lacked checklist line items

• Minimal management of inmate capacity
• Limited local oversight
• Ad hoc complaint process

Finding One Recommendations
.

--

AF/XOF, with appropriate DCSs, should:
• Develop an AFCP strategic plan
• Develop an accreditation program

AF/XOF, with MAJCOM/SF staffs, should:
• Develop core standards for local stan-eva I/
self-inspection checklists
• Ensure complaint process is locally published
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Finding Two
Incomplete training, documentation and
standardization-evaluation checks
• Corrections staff lacked training
• SF squadron training NCOs not involved
• No verification of staff qualification

Finding Two Recommendations
AF/XOF should:
• Develop standard lesson plans
• Establish minimum training and evaluation
requirements
+ Reexamine CSF stan-eval waiver authority
+ Clarify training roles and responsibilities
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Finding Three
Policy and guidance did not support
achievement of AFCP goals
+ Unrealistic expectations for LCFs
-+ AFCP goals dependent on base-wide
participation

+ Local disciplinary standards not specified

.:r.:::;::::-::;<.,.,.\

(:~:;~

Finding Three Recommendations

J..;"""-/,....

AF/XOF, with MAJCOM/SF, should:
+ Review the mission and capabilities of LCFs
-+ Length of post-trial inmate stay
-+ Realistic treatment goals
-+ Rehabilitative capability

AF/XOF, with MAJCOM/SF/JA, should:
+ Ensure disciplinary standards/procedures are
published locally
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Follow Up

-• Primary focus is to develop a
comprehensive strategic plan
• Complete action items by Jun 02
• No AFIA involvement

Observations
f--··

Four Observations
+ No policy on temporary holding of detainees
and inmates
+ Facility standards not always met
+ Navy training course for corrections staff did
not meet AF needs
+ Civilian corrections facilities did not always
meet AF treatment standards
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Best Practices
--

Eleven Best Practices
• Formal guard selection process
• Comprehensive training program
• Base-wide rehabilitation program

The Air Force
Inspection Agency
Providing Air Force leaders with
independent assessments to improve Air
Force operations and support

www-afia.saia.af.mil
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Appendix C-Team Composition
Name

Functional Expertise
Civil Engineering

Team Chief
Inspectors

Col (b) (6)

Staff Judge Advocate

LtCol-

Comptroller

Lt Col

(b) (6)

Civil Engineering

Capt (b) (6)
CMSgt

Review Director

Space and Intel

(b) (6)

Security Forces

SMSgt (b) (6)

Personnel

Ms (b) (6)

Services

Col (b) (6)
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Appendix D-Organizations Visited
Organization

Location

2BW
355WG
28BW
49FW
65ABW
99ABW
55WG
509BW
35FW
374AW
37TRW
81 TRW
56FW
42ABW
55WG
90SW
341 sw
381 TRG
48FW
95ABW
96ABW
66ABW
336 TRG
22ARW
375AW

Barksdale AFB
Davis-Monthan AFB
Ellsworth AFB
Holloman AFB
Lajes AFB
Nellis AFB
Offutt AFB
Whiteman AFB
MisawaAFB
YokotaAFB
Lackland AFB
Keesler AFB
LukeAFB
MaxwellAFB
Tyndall AFB
FE Warren AFB
Malmstrom AFB
Vandenberg AFB
RAF Lakenheath AFB
EdwardsAFB
EglinAFB
Hanscom AFB
Fairchild AFB
McConnell AFB
Scott AFB
*Dyess AFB 7 SFS
*Goodfellow AFB 17 SFS
*Tinker AFB 72 SFS
*Altus AFB 97 SFS
*Robins AFB 78 SFS
*Peterson AFB 21 SFS
*Pope AFB 24 SFS
* telephone interviews only for bases
without an LCF/RCF
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Appendix E-Acronym List
ADC
AETC
AFCP
AFCS
API
AFIA/FO
AFPAM
AFPD
AFSFC
AFSFC/SFW
CCTV
CORMIS
CSF
CTF
DCS
DO
DoD
DoDD
DoD I
HIV
HQUSAF/XOF
lAW
LCF
MOA
NCO
NCOIC
OI
OJT
OPR
POC
PT
RCF
SAF/IG
SF
SJA
SP
USDB
VTC

Area Defense Counsel
Air Education and Training Command
Air Force Corrections Program
Air Force Corrections System
Air Force Instruction
Air Force Inspection Agency/Field Operations Directorate
Air Force Pamphlet
Air Force Policy Directive
Air Force Security Forces Center
Air Force Security Forces Center/Training & Weapons
Close Circuit Television
Corrections Management Information System
Chief of Security Forces
Correctional Treatment File
Deputy Chief of Staff
Director of Operations
Department of Defense
Department of Defense Directive
Department of Defense Instruction
Human Immunodeficiency Virus
Deputy Chief of Staff, Director of Security Forces
In Accordance With
Local Confinement Facility
Memorandum of Agreement
Non-Commissioned Officer
Non-Commissioned Officer In Charge
Operating Instruction
On-The-Job-Training
Office of Primary Responsibility
Point of Contact
Physical Training
Regional Correctional Facility
Secretary of the Air Force Inspector General
Security Forces
Staff Judge Advocate
Security Police
United States Disciplinary Barracks
Video Teleconference
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Appendix F-Complaints/Significant Incidents
NUMBER OF BASES
4

COMPLAINT FILED
Staff yelling/harassing inmates

Lack ofPT
Limited smoke breaks
Misuse of mail by staff

3
3
3

Rules too strict
Lack of counseling/rehab available
Missed or late meals
"downtown facility issue"
Inmate didn't want to be transferred

2
2
2
2
2

Not separating pretrial from adjudged
1 year wait for CM
Arbitrary loss of privileges
Staff changing rules "on a whim"
Lengthy in-processing
No shower for 3 days
Nothing to do all day but sit
"pretrial issue"
Visits by unit not happening
Don't like food at dining facility
Kept past 6 months (not transferred to RCF)
Sexual advances by staff
No privacy during in-processing; observed by peers
Guard carried weapon into facility
Inmate not allowed to go to sick call
Facility conditions- temperature
Facility conditions- maximum custody

SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS
Inmate escaped
Attempted suicide
Attempted escape
Potential suicide
Fight between inmates
Alleged sexual harassment

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES
3

3
1
1
1
1
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NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES
1
1
1
1

SIGNIFICANT INCIDENTS
Sexual relationship between inmate/guard
Guard overstepped his authority
Crying/emotionally upset inmate
Inmate hit head against wall (intentionally)
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Appendix G-Report Distribution
Unless otherwise noted, one copy was given to each organization listed.
HQAFSPC/IG
HQAFSPC/JA
SAF
SAF/IG
MAJCOM continued
SAF/IGI
HQAFSPC/SF
PACAF/CC
HQUSAF
HQ PACAF/IG
USAF/CC
HQPACAF/JA
HQ USAF/XOF
HQPACAF/SF
HQ USAF/XO/JA
AFSFC/CC/SFC/SFW
OTHER
1 FW/CC/IG/JA
MAJCOM
1 SPTG/CC/SF
ACC/CC
3 WG/CC/IG/JA
HQACC/IG
3 SPTG/CC/SF
HQACC/JA
5 BW/CC/IG/JA
HQACC/SF
5 SPTG/CC/SF
AFMC/CC
7 WG/CC/IG/JA
HQAFMC/IG
7 SPTG/CC/SF
HQAFMC/JA
9 RW/CC/IG/JA
HQAFMC/SF
9 SPTG/CC/SF
AFSOC/CC
10 ABW/CC/IG/JA
HQAFSOC/IG
10 SPTG/CC/SF
HQ AFSOC/JA
14 FTW/CC/IG/JA
HQAFSOC/SF
14 SPTG/CC/SF
AMC/CC
16 SOW/CC/IG/JA
HQAMC/IG
16 SPTG/CC/SF
HQAMC/JA
18 WG/CC/IG/JA
HQAMC/SF
18 SPTG/CC/SF
AETC/CC
21 SW/CC/IG/JA
HQAETC/IG
21 SPTG/CC/SF
HQAETC/JA
27 FW/CC/IG/JA
HQAETC/SF
27 SPTG/CC/SF
USAFE/CC
30 SW/CC/IG/JA
HQUSAFE/IG
30 SPTG/CC/SF
HQUSAFE/JA
33 FW/CCIIG/JA
HQUSAFE/SF
33 SPTG/CC/SF
AFSPC/CC
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325 FW/CC/IG/JA
325 SPTG/CC/SF
347 WG/CC/IG/JA
347 SPTG/CC/SF
355 WG/CC/IG/JA
355 SPTG/CC/SF
374 AW/CC/IG/JA
374 SPTG/CC/SF
377 ABW/CC/IG/JA
377 SPTG/CC/SF
436 A W/CC/IG/JA
436 SPTG/CC/SF
459 AW/CC/IG/JA
459 SPTG/CC/SF
552 ACW/CC/IG/JA
552 SPTG/CC/SF
2 BW/CCIIG/JA
2 SPTG/CC/SF
4 FW/CC/IG/JA
4 SPTG/CC/SF
6 ARW/CC/IG/JA
6 SPTG/CC/SF
8 FW/CC/IG/JA
8 SPTG/CC/SF
11 WG/CC/IG/JA
11 SPTG/CC/SF
12 FTW/CC/IG/JA
12 SPTG/CC/SF
15 ABW/CC/IG/JA
15 SPTG/CC/SF
17 TRW/CC/IG/JA
17 SPTG/CC/SF
20 FW/CC/IG/JA
20 SPTG/CC/SF
22 ARW/CC/IG/JA
22 SPTG/CC/SF
28 BW/CC/IG/JA
28 SPTG/CC/SF
31 FW/CC/IG/JA
31 SPTG/CC/SF
36 ABW/CC/IG/JA
36 SPTG/CC/SF

35 FW/CCIIG/JA
35 SPTG/CC/SF
37 TRW/CC/IG/JA
37 SPTG/CC/SF
42 ABW /CC/IG/JA
42 SPTG/CC/SF
45 SW/CCIIG/JA
45 SPTG/CC/SF
48 FW/CC/IG/JA
48 SPTG/CC/SF
50 SW/CC/IG/JA
50 SPTG/CC/SF
51 FW/CC/IG/JA
51 SPTG/CC/SF
55 WG/CC/IG/JA
55 SPTG/CC/SF
60 AMW/CC/IG/JA
60 SPTG/CC/SF
62 AW/CC/IG/JA
62 SPTG/CC/SF
66 ABW/CC/IG/JA
66 SPTG/CC/SF
72 ABW/CC/IG/JA
72 SPTG/CC/SF
78 ABW/CC/IG/JA
78 SPTG/CC/SF
80 FTW/CC!IG/JA
80 SPTG/CC/SF
82 TRW/CC/IG/JA
82 SPTG/CC/SF
88 FW/CC/IG/JA
88 SPTG/CC/SF
88 ABW/CC/IG/JA
88 SPTG/CC/SF
90 SW/CC/IG/JA
90 SPTG/CC/SF
140 WG/CC/IG/JA
140 SPTG/CC/SF
305 AMW/CC/IG/JA
305 SPTG/CC/SF
314 AW/CC/IG/JA
314 SPTG/CC/SF
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366 WG/CC/IG/JA
366 SPTG/CC/SF
375 A W/CC/IG/JA
375 SPTG/CC/SF
403 WG/CC/IG/JA
403 SPTG/CC/SF
425 ABS/CC/IG/JA
425 SPTG/CC/SF
437 WG/CCIIG/JA
437 SPTG/CC/SF
509 BW/CC/IG/JA
509 SPTG/CC/SF
916 ARW/CC/IG/JA
916 SPTG/CC/SF

39 WG/CC/IG/JA
39 SPTG/CC/SF
43 A W/CC/IG/JA
43 SPTG/CC/SF
47 FTW/CC/IG/JA
4 7 SPTG/CC/SF
49 FW/CC/IG/JA
49 SPTG/CC/SF
52 FW/CCIIG/JA
52 SPTG/CC/SF
56 FW/CC/IG/JA
56 SPTG/CC/SF
65 ABW/CC/IG/JA
65 SPTG/CC/SF
71 FTW/CC/IG/JA
71 SPTG/CC/SF
77 ABW/CC/IG/JA
77 SPTG/CC/SF
81 TRW/CCIIG/JA
81 SPTG/CC/SF
86 AW/CC/IG/JA
86 SPTG/CC/SF
89 AW/CC/IG/JA
89 SPTG/CC/SF
91 SW/CC/IG/JA
91 SPTG/CC/SF
92 ARW/CC/IG/JA
92 SPTG/CC/SF
95 ABW/CC/IG/JA
95 SPTG/CC/SF
97 AMW/CC/IG/JA
97 SPTG/CC/SF
100 ARW/CC/IG/JA
100 SPTG/CC/SF
189 A W /CC/IG/JA
189 SPTG/CC/SF
319 ARW/CC/IG/JA
319 SPTG/CC/SF
341 WG/CC/IG/JA
341 SPTG/CC/SF
354 FW/CC/IG/JA
354 SPTG/CC/SF
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General

Questions or comments on this inspection and other activities
conducted by the Air Force Inspection Agency (AFIA) can be
forwarded to:
HQ AFIA/FO
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 360
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670
DSN 246-1891
An overview of the AFIA mission and organizational structure, to
include a list of past reviews and future Eagle Look topics, is
available at https://www-afia.saia.af.mil.

Privileged
Information
Markings

Any use of this report which includes direct quotes or identifiable
paraphrasing will be marked with the following statement:
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is a PRIVILEGED DOCUMENT that cannot be
released in whole or in part to persons or agencies
outside the Department of Defense, nor can it be
republished in whole or in part in any publication not
containing this statement, including Air Force/DoD
magazines and general use pamphlets, without the
express approval of the Secretary of the Air Force.
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Executive Summary
Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) Triennial Inspection
Purpose. Evaluate AAFES' ability to suppmt the military community.
Background. DoD Directive 1330.9 directed military exchanges to be inspected on a periodic
basis. AR 60-10/AFJI 34-211 tasked the inspector generals ofthe Army and Air Force to jointly
conduct these inspections. Inspector General Inspections of AAFES Memorandum of
Understanding, 22 Oct 98, defined the inspection parameters. The scope for this inspection was
developed in coordination with the AAFES Commanding General (CO) and staff, Department of
the Army Inspector General (DA/IG), HQ Air Force Services (AF/ILV) and Department of the
Army Community and Family Support Center (DA/CFSC). Attention focused on AAFES'
ability to provide quality merchandise and services at uniformly low prices while generating
reasonable earnings for the support of the Army and Air Force Morale, Welfare and Recreation
(MWR) Funds. In addition, a review of previous inspection reports identified recurring findings
that are also included.
Criteria: The top three prioritized goals from the AAFES Corporate Plan 2001 provided the
criteria for the inspection. AAFES would:

1) Be a customer-driven company.
2) Develop and nurture (their) people.
3) Grow sales and aggressively pursue new business opportunities.
Methodology. The team solicited input from AAFES, DA/IG, AF/ILV and DA/CFSC to ensure
the focus of the inspection would effectively evaluate AAFES' ability to support the military
community and provide viable information to effect positive change.

From 20 Feb to 23 May 01, the team visited 48 active duty, 2 reserve and 2 guard installations, 5
AAFES regional headquarters and 7 AAFES distribution centers (DC). The team conducted
interviews with installation and AAFES personnel, reviewed customer satisfaction reports and
personnel records, and observed operations at the main store (MS), AutoPride and Military
Clothing Sales Store (MCSS) facilities.
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Overall Assessment. AAFES works hard to meet the needs of its customers through focus on
customer service, well maintained stores, increased logistics efficiencies, aggressive pursuit of
new services and a "We Go Where You Go" philosophy. AAFES has the ability to support the
military community, however the implementation and oversight of those processes was not fully
effective. Root cause analysis led to three findings and four observations.
Finding 1: Employment of customer satisfaction tools was lacking.
Finding 2: Programs to develop and nurture employees were not effectively implemented.
Finding 3: Marketing programs missed opportunities.
Observation 1: AAFES safety program needs stronger emphasis.
Observation 2: Black marketing activities continue while enforcement declines.
Observation 3: Dividend process not understood by military community.
Observation 4: MCSS did not fully meet the needs of the installations.
Recommendations: The report provides 17 recommendations, coordinated with HQ AAFES
that should collectively improve AAFES' ability to support the military community. Details of
recommendations are available in the Results and Observations sections of this report. HQ
AAFES will implement recommendations and will provide HQ APIA a quarterly update on
corrective actions taken until all recommendations are closed.

Team Chief
AFIA!FOS, DS~
kafb.saia.af.mil
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Results
Purpose
Evaluate AAFES' ability to support the military community.

Background
The Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) is a joint
command function of the U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force under
equal jurisdiction of the Chief of Staff, U. S. Army and Chief of
Staff, U. S. Air Force. An Army or Air Force major general
commands AAFES. Reporting to the AAFES Board of Directors,
the commander is responsible for the day-to-day management of
AAFES activities. The board of directors, comprised of senior
military and civilian DoD leaders appointed by their respective
chiefs of staff, provides oversight through the review and approval
of plans, programs and general operating policies. The morale,
welfare and recreation (MWR) panel of the U. S. House National
Security Committee approves the categories of merchandise and
services offered through the exchange system, establishes price
limits on selected items and defines authorized patrons.
AAFES encompasses the activities, personnel, property and
nonappropriated funds that provide exchange and motion picture
services to the Army and Air Force. The Departments of the Army
and the Air Force authorize establishment of an exchange at
installations where active duty military personnel are present and
assigned to duty. Installation exchange services include, but are not
limited to:
•

Main store (MS) (i.e., BX/PX)

•

AutoPride/car care center

•

Military Clothing Sales Store (MCSS)
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•

Shoppette/Class VI Store

•

Catalog and internet sales

The mission of AAFES is twofold:
•

provide merchandise and services of necessity and convenience
to authorized patrons at uniformly low prices, and

•

generate reasonable earnings to supplement appropriated funds
for the support of Army and Air Force MWR programs.

The scope for the inspection was developed in coordination with
the AAFES commanding general (AAFES/CG) and his staff,
Department of the Army Inspector General (DAIIG), HQ Air Force
Services (AF/IL V) and Department of the Army Community and
Family Support Center (DAICFSC). Preliminary meetings were
held to identify concerns and solicit input for potential focus areas.
Previous inspection reports were analyzed for recurring findings
and the corrective actions taken were reviewed. The team reviewed
and finalized the scope with the AAFES/CG. SAF/IG approved the
inspection plan on 8 Feb 01.
The purpose of the inspection was to assess AAFES' ability (i.e., if
AAFES had the processes in place) to support the military
community. The military community included individual
customers, military commands and the service MWR funds
(recipients of the AAFES dividends). The 2001 AAFES Corporate
Plan supplied the inspection criteria.
The corporate plan outlined goals and supporting strategies that
AAFES will pursue over the long term, i.e., 5 years. While
acknowledging the goals were future plans, the team recognized the
potential usefulness of incorporating these goals as the inspection
criteria. Therefore, the team designated the top three prioritized
goals from this plan to serve as the inspection criteria. AAFES
will:
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Data
SatisfactioA-+ -+-- Collection
Measurement Tools
Methodology

Action
Plans

LOgistiCS{
D.C.s

Competing +-- Auto Pride
Activities '----fo'
+-- Strategic Plan
Profit vs
Service ---J>
Marketing

....._oata
Analysis

....,_Installation
Requirements
4R'sof
-+--Retailing

+-- APF Support
Evaluate the AAFES
contribution to the
military community
Prevention
Program

•

Be a customer driven company.

•

Develop and nurture (their) people.

•

Grow sales and aggressively pursue new business opportunities.

Four assessment areas--customer satisfaction programs,
merchandising, asset protection and previous inspection trends-were identified to focus the inspection.
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Methodology
To conduct this inspection, the team:
•

Reviewed DoD, USAF, USA and AAFES policies and
guidance (see Appendix D).

•

Attended a 5-day training session provided by HQ AAFES.

•

Interviewed key personnel at HQ AAFES.

•

Observed operations and interviewed personnel at all five
AAFES regional headquarters and seven of nine AAFES
Distribution Centers (DC).

•

Visited 48 active duty, 2 reserve and 2 guard installations.

•

Interviewed support group and garrison commanders,
installation lOs, installation action line/hotline points of contact
(POC), services commanders and directors of community
activities, senior enlisted personnel (group interview), office of
special investigations (OSI) and criminal inspection division
(CID) agents, security forces (SF) investigations and military
police investigations (MPI), AAFES area managers, AAFES
area loss prevention (LP) managers, AAFES general managers
(GM), AAFES human resource managers (HRM), AAFES
learning facilitators, AAFES LP managers, AAFES main store
managers (MSM), AAFES MCSS managers, AAFES
AutoPride managers, MS stockroom managers, LP
supervisors/detectives, AAFES associates (see Appendix H).

•

Reviewed reports and action plans for customer satisfaction
surveys, associate satisfaction surveys, management satisfaction
surveys, IG complaints and installation action line/hotline
complaints.

•

Reviewed AAFES supervisory and official personnel files.

•

Observed operations in the MS, MS stockroom, AutoPride and
MCSS.
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Data from personal interviews, document reviews and observations
were compiled to identify trends and systemic issues. Root cause
analysis was performed to determine findings.
Lastly, the team met with the process owner in a red team to review
findings, validate recommendations and develop a follow-up plan.

Standards For Assessment
This assessment was conducted in accordance with and conformed
to the Quality Standards for Inspections published by the
President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency, March 1993.

Overall Assessment
AAFES has a long history, 106 years, of support to the military
community. Employing over 53,000 people and providing support
to over 7.5 million customers, AAFES occupies more than 12,000
activities in 30 countries.
The company works hard to meet the needs of its customers and
provide services and merchandise on par with, if not better than, its
local competitors. Store facilities are well maintained, and.the
integrated facility planning process assures regular upgrades and
forecasts requirements to meet future customer needs. Total sales
have steadily increased since FY98 providing the Services' MWR
funds $2.16 billion over a 10-yearperiod (1990-1999). The overall
inventory variance, at less than 1 percent, is a retail industry low.
The AAFES distribution centers are a benchmark for the retail
industry. These centers utilize state-of-the-art methodology and
systems to distribute an averaged 3.6 million cases of goods each
month. AAFES was ranked 4th out of the top 100 E-business
innovators in 1999 and was honored by the Government
Accounting Office as one of the two best government (web) sites
offering service.
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AAFES' "We Go Where You Go" philosophy is evidenced by their
support of soldiers deployed to forest fire locations. AAFES
converted six tractor-trailers into retail facilities, keeping them
staged for immediate response throughout CONUS. This is just
one example of AAFES' aggressive pursuit of products and
services to meet the needs of the military community.
The overall assessment found AAFES has the ability to support the
military community, however implementation and oversight of
those processes was not fully effective.
Overall Assessment Description
The top three prioritized goals from the AAFES Corporate Plan
were used to determine the overall assessment, with the following
results:
•

The inspection criteria, Be a Customer Driven Company, was
not met due to ineffective employment of the satisfaction
indexes and under-utilization of customer satisfaction tools.

•

The inspection criteria, Develop and Nurture People, was not
met due to poor internal communications, an underutilized
training program and inadequate compliance with the pay-forperformance (PFP) program requirements.

•

The inspection criteria, Grow Sales and Aggressively Pursue
New Business Opportunities, was only partially met due to
inconsistently deployed marketing programs.

The overarching impact identified during this inspection was the
potential loss of a dedicated customer base. The challenges
provided within this report require concerted involvement by
AAFES higher headquarters. Cultivating a dedicated customer
base will be essential if AAFES is to continue its support of the
military community.
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Finding 1

Employment of customer satisfaction tools was
lacking.

Impacts

•

Customer satisfaction efforts hindered

•

Inability to improve associate-customer relationship

•

Potential loss of a dedicated customer base

Inspection
Criteria

The first criteria, AAFES' strategic goal to Be A Customer Driven
Company, required customer feedback and satisfaction to be the
center of business decisions, and identified customers as the key to
future successes.

Customer and
Associate
Satisfaction Indexes
Not Effectively
Employed

The team found AAFES was not effectively employing the
customer and associate satisfaction indexes. In November 1996,
HQ AAFES initiated a survey program to measure customer,
associate and manager satisfaction. They contracted with Class
Fomel International (CFI), a retail survey specialist, to develop
customer and associate surveys and provide analysis of the data
collected. Quarterly results were provided to all levels of AAFES
management on targeted areas of AAFES operations.
Approximately one-fourth of the installations where AAFES
operated main stores (MS) were surveyed each quarter. Smaller,
satellite operations were not surveyed. The survey instruments
were provided toMS managers (MSM) for distribution to
customers and associates. Completed surveys were either collected
at the MS for mailing to CFI for analysis, or mailed directly by the
surveyees. CFI generated separate customer satisfaction index
(CSI) and associate satisfaction index (ASI) reports which assigned
a numerical score for the results (0 to 100, with 100 as highest) and
consolidated data into a four-category matrix.
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•

Top Priority

•

Need To Maintain Or Improve

•

Areas In Need Of Attention

•

Keep Up The Good Work

Upon receipt of the reports, MSMs were tasked with developing
action plans for each top priority and for an item from the need to
maintain or improve category. Action plans were reviewed
quarterly, with accomplishments and/or updates tracked on a
progress worksheet. The team reviewed current and previous
survey reports, and interviewed AAFES managers regarding the
survey program. Results of CSI and ASI reviews are discussed
separately below.
During the review, the team requested copies of current and prior
year CSI survey reports, action plans, and progress work sheets.
(AAFES did not require managers maintain prior year survey
results.) The team received the most recent CSI survey report,
action plan and progress worksheet at 80 percent of the locations
visited. Prior year CSI survey reports, action plans and progress
worksheets were provided at 49 percent of the locations visited. It
was apparent to the team that managers maintained CSI
information only when the CSI was conducted during the current
MSM's assignment. One manager's comment typified the overall
attitude: "The previous scores weren't on my watch."
General managers (GM) reported reviewing their MSMs' action
plans to ensure each corrective action was realistic and measurable.
However, when CSI action plan and progress worksheets were
available, the team noted the following:
•

Eleven percent of the CSI surveys did not have action plans.

•

Forty-one percent of the CSI action plans did not address all top
priorities.

10
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•

Sixty-one percent of the CSI action plans did not address one
issue from the "Maintain or Improve" category.

•

Forty-eight percent of CSI corrective actions were not
measurable.

•

Sixty-three percent of the CSI action plans did not reflect
periodic review.

The team also noted some managers were selective of the priorities
addressed. They reported excluding an item if they thought it was
outside their control or took place during a previous manager's
tenure.
The team asked AAFES managers, "Have you identified any
deficiencies within the CSI process?" Twenty-nine percent of the
area managers, 62 percent of GMs and 40 percent of MSMs
identified concerns with the CSI process. Typical issues included:
•

Managers did not understand that scores were weighted and that
the size of the score did not relate to its importance (weight) as
a top priority. (Items were scored on a 100-point scale;
however, an item with a score of 52 might not be a top priority
while an item with a score of 78 could have been).

•

Not all survey topics were within a manager's control and they
voiced frustration over receiving results on topics they didn't
have the ability to change, i.e., their facility could not support
one-stop shopping.

•

When the survey was conducted was a concern to managers.
They reported that late fall and winter survey scores were .lower
than spring surveys. Managers voiced concerns that
headquarters did not recognize this and compared scores across
the year. In addition, managers reported surveys conducted
during the winter holidays impacted personnel requirements
and decreased customer services.
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As the team reviewed the CSI program, they also reviewed the ASI
program. The team was provided with the most recent ASI survey
reports, action plans and progress worksheets at 84 percent of
locations and prior year ASI survey reports, action plans and
progress worksheets at 56 percent of the locations visited.
MSMs received a survey for each MS associate, and regardless of
the number of associates, were required to submit a minimum of 20
to generate store-specific scores and results. A review of available
ASI action plans and progress worksheets noted the following:
•

Seven percent of the ASI surveys did not have action plans.

•

Thirty-two percent of the ASI action plans did not address all
top priorities.

•

Fifty-nine percent of the ASI action plans did not address one
issue from the "Maintain or Improve" category.

•

Sixty-eight percent of ASI corrective actions were not
measurable.

•

Sixty-two percent of the ASI action plans did not reflect
periodic review.

The team asked AAFES managers, "Have you identified any
deficiencies in the ASI process?" Twenty percent of the MSMs, 45
percent of the GMs and 43 percent of the area managers identified
deficiencies in the ASI process, including:
•

The survey was only provided in English. Local managers
developed their own workarounds to administer the surveys to
associates without English language proficiency, i.e., translators
asking the questions, locally translated survey tools, and
restricting distribution to English speaking associates.

•

Associates were reluctant to complete surveys because they
could not be assured anonymity. The survey tool required
specific position and grade information that could be used to
identify employees. Additionally, some managers tracked

12
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survey completion while others collected the surveys and sent
them in as a group instead of providing envelopes for the
associates to mail them in directly.
•

Questions were not clearly defined, i.e., the term "your
supervisor" could be interpreted as your lead associate, your
department manager, or one of several store-level managers.

•

When a MSM saw a low score for an item, he expected it to be
listed as a top priority, but low scores didn't equate to priorities.
Additionally, some priorities were outside a manager's control,
i.e., the manager had limited upward-mobility positions
available, yet a priority was advancement. Both of these issues
were previously identified as CSI process deficiencies.

Additional deficiencies, common to both the CSI and ASI, were
identified during interviews. Fifty eight percent of MSMs reported
that survey results (both CSI and ASI) were not provided in a
timely manner. Most reported a 3 to 4-month lag time between
when the survey was completed and when the report was received.
Representative comments included:
•

Too slow ... did survey in November, results still not available in
March.

•

By the time you get them back, you don't have enough time to
implement everything before you're on the heels of the next
survey.

•

Takes 3 to 4 months to get the results--that's 25 percent to 33
percent of the year gone before changes can be made.

The team identified three additional survey issues as a result of the
interviews and record reviews. The first dealt with a perceived
emphasis on scores. The following represented the concerns
voiced:
•

One regional interviewee stated, "We used to emphasize the
scores, which led to manipulating the surveys; we need to deemphasize scores and concentrate on accomplishments."
13
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•

One OM remarked, " ... not sure it's (CSI) a totally accurate
measure of customer satisfaction; for example, the CSI score
drops yet sales go up."

The second issue noted the potential for data manipulation. MSMs
and OMs also agreed that survey distribution and control had the
potential to skew the results.
•

"Surveys should be mailed to the customer and .not the MSM"

•

"Survey administration isn't regulated; results not necessarily
accurate when you provide incentives to complete, i.e.,
coupons, coffee, pastries, etc."

•

"A standard would be better so all AAFES are administering
[surveys] the same way."

The third concerned the lack of control over completed survey
products. During an installation visit, associates approached team
members and told them of an occurrence where completed CSI
surveys were reviewed and disposed of rather than submitted.
Associates reported finding low-scoring CSI surveys in the
dumpster. When the associates brought these surveys to the
attention of the MSM they were told the surveys were from a
previous year. The associates went back to the dumpster,
pulled the surveys out and verified they were 2001 surveys.
They were told not to provide this information to the IO team.

Management
Satisfaction Index
(MSI) Not Fully
Deployed

The MSI was not fully deployed. The MSI was another survey
tool, developed by CFI and used by higher headquarters, to
measure the installation level satisfaction with corporate processes
and practices, i.e., distribution, purchasing. This tool was provided
to AAFES managers for completion. Actions were worked at the
higher headquarters level.

14
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During interviews, the team asked if personnel had seen or been
briefed on the last MSI: 52 percent of region and area personnel,
and 71 percent of installation personnel, had not seen or been
briefed on the results. The team also asked these individuals if they
had seen action taken in response to the last MSI. Of those that had
seen or been briefed on the MSI, 41 percent of region and area
personnel and 75 percent of installation personnel had not seen
actions taken in response to the results.

Customer Feedback
Tools Underutilized

In addition to the CSI, AAFES utilized a customer comment card
program and a Mystery Shopper program to obtain feedback from
their customers.
Customer comment cards, located throughout AAFES facilities,
were completed by customers and deposited in a container.
Exchange Operating Policy (EOP) 45-1 required store managers to
review cards, address the comment and respond to the customer.
The team found the customer comment card program was
inconsistently managed and underutilized. Cards were not
available at all facilities, and managers relied on a variety of
procedures to process the cards. Differences were reported for the
level at which complaints were handled, requirements to document
corrective actions and required suspense times.
The team conducted walkthroughs of the MS, AutoPride and
MCSS. Comment cards were available at all MSs, 98 percent of
.MCSS and at 84 percent of AutoPride centers. Even though cards
were available, they were not always displayed in a prominent or
accessible location. The team found comment cards in the
following typical locations:
•

Behind counter, required customer to ask for the forms--if the
customer was aware of them.

•

Inside front entrance, with two rows of shopping carts blocking
access.
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•

By the front entrance, obscured by a sign advertising USAA
insurance.

•

Near cash registers, concealed behind a rack of flyers.

All MSM reported receiving comment cards and reported using the
cards to measure customer satisfaction. Ninety-five percent of
AutoPride and 90 percent of MCSS managers reported receiving
customer comment cards. However, when asked, 82 percent of
AutoPride and 86 percent of MCSS managers did not identify
comment cards as a means they used to measure customer
satisfaction.
Managers indicated varying procedures for processing and
responding to comment cards. Once cards were received and
reviewed, they were distributed to associates at varying levels of
the operation for them to take action. No set pattern was discerned
for how the cards were disseminated. Some managers required
corrective actions/answers to be documented on each card and then
returned for their review. Others expected their subordinates to
"Notify me if the issue was significant." Response time
requirements ranged from 24 hours to 4 days. The means of
response also varied from phone calls to written responses to no
response required.
The team met with groups of senior enlisted personnel at locations
visited. During the discussion, 168 enlisted persons reported using
the comment card program at their current installation, representing
approximately one-third of the enlisted interviewed. Of those using
the program, 52 percent had not received a reply.
The Mystery Shopper program solicited authorized customers,
primarily through the AAFES internet, to shop the MS and a
concession, reporting back to HQ AAFES on their experience. Ten
percent of MSMs reported they did not receive mystery shopper
reports. Managers that did receive reports stated they were
irregular, i.e., "Haven't had a mystery shopper in about a year."
Those managers that received Mystery Shopper inputs replied that
the program did not always provide useful information they could
act upon to improve their operations. Twenty-two percent of
16
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MSMs were not able to identify customer satisfaction trends based
on their results; 25 percent of OMs agreed. These managers
reported that too often information was "Just general comments, or
a low score with no comments provided." One manager also
categorized comments as "Too generic to specifically fix."
OMs and store managers also voiced concerns that when the same
individual shopper repeatedly completed the checklist, it did little
to provide useful data other than to address the concerns of that
particular shopper.
The team noted differences in the formality of customer satisfaction
measurement methods employed at the MS, MCSS and AutoPride
facilities. The Mystery Shopper program and the Meet the
Manager program (discussed in Finding 3) were only observed at
the MS. As cited above, comment cards were more widely
implemented at the MS than other facilities.
Seventy-six percent of AutoPride managers reported that they
measured customer satisfaction through personal interaction, sales,
repeat customers, lack of complaints and "The customer's smile on
the way out of the store." Sixty-four percent of MCSS managers
indicated they measured customer satisfaction through personal
interaction, verbal comments and a lack of complaints. Lastly, 8
percent of AutoPride managers and 26 percent of MCSS managers
reported they did not measure customer satisfaction.

Recommendations

HQ AAFES should:
1-1: Ensure compliance with ASJ/CSJJMSI program requirements.
1-2: Emphasize the potential benefits of maintaining continuity of
the ASI, CSI and MSI information at all levels.
1-3: Conduct a review of ASIICSIIMSI methodology.

1-4: Assess customer feedback tools.
1-5: Emphasize use of customer feedback tools for all AAFES
operations.
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Finding 2

Programs to develop and nurture employees were not
effectively implemented.

Impacts

•

Impaired recruitment and retention.

•

AAFES was not perceived as a desired employer.

•

Inefficient business operations.

•

Potential loss of a dedicated customer base.

Inspection
Criteria

The second criteria, AAFES' strategic goal to Develop and Nurture
People, identified the recruitment, retention and recognition of
associates as vital and strove for AAFES to be recognized as a
desired employer.

Internal
Communication
Lacking

The team found AAFES' internal communication lacking. Internal
communication was defined as the exchange of information, ideas
or messages within the AAFES organizational structure. Areas of
communication included:
•

Within a facility, i.e., store manager to associate.

•

Within the installation, i.e., GM to store manager.

•

Between peers, i.e., human resource (HR.) manager to MSM or
installation MSM to installation MSM.

•

Corporate-wide, i.e. headquarters to region or GM to area
manager.

When associates were asked how they would improve AAFES, 19
percent identified internal communications as an area for
improvement. Associates pointed out that most issues were
discussed at a meeting held each morning before the store opened,
and many of them were not working at that time. Communication
logs or minutes of these meetings were not provided for associates
18
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scheduled later to work in the day. As one associate expressed,
"There needs to be better communication between management and
the sales associates." Of 48 MS visited, the team noted only one
had scheduled communication meetings for afternoon and evening
shift associates.
Poor communication between associates and their managers was
evidenced by a lack of CSI and ASI knowledge. Forty-seven of 48
MSMs said they communicated CSI information to associates, yet
54 percent of the associates said they were not briefed on the latest
CSI results. In addition, 74 percent could not name their
installation's CSI top priorities and 46 percent stated they had no
role in addressing the priorities.
Ninety percent of MSMs stated they communicated the ASI results
to all associates, however, 63 percent of associates stated they had
not seen or been briefed on these results. When asked if they were
aware of the ASI top priorities, 75 percent of the associates replied
no and 78 percent stated they were not aware of any changes made
as a result of the ASI survey.
Twenty-nine percent of the OMs and 20 percent of each of the MS,
MCSS and stockroom managers cited communication as a prime
target for improvement. This was reinforced when they were
questioned about the CSI and ASI programs. Non-MS managers
viewed the CSI and ASI survey as a MS program. While 97
percent of OMs said they briefed all store managers on the CSI
results, 58 percent of the AutoPride and 55 percent of the MCSS
managers did not know the CSI results for the question pertaining
to their operation. Communications of ASI results were similar: 60
percent of MCSS managers and 54 percent of AutoPride managers
were unaware of the ASI results. This trend was perpetuated when
43 percent of AutoPride and 40 percent of MCSS managers did not
communicate the results of CSI surveys to their employees.
The impact of communications deficiencies became apparent when
personnel were asked if they had a role in addressing CSI and ASI
top priorities. The following percentages represent those that
answered, "No."
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Associates
AutoPride Managers
MCSS Managers
Stockroom Managers
Learning Facilitators
HR managers

CSI
46%
70%
77%
33%
35%
67%

ASI
n/a
64%
60%
38%
23%
20%

Another example of missed opportunities due to poor internal
communications was identified during stockroom manager
interviews. When asked, 36 percent of the stockroom managers
reported not meeting with the sales and merchandising managers,
as required, to review stockroom inventories. As a result, these
same stockroom managers also reported that slow-moving
merchandise created a storage problem within their stockroom and
impacted their operations.
The opportunity to cross feed information was underutilized.
AAFES maintained a CSI-strategies electronic bulletin board to
foster the exchange of information. The team reviewed the bulletin
board and found there were 13 entries posted since January 2000.
Fifty-two percent of MSMs did not post their action plan in. the
public folder of the CSI-strategies bulletin board; 21 percent of
those managers didn't review the information from the bulletin
board when developing their action plans. In addition 57 percent of
AutoPride and 50 percent MCSS managers reported they were
unaware the bulletin board existed.
Policies, procedures, guidance and training were available through
intranet sources. However, reliance on the intranet as the mainstay
of corporate-wide communications prompted these representative
comments:
•

"When we went to the computer there was an assumption made
that everyone was computer literate, when, in fact, we weren't."

•

One manager reported that in order to keep up on policy
changes, you must open each EOP and check the first page for a
list of changes; the region or headquarters policy branches did
20
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not send out messages notifying the field of changes. She
found this current process time consuming, frustrating and
embarrassing. "I was using an outdated policy for almost 6
months before my new OM arrived and told me the policy had
changed. Since I hadn't needed to reference that EOP for
awhile, I had no idea that headquarters had changed the
program."

Training Program
Underemployed

The AAFES training program was underemployed. EOP 20-1
defined training. "Training encompasses all activities designed to
help associates gain knowledge, skills, attitudes or behavior needed
to perform their present jobs well so company objectives can be
achieved ... The purpose of the majority of AAFES training is to
develop skill and behavior-oriented training programs for facilitylevel associates to enhance customer service, people productivity,
sales and LP. The emphasis is on behavioral change and
measurable results ... New-Hire Orientation is a broad overview
that introduces the associate to AAFES and the local facility,
organizational and departmental standards (what we expect from
the associate), and benefits (what the associate can expect in
return).''
The AAFES training vision was "Achieving the corporate plan
through lifelong personal learning." AAFES Corporate University,
inaugurated in Feb 00, was the implementation vehicle of the
AAFES training program. Defined as the strategic and centralized
umbrella for learning in the organization, the AAFES Corporate
University purpose was educating employees for improved
business results.
As the training umbrella, corporate university encompassed all
phases of employee training: new-hire orientation, continuing
education (job training plans (JTP) and required training) and job
aids (tutorials and product-specific knowledge). Training was
provided by installation learning facilitators, supervisors and
through the use of computer-based programs.
The team assessed the training program through interviews with
OMs, store managers, learning facilitators, human resources
managers (HRM) and associates, and by a review of training and
personnel records.
21
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The first training experience every associate should have received
was new-hire orientation. Interviews with both associates and
learning facilitators revealed that orientations were not conducted
in a standard or consistent manner.
Although EOP 20-1 required that supervisors provide new-hire
orientation to their associates, 66 percent of the learning facilitators
reported the orientation was provided by themselves, the HR
manager, the OM or a combination of personnel. The information
provided at new-hire orientation also lacked consistency. The team
selected four orientation topics for review at each location. The
first two topics listed below were mandatory requirements; the last
two topics listed were selected by the team based upon inspection
focus areas. The results, by topic and percentage of installations
that did not include the topic in their orientation, were:
•

Orientation to the safety/security programs

9%

•

Informing of locker/parcel inspections

12%

•

Intro to the pay for performance (PFP) program

31%

•

Information on the AAFES IG program

53%

While 82 percent of associates reported receiving an orientation,
they reported that it ranged from an hour to several days; some in a
classroom setting and some were simply provided manuals to read.
The team identified it was also an accepted practice for employees
to work in their sales area, without an orientation, "Until a class
could be scheduled."
The following experience was told to a team member during an
associate interview. Similar experiences were reported to the team
throughout the inspection.
The associate had called the AAFES HR office and expressed
a desire to be hired. The HR manager told her to come over
for an interview. It was early in the morning, before the store
opened, when she arrived in the HR office. She went through
the interview and then watched two 15-minute motivational
error."
22
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videos. The HR manager then asked her what department she
would like to work in and she responded that she'd like to work in
the shoe department. The HR manager suggested they walk over to
the store. Upon arrival (through the back entrance and stockroom)
the HRM said; "Well, you're hired, you can start now." The
associate said "What?" and the HRM said, "You start today and I
need you to work until 5:00p.m." At the time of the interview, she
was a cashier and a stocker, and also worked in customer service.
The associate said she's never received any formal training and
characterized what training she's had as "Learning everything from
ttial and
JTP were identified as "Essential to make the transition from
trainee to productive worker." (EOP 20-1) AAFES had developed
JTPs for most, but not all, entry-level and standard positions.
Where a JTP was not available, the supervisor was responsible for
creating a training plan for their associate. Of the learning
facilitators interviewed, 35 percent had not ensured associates
received the JTP for their position, and 45 percent had not reviewed
the plans to ensure all training requirements were included. When
asked about completion of the plans, managers reported that 42
percent of their associates, who had been employed long enough to
complete the plan, had not. An additional 18 percent of the
managers didn't know if plans were completed or not.
As part of the training assessment, the team reviewed training
records for completion of four mandatory courses. The following
results represent the course and the total percentage of associates
who were required to receive the training but had not.
•

Basic Environmental Awareness

38%

•

Art of Customer Service

29%

• · Supervising People with Disabilities
•

Sexual Harassment Awareness

17%*
7%

*31% of learning facilitators had not identified which supervisors
should attend this course.
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Seventy-one percent of learning facilitators had identified factors
that prevented associates from receiving required training on time.
Most often voiced were:
•

Lack of supervisory support.

•

Associate not scheduled to attend--supervisors forgot.

•

Not enough associates on duty to allow trainee to leave their
area.

These factors were reinforced during interviews with store
managers and associates. Typical evidence included:
•

One MCSS manager reported not scheduling associates for
training until after 6 months of employment because "I want to
make sure they're really going to stay."

•

An HR manager told of a facility where employees resigned
within days of starting; it was later identified that the manager's
policy was not to provide any training until the associate had
worked for 2 weeks. Few associates stayed that long.

Corporate University tutorials were one-half to multiple paged,
online job aids designed to provide associates information on a
particular area or topic. Tutorials provided step-by-step
instructions for job related tasks, were designed to improve job
performance, and were available via computer 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
During associate interviews, 53 percent stated they had not heard of
Corporate University. Additionally, 46 percent stated they were
not aware of the tutorials and 27 percent stated computers were not
available for training purposes.
While 79 percent of managers said they provided access to
tutorials, 81 percent of the associates stated they had not completed
any. Two primary reasons were voiced for the minimal use of
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tutorials. The first was lack of management support, evidenced by
work schedules that didn't include training time and restricted
manning that didn't allow associates to leave their sales/work area.
The second reason cited was minimal incentive. There was no
formal tracking system to record the completion of tutorials, i.e., no
credit or recognition. Learning facilitators and HR managers
reported associates perceived this as poor incentive for tutorial
products. They further projected that until associates are provided
an incentive, such as the Crisp courses (private sector, self-study
training courses available to AAFES associates) that were tracked,
and which provided associates points towards promotions, the use
of tutorials would remain minimal.
Learning facilitators had primary responsibility for the training
program. When interviewed, 50 percent of the learning facilitators
reported they did not track whether associates completed their
JTPs, and 48 percent reported they did not monitor the use of
tutorials. Finally, while 71 percent of learning facilitators stated
they measured the effectiveness of training provided, methods used
to measure were limited to informal observation and occasional
supervisory feedback.
Four of five regional commanders or senior vice presidents (SVP)
stated the AAFES learning programs prepared employees for their
duties, however, as one stated, "Implementing and using them is a
problem."
The bottom line, as one AAFES manager voiced, was that
"Training is viewed as a cost, not as an investment."

Pay for
Performance (PFP)
Program
Requirements Not
Met

"The key to a successful pay-for-performance system is the
development and use of realistic job performance standards by
supervisors and employee. Supervisors and employees must spell
out the tasks/functions to be perlormed, the expected quality level
and the expected results. Performance standards reflect the
knowledge, commitment and quality concerns of the supervisor and
the employee. They describe the results anticipated when the job is
done as expected by the employee and the supervisor. Perlormance
evaluations must be completed timely and fairly based on the
perlormance and standards set throughout the rating period." (EOP
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15-10) The PFP program requirements were not met. For the
purpose of this inspection, the term PFP included both hourly and
management pay plans.
The PFP program required supervisors and associates to establish
written goals and/or standards for each associate's position. These
standards were documented on AAFES Form 1300-005,
Performance Standard Agreement (PSA); goals were defined on a
goals worksheet form. Completed forms were to be signed by both
supervisor and associate, and reviews of the requirements were to
be conducted every 6 months. Information from the PSA or the
goals worksheet was to be the basis for the performance evaluation.
Each goal or standard was to be addressed for accomplishment, and
pay increases would take into account the results of the evaluation.
The PFP program was for hourly pay (pay band) and managerial
associates. It did not include crafts and trades employees.
The team interviewed associates, supervisors and HR managers
about the PFP program, and conducted a review of 271 personnel
records. The records review examined the PSA/goals worksheet,
communication record and performance evaluation for PFP
employees. Since the PSA was not applicable to crafts and trades
employees, only their communication records and performance
evaluations were reviewed.
· Fourteen percent of personnel records reviewed did not contain
required PSA or goals worksheets. While 86 percent of files
contained the required forms, 53 percent had not developed
measurable standards or goals. In addition, 59 percent of the
records did not indicate supervisors had met with associates at the
beginning of the rating period and 27 percent of the forms had not
been signed. When AAFES managers were questioned about PFP
deficiencies, goal development concerns cited were:
•

The goal sheets/PSAs were not well understood. Supervisors
didn't take enough time to explain performance goals to
associates.

•

Expecting a new employee to develop goals was unrealistic.

•

Goals were often "pencil-whipped."
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Supervisors were required to conduct a midyear review of goals
with the associates, and to provide performance feedback. A
review of the files noted midyear reviews were not annotated on 70
percent of the records.
Interviews with associates and supervisors revealed that 19 percent
of associates received no feedback on their performance. A review
of all communication records revealed that 65 percent had no
documentation of feedback discussions. Where documentation was
found, it provided little information.
•

One communication record had two entries, Jul 98 and Feb 01
(1 week before the team arrived).

•

Several records had entries in 1993 or 1997 and no further
entries noted.

•

In one record, the only entry was when the employee started in
1979.

Performance standards were to be the foundation of the
performance evaluations. However, the team found that 61 percent
of the evaluations did not reference the established standards.
Instead, evaluations contained token comments. For example:
•

"Loyal employee ... requires little supervision."

•

"Employee performed in an expected manner."

•

"She fulfills her job requirements when performing routine
duties."

During interviews, installation, area and regional personnel
identified deficiencies in the PFP system. Concerns centered on
program implementation and fiscal policy directives. Typical
comments included:
•

Supervisors are overwhelmed by the program-PSAs are
ignored ... don't keep up with communications records.
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Recommendations

•

Supervisors have gotten better about developing goals, and
most do some kind of feedback, but they don't link the goals
with the evaluations.

•

PFP is budget based versus perfonnance based.

•

No link between pay and performance. Stores that exceed sales
goals get the same PFP raises as $10res that fall below sales
goals.

HQ AAFES should:
2-1: Identify and address AAFES internal communication
deficiencies.
2-2: Emphasize the importance of ensuring personnel have an
awareness of the ASIICSIIMSI results.
2-3: Ensure compliance with the mandatory training requirements.

2-4: Review Corporate University programs and identify
incentives to maximize participation.
2-5: Ensure compliance with PFP program requirements.
2-6: Reevaluate PFP program requirements, reassess
implementation requirements and ensure supervisors have received
adequate training to administer.
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Finding 3

Marketing program missed opportunities.

Impacts

•

Adverse impact on sales

•

Continued rnisperceptions by customers

•

Potential loss of a dedicated customer base

Inspection
Criteria

The third criteria, AAFES' strategic goal to Grow Sales and
Aggressively Pursue New Business Opportunities, identified the
requirement to increase programs and services, and solidify
partnering agreements while continually expanding their customer
base.
·

Military Community In discussions with military members, the team recognized that
Not Fully Informed AAFES missed opportunities to communicate the value of their

relationship and benefits to the military community. The military
community was not fully informed about AAFES programs and
major events. "We assume too much of what people understand
(AAFES HR manager)."

EOP 45-1 tasked OMs and MSMs to establish and maintain rapport
with military commands and customers. They were encouraged to
act as part of the installation commander's staff and be involved in
community organizations and activities. Managers were also
tasked to host mandatory, monthly Meet the Manager programs.
These meetings afforded managers and customers the opportunity
to interact, exchange information and provide awareness of
AAFES.
OMs and/or MSMs attended installation staff meetings at all
installation visited, and 95 percent of installations had advisory
councils in which AAFES was a member. OMs or MSMs were
also asked about addressing community groups on their
installations. Where these groups were established, they indicated
the following:
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•

Thitty-nine percent did not address spouse groups.

•

Thirty-three percent did not address retiree groups.

•

Twenty-six percent did not address any military organizations,
i.e., Top 3, Company Grade Officer Association, newcomers'
orientation.

Thirty-five percent of the support group and garrison commanders
and 77 percent of other installation personnel that has a working
relationship with AAFES (i.e., Commander's Hotline POCs,
installation inspector generals (IG), office of special investigations
(OSI), criminal inspection division (CID), security forces office of
investigations (SFOI), military police investigations (MPI),
services, and director of community activities (DCA)) reported they
had not received an AAFES orientation upon arrival.
During group sessions with senior enlisted personnel, these missed
opportunities to interact were also noted. Of the 49 groups
interviewed, the majority of personnel in:
•

Seventy-six percent of the groups had not met the GM for their
installation.

•

Seventy-two percent of the groups had not met the MSM.

•

Ninety-one percent of the groups had never participated in an
AAFES Meet the Manager program.

Fifteen percent of MSMs verified that they did not conduct Meet
the Manager forums. They stated they were in touch with the
customers by working the floor daily, or that the program was not
worth their time, either due to the size of the installation or the lack
of people interested in speaking with them.
The CSI was a tool used to gather customer feedback, however, 55
percent of Hotline POCs and 50 percent of installation IGs were not
aware that AAFES conducted this survey, and a majority of
personnel in 75 percent of enlisted groups interviewed had not
participated in a CSI.
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Additionally, although 89 percent of support group or garrison
commanders were aware of the survey, 54 percent stated they were
not made aware of the results.

Promotion of
Services and
Programs
Ineffective

AAFES missed opportunities to market themselves. "AAFES
doesn't tell customers all the ways they will help. They expect the
customers to ask, rather than offering. For example, when I arrived
on station and went to the furniture store, I made a comment about
the lack of selection. The manager said she'd get her catalogue, let
me select what I wanted, special order it to be delivered to the
store, then I could purchase it. But they don't tell people that they
will do that for them. Don't really promote the catalog or internet
either." (provided by a military interviewee)
The team conducted walkthroughs of MS, AutoPride and MCSS
facilities to verify the promotion of AAFES services (catalog and
internet) and programs (sales tabloids, Star card applications,
special buy merchandise and compare-at signs). The following
table reflects the results of facilities visited.
MS
Services:
Catalog not available
Internet not advertised
Programs:
Sales flyers not available
Star card app. not available
Compare-At signs not used
Special Buy merchandise
not available

Auto Pride

MCSS

10%
2%

87%
38%

68%
43%

27%
6%
27%

49%
89%
n/a

55%
40%
n/a

22%

n/a

n/a

(if an item was not inspected, it was marked as n/a).

AAFES managers and the military community had different
perceptions of pricing and merchandise at the MSs. The team
recognized that some comments received during the enlisted group
interviews were perceptions rather than fact, however, this only
reinforced the need to improve communications.
•

All but one GM and one MSM reported they met the prices of
the local community, however 33 percent of the enlisted groups
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commented that off-base prices were lower. Seven percent of
the enlisted groups commented the only savings were the tax.

Recommendations

•

All but one MSM stated they could obtain the right
merchandise to satisfy the customer; and all but one GM and
two MSMs stated they could obtain the right merchandise in
sufficient quantities to satisfy the customer. Conversely, 63
percent of the enlisted groups stated AAFES did not have the
products they were looking for and 46 percent said AAFES did
not have the products advertised in the sales tabloids. Finally,
59 percent of the enlisted groups' "Areas for Improvement"
comments focused on merchandise selection and availability.

•

The AAFES Price Challenge program was promoted as a means
to assure customers of purchasing an item for the best price.
When enlisted groups were asked if AAFES has the products at
the right price, these groups voiced dissatisfaction with the
price challenge program. It was described as cumbersome,
complicated and "A means for AAFES to maintain inflated
prices."

HQ AAFES should:
3-1: Emphasize requirements in EOP 45-1.
3-2: Review managerial training programs to ensure inclusion of
marketing principles.
3-3: Increase customer's awareness of programs and services.
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Observations
An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of
the review. An observation is significant enough to warrant
attention by the process owner or other senior leadership.
Observations may include recommendations.

Observation 1

AAFES safety program needs stronger emphasis.
Loss Prevention (LP) personnel had responsibility for the security,
safety and environmental programs. Interviews revealed that
installation LP personnel focused primarily on security, i.e.,
customer or employee theft, internal controls and LP surveys.
Safety and environmental issues received secondary attention. For
the purpose of this inspection, the team reviewed safety programs
only; the AAFES IG had reviewed environmental programs during
their inspections.
Annual Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) inspections were
required, however 9 percent of MSM, 16 percent of AutoPride
managers and 29 percent of MCSS managers had not received a
fiscal year (FY) 00 report. In addition, 65 percent of the
deficiencies identified during the last inspection were cited as
repeat discrepancies. Lastly, 37 percent of LP managers reported
that more frequent OSH inspections were not conducted at areas
identified as higher risk for injury (i.e., stockrooms), as required by
the EOP.
The team conducted walkthroughs of the MS, MCSS and
AutoPride stockrooms and work areas. During these walkthroughs,
several safety-related issues surfaced.
•

MS stockroom managers did not have a floor plan of their
stockroom at 45 percent of the locations (fire protection
requirement).
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•

Aisles were obstructed at 42 percent of MCSS and 33 percent
of MS stockrooms.

•

Safety equipment, such as back braces, was not available at 30
percent of MCSS.

•

Skin flush stations were not available at 32 percent of
AutoPride facilities and eye wash stations were not available at
13 percent of AutoPride facilities.

•

Emergency exits were blocked at 11 percent of MCSS and 8
percent of MS stockrooms.

•

Other hazardous conditions such as leaning boxes, damaged
shelving, and heavy items stacked on damaged boxes existed at
20 percent of MS and 11 percent of MCSS stockrooms.

As part of the interviews, the team asked LP personnel to identify
factors affecting safety program operations. These were the results:
•

Seventy-five percent of region and area LP managers and 57
percent of installation LP managers stated LP employees did
not have enough time to manage safety programs.

•

Twenty-eight percent of LP supervisors stated LP employees
did not have adequate training to manage safety programs.

•

Thirteen percent of LP managers stated personnel conducting
OSH inspections did not have adequate expertise/training to
conduct the inspections.

Recommendation Ob 1-1: HQ AAFES should ensure proactive
management of safety programs.
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Observation 2

Black marketing activities continue while enforcement
declines.
Black marketing was the term used to describe a customs/tax
violation where unlawful transfer and/or possession of items to
unauthorized persons took place. These items included, but were
not limited to, exchange merchandise, government property,
commissary merchandise and alcohol/tobacco products.
Merchandise diversion was the term used to describe a specific type
of employee theft where the employee diverted merchandise from
the installation, sold the merchandise on the local economy at
prices considerably above the AAFES retail price, then used store
registers to record the sale as if an authorized patron had purchased
the item, keeping the profit from the transaction for themselves.
Based on interviews with installation military personnel, black
marketing activities were reported as "extensive" in Korea,
"limited" in Europe and other areas in the Pacific, and restricted to
alcohol and cigarettes in CONUS locations. Merchandise diversion
occurred consistently throughout overseas locations but was very
rare in CONUS. A summary of all interviews provided the
following:
•

Sixty-two percent of Area LP managers, 50 percent of HQ LP,
48 percent of LP managers, 33 percent of SFs/MPs and 29
percent of OSI/CID reported black marketing in their area of
responsi bi Ii ty.

•

Eighteen percent of GMs, 17 percent of SFs/MPs and 13
percent of LP managers acknowledged merchandise diversion
in their area of responsibility.

Although these crimes were acknowledged, military interviewees
reported enforcement efforts have decreased over recent years. The
team noted that of the 21 OCONUS installations visited, four had
commander-imposed rationing for case-lot and high-end (i.e.,
electronics over $200) merchandise. No other rationing was
observed.
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Interviews with CID personnel in Korea indicated decreased
investigation and/or enforcement of black marketing activities. In
Crime Analysis Survey- 0002-00-CID638-9AlA, 17 Apr 2000,
the CID reported black marketing cases investigated in FY97-FY99
comprised 12 percent of their caseload. Less than half of these
cases involved AAFES personnel or products. Finally, the CID
cited the following as contributing factors to the decline of their
involvement in pursuing black marketing cases:
•

Lack of manpower.

•

Decreased command support.

•

Increased availability of products on the local economy.

•

A strong US Dollar versus a weak Korean Won.

Recommendation: None.
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Observation 3

Dividend process not understood by military
community.
AAFES was required to generate reasonable earnings to
supplement appropriated funds for the support of Army and Air
Force Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) programs (AR 6010/AFJI 34-211). The earnings generated were provided to the
central MWR funds of the Army and Air Force, and then
redistributed to the installations according to formulas determined
by the services. While AAFES had a history of generous support to
MWR, understanding and acknowledgement of this support was
minimal.
Of installation visited, all but 9 percent of the main stores
publicized contributions to the installations through signage. These
signs were not clear, i.e., was the amount listed on the sign the
year-to-date contributions, previous year contributions, or the gross
contribution to higher headquarters rather than the net contribution
received by the installation? The team did not view any sign that
explained the amount posted.
During interviews, MSMs could not explain the dividend sign.
First, they did not know if the amount reflected only the main
store's contributions or the contributions exchange-wide. Second,
they did not know if the amount reflected the contributions to the
central MWR fund or the amount received by the installation.
Finally, AAFES personnel reported they were not advised of the
amount redistributed back to the installation. One MSM best
expressed their frustration, "After the dividend sign fell there was
no need to put it back up, because no one knew what it meant
anyway."
The team also noted that several installations had altered their signs
comparing AAFES contributions to local merchants' contributions.
These signs stated local merchant contributions were $0-creating
the perception that they did not support the military community. At
one installation, a local merchant notified the installation leadership
that until the sign was removed, they would no longer support the
installation (i.e., donations to the quarterly award program).
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During interviews, 35 percent of GMs and 31 percent of support
group/garrison commanders reported that AAFES contributions to
the installation were not acknowledged. When contributions were
acknowledged, most commanders conceded these announcements
were made when few personnel were present (i.e., Command staff
meetings and MWR councils) and the information was not
disseminated.
Ninety-two percent of the enlisted groups interviewed were familiar
with the AAFES dividend, but only one of 49 groups knew how the
dividend was distributed or the amount their installation received.
Support group and garrison commanders raised questions on how
dividends were allocated, while senior AAFES personnel and the
enlisted groups perceived a lack of accountability by the MWR
funds for the dividends received.

Recommendation Ob 3~1: HQ AAFES should standardize
dividend signage and ensure managers promote AAFES
contribution to the installation.
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Observation 4

MCSS did not fully meet the needs of the installations.

The MCSS was the sole source of military uniforms and
accouterments on the installation. While AAFES operated the
stores for the services, the sole source for issue merchandise was
Defense Supply Center Philadelphia. This merchandise comprised
4 7 percent of the uniform stock assortment and all of the must
items (basic items, basic sizes).
AAFES was required to carry items for the host unit service, (i.e.,
Air Force on an Air Force base) and could carry sister-service items
if requested by installation leadership. Seventy-four percent of the
installations visited had more than one service assigned. Of MCSS
managers interviewed, 56 percent acknowledged their stock
assortment did not meet sister-service requirements while 17
percent reported they had not determined the customer base for
their operation. Forty-eight percent of the enlisted groups reported
the MCSS did not meet the needs of their installations.
Additionally,
•

Twenty-eight percent of the groups reported the MCSS did not
stock for known surges in installation population (i.e., drill or
graduation weekends) creating out-of-stock situations.

•

Twenty-two percent of the groups reported the MCSS personnel
were not proactive in obtaining merchandise from another
source.

•

Twenty percent of the groups reported common sizes (i.e., large
t-shirts) were out of stock more often than not.

•

Fifteen percent of the groups reported that they had to order
basic accouterments more often than finding them in stock.

Lastly, at three installations visited, the installation commanders
sought out the inspection team to convey their dissatisfaction with
the service received from the MCSS.
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Recommendation Ob 4-1: HQ AAFES should ensure compliance
with MCSS customer service standards and ensure MCSS
managers

•

reidentify their customer base,

•

proactively work with local commanders to meet their needs,

•

proactively procure out-of-stock uniform requirements.
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Best Practices
The following section gives a synopsis of best practices observed
during the inspection. This information is intended to foster
continuous process improvement throughout the AAFES.

Internal Controls
Activity Posters
(I CAP)

AAFES Europe Region Headquarters LP manager created ICAP
that improved early identification of internal control breakdowns.
The first goal of this program was to increase awareness on the
effects of losses due to theft and accidents. Second was to increase
oversight and support of exchange detective personneL Finally, it
was to increase the number of successful technical support
operations and increase the use of LP technologies. The activity
poster was developed to facilitate activity managers in conducting
daily internal control assessments. The poster identified, day-byday, the internal controls to be reviewed in order to comply with
AAFES requirements and prevent/reduce unnecessary losses.
Posters were available for retail, food, services and vending
operations.
-Europe~

POC: Mr.
Manager,
-email

Accountability
Vision

Commercial-

Heidelberg OM developed an accountability vision to reduce
overall inventory shrinkage and improve internal controls. The
vision identified tasks that met and/or exceeded current internal
controls criteria, i.e., T-Logs reviewed daily, mechanized reports
reconciled monthly, remote stockrooms doors sealed during
nonoperating hours. It was signed by retail, LP and accounting
managers and posted adjacent to their ICAP poster for daily review.
General Manager, commercial:

(b) (6)

~aafes.com
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Daily Internal
Control Evaluation
(DICE) Checklists

AAFES Western Region Headquarters LP_manager developed a
Daily Internal Control Evaluation (DICE) program as a proactive
approach to reduce unnecessary losses due to a breakdown of
internal controls. It ensured that internal controls maintained high
visibility and received daily attention. Daily, each branch reviewed
a specific internal control. The number in front of each control
reflected the day of the month it was to be evaluated. The DICE
cover page and listing could be maintained on a clipboard and hung
in a prominent, noncustomer contact location. OMs, area managers,
safety and security managers and region staff retained copies of
current and completed checklists at each facility for review. LP
personnel reviewed the DICE checklist while performing LP
surveys. Checklists were created for retail, food, concession and
vending operations.

••

(b) (6)

~.' "

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

I

,

.

Sr. Loss Pre
commercial :

t

M

(b) (6)

• r Western
email:

-

•

Proactive Vendor
Training

Vogelweh AutoPride manager hosted a European-wide, 2-week
training seminar and invited AAFES AutoPride personnel from
various installations. Highlights included partnering with General
Motors to provide braking system repair training. In addition,
computer training was provided to enable AAFES mechanics to
effectively use the new CD-ROM repair manuals.

AAFES University
Degree Program

Vandenberg AFB Learning facilitator developed a local AAFES
University degree curriculum utilizing the Crisp courses.
Associates' through masters' level degrees were awarded in retail
and food administrations, in addition to accounting, computer and
business management degrees.
POC: Ms.

(b) (6)

Learning Facilitator, D S N : -
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Laws of Leadership
Course

Los Angeles AFB GM_developed a leadership course, The 21
Irrefutable Laws of Leadership, for supervisors and other
associates. It was aimed at anyone with leadership potential in the
exchange. Based on a book by Mr. John C. Maxwell, this course
included slides, video, and student materials designed to immerse
employees in leadership growth and involve them in the decision
making and continuous improvement processes. Throughout the
1-day course, there were discussions over each law and how it
applies to business or personal life. By the end of the day, the
attendees had established goals to make the environment better for
the associates and customers.

POC: Mr.
commercial:

Vendor of the Month McGuire AFB MSM provided a Vendor of the Month award. The
vendor of the month was selected via a vote amongst the managers
Award

and given a reserved parking place and a certificate. The idea was
to acknowledge the outstanding vendors and make them feel like an
important part of the AAFES team.

Overall Superior
Training Program

Kapaun AB Learning facilitator implemented a robust training
program that proactively addressed associate development and
customer needs. Features of the program included standard
AAFES courses plus partnering with a local computer training
company, the City College of Chicago and the University of
Maryland, and certification programs for HR, accounting and other
specialties. It also included proactive facility visits at two main
learning centers and 19 mini-learning centers, standardized
manager and supervisor assessment of training effectiveness, and
monthly career development briefings.
POC: Mrs.

(b) (6)

Comm:
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AutoPride
Relationship
Increased Sales and
Profitability

Ft Campbell AutoPride manager had developed a working
relationship with the local distributor of Hercules brand (Cooper)
tires. The distributor was present at the AutoPride store during
business hours on Monday, Thursday and Friday to assist
customers with their tire needs and issues. This relationship has
resulted in the AutoPride maintaining a minimal tire inventory,
increased sales, 25 percent gross profit on Hercules brand tires sold
and increased customer satisfaction

POC:

AutoPride managers,

Televised Town Hall Ft Sill AAFES management made effective use of community
forums to get the AAFES word out to the military community.
Meeting

Community town-hall meetings were broadcast live over the base
information network and allowed call-in questions to AAFES
managers and base leadership. Programs were then rebroadcast to
ensure widest dissemination to the post populace.
Admin and Programs, commercial
·1: ~sill.atmy.mil

Standardized PFP
Forms

Ft Campbell and McGuire AFB HR managers had developed
standardized, generic PSAs for all positions. They met with each
supervisor to ensure all relevant standards had been recorded, and
then worked with managers to ensure all employees were briefed
on their performance standards.

· Ft Campbeli-Ms.
~r.tYit"rlPr•l"1. al:

HR manager, DSN:l:~aafes.com
HRmanager,DSN:-
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Passport to
Supervisory
Excellence

Camp Foster HR manager created a Passport to Supervisory
Excellence to track supervisor training. Incorporating the training
requirements for entry-level supervisors, the passport identified all
required courses, provided areas for stamps upon completion of
each course and also included four frequent flyer coupons, which
could be exchanged for incentive awards .

. - S e n i o r HR Manager, DSN
aafes.

email:

Flow Chart Includes Langley AFB MSM had erected a flowchart in the associate break
room that showed the impact associates played in dividend
Associates In The
contributions. This chart showed the link between associates and
Dividends Process
AAFES programs, and the links between programs, profits
generated and dividends received by the installation.

· Store Manager, commercial: . .

Mail Order Makes
Shopping Easier

RAF Lakenheath MSM provided mail order service for customers.
Unique items from the European theater could be purchased by
contacting the Lakenheath main store through their web site. This
provided a convenience for customers who can make their
purchases without packing, mailing or carrying it with them.

POC:
email

(b) (6)

Store Manager, DSN:

New Hire Handbook Whiteman AFB Shoppette manager developed a new-hire
handbook which outlined all facets of employment with AAFES.
Each newly hired associate received a copy for training purposes.
After providing a short welcome, the handbook guided them
through: general responsibilities, a list of required training, time
and attendance records and step by step instruction for the basic
tasks, i.e., cash register operation, video rental and resetting gas
pumps.
(b) (6)

POC:
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Vests Identify
Bilingual Associates

Yongsan MSM gave unique vests with the words "HAVE
QUESTION? ASK ME" embroidered on the back to those
associates who were bilingual and could carry on an everyday
conversation with a customer. Associates had to be able to answer
questions, direct customers and speak in complete English
sentences. Also, they could not be shy when talking with customers
or answering questions. AAFES, in partnership with the Armed
Forces Network, developed a commercial that informed customers
of the vest program.
POC: Ms
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Appendix A-Summary of Findings,
Recommendations and Observations
Finding 1

Employment of customer satisfaction tools was
lacking.
HQ AAFES should:
1-1: Ensure compliance with ASI/CSI!MSI program requirements.
1-2: Emphasize the potential benefits of maintaining continuity of
the ASI, CSI and MSI information at all levels.
1-3: Conduct a review of ASIICSI/MSI methodology.
1-4: Assess customer feedback tools.
1-5: Emphasize use of customer feedback tools for all AAFES
operations.

Finding 2

Programs to develop and nurture employees were not
effectively implemented.
HQ AAFES should:
2-1: Identify and address AAFES internal communication
deficiencies.
2-2: Emphasize the importance of ensuring personnel have an
awareness of the ASIICSI!MSI results.
2-3: Ensure compliance with the mandatory training requirements.

2-4: Review Corporate University programs and identify
incentives to maximize participation.
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2-5: Ensure compliance with PFP program requirements.
2-6: Reevaluate PFP program requirements, reassess
implementation requirements and ensure supervisors have received
adequate training to administer.

Finding 3

Marketing programs missed opportunities.
HQ AAFES should:
3-1: Emphasize requirements in EOP 45-1.
3-2: Review managerial training programs to ensure inclusion of
marketing principles.
3-3: Increase customer's awareness of programs and services.

Observation 1

AAFES safety program needs stronger emphasis.
Recommendation Ob 1-1: HQ AAFES should ensure proactive
management of safety programs.

Observation 2

Black marketing activities continue while enforcement
declines.
Recommendation: None.

Observation 3

Dividend process not understood by military
community.
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Recommendation Ob 3~1: HQ AAFES should standardize
dividend signage and ensure managers promote AAFES
contribution to the installation.

Observation 4

MCSS did not fully meet the needs of the installations.
Recommendation Ob 4~1: HQ AAFES should ensure compliance
with MCSS customer service standards and ensure MCSS
managers
•

reidentify their customer base,

•

proactively work with local commanders to meet their needs,

•

proactively procure out-of-stock uniform requirements.
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Appendix B-Executive Briefing
The following pages contain the executive briefing presented to SAF/IG, DA/IG,
HQ AAFES/CV/10, and HQ USAF/ILV on 20 July 2001 at the Pentagon, Washington DC.

Air Force Inspection Agency

Army and Air Force
Exchange Service (AAFES)
Triennial Inspection
Executive Briefing

•:•
~'

U.S. AIR FORCE

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force

•
+

.

Team Composition
U..S,,LIRIIIOIItCII

GS-13~eamChief

+ Lt Col
+LTC

+ Maj
+ Maj
+ CW

OAF
USAF
USA

W

USAF
USAF
USA
USAF
USAF

+ CMSgt

USA
USAF
Air Force Inspection Agency
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•
-

Background

.

\,.I
•:.,.
U.$, AIR ~ORCII!

• DoD Directive requires inspection as military
seNice considers necessary

• SeNice regulations task IGs to inspect as
directed by the Chiefs of Staff
• MOU establishes parameters
~
~
~

Inspect every 3 years
Lead alternates between Army/Air Force
Joint inspection team
Air Force Inspection Agency

•

Purpose

\,I
•:.•
U.5.AIRFORCB

Evaluate AAFES' ability to support
the military community

Focusing on:
Merchandising
Asset Protection
Customer Satisfaction
Previous Inspection Trends
Air Force Inspection Agency
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\J
•:.•

Assessment Criteria

U.S. AIR P'OIIfC•

AAFESwill:
+Be a customer-driven company
• Develop and nurture (their) people
•Grow sales and aggressively pursue new
business opportunities
(from AAFt=S Corporate Plan, Oct 00)

Air Force Inspection Agency

•

\J
-.:•

Assessment Methodology

U...S.•IIIt~ORC:•

• Reviewed policy and guidance

• Visited 64 organizations
~
~
~

Interviewed key AAFES and military personnel
Reviewed documentation
Observed operation

• Coordinated recommendations with process
owner and developed follow-up plan
• Reviewed MOU
Air Force Inspection Agency
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\,J
•:.•

Overall Assessment

U.S, AIR .. DAC.

AAFES:
+ Focuses on customer service
+ Has well-maintained stores

+ Has increased logistics efficiencies
+ Executes a "We go where you go" philosophy

Air Force Inspection Agency

\,J
•.:•

Overall Assessment

U , &..AIRFOAC.

AAFES:
+ has the ability to support the military community;
however,
+ implementation and oversight were not fully
effective.

Air Force Inspection Agency
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\J
..:,,.

Finding 1

U.!I.AIRIIQIII('C.

Employment of Customer Satisfaction
Tools Was Lacking
• Ineffective employment of CSI and ASI
• MSI not fully deployed
• Customer feedback tools underutilized

Air Force Inspection Agency

•
··-

'

.

'

Recommendations

\J
•.:.•
LLS.AIRFDACII

+ ASI/CSI/MSI program:
~

ensure compliance

~

maintain continuity of information
~ review methodology

+ Customer feedback tools:
~

Assess tools

~

emphasize use by all operations

Air Force Inspection Agency
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\.J
•:..

Finding 2

U..9..AIRFORCI

Programs to Develop and Nurture
Employees Not Effectively Implemented
• Internal communications lacking
• Training underemployed
• PFP program requirements not met

Air Force Inspection Agency

•

\.J
•:..

Recommendations

.

U.S. AIR FORe•

• Internal Communications
~
~

Identify and address deficiencies
Emphasize importance of ASI/CSI/MSI awareness

• Training
~ Ensure compliance with mandatory requirements
~

Review programs for applicability & maximum
participation

• Pay-for-Performance Program
~
~

Ensure compliance with program requirements
Re-evaluate program, reassess implementation,
ensure adequate training
Air Force InspeCtion Agency

"
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•

Finding 3

~~
•:.•
U .$ . AIRFORC:I!I

Marketing Programs Missed
Opportunities
• Military community not fully informed
• Promotion of services and programs ineffective

Air Force Inspection Agency

•

Recommendations

~~
•:.•
U.S.A.IItii"ORC.

• Marketing Programs
• Ensure compliance
• Review managerial training
~

Increase customer awareness

Air Force Inspection Agency
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•••
·. .

··~·., ·

Follow-up

• AAFES will address each recommendation
• Status of corrective actions reported quarterly
~By

~

HQAAFES
ToAFIA

Air Force Inspection Agency

•

Observations

\J
•:•

U.s. AIR FORCE!

• Safety Program
~
~

Secondary duty
65% repeat discrepancies

• Blackmarketing
~

Declining enforcement

Air Force Inspection Agency
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Observations

\.J
•:.•
U.S.. 4Ut f:!ORC•

+ Dividend Process
~

Signage not clear

~

Dividends not acknowledged

+ MCSS
~

Installation requirements not met

Air Force Inspection Agency

•

Best Practices

'

~,J
•:.•
lL.!I.AIIItii"O.,.CII

+ 16 total
~

Internal Controls

~Training

~

Standardized Pertormance Standards

~

Communications/Marketing

Air Force Inspection Agency
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Memorandum of
Understanding

\J
•:.•
U.S. AIR FORCI!!!

+ Reviewed in conjunction with triennial
inspection
~

AFIA

~

DA/IG

~

AAFES/IG

+ No revisions recommended

Air Force Inspection Agency

Air Force Inspection Agency

Providing Air Force leaders with
independent assessments to improve
Air Force operations and support

~~
•:.•
U.S. AIR .. ORCIE!

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force
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Appendix C-Team Composition
(b) (6)

Team Chief
Inspectors

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

GS-13, DAF
Lt Col, USAF
LTC, USA
Maj, USAF

(b) (6)

Maj, USAF
(b) (6)

CW4, USA

(b) (6)

CMSgt, USAF
(b) (6)

SMSgt, USAF
(b) (6)

Review Director

(b) (6)

MSG, USA
Col (S), USAF
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Appendix D-Publications Reviewed
DoDD 1330.9

Anned Services Exchange Regulations, 15 Dec 86

AR 60-10/AFJI 34-211

Anny and Air Force Exchange Service General Policies, 17 Jun 88

AR 60-20/AFJI 34-210

Army and Air Force Exchange Service Operating Policies, 15 Dec 92

EOP 9-1

Installation Revenue-Producing Activities, 18 Mar 92

EOP 15-10

Managing Human Resources, 20 Oct 95

EOP 15-21

Pay-for-Perfonnance Program, 30 Jun 94

EOP 16-1

Security, 29 Mar 96

EOP 17-1

Occupational Health and Safety Program, 7 Feb 00

EOP 20-1

Training and Development, 29 Jan 99

EOP 31-1

Automotive Seryices, 30 Aug 86

EOP 36-2

Repair and Maintenance Guide for Activity Managers, 18 Apr 97

EOP40-4

Military Clothing Sales Store (MCSS), 15 Oct 99

EOP40-5

Customer Service, 1 Jul 92

EOP 40-11

Special Retail Programs, 25 Nov 94

EOP 40-24

Retail Price Comparison Surveys, 16 May 89

EOP 41-1

Warehousing, 24 May 00

EOP41-5

Stockroom Operations, 4 May 00

EOP45-1

Public Affairs, 27 Jan 90
AAFES Corporate Plan, Oct 00
Commander's Guidebook to AAFES, 22 Dec 95
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Appendix E-Organizations Visited
Altus AFB, 0 K

Inchon DC, ROK

Atlanta DC, GA
Beale AFB, CA

Kadena AB, Japan
Langley AFB, VA

Camp Butler, Japan (Pacific Regional HQ)

Los Angeles AFB, CA
Mainz, Germany (Europe Regional HQ)
Mannheim, Germany
McGhee Tyson ANG, TN
McGuire AFB, NJ

Camp Casey, ROK
Camp Foster, Japan
Camp Walker, ROK
Camp Zama, Japan
Carlisle Barracks, PA
Dallas, TX (CONUS Regional HQs)
Dan Daniels DC, VA
Devens RFT A, MA
Dobbins ARB, GA
Edwards AFB, CA
Ft Campbell, KY
Ft Carson, CO
Ft Gordon, GA
Ft Huachuca, AZ
Ft Irwin, CA
Ft Lee, VA
Ft Leavenworth, KS
Ft McPherson, GA

Oakland DC, CA
OsanAB,ROK
Peterson AFB, CO
RAF Alconbury, England
RAF Lakenheath, England
Sarajevo, B-H
Schinnen, Netherlands
Schofield Barracks, m
Scott AFB, IL
SHAPE-Chievres, Belgium
Taszar, Hungary
Travis AFB, CA
Tuzla, B-H

Ft Riley, KS

USAF Academy, CO
Vandenberg AFB, CA

Ft Shafter, HI
Ft Sill, OK
Giessen DC, Germany
Goodfellow AFB, TX
Hanscom AFB, MA

Vicenza, Italy
Vogelweh, Germany
Waco DC, TX
Westover ARB, MA
Whiteman AFB, MO

Heidelberg, Germany

Yokota AB, Japan

Hickam AFB, HI

Yokota DC, Japan
Yongsan, ROK

Hunter Army Airfield, GA
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Appendix F-Data Collection Statistics
PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED:
Area Loss Prevention Manager
Area Manager
Associates
AutoPride Manager
DC-General Manager
DC-Inbound Manager
DC-Outbound Manager
DC-Safety and Security Manager
Enlisted Groups
General Manager
(Cmdr) Hotline POC
Region-Commander/SVP
Region-Human Resources Manager
Region-Loss Prevention Manager
Region-Retail VP
Human Resources Manager
Installation IG
Loss Prevention Manager
Loss Prevention Supervisor/
Store Detective
Main Store Manager
MCSS Manager
MS Stockroom Manager
OSIICID
SFOIIMPI
Support Group/
Garrison Commander
SVS/DCA
Learning Facilitator

8
7
269
37
7
6
6
7
49
34
36
5
5
5
5
30
41
30

RECORDS REVIEWED:
ASI records
CSI records
MSI records
Personnel records
IG reports
Commander hotline report

45
45
5
271
38
37

FACILITY OBSERVATIONS:
AutoPride Walkthrough
Distribution Center Walkthrough
Main Store Walkthrough
MS Stockroom Walkthrough
MCSS Walkthrough

39
7
48
48
47

35
48
48
48
46
47
48
44
32
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Appendix G-Acronym List
AAFES
ASI
CFI
CID
CONUS
CSI
DC
DCA
EOP
FY
GM
HR
HRM

HQ
ICAP

IG
JTP
LP
MCSS
MS
MPI
MSI
MSM
MWR
OCONUS
OSH
OSI
PER
PFP
POC
PSA
SF
SFOI
SVP
TPFDD

Army and Air Force Exchange Service
Associate Satisfaction Index
Class Fomel International
Criminal Inspection Division
Continental United States
Customer Satisfaction Index
Distribution Center
Director of Community Activities
Exchange Operating Policy
Fiscal year
General Manager
Human Resources
Human Resources Manager
Headquarters
Internal Controls Activity Poster
Inspector General
Job training plan
Loss Prevention
Military Clothing Sales Store
Main Store
Military Police Investigations
Management Satisfaction Index
Main Store Manager
Morale, Welfare and Recreation
Outside the Continental United States
Occupational Safety and Health
Office of Special Investigations
Performance Evaluations
Pay-for-Performance
Point of Contact
Performance Standards Agreement
Security Forces
Security Forces Office of Investigations
Senior Vice President
Time Phased Force Deployment Database
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Appendix H-Contingency Planning
At the time of this inspection, AAFES operated 45 forward-deployed stores in 17 countries.
Joint Pub 1-0, Joint Doctrine for Personnel Support to Joint Operations, 19 Nov 98, designated
MWR programs "May include exchange and resale services." It further stated, ''The key to
successful exchange support is careful planning in both the deliberate and crisis action planning
processes. Plans should identify required exchange activities and supporting resources (to
include AAFES lift requirements and TPFDD [time phased force deployment database])."
During previous triennial inspections, inclusion of AAFES in the planning process was found
lacking. While outside the scope of the current inspection, a cursory review of the current status
of deliberate and crisis action planning, and AAFES' role, was conducted.
The team surveyed unified command planners from CENTCOM, EUCOM, PACOM and
SOUTHCOM and interviewed AAFES contingency personnel at HQ AAFES, HQ AAFESEurope and HQ AAFES-Pacific. The results indicated that inclusion of AAFES in the planning
process continues to be lacking.
•

Four unified commands identified required AAFES activities in OPLANS* (1 unified
command did not have OPLANS but had instead FUNCPlans which included AAFES
requirements).

•

Two of four unified commands did not identify required AAFES activities in CONPLANS.

•

Three of four unified commands did not identify AAFES lift requirements in OPLANS.

•

Four of four unified commands did not identify AAFES lift requirements in CONPLANS.

•

Three of four unified commands did not identify AAFES requirements in the TPPFD.

•

Four of four unified commands did not include AAFES activities in crisis action planning.

•

Four of four unified commands had not invited AAFES contingency personnel to their
annual forces , logistics or transportation planning conferences.

While all unified commands had acknowledged AAFES requirements, this process took place
through third parties rather than via direct contact with AAFES contingency personnel. The
AAFES personnel confirmed that AAFES activity and lift requirements had not been identified
through them and further corroborated they had not been invited to any planning conferences.
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DRAFT

Appendix 1-Report Distribution
One copy each unless noted

Other Continued
26 ASG/Cmdr
MCB Camp Butler/Cmdr
30 SW/CC
USA CAC/Cmdr
34ASG/Cmdr
USAIC/CG
48FW/CC
USASC/Cmdr
51 FW/CC
USASET AF/CG
60AMW/CC
Oakland DC/GM
61 ABG/CC
Atlanta DC/GM
66ABG/CC
Dan Daniels DC/GM
80 ASG/Cmdr
Giessen DC/GM
86AW/CC
Inchon DC/GM
94AW/CC
WacoDC/GM
96ABW/CC
Yokota DC/GM
97 AMW/CC
HQ AAFES-PAC/CC
101 AD/Cmdr
HQ AAFES-WER/SVP
134ARW/CC
HQ AAFES-CER/SVP
254 BSB/Cmdr
HQ AAFES-EAR/SVP
293 BSB/Cmdr
HQ AAFES-EUR/CC
305 AMW/CC

Secretary of the Air Force
SAF/IG/101/IUILV

Secretary of the Army
DA/10/CFSC

Army and Air Force Exchange Service
CG/CV/C00/10

Other
1 FW/CC
374AW/CC
7 ID/Cmdr
375 AW/CC
9RW/CC
423 ABS/CC
10 ABW/CC
439 AW/CC
15 ABW/CC
509 BW/CC
17 ASG/Cmdr
Carlisle Barracks/CO
17TRW/CC
CASCOM/Cmdr
18 WG/CC
Devens RFf A/Cmdr
19 TAAC/Cmdr
Eagle Base/CO
20 ASG/Cmdr
Ft McPherson/Cmcr
21 SW/CC
Ft Sill/Cmdr
24 ID/Cmdr
HQNTC/CG
25 ID/Cmdr
Hunter Army Airfield/Cmdr
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Purpose Statement: Review USAF Academy
programs, processes, and practices used to
train and develop cadets to become USAF
officers and compare them to those used by the
USAF

Nr Force lnapeoticn Agency

':Eafjfe £ooi Higlilielits
\tVhy this Management Review?

What AFIA Found

This review was targeted to
address one of twelve areas
identified for further review in the
Report of the Working Group
Concerning the Deterrence ofand
Response to Incidents ofSexual
Assault at the US. Air Force
Academy, and to support the
Superintendent's Academy
improvement goals.
The scope of the review focused
on Character and Leadership
Development and how cadets were
trained to become officers.
Programs were compared to the
operational Air Force and the other
Air Force accession sources

\tVhat AFIA Recommends
•
•

•
•

•

November 2004

• Policy and Guidance. Outdated and
in conflict at the Air Force level
• Officer Development Oversight.
Problems with P&G contributed to
reduced functional oversight
• Cadet Military Training. Reduced
functional oversight resulted in
decreased emphasis on cadet military
training and increased program
instability

-

Update conflicting Air Force
Policy and Guidance
Define and implement both
internal and external functional
oversight Institutionalize Cadet
Military Trainillg
Institutionalize Basic Cadet
Training
ClarifY disposition of USAF A
Cadet UIFs that follow to active
duty
Develop, implement, and conduct
post-graduate/supervisor
assessments

As a result of this Special Review, Air Force Academy Cadet :Military
Training will receive a renewed emphasis leading to institutionalization.
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GENERAL INFORMATION: Questions or comments concerning the Eagle Look topic and
other activities conducted by the Air Force Inspection Agency (AFIA) can be forwarded to:
HQ AFIA/FO
9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 352G
Kirtland AFB NM 87117-5670
DSN 246-2079
An overview of the AFIA mission and organizational structure, to include a list of past reviews
and future Eagle Look topics, is available at https://www-4afia.kirtland.af.mil.

PRIVILEGED INFORMATION MARKINGS AND OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT
CAVEATS: Any use of this report, which includes direct quotes or identifiable paraphrasing,
will be marked with the following statement:
This is a privileged docum ent that cannot be released in whole or in part to persons or agencies
outside the Departm ent of Defe nse, nor can it be republished in
w hole or in part in any
publication not containing this statem ent, including Air Force/DoD m agazines and general use
pamphlets, without the express approval of the Director of SAF/IGI.

TO REPORT FRAUD, WASTE, AND ABUSE (FWA) IN AIR FORCE PROGRAMS:
Contact the AF FWA hotline: DSN 425-1562 or 1-800-538-8429, or at
http://www .ig.hg .af.mil/igg/Complaints/IGQComplaints.html
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Executive Summary
United States Air Force Academy Special Review (AFAR)
Purpose: To review USAF Academy (USAF A) programs, processes, and practices used to train
and develop cadets to become USAF officers and compare them to those used by the USAF.
Background:

•

26 March 2003 - In response to concerns about sexual assaults at USAF A, the SecAF
released the Agenda for Change, which directed the Academy to accomplish 63 tasks to
improve its operations. Since that time, the Academy was engaged in implementing this
SecAF direction.

•

17 June 2003 - The United States Air Force General Counsel submitted a report, The
Report of the Working Group Concerning the Deterrence ofand Response to the
Incidence ofSexual Assault at the U.S. Air Force Academy, to the SecAF. The report
recommended 12 areas for further study, including the areas of cadet training and officer
development. According to the General Counsel report, "some interviews suggested that
the USAFA processes in some respects train cadets to be cadets, rather than to be
officers."

•

17 October 2003 - Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 36-35, United States Air Force
Academy, was signed. It identified four principal program areas of equal importance:
Character Development, Educational Development, Leadership Development, and
Physical Development. In addition, the directive stated the Academy's Operational
Principle was, "All USAFA organizational processes and procedures will mirror those of
the operational Air Force, unless specifically exempted by the SecAF."

•

13 February 2004- The Deputy for Force Management and Personnel (SAF/MRM)
submitted a request to the Air Force Inspector General (SAF/IG) to have the Air Force
Inspection Agency (APIA) conduct a Special Review to follow up on the above Working
Group report recommendation on cadet training. The request was approved on 1 March
2004.

Methodology: After consultation, SAF/MRM directed APIA to concentrate its data gathering
efforts from an Air Force perspective and not conduct interviews at the other service academies.
SAF/MRM determined the scope ofthe Special Review was to review how the USAF trains and
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develops cadets to become USAF officers. This review centered on Character and Leadership
Development (separate reviews were being conducted on athletics and academics) and compared
USAF A programs, processes, and practices.
The review determined if the USAF A programs, processes, and practices were different from
primarily the operational Air Force and secondarily the other accession sources. Officer
accession sources were Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC) and Officer
Training School (OTS). AFROTC and OTS were under the command of the Air Force Officer
Accession Training Schools (AFOATS). The other accession program was Basic Military
Training (BMT). Where possible, the team identified these differences (see Table 3, Appendix
B), listed any advantages and disadvantages, as well as the Academy 's justifications for those
differences. Furthermore, the team conducted an extensive review of relevant policy and
guidance.
Overall Assessment: This Special Review identified and collected data on 31 USAF A
programs, processes, and practices. There were six areas identified with significant issues
impacting USAF A's ability to train and develop its cadets to become USAF officers. These
areas were:
•

Policy and Guidance

•

Officer Development Oversight

•

Cadet Military Training

•

Basic Cadet Training

•

UCMJ Implementation

•

Post Graduate Assessments

These areas constitute the 6 findings and resulting 20 recommendations. For this Special
Review, a finding was defined as a significant issue where the associated problem area(s)
impacted the USAF A's ability to train and develop the cadets to become officers.
Problems with policy and guidance contributed to reduced functional oversight ofthe Academy,
a decreased emphasis on cadet military training, and increased training program instability
(Character and Leadership Development). Major areas lacking institutionalization were military
training curriculum development, cadet training-time availability, and Basic Cadet Training.
Recent changes in the disciplinary system at the Academy required clarification on the policy of
Unfavorable Information Files (UIF) that follows the Academy cadets to their first duty
assignment. In addition, the Academy was not assessing the outcomes of their military training
program through post-graduate assessments.
2
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Table 1, Summary ofFinding and Recommendations, lists the recommendations associated with
each of the findings.
As mentioned, this review examined 31 programs, processes, and practices that the Academy
used to train and develop Cadets. There were some differences between the Academy programs
and either the operational Air Force or the other accessions sources. For those programs that
were different, the Academy provided their justification for those differences in Appendix B.
The Air Stafffunctional experts reviewed and validated the Academy justifications. In
accordance with AFPD 36-35, United States Air Force Academy, 17 October 2003, paragraph 2,
waivers will be required for those differences in order to allow the Academy to continue to
operate these programs, processes, and practices.
Table 1. Summary of Findings and Recommendations
No.
1

Finding

Recommendations

Officer development policy and
guidance for the USAF Academy
was not adequate

1-1 Update Air Force Mission Directive 12,
1 June 1999, to reflect the current USAF Academy
organizational structure
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
1-2 Develop Air Force Instmctions to implement
AFPD 36-35
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: SAF/MR
1-3 Deconflict AFPD 36-20, 36-22, and 36-35

OPR: AF/DP; OCR: SAF/MR
1-4 Update AFI 36-2014, 11 May 1994, to reflect
the current committee stmcture, SAF/MR and
AF/DP roles and responsibilities, as well as AU
organization stmcture

OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
1-5 Specify the relationship between The Cadet
Sight Picture and the USAF Academy Cadet Wing,
and Training Group instmctions
OPR: USAF A/CC

3
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1-6 Define and reconcile AFPD 36-35's requirement
to mirror the operational Air Force processes with
USAF Academy Officer Development System
principle to align with accepted USAF practices
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
2

Lack of external and internal
oversight hampered USAF
Academy officer development
programs

2-1 Define AETC 's role as Executive Agent in
providing functional oversight responsibilities for
military training at the USAF Academy as outlined
in AFPD 36-22, Military Training
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
2-2 Implement a USAF Academy Training
Evaluation function to provide military training
qualification and certification
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP
2-3 Evaluate the USAF Academy military training
curriculum development function to ensure adequate
resources, authority, and oversight
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP,
AETC/DO

3

USAF Academy Cadet Military
Training (CMT) lacked
institutionalization

3-1 Re-evaluate the institutional priorities and
performance weightings (academics versus military
training) utilized by the USAF Academy as it relates
to the development of officers
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: AF/DP, SAF/MR
3-2 Develop a top-down strategic plan derived from
Commissioning Education Memorandum of
Understanding goals for the mission elements
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
3-3 Institutionalize Cadet Military Training through
centrally developed military training program plans
of instruction, course charts, lesson plans, and
learning objectives
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: AF/DP, AETC/DO

4
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3-4 Transition the Officer Development System into
a formal instruction
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
4

USAF Academy Basic Cadet
Training was not institutionalized
as compared with other Air Force
indoctrination training programs

4-1 Establish a structured, institutionalized
curriculum for USAF Academy Basic Cadet
Training
OPR: USAF A/CC
4-2 Increase the role of MTis in USAF Academy
Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAF A/CC
4-3 Align USAF Academy Basic Cadet Training
with other formal indoctrination training courses
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
4-4 Evaluate utilization of AETC Shadow Program
participants as Basic Cadet Training cadre
OPR: USAF A/CC

5

Disposition ofUSAFA Cadet UIFs
transitioning to the first duty
assignment was not addressed in
AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) Program,

5-1 Revise AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable Information
File (UIF) Program to include administration of
USAF Academy cadet UIFs
OPR: AF/ DP; OCRs: SAF/ MR, SAF/JA

1 May 1997
6

The USAF Academy was not
conducting post-graduate/
supervisor surveys

6-1 USAF Academy develop, implement, and
conduct post-graduate/supervisor assessments of its
military education and training program
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
6-2 USAF develop, implement, and conduct
standardized assessments of its military education
and training commissioning programs
OPR: AF/ DP; OCR: AETC/DO

5
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Table 2 is a consolidated list of the 31 USAF A programs, processes, and practices reviewed.
The second column lists whether or not the process is different from either the operational Air
Force and/or one ofthe other accession sources as reflected in the third column. The fourth
column indicates whether problems were identified with the program, process, or practice during
the course ofthe review.
Table 2. Summary of USAF A Officer Development Programs, Processes, and Practices
(Note: AFOATS includes AFROTC and OTS. For further information on each of the listed
items, please see the referenced section or appendix.)
USAFA Program,
Process, Practice

Is it
Differs
Different? From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Policy and Guidance

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 1

Oversight

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 2

I:vfilitary Education and
Training

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 3

I:vfilitary Training
Curriculum

Yes

AETC

Yes

See Finding 3

Basic Cadet Training

Yes

AFOATS
BMT

Yes

See Finding 4

AETC Shadow Program

Yes

AFROTC

Yes

See Finding 4

Cadet Disciplinary Process

Yes

AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 5
See Appendix B-7

USAFA Graduate Supervisor
Surveys

Yes

AU
(AFROTC)

Yes

See Finding 6

Character Development

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Appendix B-1

Cadet Performance
Evaluations

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Appendix B-2

Cadet Performance Feedback

Yes

AFOATS

I:vfinor Issues

See Appendix B-3

Cadet Mentoring Program

Yes

USAF

Yes

See Appendix B-4

Use of MTLs and MTis

Yes

USAF

Yes

See Appendix B-5

Cadet Honor Process

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Appendix B-6

Cadet Disciplinary Process

No

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-7

Cadet Rank Structure

Yes

AFOATS

I:vfinor Issues

See Appendix B-8

Soaring for All Program

Yes

No Equivalent

I:vfinor Issues

See Appendix B-9
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USAFA Program, Process,
Practice

Is it
Different?

Differs
From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Jump (Free Fall) Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

No

See Appendix B-1 0

Summer Sports Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

l'vfinor Issues

See Appendix B-11

Cadet Rules of Conduct

Yes

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-12

Cadet Privilege System

Yes

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-12

Combat Survival Training

Yes

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-13

Organi zati onal S true ture

Yes

USAF

No

See Appendix B-14

Unit Climate Assessments

No

AFOATS

No-Cadre

See Appendix B-15

Yes-Cadets
OPS Air Force

No

None

l'vfinor Issues

See Appendix B-16

Global Engagement

No

Similar to
BMT/OTS

No

See Appendix B-17

Graduation Order of Merit

Yes

AFROTC

Yes

See Appendix B-18

Emergency Medical
Technician Training

Yes

No
Equivalent

No

See Appendix B,
Table 3

Radio Program

No

Similar to
AFRTS

No

See Appendix B,
Table 3

Media Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

No

See Appendix B,
Table 3
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Results
Purpose Statement
To review USAF Academy programs, processes, and practices used
to train and develop cadets to become USAF officers and compare
them to those used by the USAF.

Background
In January 2003, USAF Academy cadets began to contact members
of Congress with complaints of assault and indifference from
commanders. Some cadets began publicly reporting their concerns,
sparking several investigations by the Air Force, DoD, and
Congress. In response to concerns about sexual assault at the United
States Air Force Academy (USAF A), the Secretary ofthe Air Force
(SecAF) released the Agenda for Change, 26 March 2003, which
directed the Academy to accomplish 63 tasks to improve its
operations. TheAgendafor Change stated that for the Academy,
" To remain relevant to the larger Air Force, the Air Force
Academy must focus on the deliberate development of Air
Force officers, providing the required mentoring, guidance,
and discipline to produce future leaders. The Academy will
not be managed as a separate entity; rather, it must reflect
the values and norms of the broader Air Force while
maintaining the high academic standards of a world-class
university."
Since that time, USAF A was engaged in implementing this SecAF
direction, and the following events led up to this Special Review:
•

17 June 2003- The United States Air Force General Counsel
submitted a report, The Report ofthe Working Group
Concerning the Deterrence of and Response to the Incidence
ofSexual Assault at the U. S Air Force A cademy, to the

9
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SecAF. The report identified 12 areas for further study,
including the areas of cadet training and officer development.
According to the General Counsel report, "some interviews
suggested that the USAF Academy processes in some
respects train cadets to be cadets, rather than to be officers."
•

17 October 2003 - Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 36-35,
United States Air Force Academy, was signed. It identified
four principal program areas of equal importance: Character
Development, Educational Development, Leadership
Development, and Physical Development. In addition, the
directive stated the Academy's Operational Principle was,
"All USAF A organizational processes and procedures will
mirror those of the operational Air Force, unless specifically
exempted by the Secretary of the Air Force (SecAF)."

•

13 February 2004- The Deputy for Force Management and
Personnel (SAF/MRM) submitted a request to the Air Force
Inspector General (SAF/IG) to have the Air Force Inspection
Agency (APIA) conduct a Special Review. The request was
approved on 1 March 2004.

Methodology
A Special Review (SR) is an independent and objective management
review of specific programs or process requested by senior
leadership. SRs highlight the most significant issues and provide
timely feedback for senior leadership action. They are conducted in
accordance with, and conform to, the March 1993 Quality Standards
for Inspections, published by the President's Council on Integrity
and Efficiency.
The team reviewed policy and guidance and researched all aspects of
USAF A military training and leadership programs. The primary
focus of this review was at the Air Force Academy, with some
emphasis given to the operational Air Force, Air Force Officer
Accession and Training Schools (AFOATS included Air Force
Reserve Officer Training School [AFROTC] and Officer Training
School [OTS]), and Basic Military Training (BMT) for comparison
purposes (see Appendix E, Organizations Visited). Interviews were
conducted with key staff members (cadre) at the United States Air
10
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Force Academy from the Superintendent and Commandant of
Cadets, to the Squadron Air Officer Commanding (AOC). The bulk
of the interviews were focused at the USAFA group and squadron
AOC who ran most cadet training programs. A small sampling of
USAF A cadets from each class were also interviewed to obtain their
view on the quality and content of training programs (see Appendix
G, Interview Population, for detailed demographics). In order to
compare the Academy to the operational Air Force and other
accession programs, additional interviews were conducted with
AFOATS staff personnel, OTS, AFROTC, and BMT staff members,
and a sampling of AFROTC cadets from each class. Through
interviews and data collection, the team identified USAF A unique
processes, practices, and programs as well as findings , observations,
and recommendations for the process owners and key stakeholders.
Non-attribution was provided at the individual level for this SR.
However, because of the narrow focus, the offices of Superintendent,
Superintendent's Assistant, and Commandant were used when
necessary in the report. These individuals were briefed on this
policy prior to the interviews.
After consultation, SAF/MRM directed APIA to concentrate its data
gathering efforts from an Air Force perspective and not conduct
interviews at the other service academies. SAF/MRM determined
the scope of the SR was to review how the USAF trains and
develops cadets to become USAF officers. This review centered on
Character and Leadership Development (separate reviews were
being conducted on athletics and academics) and compared USAF A
programs, processes, and practices.
The review determined if the USAFA programs, processes, and
practices were different from primarily the operational Air Force and
secondarily the other accession sources. Officer accession sources
were AFROTC and OTS, which were under the command of
AFOATS. The other accession program was BMT. Where possible,
the team identified these differences (see Table 3, Appendix B),
listed any advantages and disadvantages, as well as USAF A's
justifications for those differences. Furthermore, the team conducted
an extensive review of relevant policy and guidance.

11
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On 27 July 2004, the AFIA team briefed the findings,
recommendations, and analysis to the Assistant Secretaries and
Deputy Chiefs of Staff, with opportunity offered for management
comments. These are included verbatim in this final report (see
Management Comments Section, pages 51-55).
The following steps were developed and utilized to conduct this
study:
•

Reviewed current policy and guidance, past reviews, studies,
and audits

•

Scoped the topic with process owners, stakeholders, and field
experts

•

Gathered data

•

Conducted analysis and wrote the report

•

Validated recommendations

•

Conducted Red Team review

•

Briefed the Red Team results to SAF/MRM, AF/DPL, and
the USAFA Commandant

•

Briefed the results to the SAF/MR, AF/DP, and the USAF A
Superintendent

•

Collected management comments

•

Published the report

•

Conducted follow-up actions

NOTE: Not all groups interviewed answered every question. As a
result, numbers referring to group types do not necessarily correlate
with the different areas of the report. For instance, sections within
the report may have a different population size from which the data
was drawn.
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Findings
Finding 1
Officer development policy and guidance for the USAF Academy
was not adequate

Impact
•

AFPD 36-35, Air Force Academy, 17 October 2003, was
difficult to implement without governing AFis

•

Conflict between several Air Force Policy Directives led to
lack of clarity on roles and responsibilities for AF/DP,
AETC, and USAF A

Discussion
The USAF Academy, composed ofthe 34th Training Wing, lOth Air
Base Wing, and USAF Academy staff and cadets, was governed by
policies from the Department of Defense (DoD), Air Force level
doctrine and policy directives, 34th Training Group Operational
Instructions (01), USAF Academy Ols, and Cadet Wing Ols.

United States Code (U.S. C.) Title 10, Service Academies
United States Code Title 10, the source of authority for
establishment ofthe USAF Academy, contained overarching policy
and guidance. Title 10 stated cadets were subject to the Uniform
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and defined cadets as members of
the Regular Air Force (10 USC§ 807). USAF Academy had
extracted and collated the United States Code sections applicable to
the USAF Academy and published them as USAF A Pamphlet
51-202, Extract ofLaws Pertaining to the USAF Academy,
8 November 2001. Of note, the USAF A recently rescinded its Cadet

13
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Disciplinary System in favor of a UCMJ-based discipline system.
By law, cadets have always been subject to the UCMJ, yet the
nonjudicial punishment provisions were seldom used.

DoD Directive 1322.22, Service Academies, 24 August 1994
DoD Directive 1322.22 defined the authority ofthe Secretaries of
the Military Departments and the superintendents of the service
academies. This DoD directive charged the Secretaries ofthe
Military Departments with implementing this directive and required
them to publish regulations as necessary. DoD Directive 1322.22
required the service Secretary (i.e. SecAF) to submit an annual
USAF Academy Assessment Report to the Under Secretary of
Defense for Personnel and Readiness. Required topics included:
•

Significant changes to curricula implemented or planned

•

The institutional environment affecting cadets or
midshipmen, including specific comments about the health of
the leadership development and honor systems

This directive standardized the organization of all service academies.
Each academy shall have a superintendent, a dean ofthe faculty, a
commandant, an athletic director, and a director of admissions. The
immediate governance of the academies was by their
superintendents, who also served as the commanding officers of the
academies and their military posts. Day-to-day operation of the
academies and the welfare of cadets and staff was the responsibility
ofthe superintendent.

Air Force Doctrine
Air Force Doctrine Document 1-1, Force Development and
Leadership, was released in February 2004. This Air Force basic
doctrine document contained the following foundational doctrine
statements applicable to this review.
"Developing Airmen best happens through a deliberate
process, one that aims to produce the right capabilities to
meet the Air Force's operational needs."
14
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"Force development is a series of experiences and
challenges combined with education and training
opportunities that are directed at producing Airmen who
possess the requisite skills, knowledge, experience, and
motivation to lead and execute the full spectrum of Air
Force missions."
"Education and training are critical components ofthe force
development construct. Education and training represent
the large investment of resource and are the primary tools
in developing Airmen."

Air Force Mission Directive
Air Force Mission Directive (AFMD) 12, United States Air Force
Academy, 1 June 1999, implemented policy guidance provided in
AFPD 38-1, Organization, 1 June 1996, and AFI 38-101, Air Force
Organization, 23 December 2003. AFMD 12 also stated the
authority for the establishment ofthe USAF Academy, its mission,
and its organization and responsibilities. Paragraph 3 of AFMD 12
stated the Headquarters USAFA was comprised of two wings:
lOth Air Base Wing and 34th Training Wing. The paragraph also
prescribed four additional mission elements: the Dean ofthe
Faculty, Department of Athletics, Preparatory School, and
Admissions. Paragraph 5 of AFMD 12 stated, "USAF A reported
directly to the CSAF and authorized the Superintendent or
designated representatives to communicate with other agencies and
activities on matters concerning the USAF Academy or academic
pro grams."
Current organizational structure of USAF A did not comply with
AFMD 12. The Department of Athletics, a previously established
independent mission area, was placed under the Commandant, who
was the 34th Training Wing Commander (see Figure 1 USAF
Academy Organization).

15
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Figure 1. USAFA Organization
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Air Force Policy Directives
Air Force Policy Directive 36-20, Accession ofAir Force Military
Personnel, 13 March 2001, stated:
"The Air Force requires trained, experienced people to
perform its mission. The accession process provides these
qualified new people ... Headquarters U.S. Air Force (HQ
USAF) is responsible for policy oversight and advocacy of
the Air Force's accession programs [which included
USAF A] and for interface with the Office ofthe Secretary
of Defense staff concerning development of the DoD policy
and legislative initiatives. The Assistant Secretary ofthe
Air Force for Manpower, Reserve Affairs, Installations and
Environment (SAF/MI) [now SAF/MR] discharges this
responsibility for the Secretary of the Air Force .... The
Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel (HQ USAF/DP) develops,
coordinates, and executes personnel policy and essential
procedural guidance for the management of Air Force
accessions programs."
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The AFPD further stated, "Air Education and Training Command
(AETC) may recommend to HQ USAF/DP (through AFPC) changes
to standards for entrance qualification tests, and operates the active
force enlisted, line officer, medical, and chaplain recruiting
pro grams."
AETC is the parent Major Command (MAJCOM) for AFROTC and
OTS through Air University (AU) and Air Force Officer Accession
and Training Schools (AFOATS). For USAFA, the AFPD stated,
"The U.S. Air Force Academy (USAF A) develops specific cadet
entrance standards and operates the Academy accession program."
Therefore, AF/DP established a dissimilar process for management
of the AETC-executed accessions versus the USAF A-executed
accessions. AF/DP retained management control of OTS and
ROTC, but allowed USAF A to develop its own cadet entrance
standards and operate its own accessions program.
Air Force Policy Directive 36-22, Air Force Military Training,
22 March 2004, applied to all Air Force activities to include the Air
Force Reserve Command (AFRC) and Air National Guard (ANG)
units. AF/DP designated AETC as the Air Force's Executive Agent
for training technology, training development, and formal training
programs (AFPD 36-22, paragraph 3.5.1), which included military
training programs at USAF A. While AFI 36-2201 V.1 , Training
Development, Delivery and Evaluation, 1 October 2002
implemented AFPD 36-22, it only applied to formal training
programs that also developed career development courses (para
5.2.3).
The Air Force recently published its first policy directive dealing
with USAF A, AFPD 36-35, United States Air Force Academy,
17 October 2003. This document established the purpose of the
USAF Academy and stated its operational principle, "All USAFA
organization processes and procedures will mirror those of the
operational Air Force, unless specifically exempted by the Secretary
ofthe Air Force (SecAF)." It also defined Air Force responsibilities
with respect to the USAF Academy. This policy directive charged
the Assistant Secretary ofthe Air Force (Manpower and Reserve
Affairs) with responsibility for oversight of Air Force education and
training. According to the AFPD, this responsibility extended to and
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encompassed the operation of the USAF A. This responsibility was
in conflict with AFPD 36-20, which delegated the entrance standards
and operations ofthe USAF Academy accessions program to
USAF A.
AFPD 36-35 also stated the CSAF was the immediate superior to the
USAF Academy Superintendent, and that USAF A was a Direct
Reporting Unit (DRU) to the CSAF. Furthermore, it stated the
Superintendent of the USAFA would serve as the Commander of
USAF A and had "authority, inherent in command, to organize and
employ personnel, equipment, communications, and facilities as
necessary to accomplish the USAF A mission through effective
planning, directing, and controlling of USAF A personnel and
operations." The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (AF/DP)
would develop, implement, and maintain AFis providing specific
guidance for implementing this AFPD. The AFis that implement
AFPD 36-35 were still under development by AF/DP at the time of
this review.
Only two of five USAF A senior personnel interviewees were aware
ofthe requirement to seek exemptions from the SecAF (waivers) for
processes that do not mirror the operation in accordance with AFPD
36-35, paragraph 2. However, these same two interviewees stated
that they had plans to submit waivers in the future. The remaining
three senior leaders were unaware ofthis waiver requirement.

Air Force Instructions
AFI 36-2014, Commissioning Education, 11 May 1994, stated,
"commissioning education is a structured program of professional
education and training designed to prepare an individual for service
as an Air Force officer." The Commissioning Education Committee
(CEC), chaired by USAF/DPX, included USAF A, AFROTC, OTS,
the Air National Guard's Academy of Military Science, and
Squadron Officer School, was tasked to oversee commissioning
education. Its responsibilities included ensuring changes to
commissioning education were consistent, practical, and feasible
within current Air Force guidance. The CEC's major product was
the Commissioning Education Memorandum ofUnderstanding
(CEMU). The CEMU specified, ''the five core curriculum areas
(Profession of Arms, Leadership Studies, Military Studies,
18
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International Security Studies, and Communication Studies) and
associated curriculum goals form the foundation of commissioning
education and training for the United States Air Force." Air
University's Curriculum and Evaluation Division (HQ AU/XOE)
maintained the CEMU. Since the release of AFI 36-2014 in 1994,
the committee was renamed the Commissioning Education and
Training Committee (CETC), and the committee leadership changed
to AF/DPLE. However, at the time of this review, Air University's
curriculum division (re-titled HQ AU/CF A) continued to maintain
the CEMU. AFI 36-2014 was 10 years old and referred to
organizations that no longer existed.
Figure 2. AETC Accession Training Organization
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Cadet Sight Picture
USAF A consolidated several of the instructions into USAF A Cadet
Wing Manual 36-3501, The Cadet Sight Picture, March 2004.
While The Cadet Sight Picture was intended to consolidate
information relevant to cadet training and character development, it
did not define what policy and guidance it replaced, implemented, or
augmented, nor did it reference additional sources of information.
From cadre interview responses, it could not be determined whether
The Cadet Sight Picture replaced existing instructions or augmented
instructions that still needed to be changed.

First Officer Development System (ODS) Guiding Principle was not
Consistent with AFPD 36-35
ODS was the current USAFA development system that replaced the
previous Academy Training Philosophy. ODS was founded on the
premise that professional commitments can be fostered based on
deliberate connections to the principles of professional military
service. ODS provided a framework designed to coordinate and
integrate cadet development activities across their 4-year experience.
According to the Commandant's Commander's Guidance, the ODS
was "implemented to spell out how we [USAF A] develop leaders of
character ... to include a better, more robust leadership model."
The ODS promulgated 12 guiding principles for cadet development.
The first guiding principle was to align all aspects of the USAF A
experience with accepted USAF practices. This contrasted with the
AFPD 36-35 requirement to mirror operational Air Force processes
and procedures. Neither term was defined in their respective
guidance. According the Webster's II New Riverside University
Dictionary, the definition of mirror (verb) is "2. to faithfully reflect
or give a true picture of something else." On the other hand, align
(verb) is defined "2. To adjust (e.g. parts of a mechanism) to
produce a proper condition or relationship. "
There are many differences between an operational environment and
a training environment. For example, the differences in dress and
appearance (e.g., badges, rank insignia, and accoutrements) were not
only different from the operational Air Force, but also the other two
20
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officer accession sources, and could require exemption by the SecAF
since they did not meet this standard. Strict interpretation of the
AFPD 36-35 requirement to "mirror" the operational Air Force has
the potential of generating numerous, burdensome waivers for
possible insignificant differences. The use of "align" in preference
to "mirror" will produce the desired training/operational condition
and relationship.

Summary
Air Force Mission Directive 12 was not updated to reflect the current
structure ofUSAFA. AF/DP had not published Air Force
Instructions to implement AFPD 36-35.
Conflicting policy and guidance hampered external oversight ofthe
USAF Academy. At the time of this review, Air Force Policy
Directives 36-20, 36-22, and 36-35 were in conflict with each other.
AFPD 36-20, Accession ofAir Force Military Personnel, required
USAF/DP to develop, coordinate, and execute personnel policy and
essential procedural guidance for the management of Air Force
accessions program, but delegated authority to USAF A to set
admissions standards and to operate the USAF Academy accessions
program, while USAF/DP retained management control of OTS and
AFROTC. On the other hand, AFPD 36-35, Air Force Academy,
charged SAF/MR with the responsibility for oversight of Air Force
education and training (which extended to and encompassed the
operation of the USAF Academy) and charged AF/DP to develop,
implement and maintain Air Force Instructions providing specific
guidance for implementing this policy directive. Another conflict
was AFPD 36-22, Military Training, which required USAF/DP to
develop, coordinate, and execute personnel policy and essential
procedural guidance for the management of Air Force military
training programs and AETC to exercise executive agency for all
military training. On the other hand, AFPD 36-20, Accession ofAir
Force Personnel, delegated authority to USAF A to operate its own
accession program, and was silent on the AETC Executive Agent
role.
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USAF A consolidated several of the instructions into The Cadet Sight
Picture. However, it did not define what policy and guidance it
replaced, implemented, or augmented. The first Officer
Development System Guiding Principle that required the USAF
Academy to "align" with Air Force practices was not consistent with
the AFPD 36-35 requirement to "mirror" the operational Air Force.

Recommendations
Recommendation 1-1: Update Air Force Mission Directive 12,
1 June 1999, to reflect the current USAF Academy organizational
structure
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
Recommendation 1-2: Develop Air Force Instructions to
implement AFPD 36-35
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: SAF/MR
Recommendation 1-3: Deconflict AFPD 36-20, 36-22, and 36-35
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: SAF/MR
Recommendation 1-4: Update AFI 36-2014, 11 May 1994, to
reflect the current committee structure, SAF/MR and AF/DP roles
and responsibilities, as well as AU organization structure
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
Recommendation 1-5: Specify the relationship between The Cadet
Sight Picture and the USAF Academy, Cadet Wing, and Training
Group instructions
OPR: USAF A/CC
Recommendation 1-6: Define and reconcile AFPD 36-35's
requirement to mirror the operational Air Force processes with
USAF Academy Officer Development System principle to align
with accepted USAF practices
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC

Actions Underway
AF Mission Directive 12 was under revision. In addition,
performance management and leadership guidance AFis were in
coordination at the Air Staff.
22
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Finding 2
Lack of external and internal oversight hampered USAF Academy
officer development programs

Impact
Inadequate military training for cadets

Discussion
USAFA as a Direct Reporting Unit
AFPD 36-35, Air Force Academy, 17 October 2003, paragraph 3,
Responsibilities, designated the Chief of Staff ofthe United States
Air Force (CSAF) as the immediate superior to the USAF A
Superintendent and designated USAF A as a Direct Reporting Unit
(DRU) to the C SAF. This organizational structure left USAFA
without any officer development functional oversight such as that
provided to AFOATS by Air University and AETC. When cadre
were asked "What are the advantages/disadvantages of not having
the USAF A fall under a MAJCOM?", 26 percent (14 of 53)
responded that a disadvantage was the lack of oversight, particularly
with respect to military training. Representative USAF A cadre
comments were:
"USAFA is the only training entity in the Air Force not
under AETC. AETC has standardized processes the
Academy does not fall under. The Academy ends up
determining their own processes without the same scrutiny
as AETC programs (training, training plans, certification,
curriculum, etc)."
"Best thing would be for USAF A to be under AETC, they
know how to do education and training. No
Standardization and Evaluation team actively checks on us,
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AETC does a lot of internal checks--where is the USAF A
Standardization and Evaluation team? Nobody doing
internal cross checks."
" I believe AETC should have oversight over the Academy
since we are a training institution. They have a proven
formula and the expertise to make this institution better.
Right now we have no oversight."
Ninety percent (43 of 48) ofUSAFA cadre questioned about
MAlCOM advantages stated that being a DRU may be advantageous
from the standpoint that it [USAF A] had the flexibility to develop its
own training and education, but they also stated that the lack of
AETC oversight meant that it developed these training and education
programs in a vacuum. In addition, a major advantage cited by
USAF A senior leadership for remaining a DRU, outside a
MAlCOM, was they had immediate access to the CSAF, which
enhanced access to funding and resources.

External Oversight
External oversight was hampered by the conflicting policy and
guidance addressed in Finding 1. As noted earlier, AFPD 36-20
allowed USAF A to operate its own accession program, but did not
require SAF /MR to provide oversight. On the other hand, AFPD
36-35, Air Force A cademy, charged "SAF/MR with the
responsibility for oversight of Air Force education and training."
With the designation of AETC as the Air Force's Executive Agent
for training technology, training development, and formal training
programs (AFPD 36-22,Air ForceMilitary Training, 22 March
2004 paragraph 3.5.1), AF/DP established the authority for AETC to
address military training in all areas of the Air Force, including
DRUs such as the USAF Academy. Title 10 U.S.C. 9439 was the
source of the requirement for these training programs; "cadets are to
be trained in their duties as members ofthe Air Force."
Furthermore, DoD Directive 1322.22, Service Academies, and AFPD
36-35, Service Academies, echoed this Title 10 requirement to train
cadets to become officers.
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USAF A had four principal programs to accomplish its mission as
stated in AFPD 36-35, United States Air Force Academy: Character
Development, Educational Development, Leadership Development,
and Physical Development. Two of the four programs had formal
oversight that originated outside the Air Force. Educational
Development received oversight through the university accreditation
process and the intercollegiate athletic portion of Physical
Development received oversight from the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA).

Internal Oversight
The training evaluation function was an integral part of any training
organization's ability to provide oversight for the commander. The
only available guidance for conducting training evaluation was in
AFI 36-2201 Vol1 , Training Development, Delivery and
Evaluation, 1 October 2002, and AETCI 36-2201, Training
Evaluation, 17 September 2002. Both were outdated and did not
reflect AETC's responsibility as Executive Agent. Neither
instruction addressed the USAF Academy. USAF A, as a DRU, had
not developed its own training evaluation guidance. As a result,
USAF A's training evaluation function, as one USAFA cadre stated,
"served as an advisory function on disciplinary matters only."
In contrast, OTS had well established internal oversight through a
robust Training Evaluation Program function that included instructor
training, certification, annual evaluations, as well as periodic nonotice instructor evaluations. This function was considered essential
to mission success and was established out of existing personnel
resources, the cream of the crop among the Flight Training Officers
(see Best Practices Section, page 49). Air Force ROTC had initiated
a similar training evaluation function; however, it had not been
fielded at the time of this report. Furthermore, BMT also
emphasized the role oftraining evaluation in assessing successful
training outcomes. Training evaluation was handled at the training
group level. Master Military Training Instructors (MTI) [Blue
Ropes] were hired on a competitive basis from the BMT training
squadrons to work as BMT evaluators. This team then conducted
annual inspections, both no-notice and scheduled, within each of the
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training squadrons. In addition, they conducted spot inspections of
instructor lesson plans, trainee task competence, and instructional
presentation.
It was also important for quality instruction to have internal

oversight of the military training curriculum. AU had a documented
internal oversight process specifically tasked to review curriculum.
While gathering information on military training at USAF A, none of
the interviewees or offices visited was able to present standardized
lesson plans for CMT. USAF A recognized this problem and had
recently hired a curriculum development expert. This expert was
designated as the single focal point responsible for developing
formal lesson plans for a 4-year education and training curriculum.
However, the curriculum developer was assigned to a flight within
the 34th Training Squadron. Therefore, he lacked the organizational
scope and authority to provide oversight to an integrated military
training curriculum.
In contrast to USAFA, AU had established its internal oversight
through their Strategic Plan, which contained goals, objectives, and
metrics for its subordinate organizations. Each College or School
had a Strategic Plan that included its goals, objectives, and metrics
derived from the AU Strategic Plan. Furthermore, AU documented
the training program planning and oversight processes in the
following Air University Instructions:
•

AUI 36-2312,Air University Evaluation Programs,
4 February 2004, required a closed-loop evaluation system
for all resident and nonresident programs.

•

AUI 36-2306, Air University Educational Program Review,
15 March 2004, required recurring program review for its
subordinate organizations to include AFOATS. A portion of
this program review was targeted at Curriculum Plans for
each College/School. The approach for allocating various
areas of knowledge to each of the colleges/schools was
documented in the Air University Continuum of Education.

•

AUI 36-2322, Air University Institutional Effectiveness and
Institutional Research, 23 October 2003, required a
multifaceted means to systematically consolidate, analyze,
and communicate information about AU programs, faculty,
26
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students, and support activities. Based on this information,
AU decision makers were able to improve operations, reduce
uncertainties, and increase program effectiveness in support
ofthe mission and goals.

Summary
Conflicting policy and guidance hampered external oversight of
USAF A military training. While AFPD 36-20 allowed USAFA to
operate its own accession program, AFPD 36-22 tasked AETC as the
Executive Agent for military training. Advantages of the USAF A's
organizational placement under the CSAF included flexibility in
program development and enhanced access to funding and resources.
The major disadvantage was a lack of external functional oversight.
Internal oversight was hampered by a training evaluation function
that served primarily in an advisory capacity and not as a military
training qualification and certification function. Curriculum
development and oversight were hampered by narrow organizational
scope and lack of authority of the curriculum expert.

Recommendations
Recommendation 2-1: Define AETC's role as Executive Agent in
providing functional oversight responsibilities for military training at
the USAF Academy as outlined in AFPD 36-22, Military Training
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
Recommendation 2-2: Implement a USAF Academy Training
Evaluation function to provide military training qualification and
c ertifi cation
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP
Recommendation 2-3: Evaluate the USAF Academy military
training curriculum development function to ensure adequate
resources, authority, and oversight
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP, AETC/DO
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Finding 3
USAF Academy Cadet Military Training (CMT) lacked
institutionalization

Impact
•

Inconsistent military training for cadets

•

No top-down, USAF A-wide integration to meet
Commissioning Education Memorandum ofUnderstanding
(CEMU) goals

•

Ineffective use of Commandant's Time to accomplish CMT

Discussion
According to the United States Air Force Academy 2003-2004
Curriculum Handbook, the objectives of Cadet Professional Military
Education were to:
•

Develop the moral character and qualities of leadership
desired of an Air Force officer

•

Instill dedication to national defense and pride in the Air
Force

•

Prepare cadets to perform the duties of an officer, to pursue
continued professional development through military
education programs, and to demonstrate competence in those
fields unique to military service, particularly the United
States Air Force

The 34th Training Wing, commanded by the Commandant, was the
primary mission element charged with executing military training
and character development. Figure 3 (next page) describes the
Training Wing organization.
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Figure 3. 34th Training Wing Organization
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USAFA Institutional Priorities
Policy and guidance that applied to the institutional priorities of the
USAF Academy were found in the following sources: U.S.C. Title
10, DoD Instruction 1322.22, Service Academies, Air Force Mission
Directive 12, Air Force Academy, and Air Force Policy Directive
36-35, United States Air Force Academy.
The United States Code, as federal law, took precedence over other
policy and guidance concerning the Academy. U.S.C. Title 10,
Paragraph 9349, Cadets: organization; service; instruction states:
"(a) A cadet shall perform duties at such places and of such
type as the President may direct.

(b) The course of instruction at the Academy is four years.
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(c) The Secretary of the Air Force shall so arrange the

course of studies at the Academy that cadets are not
required to pursue their studies on Sunday.
(d) Cadets shall be trained in the duties of members of the
Air Force."

The DoD Instruction, 1322.22 Service Academies, provides the
purpose of the Service Academies and the responsibility for various
functions. Paragraph 4.1 stated "the purpose ofthe academies is, as
follows:
4.1.1. To provide an annual influx of career-motivated
officers and future leaders into each Service. Those
officers shall be immersed in the traditions and professional
values essential to the institutional character ofthe U.S.
Armed Forces.
4.1.2. The annual accession of a substantial number of
officers who have experienced an intensive professional
military environment during the achievement of a 4-year
college education is a key to maintaining institutional
values essential to the military structure. The accession of
those officers generates positive peer influence to convey
these traditions and values, stimulating the entire force.
That serves to sustain professional attitudes, values, and
beliefs essential to the long-term readiness of the Armed
Forces."
Of note, the instruction emphasized that it was essential that
accessionees [new officers] experience an intensive professional
military environment during the achievement of a 4-year college
education. This suggested that the military experience was to be at
least equal to an academic education, if not of higher priority.
Air Force Policy Directive 36-35 stated that purpose of the United
States Air Force Academy was:
"To educate, train, inspire, and develop United States Air
Force Academy (USAF A) cadets into outstanding Air
Force officers with knowledge, integrity, outstanding moral
character, leadership skills, cultural understanding, and
discipline; motivated to pursue a career of exemplary
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service leading the world's greatest air and space force
during a lifetime of selfless service to the nation. The
USAF A will accomplish this mission through four
principal program areas of equal importance: Character
Development, Educational Development, Leadership
Development, and Physical Development."
This Air Force policy document stressed that the four principal
program areas were of equal importance, placing no one program in
precedence to another.

Usage of Training and Education Strategic Plan (TESP)
USAF A/XPX was responsible for the overall USAF Academy
Strategic Plan, which was located at the following web site:
http :1/www. usafa. af.millxp/xpr/stratplan/overview. html. Attachment
2 showed how the USAF Academy Strategic Plan flowed from the
Air Force Strategic Plan. In tum, the USAF A mission element plans
were to be derived from the USAF Academy Strategic Plan.
However, this USAF Academy Strategic Plan did not reference or
incorporate higher-level strategic guidance, nor did it levy
requirements on its subordinate mission elements. When asked,
interviewees were not able to provide linked subordinate plans and
indicated a future revision to the USAF Academy Strategic Plan.

Usage of Commissioning Education Memorandum ofUnderstanding
The Commandant served as the commander of the 34th Training
Wing, and the wing had documented its planning process as the
Training and Education Strategic Plan (TESP). According to
materials provided by USAFA, this plan was derived from the
34 TRW Vision and Mission Statement. In tum, the TESP guiding
principles included the Vision, the Mission, and the Commandant's
Learning Outcomes (CLO). Once defined, the ten CLOs were then
cross-checked against the CEMU, which was designed to outline
broad curriculum goals and identify commissioning subject areas
that accession programs should teach (representatives from
AFOATS, ROTC, OTS, and USAF A approved the most recent
version of the CEMU goals). This crosscheck approach represented
a bottom-up, rather than top-down, analysis and resulted in matching
previously established USAF A training objectives to the CEMU
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goals, instead of deriving training objectives from the goals. Not all
areas and goals in the CEMU were being addressed by the TESP,
although there was some alignment and commonality. The TESP
had outcomes that did not have CEMU equivalents. Most CEMU
topics were being addressed by USAF A cadet professional military
education within the scope ofthe Training Wing. However, the
34th Training Wing Training and Strategic plan could not
demonstrate all items in the CEMU were being covered across the
other USAFA mission elements.
In comparison, AFOATS, which was the oversight authority for the
other two officer accession sources, used the CEMU as the
deliberate starting point for its training and education curriculum,
and performed a top-down development of their curriculum. This
top-down development was the responsibility ofthe AFOATS
curriculum division, which possessed significant experience and
expertise in curriculum development and instructional design.
AFOATS incorporated every CEMU goal, producing standardized
curricula for OTS, AFROTC Aerospace Studies courses, AFROTC
Leadership Laboratory, and the 4- and 6-week AFROTC Field
Training programs. These curricula were in the form of AUapproved plans of instruction, course charts, lesson plans, and
learning objectives, etc. According to the AFOATS Curriculum
Division, this top-down approach resulted in 90 percent
commonality between the OTS and AFROTC curricula.
Furthermore, the CEMU was used as a curriculum stabilizer for the
AFOATS programs. Many initiatives were proposed from across the
Air Force to change commissioning education. The collaborative
CEMU update process allowed deliberate modifications to the
curriculum based on panel consensus of the proposal's merit.
Proposals with merit were incorporated into the CEMU. Each of the
commissioning sources also could make proposals to change this
master document. Each change resulted in an evolutionary,
incremental improvement, resulting in stable AFROTC and OTS
military training curricula.
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Four Problem Areas with CMT
The following four problem areas were identified with CMT:
•

Program was not as stable as other USAF military training

•

Time allocated was not sufficient

•

Lacked emphasis

•

Not institutionalized

CMT Program was Not as Stable as Other USAF Military Training
USAF A's military training program was not as stable as other Air
Force training programs. USAFA's plans of instruction, course
charts, lesson plans, learning objectives, and syllabi were not
centrally developed or approved. It was common to assign topics to
various authors with wide ranging experience in curriculum
development and in diverse organizations. This resulted in
non-standard, non-certified, and non-validated products.
Many lesson plans were developed on the fly. "We [AOCs and
MTLs] teach military lessons to our own squadron cadets, but since
instructors make up their own lesson plans, there are different lesson
plans for the same lessons." For example, whether it was Cadet
Military Training (CMT) or Basic Cadet Training (BCT),
respondents stated, ''the norm was to write lesson plans for the
training several weeks or even several days before the training."
When asked if the training plans were on official forms and in
continuity books or network drives, they responded, "plans were on
plain paper and that there were no continuity books or network
drives that stored the training," and "It's not good that we [AOCs]
don't have standardized lesson plans; we end up having to develop
our own." There were some lesson plans on the network-shared
drive; however, when compared to AFOATS, the USAF Academy's
curriculum lagged. In the words of one USAF A senior leader:
"[USAF A] has to make curriculum consistent across the board."
The Commandant even noted this in his Commander's Guidance
07-02 when he said, "We now have a robust plan to effectively use
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each M5 [time allocated in academic schedule for military training,
subsequently replaced by Commandant's Time] in the coming year.
The last step remaining is completion of individual lesson plans."
USAF A demonstrated renewed emphasis on formalized lesson plans
as evidenced by the hiring of the military training curriculum
developer in the spring of 2004.

Time Allocated for CMT was Not Sufficient
A second problem, separate from non-standard lesson plans, was
lack of time to accomplish military training. When asked how much
time is required for CMT, 96 percent ( 43 of 45) of interviewees
responded that there was not enough time allotted for this training.
CMT was the program designed to provide cadet professional
military education and development and was conducted during
Commandant's Time. Commandant's Time was in flux, subject to
frequent scheduling changes, and cancellation for conflicting
activities. For example, Commandant's Time was changed to
accommodate last minute guest speakers and lectures on special
topics. Representative USAF A cadre comments included:
"Limited time is one of the reasons why there is no set
syllabus for CMT; we have to fit information in the time
slots available, so we can't have set lesson plans."
" We're scheduled for 50 minutes a day, but that actually
amounts to only 30 minutes of useful time ... unfortunately,
the schedule changes by the minute and a lot ofthis time
disappears."
" Commandant's Time is held 1215-1255, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday to accommodate wing
noon meal formation, and from a scheduling perspective, it
is very hard. Most instructors cannot brief in 30 minutes,
especially when you have to add in the transit to Arnold
Hall."
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Lack of Emphasis on CMT
A third problem with CMT was the lack of emphasis. Fifty-six percent
(10 of 18) of Air Officers Commanding (AOC) and 44 percent (7 of 16) of
Military Training Leaders (MTL) stressed their frustration with what
appeared to be decreased emphasis on the military training aspect of cadet
development in their responses to an open-ended question about their
thoughts on improving military training. Interviews with cadets confirmed
this view. There was a consensus among AOCs, MTLs, and cadets: if
military training was of a higher importance, then the weighted value of
the cadets' Military Performance Average (MP A) would be higher than 30
percent of their Overall Performance Average (OP A). Since academic
performance was weighted at 70 percent, cadets focused more of their
attention on academics and less on their military training.
"I think the percentage mix for determining class standing is
wrong. We are not here to produce college students; we are here
to produce officers. Having 30 percent as a military priority
doesn't give them the necessary tools to be effective leaders."
"OP A is too heavily weighted towards GP A. The academics
take away from how the cadets have to perform militarily. Need
to find a way to have the cadets more concerned with military
aspects of cadet development."
"We always hear there is a deficiency in the military ability of
our cadets, yet that's what we spend the least amount of time
doing."
Further discussion on the differences between USAF A and AFROTC
processes for determining order of merit can be found in Appendix B-18.

CMT Not Institutionalized
A fourth problem with cadet military training was a lack of
institutionalization. As paraphrased from Webster's II, New
Riverside University Dictionary, to institutionalize is to form into an
institution, and an institution is "2.a. an important custom,
relationship, or behavioral pattern in a culture or society. 2.b. a
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lasting feature." A senior ranking USAF A officer stated it best when
he said, "[We] need to institutionalize the Academy." The lack of
institutionalization of military training processes differed from BMT
and the other two parts of the Air Force commissioning education
triad (AFROTC and OTS).
Each change in senior leadership at USAF A brought fundamental
changes, which hampered the institutionalization of military training.
A USAF A leader who noted, "Over the years there have been a
number of different leadership models at USAF A," touched upon the
lack of institutionalization. The predecessor to the Officer
Developmental System (ODS), the USAF Academy Training
Philosophy (ATP) was never institutionalized due to senior
leadership changes. Therefore, ATP was not considered a viable
developmental system by successive leadership. Despite USAF A
efforts in the early 1990s to find a more viable system, no other
system was implemented until a working group was chartered to
address cadet leadership development issues in 2003. The outcome
ofthis effort was the current Officer Development System.
Although USAF A had implemented the ODS, it had yet to be fully
institutionalized. An officer associated with cadet training best
summed up the lack of institutionalization, "This is the training plan
as it stands today, but I cannot confirm that it will be like that
tomorrow because there is always another top-down program based
on who is in charge."

Summary
The USAF Academy Strategic Plan did not reference or incorporate
higher-level strategic guidance, nor levy requirements on its
subordinate mission elements. The strategic plan's guiding
principles were developed first and then cross-checked against the
CEMU goals. This approach represented a bottom-up, rather than
top-down, analysis, which resulted in matching previously
established USAF A training objectives against the CEMU goals.
In addition, USAFA's military training program was not as stable as
other Air Force training programs. Plans of instruction, course
charts, lesson plans, and learning objectives were not centrally
developed or approved. When compared to AFOATS , USAF A's
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curriculum lagged. Placement of AFROTC and OTS under
AFOATS/AU/AETC had resulted in beneficial integration in the
military training curriculum.
Finally, CMT was subject to frequent scheduling changes or
cancellations for conflicting activities. The result was ineffective
usage of Commandant's Time to accomplish CMT as well as a lack
of emphasis on military training. Furthermore, military training at
USAF A had not been institutionalized and changed with turnover in
senior leadership.

Recommendations
Recommendation 3-1: Re-evaluate the institutional priorities and
performance weightings (academics versus military training) utilized
by the USAF Academy as it relates to the development of officers
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: AF/DP, SAF/MR
Recommendation 3-2: Develop a top-down strategic plan derived
from Commissioning Education Memorandum ofUnderstanding
goals for the mission elements
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
Recommendation 3-3: Institutionalize Cadet Military Training
through centrally developed military training program plans of
instruction, course charts, lesson plans, and learning objectives
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCRs: AF/DP, AETC/DO
Recommendation 3-4: Transition the Officer Development System
into a formal instruction
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
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Finding 4
USAF Academy Basic Cadet Training was not institutionalized as
compared with other Air Force indoctrination training programs

Impact
•

No standardized indoctrination to the Air Force

•

Ineffective utilization of training resources, such as MTis and
AETC Shadow Program participants

Discussion
According to the U.S. Air Force Academy 2003-2004 Curriculum
Handbook, "Basic Cadet Training (BCT) ... is a 5Yz week transition
period from civilian to military life ... " This was a new cadet's
first exposure to military life and USAF A' s equivalent to BMT,
because both emphasized followership and Air Force indoctrination.
Seniors (first-class cadets) and juniors (second-class cadets) under
the supervision of USAFA commissioned staff and
noncommissioned officers (NCO) conducted BCT. The draft
USAF A Operating Instruction that covered BCT stated the primary
purpose of BCT "is to provide leadership experience for upper-class
cadets" and, "secondly, it is to provide basic cadets a positive
experience through an introduction to the Academy and military
life."

USAFA Cadet Involvement in BCT
The concept of upper-class cadets training new officer trainees was a
consistent concept throughout all Air Force commissioning
programs. The element that made USAF A BCT different from
ROTC or OTS was the heavy involvement of USAFA upper class
cadets in the direct instruction of new accessions. The advantages to
the system were twofold: It provided the cadets a unique
opportunity to practice leadership in a controlled environment, and it
saved the Air Force a significant amount of money and resources in
conducting accession training.
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Cadet Led BCT Concerns
When asked about the advantages and disadvantages of upper class
cadets conducting BCT, 68 percent (13 of 19) ofUSAFA staff
members identified the following concerns:
" A cadet can only teach to the level he/she has been taught"
"They [the cadets] are not properly trained to pull it [BCT]
off effectively"
"While some cadets do perform well as leaders, the training
from a professional MTI [Military Training Instructor]
would be better"

Cadets Not Prepared To Teach BCT
When asked about BCT training, the most common complaint was
the lack oftraining the upper class cadets received before instructing
at BCT. Preparation for BCT, prior to 2004, consisted of a week of
summer program training, not specifically focused on BCT or its
training requirements. This training, compared to the other
accession programs, was not adequate preparation for cadets to
conduct an Air Force indoctrination program.
As a result, 52 percent (12 of23) ofthe upper class cadets, reflecting
upon their experience as both trainer and trainee, stated that BCT
cadets did not receive quality indoctrination. In addition, 25 percent
(5 of20) of USAFA staff members agreed that BCT was not a good
indoctrination to the Air Force.

Formal Instructor Certification
In contrast, programs such as BMT required graduation from a 4-12
week formal instructor training program. For full credentials, BMT
instructors also had to complete an additional 4-6 week unit
certification process.

Standardized Training at AFOATS
Although the OTS process of indoctrinating a new Officer Trainee
(OT) involved the upper class OTs, the Flight Training Officers
(FTO) and MTis carried out most ofthe actual instruction. In
39
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AFROTC, the process conducted at the 4- and 6-week summer
camps utilized FTOs and MTis with support from Cadet Training
Assistants. In both programs, there were detailed Plans of
Instruction (POI) and lesson plans for the instructors to follow.

Lack of Stable BCT Guidance
When asked what the advantages and disadvantages of BCT were,
an often cited disadvantage was the instability ofthe BCT
curriculum from year to year. Unlike OTS and BMT, BCT did not
have an institutionalized course training plan and course chart; the
program changed annually. Each BCT training cycle developed a
new training plan for basic cadet training that was different from the
year before.
In addition, the BCT schedule changed frequently to accommodate
current demands for cadet time. These demands included everything
from chaplain briefings, meetings with general officers, and other
short-notice events. Additionally, 2 112 days ofthe 5 weeks of
military training was used to accommodate academic placement
testing.

Commandant's Initiative to Improve BCT
In 2003, the Commandant established completion criteria for cadets
attending BCT. The goal was to have preset, measured outcomes
and curriculum in place to ensure the new cadets received the
highest quality training experience.
The following changes were implemented for the 2004 BCT
program:
•

The BCT commander position was elevated from a lieutenant
colonel to a colonel position.

•

The Officer Development System was incorporated into BCT
training.

•

The Commandant implemented measurable criteria for
completion of BCT for basic cadets and cadet cadre.

•

A BCT Operations Order was built to provide continuity for
subsequent years.
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Lack of Continuity at BCT
USAF A permanent party staff assigned full time to BCT planning
and execution consisted oftwo NCOs from the 34 TRS. The
remaining BCT summer staff was composed of approximately 70
temporarily assigned USAF A personnel as well as MTis from
Lackland Air Force Base. The active duty cadre provided program
support while upper class cadets conducted the training. Since the
personnel filling these positions rotated from summer to summer,
there was little or no continuity.

Increased Role for MTis in BCT
When asked "What recommendations do you have to improve the
way the Air Force trains and develops its cadets to become
officers?", 58 percent (11 of 19) of USAF A staff members
interviewed stated BCT would be improved if the new cadets were
trained and supervised by MTis. Comments centered on the belief
that MTis had the more extensive training and experience necessary
to conduct military indoctrination training, resulting in a more
consistent training approach.

USAFA MTI Roles
USAF A had a cadre of two MTis and received authorization for two
more in Fiscal Year 2004. Their role was to support the 34 TRW in
teaching and evaluating drill and ceremonies. When the future
programmed authorizations are filled, MTI duties were planned to
include responsibilities as a ''training evaluation" function for the
training group. An additional nine MTis from the 433 TRS at
Lackland AFB planned to assist USAF A with the 2004 BCT. This
increased manning would allow for the assignment of one MTI to
each BCT cadet training squadron. Despite the planned employment
of additional MTI resources, there was little awareness of their
current or future roles. When USAF A cadets were asked "What
were the duties ofyour MTI?", 52 percent (12 of23) stated they
either did not know what the duties of the MTis were or did not
know MTis were assigned to USAF A.
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AETC (MTI Shadow) Leadership Program
The AETC Leadership Program assigned 60 selected USAF A cadets
each year to leadership positions within a BMT Squadron at
Lackland AFB. They served as assistants to the MTis and training
instructors and counselors. Cadets who attended the MTI Shadow
Program were seldom utilized at BCT.
USAF A interviewees lauded the MTI Shadow program, stating:
" [It is] the best summer program USAF A has"

"These are the sharpest cadets when they come back-you
can spot them on the Terrazzo because their bearing,
uniforms, and attitude are outstanding"
"These cadets make excellent instructors"
Although these cadets received valuable training and experience in
the indoctrination of new military personnel, they were not utilized
in BCT. The main reason cited for not using these cadets was they
had already fulfilled their leadership requirement for graduation. As
a result, the skills of these motivated and trained cadets were not
utilized.

Summary
Unlike other Air Force indoctrination training, BCT lacked key
tenets such as fully trained and certified instructors, stable
curriculum, and adequate internal and external oversight.
Furthermore, the BCT program did not leverage the skills or training
ofthe MTis or cadet graduates of the MTI Shadow Program.
The Commandant recognized these shortfalls and established plans
to increase the numbers of MTis and to establish BCT measured
outcomes.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 4-1: Establish a structured, institutionalized
curriculum for USAF Academy Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAF A/CC
Recommendation 4-2: Increase the role ofMTis in USAF
Academy Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAF A/CC
Recommendation 4-3: Align USAF Academy Basic Cadet
Training with other formal indoctrination training courses
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
Recommendation 4-4: Evaluate utilization of AETC Shadow
Program participants as Basic Cadet Training cadre
OPR: USAF A/CC
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Finding 5
Disposition of USAF A cadet UIFs transitioning to first duty
assignment was not addressed in AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) Program, 1 May 1997

Impact
Unclear policy on UIF disposition contributed to confusion in
implementing the new USAF A discipline system.

Discussion
The New USAFA Disciplinary System
USAF A changed its disciplinary system to align with the operational
Air Force 's UCMJ-based disciplinary system. According to a senior
official at USAFA, AFCWI 51-201 , Discipline and Probation
System , was rescinded on 11 May 2004 and was replaced by
AFCWM 36-3501, The Cadet Sight Picture, which consolidated
USAF A policies and included a chapter on cadet discipline. The
new disciplinary system eliminated the cadet administered
disciplinary measures such as marching ''tours" and gave them the
tools that were commensurate with the active duty such as letters of
counseling (LOC), letters of admonishment (LOA), letters of
reprimand (LOR), and Article 15s. According to The Cadet Sight
Picture:
"The goals of migrating to the Air Force disciplinary and
rehabilitation standard were to:
1. Promote a positive leadership style, oriented towards
rehabilitation, counseling and mentoring and away from
other punitive measures

2. Treat cadets as mature, responsible adults in the active duty
USAF
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3. Create procedures similar to USAF processes
4. Familiarize cadets with the tools available to USAF officers
and NCOs
5. Add flexibility to supervisor judgment and discretion
6. Reduce 'gamesmanship' common in punitive, cause-effect
systems
7. Capitalize on the successes of proven USAF practices
8. Encourage sound professional judgment"
In addition to The Cadet Sight Picture, 34 TRG OI 51-201, Cadet
Counseling, Discipline and Rehabilitation, 11 May 2004 was used to
replace AFCWI 51-301.

The Unfavorable Information Files (UIF)
AFI 36-2907 provided that creation of a UIF was mandatory for
officers who received a Letter of Reprimand (LOR). Letters of
Counseling (LOC) or Admonishment (LOA) were optional UIF
entries. AFI 36-2907 did not address documentation of cadet
misconduct. The USAF A procedure was to handle LORs in the
same manner as active duty officers. Thus, a UIF would remain
active after cadet commissioning and remain in effect for the period
prescribed in AFI 36-2907, generally 2 years. This outcome would
occur whether the first duty assignment was commissioned service
or enlisted duty as a disenrolled or resigned cadet.
Senior USAF A leaders stated:
"A lot ofthe cadets are apprehensive. They used to get a
Form 10, now they can get paperwork that follows them to
active duty. They are not sure how the paperwork will
impact their future."
"The main thing we have all struggled with is the
LOR/Article 15 that will follow [the cadet] to the unit."
"We're using the same rules as we do for officers and that
is causing limitations (i.e. rules for establishing UIFs are
causing hesitancy for using some of the tools available).
There is fear of these tools following the cadets and
limiting their promotion/career progression in the future."
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Confusion also existed in the squadron AOC interview population.
Sixty-six percent of squadron AOCs expressed concerns or
reservations with the transition to the new system. The underlying
theme oftheir comments dealt with the cadets' lack ofunderstanding
ofthe system. Comments included:
"Most contentious is what follows a cadet to active duty
(since this is supposed to be a training environment) and
how it will be handled by the active duty commander
"My concern is when the new lieutenants hit the Air Force,
they may sour on the fact we do more LOCs and LORs
than normal units in the Air Force."
The question was asked: "Should the LOR and/or UIF of a USAF
Academy cadet carry the same weight as a LOR and/or UIF of an
active duty officer?" Existing instructions do not address how to
handle or dispose of UIFs, which follow cadets from the USAF
Academy to their first duty assignment.

Summary
AFI 36-2907, which covered the establishment and disposition of
UIFs for active duty and reserve officers did not address USAF
Academy cadet status. This omission resulted in confusion in
implementing the new disciplinary process.

Recommendations
Recommendation 5-1: Revise AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) Program to include administration of USAF
Academy cadet UIFs
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, SAF/JA
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Finding 6
The USAF Academy was not conducting post-graduate/supervisor
surveys

Impact
USAFA had no method to assess the success of its education and
training program

Discussion
Post-graduate/Supervisor Surveys
AFOATS conducted surveys oftraining curriculum effectiveness at
the 1-year mark after graduation. Air University Instruction
36-2312, Air University Evaluation Programs, 4 February 2004,
paragraph 1 stated, " ... academic programs of more than 15 days
will have a formal system of external evaluation." These
questionnaires were conducted via the internet to the graduate and
supervisor. They were correlated to an end-of-course survey to
allow measurement of changes in perceptions and attitudes over
time. The graduate survey questions were derived from the CEMU
goals and the Air University Continuum of Education.
USAF A, on the other hand, did not conduct post-graduate/supervisor
surveys, nor did they collect compatible data for analysis. The
USAF Academy Association of Graduates collected data from
graduates at timed intervals, but there was no relationship between
this non-governmental organization and curriculum assessment at
USAF A.

Benefits of Post-graduate/Supervisor Assessments
AFOATS used the information gathered from their postgraduate/supervisor surveys to assess the effectiveness oftheir
program. In the words ofthe AFOATS curriculum division:
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"These surveys define the objective of commissioning
education from the curriculum point of view. They relate
to what was directed to be taught. This process enabled the
supervisors to say 'you sent us what we wanted, or not, and
this is what needs to be changed.' Based on data we
[AFOATS] have collected so far, it is clear that the CEMU
does a good job in defining what skills and knowledge an
officer should possess. This is a pretty consistent result
over the 6,000 graduates we have collected data from. We
are also able to correlate the graduate data with supervisor
data, which gives us a clearer picture of our [AFOATS]
program effectiveness."
The USAF A Commandant expressed a desire to see an effort of this
type applied at USAF A: "I don't know what we're afraid of. .. I say
let the chips fall where they may, and we'll adjust from there."

Summary
While AFOA TS conducted post-graduate/supervisor assessments of
its program, USAF A did not. Post-graduate/supervisor surveys
could have yielded valuable information for USAF A.

Recommendations
Recommendation 6-1: USAF Academy develop, implement, and
conduct post-graduate/supervisor assessments of its military
education and training program
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
Recommendation 6-2: USAF develop, implement, and conduct
standardized assessments of its military education and training
comm1sswmng programs
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: AETC/DO
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Best Practices
The following section gives a synopsis of a best practice observed
during the Special Review. This information is intended to foster
continuous process improvement throughout the Air Force.

Officer Training School (OTS) Standardization and Evaluation
The mission ofthe OTS Standardization and Evaluation (Stan/Eval)
Branch was to guarantee a highly qualified instructor force that
produced superior Air Force officers who were ready to meet the
leadership challenges of the globally integrated Air and Space Force.

Philosophy/Measurements
OTS operated a rigorous compliance-oriented program focused on
training evaluation. OTS evaluated all 22 TRSS (OTS Support
Squadron), 23 TRS (Commissioned Officer Training), and 24 TRS
(Basic Officer Training) procedures, plans, functions , management
processes, and mission accomplishments. These evaluations
included, but were not limited to, training policies and directives;
instructional techniques and instructor certifications; student
administration; resources, including training aids, equipment, and
facilities; military training; administration, leadership, and
management; and command-directed special interest items. The
following functions were performed by the OTS Training Evaluation
section:
•

Completed all training validation, standardization, evaluation
and certification for OTS instructors IAW AFOATSI 36-102

•

Evaluation programs were designed and implemented using
performance standards

•

Measured instructor proficiency on existing, new, or revised
procedures and equipment

•

Tracked instructors' performance on the OTS Stan/Eval
Database allowing for up-to-date certifications, evaluations,
and observation reports
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•

Made recommendations regarding instructor
competence or decertification

•

Evaluated trends from certifications, evaluations,
and report findings and general observations at
quarterly meetings with OTS/CC and squadron
commanders

•

Directed annual and no-notice evaluations for over 100 flight
training officers (FTOs) and enlisted instructors in five
different instructor positions within three squadrons

•

Measured areas included Flight Room, Leadership Reaction
Course, Auditorium, and Flickerball and Volleyball
Officiating

•

Maintained the OTS Self Inspection Program (SIP) and
executed semiannual OTS evaluations for Operating
Instruction (OI) compliance and procedures

•

Assessed effectiveness of unit training operations and
established unit standardization policies and procedures

•

Served as staff experts on all aspects of OTS procedures,
operations, instructional guidance and clarification

•

Provided the OTS staff with access to all OTS applicable Ois
through the OTS Publication Website

Contact Information
POC: (b) (6)

, OTS/CCV, D S N -
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Management Comments
The subsequent pages are management comments. These items are presented as received.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AJR FORCE
OFFICE OF TH E INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON DC

Office of the Secretary

MEMORAND!Jlvl FOR SAF/MR

AF/DP
USAF/1./CC
Fl<.Ofvl: SAF/IG
1"I 40 Air Force PentagoJJ
\Vashington DC 20330- l 140

SUBJECT: Request fo r Comments on USAF Academy S~ecial Refkw and Point of Contact for
Recom mendations Follow-up (SUSP: 30 Aug 04)

Tht: Air Force Inspection .A.gcncy (AFTA) completed a Special Review of the USA F
and briefed you on J 3 Aug 04. We welcome <my .manageme11t comments you might
have and w ill incorporate them in the fina l report. We do not need a detailed action plan but
request you concur or nonconcur with the findings, n~commenda l ions and assit:,r:ned OPRs/OCRs .
Ac~1demy

..
The rcpon provides a review of 31 programs, processes and practices as well as a review
of six specific fi ndings identified by the team. Additionally, we provided recommendations to
improve !he methods used by the Air Force Academy to train''and develop cadets to become
officers. Details or the recommendations are a vailable in the Results '&cction of the report {see
atlachm ent). AHA \.\'ill follow up with your staff at the 9- and 18-month poiJlts or until no
further AFIA )m·o!vcment is required. Also, please provide the mtme of your point of contact for
report recommcmlations fo ll ow- up.
To allow us to publish a timely report, we woul d appreciate your response ro our requests
1 m1d 2 above by 30 Aug 04 to Lt Col [mJm
E-mail:'
i . . 'rtlund.af.mil, HQ AFIA, 9700 G Avenue SE, Suite 352G, Kirtland AFB NM
87 117-5670,DS~
.
.
.
.

in

.}
.

~

....

'·
. ..
·

. :- ·~-~...

·'

If no response is received by 30 Aug 04, we will interpret that as con~ceed
with publishing the report. If you have any questions, please contact Lt Col VIZ(b) (6)

,USAF
The Inspector General
Attachment:
Special Review Report, SR 04-701
cc:
34TRW/CC

30 Aug 04

MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFIA
SUBJECT: USAFA Special Review
We have reviewed the AFIA Special Review of the USAF
Academy and concur with the report's findings. Only
recommendation involves:

Fi,ndlng #5: Disposition of USAFA cadet UIFs
transitioning to first duty assignment was not
addressed in AFI36-2907, Unfavorable Information
File (UIF) Program, 1 May 1997
Recommendation 5-1: Revise AFI 36-2907,
Unfavorable Information File (UIF) Program, to
include administration of USAF Academy cadet
U!Fs (OPR: AF/DP, OCR: SAF/MR)
~ Add SAF/JA as an OCR

September 10, 2004
Memo for Record
Subject: United States Air Force Academy Special Review
The following message was received from SAF/MRM regarding the subject Special Review.
(b) (6)

, pentagon.af.mil]
Col SAF/MRM l(b) (6)
er 10, 2004 2:16PM
Sent:
ol AFIA/FOO
To:
Cc:
SAF/MRM;
F SES SAF/MRM
Comments
on
AFIA
Report
on
USAF
A Differing Processes (Suspense: 10 Sep)
Subject: FW:

From:

Sky,
Overall, we found the Report both informative and useful. The few comments we
received are listed below. I have discussed these with Ms. .
1. Executi ve Summary, page 1, last sentence beginning, "It also was to compare... ":
This was the primary purpose of the review rather than a secondary purpose. The report presents
it as a secondary purpose.
2. Executive Summary, page 3, top paragraph: This paragraph states, "Waivers will be
required for those differences ... " The report would be more user friendly if a simply list of all
the waivers that are required was included. Between Table 2, the full report, and Appendix B, it
is hard to detennine exactly what requires a waiver and what does not.
3. Finding 3, CEMU Discussion, Page 31: This discussion makes it sound like the
CEMU (which is a document generated by action officers) is the final controlling document for
development of curriculum. The SecAF and CSAF have issued AFPD 36-35 that outlines the
purpose and mission of USAFA. Further leadership guidance will be issued when AFI 36-1501
is finalized. The Training and Education Strategic Plan must implement the direction provided
by AF leadership through issued policy. The CEMU, while important, is only one tool to assist
USAFA's alignment with other accessions sources while complying with AF leadership
guidance.
Thanks for such great work.
//signedJ/
Col

Appendix A - Summary of Findings,
Recommendations, and Observations
Finding 1
Officer development policy and guidance for the USAF Academy
was not adequate

Recommendations
Recommendation 1-1: Update Air Force Mission Directive 12,
1 June 1999, to reflect the current USAF Academy organizational
structure
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
Recommendation 1-2: Develop Air Force Instructions to
implement AFPD 36-35
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: SAF/MR
Recommendation 1-3: Deconflict AFPD 36-20, 36-22, and 36-35
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: SAF/MR
Recommendation 1-4: Update AFI 36-2014, 11 May 1994, to
reflect the current committee structure, SAF/MR and AF/DP roles
and responsibilities, as well as AU organization structure
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
Recommendation 1-5: Specify the relationship between The Cadet
Sight Picture and the USAF Academy, Cadet Wing, and Training
Group instructions
OPR: USAF A/CC
Recommendation 1-6: Define and reconcile AFPD 36-35's
requirement to mirror the operational Air Force processes with
USAF Academy Officer Development System principle to align
with accepted USAF practices
OPR: AF/DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
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Finding 2
Lack of external and internal oversight hampered USAF Academy
officer development programs

Recommendations
Recommendation 2-1: Define AETC's role as Executive Agent in
providing functional oversight responsibilities for military training at
the USAF Academy as outlined inAFPD 36-22, Military Training
OPR: AF/ DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
Recommendation 2-2: Implement a USAF Academy Training
Evaluation function to provide military training qualification and
c ertifi cation
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP
Recommendation 2-3: Evaluate the USAF Academy military
training curriculum development function to ensure adequate
resources, authority, and oversight
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP, AETC/DO

Finding 3
USAF Academy Cadet Military Training (CMT) lacked
institutionalization

Recommendations
Recommendation 3-1: Re-evaluate the institutional priorities and
performance weightings (academics versus military training) utilized
by the USAF Academy as it relates to the development of officers
OPR: USAFA/CC; OCRs: AF/ DP, SAF/MR
Recommendation 3-2: Develop a top-down strategic plan derived
from Commissioning Education Memorandum ofUnderstanding
goals for the mission elements
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
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Recommendation 3-3: Institutionalize Cadet Military Training
through centrally developed military training program plans of
instruction, course charts, lesson plans, and learning objectives
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCRs: AF/DP, AETC/DO
Recommendation 3-4: Transition the Officer Development System
into a formal instruction
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP

Finding 4
USAF Academy Basic Cadet Training was not institutionalized as
compared with other Air Force indoctrination training programs

Recommendations
Recommendation 4-1: Establish a structured, institutionalized
curriculum for USAF Academy Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAF A/CC
Recommendation 4-2: Increase the role ofMTis in USAF
Academy Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAF A/CC
Recommendation 4-3: Align USAF Academy Basic Cadet
Training with other formal indoctrination training courses
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
Recommendation 4-4: Evaluate utilization of AETC Shadow
Program participants as Basic Cadet Training cadre
OPR: USAF A/CC
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Finding 5
Disposition of USAF A cadet UIFs transitioning to first duty
assignment was not addressed in AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) Program, 1 May 1997

Recommendations
Recommendation 5-l: Revise AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) Program to include administration of USAF
Academy cadet UIFs
OPR: AF/ DP; OCRs: SAF/MR, SAF/JA

Finding 6
The USAF Academy was not conducting post-graduate/supervisor
surveys

Recommendations
Recommendation 6-1: USAF Academy develop, implement, and
conduct post-graduate/supervisor assessments of its military
education and training program
OPR: USAF A/CC; OCR: AF/DP
Recommendation 6-2: USAF develop, implement, and conduct
standardized assessments of its military education and training
comm1sswmng programs
OPR: AF/DP; OCR: AETC/DO
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Appendix B- USAFA Officer Development
Programs, Processes, and Practices
This appendix contains a consolidated matrix (see Table 3. Consolidated Summary ofUSAFA
Officer Development Programs, Processes, and Practices) of the USAF Academy's programs,
processes, and practices that were reviewed. For those programs that were different from the
USAF, USAF A provided their justification for those differences in each sub appendix. The Air
Staff functional experts during the Red Team Process (29 June ~ 1 July 2004) reviewed and
validated the USAFAjustifications. In accordance with AFPD 36-45, United States Air Force
Academy, paragraph 2, waivers will be required for those differences (reference second column
below) in order to allow the USAF Academy to continue to operate these programs, processes,
and practices.
Table 3. Consolidated Summary of USAFA Officer Development Programs, Processes, and
Practices (Note: AFOATS includes AFROTC and OTS)
USAFA Program,
Process, Practice
Policy and Guidance

Is it
Differs
Different? From:
Yes
USAF
AFOATS

Problems
Identified:
Yes

Comments:

Oversight

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 2
Lack of external and internal
oversight hampered USAF
Academy officer
development programs

Military Education and
Training

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 3
USAF Academy Cadet
Military Training (CMT)
lacked institutionalization

Military Training
Curriculum

Yes

AETC

Yes

See Finding 3
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USAFA Program,
Process, Practice

Is it
Differs
Different? From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Basic Cadet Training

Yes

AFOATS
BMT

Yes

See Finding 4
USAF Academy Basic Cadet
Training was not
institutionalized as compared
with other Air Force
indoctrination training
programs

AE TC Shadow Program

Yes

AFROTC

Yes

See Finding 4

Cadet Disciplinary Process

Yes

AFOATS

Yes

See Finding 5
Disposition of USAFA cadet
UIFs transitioning to first
duty assignment was not
addressed in AFI 36-2907,
Unfavorable Information File
(UIF) Program, 1 May 1997
See Appendix B-7

USAFA Graduate
Supervisor Surveys

Yes

AU
(AFROTC)

Yes

See Finding 6
The USAF Academy was not
conducting postgraduate/supervisor surveys

Character Development

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Appendix B-1
The Center for Character
Development (CCD) lesson
plans were not fully
integrated into the Cadet
Military Training curriculum,
and the CCD had no
equivalent in the operational
Air Force or other officer
accesswn programs

Cadet Performance
Evaluations

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Appendix B-2
USAFA did not use the
USAF OPR/EPR system for
cadets
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USAFA Program,
Process, Practice

Is it
Differs
Different? From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Cadet Performance
Feedback

Yes

AFOATS

:rvlinor Issues

See Appendix B-3
USAFA cadet feedback
system was aligned with the
operational Air Force; the
other Air Force officer
accession sources' feedback
systems differed from
USAFA

Cadet Mentoring Program

Yes

USAF

Yes

See Appendix B-4
USAFA cadet mentoring
program was inconsistent
with the operational Air Force
due to assignment of mentors

Use of MTLs and MTis

Yes

USAF

Yes

See Appendix B-5
USAFA differed from the
USAF in that OTS and BMT
did not use :rvlilitary Training
Leaders (MTLs) in their
accession training schools.
USAFA did not have
adequate, clearly defined
roles for assigned
MTis/MTLs.

Cadet Honor Process

Yes

USAF
AFOATS

Yes

See Appendix B-6
The USAF A Honor Process
differed from the operational
Air Force and other officer
accession sources

Cadet Disciplinary Process

No

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-7
The USAF A had recently
implemented a UCMJ-based
disciplinary process to make
the process similar to the
operational Air Force (see
Finding 5 for UIF disposition
procedural issues)
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USAFA Program,
Process, Practice

Is it
Differs
Different? From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Cadet Rank Structure

Yes

AFOATS

:rvlinor Issues

See Appendix B-8
The USAF A rank structure is
different from USAF,
AFROTC, and OTS

Soaring for All Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

:rvrinor Issues

See Appendix B-9
The operational Air Force did
not have a soaring program.
All USAF A cadets were
extended the opportunity to
soar in the "Soar for All"
program. A small number of
AFROTC cadets participated
in the summer soaring
program.

Jump (Free Fall) Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

No

See Appendix B-1 0
USAFA free-fall parachuting
program was a great
opportunity for USAF A and
AFROTC cadets. There was
no equivalent USAF
program.

Summer Sports Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

:rvlinor Issues

See Appendix B-11
USAFA ran a Summer Sports
Program that was unique
within the Air Force (several
civilian universities ran
similar programs)

Cadet Rules of Conduct

Yes

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-12
USAFA Rules of Conduct
varied from those of the
operational Air Force, as well
as the other accession sources
(AFROTC, OTS, and BMT)

Cadet Privilege System

Yes

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-12
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USAFA Program,
Process, Practice

Is it
Differs
Different? From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Combat Survival Training

Yes

AFOATS

No

See Appendix B-13
USAFA Combat Survival
Training was a
graduation/ commissioning
requirement for USAF A
cadets and differed from other
Air Force officer accession
schools

Organi zati onal Strue ture

Yes

USAF

No

See Appendix B-14
The 34th Training Wing had
a unique "Group within a
Group" structure, different
from USAF organizational
structures

Unit Climate Assessments

No
AFOATS

No-Cadre
Yes-Cadets

See Appendix B-15
The USAF A Climate
Assessment process for
USAFA cadre was not
different from the USAF;
however, the cadet climate
assessment was more
extensive

None

Minor Issues

See Appendix B-16
The USAF A Operation Air
Force program provided an
opportunity for USAF A and
AFROTC cadets to
experience the operational
Air Force yet lacked clear
objectives for the host base

OPS Air Force

No
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USAFA Program,
Process, Practice

Is it
Differs
Different? From:

Problems
Identified:

Comments:

Global Engagement

No

Similar to
BMT/OTS

No

See Appendix B-17
Global Engagement (GE)
reflected the expeditionary
nature ofthe operational Air
Force and the other officer
accession schools each
conducted a similar program.
The GE Program was not
different from the operational
Air Force.

Graduation Order of Merit

Yes

AFROTC

Yes

See Appendix B-18
USAFA and AFROTC used
different performance
weightings to determine their
respective graduation order of
merit

Emergency Medical
Technician Training

Yes

No
Equivalent

No

Trains and certifies selected
cadets as Nationally
Registered EMTs. Program
provides medical resources to
cadet activities. Program
takes 200 hours oftraining.

Radio Program

No

Similar to
AFRTS

No

USAFA Radio is only
broadcast in the cadet area
and provides an opportunity
for cadets to enhance
communication skills.

Media Program

Yes

No
Equivalent

No

The USAF A Media Program
provides cadets an
opportunity to get involved as
they document various
activities throughout the year.
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APPENDIX B-1- CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT
Assessment
The Center for Character Development (CCD) lesson plans were not
fully integrated into the Cadet Military Training curriculum, and the
CCD had no equivalent in the operational Air Force or other officer
accessiOn programs

Discussion
Center for Character Development
The Center for Character Development was a subordinate
organization ofthe 34th Training Wing and reported to the
Commandant. The Center consisted of three divisions: Character
and Leadership, Honor, and Excellence. Each division created their
own curriculum independent ofthe 34 TRW. When asked to
provide lesson plans and supporting documentation the CCD could
only provide non-standardized materials that differed among the
three subdivisions ofCCD. Description ofthe three divisions
follows:
•

The Character and Leadership Division, which provided a
variety of classroom, seminar, workshop, and experientialbased learning programs to all cadets, beginning when they
enter Basic Cadet Training, and continuing through their last
semester at the USAF Academy

•

The Honor Division, which provided Honor Code
administration

•

The Excellence Division, which encouraged and facilitated
the development of moral maturity by offering a variety of
character enriching opportunities for cadets and staff
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The Air Force, AFOATS, and BMT did not have a Center for
Character Development. Character development in these
environments was integrated into all aspects of their military
training. Air Force Doctrine Document 1-1 (AFDD 1-1), Leadership
and Force Development, 18 February 2004, stated, "The core values
are a statement of those institutional values and principles of conduct
that provide the moral framework within which military activities
take place" (page vii). AFDD 1-1 goes on to state, "[the AF Core
Values] are the guiding characteristics for all Air Force leaders"
(page 3). Because AFOATS was involved in the development of
AFDD 1-1, they were able to use drafts ofthis document to revise
their military training cuniculum.

Advantages
•

Dedicated subject matter experts to develop programs

•

Able to focus on this big USAF A issue (character
development)

•

Focused on countering negative peer influence

•

Center for Character Development programs were not
integrated with other mission element programs

Disadvantages

USAFA Justification for Difference
•

Consistent with other service academies

•

Provided oversight of honor system

•

Provided training and leadership to execute the honor system

•

Provided oversight of the mentoring program for cadets on
honor probation
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APPENDIX B-2 - CADET PERFORMANCE
EVALUATIONS
Assessment
USAF A did not use the USAF OPR/EPR system for cadets

Discussion
USAF A cadets did not use the Air Force OPR/EPR system to
document performance or write formal reports on their subordinates.
USAF A evaluated cadets with a process documented in the 34 TRG
Operational Instruction 36-2401, Cadet Evaluation System, 11
December 2003. Cadet Performance was broken down into three
areas:
•

Military Performance Average (MPA)-Military Performance

•

Grade Point Average (GPA)-Academic Performance

•

Physical Education Assessment (PEA)-Physical Fitness
performance

According to the Cadet Performance Evaluation OI, Para 2:
"The MP A provides a comprehensive assessment of a
cadet's military performance. Cadets will be assigned an
MPA rating at the end ofthe fall and spring semesters and
at the end of each Summer Program for which a cadet is not
in a student/research status. The Semester MP A is broken
into the following components [bullets used for clarity]:
•

the Squadron Subjective appraisal, which considers
duty performance, officership, and peer appraisals

•

an Objective appraisal, which compiles Knowledge or
Certification Test scores and formal inspections
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•

an instructor appraisal from the Dean ofthe Faculty
(DF) and/or 34 EDG [Education Group] instructors

•

and possibly other ratings if the cadet is involved in
activities outside the cadet squadron.

A rating of 4.0 is the maximum; 3.0 is above average and,
if received for an academic semester, allows a cadet to be
placed on the Commandant's List; 2.0 is meeting standards;
below 2.0 is substandard and may result in Aptitude
Probation. Sustained or repetitive substandard performance
could lead to dis-enrollment. A cumulative MP A of 2.0 or
higher is required for graduation ... Fall semester, spring
semester, and summer leadership programs will count
toward the overall military performance average. Cadets in
a student status will not receive an MPA during the
summer."
The 01 further defined the MP A and Leadership Attribute Survey
(LAS) as follows:
1.7. Military Performance Appraisal (MPA). "MPA is
defined as the rating received by a cadet from an end of
semester or Summer Leadership Program military
performance evaluation. The cumulative MP A is a
weighted average of previous semester and summer MP As.
Summer Leadership Program MPAs are a chain-ofcommand evaluation of military performance. Semester
MPAs are awarded by the Squadron AOC, Cadet Squadron
Commander, Group AOC, 34 TRG/CC, Director of
Athletics, 34 OG Squadron Commanders or Group
Commander, Class Advisors, or OIC/NCOICs after
consideration of information from instructors, coaches,
OICs/NCOICs, the primary rater, additional rater, and
LAS. All cadets will be evaluated by their primary rater
and an additional rater. The final MPA rating for any cadet
may be modified by the AOC, Group AOC, or 34 TRG/CC
for squadron, group, and wing cadets respectively. The
MPA is based on a 4.0 rating scale, with a 4.0 being the
best and 0.0 being the worst. A 2.0 represents the
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minimum standard of acceptable performance. An MP A
rating below 2.0 is a deficient evaluation and is subject to
review as required by this or other USAF A directives."
1.8. Leadership Attribute Survey (LAS). "The LAS is a
summary of perceptions from unit members about a cadet's
leadership ability and where the cadet falls within the
ranking of his/her classmates. It is broken down into two
specific areas, the actual LAS, and the Peer Rating. The 34
TRG/PE will publish a timeline for LAS completion.
Cadets will use the Cadet Administrative Management
Information System (CAMIS) (https:!/camis.usafa.af.mil)
to accomplish the survey."
1.8.1. "Cadets are required to place members oftheir
squadron in rank order by class year and provide comments
on their squadron members. Cadets may rate squadron
members on a set of attributes, but are required to provide
comments and rate attributes for the 'Top 4' and 'Bottom
4' oftheir current class year. It is highly encouraged to
provide comments and rate attributes on all members of
their squadron. This data assists the AOC/MTL in
determining their squadron strengths and weaknesses.
NOTE: Comments made are not completely anonymous."
1.9. Final MP A. "The final MP A rating is a mathematical
combination ofthe Squadron MPA (including objective
and subjective appraisal) and any applicable non-chain-ofcommand numeric ratings. During the summer period, the
subjective appraisal will equal the final MPA for a given
summer period for which a cadet is eligible to earn an
MPA."

Advantages
•

This approach breaks down military performance into useful
subcategories:
•

These subcategories are better for providing cadets
knowledge of their performance, especially in
relation to their peers
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•

Allows cadets to focus on areas for improvement

•

Appropriate to USAF A Training Environment

•

Manageable System for large population (over 4000 cadets)

•

Lack of emphasis on military performance (30% of Overall
Performance Average)

•

Lack of emphasis on test-based inputs--quoted problem for
latest cheating scandal

•

Lack of experience with USAF evaluations

Disadvantages

USAFA Justification for Difference
•

System appropriate to USAF A Training Environment

•

System provided feedback that can be used to improve
performance

•

Academic/Military Weights were matched to relative time
dedicated to each

•

Similar system was in place at other service academies
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APPENDIX B-3 - CADET PERFORMANCE
FEEDBACK
Assessment
USAF A cadet feedback system was aligned with the operational Air
Force; the other Air Force officer accession sources' feedback
systems differed from USAF A

Discussion
USAFA used USAF System
The USAF A had put into place a formal feedback system for cadets
similar to the feedback system used in the operational Air Force.
However, not all AOCs and cadets were aware ofthe requirements
in 34 TRG 01 36-2401, Cadet Evaluation System, 11 December
2003, as evidenced by respondents describing various processes that
included several squadron initiatives. Section 3 laid out the policy to
accomplish feedback and referred to the AFis regarding the active
duty evaluation systems for officers and enlisted. The 34 TRG 01
referenced AFI 36-2402, Officer Evaluation System and 36-2403,
Enlisted Evaluation System; however, the Air Force Publications
web site did not have those documents and showed AFI 36-2406,
Officer and Enlisted Evaluation Systems 1 July 2000. The 01
mandated these regulations be reviewed before performing feedback
sessions. The 01 also referred to the active duty feedback forms (AF
Form 931 Performance Feedback Worksheet (Cadet AB thru TSgt);
AF Form 932, Performance Feedback Worksheet (Cadet MSgt thru
CMSgt); AF Form 724B, Company Grade Officer Performance
Feedback Worksheet (Cadet 2Lt thru Capt); AF Form 724A, Field
Grade Officer Performance Feedback Worksheet (Cadet Maj thru
Col). The 01 contained a comprehensive list, by position, of the
rater and the additional rater for each position in the cadet wing. The
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sole significant difference from the operational Air Force feedback
system was the initial feedback must be accomplished within the
first 21 days ofthe semester. This closely related to the Air Force
requirement to perform initial and midterm feedback during an
evaluation period. When asked what happened to the feedback
documentation, the variety of responses indicated a lack of
knowledge.

AFROTC Feedback Process Differed
The AFROTC program utilized two methods to provide guidance to
cadets: counseling from the cadre and feedback within the cadet
wing. AFOATSI 36-2011, Administration ofSenior Air Force
ROTC Cadets, 23 October 2003, laid out the general requirements
for counseling cadets. "As a minimum, administer term counseling
to all non-contract [General Military Corps] GMC cadets upon
program entry and every subsequent fall term" (GMC cadets on
scholarship or scholarship designees must be counseled each term).
Counseling was documented on AFOATS Form 16, Cadet
Counseling Sheet. AFOATSI 36-2017, AFROTC College Program,
8 April2004, and AFOATSI 36-2019,AFROTC Scholarship
Programs, 17 October 2003, provided additional detail on what
information needed to be covered in counseling sessions.
No guidance was found to perform AFROTC cadet feedback
sessions in any AFOATS instructions. However, the July 2003
version ofthe Cadet's Guide toLLAB Curriculum addressed cadet
feedback. As stated in Obj 29-Cadet Feedback and Evaluation, each
detachment was required to put together a program that provided
cadets with feedback and evaluation. At a minimum, all AFROTC
cadets would receive the following performance feedback and
evaluation each academic year: an initial feedback session, a
midterm feedback session, and a performance evaluation report. The
guide provided a template for each detachment to create a cadet
performance feedback and evaluation operating instruction and
required the use ofvarious forms. There was no standardized
program across detachments for feedback and evaluations and each
detachment created its own cadet wing 01.
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OTS Feedback Process Differed
The OTS feedback process was different from the processes at
ROTC and USAF A. This process was recently published in 24 TRS
OI 36-2, StaffAdministration, 12 April 2004. This instruction called
for completion of Officer Trainee Performance Reports (OTPR) at
mid-course and end-of-course using the 24 TRS Form 17, Officer
Trainee Performance Report. The front page of the report required
ratings on a 5-point scale (ranging from a-Unsatisfactory to 50utstanding) in six different areas (Job Knowledge, Leadership
Skills, Professional Qualities, Duty Performance, Judgment and
Decisions, and Communication Skills). Each of the six areas had
four rated sub-areas. The total points were compiled to reach a final
overall rating. The second page also allows for FTO remarks, Flight
Commander remarks, and optional Trainee remarks.
Formal feedback was provided by the FTO at Training Day (TD) 20
using AETC Form 18, Training Day 20 Performance Feedback
Worksheet. The Lower Flight Commander (or assistant) provided
feedback at the TD-1 0 point using a Memorandum for Record-type
format. Trainees also received feedback based on their trainee wing
positions using the 24 TRS Form 1, Officer Trainee Student Position
Performance Feedback Worksheet, which was similar to the
operational Air Force's feedback worksheets.

Advantages
Interviewees identified the following advantages:
•

Gave cadets exposure to the feedback process used by the
operational Air Force

•

Supervisors were able to lay out expectations

•

Ensured cadet supervisors went through the thought process
of giving feedback
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Disadvantages
Interviewees identified the following disadvantages:
•

Some AOCs, MTLs, and cadets were not aware ofthe
feedback requirements

•

Not enough time to properly accomplish the feedback

•

Not wanting to give negative feedback/constructive criticism

•

Not all cadets know what happens to feedback
documentation

USAFA Justification for Difference
Feedback time lines were compressed to accommodate the academic
semester reporting period.
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APPENDIX B-4 - CADET MENTORING
PROGRAM
Assessment
USAF A cadet mentoring program was inconsistent with the
operational Air Force due to assignment of mentors

Discussion
The Agenda for Change directed the cun·ent USAF A mentoring
program:
"The Commandant of Cadets will establish a cadetmentoring program. Each Second Class female cadet will
serve as a mentor to at least one Fourth Class female cadet
not in her squadron or group, and each male Second Class
cadet will mentor at least one Fourth Class male cadet not
in his squadron or group. Evaluations of military
performance for the Second Class cadets will in part be
based on their mentoring performance."
When asked about the mentoring program, cadets expressed some
frustration. Under this program, they were assigned mentors versus
being able to pick one themselves. Although they were assigned
mentors with the same academic major from another squadron and
group, they expressed they would have preferred being able to select
their mentor themselves from cadets they knew and trusted. Most
preferred selecting from within their own squadron, but others felt
more comfortable with choosing from another squadron.
In addition to being assigned a mentor outside the squadron and
group, the mentor and mentoree had to be of the same gender.
While this may have been beneficial for sexual assault and sexual
harassment issues, it could develop a negative mentoring practice.
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AFROTC/OTS Mento ring Programs
In comparison, all ofthe AFROTC detachments visited assigned
mentors by academic major. Unlike USAF A cadets, AFROTC
cadets did not express any concerns over not being able to select
their own mentors. One of the five ROTC units also used a
secondary avenue to assign mentors: cadre paired mentors/
mentorees by career fields when possible. Mentoring at OTS was
based on the job the Officer Trainees (OT) were performing. Upper
class OTs mentored their lower class OT replacements. The
AFROTC cadets and OTS trainees all shared the same sentiment as
the USAFA cadets, which was there was not enough time to do
effective mentoring.

Advantages
Interviewees identified the following advantages:
•

All cadets were assigned a mentor of the same gender

•

Program ensured that all cadets had access to a "safety
valve."

Disadvantages
Interviewees identified the following disadvantages:
•

Some cadets were not comfortable with the mentors they
were assigned.

•

Some cadets were assigned mentors with whom they had
little in common.

•

Cadets believed mentoring was being forced upon them

•

Not enough time available for the program

Comments from interviewees included:
"USAFA has a program set up for 2 degrees to mentor 4
degree, voluntary for 2 degrees, but mandatory for 4
degrees ... we only have an hour block for [Leaders in Flight
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Today] LIFT training through the counseling center.
Mentoring doesn't really work in a forced manner."
-SQAOC
" 2 degrees mentor 4 degrees, but mentoring is not working
out well right now. Cadets want to be mentored by
someone that they know better, like in their own squadron
instead of other squadron." -MTL
"The mentoring program is superficial. You can't force it
on people. It's more of an individual effort. There are
upper class cadets that I admire that I go to."
-USAFA Freshman
"The 2 degree, 4 degree mentoring program is a joke. I
don't really need them. I just use the chain of command
and don't go outside your squadron. I'm not going to go
into another squadron as a 4 degree." -USAF A Freshman

USAFA Justification for Difference
The Agenda for Change mandated this USAF A mentoring program.
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APPENDIX B-5- USE OF USAFA MTis
ANDMTLs
Assessment
USAF A differed from the USAF in that OTS and BMT did not use
Military Training Leaders (MTLs) in their accession training
schools. USAFA did not have adequate, clearly defined roles for
assigned MTis/MTLs.

Discussion
There were 40 MTLs assigned to USAF A with another 40
authorizations approved. These 40 MTLs were assigned to each of
the cadet training groups and cadet training squadrons and worked
for the AOCs.

Roles and Responsibilities ofMTLs
The USAF A MTL's role was established to mirror the relationship
between a commander and a first sergeant (The Agenda for Change),
with the responsibilities of an operations superintendent
(Commandant's Guidance, 29 May 2003). In this role, they
provided counseling, mentorship, and instmction to the cadets. The
additional MTL authorizations were being distributed equally,
bringing the number of MTLs in each squadron to two.
Air Force ROTC was in the process of testing NCO Instmctor
Leaders at 10 of its detachments. Officer Training School had not
determined a need for such a position because 40 percent of their
students were prior enlisted NCOs. Officer Trainees who were nonprior enlisted at OTS were assigned as roommates with these prior
service NCOs in order to learn from their experience.
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USAF MTL Employment
AETC (2 AF) used the 8B100, Military Training Leader, special
duty assignments, to monitor enlisted students progressing through
technical training. MTLs ranged in rank from Staff Sergeant to
Senior Master Sergeant and were employed at over 32 locations.
BMT and OTS did not employ any MTLs in their training process.
AFROTC was at the beginning stages of implementing MTLs in
their training. They launched an experimental program in March
2004 to incorporate NCOs as "Instructor Leaders" at ROTC
detachments. Under this program, the SecAF directed a 3-year test
program at 10 detachments with eventu[pmentation at all 144
detachments by 2007. According to Dr. • • ''this is an effort to
highlight the dynamic and complementary relationship that exists
between officers and enlisted Airmen." The initial cadre for this
program had not been selected nor had a Special Duty Identifier
(SDI) been assigned to the program.

New AFSC for USAFA MTLs
Until late 2003, USAF A MTLs were assigned under SDI 8B100,
Military Training Leader. The MTL position was created to identify
supervisors of enlisted AETC technical training school students and
was not tailored to USAF Academy requirements. In April 2004, a
new SDI designator, 8B200, Academy Military Training NCO was
created, along with a unique job description for personnel
supervising cadets at USAF A. A draft USAF A Instruction titled,
Academy Military Training, covering the responsibilities of this
position, had not been published at the time of this report.

MTL Training
The MTLs assigned to USAFA were operating under the 8B100,
Military Training Leader, Master Job Qualification Standard (MJQS)
and a new MJQS for the 8B200, Academy Military Training NCO,
personnel was developed. Prior to 2004, MTLs attended a 2-week
technical school that did not cover their specific responsibilities.
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On 11 May 2004, two USAF A assigned MTLs were the first to
graduate from a new 7-week technical school at Lackland AFB,
Texas. The second group of four USAF Academy MTLs graduated
from the school on 11 June 2004. This training, which carried its
own course identifier, was the first 7 weeks of the Military Training
Instructors (MTI) School, and provided training in conducting,
managing, and evaluating military training. The only criticism of the
new training was it lacked USAF A-specific procedures and forms.
The 737 TRG at Lackland AFB was working with USAF A to revise
elements of the curriculum to satisfy their unique training
requirements.

USAFA MTI Manning
There were two MTis assigned to USAFA; however, their roles in
the training group were not clearly defined. Master MTis who had
worked at Lackland AFB filled these positions. An additional two
MTI authorizations were approved for future assignment to perform
training evaluation responsibilities within the 34 TRG.

USAFA MTI Employment
The primary role of the MTis at USAF A was to conduct and
evaluate cadet leadership drill and ceremony training. They were
also tasked with developing and implementing the annual BCT
schedule for the 34 TRS. Eighteen percent of respondents
interviewed at USAF A did not even know USAFA had assigned
MTis.

USAFA MTI Policy and Guidance
There were no HQ USAFA, 34 TRG, or Cadet Wing Instructions
covering the specific responsibilities of the MTis assigned at
USAF A. The Air Force MTijob description did not delineate USAF
Academy specific or unique responsibilities.
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Advantages
Advantages cited by interviewees included:
•

•

Position description and training were specifically designed
to provide support to cadet training squadron operations.
-MTL
Selection process ensured "seasoned/experienced" NCO
supervisors were brought into this special duty. -MTL

•

Built cadet trust and working relationship with USAF NCO
corps; developed understanding of the troops they will
someday supervise. -MTL

•

Provided a resident corps of expertise in military training to
ensure cadets learned the basics of Air Force life. -MTI

•

Provided a resident standardization team to ensure USAF A
conducted military drill, ceremonies, customs, and courtesies
to Air Force standards. -MTI

•

Developed cadet appreciation for the professionalism of Air
Force NCO instructors. -MTI

Disadvantages
Disadvantages cited by interviewees included:
•

Unit specific qualification training after technical school was
not formalized. -MTL

•

Technical training was not tailored to USAF A requirements.
-MTL

•

Academy Instruction covering responsibilities had not been
published. -MTL

•

Ratio ofMTis to cadets is extremely small (1 authorized per
1000 cadets) compared to other training sources (OTS: 1 per
100; BMT: 1 per 60; ROTC: Varies on Field Training
location). ~MTI
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•

Responsibilities at USAF A were not consistent with Air
Force special duty identifier 8BOOO job description. Their
function was limited to allow cadets leadership opportunities.
-MTI

•

The MTis had not been culturally accepted as team members
at USAF A. ~MTI

USAFA Justification for Difference
The USAF A Military Training NCO SDI was created to meet the
specific requirements of USAF A. Other than the squadron AOC, the
MTL was the only other active duty member in a 120-member cadet
squadron. Military Training Leaders performed the duties of
operations officer, first sergeant, superintendent, mentor, and
assistant squadron AOC. They also performed specialty instruction
such as drill and ceremonies and inspections.
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APPENDIX B-6- USAFA CADET HONOR
PROCESS
Assessment
The USAF A Honor Process differed from the operational Air Force
and other officer accession sources

Discussion
The USAFA Honor Code:
The USAF A honor code was originally adopted in September 1959
as a minimum standard for all USAF A cadets. It stated, "we will not
lie, cheat, or steal, or tolerate among us that do." The code was
amended in 1960-61 to the current ''we will not lie, steal, or cheat,
nor tolerate among us anyone who does." In December 1984, the
Cadet Wing voted to add the following statement to the Honor Code,
"Furthermore, I resolve to do my duty and to live honorably, so help
me God. " The Code, with this additional language added, is the
Honor Oath. As the guardians ofthis Honor Code and Oath, each
successive class has administered, interpreted, and cultivated the
Code. This process was governed by the Air Force Cadet Wing
Honor Code Reference Handbook and HQ USAF A Instruction
36-168, USAF Academy Honor Review Committee, 3 January 2003.
The Honor Division of the Center for Character Development
managed the honor system and honor probation. Wing Honor
Boards were cadet run. Under the honor system, a cadet could be
dis-enrolled or given honor probation, which was a period provided
for the cadet in violation to reflect and rehabilitate with the ultimate
goal of restoring his/her standing in the Cadet Wing. The
Commandant could overrule Honor Board sentences but not Honor
Board verdicts. According to the Commandant, ''the advantages of
the cadet run honor system are the cadets own it and embrace
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it ... We have elected to keep the honor system until we see how the
UCMJ [the new cadet disciplinary system] plays out, and what the
UCMJ unintended consequences will be."

Honor Code Differences:
AFROTC and OTS used the same honor code as USAF A but not the
same honor process. At OTS, officer trainees in violation of the
honor code were judged and sanctioned by active duty personnel.
According to one OTS senior leader, "we don't let the OTs judge
issues ofthis critical nature."
For AFROTC, the honor process was detachment/university
dependent. For example:
•

At Texas A&M, the Honor Code was a university wide honor
code. Violations were handled by the university, or they
were referred to the Corps of Cadets, which was independent
of Air Force ROTC.

•

At the University of Texas-Austin, the Honor Code was
university wide and the university would handle suspected
violations or referred the violation to the ROTC detachment.

•

At Clemson University, the honor code was university wide
and had a student run board (cadets reported to the
university, not the AFROTC detachment).

Basic Military Training did not employ an honor code or honor
system. Their efforts tied all training outcomes to the Air Force
Core Values. Every discrepancy or violation a trainee committed
was defined by the core value the trainee did not meet. This process
resulted in a weekly core value grade for the Airman, which
determined their continued status in training.

Air Force Does Not Have an Honor Code/Process
The operational Air Force does not have a formal honor code or
associated honor process. The closest comparison to the honor code
was the Air Force Core Values of "integrity first, service before self,
and excellence in all we do. " The operational Air Force "honor
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process" was the UCMJ process. When taking exams, such as a
Weighted Airman Promotion System test, Airmen were subject to
the UCMJ for cheating. If an Airman's roommate stole from
him/her in the dormitory, the Airman was subject to UCMJ actions,
not an honor board consisting of his/her peers. An Airman who lied
on an official Air Force document was subject to the UCMJ for
filing a false official statement.
Unlike the rest ofthe Air Force, USAF A used its Honor Code as a
foundation for character development. Air Force Policy Directive
36-35, United States Air Force Academy, 17 October 2003 stated,
"[USAF A] will maintain a Cadet Honor Code that establishes in
each cadet a sense of personal integrity that will serve as the
cornerstone for a life of dedication to our country." Although one
could say the USAF A Honor Code can be tied to the USAF core
value of integrity, the above listed guidance created a nuance that
subsequently established a differing process and standard for
leadership and character development.

USAFA Required to have Honor Code
DoD and USAF required USAF A to have an honor code. DoD
Directive 1322.22 paragraph E2.1.6 required all Service Academies
to have an honor code. AFPD 3 5-36, Air Force Academy, also
required USAF A to have an honor code. The USAF A Honor Code
pre-dated the Air Force Core Values by several decades, and the
USAF A Honor Code differed from the operational Air Force usage
ofthe core values.

Advantages
When asked what the advantages were of their respective honor
code, the interviewees responded with the following:
USAFA:
"Promotes honor. Good because as AF members we
should be held to higher standards"- freshman
"Keeps people with better integrity and theoretically gets
rid of those who don't" - senior
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"Keeps things on a fair playing field here at USAFA for
persons coming from different walks of life who might not
have lived under a code before"- sophomore
AFOATS:
"Promotes an environment of trust"- ROTC junior
"It gives you a basis from which to live your life;

something to live by, higher standard"- ROTC freshman
"Promotes honor. Good because as Air Force members we
should be held to higher standards"- ROTC Freshman

Disadvantages
When asked what the disadvantages of their respective
honor system were, responses included:
USAFA:
"Some people think the system is out to get them" freshman
"It only works effectively if the people who are subjected
to it believe in it." -sophomore

" I have friends that were frustrated because of friendship
loyalties that have kept people in who should have been
kicked out." -senior
"Standard is clear, but enforcement is not so good." -MTL
"As it stands, the honor process perpetuates violations of
the honor system. The honor code is not broke-the honor
process is." -Group AOC
AFOATS:
"Not emphasized as much because we emphasize the core
values (enforced similar to the honor code) at this
detachment." -AFROTC cadre
"Not much consequence besides the extreme of disenrollment." -ROTC junior
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"Spent too much time trying to define it rather than live it,
too legalistic, eliminated cadet honor boards, officers have
the basis to make these integrity decisions." -AFOATS
cadre

USAFA Justification for Difference
Because the honor system was cadet run, the cadets showed
ownership and embraced it.
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APPENDIX B-7- CADET DISCIPLINARY
PROCESS
Assessment
The USAF A had recently implemented a UCMJ-based disciplinary
process to make the process similar to the operational Air Force (see
Finding 5 for UIF disposition procedural issues)

Commandant's Guidance on Air Force Disciplinary System
According to Commandant's Guidance 01-3, 12 January 2004, ''the
Officer Development System (ODS) and the accompanying Air
Force disciplinary system based on the Uniform Code of Military
Justice (UCMJ) represent the beginning of the next phase of change
at the Academy .... Our [the Academy' s] objective is to integrate
the ODS and the Air Force discipline tools into the way we develop
officers. This effort complements the Air Force 's overarching Force
Development Program and makes the Academy more like the
operational Air Force."

The Old Regulation and Systems
Prior to The Agendafor Change, cadets were disciplined under one
or more of four available systems. According to AFCWI 51-201,
Discipline and Probation System, 26 September 2001, paragraph 2.1,
cadets are subject to four types of disciplinary action [disciplinary
systems]:
•

UCMJ/Nonjudicial punishment (Article 15), was reserved
for "extremely serious conduct or criminal violations" and
"for conduct violations warranting more than action solely
under the USAFA disciplinary system, but not warranting
trial by court-martial. (Para 2.2)"
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•

Board of Officers/Hearing Officer, was "for other serious
conduct violations not warranting trial by court-martial in
which the USAFA/CC or 34 TRW/CC may appoint either a
Board of Officers or a Hearing Officer to review the case for
possible dis-enrollment. (Para 2.3)."

•

The USAF Academy Disciplinary System, provided "a
means for cadets and staff to document a cadet's outstanding
conduct, failure to meet standards, counseling or other
rehabilitation efforts." This system provided a variety of
options to include "feedback and punishment" where cadets
could receive demerits as well as negative consequences such
as "confinements, tours, and restrictions (Para 2.4.1 ). "

•

The Cadet Honor System, under the cadet honor system
cadets could receive sanctions and appropriate probations
based on violations of the cadet honor code (Para 2.5) rather
than punished under articles in the UCMJ.

The New USAFA Disciplinary System
USAF A changed its disciplinary system to align with the operational
Air Force's disciplinary system based on the UCMJ. According to a
senior official at USAF A, AFCWI 51-201, Discipline and Probation
System, was rescinded on 11 May 2004 and was replaced by
AFCWM 36-3501, The Cadet Sight Picture, which consolidated
USAF A policies and included a chapter on cadet discipline. The
new disciplinary system eliminated the cadet administered
disciplinary measures such as marching ''tours" and gave them
preventative disciplinary tools that were commensurate with the
active duty such as the use of letters of counseling (LOC), letters of
admonishment (LOA), letters of reprimand (LOR), and Article 15s.
According to The Cadet Sight Picture:
"The goals of migrating to the Air Force disciplinary and
rehabilitation standard were to:
1. Promote a positive leadership style, oriented towards
rehabilitation, counseling and mentoring and away from
other punitive measures
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2. Treat cadets as mature, responsible adults in the active
duty USAF
3. Create procedures similar to USAF processes
4. Familiarize cadets with the tools available to USAF
officers and NCOs
5. Add flexibility to supervisor judgment and discretion
6. Reduce "gamesmanship" common in punitive, causeeffect systems
7. Capitalize on the successes of proven USAF practices
8. Encourage sound professional judgment"
In addition to The Cadet Sight Picture, 34 TRG OI 51-201, Cadet
Counseling, Discipline and Rehabilitation, 11 May 2004 was used to
replace AFCWI 51-301.
In comparison, OTS Officer Trainees are treated as enlisted
members under the UCMJ. Most Officer Trainees are booked as
E-5s for both pay and discipline purposes, unless they were prior
service, and then they would be booked at the enlisted rank they had
achieved prior to attending OTS. Air Force ROTC cadets did not
fall under the jurisdiction of the UCMJ. They were subject to civil
discipline, but did have to report any involvement with civil
authorities to their AFROTC detachment.

Advantages
Even though it was early in the process, several advantages ofthe
new cadet disciplinary system were mentioned during interviews.
"Greatest thing that has ever happened, ... before it was
about punishment and wasting their time."- MTL
"Good program to teach the cadets how things will work in
the real Air Force."- Squadron AOC
"Cadets now realize that there are offenses that will have
long lasting effects. Previous system was treated like a
game."- Squadron AOC
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"The cadets that are graduating will be in a better position
to understand the UCMJ system."- MTL

Disadvantages
The transition to a UCMJ based disciplinary system was still
ongoing and was not without concerns from those involved. When
asked, 67 percent ( 12 of 18) of squadron AOCs expressed concerns
or reservations with the transition to the new system. The
underlying theme of their comments dealt with the cadets' lack of
understanding ofthe system. Comments included:
"Most contentious is what follows a cadet to active duty
(since this is supposed to be a training environment) and
how it will be handled by the active duty commander. "USAF A cadre
"The cadets don't truly take it seriously yet, they need more
training on both the giving and receiving end ofthe
process."- Squadron AOC
"There is reluctance for the cadets to write up their peers."
-Squadron AOC
"My concern is when the new lieutenants hit the Air Force,
they may sour on the fact we do more LOCs and LORs
than normal units in the Air Force."- USAF A cadre
In addition, senior leaders interviewed expressed the following
concerns:
"We're using the same rules as we do for officers and that
is causing limitations. (i.e. rules for establishing UIFs are
causing hesitancy for using some of the tools available.)
There is fear of these tools following the cadets and
limiting their promotion/career progression in the future."
"Some of them think they can get away with more and just
get an LOC that they think won't hurt. The cadets don't
fully understand the ramifications ofthe system."
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According to the Superintendent the "process is still new ... it is too
early to tell, we need to continue educating the grads, cadets and
cadre .... this new system takes lots oftime to teach cadets to do it
well ... "

USAFA Justification for Difference
No justification required.
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APPENDIX B-8 - CADET RANK
STRUCTURE
Assessment
The USAF A rank structure is different from USAF, AFROTC, and
OTS

Discussion
One of the major differences noted between USAF A, the active duty,
and the other commissioning sources visited was the rank structure.
During the first 2 years at USAF A, cadets wore a rank that
distinguished them as fourth or third class cadets. During the third
year, the cadets would take on senior enlisted rank and in the senior
year, they wore officer rank. In comparison, AFROTC cadets began
wearing officer rank at the start of their junior year. OTS Officer
trainees pinned on officer rank when they became upper-class OTs at
the mid-point oftheir training. When asked why the USAF A junior
level cadets wore enlisted rank, the Commandant explained, "We
were modeled after West Point. It has just always been that way ... I
don't think the 2 degrees [juniors] would be mature enough to
handle officer rank .... We are trying to give our second classmen
more of a leadership role. We are still working our way through
that."

Advantages
When asked what the advantages of the USAF A cadet rank structure
were, interviewees stated:
"The structure somewhat mirrors the operational Air Force
and gives the cadets the opportunity to see rank in action."
-Group AOC
"Cadets get the opportunity to see how the positions of an
operational base work."- MTL
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"Cadets get more responsibility as they go through their
years, learning the NCO and officer roles; understand how
those relationships should work." - MTL
"Gives them [the cadets] an appreciation for command
structure that they will see on active duty, especially those
that have never been in the Air Force before."- Squadron
AOC

Disadvantages
Of those that expressed concerns, some of the comments included:
"There is no rank structure here other than by class. There
is very little recognition here. It would be better if it was
based on performance vice position."- Group AOC
"The structure works, but ... one day you can be a cadet
lieutenant colonel and the next you could be a captain.
Cadets don't really respect the rank." - MTL
"Right now I would say the main purpose of rank is to
identify who is in what class. Doesn't provide a meaning
to rank, where the cadet has earned the rank, not sure there
is much value in that."- Squadron AOC
"Cadets are dissatisfied with the rank system they use.
This focuses mostly on being a major one semester and a
second lieutenant the next semester."- Squadron AOC
Group AOCs made the following comments:
"It doesn't mean very much here, it is based on position

only."
"It is very unstable. People change ranks by semester.

When one goes from cadet colonel to a cadet lieutenant, it
loses impact. Cadets identify more with their class than
their rank."
"Rank itself is not a problem, not respecting the rank of the
wearer is. Upperclassmen don't enforce standards on other
upperclassman, rank structure not fully understood and
appreciated. Haven't inspired to get responsibility with
rank, here at the academy they don't salute each other."
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USAFA Justification of Difference
The rank structure had been in place since the inception of USAF A.
According to the Commandant, the structure was modeled after West
Point.
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APPENDIX B-9- SOAR FOR ALL
PROGRAM
Assessment
The operational Air Force did not have a soaring program. All
USAF A cadets were extended the opportunity to soar in the "Soar
for All" program. A small number of AFROTC cadets participated
in the summer soaring program.

Discussion
Subordinate units ofthe USAF A Training Wing, the 94th Flying
Training Squadron and the 98th Flying Training Squadron, operated
two major airmanship programs, soaring and free-fall parachuting
(see Appendix B-10). This program was offered to all USAF A and
selected AFROTC cadets. While there was no equivalent program
in the operational Air Force, these programs were highly regarded
opportunities by both USAFA and AFROTC cadets. AFROTC was
scheduled to send 144 cadets to USAF A in the summer of 2004 to
participate in the soaring program. According to senior AFROTC
leadership, soaring was "a good retention tool for ROTC, keeps
cadets motivated and interested. It encourages cadets to perform
[their ROTC duties] well, so they were competitive for selection."
Other advantages quoted by AFROTC interviewees were,
"AFROTC cadets get a chance to work with Academy cadets,"
"persons that go come back more motivated" and "helps build desire
for cadets wanting to fly."
Note: AETC took control of the 34th Operations Group on or about
1 October 2004.
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Advantages
The advantages cited by USAF A interviewees of the soaring
program were:
"Cadets feel like they are part of the operational Air
Force." -USAFA Cadet
"Teaches cadets how to think on their feet, think and act
under pressure, and gives cadets a chance to have hands-on
experience flying airplanes and understand the mission of
the Air Force." - MTL
"Gives the opportunity of knowing you want to fly or not."
-USAF A Cadet

Disadvantages
Quoted disadvantages by USAF A interviewees of the soaring
program were:
"The cadets are drawn out of the academy area and spend a
lot of time at the airfield. It can distract from their
training." -USAFA Cadet
" It is way too time-consuming, especially for cadet leaders

who just aren't around to do their jobs [because of
participation in airmanship programs]." - MTL
"The cadets are happy because they get out ofthings like
CMT." - SQ AOC
"Soaring gets grounded a lot. " - USAF A Cadet

USAFA Justification of Difference
Soar for All program developed an appreciation for USAF mission
and inspired cadets.
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APPENDIX B-10- JUMP (FREE-FALL)
PROGRAM
Assessment
USAF A free-fall parachuting program was a great opportunity for
USAF A and AFROTC cadets. There was no equivalent USAF
program.

Discussion
Subordinate units ofthe USAF A Training Wing, the 94th Flying
Training Squadron and the 98th Flying Training Squadron, operated
two major airmanship programs, soaring (see Appendix B-9) and
free-fall parachuting. The free-fall parachute program was offered to
both USAF A and AFROTC cadets. While there was no equivalent
program in the active duty Air Force, this program was a highly
regarded opportunity by both USAF A and ROTC cadets. (Note: Air
Force Special Tactics personnel receive parachuting qualification at
Foti Benning, GA and/or Yuma MAS, AZ. These Army programs
used AETC-certified inter-service instructors and followed AETCapproved curriculum). AFROTC cadets could attend either the freefall program at USAF A or the Army 's static line parachuting
program at Fort Benning.

Advantages
The advantages of the free-fall parachuting program, according to
interviewees, were:
"It taught me how to confront fear, it helps you keep

focused on your responsibilities, and it is a great leadership
oppotiunity for the cadets." - USAF A Cadet
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"The most professional cadets I have ever worked with.
There were long days, providing pride when it was
complete, a confidence builder. It reminded me what
professional cadets can be like." - USAF A Cadre
"Cadets love Jump ... it teaches teamwork and discipline." MTL

Disadvantages
The disadvantages of the Jump Program were similar to Soaring:
"Cadets miss Military Training." - MTL
" A lot time spent away from the cadet squadron." - SQ
AOC
"Not enough slots for everybody to patiicipate." -USAF A
Cadet

USAFA Justification for Difference
Like the Soar For All Program, the Jump Program was intended to
develop an appreciation for the USAF mission and to inspire cadets.
In addition, this program helped cadets overcome fear and taught
discipline.
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APPENDIX B-11- SUMMER SPORTS
PROGRAM
Assessment
USAF A ran a Summer Sports Program that was unique within the
Air Force (several civilian universities ran similar programs)

Discussion
The Summer Sports Program involved permanent party personnel
and first class cadets hosting civilian youths for sports camps at
USAF A.

Advantages
The main advantages cited by USAF A interviewees were:
"Great marketing tool and public relations for the
Academy." ~senior cadet
"Gives cadets a chance to lead young kids (No form 10,
pushups, LOCs) Got to figure out how to get their
attention." ~senior cadet
"Good community relations, PR, revenue." -MTL

Disadvantages
The disadvantages cited by USAF A interviewees included:
" Takes cadets away from leadership programs." ~senior
cadet
"I don't think the cadets get much training out of it. Baby
sitting for the cadets." -SNCO
"I did it as a kid and it was great, but cadets get nothing out
of it." -MTL
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"There is the opportunity for cadet misconduct based on the
closeness of the age of cadets and participants." -senior
cadet
"This program, along with other career broadening summer
programs such as Summer Science and Philmont Ranger,
draw over 700 cadets from other military training
opportunities." -senior USAFA cadre

USAFA Justification for Difference
The summer Sports Program provided training for cadets, improved
community relations and enhanced recruiting opportunities. In
addition, the Academy benefited financially through on-site program
fees.
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APPENDIX B-12- CADET RULES OF
CONDUCT AND CADET PRIVILEGE
SYSTEM
Assessment
USAF A Rules of Conduct varied from those ofthe operational Air
Force, as well as the other accession sources (AFROTC, OTS, and
BMT)

Discussion
USAF A, AFROTC, OTS, and BMT each had Rules of Conduct for
the cadets and trainees. Rules of Conduct ranged from having areas
that were "Off Limits," to restrictions on the purchase of alcoholic
beverages and tobacco products, to the wear of uniforms off base
and how cadets and trainees conducted themselves while both in and
out ofuniform. While many ofthese Rules of Conduct were written,
many were unwritten, or only briefed to the cadets. Many of
USAF A's Rules of Conduct were incorporated into the new
AFCWMAN 36-3501, The Cadet Sight Picture, to unify policy and
guidance applicable to cadets while others were incorporated into
Commandant's Guidance releases, policies, and briefings. Rules of
Conduct were tailored to USAF A' s training environment and
location.
An issue closely related to the Rules of Conduct was the cadet
privilege system. As a cadet moves up in class, some ofthe rules,
such as room standards were relaxed. The Cadet Sight Picture
covered the cadet privilege system. According to Chapter 9,
"During a cadet's 4 years at the Academy, as long as he or she
remains in good standing, privileges and passes will always be
available as a means of saying 'great job' and 'keep up the good
work.' ... Further, if the cadets effectively contribute to their
squadrons, do well in relation to the others; the teams will receive
feedback in the form of additional privileges .... Privileges are
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awarded to cadets based on graduated development within the
Officer Development System (ODS) model (class status) and
monthly squadron performance." Examples of privileges included
being able to put refrigerators in the dorm rooms as junior and senior
classman or having a landline in your room as a senior.
Both OTS and AFROTC also had privilege systems based on
performance and progression. The active duty privilege system was
based more on rank. During interviews, there were several instances
where respondents mentioned they would like to see the cadet
privilege system more rank-based than class-based (stratification of
privileges within the respective classes).
While BMT and OTS were similar to USAF A when it came to Rules
of Conduct and privileges, the AFROTC programs visited had very
little similarity. Some AFROTC units did not allow freshman and
sophomore cadets to wear patent leather shoes or Gortex jackets that
junior and senior cadets wore. Most AFROTC cadets interviewed
mentioned that their Rules of Conduct were not written down
anywhere but were briefed to them during class or leadership
laboratories.

Advantages
A military training environment required established Rules of
Conduct to maintain good order and discipline. The Rules of
Conduct established the parameters for maintaining expected
standards and added structure to the cadet and officer trainee training
environment. The privilege system provided incentive to move up in
the program and eased restrictions once the cadets or officer trainees
had moved up in position. This mirrored the Air Force in that
privileges changed as one moves up in rank.

Disadvantages
When asked ifthere were any issues or concerns with the cadet
Rules of Conduct, answers were varied. While most cadets and staff
understood the need and reason behind most Rules of Conduct, some
felt they were being micromanaged and others that questioned the
validity of some ofthe rules. For example:
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"They are unrealistic, there are too many, and it is hard to
know them all." - USAF A senior cadet
"These rules apply 24 hours a day with too much
micromanagement." -USAFA senior cadet
"I am a firm believer that if you treat someone like a child,
they will act like a child." - MTL
One ofthe most often mentioned comments from both USAF A
cadets and staff included the Rules of Conduct dealing with
motorcycles. One MTL answered the question this way, ''they
should be able to have motorcycles, a 19-year old airman has more
privileges than they do." One squadron AOC was concerned
because one of his cadets lost his pilot slot because he had wrecked a
motorcycle. Another squadron AOC said, ''the motorcycle thing is
crazy ... you can't ride one here but we'll strap you into a mach 3 jet
when you get commissioned."

USAFA Justification for Difference
The USAF A cadet Rules of Conduct promoted health and safety in
the training environment, promoted good order and discipline, and
protected the tax-payers ' investment. The new squadron
performance based privilege system was designed to develop the
cohesiveness of an active duty squadron as opposed to a class based
or individual privilege system.
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APPENDIX B-13- COMBAT SURVIVAL
TRAINING
Assessment
USAF A Combat Survival Training was a graduation/commissioning
requirement for USAF A cadets and differed from other Air Force
officer accession schools

Discussion
According to the USAFA 2003-2004 Curriculum Handbook, Combat
Survival Training (CST) was described as:
" ... a three-week Basic Aircrew Survival Training program.
Approximately two weeks of on-base training covering
global aspects of survival, evasion, the application of the
code of conduct, non-parachute water survival and
approximately one week of field training. Completion
satisfies USAF Survival Training requirements. This
course is a graduation requirement. Pass/ Fail."
The USAF A requirement for all cadets to complete CST as a
graduation requirement was different from other commissioning
sources. AFROTC cadets attended on a voluntary basis, and this
was not a commissioning requirement for those cadets. After
commissioning, it was necessary for selected USAFA graduates to
attend a Resistance and Escape augmentation course at Fairchild
AFB. In contrast to a 100 percent CST participation by USAF A
cadets, only selected AFROTC and OTS graduates attended
equivalent training at Fairchild AFB. Most of these were future
atrcrew.
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Advantages
Combat Survival Training, accredited by the Joint Personnel
Recovery Agency, taught a valuable survival mentality that could be
drawn on in stressful situations. According to one interviewee, "you
get real Air Force survival instruction from trained cadet instructors,
and the skills do carry over to other fields."
This program was well regarded by the voluntary AFROTC
participants. Advantages for AFROTC were:
•

USAFA funded the program

•

Excellent reward and retention tool

•

AFROTC cadets attendees returned motivated

Disadvantages
When asked about the disadvantages of the USAF A conducted
combat survival training, interviewees responded with the following
concerns:
•

Return resistance training to the USAFA program

•

Delay this program until after completion of aircrew training

•

Program required large numbers of upper-class cadets to
execute

•

Diverted needed resources (AD personnel and high caliber
cadets) from programs such as Basic Cadet Training

USAFA Justification for Difference
The USAF Academy CST program augmented the AETC survival
program. The AETC Survival program at Fairchild AFB could not
accommodate all rated trainees at the time of this review.
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APPENDIX B-14- ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE
Assessment
The 34th Training Wing had a unique "Group within a Group"
structure, different from USAF organizational structures

Discussion
Air Force Instruction 38-101, Air Force Organization, 23 December
2003, stated, "organizations should be flat structures without
intermediate levels, unless mission requirements cannot otherwise be
met. When used, intermediate organizations will consist of tactical
functions only, without a full range of staff functions.
Organizational levels that exist only to review and transmit
information or tasking should be eliminated" (Paragraph 1.2.3.).
AFPD 38-1, Manpower and Organization, 1 June 1996, stated,
"organizational structure should be as plain and straightforward as
possible because complexity often inhibits rather than facilitates
organizational effectiveness" (Paragraph 2.6.). AFI 38-101 further
instructed that, "HQ USAF/XPM must approve any variations from
standard structure" and the variations should have "a clear,
overriding purpose that has easily recognizable and defensible
organizational and cost benefits." (Paragraph 3 .1.1)
When interviewees described their chain of command (cadre and
cadets), a common concern surfaced; that concern centered on the
"group within a group. " The 34 TRW had two subordinate Groups,
the 34 TRG and the 34 EDG. The 34 TRG had four subordinate
Groups led by Group AOCs who held command prefixes. In tum,
each of these four Group AOCs had nine subordinate squadrons
commanded by s~uadron AOCs who also had a command prefix.
Placing the 1st, 2n , 3rd, and 4th Cadet Groups commanded by the
Group AOCs under the 34 TRG was not consistent with the
directives cited above.
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Advantages
Because of the large numbers of cadets under the 34 TRW, the four
Group AOCs provided a "tactical function" and decreased the span
of control for the 34 TRG/CC. Furthermore, there were nine
squadrons assigned per group, which was a large numbers of
squadrons within a group.
Group AOCs were on G-series orders and were used to backfill
Squadron AOCs in their absence because squadron AOCs were the
only officers in their respective squadrons.

Disadvantage
Squadron AOCs stated, while they valued the organizational change
that made them full fledged squadron commanders, they did not
appreciate the extra layers of bureaucracy above them as it had
hampered their abilities to command.

USAFA Justification for Differences
The USAF A "Group within a Group" structure provided the span of
control needed to manage 36 squadrons and over 4,000 cadets.
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APPENDIX B-15- UNIT CLIMATE
ASSESSMENTS
Assessment
The USAF A Climate Assessment process for USAFA cadre was not
different from the USAF; however, the cadet climate assessment was
more extensive

Discussion
In early 1994, the Superintendent designated the Office of
Institutional Research and Assessment (HQ USAF A/XPR) as the
Office of Primary Responsibility for USAF A cadet surveys. The air
base wing conducted permanent party climate assessments.
The cadet survey program was established to standardize procedures,
ensure that command staff was informed of ongoing survey and
research efforts, monitor and minimize the burden placed on cadets
and other respondents, and to disseminate results.
The Survey Program, HQ USAF AI 36-2601, USAFA Survey
Program, 27 October 2000, provided guidance for:
•

"The collection of attitude, opinion, preference, and intent
data from cadet candidates, cadets and permanent party
personnel

•

Support of research requests from extemal or non-USAF A
individuals

•

Research involving data on USAFA cadet candidates or
cadets conducted by USAF A faculty, staff or cadets
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•

Exceptions to program requirements for surveys and cadet
research conducted as part of an academic course

•

Voluntariness and protection of the identity of survey
respondents release of survey research results"

Cadet Climate Assessments
USAF A had developed a Superintendent' s Social Climate
Assessment cadet survey, which was internally reviewed by HQ
USAF A/XPR (Office of Institutional Research) and HQ USAF A/JA
(Judge Advocate) as well as externally by the Air Force Personnel
Center Surveys Branch, the Defense Manpower Data Center, the
Denver Rape Assistance and Awareness Program, SecAF, SAF/GC,
and SAF /MRM. The survey was administered to the cadets on
27 August 2003 with the results being briefed to all levels of
command. This survey was not the same assessment tool used
throughout the operational Air Force for climate assessment.
Although the survey results for the Fall2003 Superintendent's
Social Climate Assessment were posted on the USAF A homepage
and available to the public at large, approximately half ofthe cadets
interviewed for this review reported that they did not receive
feedback from the survey.
The survey data was being used to refine the USAF A Cultural
Change Strategic Plan, and USAF A was in the process ofbuilding a
multi-year cultural assessment plan. HQ USAF AIXP planned to
administer the climate survey to cadets every Fall.

AFROTC Climate Assessment for Cadets
AFROTC cadets did not take formal climate assessments
administered by the Air Force. Individual detachments could
administer end of course surveys or submit questions for the host
university to include in surveys administered by the school.

OTS Climate Assessment for Officer Trainees
OTS was not conducting formal climate assessments on Officer
Trainees. However, they recently added several climate assessmenttype questions to the end of course survey for the Commissioned
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Officer Training (COT) and was in the process of doing the same for
the Basic Officer Training (BOT). This allowed OTS to gauge the
training climate and provided a mechanism by which the trainees
could impact future operations.

Advantages and Disadvantages
No specific advantages or disadvantages were garnered from the
interviewees. USAF A was mirroring the operational Air Force in its
permanent party Climate Assessment process; however, due to
manning issues at the air base wing, AOCs could not request UCAs
for their respective squadrons. While the cadets were subject to a
more elaborate climate assessment process, about half of cadets
stated they had not been briefed on the last assessment results. In
Spring 2004, USAF A conducted an in-depth permanent party
climate assessment designed after the cadet survey and staffed
through the same agencies. This permanent party assessment will be
conducted on an annual basis.

USAFA Justification for Difference
The Agenda for Change mandated in-depth cadet assessments. The
resident expertise available at the academy, to include USAF A/XPR,
Academy Response Team, Department of Behavioral Science and
Leadership, and Center for Character Development, facilitated the
in-depth assessments.
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APPENDIX B-16- OPERATION AIR
FORCE
Assessment
The USAF A Operation Air Force program provided an opportunity
for USAFA and AFROTC cadets to experience the operational Air
Force yet lacked clear objectives for the host base

Discussion
Operational Air Force orientation programs such as Capstone, USAF
Intern Program, and Air War College Regional Studies Program all
had a structured approach. Unlike these programs, USAFA's
Operation Air Force Program did not have a clear set of program
objectives. Consequently, according to interviewees, ''the
experience turned into more of a vacation than a learning
experience."
When asked about the advantages and disadvantages ofthe
Operation Air Force Program, respondents spoke favorably ofthe
program, but recommended improvements.

Advantages
•

Greater perspective on the Air Force experience

•

Exposure to various Air Force base environments

•

Exposure to various Air Force career fields

•

No standardized training objectives/outcomes (resulted in
sub-optimal training)

•

Insufficient supervision contributed to disciplinary issues

•

Too few bases available

Disadvantages
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AFROTC Rising Sophomore Program
This program was an AFROTC program that had some similarities
to USAF A' s Operation Air Force program. Active duty escorts
supervised cadets who spent 4 weeks at an Air Force installation
between their freshman and sophomore years. The purpose of the
program was to expose the cadets to the many functions performed
by the enlisted corps on an installation. The program provided
"hands-on" experience in the areas of maintenance and support
functions.

USAFA Justification for Difference
No justification required.
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APPENDIX B-17- GLOBAL
ENGAGEMENT
Assessment
Global Engagement (GE) reflected the expeditionaty nature of the
operational Air Force and the other officer accession schools each
conducted a similar program. The GE Program was not different
from the operational Air Force.

Discussion
With the continued focus on expeditionary operations, all
commissioning sources added some version of an expeditionary
exercise to their curriculum. The curriculum handbook described
GE as:
" Third-Class cadets deploy into a pre-existing, bare-base
location and are exposed to the challenges they will face as
they join the Expeditionary Aerospace Forces (EAF) ofthe
21st Century. The 10 day program includes 1 day ofEAF
academics; 5 days of pre-deployment training- to include
DoD certified training that can be transferred to the first
active duty assignment (Chemical Warfare Training, and
Terrorism/Anti-Ten·orism); 5 days deployment to Jacks'
Valley Bare-Base location; 1 day reconstitution."
This program was also a graduation requirement for USAFA cadets.
Air Force ROTC cadets accomplished a similar exercise between
their sophomore and junior years (at Field Training) called FTX.
They could also attend the USAF AGE program, if selected. OTS
accomplished an exercise called Mobility Operations Exercise. Both
programs were shorter than the USAFA GE program, but it was
clear the basic concept was not different from the other two
comm1sswmng sources.
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Advantages
USAF A interviewees listed the following advantages:
"It is fun to get our hands on stuff... better than reading

about it in a book ... creates an appreciation. Opens your
eyes and make you more prepared to join the Air Force.
Gives a lot of leadership opportunities to a lot more cadets
than just the commander." -USAF A Cadet
"Get to interact with more enlisted folks to get an
appreciation of what enlisted side does." - USAF A Cadet
"This program gives cadets a great deal of knowledge
about active duty Air Force operations." - SQ AOC
"Cadet cadre gained valuable leadership experience in the
planning and execution oftwo global engagement
sessions."~ Group AOC

Disadvantages
USAF A interviewees list the following disadvantages:
"It [GE] needs to be moved out of Jacks ' Valley, needs to

be moved farther from here so it is more like a real
deployment." - USAF A Cadet
"There is overlap between subjects taught in the core
curriculum and the GE curriculum, wasted time, death by
PowerPoint." -USAF A Cadet
"There are too many cadets for effective supervision,
cadets looking at it as summer camp." - USAF A Cadre

USAFA Justification for Difference
The Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Air Force mandated the
Global Engagement Program.
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APPENDIX B-18- Graduation Order of
Merit
Assessment
USAF A and AFROTC used different performance weightings to
determine their respective graduation order of merit

Discussion
The Secretary ofthe Air Force (SecAF) required a combined
USAFA/AFROTC lineal graduation list (graduation order ofmerit)
as part of The Agenda for Change. In accordance with Title 10,
U.S.C., all AFROTC cadets who receive commissions in May or
June will have the same date of rank with Academy graduates,
regardless oftheir graduation date. The lineal list will be published
12 months later. The top officer for that year group will be the top
graduate from the United States Air Force Academy. All other
Second Lieutenants with this date of rank will be rated according to
their cadet performance- either at the Academy or in the AFROTC
program. Any cadets may have their lineal ranking as officers
affected by disciplinary action during their time at the Academy or
AFROTC. Both USAF A and AFROTC had developed their separate
approaches to determining their respective graduation order of merit.
The USAF A list encompassed the entire graduating class and the
AFROTC list was for the May-June graduates only. Title 10 Section
2106(b) stated, ''the date of rank of officers appointed under this
section in May or June of any year is the date of graduation of
[service academy] cadets." These two lists were then forwarded to
the Air Force Personnel Operating Agency and merged into a single
list.
Figure 4, USAFA Weighted Comparison, provided an overview of
how the USAF Academy determined the graduating class lineal
ranking. Figure 5, AFROTC Weighted Comparison, provided an
overview of how AFROTC determined the May and June graduates
lineal ranking (page 113 ).
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USAF A based cadet rankings on Grade Point Average (GP A) and
Military Performance Average (MP A) with the weightings of 70
percent GP A and 30 percent MPA. The MP A consisted of a 20
percent objective rating (knowledge tests, inspection scores) and an
80 percent subjective assessment (Squadron AOC, Cadet SQ/CC
inputs). The USAF A list was weighted more heavily toward
academic performance. The USAF A utilized Class Order of Merit
as a significant factor in post-graduation AFSC and assignment
selection.
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Figure 4. USAFA Weighted Comparison

MPA
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Academic

o/o MPA
Objective

70°/o GPA
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Figure 5. AFROTC Weighted Comparison
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GPA

1/3 Academic
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1/3 CC Evaluation

35o/o
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The AFROTC lineal ranking across all detachments was based on
academic grade point average (35 percent), field training
performance (30 percent), and military performance (35 percent).
AFROTC academic performance was further broken down into GPA
(15 percent), academic major ( 10 percent-technical/non-technical),
and university ranking (Tier 1-4) as published by US News & World
Report (10 percent).
Field training performance was determined on a scaled point system
ranging from distinguished graduate to bottom 1/3. Military
performance was based on the Unit Commander's Ranking (UCR)
of cadets within the respective detachment and was normalized for
the size of the detachment. The methodology for determining the
UCR varied between detachments. The AFROTC lineal was
weighted more heavily toward military performance.

Advantages
None noted during the interview process.

Disadvantages
Cadets prioritized academics over military training.

USAFA Justification for Difference
USAF A used the cadets ' relative time allocation between academics
and military training as basis for Overall Performance Average.
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Appendix C - Executive Briefing
The following pages contain the Executive Briefing presented to SAFIIGIMRIMRM and AFIDP
on 13 August 2004 at the SAF/JG Conference Room (4El071), Washington DC.
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Air Force Inspection Agency

Air Force Academy
Special Review
(AFAR)
SR 04-701
Executive Briefing

U .S. AIR FORCE

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force

Team Composition

\j
•:•

U .S . A1ff FO R CE

(b)(6) - -

Air Force Inspection Agency

~.~
•:•

Background

U .S •.AIR FORCE

• Special review requested by SAF/MRM (13 February)
;.. SAF designated SAF/MR as focal point for USAF Academy issues
;. TIG tasked AFIA to perform review (1 March)
;.. Area identified for further review in Working Group Report
> Supports Superintendent's goals

• SAF/MR and AF/DP identified as process owners
• Key stakeholders: SAF/MRM , AF/DPL and USAFA
• Scoped with SAF/MRM (22 March)
;.. Explicit guidance
• Include cadet wing climate assessment processes
• Do NOT include sexual assault/harassment, academics or athletics

• Briefed USAFA/CC, Assistant, and 34 TRW/CC (29 March)

Air Force Inspection Agency

USAFA Mission Statement
U . S . AIR FORCE

• To educate, train, inspire, and develop United States Air Force
Academy cadets into outstanding Air Force officers with
knowledge, integrity, outstanding moral character, leadership
skills, cultural understanding, and discipline; motivated to
pursue a career of exemplary service leading the world's
greatest air and space force. during a lifetime of selfless service
to the nation.

> The USAFA will accomplish this mission through four principal
program areas of equal importance:
• Character Development
• Educational Development
• Leadership Development
• Physical Development

Source: AFPD 36-35, United States Air Force Academy,
17 October 2003

Air Force Inspection Agency

~~
·:~

Purpose

U .S . A•R FORCE

Review USAF Academy programs,
processes, and practices used to train
and develop cadets to become USAF
officers and compare them to those
used by the USAF

Air Force Inspection Agency

Approach

\:,~

•:..

U. S . AIR FORCE

./ Review current policy and guidance, studies
,; Scope with stakeholders
-1' Gather data (personal interviews)
-1' In-progress reviews
./ Work with USAF A to document justifications
,; Conduct analysis and write report
./ Validation (Red Team at USAFA)
,; Red Team Executive out brief VTC
+ Executive out briefs
+ Management comments
+ Publish report
+ Follow-up as required/agreed upon

Air Force Inspection Agency

Red Team Results

~,I
•:•
U . S . AIR FORCE

+The AFAR Red Team was held at USAFA
29 June to 1 July
> 17 Attendees: AF/DP, USAFA, AFIA Special
Review Team
> Reviewed and validated all Findings and
Recommendations and OPRs
> Added 2 Recommendations at the request of Air
Staff and/or USAFA
> Reviewed Appendix B: USAFA Programs,
Processes, and Practices
> Edited and added senior USAFA leadership inputs
on advantages, disadvantages, and justifications
Air Force Inspection Agency

~

Red Team Executive Session

V

,t

U . S . A I ~ FO RCE.

• Red Team Executive Session was held 7 July
> Attendees included :
Ms. (b) (6)
Mr.

Lt

SAF/MRM
AF/DPLE
USAF A/CCL
34 TRW/CCV
AF/DPLE
AF/DPL

> Reviewed

results of Red T earn Meeting and provided
concurrence on findings and recommendations and
selected appendices
> Added another recommendation at the request of
SAF/MRM
Air Force Inspection Agency

Overall Assessment

•.t•
~"

U.S. A tA FOAC E

• Areas for improvement
:..- Policy and Guidance
).> Officer Development Oversight
:.- Cadet Military Training
);.- Basic Cadet Training
;.... UCMJ Implementation
);.· Post Graduate Assessments

Air Force Inspection Agency

USAFA Organizational
Structure

Air Force Inspection Agency

U .S. A.R F ORCE

AETC Accession
Organizational Structure

~4
·:~
U . S . A.R FORCE

Air University provides oversight
of officer accessions
Second Air Force provides
oversight of enlisted accessions

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding Definition
U .S . AIR FORCE

A significant issue where the associated
problem area(s) impacted the Air Force
Academy's ability to train and develop the
cadets to become officers.

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 1

~.J
•:•
U . S . A I R FOR CE

•

Officer development policy and guidance for
the USAF Academy was not adequate
;..
;.
,.

AFMD 12, United States Air Force Academy- requires updating
Implementing Instructions directed by AFPD 36-35, United States
Air Force Academy, were still in draft
Three AFPDs in conflict:
•
•
•

AFPD 36-20, Accessions of Air Force Military Personnel,
13 March 2001
AFPD 36-22, Air Force Military Training, 22 March 2004
AFPD 36-35, United States Air Force Academy, 17 October
2003

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 1
(continued)

•

U .S . AlR f!ORCE

Officer development policy and guidance for
the USAF Academy was not adequate

>
>
>

AFI 36-2014, Commissioning Education- out of date
The Cadet Sight Picture - referents undefined
USAFA ODS Guiding Principle inconsistent with
AFPD 36-35, United States Air Force Academy
•

"Align" versus "Mirror"

Air Force Inspection Agency

$.

Finding 1 Recommendations

V

~

U.S.AtRFO't'CE

•

•

•

Recommendation 1-1: Update Air Force
Mission Directive 12, 1 June 1999, to reflect the
current USAF Academy organizational structure
OPR: AF/DP, OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
Recommendation 1-2: Develop Air Force
Instructions to implement AFPD 36-35
OPR: ARDP,OCR: SARMR
Recommendation 1-3: Deconflict AFPD 36-20,
36-22, and 36-35
OPR: ARDP,OCR: SARMR
Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 1 Recommendations
(continued)

\J
•
~··

U.S. AIR FORCE

•

•

Recommendation 1-4: Update AFI 36-2014,
11 May 1994, to reflect the current committee
structure, SAF/MR and AF/DP roles and
responsibilities, as well as AU organization
structure
OPR: AF/DP, OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
Recommendation 1-5: Specify the relationship
between The Cadet Sight Picture and USAFA,
Cadet Wing, and TRG instructions
OPR: USAFA/CC
Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 1 Recommendations ~~
•:.•
(continued)

U . S . AIR FORCE

•

•

Recommendation 1-6: Define and reconcile
AFPD 36-35's requirement to mirror the
operational Air Force processes with USAF
Academy ODS principle to align the USAF
Academy with accepted USAF practices

OPR: AF/DP, OCRs: SAF/MR, USAFA/CC
Actions Underway
;;.. AFMD 12 under revision
);- AF/DP drafting AFis implementing AFPD 36-35

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 2
U .S. AIR FORCE

•

Lack of external and internal oversight
hampered USAF Academy officer
development programs
:,... External
•
•

;;.

As a Direct Reporting Unit, there was no functional oversight
of military training
AETC's role as Executive Agent not defined

Internal
•
•

USAFA training evaluation function limited to advisory
function
Military curriculum development and oversight function limited
by a lack of authority

Air Force Inspection Agency

~

V

Finding 2 Recommendations

l

U.S. AlR FORCE

+ Recommendation 2-1: Define AETC's role as
Executive Agent in providing functional oversight
responsibilities for military training at the USAF
Academy as outlined in AFPD 36-22, Military
Training
OPR: AF/DP, OCRs: SAF/MR, AETC/DO
• Recommendation 2-2: Implement a USAF
Academy Training Evaluation function to provide
military training qualification and certification
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP
Air Force Inspection Agency

\J
•••

Finding 2 Recommendations
(continued)

•

U . S . A I R FORCE

•

Recommendation 2-3: Evaluate the USAF
Academy military training curriculum
development function to ensure adequate
resources, authority, and oversight
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCRs: SAF/MR, AF/DP,
AETC/00

Air Force Inspection Agency

\j

Finding 3

•:•

U.S. AIR: FORCE

•

USAF Academy Cadet Military Training (CMT)
lacked institutionalization
:;... DOD Instruction and AF Policy established equal
institutional priorities
•

USAFA Overall Performance Average (OPA) favored
academics (Educational Development)

> Training and Education Strategic Plan (TESP)
•
•

Bottom-up analysis of military training
Commissioning Memorandum of Understanding (CEMU) not
applied across all mission elements

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 3
(continued)

U .S. AIR FORCE

• Cadet Military Training problem areas:
> Not as stable as other USAF military training
• Plans of instruction, learning objective, syllab i not centrally
approved
• Non-standard, non-certified, non-evaluated products

»- Time allocated not sufficient
• GMT subject to constant changes
• 96% of interviewees - not enough time allocated

>- Lacked emphasis
• 56% of AOCs expressed frustration

);- Not institutionalized
• Training philosophy changed with each senior leader

Air Force Inspection Agency

~

Finding 3 Recommendations

V

,t

U .S. A IR F O R C&

•

oo~-

•

Recommendation 3-1: Re-evaluate the
institutional priorities and performance
weightings (academics versus military training)
utilized by USAFA as it relates to the
development of officers
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCR: AF/DP, SAF/MR
Recommendation 3-2: Develop a top-down
strategic plan derived from CEMU goals for the
mission elements
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCR: AF/DP

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 3 Recommendations
(continued)

~J
•:p
U . S . AIR FORC E

• Recommendation 3-3: Institutionalize Cadet
Military Training through centrally developed
military training program plans of instruction,
course charts, lesson plans, and learning
objectives
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCR: AF/DP, AETC/00
• Recommendation 3-4: Transition the Officer
Development System (ODS) into a formal
instruction
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCR: AF/DP
Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 4

~J
•:•
U.S. AIR FORC E

•

USAF Academy BCT was not institutionalized
like other Air Force indoctrination training
programs
,_ Emphasized upper-class cadet training versus
indoctrination
,.. Lacked trained and certified instructors
•
•

BMT: 4- to 12-week training program and 4- to 6-week
certification process
USAFA BCT cadet instructors: 1 week of non-specific
training

:,;.. Lacked stable curriculum
Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 4
(continued)

•

U.S. AIR FORCE

Expertise not maximized
MTis' role not known
> AETC Shadow Program cadet graduates not used
J;-

•

Commandant recognized shortfalls
);- Number of MTis increased for BCT 2004
;... Established BCT measured outcomes

Air Force Inspection Agency

~

Finding 4 Recommendations

V

~

U . S . A1R FORCE

• Recommendation 4-1: Establish a structured,
institutionalized curriculum for USAF Academy
Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAFA/CC
• Recommendation 4-2: Increase the role of
MTis in USAF Academy Basic Cadet Training
OPR: USAFA/CC

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 4 Recommendations ~J
(continued)

•

•

•
··~

U .S. AIR FORCE

Recommendation 4-3: Align USAF Academy
BCT with other formal indoctrination training
courses
OPR: USAFA/CC, OCR: AF/DP
Recommendation 4-4: Evaluate utilization of
AETC Shadow Program participants as BCT
cadre
OPR: USAFA/CC

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 5

~4
•:•
U .S. AI R F O R CE

•

Disposition of USAFA cadet UIFs
transitioning to first duty assignment was not
addressed in AFI 36-2907, Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) Program, 1 May 1997

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 5 Recommendation
U .S. A I R F O RCE

• Recommendation 5-1: Revise AFI 36-2907,
Unfavorable Information File {UIF) Program, to
include administration of USAF Academy cadet
UIFs

OPR: ABDP,OCR: SABMR

Air Force Inspection Agency

•:•
~"
~ .9

Finding 6

u.s. AtR FORCE

•

The USAF Academy was not conducting
post-graduate/supervisor surveys
> USAFA had no method to assess military tra ining and
education outcomes
> AFOATS surveyed all graduates and their supervisors
•
•

Required by AU directive for all programs greater than 15
days
Results were used to improve the OTS and ROTC programs

Air Force Inspection Agency

Finding 6 Recommendations
U .S . A I R FOAC£

• Recommendation 6-1: USAF Academy
develop, implement, and conduct postgraduate/supervisor assessments of its military
education and training program
OPR: USAFNCC,OCR: A8DP
• Recommendation 6-2: USAF develop,
implement, and conduct standardized
assessments of its military education and
training commissioning programs

OPR: AF/DP, OCR: AETC/00
Air Force Inspection Agency

Best Practices

\.;/
~ .~

•:•

U..S. AIR FORCE

• Officer Training School (OTS) Standardization
and Evaluation
>Compliance oriented program to evaluate
•
•
•
•
•

Training policies and directives
Instructional techniques
Instructor certifications (to include no-notice evals)
Resources, including training aids, equipment, and facilities
Military training

Air Force Inspection Agency

Follow-up
All recommendations will undergo follow-up at
9- and 18-months.
•Status check
>Actions taken
~Actions

in-work

>Actions planned

Air Force Inspection Agency

Air Force Inspection Agency

Provide Air Force leaders
independent, timely assessments to
improve the Air Force.
·····························~

: https://www-4afia.kirt/and.af.mil :
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

U . S. AIR FORCE

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force

Appendix D- Team Composition
Name

Functional Expertise

Team Chief

(b) (6)

Inspectors

(b) (6)

LtCol, USAF
, Lt Col, USAF

Special Operations
Satellite Operations
Space Acquisition

(b) (6)

Lt Col, USAF

Airlift Operations

(b) (6)

Maj, USAF

Security Forces

(b) (6)

Maj, USAF Acquisition

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Augmentees

Maj , USAF

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

Review Director

Maj, USAF

, MSgt, USAF
MSgt, USAF

(b) (6)

Col, USAF
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Contracting
Space Operations
Security Forces
Military Training Instructor
Fighter Operations
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Appendix E - Organizations Visited
Organiz

ation

Location

34th Training Wing

U.S.
737th Training Group
Lackland
AFROTC Detachment 19, Alabama State University
AFROTC Detachment 765, The Citadel
AFROTC Detachment 770, Clemson University
AFROTC Detachment 805, Texas A&M University
AFROTC Detachment 825, University of Texas
Air and Space Basic Course
Air Education and Training Command
Randolph
Air Force Officer Accession and Training Schools
Air University
Maxwell
Headquarters, AFROTC
Maxwell
Officer Training School
Maxwell

Air Force Academy, CO
AFB,TX
Montgomery, AL
Charleston, SC
Clemson, SC
College Station, TX
Austin, TX
Maxwell AFB, AL
AFB, TX
Maxwell AFB, AL
AFB,AL
AFB,AL
AFB,AL
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Appendix F -Publications Reviewed
Miscellaneous Reports
Number

Title
The Report of the Working Group
Concerning the Deterrence of and Response
to Incidence of Sexual Assault at the U.S. Air
Force Academy

Genesis and Evolution ofthe United States
Air F o r e - Officer Development
, Lt Col, USAF (SDE
System, • •
Paper)
Report to the Panel to Review Sexual
Misconduct Allegations at the U.S. Air Force
Academy (Fowler Report)
Agenda for Change, SECAF
Quality Standards for Inspections

Date
June 2003

15 April 2004

22 September 2003

26 March 2003
March 1993

GA0-03-1017

Military Education: DoD Needs to Align
Academy Preparatory Schools ' Mission
Statements with Overall Guidance and
Establish Performance Goals

GAO/NSIAD-92-57

DoD Service Academies: Academy
Preparatory Schools Need a Clearer Mission
and Better Oversight

GAO/NSIAD-93-244

Air Force Academy: Gender and Racial
Disparities

September 1993

94-002

DOD IG Report: Non-instructional Military
Positions at the United States Air Force
Academy

15 October 1993

96-075

DOD IG Report: Management and
Administration ofthe United States Air Force
Academy

23 February 1996

CRM 97-24

A Bottom-Up Assessm ent of Na vy Flagship
Schools (Center for Naval Analyses)

January 1998
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September 2003

March 1992
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Appendix F- Publications Reviewed (Cont.)
I\.1R-1479-Navy

Aft and Fore: A Retrospective and Prospective
Analysis of Navy Officer Management (RAND)

P-8001-RGS

Air Force Officer Accessions: A Brief Review,
(RAND)

RB 54

Rand Research Brief: Changing Air Force
Culture, Assessment of the Summer 1998 Air
and Space Basic Course

AU/ AWC/RWP175/97-04

Core Values: Foundation for the 21st Century,
LtCol (b) (6)

Aprill997

TG LMABM9TOOO

Basic Military Training Study Guide (Military
Studies) (737th TG)

1 November 2003

Airman Magazine: A Time for Healing
Air Univ I 36-2312

Air University Evaluation Programs

AUI 36-2306

Air University Educational Program Review

AUI 36-2322

Air University Institutional Effectiveness and
Institutional Research

AETCI 36-2201

Training Evaluation

United States Code Title 10

Armed Forces

DOD Directive 1322.22

Service Academies

24 March 2003
24 September 1997
1999

March 2004
4 February 2004
15 March 2004
23 October 2003
17 September 2002
24 August 1994

Air Fone Publications
Number

Title

Date

AFMD3

Air Education and Training Command

31 January 2003

AFMD 12

United States Air Force Academy

AFDD 1-1

Leadership and Force Development

AFPD 36-20

Accession of Air Force Military Personnel

13 March 2001

AFPD 36-22

Air Force Military Training

22 March 2004

AFPD 36-23

Military Training

AFPD 36-29

Military Standards

AFPD 36-31

Personal Affairs

AFPD 36-35

United States Air Force Academy

AFPD 38-1

Manpower and Organization

1 June 1999
18 February 2004

12 February 2004
1 June 1996
27 September 1993
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17 October 2003
1 June 1996
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Appendix F- Publications Reviewed (Cont.)
AFH 36-2235 v1

Information for Designers of Instructional
Systems-ISD Executive Summary for
Commanders and Managers

2 September 2002

AFMAN 36-2234

Instructional System Development

1 November 1993

AFMAN 36-2236

Guidebook for Air Force Instructors

12 November 2003

AFI 36-1201

Discrimination Complaints

25 July 1994

AFI 36-2002

Regular Air Force and Special Category
Accessions

7 April1999

AFI 36-2014

Commissioning Education

11 May 1994

AFI 36-2019

Appointment to the United States Air Force
Academy

16 May 1994

AFI 36-2201, v1

Training Development, Delivery, and Evaluation

1 October 2002

AFI 36-2249

Evaluating USAF Academy (USAF A) and Air
Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC)
College Scholarship Applicants

1 October 1999

AFI 36-2406

Officer and Enlisted Evaluation Systems

AFI 36-2611

Officer Professional Development

1 April1996

AFI 36-2907

Unfavorable Information File (UIF) Program

1 May 1997

AFI 36-2909

Professional and Unprofessional Relationships

1 May 1999

AFI 36-3501

United States Air Force Academy

AFI 38-101

Air Force Organization

JQS 8B100

Military Training Leader (USAF A)

JQS 80C

Air Officer Commanding (AOC)

1 July 2000

Draft
23 December 2003
21 April 2003
7 June 2004

The Flyby, Eighth Edition
on ODS Continuing Education

13 February 2004

(Col
Officer Development System: Building Leaders of
Character

January 2004

USAF Academy Publications
Number

Title

Date

USAFAI 36-165

Requirements for Graduation

13 March 2002

USAFAI 36-168

USAF Academy Honor Review Committee

3 January 2003
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Appendix F- Publications Reviewed (Cont.)
USAFAI 36-176

Cuniculum Handbook and Cuniculum Change
Control

USAFAI 36-180

Allocation of Cadet Time

17 May 1999

USAFAI 36-2601

USAFA Survey Program

27 October 2000

USAFAI 36-XXXX

Academy Military Training NCO (DRAFT)

USAFA Pamphlet 51-202

Extract of Laws Pertaining to the USAF Academy

8 November 2001

34 TRG 01 31-2

Protection ofFirearms and Weapons

1 September 2000

34 TRG 01 31-205

Escort Duties When Escorting a Cadet Sentenced
to a Military Confinement Facility

34 TRG 01 35-99

Cadet Athletic Contingency Operations

34 TRG 01 36-1

Procedures for Cadet Wing Morale, Welfare, and
Health Inspections

34 TRG 01 36-2

Aviation/Airmanship Group Procedures

34 TRG 01 36-4

Cadet Emergency Fund Assistance and
Acquisition

34 TRG 01 36-5

Cadet Squadron 41 Procedures

3 April2003

34 TRG 01 36-10

Cadet Wing Leadership Selection Process

15 June 1999

34 TRG 01 36-11

Cadet Squadron Sponsor Program
1
h

25 March 1999

1 May 2004

27 December 1999
1 June 1999
20 February 2003
28 May 1997
1 July 2000

18 October 2002

34 TRG 01 36-12

34 Training Group/Cadet Group, Officer and
Enlisted Personnel Duties and Responsibilities

1 November 2000

34 TRG 01 36-15

December and Late Graduate Policies and
Procedures

1 December 2000

34 TRG 01 36-40

SMSgt William H. Coltrin Leadership Award for
Squadron MTLs

34 TRG 01 36-55

Second Class Commitment Dinner

34 TRG 01 36-60

Cadet at Risk List (CARL) and First Class Cadet
Late Graduation (LGL) Instructions

34 TRG 01 36-133

Command and Control

34 TRG 01 36-160

Air Officers Commanding (AOCs)
Responsibilities in the Academic Review
Committee (ARC) Process

34 TRG 01 36-180

Policies and Procedures for USAF A Form 17s
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8 March 1999
1 May 1999
1 September 1999
15 November 1999
3 April2000

1 November 1999
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Appendix F- Publications Reviewed (Cont.)
34 1RG OI 36- 260

Air Officers Commanding (AOC) Responsibilities in
the Physical Education Review Committee (PERC)
Process

3 April2000

341RG OI 37-1

Staff Procedures

23 July 2001

34 1RG OI 50-6

Military Training Scheduling

34 1RG OI 53-99

Procedures for Cadet Wing Key Issue & Return

341RG OI 160-1

Procedures for Cadet Wing Urinalysis Testing

34 1RG OI 900-1

General O'Malley Memorial Leadership Award for
Squadron AOCs

8 March 1999

34 1RG OI 900-2

USAF Academy Taps Vigil

30 April 1999

AFCWMAN 36-3501

The Cadet Sight Picture

AFCWI 10-2190

Adverse Weather Contingency Plan

AFCWI 31-101

Security Program

AFCWI 31-201

Private Motor Vehicles

AFCWI 34-103

Library Standards

AFCW 36-2203

Drill and Ceremonies

AFCW 36-2903

Dress and Personal Appearance

AFCWI 36-2909

Conduct Standards

AFCWI 36-3010

Summer Cadet Training Policies

20 May 2002

AFCWI 51-201

Discipline and Probation System

26 September 2001

AFCWI 90-101

Cadet Wing Standardization/Evaluation Program

1 August 1999
1 May 1999
1 October 2000

March 2004
15 October 2002
28 June 2001
29 August 2001
1 August 2002
4 December 2001
8 April 2003
26 September 2001

1 November 2002

Commandant's Guidance (2001-2004)
HQ USAF A Organization and Function Chartbook

1 April 2004

Merging Commandant's Learning Objectives with
Commissioning Education Memorandum of
Understanding (CEMU)
HQ USAF A Organization and Function Chartbook
Briefing

1 April 2004

Development System (ODS), Gen
Air Force Cadet Wing Honor Code Reference
Handbook

August 2003

First Class Cadet Training Plan 2003-2004
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Appendix F- Publications Reviewed (Cont.)
Second Class Cadet Training Plan 2003-2004
Third Class Cadet Training Plan 2003-2004
Fourth Class Cadet Training Plan 2003-2004
United States Air Force Academy: Agenda
for Change
Agenda for Change Part II
Agenda for Change Part III, Roche:
Providing alcohol to underage cadets means
dis enrollment
CMT Overview
Training and Education Strategic Plan
(TESP), Power Point brief for Superintendent
Offsite
Air Force Officer Accessions Training Schools (AFOATS) Publications
Number

Title

AFOATSI 36-2011

Administration of Senior Air Force ROTC
Cadets

AFOATSI 36-2017

AFROTC College Program

Date
23 October 2003
8 April2004

AFOATS Curriculum Catalog A Y 2003-4,
5th Ed
Handbook of Warrior Knowledge

2002

AFOATS Training Guide (T-700)
BOTS Cou'rseware
COTS Courseware
AFOATSI 36-102

Faculty Development and Enrichment
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13 August 2002
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Appendix F- Publications Reviewed (Cont.)
Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC) Publications
Number

Title

AFROTCMAN 36-203

Field Training Manual

AFROTCI 36-2010

AFROTC Fielding Training Program

AFROTCI 36-2010

Administration ofthe Air Force ROTC Field
Training Program

AFROTC 36-2017

AFROTC College Program

AFROTCI 36-2019

AFROTC Scholarship Programs

AFROTC OPLAN 201202

Executing AFROTC Rising Sophomore
Program
Briefing: HQ AFROTC/RR National Lineal
Ranking

Date

10 February 2004
4 May 2004
22 March 2000
8 April2004
17 October 2003
22 March 2004
August 2003

ROTC Curriculum AS 100-400
Field Training 2004 Lesson Plans
Cadet's Guide to LLAB Curriculum

April2004
July 2003

Officer Training School (OTS) Publications
Number

Title
OTS Military Studies (various files)

Date

OTS Self Inspection Program (various files)
OTS Standardization and Evaluation Division
Evaluator's Handbook

2004

24 TRS Sup 1, AUI 362315

Officer Training School Basic Officer
Training Student Disenrollment Procedures

1 December 2003

24 TRS OI 36-2

Basic Officer Training Staff Administration

12 April 2004

24 TRS Training Manual
36-6

Basic Officer Training Standardization of
Procedures

19 April 2004

OTS OI 36-5

Honor Code

OTS OI 36-6

OTS Student Procedures

30 May 2003

Flight Training Officer (FTO) Initial
Qualification Training Initial Plan of
Instruction

3 April2003

21 March 2003
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Appendix G - Interview Population
GROUP

COMMANDER

2

GROUP

SUPERINTENDENT

1

GROUP COMMANDER (BMT)

1

GROUP CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT (BMT) 1
GROUP MTI (BMT)

5

GROUP TRAINING SUPERINTENDANT (BMT) 2
AFOATS SENIOR LEADERSHIP
AFROTC

3

APAS

9

AFROTC CADET (FRESHMAN)

6

AFROTC CADET (JUNIOR)

12

AFROTC CADET (SENIOR)

9

AFROTC CADET (SOPHOMORE)

10

A

FROTCCOC

AFROTC
A

4

COMMANDER

3

FROTC PAS

5

OTS

COMMANDER/DEPUTY

2

OTS

FTO

3

OTS

MTI

3

OTS

STAN/EVAL

1

OTS TRAINEE (LOWER CLASS)

1

OTS TRAINEE (UPPER CLASS)

3

USAF

A GROUP

6

USAF

AWING

2

USAFA AETC REPRESENTATIVE

1

USAFA CADET (FRESHMAN)

6

USAFA CADET (JUNIOR)

4

USAFA CADET (SENIOR)

8

USAFA CADET (SOPHOMORE)

5
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Appendix G- Interview Population (Cont.)
USAFA CHARACTER/LDR DIVISION

3

USAFA COMM SUITIBILITY REVIEW

1

USAF
USAF A

A CURRICULUM

1

EXCELLENCE DIVISION

1

USAF

AGROUPAOC

4

USAF

A HONORS DIVISION

1

USAFA HUM REL DIVISION

1

USAFA INST RES DIVISION

3

USAF

AMTI

2

USAF

AMTL

21

USAFA SENIOR LEADERSHIP

5

USAF

A SQUADRON AOC

17

USAF

A STAN/EVAL

3

USAFA TESP REP

2

AXP

1

USAF

TOTAL

184
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Appendix H -Acronym List
AETC
AFAR United
AFDD Air
AFI
Air
AFIA
Air
AFOATS
Air
AFMD Air
AFPD Air
AFRC Air
AFROTC or ROTC
ANG
Air
AOC
Air
APAS
AS
Aerospace
ATP
Academ
AU
Air
BCT
Basic
BMT
Basic
BOT
Basic
CAM IS
Cadet
cc
Co
CCD
CEC
Comm
CEMU Comm
CETC Comm
CLO
Comm
CMT
Cadet
COT
Comm
CSAF
CST
Com
DF
Dean
DRU
Direct
DoD
Departm
EDG
Education
EPR
Enlisted
FTO
Flight

Air Education and Training Command
States Air Force Academy Special Review
Force Doctrine Document
Force Instruction
Force Inspection Agency
Force Officer Accession and Training Schools
Force Mission Directive
Force Policy Directive
Force Reserve Command
Air Force Reserve Officer Training School
National Guard
Officer Commanding
Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies
Studies
y Training Philosophy
University
Cadet Training
Military Training
Officer Training
Administrative Management Information System
mmander
USAF A Center for Character Development
issioning Education Committee
issioning Education Memorandum ofUnderstanding
issioning Education and Training Committee
andant's Learning Objectives
Military Training
issioned Officer Training
Chief of Staff of the Air Force
bat Survival Training
of Faculty
Reporting Unit
ent of Defense
Group
Performance Report
Training Officer
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GE
Global
GPA
Grade
HQUSAF
HQAF/DP
LAS
Leadersh
LOA
Letter
LOC
Letter
LOR
Letter
MAJCOM
Major
MJQS Master
MPA
Military
MTI
Military
MTL
Military
NCAA National
NCO
Non
NCOIC
OCR
Office
Officer
ODS
ore
Officer
Overall
OPA
OPR
Office
OPR
Officer
or
Operating
OT
Officer
OTPR Officer
OTS
Officer
Ops
Operations
PAS
Professor
PE
Physical
POC
Point
POI
Plans
SAF/IG
SAF/MR
Assistant
SAF/MRM
SDI
Special
SecAF
SIP
Self

Engagement
Point Average
Headquarters United States Air Force
Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel
ip Attributes Survey
of Admonishment
of Counseling
of Reprimand
Command
Job Qualification Standard
Performance Average
Training Instructor
Training Leader
Collegiate Athletic Association
Commissioned Officer
Non Commissioned Officer In Charge
of Coordinating Responsibility
Development System
In Charge
Performance Average
of Primary Responsibility
Performance Report
Instruction
Trainee
Trainee Performance Report
Training School
of Aerospace Studies
Education
of Contact
of Instruction
Air Force Inspector General
Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower,
Reserve Affairs, Installations, and Environment
Deputy for Force Management and Personnel
Duty Identifier
Secretary of the Air Force
Inspection Program
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SNCO Senior
Non Commissioned Officer
SR
Special
Review
Stan/Eval
Standardization
and Evaluation
Day
TD
Training
TESP
Training
and Education Strategic Plan
TRG
Training
Group
TRS
Training
Squadron
TRW
Training
Wing
Uniform Code of Military Justice
UCMJ
UCR
Unit
Commander Ranking
UIF
Unfavorable
Infotmation File
States Air Force
USAF United
United States Air Force Academy
USAF A
Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel
USAF/DP
U.S.C. United
States Code
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IMPACT OF DEPLOYING
PROTOTYPE ASSE1S (IDPA)
EAGLE LOOK PN 06-504

SEPTEMBER 2006

POC: Lt

PURPOSE: To assess the process and impact of deploying
prototypes and transitioning them into the formal acquisition and
logistics support systems.

Findings
There were four findings:
• Insufficient logistics and test input to the
prototype deployment decision
• Deployed prototypes lacked support
planning and contract support provisions
• Limited logistics and test data were
collected and used from deployed
prototypes
• Deployment of prototypes impacted
logistics and test, and disrupted transition
from prototype to acquisition

Key Recommendations
Ten recommendations included:
• Ensure adequacy ofthe decision process to
deploy prototypes
• Develop key support requirement guidelines
for prototype deployment
• Use abbreviated test procedures when
considering the deployment of prototypes
• Develop guidance on gathering and using
test/logistics data from deployed prototypes
• Provide more detailed roles and
responsibilities for transitioning Battlelab
initiatives

BACKGROUND: Throughout recent histmy, prototypes were
used to rapidly field capability to the warfighter. Unf01tunately,
the early deployment of prototypes caused adverse effects on their
respective programs, including JST ARS, Global Hawk and
Predator. Procming replacement hardware for deployed
equipment, addressing new requirements identified during
deployment, and restaiting test, development and production
programs all possess the potential for significant negative impacts.
OVERALL ASSESS:MENT: The prototype process, with a few
exceptions, functioned as intended and facilitated delivery of new
capability rapidly. However, the early deployment of prototypes
affected logistics, test and evaluation. and transition to formal
acquisition programs.
OVERALL IMPACT: The early deployment of prototypes drew
resources from the project or program to suppmt the deployment,
thereby limiting logistics planning and testing, and disrupting the
eventual transition to an acquisition program. Technical data
proved incomplete, maintenance procedures were poorly defined,
and support was insufficient due to inadequate spares and training
for deployed prototypes. Additionally, lessons learned dming the
deployment did not benefit future support and test stmtegies.
EAGLE LOOK RETURN ON INVESTMENT: Increased
warfighter capability through improved sustainment and logistics
support of rapidly fielded prototypes; and smoother transition of
prototypes into the fonnal acquisition and logistics support
systems.

AFSO 21 Follow-up
• AFIA will provide support to facilitate
development of key support requirement
guidelines
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AFI A5R: "[Prototypes] are a
fact oflife. This EL shows us
how to do it right."
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Executive Summary
Impact of Deploying Prototype Assets (IDPA) Eagle Look
Purpose

To assess the process and impact of deploying prototypes and transitioning
them into the formal acquisition and logistics support systems.

Background

The original objective ofthis topic was to look at the capability of the Air
Force to plan for and execute deployment of preproduction prototypes in
support of combat operations worldwide.
• The topic served as a follow-on to two previous Eagle Looks
o Warfighter Urgent Needs (WUN), PN 05-703
o Weapon System Fielding (WSF), PN 05-503
• TIG approved the topic on 29 August 2005
• During scoping, AF/A4M raised concerns about normalizing
sustainment of prototype systems, broadening the scope of this EL
The process owners:
• SAF/AQ
• AF/A4/7
Key stakeholders included:
• SAF/XC
• AF/A3/5
• AF/TE
• AFMC

Methodology

The team conducted data gathering through:
• Reviews of documentation and records
• Interviews with key process personnel to collect empirical data
• Installation site visits
Subsequent to data gathering:
• The team analyzed the data and wrote the report
• Key personnel, identified during the assessment, validated the report
• The team conducted a Red Team with process owners and key
stakeholders
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•
•

"Process" to
deploy and
transition
prototypes

The team presented an executive outbriefto SAF/IG, SAF/AQ,
SAF/XC, AF/A3/5, AF/A4/7 and AF/TE
Report publication

No single, documented process governed the deployment of prototypes and
the transition into the formal acquisition and logistics support systems.
Instead, as with the acquisition process, the prototype "process" actually
utilized multiple processes, including:
• AFI 10-2302, Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD),
draft
• AFI 10-2303, Battlelabs, 18 November 2003
• AFI 10-601 , Capability Based Requirements Development,
Attachment 3, 30 July 2004
• AFI 63-101, Operations ofCapabilities Based Acquisition System,
29 July 2005
• AFI 63-107, Integrated Product Support P Janning and Assessment,
10 November 2004
• AFI 63-114, Rapid Response Process, 29 July 2005
• AFI 99-103, Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation, 6 August 2004
The Eagle Look (EL) team developed the following graphic to depict the
deployment and/or entry of prototypes into the acquisition process.
PrototypeSources:
-ACTDs
- Battle/abs
-AFRL
- Acquisition system
-Others

}

Deployment
Decision

Deployment

Concept
Refinement
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OVERALL
ASSESSMENT

The deployment of prototypes to fulfill urgent needs or capability gaps for the
warfighter proved necessary in the rapidly changing environment associated
with the Global War On Terrorism. The successes of prototypes in the field
confirmed their military utility. Benefits and strengths of the process to
deploy prototypes included:
• Rapid fulfillment of compelling warfighter needs
• Joint warfighters (e.g., COCOMs) strongly influenced the decision to
deploy prototypes
• Lead MAJCOMs made the decision to deploy prototypes at the
appropriate levels
• Current policy (as of April 2006) specific to deploying prototypes
allowed flexibility
• Early, "real world" feedback from warfighters
Though the prototype process facilitated rapid delivery of new capabilities,
the decision to deploy a prototype disrupted the acquisition process, which
affected logistics, test and evaluation and transition planning. Limitations to
the core process to deploy and transition prototypes included:
• Ad hoc transition roles and responsibilities
• Testing limited to time and asset availability
• Prototypes lacked long-term sustainment planning or approach to
normalize logistics
o Impacted ability to make decisions IAW Title 10 "50-50" rule
and/or core requirements
• Limited availability oftechnical data, spares, support equipment and
training

Impact

Issues identified in the IDP A assessment resulted in:
• Minimal support data captured during deployment, which hampered
life-cycle support planning
• Suspension or severe curtailment of some test programs during the
deployment
• Minimal initial focus on long-term support strategy
• Incomplete technical data and poor maintenance procedures
• Insufficient spares
• Insufficient training

Summary

The prototype process, with a few exceptions, functioned as intended and
facilitated rapid delivery of new capabilities. The Findings in this assessment
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address potential areas for improvement, specifically in the areas of support
planning, testing and defining transition roles and responsibilities.
Implementation of the recommendations could more effectively and
efficiently deliver prototype capabilities to the warfighter, while reducing the
adverse effects to the acquisition and logistics support systems

AFS021
Follow-up

AFIA will provide support and trained facilitators to assist in the
implementation of Recommendation 1-2, the "keystone" recommendation of
the report.
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Findings,
observations and
recommendations

This EL produced 4 findings and 1 observation, with 10 recommendations as
summarized in table ES-1.
Findings

FINDING REC OMMENDATIONS
Finding 1:

Recommendation 1-1: Review existing

Insufficient input to
the deployment
decision from the
logistics and test
communities

policy to ensure adequacy of the decision
process to deploy prototype systems

OPR
SAF/AQ

OCR
AF/A4/7,
AF/TE,
MAlCOM/

CVs
Recommendation 1-2: Develop key support

AF/A4/7

requirement guidelines for prototype
deployment to guide project managers,
innovation community and MAlCOMs with
early support contracts. (AFIA will provide
support to facilitate development of these
guidelines.)
Recommendation 1-3: Based on the results
of Recommendation 1-2, incorporate key

SAF/AQ,
SAF/IG,
SAF/XC,
MAlCOM/

CVs

SAF/XC

SAF/AQ,
AF/A4/7

SAF/AQ

AF/A4/7

AF/TE

SAF/AQ

support requirement guidelines into
applicable Battlelab and ACTD AFis
Recommendation 1-4: Based on the results
of Recommendation 1-2, incorporate key

support requirement guidelines into
applicable Acquisition, and Research and
Development (R&D) AFis
Recommendation 1-5: Update AFI 99-103 to
include using abbreviated AFMAN 63-119

procedures when considering the
deployment of prototypes
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FINDING REC OMMENDATIONS
Finding 2:

OPR

Recommendation 1-2: [Repeat]

AF/ A4/7

Recommendation 3-1: Develop guidance on

AF/A4/7 SAF/A Q,
SAF/XC,
MAlCOM/
CVs

Generally,
contractor support
of deployed
prototypes was a
logical solution;
however, the lack
of planning and
contract provisions
created deficiencies
in short- and longterm support

Finding 3: Limited
logistics and test
data were collected
and used from
deployed prototype
assets

OCR

gathering and using logistics data from
deployed prototypes in contingency
operations to address identified support
considerations
Recommendation 3-2: Based on the results

SAF/XC

SAF/AQ,
AF/A4/7

AF/TE

SAF/AQ

AF/A4/7

SAF/AQ,
SAF/IG,
SAF/XC,
MAlCOM/
CVs

of Recommendation 3-1, update applicable
guidance to gather and use logistics data
from deployed prototypes
Recommendation 3-3: Provide guidance on

SAF/AQ,
SAF/IG,
SAF/XC,
MAlCOM/
CVs

gathering and using test data from deployed
assets in contingency operations
Recommendation 1-2: [Repeat]
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FINDING REC OMMENDATIONS

OPR

Finding 4:

Recommendation 4-1: Update AFI 10-2303

Deployment of
prototypes
impacted logistics
and test, and
disrupted transition
from prototype to
acquisition

to include more detailed transition roles and
responsibilities ofthe "Sponsor" and
"Transition Agent" as shown in appendix H
ofthis report
Recommendation 1-2: [Repeat]

Recommendation 3-3: [Repeat]

OCR

SAF/XC SAFIA Q,
AF/A4/7,
MAlCOM!

CVs

AF/A4/7 SAFIA Q,
SAF/IG,
SAF/XC,
MAJCOM/
CVs
AF/TE
SAF/AQ

Observations
OBSERVATIONS ~ECOMMENDATIONS
0 bservation 1:

Recommendation Obs 1-1: Evaluate and

Low-rate initial
production (LRIP)
procurements
increased prior to
successful
completion of
IOT&E and
submission ofthe
Beyond-LRIP
report

determine gaps between 10 U.S.C. § 2399
and 2400 and DOD's preferred evolutionary
acquisition concepts as identified in DODI
5000.2

OPR
SAF/AQ,
AF/TE

OCR
SAF/GC

Table ES-1: Executive Summary of Findings, Observations and Recommendations
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Findings
Introduction

This section contains the findings and recommendations resulting from the
assessment and analysis of the process to deploy prototypes and transition
into the formal acquisition and logistics support systems.

Contents
Findin~s

Finding 1 -Insufficient Input to Prototype Deployment Decisions
Finding 2 - Support of Deployed Prototypes Problematic
Finding 3 - Limited Collection and Use of Data
Finding 4 - Acquisition System Impacted
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Finding 1 -Insufficient Input to Prototype Deployment
Decisions
Finding

Insufficient input to the deployment decision from the logistics and test
communities

Impact

•
•

Minimal support data captured during deployment hampered life-cycle
support planning
Some test programs were suspended or severely curtailed during the
deployment

Contents

Findingl
The Decision Maker
Inputs to the Decision Process
Recommendations
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The Decision Maker
Who should
make the final
decision to
deploy a
prototype?

AFI 63-114, Rapid Response Process, 29 July 2005, provides the only
guidance for deploying non-traditional acquisitions. The instruction states
that following a formal request from a COCOM or Air Component
Commander, the responsibility for the decision to deploy rests with the Lead
MAJCOM commanders.
The deployment of prototypes generally followed the same responsibilities.
• Thirty-nine out of 45 interviewees (87 percent) stated that the
COCOM should drive the decision to deploy prototypes, as validated
by the case studies (appendix I)
• Generally, interviewees stated that the Lead MAJCOM's decision to
deploy was made at the highest level possible

Inputs to The Deployment Decision
Involvement of
the various
communities

Interviewees were asked "How do you participate in the decision or risk
analysis process when considering deploying a prototype?" The following
communities indicated heavy involvement:
• Acquisition
• Test
The following communities had less involvement:
• Innovation (with the exception ofthe UAV Battlelab, which was
heavily involved)
• Logistics
• Requirements
The involvement consisted of providing:
• Risk analysis
• Technical expertise
• Data (design, test, and sustainment)
• Capabilities and limitations
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Limited
support
planning and
assessment

Though the logistics community had minimal input into the decision process,
they understood -- and agreed with -- the need for rapid deployment of key
capabilities [prototypes] and associated contract support (CS). However, to
ensure the adequacy of any CS effort put in place, the organization
developing the prototype as well as the responsible agent for deploying that
prototype needed to address key operational and support concepts before
issuing the CS contract.

Considerations
for effective
support
planning

To accomplish effective support planning, the structure of early contracts
should benefit future support strategies by providing the benefits of lessons
leamed during the initial deployment.
Key support considerations should include:
• Accessibility of contractor engineering data
• Continuing development and refinement of technical manuals by the
contractor
• Accessibility to maintenance and reliability data to aid in determining
spares requirements and source of repair (SORAP)
• Support equipment (contractor supplied vs. govemment fumished
equipment (GFE))
• Accessibility to training and training materials (both operations and
maintenance)
• Expectations of contractors providing support
• Content for In-theater Messages
• Identification of spectrum needs, issues and limitations
Being able to address these issues prior to the deployment would enhance the
effectiveness of the deployment and aid the acquisition effort in developing
the required support infrastructure necessary for fielding a fully supportable
system at a future date.

No deployment
test guidance

Findings 13

The test community expressed concem that a more robust process existed for
deciding to transition a program from developmental test (DT) to operational
test (OT) than from developmental test to deployment to combat operations.
AFMAN 63-119, Certification ofSystem Readiness for Dedicated
Operational Test and Evaluation, 22 Februaty 1995, specified the transition
from DT toOT, but no corresponding guidance existed in AFI 99-103,
Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation, 6 August 2004, to transition
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prototypes from developmental test to combat operations.
Responses from the test community interviewees stressed the importance of
testing:
• Tells the decision makers the risks or issues with operating the system
• Highlights what issues will prevent the system from being useful
• Identifies what hasn 't been tested to quantify system characteristics
(unknowns)
The following comment from the 46th Test Wing highlights this point," ... the
testers need to be able to articulate the consequences of systems failures in the
field."

Potential
change to test
guidance

AFI 99-103 discussed the mandatory use of the AFMAN 63-119 procedures
for certification of system readiness for dedicated operational testing in
Paragraph 6.6. Not all ofthe 32 templates would apply (i.e., those dealing
with OT&E plans or test resources), but the remaining templates may quickly
shed some light on system capabilities and limitations, our major concern.
The proposed following change addresses the deployment issue (from test to
combat) by adding this paragraph to AFI 99-103:
6.6.3. Certification Prior to Early Deployment of Prototypes.
Strongly consider using the applicable certification templates in
AFMAN 63-119 to review the system capabilities and limitations
prior to early deployment of prototypes and ACTD/ JCTDs.
Similar wording added to the beginning of AFMAN 63-119 could encourage
the use of the templates (but not the certification process itself) for
prototypes. This would not be a mandatory requirement, but left to the
professional judgment of the program manager or developer as to how much
or little of the AFMAN he uses:
1.2.6. Prior to the early deployment of prototypes and
ACTD/JCTDs, strongly consider using the certification templates,
modified as necessary, to review system capabilities, limitations
and readiness for initial deployment. Going through the formal
certification process would not be necessary in this situation.
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Recommendations
Recommendation
1-1

Review existing policy to ensure adequacy of the decision process to deploy
prototype systems
OPR: SAF/AQ

Recommendation
1-2

OCR: AF/A4/7, AF/TE, MAJCOM/CVs

Develop key support requirement guidelines for prototype deployment to
guide project managers, innovation community and MAJCOMs with early
support contracts
OPR: AF/A4/7

OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/IG, SAF/XC, MAJCOM/CVs

Recommendation 1 Based on the results of Recommendation 1-2, incorporate key support
3
requirement guidelines into applicable Battlelab and ACTD AFis
OPR: SAF/XC

Recommendation
1-4

Based on the results of Recommendation 1-2, incorporate key support
requirement guidelines into applicable Acquisition, and Research and
Development (R&D) AFis
OPR: SAF/AQ

Recommendation
1-5

OCR: AF/A4/7

Update AFI 99-103 to include using abbreviated AFMAN 63-119
procedures when considering the deployment of prototypes
OPR: AF/TE
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Finding 2 - Logistics Support of Deployed Prototypes
Problematic
Finding

Generally, contractor support of deployed prototypes was a logical solution;
however, the lack of planning and contract provisions created deficiencies in
short- and long-term support

Impact

•
•
•
•

Minimal initial focus on a long-term support strategy
Incomplete technical data and poor maintenance procedures
Insufficient spares
Insufficient training
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Minimal Deployment Planning Guidance
Systems that Planned to Deploy Prototypes
Systems that Did Not Plan to Deploy Prototypes
Logistics Support Shortfalls
Differing Expectations
Recommendations
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Minimal Deployment Planning Guidance
Policy on
planning for
deployment

Air Force policy did not exist on planning for prototype deployment.
DoDI 5000.2, Operation of the Defense Acquisition System, 12 May 2003,
included only the following :
[Technology Development Strategy] shall include ... an appropriate
limitation on the number of prototype units that may be produced and
deployed during technology development, how these units will be
supported, and specific performance goals and exit criteria that must be
met before exceeding the number of prototypes that may be produced
under the research and development program.

The instruction lacked any guidance as to what should be considered to
facilitate the deployment of prototypes.
The Missile Defense Agency (MDA) provided guidance in a January 2002
memo, Missile Defense Program Direction, which stated:
... develop and test technologies, use prototype and test assets to provide
early capability, if necessary, and improve the effectiveness of deployed
capability by inserting new technologies as they become available or
when the threat warrants an accelerated capability.

Additional guidance (memorandums) from MDA tasked the program offices
to plan for prototype deployments.

Supporting the
Deployment

The programs examined by the EL team fell into two distinct support
postures: those that planned for prototype deployment, and those that did not.
The systems that planned to deploy prototypes:
• FORCE
• Active Denial System (ADS)
• MDA programs
o ABL
o THAAD
The above programs developed a support strategy and worked any CS issues
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to support the prototype deployment.
The systems that did not plan to deploy prototypes:
• Global Hawk
• Predator (M Q-1)
• FACE Pod
• JSTARS

Systems that Planned to Deploy Prototypes
Planning is
beneficial

The following programs benefited from predeployment planning for their
prototypes (see appendix I for detailed information):
Fuels Operational Readiness Capability Equipment (FORCE)
APPG 2.17 directed funding of improvements in Fuels Mobility Support
Equipment (FMSE) as identified by AF Fuels Capability Study
• Planned to deploy first article for in-theater testing and combat use
• Early FY06 ~Deployed first article for field testing at Ali Al Salem
• Planned for organic support, contractor furnished commercial
manuals, standard base supply and training.
Active Denial System (ADS)
Deployment of prototype planned:
• Transition and logistics plans developed by Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL)
o Identified two long-lead items critical to support
o Military directed to support AFRL and ADS from Joint NonLethal weapons Directorate (JNLWD) for deployment as
Operators/Maintainers and certified trainers
• The support strategy was fully executable by organic personnel
Airborne Laser (ABL)
Directed by MDA to plan for deployment upon completion of a successful
demonstration; early planning resulted in a contingency plan~shelved in 2004.
Little has happened in deployment planning since then, as all focus has been
on achieving a successful demonstration in 2008.
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Planning gone
wild

The following example demonstrates the pitfall of excessive focus on
planning at the expense of program execution.
Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)
MDA directed development of the deployment plan for the THAAD User
Operational Evaluation System [prototype]. The prototype was intended, in
part, to provide an interim defense capability for use until the final system
was ready.

However, according to GAO/NSIAD-99-142, THAAD Restructure Addresses
Problems But Limit Early Capability, June 1999, the inclusion of prototype
interceptors into the user evaluation system was deemed a distraction and
reduced THAAD test programs' ability to test the interceptor.

Systems That Did Not Plan to Deploy Prototypes
Deployed
earlier than
anticipated

World affairs necessitated immediate deployment ofthese systems:
Global Hawk
Deployed in support of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) in
November 2001 and Operation IRAQUI FREEDOM (OIF) in March 2003
with little or no support planning accomplished, the team benefited from two
earlier demonstration deployments.
• Initially, deployment O&M Support was supplied by the production
contractor, with some assistance from USAF pilots
• For subsequent deployments, contractors supplied launch and
recovery and maintenance support, the Air Force provided mission
support and pilots
• Production deployments evolved into Air Force providing launch and
recovery, maintenance and mission support, with some contractor
engineering support
Predator (MQ-1)
First deployed operationally as an Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration (ACTD) in support of OPERATION NOMAD VIGIL
(Bosnia) in June 1995, the US Navy managed the deployment with minimal
support planning.
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The Air Force, chosen to manage the process in December 1995, initially
attempted to view the program as a "normal" acquisition program, but quickly
reverted to (now current) efforts to ensure assets remained available to the
warfighter.
(MQ-1 Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) occurred in October
2000). The lOT &E for the Predator MQ-9 is scheduled for 2007, with
concurrent maintenance and suitability evaluations at the deployed
location( s).
As deployments continued, the logistics programs for both Predator (MQ-1)
and Global Hawk evolved. Issues addressed included:
Support:
• Early deployments, supported solely by contractors, evolved to Air
Force coverage
• Required 65 Air Force personnel to just 8 contractors to provide field
support
Supply:
• Limited spares availability with a long pipeline
• Rapid shipping through DHL®or FedEx® reduced the need for large
spares inventory
• State Department dealt with customs issues
Training:
• Airmen initially received little training
• Flight training device provided for field training; working to
incorporate into formal training
Global Hawk and Predator (MQ-1) deployed prior to any real support strategy
being developed. This led to rushed contractor support (CS) contracts of
limited scope with minimal initial focus on a long-term support strategy.
Because the CS contracts were strictly for the immediate support of the
operational mission, the contractor was not tasked with items such as tech
data development, maintenance data collection, reliability evaluations,
training, et cetera.
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Production
fielding plan
supported
prototype
deployment

Though pre-deployment planning did not occur for all systems, some
production fielding plans supported prototype deployment.
Fighter Aircraft Command & Control Enhancement (FACE) Pod
Developed to meet a warfighter urgent need, the prototypes were not planned
for deployment. Fortunately, the production fielding plan included system
sustainment planning sufficient to support the prototypes. The strategy tasked
the contractor to provide spares, training, support personnel and data.

Logistics Support Shortfalls
Shortfalls in
sustainment

AF/A4 and AFMC/A4 both stated that, many times, prototype assets were
fielded rapidly to meet real world needs, leaving the logistics community
struggling to catch-up. Rapidly identifYing the necessary maintenance funds
for CS contracts to suppoti deployments proved extremely difficult, resulting
in minimal contractor support for the operational mission, which created
additional burdens on the warfighter. Some examples provided by Global
Hawk operators and maintainers:
• Non-validated and unverified tech data
o Increased change request activity through AFTO Form 22,
Technical M anual (TM) Change Recommendation and Reply,
17 Nov 2003
• Incomplete tech data and poor maintenance procedures
o Increased support requests lAW TO 00-25-107,
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANCE, 31 MAY 1999
• Insufficient spares
o Increased workarounds and cannibalizations
• Insufficient training
o Caused errors in operations and maintenance workmanship
A separate issue, raised in the case of Global Hawk and Predator (MQ-1), was
that the deployed maintenance units lacked the necessary experience to
overcome the shortfalls identified above. The programs overcame this by
using deployed contractors and test personnel as acting operators and
maintainers.
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The following comment from the JST ARS Joint Test Force provides another
example, "The contractor and Joint STARS Test Force had to work outside of
the in-place logistics system to support JSTARS." The JSTARS program was
forced to contract for an independent support infrastructure to support the
availability of spare parts in-theater.

Differing Expectations
Struggles with
articulating
prototype
sustaina bility

The interviewees expressed concern with the inability to adequately
communicate the level of maturity of the deploying prototype. Many times
warfighter expectations exceeded the sustainability of prototypes in early
fielding. Despite the expenditure of considerable effort to ensure all involved
understood that prototypes were fielded, the warfighter still had to deal with a
"system" that:
• Did not meet all their sustainment expectations
• Lacked adequate tech manuals
• They were not trained to operate or maintain
Predator (MQ-1) and Global Hawk, (deployed since 9/ 11) managers must,
continually reiterate the limited ability to support these systems to the followon operators and maintainers. The Mission Control Element for Global
Hawk remained the ACTD version, frustrating operators that the system was
not fully developed and operationally designed to their requirements.
Maintainers expressed continual frustration about the lack of detailed
technical data for both Global Hawk and Predator (MQ-1 ).

Issues
continued
across AEF
rotations
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These issues became more apparent the longer a prototype remained
deployed. Even though the initial cadre of warfighters might have understood
the status ofthe system when originally deployed, AEF rotations involved
different people in the support of these systems. These new warfighters were
not aware of:
• The conditions under which the prototype was originally deployed
• Agreements [both documented and undocumented] among the
COCOM, Lead MAJCOM and the system program office (SPO) prior
to the original deployment.
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Well-planned
expectation
management

The program offices and Lead MAJCOMs actively communicated with the
COCOMs to manage expectations.
Prior to the 1991 JSTARS deployment in support of Operation DESERT
STORM/SHIELD, the program office provided a "Roadshow" briefing to
all the AOR commanders. This briefing detailed the capabilities and
limitations ofthe system at that time.
For the Global Hawk program, ACC/CC sent a letter communicating the
following:
• Global Hawk was a developmental aircraft system
• Combat crew training had not been accomplished
• Active duty test crews and contractors would deploy with the system
as operators
• Lack of validated and verified tech data
• Approved waivers
As part of deployment planning, the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL) developed an information briefing on Active Denial for the Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), Acquisition Technology and Logistics
(AT&L), and the joint warfighting community that included:
• Operational constraints
• Operations requirements
• Maintenance Requirements
• Transportability requirements
• Operator availability
• Logistical requirements

Recommendations
Recommendation
1-2 [Repeat]

Develop key support requirement guidelines for prototype deployment to
guide project managers, innovation community, and MAJCOMs with early
support contracts.
OPR: AF/A4/7
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Finding 3 - Limited Collection and Use of Data
Finding

Limited logistics and test data were collected and used from deployed
prototype assets

Impact

• Insufficient data did not support sound logistics decisions
• Tests were delayed while prototype assets were deployed

Contents
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Data Collection and Use
Operations Data
Logistics Data
Test Data
Recommendations
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Data Collection and Use

Introduction

As defined in AFI 63-101 , the primary purpose of a prototype was for,
"evaluation of design, performance, and production potential." When
deployed, a prototype became essentially unavailable for use in these
evaluations. Additional prototypes, in some cases, were available to fill this
gap. Other programs were virtually put on hold until the prototype returned
from deployment.
The challenge for the acquisition office or transition agent was the collection
of the necessary data to support further program risk reduction and planning
during deployment ofthe prototype. The data collection could be separated
into three areas:
• Operations data
• Logistics data
• Test data

Operations Data
Operations
data collection
and use

Operations data referred to the data that supported the development of
operationally oriented documents, such as:
• Concept of Operation (CONOP) and Concept of Employment
(CONEMP)
• Tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP)
• Operating limitations
• Waivers
Typically, this was the most robust data collection effort because the
operators deployed with the prototype held a vested interest in improving the
operations documents. On-site data collectors (aircrew and other operators)
and tactics officers deployed to the theater were able to make rapid changes to
the documents for approval.
Generally, the collection and use of operations data proved adequate to
support both the deployed prototype and any acquisition program.
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Logistics Data
Prototypes and
logistics data

Deployed prototypes were typically supported with contract support (all of
the prototypes covered in the case studies used contract support to provide
logistics for the deployed systems). This occurred predominately because, for
small-quantity systems, it remained the most expeditious and cost-effective
method of providing logistics support. For more complex prototype
programs, such as Global Hawk and Predator (MQ-1), contractor support was
necessary due to the unavailability of technical data.
As part of an acquisition program, the prototypes were also a critical source
of logistics data to support programmatic logistics decisions, such as system
improvements and the depot maintenance Source of Repair Assignment
Process (SORAP).
With prototypes supported with contract support, the necessaty logistical data
was being generated by the contractor. Logistics data was sometimes
available from the contract support and sometimes from government
personnel. Examples of the types of logistics data which could be collected
during a prototype deployment and be useful to the acquisition program are:
• Failure rates and failed items
• Repair costs and times
• Complexity of repair
• Support equipment utilization
• Availability rates
• Awaiting maintenance and awaiting supply times
• Parts usage
• Technical data availability
Guidance was not specific on what data should be evaluated or even what
benefits can be derived through early deployments by aggressively collecting
(or at least gaining access to) logistics data available from these operational
prototype deployments.

Collecting
logistics data contractor
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The prototype contractor collected data for internal company use while also
collecting logistics data to satisfy contractual provisions. However, the
government did not receive logistical data unless the contract specified the
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data as a deliverable, such as a log of repair time as justification for payment.
Explicit logistical data was sometimes specified as a contract deliverable; the
FACE Pod support contract specified that the contractor provide system
availability and reliability in a monthly report. Similarly, mission capable
rates and abort rates were reported on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV).
However, in none of the case studies was sufficient logistical data delivered
to support product improvement, logistics support analyses, or SORAP
decisions.

Collecting
logistics data government

In some cases, when government personnel were involved in the logistical
support of a prototype asset, they collected and provided data to the program
office. However, this was limited to over-the-shoulder activities due to
contractual constraints.
In other cases, such as Homed Owl, the system operators were government
personnel. Limited data was collected on mission capable rates and abort
rates, but this data was insufficient to support program logistics decisions.
High operations tempo of combat operations also further hampered logistics
support decisions. As one manager put it, ''the operators are too busy with
combat to worry about filling-out surveys."
With the exception of a 2006 deployment of operational test personnel
supporting a Global Hawk deployment, no government personnel were
deployed with the express purpose of collecting logistics data on deployed
prototype systems.

Collecting
logistics data validity

Aside from test plans, minimal guidance or documentation existed about what
logistics data should be collected. The lack of a complete definition of
required data meant that support contracts did not include them in the list of
deliverables, and test plans were rarely available for use as a basis for
specifying contract deliverables.
The lack of fully defined logistics data requirements, complicated by several
data collection issues that potentially impacted the usefulness or validity of
the data for operational testing, included:
• Uncontrolled environment
• Non-government personnel
• Preliminary, incomplete, or non-validated technical orders
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•

Potential differences between prototypes and final production articles

These issues reduced the usefulness ofthe data collection and the
applicability ofthe data to the program. These issues were sometimes
overcome with sufficient data analysis, which removed much of the "noise"
from the data to ascertain underlying causes.

Impact of lack
of data

Regardless of data collection methodology, the collected data often proved
insufficient to support program logistics decisions. Since prototypes were
deployed, the logistics data that would have been collected during system
development were not available. Together, these insufficiencies caused the
program to defer logistical planning and improvement, which increased
program risk and overall cost. The opportunity to "design-in" reliability and
maintainability diminished in many cases as the program pushed forward with
(some) production without the benefit of feedback from the prototype system.
For example, in the Global Hawk program, several deficiencies were noted
from test and operations, but not included in the program improvement plans
until after a limited production run had been done.

Support for
SORAP

The lack of sufficient logistics data also directly impacted SO RAP. With
insufficient maintenance and repair data, the Single Managers (SM) were
unable to comply with AFI 63-107, Integrated Product Support Planning and
Assessment, 10 November 2004, which stated, ''the SM shall ensure access to
the necessary data to support all viable options." The instruction did not
provide any guidance on any considerations for ACTDs entering the
acquisition process with an LRIP decision, but did state that the SORAP
decision could not be wavered.

decisions

Secretary
3 May 2006 SAF/OS (SAE) memo, Data Rights
and Acqu
, reinforced guidance in AFI 63-107 to ensure all
viable sustainment options are considered early in the acquisition strategy
process. A key element ofthe sustainment decision included appropriate
access to the technical data and the rights to that data, necessary to support a
source-of-repair decision during system development and demonstration. The
deployment of an operational prototype or LRIP system could provide the
program an excellent opportunity to gain insight into how the program can
benefit the Air Force's ability to address technical data requirements while
preserving core logistics capability and 50/50 trade-space. It is critical that
programs deploying early prototypes take advantage of this opportunity as
Findings 28
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early as possible.
Of the case studies with deployed prototypes, only two progressed far enough
into the regular acquisition process to actually meet with an acquisition
strategy panel, the usual point of discussion of the SORAP decision. Two
other cases lacked a SORAP decision, but still required logistics support that
counted against the Title 10, Section 2466 requirement that greater than 50
percent of funding for depot maintenance be dedicated to contract
maintenance.
Thus, the lack of logistics data not only affected the ability of program
managers to plan for future logistics improvements and sustainment, but also
the ability of the Air Force to comply with statutory requirements.

Test Data
Testing and
risk reduction

The results and data from testing proved critical to the effective reduction of
technical risk in a program. Early identification of technical issues leads to
easier and less expensive fixes. Prototypes provide an early assessment of
technical and operational risks; however, deploying prototypes substantially
affected opportunities for early risk identification.

Inadequacies of
test data from
deployed
prototypes

Several issues existed concerning the collection and use oftest data from
prototypes deployed to contingency operations. Some ofthese issues were
highlighted by a senior leader at the Air Annament Center:
Currently, there is no mechanism to codifY either developmental or
operational test credit for fielded prototypes ... As a result, we receive
much information in an unstructured format and via hearsay ...
Additionally, we may have great success in field conditions, but lack a
robust "Design of Experiments" approach required for full credit with
DOT&E.

Other issues included
• Prototype not representative of production article
• Combatant commanders unwilling to allow piggy-back or dedicated
tests on prototype flying combat missions
• Uncontrolled combat environment
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•
•

Benefit of test
data from
deployed
prototypes

Lack oftruth source [i.e., control data] for data analysis
Data collected by prototype system contractors

Despite the issues with collecting and using test data from deployed
prototypes, the data could be valuable to continuing the acquisition program
in a timely manner. Deploying the test asset caused at least a day-for-day slip
in the test schedule in most of the case studies. Using data from deployed
operations could mitigate some ofthe schedule slip.
Director of Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) supported collecting
and using test data from deployed operations when testers were concurrently
deployed. This would allow any follow-on operational testing to address only
those test objectives not completed during deployment, thus cutting the test
schedule and cost.

Deployed
testing on
Horned Owl

Homed Owl deployed in June 2004 with flight test engineers from the Air
Force Flight Test Center to operate the system. While deployed, the team
conducted developmental flight test to support the further development of the
Homed Owl. They overcame the issues listed above through a disciplined
and structured approach to conducting both combat and test missions.
Among the mitigation efforts:
• Deployment oftrained developmental testers to operate the system
and conduct the test
• Use ofGPS to provide geolocation truth source in an austere
environment
• A structured test matrix to assure complete test data
• Creation of a "test range" of known, surveyed targets at the deployed
base
The test data collected and analyzed in support of the Homed Owl program
directly affected the spiral improvement of the system and increased
operational capabilities.

Deployed
testing on
Global Hawk

Findings 30

Global Hawk deployed to Australia in 2001 in support of an exercise and as
part of operational test. AFOTEC personnel deployed with the aircraft to
conduct the tests and collect data. While not a deployment for contingency
operations, the program learned a great deal about how to deploy and operate
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the Global Hawk.
In early 2006, AFOTEC planned to deploy with Global Hawk in mid-2006,
this time to a combat theater. Deliberate planning for operational test on an
asset deployed to support contingency operations occurred, with a disciplined
and structured method for collecting the necessary test data.

Guidance lacking
on testing in
contingency
operations

These cases demonstrated that successful testing can be accomplished on
deployed assets. Current guidance does not discuss the possibility of
conducting testing in conjunction with contingency operations, leading to
the prevalent perception that data collected from deployed prototypes had
limited use to the applicable program. While it did discuss using exercises
and experiments in Paragraph 4.10.4 to ''take advantage of operationally
realistic environments," it made no explicit mention of data collection in
contingency operations.
A majority of the test personnel interviewed said that the lack of policy and
guidance on deploying prototypes affected their ability to conduct test.
Specifically, no guidance existed on:
• when testing and data collection during contingency operations
would be appropriate
• what kind of testing would be acceptable to conduct during
contingency operations, including coordination to assure data
acceptability within DOD and Air Force agencies
• planning to ensure testing completed after completion of deployed
operations covers test objectives that could not or were not
completed during deployed operations
• Coordination with combatant units on appropriate conduct oftest
during contingency operations

Recommendations
Recommendation
3-1

Develop guidance on gathering and using logistics data from deployed
prototypes in contingency operations to address identified support
considerations
OPR: AF/ A4/7
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Recommendation
3-2

Based on the results of Recommendation 3-1 , update applicable guidance to
gather and use logistics data from deployed prototypes

OPR: SAF/XC

Recommendation
3-3

Provide guidance on gathering and using test data from deployed assets in
contingency operations

OPR: AF/TE

Recommendation
1-2 [Repeat]

OCR: SAF/AQ, AF/A4/7

OCR: SAF/AQ

Develop key support requirement guidelines for prototype deployment to
guide project managers, innovation community, and MAJCOMs with early
support contracts
OPR: AF/A4/7

OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/XC, MAJCOM/CVs

Actions Underway
Actions
Underway

As of June 2006, AFI 99-103
.
, AF/TEP, DSN

were in coordination. Lt C o l .
is the OPR.

UIJ\.lau""

The following paragraphs address the test data collection concerns identified
in Finding 3. As written, they preserve the flexibility needed for ACTDs, yet
offer some parameters so programs do not lose focus.
5.5. Common T&E Data Management. A common T&E database
accessible to all program stakeholders, only accessible on a need-to-know
basis, will be established as early as practical and used for all T&E data
for the system under test. The RFP and SOW must direct that contractor
T&E data is part ofthis database, as well as all T&E data from previous
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increments and real world operations. The PM should oversee the
management of this database. Operational testers may use data from
sources such as DT&E, integrated T&E, and OAs to augment or reduce
the scope of dedicated operational testing if the data can be verified as
accurate and applicable. Operational testers must allow open data sharing
and non-interference observation by all other testers, the system
developer, contractor, operators, DOT&E, and the PM.
5.5.1. Tracking T&E Data. All test teams will establish rigorous data
collection, control, accountability, and security procedures for T&E
data. To avoid using questionable test data, test teams must verify the
origin and integrity of any data used in final reports, i.e., whether the
data came from contractors, DT&E, integrated T&E, other Service
OTAs, deployed assets used in real world operations, or dedicated Air
Force operational tests. See paragraph 6.9 for more information.
5.5.2. Contractor T&E Data. Test teams and TIPTs should use as
much contractor T&E data as possible, if its accuracy can be verified.
Contractor T&E data should be visible in a common T &E database.
[Underline is added material.]
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Finding 4- Acquisition System Impacted
Finding

Deployment of prototypes impacted logistics and test, and disrupted transition
from prototype to acquisition.

Impact

• Lack of discipline to plan for long term sustainment
• Lack of discipline to reconstitute the test program/asset

Contents
Findin~4

Acquisition System Impact
Logistics System Impact
Test and Evaluation Impact
Transition Impact
Recommendations
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Acquisition System Impact
Introduction

The deployment of prototypes to fulfill urgent needs or capability gaps for the
warfighter was necessary in the rapidly changing fight against the Global War
On Terrorism; however, these early deployments significantly affected the
long-term acquisition system. While successes occurred on the battlefield,
the decision to deploy a prototype disrupted the acquisition process and as a
result, significantly impacted:
• Funding
• Program infrastructure
• Cost and schedule
• Logistics
• Test and evaluation
• Expectation management
• Transition planning (from the innovation community to a formal
acquisition program)
Areas most affected by prototype deployment included logistics, test and
evaluation, and transition planning.
Despite this, early deployment of prototypes could prove beneficial to the
program, as noted in the following comment: "The opportunity to
demonstrate Joint STARS capability in an operational setting validated its
utility as a weapons system. The program may have been otherwise
eliminated."

Logistics System Impact
Limited
sustainment
planning

Findings 35

The Logistics community generally agreed that potentially all elements of
logistics could be impacted. As the Air Force attempted to overcome a
capability shortfall, decisions were made to support limited fielding in a
specific theater. The prototypes lacked a robust infrastructure to support a
world-wide capacity, particularly since prototypes are produced in limited
quantities. Unplanned deployment and unplanned sustainment resulted in:
• Contract support for life
• Significantly increased life cycle costs
• Impacts to the ability to comply with the "50-50" rule [Title 10,
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•

Acquiring data
rights was
problematic

Section 2466]
Impacts to core capabilities [Title 10, Section 2468]

One ofthe key issues in developing organic support was determining who
owned the data rights. Since much of the innovation activity was limited to
developing and evaluating new or emerging technology, the contractors more
often than not had a considerable investment in the development. Many
times, commercial off-the shelf (COTS) products were used (i.e., Active
Denial and FORCE); in other cases, the contractor expended large amounts of
time and money developing and packaging the technology on their own
initiative (i.e., Global Hawk and Predator (MQ-1)). The government did not
possess unrestricted data rights in either case.
As stated earlier, almost all deployed prototypes were contractor-supported
due to the need for immediate logistical support. This often resulted in
unexplored data rights early in the program, which placed the logistics
community at a disadvantage when negotiating for data rights during later
stages ofthe program. The 3 May 2006 SAF/OS (SAE) memo, subject: Data
Rights and Acquisition Strategy, addressed this issue.
To increase the leverage ofthe logistic community, AF/ A4 suggested
including an option in the support contract providing the Air Force with the
ability to acquire data rights in the future. However, a number of issues must
be considered:
• Stability of system baseline
• Maturity of system development
• Contractor proprietary claims
• Cost-to-price data rights

Shortfalls of
buying data
rights

For both Global Hawk and Predator (MQ-1), the initial production
configuration changed considerably from the initial prototype, reducing the
value of buying data rights for the initially deployed assets.
Parts-obsolescence also reduced the value of buying data rights. For
example, the commercial vendor stopped producing the Iridium phone and
MBITR radio used in the FACE Pod. Subsequent FACE Pod upgrades are
expected to require a significant redesign to install new equipment.
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Test and Evaluation System Impact
Disrupted test
programs

Deploying test assets proved very disruptive to the test program. Testers
accelerated and trimmed tests, verifying only baseline functions-at the
expense of the rest of the test program. There was also a mindset among the
warfighters that once a prototype was deployed in an operational
environment, it did not need additional operational testing when it returned
from the deployment.
More often than not, both government and contractor testers became
operators for these early deployments because of short lead time and the lack
of or minimal operator training. When testers deployed, testing stopped.
Test assets were utilized in fulfilling the operational missions. In most of the
case studies (see appendix I), all test assets were deployed, halting the
planned test program. For example, the only two developmental JSTARS test
beds were deployed to Saudi Arabia in support of Operation DESERT
SHIELD/DESERT STORM, which resulted in a day-for-day slip to the test
schedule.
Test, designed to find problems early, provides information to decrease
program risks, but deployment disrupted and delayed testing. In some
instances, more thorough testing would have identified deficiencies prior to
deployment, enabling mitigating design or operational changes.

Transition Impact
Limited
Transition
Planning Policy
and Guidance

The following instructions provided adequate policy and guidance for ACTD
and AFRL initiatives:
• Draft AFI 10-2302, Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACTD), and the OSD ACTD website, http://www.acg.osd.mil/actd/
• AFMCI 61-102, Advanced Technology Demonstration Technology
Transition Planning,
However, while AFI 10-2303 adequately defined the roles and responsibilities
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of the Battle labs for transitioning battle lab initiatives, it did not adequately
define the roles and responsibilities for the "Sponsor" or "Transition Agent."
AFI 10-2303, stated, "Battle labs are not responsible for transition of
Initiatives." The instruction identified AFMC as the "primary transition
agent ... responsible for the proposed acquisition/modification/deployment...,"
but provided no further guidance.

Challenges to
transition

The ACTD website, http://www.acg.osd.mil/actd/transit.htm identified
primary challenges oftransitioning ACTD to the formal acquisition system:
• Contracting strategy: Motivating the contractor(s) to provide a best
value (from an overall life cycle cost-effectiveness perspective)
solution and transitioning into LRIP without loss of momentum.
• Interoperability: Ensuring that the ACTD can interface with other
systems on the battlefield
• Supportability: Ensuring that the fielded systems can be costeffectively supported
• Affordability Assessing life cycle affordability and application of a
Cost as an Independent Variable (CAIV) strategy to continuously look
for ways to reduce cost
• Funding: Choosing the proper strategy for obtaining the resources
necessary for acquisition
• Test and evaluation: Early and continuous participation ofthe
operational testing community and evaluators throughout the ACTD
process from definition of data needs and associated military exercises
to completion of the Operational Assessment to support the
production/transition decision
• Requirements: Evolving from a mission need and associated
performance goals at the start of the ACTD to a formal ORD and/or a
system performance specification at the conclusion of the ACTD
which captures the technology maturity and the knowledge and
understanding gained by the warfighter while using the capability in
realistic military exercises
• Acquisition program documentation: Defining the documentation
required prior to the acquisition decision that occurs at the end of the
ACTD

Limitations of

In some cases, the required program documentation became a burden, as
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Acquisition
Program
Documentation

illustrated in the Battlefield Airmen Modernization Program. CJCSI
3170.01£, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 11 May
2005, stated that the document formats and review process were mandatory
and shall be used throughout DoD for all acquisition programs, regardless of
ACAT designation. This designated that even though the BA Program was
only an ACAT III program, they were required to provide all documentation
as required by the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System
(JCIDS) process: Joint Capabilities Document (JCD), Initial Capability
Document (lCD), Combat Capability Document (CDD), and Capability
Production Document (CPD).
Three CCDs covered all five advanced technology demonstrations (ATD).
Two ofthese documents were complete and Air Force Requirements for
Operational Capabilities Council (AFROCC) approved, but one was still
waiting for architecture completion and would enter MAJCOM coordination
in July 2006. The program architectures cost more and took longer to
develop than the items themselves. For instance, for the BA Mod Program,
up to 16 architectures were required. These architectures proved expensive
because they typically require completion by a contractor trained in Popkin
Architect Software. The cost totaled $150,000, equivalent to the price of five
complete BATCAM systems, totaling 10 UAVs.

A4 policy
makers
unhappy with
lack of long
term support
planning

The success of prototypes during deployment led to pressure for immediate
production decisions, as with Predator (MQ-1) and Global Hawk. AF/A4M
and AFMC/ A4 both expressed concerns about the limited amount (or total
lack) of any long-term support planning prior to a production decision. The
deficiencies in support planning existed to some extent in many of the
assessed programs. A number of circumstances contributed to the delayed
planning efforts:
• ACTDs generally transitioned into system development and
demonstration (SDD) with a production decision already made, or a
very short-focused effort of further system development, prior to a
production decision
• Deployment decisions that greatly impacted the programs' baseline
• Program baselines evolving faster than planning could keep pace with
Some of the concerns identified involved the lack of the following planning;
• Provisioning data generation
• Depot support planning (impacted "50-50" and "core capabilities")
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•
•

Consequences of
bypassing SDD

Data rights and technical data development
Reliability growth plan

Prototypes are generally seen as assets with limited life, specific uses and
for demonstrating technical feasibility. AFI 10-2303 and ACTD guidance
reinforced this perception ( http ://www.acg .osd.mil ).
Ideally, an ACTD demonstrates a capability and illustrates military utility,
moving the resulting vehicle into a SDD cycle, allowing the addressing of
support concerns prior to production of the vehicle. However, according to
a recent Rand study:

... in the case ofPredator, the desire to place the capability in the
warjighters' hands far outweighed the necessity of an SDD.
Bypassing SDD has consequences. When these ACTD prototypes
are used to begin production of the actual air vehicle, logistics has
little influence on the production design ... In the long run, the lack
of reliability and/or maintainability data can create issues for
logisticians when allocating such resources as manpower, spares,
and equipment. It is difficult to set appropriate levels of support
when there are no data to guide allocation.

Recommendations
Recommendation
4-1

Update AFI 10-2303 to include more detailed transition roles and
responsibilities ofthe "Sponsor" and "Transition Agent" as shown in
appendix H ofthis report.
OPR: SAF/XC

Recommendation
1-2 [Repeat]

Develop key support requirement guidelines for prototype deployment to
guide project managers, innovation community and MAJCOMs with early
support contracts. (APIA will provide support to facilitate development of
these guidelines.)
OPR: AF/A4/7
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Recommendation
3-3
[Repeat]

Provide guidance on gathering and using test data from deployed assets in
contingency operations.

OPR: AF/TE

OCR: SAF/AQ

Actions Underway
Actions
Underway
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Observations
Introduction

An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of the review.
An observation is significant enough to warrant attention by the process
owner or other senior leadership. Observations may include
recommendations.

Contents

Observations
Observation 1 -DOT &E Concerns With Satisfying Title 10
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Observation 1 - DOT&E Concerns With Satisfying Title 10
Observation

Low-rate initial production (LRIP) procurements increased prior to successful
completion ofiOT&E and submission ofthe Beyond-LRIP repoti

Impact

Increased risk of procuring and fielding items that do not meet stated
operational requirements

Contents

Observation 1

DOT &E Raises Concerns
DODI 5000.2 and Title 10
Recommendations

Observations 43
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DOT&E Raises Concerns
DOT&E
concerns

Director of Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) interviewees raised
concerns with the Air Force deploying prototypes and the impact on the
ability of DOT&E to satisfy (their) Title 10 responsibilities to complete Initial
Operational Test and Evaluation (lOT&E) and submit a Beyond Low-rate
Initial Production (LRIP) report, prior to a production decision (per Title 10,
Section 2399).
DOT &E referenced both the Global Hawk and Predator programs and the
decision ofthe Air Force to increase LRIP quantities that allowed
procurement and deployments to continue prior to successful completion of
IOT&E and submission ofthe Beyond-LRIP report. One interviewee
commented, "Global Hawk and Predator steered around the system ... "
In response to the above interviewee comment, the Predator Systems
Squadron at Wright-Patterson AFB stated that they complied with Title 10
and that, "many ofthe aircraft were Congressionally directed." The Predator
program office concluded:
... the USAF is in compliance with Low Rate Initial Production
section of Title 10 because the [Milestone Decision Authority] is
aware [and] has approved as part ofthe program of record the number
of aircraft being procured prior to the full rate production decision, the
quantity of aircraft produced each year is consistent with maintaining
a production capability while waiting for full rate production, and the
program has no requirement to produce a Selective Acquisition
Report.
Note: the Eagle Look found no evi de nee of violation of 10 U.S. C. § 23 99 or
2400 in our case studies.

DOD I 5000.2 and Title 1 0

DODI 5000.2
and Title 10

Observations 44

DODI 5000.2, in implementing 10 U.S.C. § 2400, defined the purposes of
LRIP and required that the LRIP quantities be minimized. Additionally, the
rationale for an LRIP quantity above 10 percent ofthe total production
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quantity must be included in the first Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) after
the LRIP determination. Per 10 U.S.C. § 2400:
If the quantity exceeds 10 percent ofthe total number of articles to be
produced, as determined at the milestone B decision with respect to
that system, the Secretary shall include in the statement the reasons for
such quantity.
DODI 5000.2, in implementing 10 U.S.C. § 2399, discussed the statutory
requirement of DOT&E to analyze the results of lOT&E and to submit
Beyond-LRIP reports to SECDEF, USD(AT&L), and congressional defense
committees. A final decision, made within DOD for major defense
acquisition programs (MDAP) and DOT &£-designated programs, proceeding
with production beyond the LRIP quantities may not be made until the
Beyond-LRIP report has been submitted and received by the congressional
defense committees.
Intent of the two sections was to limit the risk of procuring items that do not
meet stated operational requirements, which potentially wastes taxpayer
dollars and puts the user at risk. The ability of the Milestone Decision
Authority (MDA) to increase LRIP quantities, potentially many times,
allowed procurement to continue prior to successful completion of lOT &E,
submission ofthe Beyond-LRIP report, and a DOD decision to continue.
The testing requirements currently in Title 10 need to be more flexible to
allow a spiral acquisition for low-volume programs like Predator and Global
Hawk. The Title 10 test provisions never contemplated that DoD might want
to use a developmental system in combat before reaching LRIP or achieving
the key performance parameters (KPP). The test provisions, enacted
following problems with the Army DIVAD and Bradley fighting vehicle
programs in the 1980s, took effect long before the GWOT.

Title 10 vs.
Spiral
Acquisition

Recommendations
Recommendation
Obs 1-1

Evaluate and determine gaps between 10 U.S.C. § 2399 and 2400 and
DOD's preferred evolutionary acquisition concepts as identified in DODI
5000.2.
OPR: SAF/AQ, AF/TE

Observations

45

OCR: SAF/GC
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Appendices
Appendix A - Executive Briefing
Slide 1

Air Force Inspection Agency

Impact of Deploying
Prototype Assets
(IDPA)
Eagle Look
PN 06-504
Executive Briefing

~J
•:•
U.S. AlA FORCE

Dedicated to lmproviflJ the Air Force

Good Afternoon/Morning Sir,

My name is Lt Co l - the team chief for the Impact of Deploying Prototype
Assets Eagle Look, and this is our executive outbrief.
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Slide 2
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Team Composition

u.s. Aut Po..ce

Experience
Program Mgt (PM)

Contracting, PM
Operations, PM, Test & Eval (TE)
Contracting, Msslle Ops
Acquisition Logistics, PM
Acquisition Logistics, PM

SOF, CC, Air Staff, JSO

Air Force Inspection Agency

These are the team members for this Eagle Look and their experience.
Slide 3

Here is our purpose statement.

Purpose Statement

\J
•:•
U.S. AIR II'ORCI!

Assess the process and impact of deploying
prototypes and transitioning them into the formal
acquisition and logistics support systems

Air Force Inspection Agency
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Brig G e n - former AF/A4M, helped us to develop this purpose statement by
highlighting emphasis on logistics support systems.
The EL Team recognized the importance and urgency to meet combatant commander
warfighting requirements. This assessment provides senior leadership a set of
recommendations to identify and mitigate those risks to acquisition, logistics, and test
communities while meeting the urgent needs of the warfighter. This risk mitigation
begins prior to the deployment decision, and continues throughout deployment and
integration into the A T&L process.
Slide 4

Definition

\J
•:•
U.S..AIR:FOAC.•

• Prototype- An original or model on which a later
system/item is formed or based. Early prototypes
may be built during System Development and
Demonstration (SOD) phase, or be the result of an
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
(ACTO) or Advanced Technology Demonstration
(ATD), and tested prior to Milestone C decision.
Selected prototyping may continue after Milestone C,
as required, to identify and resolve specific design or
manufacturing risks, or in support of Evolutionary
Acquisition (EA).
(OAU Glossary of Terms)
Air Force Inspection Agency

Here is the definition of prototype from the DAU Glossary of Terms.

Primarily, a prototype is a pre-Milestone C item used to verify or demonstrate technical
feasibility.
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Slide 5

\,,/

Background

•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

• Combat operations have used prototype systems
+ Significant changes to AF and DOD acquisition
system as a result of Acquisition Transformation
+ Approved by TIG on 29 Jul 05
+ Initial scoping with process owners and key
stakeholders on 27 Mar 06

>
>

Process owners: SAF/AQ and AF/A4/7
Key Stakeholders: SAF/XC, AF/A3/5, AFfTE and
AFMC/CV

Air Force Inspection Agency

The ever-evolving Global War on Terrorism has demonstrated the clear need to rapidly
field capability to the warfighter. The successes of prototypes in the field confirmed
their military utility.

However, the early deployment of prototypes has adversely impacted programs, such
as JSTARS, Global Hawk and Predator. Getting replacement hardware for deployed
equipment; addressing new requirements identified during deployment; and restarting
test, development, and production programs can all have significant impacts.

Yet prototypes have a key place in light of our Acquisition Transformation focus to
rapidly deliver capability to the field and reduce acquisition cycle time.
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Eagle Look Relationships
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U.S. AIR IIORC.•
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Impact of Deploying Prototype Assets
Eagle Look (PN-{)6-504)
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-------·

Air Force Inspection Agency

Here we see the scope of this Eagle Look and its relationship to two previous studies.

The Warfighter Urgent Need, or WUN, Eagle Look assessed the WUN process from
initial identification through the selection of a WUN solution.

The Weapon System Fielding Eagle Look assessed the processes involved in
transitioning Air Force weapon systems from development to the operational user.

This Eagle Look focused on assessing the acquisition community input into the
deployment decision, our ability to sustain the prototype once deployed and continue
testing the asset in the field, and recommendations to reduce the adverse effects.
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Key Assessment Areas
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Air Force Inspection Agency

These are our key assessment areas.
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Slide 8

Assessment Methodology

\,,/
•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

• Reviewed DOD and AF-Ievel policy and
guidance regarding deployment of prototypes
+ Assessed prototype deployment and transition
processes
+ Assessed prototype program documentation
• Developed case studies to assist with
identifying impacts
> Global Hawk
> Active Denial System
> Predator A/B
> Battlefield Airman Mod
> Horned Owl
> Fighter Aircraft C2 Enhancement
>

Airborne Laser

(FACE) Pod

Air Force Inspection Agency

This slide outlines our methodology.

It included review of policy and guidance that governed prototypes, their deployment
and where appropriate, their transition to a formal acquisition program.

We gathered general data from across the Air Force on a representative sample of
prototypes and developed case studies to provide in-depth analysis on the impacts of
deploying prototypes to support military operations.

Throughout, we made recommendations for improvement where warranted

Briefer Note:
Backup slide #28, assessed prototypes.
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Slide 9

Interview Method

\,,/
•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

• 102 personnel interviewed from 32 organizations
and/or units
+ Interviewees included representatives from:
> Air Staff
> Battl elab s
> Lead MAJCOMs
> OUSD (AS&C)
> Product Centers
> DOT&E
> Test Centers/Squadrons
> JFCOM
> Air Force Research Lab

Air Force Inspection Agency

In addition, we conducted 102 in-person interviews at 32 different organizations or units
across the Air Force, OSD, and the joint community.
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Slide 10

Red Team Results

\,,/
•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

+ IDPA Red Team:
)>

)>

Rosslyn VA, 11 Jul 06

17 Attendees: SAF/AQXA, SAF/AQRT, SAF/GCQ,
AF/A4MY, SAF/XCOI, AF/A300, AF/TEP, AFMC/A4A,
AFMC/A5Q and AFIA EL Team
Results:
• Reviewed and Validated 4 Findings and 1 Observation
• Reviewed and Validated 10 Recommendations
• Assigned OPRs and OCRs to all Recommendations

+ Stressed goal to not overburden the innovation
process or delay providing rapid capability

Air Force Inspection Agency

As part of the Eagle Look validation process, we met with the process owner and
stakeholder representatives on 11 July.

This Red Team reviewed and validated the report's 4 findings, 1 observation, 10
recommendations, and assigned OPRs.

The Red Team reworded Finding 1 and suggested several changes to the
recommendations for clarity ... and we concurred.

Throughout our meeting, the Red Team also stressed the need to not unduly
overburden the innovation process or the ability to provide rapid capability to the
warfighter.

Briefer Note:
Backup slide #29, Red Team members.
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Slide 11

Red Team Executive
Session

\,,/
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U.S. AIR IIORC.•

+ Red Team Executive Session: 13 Jul 06

» Attendees
•
•
•
•
•

SAF/AQR
SAF/AQX
SAF/GCQ
SAF/XCO
AF/A4M

included:
-Mr.
-Mr.
-Mr.
-Mr.
- Mr.

•
•
•
•

AF/N5R AFfTEP AFMC/A7AFMC/A5-

)> Reviewed results of Red Team Meeting and provided
concurrence on findings, observation and
recommendations

Air Force Inspection Agency

The Red Team Executive Session was held on 13 July to review the results of the Red
Team.

The Executive Session suggested several changes to the recommendations for clarity.
In addition, two recommendations were added. One recommendation was added to
Finding 1 to review existing policy, ensuring adequacy of the decision process to deploy
prototype systems. Another recommendation was added to Finding 3 to augment an
existing recommendation.
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Slide 12

EL Overall Assessment

\,,/
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U.S. AIR IIORC.•

• Deploying prototypes rapidly fulfilled compelling
warfighter needs
» COCOMs strongly influenced the decision to deploy
» Current policy on deploying prototypes allowed flexibility
» Allowed early, real-world feedback from warfighter

• Deployment and transition of prototypes could be
improved to minimize impacts
» Logistics
» Test and evaluation
» Formal acquisition process

Air Force Inspection Agency

The Eagle Look team found that deployment of prototypes was necessary in the rapidly
changing environment associated with the Global War on Terrorism. The prototype
process facilitated delivery of new capability rapidly.

However, the decision to deploy a prototype impacted logistics, test and evaluation, and
transition to a formal acquisition program. Limited tech orders, spares, support
equipment, and training created challenges. In addition, testing was limited to time and
asset availability. Transition roles and responsibilities were ad hoc for battlelab
initiatives. And, long-term sustainment planning and limited data rights impacted
transition to normalized logistics.
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Slide 13

Air Force Inspection Agency

Findings

\J
•:•
U..S.A.IRFORC.E

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force

13

The Findings in this assessment address potential areas for improvement; specifically in
regards to support planning, testing and defining transition roles and responsibilities.
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Slide 14

Finding 1

\J
•:•
U.S. AI It P'ORCI!

Insufficient input to the deployment decision from the
logistics and test communities
• Recommendation 1-1: Review existing policy to ensure adequacy of
the decision process to deploy prototype systems
OPR: SAF/AQ
OCR: AF/A4/7, AFfTE
MAJCOM/CVs
• Recommendation 1-2: Develop key support requirement guidelines
for prototype deployment to guide project managers, innovation
community, and MAJCOMs with early support contracts
OPR: AF/A4/7
OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/IG,
SAF/XC , MAJCOM/CVs

Air Force Inspection Agency

The Eagle Look team found that there was limited input from the logistics and test communities
into the decision to deploy prototypes. This was due to the nature and intent of the innovation
process, the limited availability of data, and the need to rapidly fulfill compelling warfighter
needs. The following recommendations will aid leadership in asking the right questions before
deploying a prototype, to ensure we do the deployment right and assist us in informing
warfighters of capabilities and limitations.
SAF/AQX is in the process of updating AFI 63-114. The team recommends that, as AQ updates
this AFI, they review the policy to ensure the decision process adequately addresses benefits
and risks of early prototype deployments.
The team also recommends that AF/A4/7 identify the minimum support requirements necessary
to effectively deploy a prototype, and to consider for transition to an acquisition program,
including accessibility to data rights. These requirements can be used as a checklist or baseline
to determine readiness for initial deployment. Being able to address key support requirements
prior to the deployment would enhance the effectiveness of the deployment and aid in
identifying and managing risks. Briefer Note: Backup slide #30, Rec. 1-2 example.
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Slide 15

Finding 1, cont.

\,,/
•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

Insufficient input to the deployment decision from the
logistics and test communities
+ Recommendation 1-3: Based on the results of Recommendation
1-2, incorporate key support requirement guidelines into applicable
Battlelab and ACTO AFis
OPR: SAF/XC

OCR: SAF/AQ, AF/A4f7

• Recommendation 1-4: Based on the results of Recommendation
1-2, incorporate key support requirement guidelines into applicable
Acquisition, and Research and Development ( R&D) AFis
OPR: SAF/AQ

OCR: AF/A4/7

Air Force Inspection Agency

Once AF/A4/7 identifies the key support requirements, we recommend that SAF/XC
address these requirements in the policy governing ACTDs and Battelab initiatives.

In addition, we recommend SAF/AQ do the same for applicable acquisition and R&D
policy.
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Finding 1, cont.

•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

Insufficient input to the deployment decision from the
logistics and test communities
+ Recommendation 1-5: Update AFI 99-103 to include using
abbreviated AFMAN 63-119 procedures when considering the
deployment of prototypes
OPR: AFfTE

OCR: SAF/AQ

Air Force Inspection Agency

We also recommend the AF/TE update policy to use the applicable certification
templates in AF Manual 63-119, modified as necessary, to review the system's
capabilities and limitations and its readiness for initial deployment.

Briefer Note: Backup slide #31, Rec. 1-5 examples.
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Slide 17

Finding 2

\J
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U.S..AIR:P'OIItC:B

Generally, contractor support of deployed prototypes was
a logical solution; however, the lack of pi ann ing and
contract provisions created deficiencies in short- and
long-term support
• Recommendation 1-2 [Repeat] : Develop key support requirement
guidelines for prototype deployment to guide project managers,
innovation community, and MAJCOMs with early support contracts
OPR: AF/A4/7
OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/IG,
SAF/XC, MAJCOM/CVs

Air Force Inspection Agency

The team found that contractor support of deployed prototypes was generally a logical
solution; however, there were issues and limitations. Again, due to the nature and
intent of the innovation process, there was little initial focus on a long-term support
strategy. In addition, there was incomplete technical data, poorly defined maintenance
procedures, and insufficient spares and training.

To address this, the team repeats Recommendation 1-2. The list of key support
requirements can be used as a checklist or baseline to ensure that these requirements
are addressed prior to the deployment.

Briefer Note: Go to backup slide #30, Rec. 1-2 example.
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Finding 3

\,,/
•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

Limited logistics and test data were collected and used
from deployed prototype assets
+ Recommendation 3-1 : Develop guidance on gathering and using
logistics data from deployed prototypes in contingency operations to
address identified support considerations
CPR: AF/A4/7
OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/XC,
MAJCOM/CVs
• Recommendation 3-2: Based on the results of Recommendation 3-1,
update applicable ACTO and Battlelab guidance to gather and use
logistics data from deployed prototypes
CPR: SAF/XC
OCR: SAF/AQ, AF/A4/7

Air Force Inspection Agency

The team found that, since deployed prototypes were typically supported with contract
support, logistics and test data were not actively collected. Early prototype
demonstrations or deployments can provide an excellent opportunity for gaining test
data and the necessary supportability data for developing a support strategy and
SORAP package. The following recommendations will assist us in getting alan in place
to collect data that's important during the deployment, without getting in the way of the
warfighter.
We recommend that AF/A4/7 provide guidance on gathering and using supportability
data from these early demonstrations or deployments.
Once completed, we recommend SAF/XC incorporate this guidance into the policy
governing ACTDs and Battelab initiatives.

Briefer Note: Backup slide # 32, Rec. 3-1 example.
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Finding 3, cont.
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U.S. AIR IIORC.•

Limited logistics and test data were collected and used
from deployed prototype assets
• Recommendation 3-3 : Provide guidance on gathering and using test
data from deployed assets in contingency operations
OPR: AFnE
OCR: SAF~Q
• Recommendation 1-2 [Repeat] : Develop key support requirement
guidelines for prototype deployment to guide project managers,
innovation community, and MAJCOMs with early support contracts
OPR: AF/A4/7
OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/XC,
MAJCOM/CVs

Air Force Inspection Agency

In addition, the team recommends that AF/TE provide similar guidance regarding test
data for deployed prototypes. This data could be valuable to continuing the acquisition
program in a timely manner, considering that the deployed prototype typically is the sole
test asset. Using data from deployed operations could mitigate this issue.

Finally, the team repeats Recommendation 1-2, and recommends AF /A4/7 identify
supportability data that can be gathered during early demonstrations or deployments
and used for developing a long-term support strategy.

Briefer Note:
Backup slide #33, Rec. 3-3 example.
Go to backup slide #30, Rec. 1-2 example.
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Finding 4
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U.S. AIR IIORC.•

Deployment of prototypes impacted logistics and test,
and disrupted transition from prototype to acquisition
+ Recommendation 4-1: Update AFI1 G-2303 to include more detailed
transition roles and responsibilities of the "Sponsor" and 'Transition
Agent" as shown in Appendix H of this report
OPR: AF/XC
OCR: SAF/AQ, AF/A4/7,
MAJCOM/CVs

+ Recommendation 1-2 [Repeat] : Develop key support requirement
guidelines for prototype deployment to guide project managers,
innovation community, and MAJCOMs with early support contracts
OPR: AF/A4/7
OCR: SAF/AQ, SAF/XC,
MAJCOM/CVs

Air Force Inspection Agency

The Eagle Look team found that early deployment of prototypes pulled resources from
the project or program to support the deployment. As a result, logistics planning and
testing were impacted. The drain on resources also disrupted transition planning and
the eventual transition to an acquisition program.
The Eagle Look team also found that transition responsibilities were not clearly
articulated in Battlelab policy. Therefore, we recommend that SAF/XC update the
Battlelab policy to clearly define the roles and responsibilities for the "Sponsor" or
"Transition Agent", much like the AFRL and ACTO guidance.
We repeat Recommendation 1-2 here, since it will help identify supportability data that
can be gathered during early demonstrations or deployments and used for developing a
long-term support strategy.

Briefer Note: Backup slide #34, Rec. 4-1 example.
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Finding 4, cont.

U.S..AIR:P'OIItC:B

Deployment of prototypes impacted logistics and test,
and disrupted transition from prototype to acquisition
+ Recommendation 3-3 [Repeat] : Provide guidance on gathering and
using test data from deployed assets in contingency operations

OPR: AFnE

OCR: SAFMQ

Air Force Inspection Agency

The team also repeats Recommendation 3-3 here for the same reason, but in regards
to test data.

Briefer Note:
Go to backup slide #35, Rec. 3-3 example.
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Air Force Inspection Agency

Observations

\J
•:•
U..S.A.IRFORC.E

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force
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Next, I'd like to brief you on our 1 observation.

An observation may or may not be directly related to the scope of the Eagle Look but is
significant enough to warrant attention by the process owner or other senior leadership.
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Observation 1

\,,/
•:.•

U.S. AIR IIORC.•

Low-rate initial production (LRIP) procurements increased
prior to successful completion of IOT&E and submission
of the Beyond-LRIP report
• Recommendation Obs 1-1: Evaluate and determine gaps between
10 U.S.C. § 2399 and 2400 and DOD's preferred evolutionary
acquisition concepts as identified in DODI 5000.2
OPR: SAF/AQ, AF/TE

OCR: SAF/GC

Air Force Inspection Agency

The team observed that the Air Force's increased low-rate initial production, or LRIP
procurements adversely impacted DOT&E. They were unable to meet their Title 10
responsibility to complete initial operational tests and submit Beyond-LRIP reports for several
programs prior to production decisions.

Therefore, the Eagle Look team recommends that SAF/AQ and AF/TE work together to review
the implications of evolutionary acquisition on Title 10 requirements, and determine if the AF
should advocate change to Title 10.
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Follow-up

\,,/
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U.S. AIR IIORC.•

All recommendations will undergo follow-up at 9and 18-months.
+ Status check
> Actions taken
> Actions in-work
> Actions planned

Air Force Inspection Agency

AFIA will follow-up with the OPRs and OCRs at 9- and 18-months from now to ascertain
the progress taken to address the recommendations for each finding.
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Air Force Inspection Agency

Providing Air Force leaders
timelyt independent assessments to
improve the Air Force
:····························~
: https:llwww-4afia.kirtland.af.mil :

\J
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U..S.A.IRFORC.E

Dedicated to Improving the Air Force
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Thank you for your time today. This concludes the briefing-- are there any questions or
comments?
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Air Force Inspection Agency

Backup Slides
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•:•
U.S. AJR FORCE

Dedicated to lmprovir{l the Air Force
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Briefer Note: Return to slide #4.

Alternate Definition

\,I
•:.•
U.S... AIR FORCE

• Prototvpe- A model suitable for evaluation of

des1gn, perfonnance, and production potential.
(JP f -02) NOTE: lhe Air Force uses prototypes
during development of a technology or acquisition
program for verification or demonstration of
technical feasibility. Prototypes may not be
representative of the final production item.
(AF/63-101, Operations of Capabilities Based
Acquisition System, 29 July 2005)

Air Force Inspection Agency
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Assessed Prototypes

u.s. Aut Po..ce

Case studies

Additional Prototypes

> Global Hawk 1
> Predator A/B 1
> Horned

> JSTARS 1
> Fuels Operational
Readiness Capability
Equipment (FORCE) 4
> Joint IED Neutralizer 2

Owl 4

> Airborne Laser 4
>
>
>
•
•

Battlefield Airman Mod

3

> Theater High Altitude Area

Fighter A ircraft C2
Enhancement (FACE)
Pod 2
Active Denial System 3

Defense (THAAD) 4

>

Proj eel Jason

4

> Hook 2 4
> SMART CAM 3D 2

Advanced Concept Tectmology Derronstration '
Battle lablnttalr¥e 2

•

Lab l ntiative~

•

Other 1

Air Force Inspection Agency

Briefer Note: Return to slide #8.
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Red Team Members

\J
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U.S. AI" PO.. C,B

•

Air Staff process owners representatives

>

•

SAF/AQXA
SAF/AQXA
SAF/AQRT
AF/A4MY

Key stakeholders and AFMC representatives

>
>

•

Mr

Mr
Lt

SAF/GCQ
SAF/XCOI
AF/A300
AF/TEP
AFMC/A4A
AFMC/A5Q
AFMC/A5Q

AFIA Team members and (0-6) review director
Air Force Inspection Agency
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Recommendation 1-2 example

u.s. Aut Po..ce

• Early support contracts need to be structured such that future support
strategies could benefit from the lessons learned during the deployment.
• Key support requirement guidelines could include:
"' Ability to access contractor engineering data
"' Continued development and refinement of tech manuals by the
contractor
)> Accessibility to maintenance and reliability data to help in determining
spares requirements and source of repair (SCRAP)
:> Support equipment expectations (Contractor supplied vs. GFE)
:> Accessibility to training and training materials (both operations and
maintenance)
"' Support expectations of the Contractor
"' Content for In-theater Messages
:> Identification of spectrum needs, Issues or limitations

Air Force Inspection Agency

Briefer Note: Return to slide # 14.

Slide 31
Briefer Note: Return to slide # 16.
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Recommendation 1-5 example

U.S. AI .. POIItC·e

• One possible solution could include adding the following
paragraphs:

>

AFI 99-103, para 6.6.3.: Certification Prior to Early
Deployment of Prototypes. Use the applicable certification
templates in AFMAN 63-119 to review the system' s
capabilities and limitations prior to early deployment of
prototypes and ACTD/JCTDs.

>

AFMAN 63-119, para 1.2.6.: Prior to the early deployment of
prototypes and ACTD/JCTDs, use the applicable certification
templates, modified as necessary, to review the system's
capabilities and limitations and its readiness for initial
deployment. Going through the formal certification process
would not be necessary in this situation.

Air Force Inspection Agency
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Recommendation 3-1 example

u.s. Aut Po..ce

• One possible solution could be to add the following paragraph
to AFI 63-107:
~

5.3.3 Early demonstrations (e.g., A TO's, ACTO' s, Battlelab
initiatives, and prototype deployments) can provide an
excellent opportunity for gaining the necessary
supportability data for developing a support strategy and
SO RAP package- if the program manager determines that
the prototype asset is production representative.

Air Force Inspection Agency

Briefer Note: Return to slide # 18.
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Recommendation 3-3 example

U.S. AIR P'ORCe

+ One possible solution could be to add the following to
AFI 99-103:
~ 5.5. Common T&E Data Management. ... The RFP and SOW
must direct that contractor T&E data is part of this database,
as well as all T&E data from previous increments and real
world operations.
~

5.5.1. Tracking T&E Data.... test teams must verify the
origin and integrity of any data used in final reports, i.e., ...
deployed assets used in real world operations ...

Air Force Inspection Agency

Briefer Note: Return to slide #19.
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Recommendation 4-1 example

\,J
•:.•
U..L AIRPOftC•

• One possible soluti on could be to add the following paragraph to
AFI10·2303:
" 3.3.1 The MAJCOMIFOA representative should consider the
following items when identifying transition paths and providing
ROM estimates for battlelab Initiatives:
Supportability - ensuring that the fielded systems can be cost-effectively
supported

~:~~~bJ~% \t~~~t~:ir~~~t) ~l~!~~rdability and application of a Cost as an
Funding_ -choosing the proper strategy for obtaining the resources necessary for
an acqUisition
5

;~~~r:~rN,;~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~:sc ~~~~~~~t1v l) t:J;;:i~~i~db~~~~~i~~i(~om
without loss of momentum
lnteroperability- ensuring that the initiative can interface with other systems on

the battlefield
Test and Evaluation - earty and continuous participation of the operational testing
community and evaluators throughout the initiative process

~~t~i~r~~"~aiu~~Y~!~~n~e~~t";,~~~ea~~:~~fi~~-::~=~~ha~1t~;tsn~ledge and
understandin9 gained by the warfighter while using the capability in realistic
military exerc1ses
Acquisition Program Do cum entation -defining and planning for the
documentation required prior to the acquisition decision

I<J I

Air Force Inspection Agency

Briefer Note: Return to slide #20.
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Appendix 8 - Team Composition
(b) (6)

Team Chief

Lt Col, USAF
Program Management

Deputy Team
Chiefs

~' LtCol, USAF
Contractmg, M1ss1 e Operations
(b) (6)

, GS-14, DAF
Contractmg, Program Management

Inspectors

Lt Col, USAF
gram Management, Test and Evaluation
(b) (6)

, GS-14, DAF
Acqms1t1on Logtsttcs, Program Management
(b) (6)

, GS-14, DAF
Acqms1t1on Logtstlcs, Program Management

Review
Director

Appendix B

~Col USAF
Specta Operat10ns, CC, Air S~aff, JSO
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Appendix C - Organizations Visited
Organizations Visited

Location

DOD DUSD (AS&C)
DOD Missile Defense Agency
DOD Air Force Petroleum Office
DOD OSD DOT &E
Joint Forces Command
SAF/ AQ Pentagon
SAF/XC Pentagon
HQ Air Force A3/5
HQ Air Force A4/7
HQ Air Force TE
HQ Air Force AFOTEC
HQ Air Combat Command
HQ Air Force Material Command
HQ Air Force Research Lab
HQ Air Force Special Operation Command
U.S. Central Command Air Forces Shaw
Aeronautical Systems Center
Air Armament Center
Air Combat Support Systems Group
Air National Guard/Air Force Reserve Center Test Center
Air Force Flight Test Center
Air Force Operations, Test and Evaluation Center
Air Force Operations, Test and Evaluation Center
Air Force Research Laboratories
Air Force Research Laboratories
Electronic Systems Center
Special Operations Forces Systems Group
HQ Unmanned Air Vehicle Battle lab
HQ Force Protection Battlelab
Predator Systems Squadron Operating Location Det 3
9th Operations Group
9th Reconnaissance Wing
11th Reconnaissance Squadron
13th Reconnaissance Squadron
Appendix C
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Pentagon
Kirtland AFB, NM
Fort Belvoir, VA
Pentagon
Suffolk, VA

Pentagon
Pentagon
Pentagon
Pentagon
Langley AFB, VA
Wright-Patterson AFB,
Wright-Patterson AFB,
Hurlburt Field, FL
AFB, SC
Wright-Patterson AFB,
Eglin AFB, FL
Eglin AFB, FL
Tucson, AZ
Edwards AFB, CA
Edwards AFB, CA
Kirtland AFB, NM
Eglin AFB, FL
Kirtland AFB, NM
Hanscom AFB, MA
Wright-Patterson AFB,
Creech AFB, NV
Lackland AFB, TX
Grey Butte, CA
Beale AFB, CA
Beale, AFB, CA
Creech AFB, NV
Beale AFB, CA

OH
OH

OH

OH
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18th Flight test Squadron
18th Reconnaissance Squadron
31st Test Evaluation Squadron
46th Test Wing
46th Test Squadron
53d Test Evaluation Group Det 2
53d Test Evaluation Group Det 4
53d Test Wing
57th Wing
412th Test Wing
452nd Flight Test Squadron
645th Materials Squadron
720th Operations Support Squadron
751st Electronic Systems Group
757th Operations Support Squadron

Appendix C

Hurlburt Field, FL
Beale AFB, CA
Edwards AFB, CA
Eglin AFB, FL
Eglin AFB, FL
Beale AFB, CA
Creech AFB, NV
Nellis AFB, NV
Nellis AFB, NV
Edwards AFB, CA
Edwards AFB, CA
San Diego, CA
Hurlburt Field, FL
Melbourne, FL
Nellis AFB, NV
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Appendix D- Publications Reviewed
10 USC§ 2399, Operational Test and Evaluation ofDefense Acquisition Programs
10 USC § 2400, Low-Rate Initial Production ofNew Systems
10 USC § 2464, Core Logistics Capabilities
10 USC§ 2466, Limitations on the Performance ofDepot-Level Maintenance ofMateriel
DODD 2000.19£, Joint Improvised Explosive Device Defeat Organization (JIEDDO),
14 February 2006
DODD 5141.2, Director ofOperational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E), 25 May 2000
DODI 5000.2, Operation of the Defense Acquisition System, 12 May 2003
CJCSI 3170.01£, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, 11 May 2005
AFPD 63-1, Capability-Based Acquisition System , 10 July 2003
AFPD 63-12, Assurance ofOperational Safety, Suitability, & Effectiveness, 1 February 2000
AFPD 99-1, Test and Evaluation Process, 22 July 1993
AFI 10-601 , Capability Based Requirements Development, 30 July 2004
AFI 10-2302, Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD), draft
AFI 10-2303, Battlelabs, 18 November 2003
AFI 61-101,Applied Technology Council, 9 May 2005
AFI 63-101, Operations ofCapabilities Based Acquisition System, 29 July 2005
AFI 63-105,End-Use Certificates, 10 May 1994
AFI 63-107, Integrated Product Support Planning and Assessment, 10 November 2004
AFI 63-114, Rapid Response Process, 29 July 2005
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AFI 63-1101,ModificationManagement, 17 July 2001
AFI 99-103, Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation, 6 August 2004
AFMAN 63-119, Certification ofSystem Readiness for Dedicated Operational Test and
Evaluation, 22 February 1995
AFMCI 61-102, Advanced Technology Demonstration Technology Transition Planning,
30 May 2006
DOD Manager's Guide to Technology Transition in an Evolutionary Acquisition Environment,
June 2005
AF Test and Evaluation Management Guide, 5th Edition, January 2005
GAO/NSIAD-99-142, THAAD Restructure Addresses Problems but Limit Early Capability,
June 1999
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Appendix E- Acronym List
A
AAC
AB
ACE
ACfD
ADS
AEF
AETC
AFB
AFCSO
AFI
AFIT
AFMC
AFPD
AFRC
AFRL
AFROCC
AFS
AFSOC
AFSPC
AIG
ALC
AMC
ANG
AO
AOR
APDP
AT&L
ATAC
ATD
AWOS

Air Armament Center
Air Base
Acquisition Center of Excellence
Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration
Active Denial System
Air Expeditionary Forces
Air Education and Training Command
Air Force Base
Air Force Combat Support Office
Air Force Instruction
Air Force Institute ofTechnology
Air Force Materiel Command
Air Force Policy Directive
Air Force Reserve Command
Air Force Research Laboratory
Air Force Requirements for Operational Capabilities
Council
Air Force Station
Air Force Special Operations Command
Air Force Space Command
Address Information Group
Air Logistics Center
Air Mobility Command
Air National Guard
Action Officer
Area of Responsibility
Acquisition Professional Development Program
Acquisition Technology and Logistics
Acquisition Transformation Action Council
Advanced Technology Demonstration
Air War Over Serbia

B
BAO
BES
Appendix E

Battlefield Air Operations
Budget Estimate Submission
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BLOS
BPAC
BSD

Beyond-Line-Of-Sight
Budget Program Activity Code
Battle Staff Directive

c
CAE
CAF
CAFROCC
CAOC
CAT

cc
CCD
CCP
CDD
CDR
CIO
CJCSI
C-MNS
COA
CO COM
COMACC
CONEMP
CONOP
CPD
CRB
CRC

cs
CSAF

Component Acquisition Executive
Combat Air Forces
Com bat Air Forces Requirements for Operational
Capabilities Council
Combined Air Operations Center
Crisis Action Team
Commander
Com bat Capability Document
Contract Change Proposal
Capability Development Document
Critical Design Review
Chief Information Officer
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction
Combat-Mission Need Statement
Courses of Action
Combatant Command
Commander, Air Combat Command
Concept of Employment
Concept of Operation
Capability Production Document
Contingency Review Board
Contingency Review Council
Contractor Support
Chief of Staff of the Air Force

D
DAWIA
DAS
DAU
DCDRUSCENTCOM
DERF
DFAS
DMS
DoD
Appendix E

Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
Defense Acquisition System
Defense Acquisition University
Deputy Commander of United States Central Command
Defense Emergency Response Fund
Defense Finance and Accounting Service
Defense Messaging System
Department of Defense
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DOT&E
DOTMLPF
DSN
DTIC

Director of Operational Test and Evaluation
Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership
and Education, Personnel, and Facilities
Defense Switched Network
Defense Technical Information Center

E
EO
EMA
ESC

Executive Order
Expectation Management Agreement
Electronic Systems Center

F
FACE
FASW
FSG
FYDP

Fighter Aircraft Command and Control Enhancement
Fighter Attack Systems Wing
Fighter Sustainment Group
Future Years Defense Program

G
GBU
GFE
GWOT

Guided Bomb Unit
Government Fumished Equipment
Global War On Terror

H
HQ

Headquarters

I
ICAN
lCD
IDPA
IG
IOC
101

IOT&E
IPL
IPT
IR&D
IWN

Interim Capability for Airborne Networking
Initial Capability Document
Impact of Deploying Prototype Assets
Inspector General
Initial Operating Capability
Item Of Interest
Initial Operational Test and Evaluation
Integrated Priority List
Integrated Product Team
Independent Research & Development
Immediate Warfighter Need

J
JCIDS
JCD
JDAM
JEFX
Appendix E

Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System
Joint Capabilities Document
Joint Direct Attack Munitions
Joint Expeditionary Force Experiments
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JFCOM
JNLWD
JNLWP
JRAC
JSTARS
JT&E
JUON
JWID

Joint Forces Command
Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate
Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Program
Joint Rapid Acquisition Cell
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System
Joint Test and Evaluation
Joint Urgent Operational Need
Joint Warrior Interoperability Demonstrations

K
KPP

Key Performance Parameters

L
LMUA
LOS
LRIP

Limited Military Utility Assessment
Line-Of-Sight
Low-Rate Initial Production

M
MAF
MAJCOM
MDA
MDAP
MNS
MUA

Mobility Air Forces
Major Command
Milestone Decision Authority
Major Defense Acquisition Programs
Mission Need Statement
Military Utility Assessment

N
NDI
NIPRNET
NORAD

Non-Developmental Item
Non-secure Internet Protocol Router Network
North American Aerospace Defense Command

0
OAF
OAS
OC-ALC
OCA
OCR
OEF
OIF
OJT
00-ALC
OM
O&M
Appendix E

Operation ALLIED FORCE
Office of Aerospace Studies
Oklahoma Air Logistics Center
Original Classification Authority
Office of Coordinating Responsibility
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
On-the-Job Training
Ogden Air Logistics Center
Operational Manager
Operations and Maintenance
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OPR
ORD
ORE
ORI
OSD

Office of Primary Responsibility
Operational Requirements Document
Operational Readiness Exercise
Operational Readiness Inspection
Office of the Secretary of Defense

p
PACAF
PB
PEO
PMD
POC
POM
ppp

Pacific Air Forces
President's Budget
Program Executive Officer
Program Management Directive
Point of Contact
Program Objective Memorandum
Program Protection Plan

Q
QRC
QRT
QRTT

Quick Reaction Capability or Quick Reaction
Certification
Quick Reaction Test
Quick Reaction Test Team

R
R&D
RAA
RDT&E
REQ
RFF
RISS
RRAC
RRP
RRPC

Research & Development
Responsibility, Authority, and Accountability
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Requirements
Request For Forces
Range Instrumentation Systems Squadron
Rapid Response Assessment Committee
Rapid Response Process
Rapid Response Process Council

s
SAT
S&T
SBIR
SCG
SDD
SECAF
SECNAVINST
SIPRNET
Appendix E

Special Action Team
Science & Technology
Small Business Innovation Research
Security Classification Guide
System Development and Demonstration
Secretary of the Air Force
Secretary of the Navy Instruction
Secret Internet Protocol Router Network
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SITREP
SM
SMC
SME
SO RAP
SPM
SPO
STTR

swc

Situational Report
Single Manager
Space and Missile Systems Center
Subject Matter Expert
Source of Repair Assignment Process
System Program Manager
System Program Office
Small Business, Technology Transfer Research
Space Warfare Center

T
TAC
TGP
TIG
TIM
TM
TMW

Terminal Attack Control
Targeting Pod
Transformation Initiative Group
Technical Interchange Meeting
Technical Manager
Theater Missile Warning

u
UAV
UAS
UCA
UNR
UON
USecAF
USAF
USAFE
USCENTAF
USCENTCOM
USEUCOM
USNORTHAF
USNORTHCOM
USPACOM
USSOCOM
USSOUTHAF
USSOUTHCOM

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Unmanned Aerial System
Undefinitized Contracting Action
Urgent Need Request
Urgent Operational Need
Under Secretary of the Air Force
United States Air Force
United States Air Forces in Europe
United States Central Command Air Forces
United States Central Command
United States European Command
United States Northern Command Air Forces
United States Northern Command
United States Pacific Command
United States Special Operations Command
United States Southem Command Air Forces
United States Southem Command

v
VHF

vrc
Appendix E

Very High Frequency
Video Teleconference
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w
WUCN
WMS
WR-ALC
WUN

Warfighter Urgent Capability Need
Wartime Materiel Support
Warner Robins Air Logistics Center
Warfighter Urgent Needs

X

XM

Appendix E

Transition Manager
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Appendix F - Background
Introduction

This section:
• Discusses the purpose, scope and methodology ofthis assessment
• Discusses the definitions of prototypes
• Identifies the relationship between this and other Eagle Looks

Contents

Backeround

Purpose and Scope
Methodology
Definitions of Prototypes and Eagle Look Relationships
Eagle Look Relationships

Appendix F
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Purpose and Scope
Purpose

To assess the process and impact of deploying prototypes and transitioning
them into the formal acquisition and logistics support systems.

Topic
Background

The original objective ofthis topic was to look at the capability ofthe Air
Force to plan for and execute deployment of preproduction prototypes in
support of combat operations worldwide.
• The topic was approved by the TIG on 29 Aug 2005
• The topic served as a follow-on to two previous Eagle Looks
o Warfighter Urgent Needs (WUN), PN 05-703
o Weapon System Fielding (WSF), PN 05-503
• During scoping, AF/A4M raised concerns about normalizing
sustainment of prototype systems
The process owners were:
• SAF/AQ
•

AFIA417

Key stakeholders included:
• SAF/XC
• AF/A3/5
• AF/TE
• AFMC

Process Scoping

Appendix F

The team conducted scoping with:
• SAF/AQX
• AF/A5R
• DUSD(AS&C)
• SAF/AAZ
• SAF/AQI
• SAF/AQRT
• SAF/AQXA
• SAF/XCOI
• AF/A4MY
• AF/A5R
• AF/A7SJ
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•
•
•
•
•
•

AF/TEP
AFCSO
AFMC/A3
AFMC/A4A
SMC/AE
AFOTEC

Scope

The IDP A Eagle Look focused on assessing:
• Acquisition/innovation community inputs into the prototype
deployment decision to include
o Program risk
o Cost, schedule, and performance impacts
• AF ability to, and adverse effects of
o Sustaining the prototype once deployed
o Continue testing of prototypes in the field
• Impacts of rebaselining the program caused by deployment of
prototype systems.

Assessment
Areas

The team, process owners, and key stakeholders agreed that the scope of the
assessment would include the following areas:
• Policy and Guidance (Governing Process)
• Roles and Responsibilities (Governing Process)
• Prototype Deployment Decisions (Enabling Process)
• Support of Deployed Prototypes (Core Process)
• Acquisition System Impact (Core Process)

Methodology
Eagle Look
Methodology

Eagle Look defmition:

•

An independent and objective management assessment of key Air
Force-wide programs or processes requested by senior leadership

The Eagle Look process:

•

Appendix F

Seeks out a representative cross section of USAF personnel providing
policy, leadership, and execution of a particular Air Force-wide
process or program
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o

•

•
•
•
•
•

Personnel are interviewed to determine how processes are or
are not working and how they can be improved
Carefully selects and interviews a representative population using
data-collection methods that are unbiased, tailored to the interview
population, and tested for validity
Involves gathering data through questionnaires, research and
independent reviews
Results, after a thorough and objective analysis ofthe data, in a draft
report that includes findings , recommendations and observations
The reports undergo several internal and external review cycles to
ensure they accurately portray the data
Highlights the most significant issues and provides timely feedback
for senior leadership action
Is conducted in accordance with, and conforms to the Quality
Standards for Inspections published by the President's Council on
Integrity and Efficiency

Prior to publishing the Eagle Look report, the findings, observations and
recommendations are briefed to the Assistant Secretaries and Deputy Chiefs
of Staff with oppotiunity offered for management comments, which are
included verbatim in the final report (see Appendix A).

IDPA
Methodology

During this Eagle Look, the team:
• Reviewed current policy and guidance, past assessments, studies and
audits
• Scoped the topic with stakeholders, industry, process owners and field
expetis
• Traveled and gathered documents, records, and interview data
• Conducted telephone interviews
• Conducted analysis and wrote the report
• Validated recommendations
• Briefed the results
• Collected management comments
• Published the report
• Will conduct follow-up actions at nine and 18 months after
publication

Data collection
locations

Documents, records and interview data were gathered at the following
locations:

Appendix F
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Case studies

Appendix F

Beale AFB, CA
Creech AFB, NV
Edwards AFB, CA
Eglin AFB, FL
Fort Belvoir, VA
Grey Butte, CA
Hanscom AFB, MA
Hurlburt Field, FL
Kirtland AFB, NM
Lackland AFB, TX
Langley AFB, VA
Melbourne, FL
Nellis AFB, NV
Pentagon, Washington DC
Shaw AFB, SC
Suffolk, VA
Tucson, AZ
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH

To support the IDP A EL analysis, 7 prototype systems were selected for indepth analysis as case studies. These case studies were comprehensive
assessments of various aspects of prototypes from development, through
deployment, to transitioning to normal programs. These case studies are:
• Active Denial System (ADS)
• Airborne Laser (ABL)
• Battlefield Airmen Modernization (BA-Mod) Program
• Fighter Aircraft Command & Control Enhancement (FACE) Pod
• Global Hawk
• Homed Owl
• Predator (MQ-1, MQ-9)
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Definitions of Prototype
AFI 63-101
definition of
prototype

AFI 63-101, Operations ofCapabilities Based Acquisition System, 29 July
2005, defined a prototype as
A model suitable for evaluation of design, performance, and production
potential. (JP 1-02) NOTE: The Air Force uses prototypes during
development of a technology or acquisition program for verification or
demonstration of technical feasibility. Prototypes may not be
representative ofthe final production item.

Though this definition applied to acquisition program prototypes, it did not
clearly include prototypes produced as a result of:
• Battlelab initiatives
• AFRL research programs
• Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations (ACTD) or Advanced
Technology Demonstrations (ATD)

DAU definition
of prototype

The definition of prototype provided by the Defense Acquisition University
(DAU) Glossary OfDefense Acquisition Acronyms & Terms, July 2005, was
more encompassing than AFI 63-101. Paraphrased, it said a prototype was an
original or model on which a later system/item was formed or based. Early
prototypes may have been:
• Built during System Development and Demonstration (SDD) phase
• The result of an ACTD or ATD, and tested prior to Milestone C
decision
• Continued after Milestone C, as required, to identify and resolve
specific design or manufacturing risks, or in support of Evolutionary
Acquisition (EA)
For this Eagle Look, the team used the DAU definition.

Eagle Look Relationships
"Process" to
deploy and
transition
Appendix F

There was no single, documented process that governs the deployment of
prototypes and transition into the formal acquisition and logistics support
systems. Instead, just like the acquisition process, the prototype "process"
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prototypes

actually touched upon multiple processes, to include:
• AFI 10-2302, Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD),
draft
• AFI 10-2303, Battlelabs,18 November 2003
• AFI 10-601 , Capability Based Requirements Development,
Attachment 3, 30 July 2004
• AFI 63-101, Operations ofCapabilities Based Acquisition System,
29 July 2005
• AFI 63-107, Integrated Product Support P Janning and Assessment,
10 November 2004
• AFI 63-114, Rapid Response Process, 29 July 2005
• AFI 99-103, Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation, 6 August 2004
The IDP A team developed the following graphic to depict how prototypes
were deployed and/or entered the acquisition process.
PrototypeSources:
-ACTDs
- Battle/abs
-AFRL
- Acquisition system
-Others

}

Deployment
Decision

Deployment

l
Concept
Refinement

Relationship of
IDPA, WUN,
and WSF Eagle
Looks

Appendix F

System Development
and Demonstration

Production and
Deployment

Opsand
Support

The following figure represents the relationship of this Eagle Look with the
Warfighter Urgent Need (WUN) Eagle Look, PN 05-703, and the Weapon
System Fielding Eagle Look, PN 05-503.
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Eagle Look Relationships
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Air Force Inspection Agency

Though there was inherent overlap between these Eagle Looks, we worked
diligently to not duplicate their work.

Warfighter
Urgent Need
(WUN) Eagle
Look, PN 05703

Purpose: To assess the VJUN process from initial identification through the
selection of a WUN solution, to fielding.
Background: Air Staffleadership directed this assessment based on
concerns that the Air Force was not fielding solutions to urgent needs in a
timely manner.
Overall Assessment: The \VUN process facilitated delivery of urgent needs
solutions to support on-going conflicts~ however, a number of issues
prevented the WUN process from being optimal and expeditious.
• Poorly defined WUN process
• Impediments in developing materiel solutions
• Untimely identification of funding
• Limited visibility into process execution
• Inadequate WUN process training
• Non-compliance with guidance concerning security markings

Appendix F
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Overall Impact:
• Haphazard and duplicative processing
• Suboptimal solutions delivered to the warfighter
• Erosion of urgency
• Loss of awareness and delay in fielding solutions
• Limited ability to develop quality requirements documents
• Increased potential for security incidents or violations
Summary of Recommendations: There were 34 recommendations. The
following keystone recommendations were essential to success:
• Update guidance in AFI 10-601 and AFI 63-114 to improve WUN
process
• Advocate that Joint guidance be changed to include urgent need
solutions
• Review the WUN funding process
• Create and define process milestones and realistic timelines
• Stand up virtual "center of excellence" to support the WUN

Weapon System
Fielding Eagle
Look, PN 05503

Purpose: Assess the processes involved in transitioning Air Force weapon
systems from development to the operational user.
• Identify systemic impediments to fielding systems that meet users'
schedule, performance, and availability/supportability requirements
• Recommend process improvements to mitigate fielding impediments
Background: Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC)/A3 (then DO),
identified problems with planning and executing fielding of weapon systems
and requested AFIA conduct this Eagle Look to identify the cross-cutting
issues impacting the Air Force's ability to effectively put new capability into
the warfighters' hands. Specifically, AFMC identified three categories of
iSSUes:

•

•

Appendix F

Inconsistency of processes -General Martin (then AFMC/CC) stated,
"We have lost the art of fielding effectively." Many of the past
processes involved with fielding weapon systems were abbreviated or
eliminated.
Reliance on traditional processes during wartime- operational needs
press systems into operation early in the acquisition cycle without
traditional formal fielding processes, for example, Predator and Global
Hawk.
PN 06-504
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•

Newly fielded systems invariably experience supportability issuesprocesses were insufficient to ensure newly fielded systems were
supportable. Example: Current F-22A fleet mission capable rates
were low. AFOTEC often finds systems able to effectively meet
performance requirements, but finds them unsuitable, or
unsupportable

Overall Assessment: Weapon system fielding lacked definition, both in
terms ofwhat it encompassed and ofthe responsibilities ofthose involved in
a variety of fielding-related processes/activities. The Eagle Look team
concluded that the Air Force failed to adequately organize, train and equip its
work force to properly field capability to the warfighter.
Overall Impact: Effectiveness ofthe substantial investment in acquisition
programs, in terms of getting capability to the warfighter, was reduced. Lack
of effective communication and insufficient policy, guidance, and resources
led to:
• Increased time and cost required to get the capability to the warfighter
• Lack of required facilities
• Lack of support elements in place at fielding
• Untested capability
• Inadequately trained operators and maintainers
Summary of Recommendations: The report provided 14 recommendations
in the following areas to improve the Air Force's ability to field weapon
systems:
•

•

•
•

Appendix F

Policy and Guidance: Ensure that ''fielding" is well defined and
responsibilities are established, both for fielding planning and fielding
execution. Develop a fielding planning and execution manual and
update Air Force policy and guidance to define responsibilities related
to fielding for "lead command" and "using command." Advocate
development of guidance for service-unique aspects of joint programs.
Horizontal and Vertical Communication: The Expectation
Management Agreement has promise as an excellent communication
tool. Standardize the elements of EMAs and ensure signatories and
distribution are appropriate.
Training: Provide timely training for both operators and maintainers.
Ensure System Training Plans are developed and executed.
Gaining Unit Resources and Tools: Ensure gaining units are
involved in the execution process in a timely manner and that they
have adequate resources for initial fielding.
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Potential updates to AFI 10-2303:

•

3.3.1 The MAJCOM/FOA representative should consider the
following items when identifying transition paths and providing ROM
estimates for battle lab initiatives:
o Supportability - ensuring that the fielded systems can be costeffectively supported
o Affordability- assessing life cycle affordability and
application of a Cost as an Independent Variable (CAIV)
strategy
o Funding -choosing the proper strategy for obtaining the
resources necessary for an acquisition
o Contracting Strategy- motivating the contractor(s) to provide a
best-value (from an overall life cycle cost-effectiveness
perspective) solution and transitioning without loss of
momentum
o Interoperability- ensuring that the initiative can interface with
other systems on the battlefield
o Test and Evaluation- early and continuous participation ofthe
operational testing community and evaluators throughout the
initiative process
o Requirements- A system performance specification which
captures the technology maturity coming out of the assessment
period and the knowledge and understanding gained by the
warfighter while using the capability in realistic military
exerctses
o Acquisition Program Documentation- defining and planning
for the documentation required prior to the acquisition decision

•

3.6.2 Product Centers and Air Logistic Centers. As the potential
transition agent the following should be considered when identifying
transition paths and providing ROM estimates for battlelab initiatives:
o Supportability - ensuring that the fielded systems can be costeffectively supported
o Affordability - assessing life cycle affordability and
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application of a Cost as an Independent Variable (CAIV)
strategy
Contracting Strategy- motivating the contractor(s) to provide a
best-value (from an overall life cycle cost-effectiveness
perspective) solution and transitioning without loss of
momentum
Interoperability- ensuring that the initiative can interface with
other systems on the battlefield
Test and Evaluation- early and continuous participation ofthe
operational testing community and evaluators throughout the
initiative process
Acquisition Program Documentation- defining and planning
for the documentation required prior to the acquisition decision
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Appendix I - Fighter Aircraft Command & Control
Enhancement (FACE) Pod Case Study
Executive Summary

Overview

FACE Pod was developed to meet a urgent warfighter need
• Originated from the C2 Battlelab, developed by Range
Instrumentation System Squadron (RISS)
• C2 Battlelab proof-of-concept pod not deployable
• RISS developed two prototypes and 20 production pods
• Entire program structured to rapidly deploy FACE Pod capability

Policy and
guidance

DoD and AF policy and guidance sufficient for FACE Pod deployment
• Program executed under the Rapid Response Process (RRP) guided by
AFI 63-114 with a C-MNS
• Air Armament Center (AAC) Plan 63 provided additional guidance

Deployment
decision

Deployment decision made by ACC at request of USCENTAF
• FACE Pod program delays led to need to deploy prototypes
• USCENTAF/CC requested prototype deployment after observing
operational test
• ACC/DR approved deployment based on inputs from RISS, test
organizations, and prime contractor
o considered contracting, technical feasibility, logistics, and
operations

Prototype
deployment

Deployment and sustainment went well, but could be improved
• Took nearly three months to deploy due to hold-up in funding
o Could have been done in less than a month if funding available
• Deployment of prototypes was not planned prior to request
o Since main program focus was rapid deployment ofFACE Pod
capability, prototype deployment leveraged existing planning
• Minimal contract changes to accomplish deployment
o accelerated exercise of existing CLINs
• CLS planned to sustain all FACE pods and used for prototypes
o Contractor provided spares, training, support personnel, data
o No issues with CLS- pods have over 99% availability
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•

•

•

Government personnel loaded pod on aircraft and performed BIT
o Expeditionary maintenance group refused to use non-local
QA-approved load checklists
o RIS S traveled to theater to update checklists for local approval
Inconsistent training across AEF rotations and lack of guidance for air
operations center (AOC) led to 40% decrease in system effectiveness
o RISS and test squadron personnel deployed to assess situation
o Recommended changes to CONOPS, equipment usage,
training, and AOC procedures
o Effectiveness increased back to 90%
Deployment met urgent operational need

Impact of
deployment

Impact of prototype deployment minimal to main FACE Pod program
• Minor impact to prime contractor since prototypes planned to be used
for production pod certification and general system troubleshooting
o Additional test-bed created from spare parts
• Cost increase only change to program baseline
• Several lessons learned during prototype operations
o Documented and disseminated tactics, techniques, and
procedures for aircrew, ground crew, and AOC personnel
o Ensured operators understood pod capabilities and limitations
• Several changes made to production pods based on prototype
operations
o non-NVIS compatible test lights, thermal sensors, mounting
rail producability

Transition

Transition ofFACE Pod to normal program not planned
• Waiver obtained to allow program to enter JCIDS with a Capability
Development Document (CDD)
• RISS presented follow-on to RRP program to ACC
o Presented both spiral acquisition to satisfy additional user
requirements and duplicate of existing system
o Deemed too expensive to justify program
o Costs driven by parts obsolescence, logistics normalization,
and additional requirements
• CLS continued as sole logistics strategy
o Funding provided out of execution year funds on an asrequired basis
• No funds programmed for either follow-on program or CLS
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Introduction

Prototype
description

FACE Pod originated in late 2001 as a Command and Control (C2) Battlelab
innovative initiative based on a request from 1st Air Force.
In November 2003, CENTAF requested a robust beyond line of sight (BLOS)
C2 communications capability for sustained control of air operations over
Afghanistan.

The fighter aircraft C2 enhancement (FACE) pod was a modified wing
mounted Air Combat :Maneuvering Instrumentation (ACJ\1I) pod fitted with
an Iridium satellite telephone and tactical radio. The FACE pod received
BLOS calls through the embedded Iridium phone and retransmitted the calls
through a UHF!VHF radio which could be heard by the aircraft carrying the
pod and any other aircraft within radio range. The FACE Pod was initially
designated to be loaded on A-1 0 aircraft, but later qualified for flight on F -15
and F -16. Additionally, the FACE pod has been flown on British RAF
Harrriers and Canadian RCAF CF-18s.
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CONOPS

The rough idea for tlle concept of operations (CONOPS) was presented at the
20 Oct 03 Combat Air Forces Requirements for Operational Capabilities
Council (CAFROCC) meeting, as shown below. The ground-based C2
elements would communicate with the airborne fighter tllrough tlle Iridium
phone contained witllin tlle FACE pod. The relay from tlle Iridium phone to
the aircraft was done via a UHF or VHF radio on a pre-set frequency.
Anyone witllin reception range would be able to receive the voice
communication.

woc~intd

ACNIPolll
"'-.....

,.. "

Roles &
Responsibilities

cz Elamenes

Jftl COI"'ftOI Sihelllo1 0 1

(AOC. CRC:. ASOC:. •tel

Iridium Ctounod Station

wJ lrJiclll.-n

--...

UHF

Of VHF

C2 Battlelab
• Developed the concept version ofFACE Pod (precursor to the two
prototypes)
• Assisted RISS in technology transition
Air Combat Command (ACC)
• Selected FACE Pod as solution for urgent need request for BLOS
communications in Afghanistan
• Funded FACE Pod development with Air Staff assistance
• Coordinated FACE Pod deployment
• Developed CONOPS
• Identified initial units to receive FACE Pod
• Directed operational testing ofFACE Pod
• Approved FACE Pod deployment
• Funded contractor logistics support for deployed FACE Pod
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Range
•
•
•

Instrumentation System Squadron (RISS):
Managed FACE Pod program
Provided training to operational units
Provided support to deployed operations

28 Test and Evaluation Squadron (28 TES)
• Conducted FACE Pod operational test
• Advised ACC on FACE Pod effectiveness and suitability
• Provided training to operational units
• Provided support to deployed operations
SAF/AQ:
• Reprogrammed funding for FACE Pod development
• Provided programmatic directive for FACE Pod development
• Conducted Rapid Response Process (RRP) in conjunction with
AF!XOR for approval and funding ofF ACE Pod production
AF/XOR:
• Conducted Rapid Response Process (RRP) in conjunction with
SAF/AQ for approval and funding of FACE Pod production

Policy & Guidance

Developing
Prototypes

The C2 Battlelab followed the standard innovative initiative process when
developing the concept FACE pod. This was outlined in AFI 10-2303,
Battlelabs, 18 Nov 2003.
The FACE Pod development was split into three phases:
• Proof-of-concept demonstration
• Build and flight demonstrate two prototype pods
• Production

Appendix I

The C2 Battlelab was responsible for the planning and execution of the first
phase. The proof-of-concept item was a lab version and not configured for
flight test or deployment. The C2 Battlelab briefed the results of the
initiative's first phase to the AFC2ISR Center Commander in January 2003.
The AFC2ISR Center in tum briefed COMACC and ACC staff in March
2003
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The RISS followed their quick reaction capability (QRC) procedures in
compliance with AFI 63-114, Rapid Response Process, 5 May 1994. Further
guidance was given in AAC Plan 63, Air Armament Center Acquisition Rapid
Response Process Plan, December 2002. Subsequent RISS efforts were
governed by standard acquisition guidance.
The lack of specific policy and guidance with respect to deploying prototypes
did not affect the FACE Pod program.

Deploying and
Sustaining
prototypes

The following guidance was available for the operations and sustainment of
the deployed prototype FACE Pods:
• Concept Of Operations For Fighter Aircraft Command And Control
Enhancement (FACE) Beyond Line OfSight (BLOS) UHF/VHF Voice
Communications, 1 December 2003
• Recommended Flight Clearance (RFC) T0130401-FC01: Fighter
Aircraft Command and Control Enhancement (FACE) Pod on the
AIOA -1 OA Aircraft, 29 July 2004
• Flight Clearance (FC) LCEI 04-A10-05 for SEEK EAGLE Request
(SER) 13-04 for Fighter Aircraft Command and Control Enhancement
(FACE) Pod with all previously certifiedAISIAMCI Pod
configurations on theA-OA-10A aircraft, 29 July 2004
• Fielding Recommendation for the Fighter Aircraft Command and
Control (C2) Enhancement (FACE) pod, 13 August 2004
• Approval ofT-1 Modification 04-LCA-Tl-002 For Greater Than Five
AIOA -1 OA Aircraft, 23 November 2004
• T-1 Modification 04-LCA-T1-002, Fighter Aircraft Command and
Control (C2) Enhancement (FACE) Prototype, 24 November 2004
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Development (criteria) through Deployment Decision

Identification of The need originated from Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan in
need
early 2003 when two high demand/low density (HD/ LD) aircraft types were

preparing to move out of the theater. Without the use of these aircraft for an
airborne radio relay, C2 of non-SATCOM equipped aircraft could not be
done. Because ofthis, United States Central Command Air Forces
(US CENT AF) established an urgent operational need for a robust BLOS C2
communications capability for sustained control of air operations over
Afghanistan.
To satisfy this need, US CENT AF contacted ACC to discuss possible options.
The initial contact was by phone in Aug 2003 , followed by e-mail traffic.
Formal notification of the need was done by a Combat Mission Needs
Statement (C-MNS) through the Rapid Response Process in Oct 2003.

Identification of In choosing a solution to the need presented by CENTAF, ACC contacted
prototype - C2
Electronic System Center (ESC), the Air Force C2, Intelligence,
Battlelab
Reconnaissance, and Surveillance (AFC2ISR) Center, and the Air Force

Battlelabs. ESC, in tum, issued a Request for Information (RFI) to industry
for proposed solutions.
Nineteen alternatives were considered at a Joint ACC-USCENTAF meeting.
At this meeting, the C2 Battle lab presented the concept for the FACE Pod.
After deliberation, ACC and USCENTAF personnel selected the FACE Pod
as the preferred solution and informed the C2 Battlelab. The meeting
members also acknowledged that the FACE Pod as it existed at the Battle lab
was not deployable without further development and testing.
The meeting's recommendations were documented in a briefing to the
CAFROCC in October 2003.

Identification of Since the Battlelab version of the FACE Pod could not be deployed without
prototypefurther development and testing, ACC contacted the Range Instrumentation
RISS
Systems Squadron (RISS) for assistance. The RISS was chosen since they

managed the air combat maneuvering instrumentation (ACMI) pod on which
the FACE Pod was based.
Deploying the prototype FACE Pods was not part of the original program
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plan. USCENTAF identified the prototypes for deployment after the FACE
Pod program was delayed for several months due to technical and funding
difficulties.
Since the FACE Pod was developed in response to a C-MNS, it was not a
program of record, and the deployment of the prototype could not be
associated with a particular phase of the acquisition process.

Deployment
decision

The C-MNS that kicked off the second and third phases ofthe FACE Pod
development asked that any potential solutions be fielded as soon as possible.
As the specific requirements for the FACE Pod system were clarified, the
plan was to develop two non-deploying prototypes for testing and 20
production models for deployment. The timeline from receipt of funding to
initial deployment was to have been about 60 days. Because ofthis proposed
schedule, the USCENTAF Commander scheduled Air Force A-lOs to rotate
into Afghanistan in September 2004.
Due to issues with the FACE Pod antenna configuration and delays in getting
funding, the program slipped several months to the point that could not
support the A-10 deployment with the production items. After observing the
operational test of the prototype FACE Pods in August 2004, the USCENTAF
Commander requested that the prototypes pods be deployed in September
2004 with the A-1 0 units. Other than the recurring program status updates
from ACC and the feedback from the operational test crews, it was unclear if
the US CENT AF Commander asked for any programmatic inputs prior to
making the deployment request.

Response to
deployment
decision

Subsequent to the USCENTAF Commander's request, ACC worked with the
program office and operational test unit to determine how to deploy the
prototypes. By the end of August 2004, ACC/DR and the USCENTAF
Commander had agreed to deploy the two prototype FACE Pods.
The program office worked with the contractor to provide a ROM for
deploying the prototypes to ACC. They also provided the following:
• CLS plan
• Training plan
• Spares plan
• Prototype deployment costs
• Schedule and program impacts due to the prototype deployment
The RISS had already done some planning for many of the items provided for
the deployment of the prototype to support the deployment ofthe production
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items. These plans were modified and accelerated to support the prototype
deployment.
The test unit provided a recommendation for fielding the prototypes with
some limitations.

Technology
Readiness Level

The TRL level was not a factor in the risk analysis for the deployment of the
prototype FACE Pods.
For the basic FACE Pod program the technical and schedule risks were
assessed as high.

Support Plan
and ILS factors
to consider

During the C2 Battle lab concept demonstration phase, the FACE Pod
equipment was selected to provide reliability suitable to the laboratory and
concept demonstration conditions. Equipment from the GFE pod was used to
the largest extent possible. New or modified hardware used components with
comparable reliability to those in the existing pod. The inherent availability
of the complete FACE operation was intended to be no less than 90%, though
this was never tested. No other elements of logistics were explicitly
considered as part ofthe Battlelab demonstration.
During the prototype development, the following factors were considered:
• Training
• Technical data
• Pod loading on aircraft
• Pre-flight checks
• Reliability
• Availability
• Transportability
• CLS
It is unknown what logistical information was provided to the USCENTAF

Commander prior to his request to deploy the prototypes in August 2004.
Prior ACC/DR approval ofthe prototype deployment, information on the
following factors was provided
• Spares
• CLS support
• Technical data
• Training
The support strategy was for the prime contractor to have total system support
Appendix I
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responsibility (TSSR). The CLS consisted of organizational, intermediate,
and depot level maintenance. Government personnel performed the loading
and pre-flight on the aircraft.

Test Plan and
Testing
Considerations

The testing conducted on the prototype FACE Pods in August 2004
considered the following logistics factors:
• Pod loading on aircraft
• Technical orders
• Support equipment
• Built-in test
• Mean time to load
• Reliability
• Availability
• Training (orientation and CBT)
Not all factors were fully assessed prior to the deployment decision. For
example, the FACE Pod operational time was insufficient to calculate
reliability.
The results ofthe operational utility evaluation were presented in a briefing
on 13 August 2004 to the 53d Wing, and in an operational test report
published in October 2004.

Transition Plan

There was no need for a transition plan in Sep 2004 since the deployment of
the prototypes was concurrent with the approval for production.
When the RISS took over the program in Oct 2003, there was no published
transition plan. The C2 Battle lab had planned the FACE Pod initiative as a
three phase approach where a program office would take over the initiative
after the first phase, so some consideration was given to the transition. To
support the transition, the C2 Battlelab provided briefings, a report on the first
phase, and advice to the RISS. There was little logistical consideration
provided.

Risk Analysis

For the original program, the RISS conducted a risk assessment and
concluded that both the schedule and technical risks were high. The C2
Battlelab, the developmental and operational test squadrons, and the prime
contractor supported the risk analysis with program and technical
information.
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There was no explicit risk analysis done for the deployment of the FACE pod
prototypes. However, after the request from USCENTAF to deploy the
prototypes, the RISS did highlight the programmatic and schedule risks
associated with deployment ACC and the warfighter. The technical risks had
been initially quantified by the results of flight tests. Some of the items
considered in the risk analysis were:
• Funding
• Contractor ability to support CLS
• Replacement assets to allow production
• Spares
• Training
• Packaging, shipping, and transportation

Decision

The USCENTAF Commander made the request to deploy the prototypes.
This request was approved by ACC/ A8. The program office and appropriate
ACC and USCENTAF offices were notified ofthe decision via e-mail.
To support the decision, a combat capabilities document (CCD) was written
and submitted to Air Staff. The CCD requested assistance in funding the
FACE pod deployment and production and in new start notification to
Congress.

DEPLOYMENT- "Away Game" (Supporting the deployment)

Contingency
Plan in place?

There was no contingency deployment plan for the FACE pod prototypes.
The RIS S and ACC followed AFI 63-114 in executing the FACE Pod
program and prototype deployment.

ILS support
strategy and
impact

There was no life cycle management plan or integrated logistics plan written
for the FACE Pod program. The maintenance concept for both the prototype
and production FACE Pods was contractor logistics support. Spares were
provided by the contractor on an as needed basis, and there were no issues in
theater with spares. The support equipment was either FACE Pod specific
equipment provided and used by contractor support personnel or standard
missile loading equipment. Support equipment adequacy and availability was
not a problem in theater.
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Training
Initially, the technical data and training was adequate to support the
deployment with about 90% system effectiveness. However, by the third
AEF cycle, the operational effectiveness of the FACE Pod system was down
to around 50%. The 53rd Wing and the RISPO sent a team into theater in Jun
05 to troubleshoot the system. They found:
• No apparent technical issues with FACE Pods
• No formal training was being provided to the pilots, maintainers or
ASOC
• No formal procedures were in place for consistent employment
• Crew chiefs did not have checklists for pod preflights
• No coordinated communications plan between pilots and the ASOC
• Ground communications checks not always conducted
• Quality of phone lines used in the ASOC were marginal
• ASOC Iridium gateway antenna was masked by buildings and other
antennas
To fix this, the 53rd Wing and RISPO team:
• conducted pilot and maintenance crew training
• assisted in writing a local QA approved checklist
• worked with Army to improve phone line quality in the ASOC
• recommended moving Iridium antenna to roof
• updated existing CONOPS to include checklists and procedures
After these efforts, connectivity increased to over 90%, which was consistent
with the connectivity seen in operational testing.
Military maintenance personnel
There was some concern on which career field would have to conduct the
maintenance, checkout and loading ofthe FACE Pod onto aircraft.
Since it was loaded on an aircraft like an AIM-9 missile, the load crew career
field was assigned to take care of the FACE Pod. This was similar to the
agreement on the ACMI pod. At the bases that had ACMI pod, there was a
memorandum of agreement that it would be taken care of by the load crews.
This only applied to the bases with ACMI pod.
A similar agreement was not in place at the deployed location, and though the
load crews were loading it on the aircraft, they were not conducting the preflight inspections. They argued that the communications career field should
take care of the FACE Pod since it was a piece of communications
equipment.
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The final decision on which career field should take care of the FACE Pod
had not been made at the time of this report.

Technical data

Technical data was provided in the following documents:
• Loading procedures
• A-10 T -1 modification package
• Draft CONOPS
The load procedures were validated and verified during operational test with a
load crew from the New Orleans ANG present for training.
There were issues with technical data as described in the "ILS support
strategy and impact" block above that were resolved by the 53d Wing and
RISS. This was complicated by the fact that the deployed maintenance
commander refused to use the non-local QA approved technical orders that
were provided with the prototypes. A team from the RISPO and 53rd Wing
traveled to the deployed location to explain system operation, maintenance,
and help write new local QA-approved procedures.

Test strategy
and impact

Developmental and operational testing was completed on the prototypes prior
to deployment. While additional operational test was required on the
production FACE Pods, there was no need to conduct testing in theater.
There was no TEMP written for the FACE Pod program, nor were other test
plans affected by the prototype deployment.
While the deployment of the prototypes did not affect government testing, it
did have an impact on contractor testing. The prototypes were initially
intended to remain in the contractor's facility as test benches for certifying the
production pods as they came of the assembly line. They were also to be used
as test beds for troubleshooting discrepancies found out in the field. To
compensate for this, spares on hand were used to build a test bed to
accomplish the necessary testing.
While not directly affected by the prototype deployment, additional
operational testing was conducted on the production FACE Pods to assure
that they were also effective and suitable for fielding.

Program risk
and impact

The deployment did not have any impact on the overall program acquisition
strategy and did not change the program baseline other than cost. Since the
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only program office travel to the USCENTAF area of operations was for a
short duration troubleshooting trip, there were no program office functions
that were accomplished in theater.
Funding for the deployment was done with 3400 (operations and
maintenance) and 3010 (production) funds. The 3400 funds were supplied
from ACC and used to pay for the CLS. The 3010 funds were provided by
SAF/ AQ from other budget rescissions and used to pay for the FACE Pod
production, engineering, spares, and repair.
Deployment ofthe prototypes had two main impacts on the FACE Pod
program ~ cost and contractor testing.
Cost
The decision to deploy the prototypes increased the overall cost of the FACE
Pod program by about $1M. These costs were to cover the following
expenses:
• Repair prototypes and Support Initial Testing
• Prep for CLS
• Data for CLS
• Test Equipment
• Spares Build
• Test Bed Design and Assembly
• Monthly Support~ 2 people for 4 months
• Travel with 2 months transport and training
Contractor testing
As discussed previously in the "Test strategy and impact" block, the
deployment of the prototypes caused the contractor to adjust how they did
production pod certification and system troubleshooting.

Contractual
strategy

Appendix I

To accommodate the early deployment of the prototypes, several CLINs on
the existing FACE Pod contract were slightly modified and then exercised.
Specific CLIN s affected were:
• Repair prototypes and support initial testing (Covered by CLIN 1)
• CLIN 0004 T&M Labor
• Test Bed Design and Assembly (Covered by CLIN 4)
• Finalize Drawings
• CLIN 0005 T &M Materials
• CLIN 0006 Travel (in addition to $43,066 on contract)
• CLIN 0008 Data for CLS
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•

CLIN 0010 Preparation for Contractor Logistics Support

The RISS sent an RFP to the prime contractor for CLINS 4 & 5 and predeployment of the pods. CLINS 4, 5 and 10 were used to cover the
deployment of the prototypes. Some re-negotiation of the contract was
required, however, the re-negotiation was the result of delays in getting
funding for the prototype deployment and production and not specifically
because ofthe prototype deployment.
Since the Air Force did not own the prototypes, the prime contractor agreed to
"loan" the two prototypes to CENT AF for use in theater till such time as
enough production pods became available to allow for a swap out (i.e. two
production pods will replace the prototypes which will then be returned to the
contractor as test bed articles).

Waivers

Three waivers were obtained during the FACE Pod development:
• JTRS compliance waiver for the radios
• An acquisition strategy panel waiver for an abbreviated acquisition
program and authority to use an undefinitized contract action
• A deficiency reporting waiver so the FACE Pod did not have to report
into the deficiency reporting system
None of these waivers were specific to the deployment of the prototypes.

Personnel/
manpower

Three contractor personnel deployed to the theater in support ofthe
prototypes. To suppoti this, one of the CLINs on the FACE Pod contract was
exercised earlier than originally planned with additional funding to cover the
prototype support effort. The contractor personnel were providing in-theater
organizational- and intermediate-level maintenance support.
No RISS personnel were planned to deploy. The impact to the program office
from the deployment ofthe prototypes came from the additional workload of
negotiating, coordinating, and executing the prototype deployment. Because
of this, other lower-priority work was delayed.
Several government personnel did travel to the theater in June 2005 to support
trouble-shooting ofthe FACE Pod system. The travel was less than month,
and they returned as soon as the system effectiveness issues were resolved.
The "ILS support strategy and impact" block has additional information on
the specific activities accomplished during this trip.
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Deployment

When the prototypes deployed, it was considered operational by the
warfighter.
The deployment effort was led by the RISS, with assistance from the
following organizations:
• ACC/DR
• 609 cos
• USCENTAF/A3
• USCENTAF/A4
• USCENTAF/A6
• JTF76/ ASOC
• Prime Contractor
The deployment was executed in three concurrent parts
• Site preparation
• Shipping of the two prototypes
• Deployment of three contract support personnel
Site preparation
To support the deployment, the prime contractor developed a base support
plan. The support plan was forwarded to USCENTAF/A4 and Bagram AB.
Additionally, the approved T -1 modification for the A-1 0, load procedures,
and CONOPS were forwarded via SIPRNETto USCENTAF. Because the
frequencies used in the FACE Pod radios were initially classified, they were
separately delivered by a US CENT AF courier.
Shipping ofthe prototypes.
The government took possession of the prototypes at the contractor facilities.
A commercial carrier, DHL, was contracted to transport the pods in their
shipping container to Bagram AB. Several issues delayed the delivery from
the original schedule- the Thanksgiving holiday, the Afghan presidential
inauguration, and waiting for sufficient cargo to justify a trip into Bagram.
Deployment of contractor personnel.
Three contractors were deployed in support of the prototype and production
FACE pods. They were given training (such as chemical warfare training)
prior to flying into theater. They deployed through Al Udeid AB to Bagram
AB. The contractor personnel arrived prior to the pods, and were able to
conduct a functionality check and have the pods available to fly the night the
pods arrived.
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TRANSITION TO ACQUISITION - "Home Game"

Program
Management

The FACE Pod program baseline was unaffected by the deployment of the
prototypes other than an increase in cost. The acquisition strategy was
unchanged. No waivers were required to deploy the prototypes other than
those needed for the baseline FACE Pod program as discussed in the
"Waivers" block ofthe "Away Game."
The schedule was longer than originally planned; however, this was due to
problems encountered during flight testing. The deployment of the
prototypes may have slightly accelerated the schedule since the funding for
production was obtained at the same time as the money for prototype
deployment.
As mentioned in the "Program risk and impact" block of the "Away Game,"
cost was increased because ofthe prototype deployment. Additionally, the
prime contractor had to adjust their production certification due to the
prototype deployment.

Contractual
Impacts

To accommodate the early deployment of the prototypes, several CLINs on
the existing FACE Pod contract were slightly modified and then exercised.
This did not have any impact on the production CLIN of the contract, which
was exercised at the same time as the prototype deployment. It was not
necessary to change the scope of the contract.
Some re-negotiation of the contract was required, however, the re-negotiation
was the result of delays in getting funding for the prototype deployment and
production and not specifically because of the prototype deployment.

Personnel/
Manpower

Appendix I

None of the RISS program office personnel deployed as a result of deploying
the FACE Pod deployments. As discussed in the "Personnel/ manpower"
section ofthe "Away Game," several program office personnel did travel into
theater in support of a troubleshooting trip. The impact on the program office
was other lower-priority programs were slightly delayed.
The prime contractor deployed three people to theater to provide CLS for the
prototype and production FACE Pods. The deployed personnel provided
organizational- and intermediate-level maintenance for the FACE Pods.
Since the original program plan was for the contractor to deploy personnel to
provide CLS, the additional deployed time to support the prototypes was
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primarily a scheduling issue with little program impact.

Evolutionary
Acquisition

In order to rapidly field a capability, the FACE Pod system was designed to
meet the minimum requirements, with a follow-on spiral to incorporate
additional user requirements. As ofthe time of this report, the follow-on
spiral has not been funded.

Incorporating
data/feed back
from
deployment

Feedback from the initial deployment ofthe FACE Pod was limited to
anecdotal evidence or incomplete communications logs.
BIT Indicator Lights
The BIT indicator lights on the aft end of the FACE Pods were always
illuminated when the FACE Pod had successfully passed a BIT. Operational
testing identified that the BIT indicators lights were not NVIS compatible and
needed to be changed prior to operations. Deployed units using the prototype
FACE Pods dealt with the issue by covering the lights with tape. The RISS
executed an engineering change order to control the illumination of the lights
on the production pods, which was tested during the production operational
test.
Degraded FACE Pod Effectiveness
The field identified a degradation of the FACE Pod effectiveness from the
original 90% down to 50%. After a visit by 53rd Wing and RISS personnel
(described in the "ILS support strategy and impact" block of the " Away
Game"), several changes were made to CONOPS, checklists, training, and
data collection. As part of these changes was a standardized communications
log which was sent to the RISS on a regular basis. This allowed the program
office to monitor system effectiveness. Additionally, the prime contractor
was asked to provide a monthly list of who had been trained on the system as
a way of tracking training. Another change was the addition of system
reliability reporting from the prime contractor.
Other Changes
Because of lessons learned on the development and deployment of the
prototypes, the prime contractor made two changes to the production pods:
• Removal of an internal temperature sensor
• Internal rail improvements for producability
These changes gave the program office good feedback ofthe effectiveness
and reliability of the deployed FACE Pods systems. As of February 2006, the
FACE Pods had demonstrated a MTBF of over 3,100 hours (vesus the 1,000
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hour requirement) and 99.9% availability (versus the 97% availability
requirement).

Reconstituting
the test
program

The governmental test program was unaffected by the prototype deployment.
The program did not have a TEMP, and existing test plans did not have to be
altered because ofthe deployment.
A recommendation from the prototype operational test was that a follow-on
operational test be conducted on the production FACE Pods to assure no
adverse changes to the system effectiveness or suitability.
As mentioned in the "Test strategy and impact" block of the "Away game,"
the prime contractor was impacted by the deployment of the prototypes since
they had initially planned to use the prototypes for production pod
certification and system-level troubleshooting. This was mitigated by
building up an additional test bench version of the FACE Pod for production
certification and troubleshooting activities.
One result ofthe deployment was the increased interest in the FACE Pod
from other organizations. Because of the system successes in operations,
lAF requested two ofthe production pods to conduct exercises to assess the
utility of the FACE Pod for the homeland defense mission. British, Dutch,
and Canadian Air Forces also indicated interest in the program and worked
with appropriate Air Force agencies to use FACE Pods for their own
evaluations.

Long range
product
support
(ILS) plan

The planned ILS baseline for the FACE Pod program was for CLS. The
contractor was given total system support responsibility. The maintenance
concept was that deployed contractor personnel would perform
organizational- and intermediate-level maintenance, and the contractor' s
production facility would also be the depot.
Loading and unloading of the pods onto the aircraft was done by government
personnel.
The ILS baseline was slightly affected by the deployment of the FACE Pod
prototypes due to the additional CLS necessary. Three contract CLINs were
exercised earlier than planned to obtain the CLS necessary to support the
prototype deployment. Once the production pods were deployed, the baseline
was the same as originally planned. There was no impact to the ILS baseline
because ofthe deployment.
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Transition to
normal
program

The initial FACE Pod program was done under the warfighter urgent needs
process which greatly accelerated fielding at the expense of most normal
program activities.
After the fielding of the production FACE Pods, ACC requested, and Joint
Staff/18 approved, a waiver that allowed the FACE Pod program to enter the
JCIDS process with Capability Development Document, which corresponded
to Milestone Bin the acquisition process.
The RISS developed a plan for a spiral development ofthe FACE Pod system
and briefed ACC on the results. ACC elected not to pursue the follow-on
program due to costs.
At the time this report was written, the on-going CLS costs were not
programming in the future years defense budget and were being funded out of
execution year funding.

WRAP UP

Benefits of
early
deployment

Deployment of the prototypes was critical to supporting the warfighter.
When USCENTAF submitted the C-MNS in October 2003, the plan was to
have the first production FACE Pods to the warfighter by April 2004. Given
this information, USCENTAF scheduled A-1 0 aircraft for the September
2004 AEF rotation to support Operational ENDURING FREEDOM, which
would require the FACE Pod to effectively execute their mission.
The April 2004 delivery date was not met due to issues with the FACE Pod
antennas and securing funding. Ultimately, these issues would delay the
program such that the production pods would not be available until after the
A-1 Os had deployed. Because the prototypes demonstrated their operational
utility in August 2004, USCENTAF requested the prototypes be deployed.
The prototypes were able to bridge the capability gap until the production
pods could be deployed in March 2005.
There was little impact to the FACE Pod program due the prototype
deployment, and great benefit to warfighter by the additional capability.
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Expectation
Management

The RISS and ACC managed warfighter expectations by frequent program
updates. Developmental issues, schedule slips, and funding issues were
clearly communicated to the warfighter so they understood where the
program was and what capability would be available.
There was a disconnect between the expectations of the warfighter and system
capabilities after the deployment of the prototypes. The warfighter was
expecting a system that could provide continuous communications between
the ASOC and the aircraft, but the FACE Pod could not provide this due to
satellite coverage and blanking of the antennas by the aircraft. The RISS and
53rd Wing operational test personnel described the system capabilities, and
limitations of the design. This resulted in changed warfighter expectations
and a slight change in the CONOPS.
The FACE Pod provided a critical operational capability not just to
USCENTAF, but to other users with a need to communicate with aircraft
beyond-line-of-sight. The advantage of the FACE Pod was that it could
provide this capability without modifications to the aircraft. At the time of
this report, the FACE Pod was being flown by USAF A-10, F-16, and F-15
aircraft, and British RAF Harriers. Both the Canadian and Dutch Air Forces
are interested in the FACE Pod as well as the US Forest Service.
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Appendix 1- Airborne Laser (ABL) Case Study
Executive Summary

Overview

ABL was a one-of-a-kind asset
• Part of overall ballistic missile defense system
• No other capability existed to stop ballistic missiles in boost phase
• Consequence of failure to stop ballistic missiles very high
• ABL was not deployable and had not been deployed at the time of this
report

Policy and
guidance

DoD and Missile Defense Agency (MDA) policies called for planning to
deploy prototype assets, also know as "Emergency Operational Capability"
(EOC)
• No equivalent Air Force policy existed
• Existing policy sufficient for EOC planning

Deployment
decision

Any deployment decision made by National Command Authority
• Recommendation provided by MDA
• Inputs from ABL program office, test organization, and prime
contractor
The initial basis for including an EOC capability in the ABL development
program was the Air Force experience with the JSTARS platform during the
first Gulf War.

Deployment
planning

EOC planning highlighted capabilities and limitations
• Capabilities explored using wargames
• Limitations in T-1 system, logistic and support capabilities altered
potential employment scenarios
o Several unknowns needed to be worked such as use of
contractors on a combat aircraft
• No air refueling capability while weapon system is active
• No Active Ranging System (ARS
EOC planning constrained by available resources
• Secondary objective to system development
• Solutions to limitations worked as resources allowed
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Impact to ABL
program if
deployed

Significant impact to program anticipated if EOC was used
• Loss of sole test asset for at least duration of contingency
• Program manpower diverted to support EOC
o Government employees to support operations
o Contractor to accomplish ground support activities
• EOC out of scope of then cun-ent contract
Reconstitution of program after EOC likely to be expensive and timeconsummg

Deployment
planning
beneficial

EOC planning (deployment planning) benefited ABL program
• Identified capabilities and limitations of prototype system to
warfighter and MDA
o Allowed planning for best use of ABL's limited prototype
capabilities while mitigating program impacts
• Created prioritized list of actions to facilitate deployment
o Accelerated development of deployable laser chemical system
o Allowed long-lead actions to be planned
• Realistically managed warfighter expectations
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Introduction

Prototype
description

The Airborne Laser (ABL), designated Y AL-lA, consisted offour major
parts:
• A highly-modified Boeing 747-400 freighter aircraft
• A megawatt-class, high-energy Chemical Oxygen Iodine Laser
(COIL)
• A beam control and fire control system which contained state-of-theati optics and illumination lasers for target tracking, atmospheric
compensation and COIL laser pointing
• A battle management system for overall system control and
integration into the ballistic missile defense system
ABL was the boost-phase component of the Missile Defense Agency's
(MDA) overall ballistic missile defense architecture. In operation, the ABL's
sensor system autonomously detected and tracked an enemy's boosting
missile, determined its position and destroyed it with the high-energy laser.
The ABL's sensor system also identified the launch location and predicted the
impact location, which was communicated to other elements in the missile
defense architecture in addition to other non-missile defense combat assets.
At the time of this report, no other boost-phase missile defense existed.
The prototype ABL had not been completed at the time of this report,
although the four major parts had been operated separately in ground and
flight tests. It was not envisioned that the ABL prototype would have a useful
operational capability until six months after the system demonstration,
scheduled for 2008. None of the ABL prototype components have been used
operationally.
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Rdes &
Responsibilities

The ABL program was managed and funded as an element of MDA 's ballistic
missile defense system (BMDS). The ABL program office was
administratively staffed and supported by the Air Force as part of the
Aeronautical Systems Center.
MDA:
• Provided programmatic direction, including direction to conduct
planning for prototype deployment
• Provided funding
• Informed the National Command Authority of the BMDS prototype
capabilities
• Coordinated with USSTRATCOM and other combatant commands on
the employment ofBMDS prototypes
• Additional responsibilities were listed in DoDD 5134.9, Missile
Defense Agency {MDA), dated 9 Oct 2004
ABL program office:
• Conducted operational and logistical planning for prototype
deployment
• Participated in wargames to develop ABL employment concepts
• Informed MDA senior leadership of ABL capabilities and limitations
Air Force Flight Test Center:
• Supported operational and logistical planning for prototype
deployment
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Air Combat Command (ACC):
• Participated in wargames to develop ABL employment concepts
• Supported operational and logistical planning for prototype
deployment
• Coordinated with USSTRATCOM and other combatant commands
for the employment of ABL
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Policy & Guidance

Developing
Prototypes

ABL was developed under MDA guidance supplemented by standard DoD
acquisition guidance.

Deploying and
Sustaining
prototypes

There was no specific Air Force guidance on planning for prototype
deployment.
Two DoD documents provided direction to MDA about the deployment of
prototypes. The SECDEF memorandum that established the BMDS program,
MDA, and the MDA way of doing business. The DoD Memorandum, Missile
Defense Program Direction, dated 2 Jan 2002, stated, "use prototype and test
assets to provide early capability, as necessary." A similar statement was
included in DoDD 5134.9, which defined the responsibility ofOUSD(AT&L)
to "recommend to the Secretary of Defense when Research, Development,
Test and Evaluation (RDT &E) assets are available for emergency or
contingency use."
Limited planning guidance was provided by the MDA Systems Engineering
Directorate to the ABL program office for the development of plans for
deployment of prototype assets. These were call Emergency Activation
Planning (EAP) plans.
ACC developed a draft CONOPS and initial tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTP) for employing ABL as part of the normal program. Both
the CONOPS and the TTPs would be applicable to a prototype deployment.

Development (criteria) through Deployment Decision

Identification of As part of the BMDS, ABL was identified as being a potential for early
need
deployment of its prototype asset in 2002. ABL had not been deployed at the

time ofthis report.
The notification of eligibility for deployment was documented in the 2 Jan
2002 DoD memorandum.
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Technology
Readiness Level

The technical readiness of the ABL system was a significant consideration in
the program office's recommendation to senior MDA leadership. As part of
EOC planning, ABL was identified as being unable to deploy until six months
after the system demonstration. At system demonstration, the ABL will have
achieved TRL level 7.

Support Plan
and ILS factors
to consider

The maintenance support strategy for any prototype deployments would be to
use the contractor logistics support in place for supporting flight test.
During the development of the ABL, an effort was made to identify the
logistical items that could impact the ability of the prototype ABL to perform
its mission. From this, came a list of actions necessary to support different
levels of capability.
As a result of this identification effort, the ABL program office pursued a
small business innovative research (SIBR) contract to develop deployable
equipment to generate the chemical laser fuel. This successfully developed
and built a deployable palletized system that was completed in 2006. Many
other items still needed to be developed, such as those necessary to handle
chemical laser fuel transportation and waste management.
A majority of the ABL's logistical support was tied to the test infrastructure
at Edwards AFB, CA, and was not deployable. Because of this, contingency
scenarios were developed where the ABL would be either based out of
Edwards AFB for operations or frequently return for support.
Because of the prototype nature of the first ABL, many aspects of reliability
and maintainability hadn't been designed into the system. Contingency
planning took this into account when predicting system availability.

Risk Analysis

The Capability Planning Working Group (CPWG), consisting of program
office, MAJCOM, COCOM, MDA and industry personnel, met on a recurring
basis to plan for future program efforts, to include development, procurement
and employment. Including in the planning was notional timelines, budgets,
and what needed to be done to deploy. While this group did not conduct a
specific risk analysis, the data collected and generated by the group greatly
facilitate risk analysis.
Part of the risk analysis was understanding the capabilities and impacts of the
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ABL in an operational scenario. Since the ABL was a new capability
requiring new tactics and employment concepts, how it integrated into the
battlespace was a significant concern. To address this, ACC and the ABL
program office developed models for use in various wargames. These models
showed the impact of having ABL available, and identified limitations
associated with a single-platform deployment. A know limitation ofthe
model was that it modeled the production model, not the prototype.

Decision

As of 2006, ABL had not deployed.

DEPLOYMENT PLANNING

Contingency
Plan in place?

The ABL program office put substantial effort into developing an Element
Activation Plan (EAP) at the direction ofMDA. The purpose ofthe plan was
"to list and define all potential actions necessary to activate and deactivate the
Block 2004 ABL (T-1 prototype aircraft) in support of emergency missile
defense operations."
The general content ofthe plan was provided in two memorandums from
MDA: Ballistic Missile Defense System Element Activation Planning
Guidance, 11 March 2003, and Ballistic Missile Defense System Block
Activation Planning Guidance, 23 February 2003.
A preliminary draft of the plan was completed in December 2003. The plan
was never finalized due to a refocusing of the ABL program on critical
programmatic milestones. Funding was limited to those program activities
directly associated with achieving the ABL system demonstration of shooting
down a boosting ballistic missile. Limited work continued utilizing
government personnel within the ABL program office on an as-available
basis.

ILS support
strategy and
impact

The plan to support the ABL in the case of emergency operations was for
contractor logistics support. Realizing that much of the ABL support
infrastructure was not deployable, several concepts were developed which
allowed for ABL contingency operations while retaining Edwards AFB as a
critical support location.
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Also identified in planning were several logistical limitations
• limited spares
• unproven system reliability
• limited tech data
• few personnel trained to support ABL operations
• required ground support equipment was still in development
The EOC planning was useful in identifying these shortfalls so they could be
addressed as program resources allowed.
The baseline ILS plan included baseline requirements for the aircraft and its
systems. The baseline could support a contingency operation, but no "what
if' scenarios were included.

Test strategy
and impact

It was acknowledged by the ABL program office that any deployment ofthe

prototype would effectively shut down the test program, since there was only
one test asset. Any deployment would need the government and contractor
test personnel to operate the ABL, and the specific ABL test infrastructure
would be required for operational support.
Data could still be collected on operational missions, however, there was no
plan in place to determine which tests could be conducted on a noninterference basis on an operational mission.
Test planning did include deploying to conduct testing, specifically in support
of BMDS-wide integrated tests where multiple elements were brought
together for interoperability testing and simultaneous data collection. Some
of the test deployment planning could be used to support contingency
operations.
Since the primary focus of the ABL program was to achieve the first missile
shoot-down, the test program did not make any provisions for contingency
operations prior to that event.

Program 1isk
and impact

CONTRACTUAL
The prime contract for the ABL system did not include provisions for
supporting or conducting contingency operations. A second contract, had
broad provisions to allow for the inclusion of contingency operations if
required by the government, but nothing specific. Specifics of any contractor
support for contingency operations would have to be negotiated as needed.
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WAIVERS
Several issues were identified during EOC planning that would have to be
resolved prior to supporting contingency operations, such as:
• Use of contractor personnel on-board an aircraft directly engaged in
combat operations
• Transporting and storing hazardous laser chemicals in/through foreign
countries
• Non-compliance with international flight rules on aircraft air data
systems
PERSONNEL/MANPOWER
The Air Force did not have trained personnel to operate or support the ABL.
Virtually all ground support and most ofthe aircrew would have to be
contractor personnel. This would take a large majority of the contractor
personnel working on the ABL test program to support any contingency
operations and have the affect of shutting down any test operations.

Expectation
Management

Most ABL expectation management was done through MDA. The program
office briefed MDA senior leadership on a regular basis of the status of the
program and any issues. Specific to EOC, the ABL program office, ACC,
MDA, and USSTRATCOM met on a recurring basis to discuss capabilities
and limitations.
A useful tool in managing expectations was the ABL model used in various
wargames. This model allowed warfighters to work with the simulated ABL
in various scenarios to understand its employment and operations.

Benefits of
early
deployment
planning

Although the ABL had not been deployed as of 2006, the ABL EOC planning
provided an excellent starting point for any future contingency operations. It
also provided disciplined inputs to the further development of the ABL. It
specifically identified areas where additional development was needed to
properly support contingency operations, as well as potential work-arounds to
provide immediate capability if needed. Program priorities reduced the
emphasis on EOC planning, but a low level effort continued as resources
were available.
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Appendix 1- Active Denial System (ADS) Case Study
Executive Summary

Overview

•

•

•
•

•

•

In 1996, the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Program (JNLWP) was
established to begin to address a capability gap that exists between
military presence and lethal force application.
During the late 1990's a millimeter-wave technology was being
developed through AFRL and became an approved ACTD in FY02
called Active Denial System (ADS)

No gaining command identified up front, even during the development
oftheACTD
ADS was identified to deploy under Army auspices, but the mission it
was selected for was not properly suited for the first exposure of this
type of weapon system so the deployment orders were cancelled
Limited Military Utility Assessments (LMUA) 1 & 2 were
accomplished using human targets. The warfighter community
required an adequate demonstration of military worth through Formal
Militruy Utility Assessments (MUAs) 1, 2, & 3 before committing
funding. The Air Force, Navy and Army did submit FY08 POMs
requests, but all fell below the cut line. During MUAs 1, 2, & 3 the
Transition Manager (XM) felt as though the wru·fighter was focusing
on the platform not the wavefmm.
The ACTD was initiated to design/develop a Hybrid-Electric
HMMWV-mountedADS weapon, called System 1, capable of"shoot
and scoot" operation while maintaining tactical mobility. A second
ADS residual system, System 2, was developed as a fixed-site but
truck mobile, containerized, desert-hat·dened weapon with presumed
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improved system availability. The ultimate configuration of an ADS
weapon for any formal acquisition program, SD&D or LRIP, is TBD.

Policy and
guidance

•
•
•
•

ADS ACTD Implementation Directive (ID)
Approved ADS ACTD Management Plan
OSD ACTD Guidelines
Applicable DoD Policy:
• DODD 3000.3, Policy for Non-Lethal Weapons

Deployment
decision

•
•

SECDEF would make decision to deploy
System 1 was identified to deploy to the AOR, it did not deploy due to
perception and nature of the proposed mission
820th SFG at Moody was scheduled to receive the first ACTD
residual asset (System 1) for Extended User Evaluation (EUE)

•

Prototype
deployment

•
•

•

•
•

Impact of
deployment

Appendix I

•

ADS System 1 was prepared by the ACTD team to deploy and be
properly supported.
As Technical Manager (TM), AFRLIDEH had a cadre of blue-suit
support who were tasked to prepare a contingency plan for
deployment in conjunction with ESC/642dELSS and ACC/ A 7BS
Deployment contingency plan and logistics requirements plan
identified:
o All required support items
o 2 long lead items
o AFRL support assets - Military were directed to support AFRL
and ADS from Joint Non-Lethal weapons Directorate
(JNL WD). They were going to be deployed as
Operators/ Maintainers and 2 certified trainers
o Transportation requirements
SAIC was the support contractor but was not scheduled to deploy, was
to support the level 2 (depot repairs) support
In the EUE that took place at Moody AFB, GA, starting in Sep 06,
System 1 was primarily supported using a Contractor Logistics
Support (CLS) philosophy

Impact of prototype deployment minimal
• All COTS equipment with the exception of2 items which were
purchased as back up with a normal supply support system in
place
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•
•

•

Transition

•

Minimal contract changes were identified as Military operators,
maintainers and trainers were to be deployed with the system
Active Denial System was supported by a two level maintenance
concept of organizational ("on-equipment") and depot ("offequipment") level maintenance.
Off-equipment maintenance was accomplished by contractor
personnel and included screening and repair ofLRUs returned
from the field, battle damage repair, incorporation of system
improvements or engineering changes, scheduled depot level
maintenance, and return of serviceable units to inventory

Transition of ADS from ACTD to formal acquisition was originally
planned for FY06, but this was not possible due to System 1
integration difficulties encountered. A 1 year ACTD extension was
granted through FY07 to continue to support customer requests and
unique taskings
• 820th SFG at Moody AFB was scheduled to receive the first
residual asset (system 1) ofthe ACTD for Extended User
Evaluation (EUE)
• USAF, Army, and Navy each submitted FY08 POM requests to
support development and fielding of initial small quantities of
ADS weapons.
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Introd ucti on

Prototype
description

System 0 -Field Laboratory Demonstrator, Kirtland AFB, NM
•

•

•

Active Denial Technology (ADT) was a breaktluough non-lethal
technology that uses millimeter-wave electromagnetic energy from
greater than small-arms range.
The Active Denial System uses a powerful energy beam to heat an
adversary's skin, causing intolerable pain and forcing the adversary to
flee.
The speed-of-light, line-of sight beam can engage and repel
adversaries at standoff distances without causing long-term effects.

The performance and reliability of System 0 were improved, and now, known
as System 0+, it continues to serve as a technology demonstrator and setves
as a test-bed for continued bio-effects studies and weapon effects
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System l-ADS ACTD Prototype

•

•
Appendix I

System 1: -ACTD Residual:
o Hybrid electric m..f:M:WV with Lithium- Ion Batteries and Motor
Generator
o Fully integrated into the HMMWV
o Was approximately 1300 I bs overweight
o Has temperature limited operation to +100 deg F
o Used as the baseline weapon configuration to plan follow-on
SD&D acquisition phase and cost analyses
System 2: -Fixed-site, truck mobile, fully armored, desert hardened:
135
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o
o
o
o
o

Fixed site
Fully armored crew compartment
Containerized, truck mobile for limited mobility
Was designed to a draft CDD
$191M SD&D program, included QTY=9 deliverable/supportable
weapon systems

Note: Both ACTD residual systems, System 1 and System 2, are designed to
satisfy threshold values (T) of all Key Performance Parameters (KPPs) as
enumerated in the draft ADS Capabilities Development Document (CDD).

Roles &
Responsibilities

•

•

•
•

•

Late FY06 JROC Validation of CDD was expected
When ACTD was approved in FY02, one member of the ACTD
Management Team stated a gaining unit should have been designated at
the outset
o
ADS ACTD had received approximately two-thirds of its funding
from JNLWD, the balance from OSD:5yr budget FY02-06
o 1 year added to FY 07
System 2 is GWOT-funded. FY08 POM requests were made in the FY08
cycle by USAF, Navy and Army
Operational Manager (OM) comments - Collecting requirements for new
technologies is difficult
o Trying to bring together all Goint) user requirements into a
CONOPS is difficult. CONOPS will be finalized at conclusion of
ACTD.
Roles and responsibilities delineated below:
USD (AS&C)
Chaired the Oversight and Steering Groups. Assigns
an Oversight Executive as the OSD Point- ofContact for the ACTD, coordinated and assisted
planning and execution at OSD level. Coordinated
Oversight Group activities.
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USJFCOM
Combatant
Command Sponsor:

USAF Lead Service:

Joint Non-Lethal
Weapons Directorate

USJFCOM provided program oversight to the OM
staff. the context, operational mission and
scenario(s), active force element participants and
equipment, and post-demonstration analysis,
including an assessment of military utility ofthe
demonstrated capability and a recommendation for
follow-on action. USJFCOM appointed ACC/SF as
the Operational Manager. USJFCOM coordinated
and submitted the DOTMLPF recommendations to
the Joint Staff.
Responsible for transition planning and coordinating
with all affected Services in the preparation of
recommendations to DUSD (AS&C) regarding the
disposition ofthe ADS ACTD (termination,
additional technical or operational concept
development, or transition to acquisition.) If
transition to acquisition is approved, the USAF will
coordinate the development of an acquisition
strategy and appropriate requirements
documentation and identify organizations to execute
the proposed acquisition program.
Executing Agent: The JNLWD, on behalf ofthe
DoD Executive Agent for Non-Lethal Weapons,
was the lead development organization ofthe ADS
ACTD. The Director ofthe JNLW Directorate
served on and coordinated the activities ofthe
ACTD Steering Group. The JNLWD Deputy
Director for Technology lead the Acceptability
Advisory Team (AAT), which works matters related
to public acceptability, legal and policy for all
JNLW
Programs including ADS. The AAT reviewed all
matters pertaining to ADS development and human
effects testing, user training, and operational
assessment and employment. Coordinated with and
supported the OM' s development ofDOTMLPF
recommendations for submission to USJFCOM
JI&I Joint Integration and Interoperability Group (J9).
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AF Research
Lab/Directed Energy
Directorate
(AFRLIDEH)

AF Research
Laboratory/ Human
Effectiveness
Directorate
(AFRLIHED)
AF ACC/ A7BS

AFOTEC

AF ESC/642dELSS

Technical Manager (TM): Appointed by
AFRLIDEH, the TM was responsible for planning,
coordination, and direction of all development
community activities related to the demonstration
project. Within the structure ofthe Executing Agent,
the TM managed all funds from that organization
(including ACTD-Program Element (PE) funds
provided from OSD), monitored and coordinated the
funding and expenditures from all RDT&E
participants.
Human/Target Effects Analysis and Assessment
Manager: Appointed by AFRLIHED and was
responsible for planning, executing, and reporting
effects research and testing to support the Military
Utility Assessment and transition of the residual.
OQerational Manager (OM): Appointed by HQ
ACC/ A 7BS, the OM was responsible for all
planning, coordination, and direction of user
activities related to the operational utility
assessment of ADS. ACC/A7BS as the OM served
as the lead for the joint requirements for the
Transition IPT, and forwarded Joint Military Utility
Developed DOTMLPF recommendations in
coordination with the JNL WD for submission to
USJFCOM JI&I.
AFOTEC, Detachment 1 designed, developed,
organized and coordinated the Limited and Formal
Military Utility Assessments based on the
assessment strategy and CONOPS developed by the
OM. AFOTEC also executed, analyzed and reported
the MU A results directly to the OM.
Transition Manager (XM): Appointed by the USAF
Electronics System Center, 642d Electronic Systems
Squadron , the XM, with the support ofthe TM and
OM, was responsible for the planning and managing
of the transition ofthe ACTD residual to the user.
Developed a plan to acquire additional systems,
stipulating the entry point into
formal acquisition process and recommended
whether early entry into LRIP is appropriate.
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Policy & Guidance

Developing
Prototypes

•
•
•
•

•

Deploying and
Sustaining
prototypes

•

Implementation directive
ACTD Management Plan
ACTD Guidelines
Policy reviews:
o DODD 3000.3
o Policy for non-lethal weapons
Due to this being a transformational weapon, it did impact Doctrine,
Organization, Training, Material, Leadership and Education, personnel
and Facilities (DOTMLPF)

820th SFG at Moody AFB was scheduled to receive the first residual asset
of the ACTD as an Extended User Evaluation (EUE) which was to be
supported by the contractor as Interim Logistics Support.

Development (criteria) through Deployment Decision

Identification of
need

o

o

Deployment

Appendix I

•

Because U.S. military forces can expect to be employed more
frequently in missions that have a high noncombatant-to-combatant
ratio, the JNLWD sponsored development of service Concepts of
Employment (COE) and a Joint Concept of Employment for ADS.
The JCOE discusses the capabilities and effectiveness ofthe ADS in
the operational context of the Joint and Service missions and the
anticipated threats associated with those missions.
The USAF, USMC, USA, USCG, USN, and USSOCOM have
identified requirements for non-lethal methods that enhance standoff
capabilities, minimize unintentional casualties, and reduce collateral
damage. ADS will allow combatant commanders to operate more
effectively in the force continuum

AFRL being the de-facto lead organization for the ADS ACTD, was
PN 06-504
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Decision
process
(innovators,
acquisition,
testers,
logisticians,
contractors)

tasked to prepare contingency plan for deployment in conjunction
with the OM and XM

Technology
Readiness Level

•
•

AFRLIDEHA and ACC/ A 7 identified System 1 at a Level 6
Size, weight, reliability, and maintainability are still an issue that a
Phase B System Development and Demonstration (SD&D) program
addressed

Support Plan
and
[Checklist of]
ILS factors to
consider

•

ADS System 1 prepared to deploy and be supported during the
deployment
As Technical Manager (TM), AFRLIDEH had support capability and
were tasked to prepare contingency plan for deployment in
conjunction with ESC/FD and ACC/ A 7BS
Deployment contingency plan and logistics requirements plan
identified:
o All required support items
o 2 long lead items
o AFRL support assets - A cadre of active "blue suit" military
personnel were planned to support deployment. They were to
be deployed as Operators/Maintainers and 2 certified trainers
in a previous planned effort.
o Transportation requirements
SAIC was the support contractor but was not scheduled to deploy, was
to support the level 2 (depot repairs) support
During the EUE at Moody AFB, the System 1 weapon was to be
supported by Contractor Logistics Support (CLS)
System 1: Standard military transport, including C-130 airlift for intratheater missions, can be used to move the ADS to the operational area.
The ADS prototype will require some preparation and ancillary
equipment for C-130 transport.
The second ACTD residual, System 2, a portable, modular
containerized fixed-site capability has been funded to allow the ADS
technology to be integrated into a version that offers an armored crew
compartment to enhance survivability, can be transported on a flatbed
truck, and is desert-hardened.
Sustainment will be by normal supply channels for common items
consumed during crew/unit maintenance. A reachback relationship
140
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must be established for Contract Logistics Support of the system.

Test Plan and
Testing
Considerations

•
•
•

•
•

Transition Plan

•

•

Ops Assessment conducted and documented
Iron Col should have been knowledgeable of assessment
Five MUA assessments were accomplished:
o The first assessment was a limited military utility assessment
(LMUA) conducted at Frustration Canyon on Kirtland Air
Force Base (KAFB), NM, from 2 through 8 November 2002.
o The second assessment (LMUA 2) was conducted from 16
through 26 September 2003 at the same test site. This second
assessment event was the first ever use of a directed energy
counter-personnel weapon in suppott of operational scenarios
and required the approval of a Human Use Protocol by the Air
Force (AF) Surgeon General.
o The third assessment was a Joint Military Utility Assessment
(JMUA 1) conducted in August 2005 at Creech AFB. This
was a ground assessment focusing on Air Force participants
using long range and Military Operations in Urban Terrain
(MOUT) scenarios.
o The fourth assessment (JMUA 2) was conducted in September
2005 at Ft. Benning. This was a ground assessment focusing
on Army participants in MOUT scenarios.
o The fifth assessment (JMUA 3) was conducted in April2006
at Eglin AFB. This was an over water assessment for repelling
subjects in boats using Coast Guard participants.
Human factors research and target assessments were continually
accomplished at Brooks AFB, TX and at each field evaluation locale.
AFOTEC Detl served as the Independent Test Agency and has
published findings in formal reports for each test phase. Det 1
AFOTEC also assessed tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP 's)
and evaluated the efficacy of certain proposed countermeasures

GWOT funds were supplied for the System 2 ACTD residual system. The
program baseline was modified due to delays in the fielding of System 1,
and the FY08 POM cycle was idenitifed to support the planned transition
of ADS from the ACTD into a formal acquisition program.
The following questions were asked by the ADS team, of the decision
makers for preparation and support of the deployment:
• Schedule
• Site survey
• Rotation schedule for military
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•

Risk Analysis

• Hardware support requirements
ADS team did clearly identify in the deployment decision package the
limitations ofthe system

•
•

Decision

•

Sandia Labs supported AFRL in accomplishing a Risk flow down
assessment
Approved Management Plan dated 25 Sept 02 addressed cost,
schedule and technical performance risk as part ofthe ACTD

SECDEF would make decision to deploy because ofthe political
implications of using this weapon for the first time
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DEPLOYMENT- "Away Game" (Supporting the deployment)

Contingency
Plan in place?

•

ILS support
strategy and
impact

A contingency plan was built by the ADS team, when notified of a
pending deployment

•

ADS residual systems are comprise primarily of all COTS equipment
with the exception of 2 items which were purchased as back up with a
normal supply support system in place
Level 2 support was envisioned to be accomplished by the support
contractor

•

Test strategy
and impact

•

Program risk
and impact

CONTRACTUAL
• No significant contractual changes were identified as military operators,
maintainers and trainers were to be deployed as support for the system

(Programmatic;
Funding/
Budget
Contract
Strategy;
Waivers;
Personnel;

No need to adjust test strategy, a residual asset (system 0+) remained at
the Kirtland AFB test facility to support on-going bio-effects research
and to conduct periodic ADS demonstrations as warranted by Service and
leadership interest

WAIVERS
•

The OSD treaty compliance Review Group reviewed ADS in 2003
and determined that, used as intended, it meets all U.S. treaty
requirements. The Deputy Undersecretary of Defense (AT&L)
approved this review in May 2004.

•

Navy office of the Judge Advocate General completed a preliminary
review ofthe ADS concept in 1998. The Air Force Judge Advocate
General completed a legal review of ADS in May, 2004, which was
coordinated with all services, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Legal Council, and the Office ofthe General Council ofthe
Department of Defense.

•

A USCENTCOM legal review, 11 Feb 2005, determined that, because
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•
•
•
•

ADS has specifically been found to be a lawful weapon and its use
was not restricted by the standing ROE, USCENTCOM theater
specific Rules of Engagement (ROE) or OIF/OEF ROE, its use by
operational forces in the USCENTCOM AOR did not require any
supplemental ROE authorization or an ROE change
System 1 overweight, required transportation waiver (DOT)
Air lift certification was required
Frequency Management Certification through Wright-Patterson AFB
(Stage 3-1494)
A Material Release Package must be approved USD (AT&L)

PERSONNEL/MANPOWER
•

Deployment

•

No changes to manning were identified for the "away game" as Military
operators, maintainers and trainers were to be deployed with the system
Contractors were not to be deployed with the system

•

ADS did not deploy
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TRANSITION TO ACQUISITION - "Home Game"
(What's going on in/around the PM office to keep the
program viable?)

Program
Management

•

Evolutionary
Acquisition

Ifthe system had deployed, the program office minimized the impact
through careful planning up front for operations, maintenance and training

•
•

Incorporating
data/feed back
from
deployment

•

System 1 was to deploy while system 0+ stayed behind, and system 2
was in design for more robust operation and easier deployment
System 1 was identified as a fully integrated platform, where system 2
was identified as containerized for a more varied platform utilization

Using CAIV approach as design philosophy

Reconstituting
the test
program

•

If system 1 had deployed system 0+ was still located at the test facility,
therefore minimal impact to the testing portion, re-constituting the test
plan was not necessary

Long range
product
support
(ILS) plan

•

Available spares assets would be deployed, all but 2 items were readily
available through the normal supply system, and the 2 long lead items
were purchased to support the effort.
Active Denial System was to be supported by a two level maintenance
concept of organizational ("on-equipment") and depot ("off-equipment")
level maintenance.
Off-equipment maintenance was to be accomplished by contractor
personnel and included screening and repair ofLRUs returned from the
field, battle damage repair, incorporation of system improvements or
engineering changes, scheduled depot level maintenance, and return of
serviceable units to inventory

•

•
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WRAP UP

Benefits of
early
deployment

•

Allows for data gathering that is crucial in the areas of operations, test
and logistics

Expectation
Management

•

During Deployment exercise, slides were briefed with abilities and
limitations identified
Following provided in the draft CONOPS dated 5 Oct 05:
o The HE HMMWV is a thin-skinned vehicle with known
vulnerabilities and potential to be up-armored.
o The modular containerized ADS is transportable, not mobile,
and therefore would require a dedicated transport vehicle;
however, the container offers the flexibility to be up-armored.
o The most visible and exposed component of ADS is the flat
aperture parabolic surface (FLAPS) antenna.

•

Lessons
learned

•
•
•
•
•

Improving
deployment/
transition of
prototypes

•

Need much more marketing in what waveform can do
Real warfighter not brought in
Lack of coordination/communication between all organizations (need
IPT from all orgs)
Unrealistic schedule provided for deployment
ACTD possible deployment should be indicated up front
o If identified to deploy up front, 2 systems need to be built, 1 as
a residual asset left back at the facility

Not deployed
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Altering the
way we do
business

•

No process to bridge the funding gap between ACTD and POM cycle,
a common dilemma shared by most if not all ACTDs.
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Appendix I - Battlefield Airmen (BA) Modernization Program
Executive Summary

Overview

The Battlefield Airmen Modernization (BA-Mod) Program (ACAT III) was
SECAF directed. The BA-Mod program was an overarching program that
incorporated a Family of Systems (FoS) approach to enhance BA specialized
capabilities and to ensure interoperability of common use BA equipment
while capitalizing on synergies across all BA mission areas. The BA
Program consisted of Battlefield Air Operations (BAO) Kit Human Interface
(HMI) Program, Battlefield Airmen Management System (BAMS) Program
and Tactical Air Control Party Modernization (TACP-M) Program.

Prototype
Deployment

The TACP-M Program, was the only portion of the BA program to actually
deploy a prototype (software) to the field. The initial BAO Kit deployment
was a purchase of already fielded COTS/GOTS equipment. The focus of this
case study will be on the TACP-M deployments and the transition ofthe
BAO HMI Program prototypes from an A TD to a formal acquisition program.

Policy and
Guidance

• The policy and guidance used for the development ofthe T ACP-M
prototypes and the A TD BAO HMI prototypes were the standard
acquisition regulations (DoD 5000 Series) and AFI 63-101, Operations
Based Capabilities Acquisition System.
• Policy and guidance used for the initial deployment of the BAO Kit was the
C-MNS directed by the SECAF.

Deployment
Decision

The urgent need for the Battlefield Air Operations/Terminal Attack Control
(BAO/TAC) kit was top-down driven by the SECAF. This urgent need
originated as a result of an Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) lesson
learned. The urgent need was to fill an equipment shortfall
For the TACP-M software spirals, ACC/ A8T was responsible for gathering
and organizing needs from operational T ACP users at each MAJCOM. They
participated in CTF and other reviews that determined when or if a given
spiral/prototypes was ready to deploy
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Deployment

Initial deployment of the BAO Kit went well because it was of equipment
already fielded and in use by Special Tactic Forces. However, there were
some issues with the deployment ofTACP-Mod:
• Training was inadequate - One person sent to Kuwait to train the T ACP
users with minimal time to train before moving forward.
• Support Equipment- Support Equipment consisted of a "system
administrators kit" which the Air Force didn't have enough of to support all
the TAC-P units. Support equipment was basically an afterthought.

Transition to
Acquisition

The BAO/TAC Kit program plan consisted of a three phase approach.
The first phase eliminated the equipment shortfall for on-going tasks. This
equipment shortfall was satisfied through the C-MNS
There were two other phases outside of the C-MNS that were addressed in the
acquisition strategy.
•

The second phase was to provide a near-term machine-to-machine
capability and reduce BAO kit weight.

•

The third phase looked at over-the-horizon technology to increase
Battlefield Airmen situational awareness and reduce weight ofthe
BAO kit by an order of magnitude.

The third phase teamed the Battlefield Airmen Division with AFRL's
Advanced Technology Demonstrations (ATDs). The ATDs looked at
promising technology to provide increased situational awareness and weight
reduction. There was total of five ATDs on-going at the time ofthis report.
As this ATD technology was matured and demonstrated it would be
transitioned to a defense contractor and spiraled into the BAO/TAC Kit.

Issues with
Transition

A Mission Assignment Letter, dated 13 Feb 05, assigned primary acquisition
responsibility for the BA weapon system program to ASC. Initially the
program office strategy was to work closely with AFRL to get a prototype out
to the field quickly, but to date none of the 5 ATDs have been deployed due
to the following issues below:
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• Inadequate manning of program office
• Inadequate program office funding
• Too complex acquisition architecture for ACAT III
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Introduction

Program
description

The Battlefield Airmen Modernization (BA-Mod) Program (ACAT III) was
SECAF directed. The BA-Mod program was an overarching program that
incorporates a Family of Systems (FoS) approach to enhance BA specialized
capabilities and to ensure interoperability of common use BA equipment
while capitalizing on synergies across all BA mission areas. The BA
Program consisted of Battlefield Air Operations (BAO) Kit Human Interface
(HMI) Program, Battlefield Airmen Management System (BAMS) Program
and Tactical Air Control Party Modernization (TACP-M) Program.

Prototype
Deployment

The TACP-M Program, was the only portion of the BA program to actually
deploy a prototype (software) to the field. The initial BAO Kit deployment
was a purchase of already fielded COTS/GOTS equipment. The focus of this
case study will be on the TACP-M deployments and the transition ofthe
BAO HMI Program prototypes from an ATD to a formal acquisition program.

Policy & Guidance

Developing
Prototypes

The policy and guidance used for the development ofthe TACP-M prototypes
and the ATD BAO HMI prototypes were the standard acquisition regulations
(DoD 5000 Series) and AFI 63-101, Operations Based Capabilities
Acquisition System.

Deploying and
Sustaining
prototypes

The policy and guidance used for deploying the initial equipment was the CMNS directed by the SECAF. Everything was COTS of previously fielded
equipment, so the operation/technical manuals were the commercial operating
manuals provided by the contractor. Existing CONOPs and CONEMPS were
used.
Each Spiral release ofTACP Close Air Support System (CASS) software
went through the usual documentation guidelines for all new and modified
functionality (user documentation, etc). The 640 ELSS worked with the
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TACP user community (ACC/ A8CT) to develop associated CONEMP and
other user related documentation. They rarely consulted with any other DoD
and/or Air Force "policies" on prototype deployments.

Development (criteria) through Deployment Decision

Identification of The urgent need for the Battlefield Air Operations/Terminal Attack Control
(BAO/T AC) kit was top-down driven by the SECAF. This urgent need
need
originated as a result of an Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) lesson
learned. The urgent need was to fill an equipment shortfall.
The material solution was procurement of more equipment already used in the
field by Special Tactics (ST) forces. A total of 14 items made up one kit
which included:
•
•
•
•
•

Laser rangefinder
Laser Target designator
Thermal video camera
Pointers and spotting scopes
Notepad computer

The UNR was written in the form of a C-MNS by the 720th Special Tactics
Group (STG) after the SECAF directed action be taken in meeting this
requirement. The UNR (C-MNS) was coordinated with SOCOM, AFSOC,
AF/XOOS, the 720 STG and Electronic Systems Center (ESC). AFSOC's
Commander validated the C-MNS on 7 May 02.

Deployment
Decision
process
(innovators,
acquisition,
testers,
logisticians,
contractors)

The deployment of the initial equipment was SECAF directed, so the
innovation, acquisition, testing, and logistics communities did not have any
input to the deployment decision. They were told to deploy and they did it.
For the TACP-M software spirals, ACC/ A8T was responsible for gathering
and organizing needs from operational T ACP users at each MAJCOM. They
participated in CTF and other reviews that determine when or if a given
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spiral/prototypes is ready to deploy.

Support Plan
and
[Checklist of]
ILS factors to
consider

The TACP-M developed a Program Management Support Plan, Jun 2002 that
addressed the following:
• Hardware Support Concept
- Source of Repair Analysis Plan (SORAP)
- Preoperational support
- Preventative maintenance
- Organizational level maintenance
- Depot level maintenance
-Service maintenance recoverability codes
- Support equipment
• Software Support Concept
- Organizational level software support
- Depot level software support
• Supply
-Spares provisioning
- Spares availability
- CINC unit spares
• Training
- Training and training support
• Technical Manuals
• Computer Resources Support
• Packaging, Handling and Transportation
• Operational Support Facilities
The support strategy for TAP-M was mostly contract support because most of
the items are Commercial OffThe Shelf(COTS), when the item broke, it was
sent back to factory for warranty repair. For the software aspects, it was all
commercial warranty with an 18 month new software refresh.

Test Plan and
Testing
Considerations

No testing was required since the initial deployment was of already fielded
equipment. Subsequent software spiral releases forT ACP-M went through a
series of contractor tests before being deployed to the field.
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Transition Plan

There was no need for a transition plan because the deployment was of
equipment already fielded.

Risk Analysis

There was no need to do a risk analysis because the deployment was of
equipment already fielded

Decision

The original decision to deploy was SECAF directed. Subsequent
deployments for TACP CASS had mostly been software releases (CDs
mailed to each operational TACP squadron) The TACP users at
ACC/ A8CT made the final decision on any deployment.

DEPLOYMENT- "Away Game" (Supporting the deployment)

Contingency
Plan in place?

There was no deployment contingency plan in place. The guidance they
followed for the deployment was the CMNS directed by the SECAF.

ILS support
strategy and
impact

Equipment procured for the C-MNS was COTS/GOTS. Therefore, the
logistics strategy was to either return to the factory if within the one year parts
and labor warranty, or purchase a new one to replace it.
This did have impacts on the units because there were issues with Federal
Export licenses if sent directly to contractor and back to field or if Mil Air
was used it took a long time. There also was no "pre-screening point to
determine what the problem was, (i.e. warranty issue or operator error). It
cost $5K just to have the contractor look at the item to determine the problem.
There were no spares provided for the deployment. The spares concept was
that each COCOM would identify the amount of spares and level of support
required.

Training

Training
There was limited training required, since the C-MNS was for procurement of
equipment already used in the field. Training for the initial deployment for
the TACP-Mod was inadequate. One person sent to Kuwait to train the
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TACP users with minimal time to train before moving forward. This led to
the training being inadequate, so the system sat in the back of a Humvee and
wasn't used initially. When version 1.0 was deployed a mobile training team
was sent to train the users. This was a good idea until they went with the
''train the trainer" concept which was all personality driven. The training was
only as good as the motivation of the person that gave the training. The SPO
was trying to get formal training into the school house, with hopes that it
would start in the fall of 2006.
Technical Data

The initial deployment consisted of COTS, so the technical data consisted of
commercial user manuals to operate the equipment
Support
Equipment

Support Equipment consisted of a "system administrators kit" which the Air
Force didn't have enough ofto support all the TAC-P units. Support
equipment was basically an afterthought.

Test strategy
and impact

No testing was required since this was a procurement of already fielded
equipment. Subsequent software spiral releases for TACP-M went through a
series of contractor tests before being deployed to the field

TRANSITION TO ACQUISITION - "Home Game"
(What's going on in/around the PM office to keep the
program viable?)

Acquisition
Strategy 1st
Phase

Acquisition
Strategy 2nd
and 3rd Phase

The BAO/TAC Kit program plan consisted of a three phase approach.
The first phase eliminated the equipment shortfall for on-going tasks. This
equipment shortfall was satisfied through the C-MNS
There were two other phases outside of the C-MNS that were addressed in the
acquisition strategy.
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•

The second phase was to provide a near-term machine-to-machine
capability and reduce BAO kit weight.

•

The third phase looked at over-the-horizon technology to increase
Battlefield Airmen situational awareness and reduce weight ofthe
BAO kit by an order of magnitude.

The third phase teamed the Battlefield Airmen Division with AFRL's
Advanced Technology Demonstrations (ATDs). The ATDs looked at
promising technology to provide increased situational awareness and weight
reduction. There were a total of five ATDs on-going at the time ofthis
report. As this A TD technology was matured and demonstrated it would be
transitioned to a defense contractor and spiraled into the BAO/TAC Kit.
Mission
Assignment

BAO KitHMI
Program

A Mission Assignment Letter, dated 13 Feb 05, assigned primary acquisition
responsibility for the BA weapon system program to ASC. The remainder of
this case study will focus on transitioning the five ATDs from AFRL to the
BA Mod Program.

As stated in the DRAFT Program Management Directive 05-001, dated 28
Apr 06, the BAO Kit HMI Program will modernize equipment utilized
during ground operations in forward areas of battle, directing Battlefield Air
Operations (BAO). Operations include:
• Close air support
• Air traffic control management
• Target identification and designation.
The purpose ofBAO Kit HMI is to:

Purpose

•
•
•
•

Evolutionary
Acquisition

Improve the range and accuracy oftarget information
Eliminate opportunities for en·or in weapon delivery
Link target coordinate information directly into the weapons computer
Reduce the weight carried by the warfighter 50%

This is an evolutionary program supported through a series of AFRL
sponsored Advanced Technology Demonstrations (ATD) which have
transitioned to the BA Program Office. Components of BAO Kit HMI
include:
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System Descriptio ll
Machine to Machine (M2M) Provides integrated situational awareness
(SA) and targeting capability while
integrating T AC equipment, also provides
integrated targeting capability to a variety
of U AVs
Battlefield Air Targeting
< 3 pound, single man portability and
Camera Autonomous Micro
individual employment, handheld UAV that
Air Vehicle (BATCAM)
eliminates line-of-sight problems and
improves force protect ions
Battery Renewable
Wearable, multi-source, multi-use power
Integrated Tactical Energy
source; 5 lb. device replaces 25 lb. of
System (BRITES)
batteries with a high density energy source
Battlefield air targeting manaided knowledge
(BATMAN)
Integrated Targeting Device
(lTD)

Spiral equipment and ergonomic for the
Warfighter. Wearable computers, TAC
Earplug, improved vision, on-line
handbooks, and language translators
A combined device with laser target
designator, laser range finder, night optics,
day scope, image capture, overt and infrared
pointer, ballistic wind sensor, and GPS (<20
lb. integrated device) in order to perform
Terminal Attack Control for air-dropped,
precision attack weapons.

BATCAM
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TACP-M
Program

The TACP-M Program will enhance the ability ofTACP to interface with
joint and multinational forces. It provides data capabilities, process
automation, and integrated capabilities to improve operational effectiveness.
The program consists of:
• Multiple waveform man-portable radios (man-packs) to replace the three
different man-packs now in use that operate on a single waveform
• Vehicle-mounted communication system
• Computer terminals for displaying situational awareness imagery
• A laser range finder (LRF) that prides a high degree of target positional
accuracy in day and night operations to help the incident of fratricide

Program
Transition
Issues

The SECAF directed initial purchase of the COTS equipment to satisfy the CMNS was executed very well but because the program was operating outside
a structured acquisition program after the C- MNS was satisfied, the transition
to a long term program was hampered by under-manning, inadequate funds,
acquisition bureaucracy, and testing.
Initially the program office strategy was to work closely with AFRL to get a
prototype out to the field quickly, but to date none of the 5 ATDs have been
deployed due to the following issues below:

Manning

There were issues with Battlefield Airmen System Program Office being
undermanned. The 13 Feb 05 AFMC/CV memorandum, Mission Assignment
for Battlefield Airmen (BA) Program stated:
If additional manpower is required in order to support this program, it
should be addressed in the Program Objective Memorandum process
through the appropriate resource management panel. If near-term
support is required, the Center is responsible for sourcing the
requirement internally.

Funding

Further, initial estimates put in FYDP did not reflect true costs of the
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program, with the main shortfall in the System Development and
Demonstration Phase performed by the Program Office. Consequently, the
program was under-funded. Therefore, the PEM was advocating that an
additional $43M be added over the FYDP to execute the BAO Kit program.
The funding for the BA Program Office was denied for two POM cycles. The
following information was provided from the Special Operation Forces
Program Management review, dated 25 Oct 05.
M2M
Req,d/APPId
YR
R&D
Proc

Qty

FY06 F [Y07 FYO FY09 F 10 FY11 FY12 FY 3
1.8/0.7 .6/0.0 4.
2/0.5 .3/2.5 4.4 3.3
5.0/3.4 .110
5.3/0
0/0
.2/0 .5/0 .5/0 .4/0 .p/.5
.5/0 .5/0 31.5/ .5
485

TOTAL
31.8/10.4

IMPACTS
• No FY07 money for testing, certification, accreditation or maintenance
• No speech recognition until FYll due to lack of procurement money
BATCAM
Req,d/Al[PId
YR
R&D
Proc

Qty

FY06 F !Y07 FYO FY09
FY10
3.7/ 1.2 .7/0.0 4.
712.3 .8/0
2.2/0.5
6.3/ 1.6 .4/3.2 6.
115.7 .917.6 9.6 7.9
54/7
35/30 8 /64 105/8~
105/90

FY11 F Y12 FY1
1.7/1 .7 .8/0
1.8/0
9.8/9.4 0/0 0/0 3.2/35.4
105/90

TOTAL
23.4/5.7
485/369

IMPACTS
• FY06 - <Delta 2.5M> Shortfall. 1.2M would buy AFSOC either
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 9 Increment 2 BATCAM system
without IR camera or IR thermal camera integrated on an existing platform
• FY07 ~ R&D <2.7M> Shortfall
• FY08 - <Delta 2.4M> would get AFSOC an Increment 2 BATCAM System
• FY09-FY13 ~ Projected budgets for future payloads
BRITES
Reqd/Appd
YR
R&D
Proc

Qty

FY06 F IY07 FYO FY09
FY10
0.7/0.2 ( .7/0.4 4.
5/ 2.0 .112.0 3.1 2.1
0.8/0.4 ( .8/0.8 1.
9/0.9 .5/2.8 4.2 4.2
50
150 50
200 245

FY11 F Y12 FY1
3.2/2.0 .3/0
3.3/0
4.2/4.1 0/0 0/0 6.4/ 13.1
230

TOTAL
21.9/8.7
925
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IMPACTS
• FY06 ~Procurement funding available to buy system "as is" from AFRL
effort
• FY07 ~ AFRL Spiral 2 BAA slowed 4 months due to lack of Program
Office R&D funding
• FY08 ~Needed POM increase to transition Spiral 2 technology in early part
of 08 ~possible TTP breach
• FY09 ~Aggressively planned to complete Spiral 2 production, required
POM increase
• FYlO ~With required FY09 R&D, should be able to align with planned
Spiral 3 transition and initial production
BATMAN
Rea,d/Al[OId
YR
R&D
Proc

Qty
TAC
Ear
HMD

FY06 Ftyo7 FYO FY09 F 10 FY11 FY12 FY 3
TOTAL
0.8/0.0 .3/0.5 1.3
0.2 .1 / 1.0 1.3 2.1 2.
2/0.2 .4/0.0 2.3 0.0
12.7/4.1
0.5 ( .5/0.5 0. 7 0.6 0.6/0 .
0.0/0.0 ( .0/0.0 0.8
4 .8/0.0 0. 7 0.0 4.3/2.1

150

150

185

75

485
100

175

IMPACTS
• Due to lack ofFY06 R&D funds: Procurement ofTAC Ear 1 would not
begin until FY08 and procurement of HMD 1 would not begin until FY 11

Req,d/AlPPId
YR
R&D
Proc

FY06 F ty07 FYO FY09
0/0 0/0 .6/0
0/0 0/0 (

15.7/0
0

FY10
16.0/0
2.3/0

FY11 F Y12 FY1
16.4/0 1 ).7/0 14.0 0
4.6/0 7. /0 14.0/0

TOTAL
73.1 /0
27.9/0

IMPACTS
• Needed FY08 funding to start development with estimated production
starting in FY 10
Acquisition
Architecture

CJCSI 3170 ~OlE, Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System,
dated 11 May 2005 states that the document formats and review process are
mandatory and shall be used throughout DoD for all acquisition programs
regardless of ACAT designation. This means even though the BA Program is
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only an ACAT III they still hade to provide all the documentation as required
by the JCIDs process (JCD, lCD, CDD, CPD, and joint DCR). At the time of
this report, there were three CDDs that covered all five ofthe ATDs. Two of
these were completed and AFROCC approved, but 1 was still awaiting
architecture completion and would enter MAJCOM coordination in Jul 06.
The program architectures ended up costing more and taking longer to
develop than the items themselves. For instance, for the BA Mod Program
there were upwards of 16 architectures required and they were very expensive
because they typically required a contractor who was trained in Popkin
Architect Software to complete them. It cost $150K which was the
equivalent to the price of three BATCAMS.
Program Management Directive (PMD 05-001) Issues
At the time of this report a final PMD had yet to be signed, the latest version
was dated 12 Jun 2006. There were so many career fields/mission areas
involved that it was hard to get agreement from everybody. One of the main
issues was that technologies were so similar that one software solution would
be the solution for all mission areas. There was also some concern that the
program office would be able to move funding between program lines, but
there seemed to be adequate checks and balances in place as each career field
still had an associated PEM involved.
The PMD did have an Expectation Management Agreement between
Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC), Electronic System Center (ESC), Air
Combat Command (ACC) and Air Force Special operations Command
(AFSOC). The EMA listed specific expectations and roles and responsibilities
of all organizations involved.

Technology
Transition
Plans

4 ofthe 5 ATDs have completed Technology Transition Plans that did
address the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Functional Strategy
Business/Contract Strategy
Financial Strategy
Logistics Strategy
Security
Manufacturing/ Quality Assurance Strategy
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WRAP UP

Improving
deployment/
transition of
prototypes

The Battlefield Airmen Modernization Program 5 ATDs (specifically
BATCAM & BRITES) were prime examples of prototypes that could have
provided valuable capability to the warfighter and would benefit from early
deployment, however, because of the time it took to get the program
architectures, funding, and the testing/risk concerns, it had been five years
since the C-MNS and the Air Force had yet to deploy any of the five ATDs.

Kudos

One example of success ofthe program and the cross talk between SPOs; was
a single cable that was developed to replace eight cables which link
components ofthe BAO Kit. This cable cost $800, and it also replaced very
expensive PCMCI Cards (two cards at $8K) used in the TACP-Mod Program
computers saving additional dollars.
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Appendix I - Global Hawk (RQ-4A/B) Case Study
Executive Summary
Overview

The Global Hawk had its origins in the 1994 High-Altitude Endurance
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrator (HAE
UAV ACTD) program initiated by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) and Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office (DARO).
Description
Date Event
The first of seven development ACTD Global Hawks flew
Feb 1998
Oct 1998
The Reconnaissance Systems Program Office, Aeronautical
Systems Center assumed total control of the Global Hawk
Program
Apr 2000
Global Hawk flew from Edwards to Eglin AFB, Florida, to take
part in the "Linked Seas 00" and "Joint Task Force Exercise
JTFEX 00-02" exercises
Mar 2001
Global Hawk entered the Engineering, Manufacturing and
Development (EMD) (now System Development and
Demonstration, SDD) phase of defense acquisition
Global Hawk Air Vehicle 5 made aviation history when it set
Apr 2001
new records for UAV endurance during its first non-stop 7,500
mile flight across the Pacific, flying from Edwards Air Force
Base, California to the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF)
Base in Edinburgh, Australia for a final ACTD Demonstration.
Global Hawk flew 11 sorties around the country to demonstrate
its unmatched standoff reconnaissance and surveillance
capabilities over the littoral environment.
Nov 2001- Global Hawk Air Vehicle 3 was deployed to Afghanistan and
Sep 2002
performed successful reconnaissance missions in support of
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Global Hawk provided
Air Force and joint war-fighting commanders more than 17,000
near-real-time, high-resolution intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance images, flying more than 60 combat missions
and logging more than 1200 combat hours.
Mar 2003- Global Hawk has flown over 260 missions during OIF,
Dec 2005
providing over 6000 combat hours.
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Jan 2006Present

Policy and
Guidance

By June 2006, Global Hawk had flown over 10,000 total flight
hours (with over 300 total combat sorties totaling over 6,400
hours). Two LRIP production RQ-4A block 10' s have already
flown 63 combat missions totaling more than 1300 combat
hours since their deployment in the Middle East this January.

Global Hawk used Other Transition Authority (OTA) throughout the ACTD
program and through early EMD.
• Use of Section 845 Other Transaction Authority (OT A) provided a
blanket waiver for all DoD acquisition-related regulations and
program management procedures, Federal Acquisition Regulation
(F AR)-based processes (e. g., Cost Accounting Standards), and key
legislation (e.g. , the Truth-in Negotiations Act and the Competition in
Contracting Act).
• Gave remarkable freedom to the government program office (DARPA
at that time) to design a program structure and management approach
that differed significantly from traditional approaches.
In 2001, Global Hawk transitioned into an MDAP with further direction to
simultaneously enter EMD and LRIP. The program was subsequently after
being identified as a transformational weapon system by the DOD.
No specific policy or guidance for deploying ACTD models or early
production models into combat was identified.

Deployment
Decision

After the terrorist attacks on 11 Sep, 2001, the CSAF made the decision and a
deployment order was dispatched as an OPORD from AF/XO. On 26 Nov,
2001 , ACC/CC sent a memorandum to 9AF/CC directing the deployment.
This memo highlighted that the decision makers were aware of the risks to the
program and were willing to accept them. Issues communicated in that memo
were;
• Attached were required operational waivers from HQ Air Force Flight
Standards Agency
• Global Hawk had demonstrated its technology readiness level during
ACTD. Final demo in Australia proved it could perform as
anticipated.
• SPO briefed AF/IL on the logistics issues for spares, support
equipment, and other support needs.
• SPO involved in providing input into the decision - communicated
impact to acquisition baseline (management strategy was developed to
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•

Prototype
Deployment

an IPT structure, already had close communication with all elements
of program).
Decision was preceded by a cost to benefit analysis.

Global Hawk was rushed into operational service for Operation Enduring
Freedom; and later, it served in Operation Iraqi Freedom.
• Global Hawk did not have ACTD or ADM direction, or appropriate
funding to plan for contingency operations.
• ACTD Demos provided prospective of what needed to be done
• There was no ILS baseline for ACTD or the Block 10 LRIP
• Early deployments experienced shortfalls in trained manpower (both
operations and maintenance), support equipment, and spare parts to
support the deployments
• Little data was collected during deployment to support SDD activities
During the early deployments, there were shortfalls in trained manpower
(both operations and maintenance), support equipment, and spare parts to
support the deployments.
• AF had a limited number Global Hawk pilots, the deployed systems
were supplemented by contractor pilots.
• Support was provided through CLS.

Impact of
Deployment

Since the early deployments were supported directly by the developing
contractor, test community, and the SPO, the standard acquisition program
virtually stopped. The early deployments created three critical impacts to the
test program as a result of the deployment:
• Loss of availability of test assets
• Test personnel deployed as operators and maintainers
• Dramatic evolution of CONOPS
The SPO attempted to keep the acquisition program on track, as well as the
test program and the contractor's production effotis in spite of the
deployments. The acquisition strategy was sound, and the early decision to
employ spiral acquisition with incremental production block builds helped
make these attempts somewhat successful. Even though the LRIP and test
programs slipped almost day for day during the early deployments, the initial
capability was delivered to the warfighter years earlier than a normal
acquisition program could have achieved. Further, early combat experience
and operator feedback accelerated development ofCONOPS and the program
baseline - earlier than traditional OT and lOT&E.
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Introduction
Global Hawk

RQ-4A Global Hawk is a high altitude; long endurance unmanned aerial
reconnaissance system which provides Air Force and joint battlefield
commanders' near-real-time, high-resolution, intelligence, surveillance and
.
.
reconnaissance Imagery.
In Mar 2001, the Global Hawk program received Milestone II direction to
enter transition from and ACTD to simultaneous EMD and LRIP. The Air
Force subsequently awarded Northrop Gmmman development and production
lot buy contracts. The program evolved into multiple spiral developments on
the EMD contract, and five LRIP lot buy contracts. The Decision Acquisition
Executive (DAE) has subsequently directed and incrementally approved three
additional lot buys of five vehicles each. The AF plans to purchase a total of
54 air vehicles.
The following information was gathered from several sources:
• Global Hawk Systems Group (ASC/GHSG)
• Lead Command (ACC/A8H)
• Global Hawk Test (452FLTS)
• Operators (DET2 53TEG)
• Rand Project Air Force Studies
o MR 1473, MR 1474, MR 14753, and MR 1476
• Northrop Grumman

Physical
Characteristics

Below are the physical characteristics of Global Hawk.
Airframe and Sensors
Wingspan:
Length:
Hei!:lht:
Gross Take-off Weight:

Payload:
Ferry Range:
Maximum Altitude:
Loiter Velocity:
On-Station Endurance:
Maximum Endurance:
Synthetic Aperture
Radar:
Electro-Optical:

RQ-4A Block 10
11 6.2 ft (35.4 m)
44.4 ft (13.5 m)
15.2 ft (4.6 m)
26,700 lbs (12,11 0.9 kg)
2,000 lbs (907.2 kg)
12,000 nm (22,236 km)
More than 65,000 ft (19.8km)
343 knots TAS
24 Hours
35 Hours (31.5 Hours Demo)
1.0/0.3 M Resolution
(WAS/Spot)
NIIRS 6.0/6.5 (WAS/Spot)

RQ-4B Block 20/30/40
130.9 ft (39.9 m)
47.6 ft (14.5 m)
15.3 ft(4.7 m)
32,250 lbs (14,628 kg)
3,000 lbs (1,360 kg)
12,300 nm (22,780 km)
More than 60,000 ft (18.3km)
31 0 knots TAS
24 Hours
36Hours
1.0/0.3 M Resolution
(WAS/Spot)
NIIRS 6.0/6.5 (WAS/Spot
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I Infrared:

I NIIRS 5.0/5.5 (WAS/Spot)

I NIIRS 5.0/5.5 (WAS/Spot)
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Background
Program
Origin

The Global Hawk had its origins in the 1994 High-Altitude Endurance
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrator
(HAE UAV ACTD) DARPA and DARO.
Two distinct air vehicles and respective ground segments made up the ACTD
program. Global Hawk was built to the Tier II+ requirement, which called for
a conventionally configured UAV, while Lockheed Martin/Boeing's DarkStar
fulfilled the Tier III- requirement for an unconventional low-observable
UAV. Due to performance concerns, along with escalating costs, the Air
Force cancelled the DarkStar program after just six flights.
In the Phase I design competition for the Tier II+ platform, five contractors
were invited to participate. This was reduced to one contractor, Teledyne
Ryan Aeronautical (now part of Northrop Grumman), after budget cuts prior
to the Phase II down select. Very early in Phase III, Global Hawk
demonstrated notable military utility and subsequently entered the formal
acquisition process (Oct 1998). The UAV's Common Ground Segment (CGS)
was also a success, controlling the air vehicle as well as the transmission and
dissemination of imagery.
Global Hawk's autonomous high-altitude, long-duration flight characteristics
were proven, along with the capability of its Integrated Sensor Suite (ISS)
composed of Electro-Optical (EO), Infrared (IR), and Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) sensors to provide high-quality imagery. Though not part of the
original requirement, the ability to dynamically retask was developed and
perfected by the operators as the warfighter identified the need for ad hoc,
short notice mission replanning. Global Hawk and its sensors performed this
dynamic retasking as designed. The Global Hawk effort succeeded because it
focused on the design and construction of a practical air vehicle that was
developmentally mature enough to be transitioned into an operational
weapons system. Additionally, the participation in multiple tests and
demonstrations provided immense benefit to transitioning to early combat
operations.

Program
History

The first of7 development Global Hawks flew on 28 Feb, 1998. The
Reconnaissance Systems Program Office, Aeronautical Systems Center
(ASC) assumed total control ofthe Global Hawk Program on Oct 1, 1998.
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The development program, made up of a series of exercises sponsored by
U.S. Joint Forces Command, showed great promise and the pace oftesting
accelerated in the following year, interrupted only by a few months delay
after a Global Hawk was lost due to technical malfunction in Mar 1999.
In Mar 2001, Global Hawk entered the EMD (now SDD) phase of defense
acquisition. After the terrorist attacks on Sep 11, 2001, developmental Global
Hawks were rushed into operational service for Operation Enduring Freedom
(Nov 2001); later, they served in Operation Iraqi Freedom (see the following
sections for more information on these operations). The performance ofthe
UAV exceeded the most optimistic expectations, logging over 5000 flight
hours and 240 sorties with the ACTD air vehicles.
In Aug 2003, the first of the planned 48 production vehicles was rolled out at
Northrop Grumman's Antelope Valley Manufacturing Center at Air Force
Plant 42 in Palmdale, California. As of2004, the Air Force plans a production
run of approximately 51 Global Hawks. They will be operated by the 9th
Reconnaissance Wing, based at Beale AFB, CA.
The Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB, CA was flight testing
Global Hawk, with more than 1,700 hours and more than 120 successful
sorties flown.

Eglin
Deployment

On 1 Apr, 2000, Global Hawk flew from Edwards to Eglin AFB, Florida, to
take part in the "Linked Seas 00" and "Joint Task Force Exercise JTFEX 0002" exercises.
In the first exercise, Linked Seas 00, Global Hawk flew north along the east
coast ofthe USA and transmitted radar images directly to a US Army ground
station in Fort Bragg, North Carolina and to the aircraft carrier USS George
Washington, which was stationed in Norfolk, Virginia. It then continued its
flight across the Atlantic where shipping movements were monitored to the
north of the Azores. Above Portugal, the RQ-4 gathered radar images of an
amphibious landing operation near Setubal. The UAV flew back and after
some 28 hours airborne it was back at Eglin. During the mission, the Global
Hawk flew through three air traffic control zones above the Atlantic. Its
progress was monitored from the Joint Warfighting Center in Suffolk,
Virginia, while the data was transmitted via RAF Molesworth in the United
Kingdom to NATO's SOUTHLANT HQ, validating that the systems worked
in complex scenarios.
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provided direct support for the joint maritime mission of a Navy Carrier
Battle Group and an Amphibious Ready Group/Marine Expeditionary Unit in
a littoral (land-sea) environment. Global Hawk returned to Edwards AFB
19 Jun, concluding the deployment exercise demonstration program.
According to US Joint Forces Command, during the 22 individual sorties it
flew in the yearlong series of joint deployment exercises, Global Hawk
proved its military worth by providing critical intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance capabilities to the warfighting community.

Australian
Demo

Global Hawk Air Vehicle 5 made aviation history on 22-23 Apr, 2001 when it
set new records for UAV endurance during its first non-stop 7,500 mile flight
across the Pacific, flying from Edwards Air Force Base, California to the
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Base in Edinburgh, Australia. Renamed
Southern Cross II, it completed this record-breaking flight in just 22 hours.
Along with the air vehicle, a ground station, sophisticated command and
control communications equipment, and an assessment team from the USAF's
Air Force Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC), Kirtland AFB, NM were
also sent to Australia. Global Hawk flew 11 sorties around the country to
demonstrate its unmatched standoff reconnaissance and surveillance
capabilities over the littoral environment. These sorties included support of
the Tandem Thrust military exercise in Queensland, sorties over Australia's
northwest coast, and sorties across the top end from Cape York to Darwin and
Tindal RAAF Base at Katherine in the Northern Territory.
Global Hawk successfully demonstrated its potential to efficiently and
effectively search large areas to detect and classify maritime targets.
Australian officials also judged it to be useful for peacetime national tasks,
such as the detection of illegal fishing and support of national disaster
management. After six weeks of sorties, Global Hawk flew back home to
Edwards AFB.

Operation
Enduring
Freedom
(OEF)

Appendix I

Global Hawk Air Vehicle 3 was deployed to Afghanistan in Nov 2001, in
support of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Global Hawk provided Air
Force and joint war-fighting commanders more than 17,000 near-real-time,
high-resolution intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance images, flying
more than 60 combat missions and logging more than 1,200 combat hours.
To keep the prototype functioning in theater, parts for Air Vehicle 3 were
cannibalized from Air Vehicle 6. The aircraft-ground station package
performed well, giving commanders something they had never enjoyed before
in a major war, namely a continuous wide-angle view of the battlefield that
was instantly beamed to the Air Force's Combined Air Operations Center
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(CAOC) in Saudi Arabia. Enemy positions were then sent to field
commanders and pilots and rapidly destroyed.

As of May 2004, Global Hawk flew 96 missions during OIF, providing over
Operation
Iraqi Freedom 4,800 images. Although this represented only 3 percent of all the air-based
(OIF)
image collection missions flown during the war, Global Hawk generated
approximately 55 percent of all time-critical data on air defense targets. The
sole Global Hawk in theater located at least 13 surface-to-air missile batteries,
50 SAM launchers, 300 canisters and 70 missile transporters; it also imaged
300 tanks, 38 percent of Iraq's armored force - a remarkable display of the
vehicle's capability. The Joint Forces Air Component Commander credited
Global Hawk with accelerating the defeat of the Iraqi Republican Guard,
shortening the duration of the war and reducing casualties, exceeding the
combatant commander's expectations.
During OIF, the Air Force also developed a full "reachback" capability for the
Global Hawk, in which the UAV and its sensors were operated remotely from
Beale AFB California, reducing Global Hawk's logistical footprint in the field
by more than 50 percent. Global Hawk crews used Internet-style chat rooms
to stay in touch, literally forming "a worldwide virtual crew." These chat
rooms provided effective command and control over a weapon system that
was spread across the globe.
From May 2004 until Dec 2005, Global Hawk has flown 164 additional
missions in support ofOIF.
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Roles & Responsibilities
ACTD
Management
Approach

The HAE UAV ACTD program adopted a radical management approach.
While planning and design activities for both the Tier III- (DarkStar) and Tier
II+ (eventually Global Hawk) were ongoing at the time these innovations
were adopted, most were fully incorporated into the program structure as
early as the May 1994 Industry Brief. The elements ofthis approach included
the following:
• Use of Section 845 Other Transaction Authority (OT A) provided a
blanket waiver for all DoD acquisition-related regulations and
program management procedures, Federal Acquisition Regulation
(F AR)-based processes (e. g., Cost Accounting Standards), and key
legislation (e.g. , the Truth-in Negotiations Act and the Competition in
Contracting Act). It also gave remarkable freedom to the government
program office (DARPA at that time) to design a program structure
and management approach that differed significantly from traditional
approaches.
• The program 's designation as an ACTD placed firm boundaries on
total cost and schedule; streamlined reporting and oversight; and
introduced an objective of demonstrating operational concepts and
military utility.
• A UFP of$10 million each (FY 1994 dollars) for air vehicles 11-20
was the single program requirement. This price included al110
Innovative Development Executive Summary flight hardware:
airframe, avionics, sensor(s), communications, integration and
checkout, and contractor profit.
• Performance parameters were stated as goals rather than as
requirements, allowing for a high degree of design flexibility.
• The use of Integrated Product Teams (IPTs) facilitated a collaborative
work environment between the multiple contractors who were
designing and building each system as well as between the
government and the contractors who were managing each system
development effort.
• The government program office intentionally remained small in order
to encourage industry to manage the program efficiently.
• A high degree of contractor design authority and management
responsibility encouraged efficiency as well as both technical and
management innovation.
• Early user involvement was encouraged to determine military utility at
the earliest possible point in the system's life cycle, well before a
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commitment to production was made.
Increased contractor design and management authority resulted from the
program office's approach toward implementing OT A. Early user
involvement is one of the core characteristics of an ACTD program. Each of
these elements significantly affected the course ofthe program and the
resulting outcomes.
At the time, no other program used this combination of initiatives in its
acquisition strategy. Indeed, with the exception of IPTs, few existing
programs had used any of these initiatives. As a result, there was little or no
experience base on which government and industry program managers could
draw to guide them in executing the ACTD. The management and business
processes developed during the ACTD thus tended to be highly tailored to the
perceived demands of the program and tended to reflect the experience and
preferences of government and industry officials.
Staying within the initially estimated total program cost and schedule was
given higher priority than accomplishing all the activities set out at the
program's inception. This objective was also placed above program execution
and outcomes, achieving the technical characteristics of the system to be
developed. The ACTD plan gave the program a total budget that was treated
as a firm cap along with a schedule with a firm end date. Although neither of
these constraints was met in a strict sense, both were only slightly exceeded.
The ACTD program was brought to a conclusion, and a decision was made to
move into the next phase even though it had not accomplished all the tasks set
out for it at its inception. Despite such changes, the program did achieve its
primary objective: it demonstrated the military utility of a new capability.

Logistics

Throughout the ACTD and in the early stages of the acquisition program, the
contractor provided logistics support for Global Hawk as it progressed
through to the military utility assessment (MUA), initial test program, and
SDD. As explained above the management strategy for this phase was
established by DARPA at the start of ACTD. JFCOM was representing the
user and the focus was on assessing the military utility, ACC had not started
to support the program at this point. Little or no logistics planning was
accomplished during this phase. Some initial planning did however take place
in preparation for the Eglin and Australian demos.

ACTD Testing

Some systems testing took place in the ACTD and early SDD, but the ability
to address test findings has been limited. For example, while the 452 FTS and
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the contractor had conducted tests of the Global Hawk vehicle and GCS, no
money had been programmed to do anything with test findings until recently.
The test squadron, users, contractors, and the SPO compiled a list of
discrepancy reports for a Material Improvement Program Review board, then
reviewed and ranked them. The Global Hawk program did address safety-offlight discrepancies, but it just recently starting to address other discrepancies,
such as support issues. Funds were programmed for FY 2007 and 2008.
The first test flight was in Feb 1998. The first air vehicle was clearly the
workhorse ofthe program, participating in both Phase II and Phase III. The
third through fifth air vehicles participated only in Phase III. Although shorter
in calendar length and flying fewer hours than initially planned, the flight test
program did accumulate enough experience to demonstrate Global Hawk' s
military utility. Six outcomes of Global Hawk's ACTD flight test experience
are either partially or wholly attributable to the program's novel acquisition
approach:
• The mission planning process was cumbersome and time consuming,
affecting the pace of the flight test program as well as the workload of
flight test personnel. The contractors knew at the time of the Phase II
bid that significantly more funds would be required to develop a
mission planning system suitable for sustained operations. However,
because the focus ofthe ACTD was on demonstrating military utility,
which at the time was not well defined and did not specify timely
sortie generation, a conscious decision was made not to make this
investment.
• The program lacked sufficient resources in terms of both personnel
and spares. This shortfall of trained personnel and spares limited the
number of vehicles that could be flown at any one time during the
latter portion of the flight test program. This was attributable in part to
the reallocation of resources within the program to cover increased
nonrecurring engineering activity, and in part to a highly constrained
budget throughout the duration of the ACTD.
• The pace of the flight test program was fast given its cumbersome
mission planning process and limited resources. Test personnel
became overburdened.
• The contractors were designated the lead for flight test program
execution, with the government program office assuming
responsibility for liability and contingency planning. Contractors thus
held significantly more responsibility than is the case in traditional
programs, creating a somewhat different program management
dynamic. Yet contractors do not have the necessary capabilities,
experience, and perspective (culture) to run all aspects of a test
176
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Program
Transitions

program. The government test and operational communities thus took
on a large portion of the planning and execution ofthe flight test
program. Their assistance was essential to the accomplishments of the
program.
ACTDs are specifically intended to explore innovative concepts of
operations (CONOPS) throughout the D&E phase of the program. Yet
differences in perspective between the ACTD and post-ACTD user
communities regarding CONOPS proved to be a serious impediment
to the program' s transition into the Major Defense Acquisition
Program (MDAP) process. The initial CONOPS was generated by the
DARPA joint program office and was then modified and expanded by
the Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) as part of its responsibility as the
designated ACTD user. The post-ACTD CONOPS ofthe Air Combat
Command (ACC) is similar to current systems in terms of its access to
sensor retasking and dissemination pathways. JFCOM's CONOPS
takes advantage of advances in communications and processing
technology and adopts a joint orientation. The ACTD demonstrated
the JFCOM CONOPS; ACC has not demonstrated its CONOPS with
respect to Global Hawk.
ACTDs do not have approved operational requirements; they are
intended to help refine operational requirements through lessons from
flight test experience. Differences in operational requirements
definition between ACTD and post-ACTD users also inhibited the
program's transition to the MDAP. The extent to which the
capabilities ofthe ACTD configuration should determine the
requirements for a post-ACTD system is the underlying issue. The
spiral development concept planned for use in post-ACTD
development implies that requirements will evolve as the system 's
configuration evolves via block upgrades. As a result of this process,
early configurations did not have the full capability that ACC, the
force provider, desired. Nevertheless, the ACTD D&E phase did
provide information critical to developing an operational requirement
for the MDAP program.

The HAE UAV ACTD program included two challenging management
transitions. The first was the transition of management responsibility from
DARPA to the Air Force within the ACTD program. The second was the
transition from an ACTD to a MDAP under Air Force management. Both
transitions affected and were affected by the program's unique and innovative
acquisition strategy. The ability to accomplish these transitions smoothly was
critical to the program's success.
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Transition from
DARPA to Air
Force

The ACTD program transitioned from DARPA to Air Force management on
1 Oct, 1998, approximately a year later than planned. Global Hawk air vehicle
1 had completed five airworthiness/functional checkout sorties for a total of
20.5 flight hours; air vehicle 2 was still two months from its first flight. Phase
III start was still nine months away (the first D&E flight was 19 Jun, 1999),
imposing an added delay on the slip in management transition; the program
was to have transitioned to Air Force management at the beginning of Phase
III. Post-ACTD planning had not yet been approved, although some small
related efforts were under way in connection with the transition activities just
completed. The Australian demonstration was still in the early planning and
feasibility stages. When the program transitioned to the Air Force, the ACTD
program was planned for completion inJun 2000. The MUA was to be
produced by the Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) at that time.

Transition from
ACTDto
MDAP

Two years later, in Oct 2000, the ACTD program was essentially complete,
and a positive MUA report had been issued by JFCOM. The program office
was working toward a Milestone II (now B) decision scheduled for that
month to approve entry into an initial one-year EMD (now SDD) phase.
Further work was to be based on spiral development, an approach consistent
with evolutionary acquisition in which continuing nonrecurring engineering
activities result in scheduled block upgrades. The Oct 2000 Defense
Acquisition Board (DAB) II was delayed until Dec 2000 as a result of
continued disagreement regarding the specifics on the evolutionary approach
(i.e., on the requirements and capabilities associated with each block as well
as on timing and quantities). The Dec 2000 DAB did not take place. The
Milestone II decision finally came on 6 Mar, 2001.
Over its 30 months of managing the ACTD program prior to Milestone B, the
Air Force program office was occupied with three simultaneous primary
management tasks: conducting the flight test program; planning for a
transition from ACTD to the traditional acquisition process; and requirements
generation and concept-of operations (CONOPS) development, especially as
it related to post-ACTD activities. In all these efforts, the innovative
acquisition approach that characterized the program under DARPA
management continued to have a significant effect on program management,
events, and outcomes. In particular, the program 's designation as an ACTD,
its use of Section 845 Other Transaction Authority (OT A), and the lack of
firm performance requirements had the greatest influence on the two
management transitions.
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Residual assets at the end of the ACTD included four Global Hawk air
vehicles, two synthetic aperture radars (SARs), one integrated sensor suite
(ISS), two mission control elements (MCEs), and three launch and recovery
elements (LREs ). Two additional air vehicles (air vehicles 6 and 7), built as
part of the activities bridging the ACTD and MDAP programs, were delivered
in FY 2002; these had a somewhat different configuration than previous air
vehicles, requiring modifications to the ground segments.
Overall, the innovative acquisition strategy used in the ACTD program had a
positive effect on program execution. Although the strategy can be improved,
it was successful in accomplishing the program' s main goals: demonstrating a
new capability and operational concept at a lower cost and in a shorter time
frame than would a traditional acquisition program. More significantly, the
innovative approach used in the ACTD program allowed for the introduction
of a new capability to the operational forces-an outcome that would have
been highly unlikely under traditional approaches.
Although both transitions were ultimately successful, the transition from the
ACTD construct to an MDAP using traditional processes was clearly the
more challenging. Many of those challenges were a direct result of the
acquisition strategy:
• The ACTD construct intentionally focused program activities on
demonstrating the military utility of a new capability, technology, or
operational concept while limiting activities related to operations and
supportability. Supportability is a legitimate concern ofthe force
provider (operational user), as is CONOPS. This critical difference in
focus led to some problems in Global Hawk' s transition to an MDAP,
particularly with respect to the defining of operational requirements
and block upgrades.
• The ACTD construct has a bias toward transitioning directly into lowrate production ofthe ACTD configuration. This raises the issue of
how to transition into an MDAP-style development program that takes
advantage of the technical maturation that has already occurred under
an ACTD. A related issue concerns the timing of funding and program
go-ahead decisions (i.e., military utility decisions); there is a conflict
between the information available from the ACTD at any point in time
and that required to program for and fund large, complex systems in
the two-year Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS)
cycle.
• The use of OTA does not appear to have greatly affected either
transition. The inherent flexibility of OTA helped program
management deal with the uncertainty surrounding Global Hawk's
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transition to MDAP status. While both the program office and the
contractor expended significant effort transitioning management
processes from the contractor dominated processes under OTA to
more traditional processes under the Department of Defense (DoD)
5000 series policy, the costs ofthose efforts are unknown.
Similarly, the use of Integrated Product and Process
Development/Integrated Product Team (IPPD/IPT) processes
eventually led to a strong collaborative working relationship between
contractor and government, thus facilitating both transitions.
Early user participation was a core purpose of the ACTD. Problems
arose in the transition from ACTD to MDAP only because the change
in status also involved a transition of users from JFCOM to the Air
Combat Command (ACC). These users have very different
perspectives, different definitions of military utility (affecting
operational requirements and concepts), and different preferences with
regard to system configurations and capabilities. Current ACTD and
MDAP policy and practice do not have well-defined mechanisms for
addressing the conflicts that may arise from these differing
perspectives.
The lack of firm performance requirements throughout the ACTD
program resulted in some difficulty in defining operational
requirements for the MDAP program. Yet the lack of specific
performance requirements is a hallmark of ACTDs and is the reason
such efforts can demonstrate new technology, capabilities, and
operational concepts. While acknowledging the difficulty the
operational user had in defining and gaining approval of an
operational requirement, we believe that modifying this aspect of the
ACTD construct would result in a substantial loss of benefits.
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Policy & Guidance
Other
Transaction
Authority

The HAE UAV ACTD program used OTA as the vehicle to define the
relationship between government and contractor and sometimes between
contractors (e.g., Boeing and LMSW, Ryan and Raytheon). Section 845/804
OTA provides a blanket waiver of all traditional acquisition policies,
procedures, and regulations. Most significantly, the use ofOTA meant that
the traditional milestone criteria, reporting, and oversight embodied in the
DoD 5000 series of regulations, the contracting and cost accounting standards
embodied in the FAR and Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations (DFAR),
and the procedures embodied in military specifications and handbooks do not
need to be followed. However, OTA does not provide a substitute for these
established policies and practices; instead it relies on the skills of the
contracting officers and program managers to structure an approach reflecting
the program's objectives and characteristics. This significant degree of
flexibility usually results in highly tailored program management structures as
well as in a dramatic increase in contractor design and management
responsibility and authority.
Benefits can include significant overhead cost reductions, faster decision
making, and potentially more innovative design solutions tailored to the
characteristics of the system and program context. Although the entire ACTD
program is technically developmental in nature, limited quantities of air
vehicles and ground segments were fabricated. In an MDAP, distinctions are
made between types of development (concept refinement, technology
development and prototyping efforts, and SDD) and production (LRIP and
full rate) and the type of funding authorized. The original authorizing
legislation for OTA limited its use to prototyping programs (which are not
part of an MDAP). Legally, OTA cannot be used for production.
The program office (and OUSD [A&T]) asked Congress for authority to use
Other Transactions (OT) in production, but this request was not granted.
With the assistance ofthe ASC legal team, the program office determined that
EMD could be executed as an OTA under current law and gained approval.
Note: "Other transaction" is a shorthand expression used to refer to any
instrument other than a procurement contract, grant, or cooperative
agreement. Accordingly, the term includes multiple instrument types that can
be vety different from each other.
The term "other transaction" gained currency following the 1989 enactment
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of section 2371 oftitle 10, United States code, which authorizes the use of
instruments other than contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements for
carrying out research projects. The authority's primary purpose is to help
broaden DoD's technology and industrial base by allowing development and
use of instruments that reduce barriers to participation in defense research by
commercial firms that traditionally have not done business with the
Government. The 10 U.S. C. 23 71 authorities can be used for this purpose
because "other transactions" are not subject to statutes or regulations whose
applicability is limited to contracts, grants, and/or cooperative agreements.
The Defense Grant and Agreement Regulatory System (DGARS) govern any
awards that may be made for assistance or other non-acquisition purposes
using this authority.
Congress subsequently provided additional authority to use transactions other
than contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements for certain acquisitions.
Section 845 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY94 augmented
the 10 U.S.C. 2371 authorities, authorizing the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency to use "other transactions" for prototype projects directly
relevant to weapon systems proposed to be acquired or developed by DoD.
Section 804 of the National Defense Authorization Act of 1997 (PL 104-201)
broadened the authority to include the Military Departments and other
designated officials and extended it to 30 Sep, 1999.
Because this use of "other transactions" is for acquisition purposes, these
"section 845 other transactions," also known as "other transactions for
prototypes," are subject to guidance issued by the Director of Defense
Procurement and are not subject to the DGARS.

Reconstituting
the Acquisition
program

Current efforts by the SPO have been to establish the acquisition program
IAW DoD 5000 guidance while incorporating acquisition streamlining
initiatives and retaining ACTD benefits. Even though production is ongoing,
efforts to complete planning normally conducted in SDD are occurring. The
test program has two block 10 production articles available to complete
testing with and lOT &E is planned for FY09. Logistics planning has started
to take place, and current deployments are phasing in blue suit maintenance
and government operators and pilots. Since maintenance data was not a
deliverable from the early ACTD article deployments, the organic logistics
infrastructure is slow in developing.

P&G

There was little policy or guidance available to help the Global Hawk team
prepare for deploying the prototype to support OEF and OIF. The

Supporting
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Deployment

experiences and lessons learned from the demonstrations at Eglin AFB and
Australia, helped prepare the team for what would be required.
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Development (criteria) through Deployment Decision
Identification of Global Hawk had its origins in the 1994 HAE UAV ACTD program initiated
by DARPA and DARO. This effort was undertaken as a reaction to the
need
perceived excesses ofthe highly classified and enotmously expensive
Lockheed/Boeing Advanced Airborne Reconnaissance System (AARS)
program initiated in the mid-1980s. A loitering long-range strategic
reconnaissance UAV designed to penetrate contested airspace and carry a
wide range of sensors, AARS was cancelled in May 1993 due to cost
overruns and the loss of its main mission with the end of the Cold War. Joint
Forces Command was the user representative during the early stages of
Global Hawk's evolution. CENTCOM made request for capability in support
of OEF and OIF.

Inputs to
Deployment
Decision

The SPO was involved in providing input into the decision and since their
management strategy was developed to an IPT structure, they had close
communication with all elements of their current program. The total global
Hawk community (SPO, CENTAF, ACC, 412 TW, 9RW, and contractor)
could readily discuss any issues and what needed to be accomplished in order
to successfully deploy. SPO briefed up to AF/IL the logistics needs for
spares, support equipment, and other support needs. On 26 Nov 2001,
ACC/CC sent a memorandum to 9AFICC directing the deployment. In that
letter, he noted that combat crew training programs were not in place and that
Global Hawk lacked validated and verified tech data. In addition, he went on
to say that Global Hawk did not have MDS-specific operations guidance,
cannot comply with see-and-avoid rules, and some aircraft systems and
operational procedures required Air Force Instruction waivers. Attached to
that memo were the reC@ired waivers from HQ Air Force Flight Standards
Agency (see memo at Appendix XX). Contractor support was contracted for
both operations and sustainment.

Technology
Global Hawk had demonstrated its technology readiness level during the
Readiness Level ACTD. The final demonstration in Australia proved it could perform as
anticipated. However, it also showed the SPO that supportability could be a
high risk.

Support
Planning
Appendix I

Prior to deploying, there was little support planning, only thoughts of CLS.
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We had no data from the contractor on maintenance or supportability. We
were not funded to plan supportability at that time, but through the Australian
demonstration, the SPO had gained some insight into what would be required.

Performance
Goals were
Demonstrated

The Global Hawk system came fairly close to attaining the level of
performance that had been anticipated at the outset and in fact demonstrated
useful capabilities that had not been anticipated. The CGS did not
demonstrate the ability to control multiple vehicles, but it did competently
control both the air vehicle and the imagery sent by it as well as the
dissemination of that imagery.
The ACTD program demonstrated Global Hawk's autonomous capability of
high-altitude, long-duration flight. The synthetic aperture radar sensor was
capable of providing high-quality imagery, but the EO/IR sensor was not
characterized sufficiently to allow an assessment of its true capability. Most
ofthe originally specified communications and data links were demonstrated.
Many Global Hawk performance parameters were close to the predicted
goals, but some fell short in significant areas. In particular, a 16 percent
increase in empty weight and lower-than-expected aerodynamic performance
resulted in a 20 percent endurance shortfall (32 hours versus 40 hours) and a
7.7 percent shortfall in mission cruise altitude (60,000 ft versus 65,000 ft).
The system also demonstrated the ability to dynamically retask both Global
Hawk's sensors and, to a more limited extent, the air vehicle itself. These
capabilities were not designed in and were not explicitly part of the originally
conceived capabilities. However, the Air Force's 31st Test and Evaluation
Squadron took advantage of its familiarity with the system, its operational
perspective, and the system's inherent flexibility to create these useful
capabilities. This kind of performance innovation is rarely seen during the
development phases of MDAP's.

PostACTD

The ACTD experience provided a sound basis for identifying a highly
tailored EMD that includes only those activities necessary to field an
operational and supportable system. ACTD accomplishments subtly
influenced post-ACTD planning and potential activities through stakeholder
discussions. Continuous interaction between JFCOM, the GHSPO, the 31st
TES, ACC, and others provided opportunities for real-time input into the
formulation ofpost-ACTD plans. The planning function was not (and should
not be) deterministic (i.e., a point decision node). Thus, the three-part EMD
for Global Hawk (pre-EMD, Spiral1, and Spiral 2) could be a much lower
risk and hence a less costly phase than in many traditional programs.
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However, many of the traditional factors affecting MDAP outcomes have
influenced Global Hawk. Requirements creep and funding shortfalls perhaps
had the greatest impact, resulting in a program with significant risk if a U-2type capability is ultimately sought.

Risk Analysis

The COCOM weighed the trade otis. Since SPO's typically were not
involved in prototype deployments, they were working pretty much in the
dark and had to rely on the contractor to help identify many of the
deployment risks. However, the SPO provided the COCOM with their
assessment of the operational risk. They also provided input into the risk to
the acquisition program to include the:
• Impact to test program in not having test articles,
• Impact of having to provide operational and maintenance resource
support from the SPO, test units, and the contractor
• Impacts to both cost and schedule baseline.

Into the War

After the terrorist attacks on 11 Sep, the CSAF made the decision and a
deployment order was dispatched as an OPORD from AF/XO. Global Hawk
was then rushed into operational service for Operation Enduring Freedom
(Nov 2001); and later, it served in Operation Iraqi Freedom. The global hawk
community did what was needed to support these deployments
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DEPLOYMENT- "Away Game" (Supporting the deployment)
Contingency
Plan in place?

Global Hawk did not have a deployment contingency plan in place.
However, since it had just completed an ACTD demonstration in Australia,
the SPO had a fairly good idea what was needed to deploy. Since the AF did
not have Global Hawk pilots, the deployed systems were piloted by A-1 0 and
contractor pilots. Support was provided by CLS.

ILS support
strategy and
impact

There was no ILS baseline for ACTD or the Block 10 LRIP (LSA has been
planned for block 20 and beyond). All tech data for ACTD and Block 10
LRIP was unverified contractor manuals and engineering data.
During the early deployments, there were shortfalls in trained manpower
(both operations and maintenance), support equipment, and spare parts to
support the deployments. But they were all overcome in suppoti of the
deployment and warfighter. Following shows the solutions implemented to
provide support:

Shortfall Supp )rt
Trained manpower:
Operations Contracto

Maintenance

Solution

r provided the operators for the Launch and
Recovery Element (LRE), and the Mission Control Element
(MCE) with some military pilot support
Contractor was responsible for all maintenance activity for
the air vehicles, LRE, and MCE

Support Equipment:
Operational
Contractor furnished as part of ACTO residual equipment
Maintenance Contractc
r furnished
Spare Parts:
Initial deployment
Follow-on
deployments

Changes to
Support
Strategy as
Deployments
Continued

ACTO vehicles were supported from cannibalizing from other
ACTO articles
Spare parts were supplied from the production line

The above strategy was used to satisfy the first two deployments of ACTD
Global Hawks. As production Block 10 assets were deployed, the support
strategy started changing to a mix of blue-suit and contractor support. Tech
data is also being converted to more robust data with validation and
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verification being accomplished as more blue-suit maintenance and
operations take place.

Test strategy
and impact

There is some test people deployed (primarily as operators and maintainers).
They were able to see some of the problems which the contractors were
experiencing in the field, but were not specifically involved in the formal
testing of Global Hawk. There were three critical impacts to the test program
as a result of the deployment:
• An initial loss oftest assets
• Test personnel were deployed as operators and maintainers
• Dramatic changes to the Global Hawk CONOPS
The test program virtually stopped during the first two deployments. lOT &E
has been pushed out until the FY09.

Program
Baseline
Impacts

The deployment affected all three program baselines (cost, schedule, and
performance).
Contractor support in the theater, changes to the production configuration as
new capabilities were identified, inability to conduct formal testing all
contributed to increased cost, slipped schedules, and established system
performance baseline.
The SPO attempted to keep the acquisition program on track, as well as the
test program and the contractor's production efforts in spite of the
deployments. The acquisition strategy was sound, and the early decision to
employ spiral acquisition with incremental production block builds helped
make these attempts somewhat successful. Even though the program slipped
almost day for day during the earlier deployments. The capability was
delivered to the warfighter years earlier than a normal acquisition program
could achieve.
The deployments were funded by ACC from Global War on Terrorism
(GWOT) funds.

Contractual
Changes

The SPO put in place a separate Basic Ordering Agreement (BOA) support
contract to support contingency operations for ACTD, since the EMD
contract could not accommodate the effort. Its flexibility allowed for adding
a training capability requirement and other requirements. However, do to the
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many contract additions; the contract has grown extremely large.

Waivers
Granted for
Deployment

For the first deployment in Nov 2001, Global Hawk did not have MDSspecific operations guidance, could not comply with see-and-avoid rules, and
employed some aircraft systems and operational procedures that required Air
Force instruction waivers. Global Hawk requested and received waivers or
acceptable work-a-rounds for a number of items to FAAO 7619.4 from HQ
Air Force Flight Standards Agency on 2 Nov, 2001: (see HQ AFFSA memo
dated5 Nov, 2001 in Appendix XX).

Who Owns the
Deployed
Systems?

All of the deployed Global Hawks were chopped to ACC. They were totally
responsible for them. ACC also provided all the 3400 dollar funding while
they were deployed. The SPO was responsible for keeping the support
contract up to date and to ensure spares were available.
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TRANSITION TO ACQUISITION - "Home Game"
(What's going on in/around the PM office to keep the
program viable?)
Program
Management

As stated earlier, the acquisition strategy established early in the ACTD
program helped Global Hawk survive the deployments fairly well. The IPT
approach allowed for close communication between all involved
organizations providing the ability to react quickly to required changes. The
spiral acquisition approach established in SDD allowed for changes in the
production baseline (e.g., the original concept was to have two versions of
Global Hawk.) There were to be 18 systems with imagery intelligence
capability and 12 systems with signal intelligence capability. During the
course of the early deployments it was decided by the intelligence GOSG to
combine these two capabilities onto one airframe. The original version with
imagery intelligence capability became the RQ-4A model with a total of
seven being delivered to the AF and a new model RQ-4B with a combined
capability (see physical characteristics table on page XX). In addition to this
major change, the deployment identified new requirements that spiral
acquisition supported and currently there are plans to build RQ-4B block 20,
30, and 40. Each block adds additional sensor packages.

Data/feed back
from
deployment

The SPO received daily SITREPs from the deployed location on the
performance and utilization of Global Hawk, LRE, and MCE. The SITREPs
also identified any maintenance or operational issues they were having.
Periodically, lessons learned were passed back to the program office.
New requirements (needs) would come in through ACC and the operators at
Beale AFB, and then get passed to program office. The SPO ran a 24/7
combat action team to manage real time warfighter expectations and resolve
any issues encountered during early deployments.

Candidate for
Organic
Support

Global Hawk is projected to have a fairly large fleet and has complex and
costly systems. While some of the sensor suites may be upgraded as new
technology advances, the overall vehicle will probably remain in the active
inventory for some time. This, coupled with the fact that Global Hawk is
essentially a small manned vehicle minus the pilot, makes the system a good
candidate for all levels of organic support. The plan for contractors to support
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this vehicle while stationed at permanent overseas locations raises the
question of why any blue suit organizational-level support would be
necessary. If the decision is made to have organic organizational-level
support, the Air Force would benefit from contractor assistance with the
complex sensors (as was the case with U-2). There are many possible
candidates for organic depot repair, including the $4.3 million LRU on Global
Hawk. The Global Hawk Systems Group has initiated the SORAP process to
analyze appropriate support infrastructures.

Depot Standup

All but two sub-systems/commodities on Global Hawk have been designated
"Core" and assigned a Candidate Depot (WR-ALC). Cun·ent action includes:
• SORAP package estimated completion dates
30 Jun 06
o Block 10 Unique Ph 1 & 2
o Block 10/20/30/40 Common Ph1&2 30 Nov 07
o Block 20/30/40 Unique Ph 1 & 2
30 Jul 08
• DMI Review estimated completion dates
o Block 10
1 Dec 06
o Block 10/20/30/40
2 May 08
o Block 20/30/40
30 Dec 08
Global Hawk Initial Operational Capability (IOC) Declaration Statement was:
When there are assets in place (3 aircraft with compatible MCE
and LRE, sufficient and trained operations and maintenance
personnel, support infrastructure), technical data available, a
training system established, and enough spares and support
equipment on hand to make the system and infrastructure robust
enough to support one 24-hour orbit for 30 days.
Current estimate for IOC is FY07.
Depot Stand Up (IOC + 4) phased in as follows:
• Block 10
(Approx 9 a/c)
Nov 2010
• Block 10/20/30/40 (Approx 34 a/c)
Oct 2011
• Block 20/30/40
(All 54 programmed ale) Sep 2012
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Appendix I - Predator Case Study
"We j ust took what w e had and deployed it."
-- Predator program manager to the 9-11 Commission,
9/ 11 Commission, Staff statement N o. 7.

Introduction

Predator A

T he MQ-1 Predator A is a medi um-altitude, long-endurance, remotely piloted
unmanned aeri al vehicle (UAV) system. Its prim ary mi ssion is interdiction
and conduc ting armed r econnaissance against critical, peri shabl e targets.
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Predator B

The MQ-9 Predator B, H unter-Killer, is a multi-role, medium-to-high altitude
endurance UAV system capable of flying at higher speeds and higher
altitudes than MQ-1 Predator A It is designed to provide a ground attack
capability to find and track small ground mobile or fixed targets.

Predator
Primary
Mission

•

•

Predator
Unmanned
Ari al Vehicle
(UAV)
Particulars

Real time actionab le support to the warfighter through
o video reconnaissance of surface actions
o coordination of air strikes and direct fire
Preplanned ISR interdiction, strategic attack and combat search and
rescue

MQ-1
Cost
Aircraft
MrS
SAR
Wingspan

Length
Size similarity
Max Sp eed
Endurance
Max Altitude

Appendix I

MQ-9
$4.5M $13.7M
$3.3M $lOA M
$L2M $2. 1M
$ L2M
55 Ft
27Ft
C- 172 0v-10
120KTAS
> 24hrs
25,000 Ft MSL
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Gross Weight
Payload Capacity
Payload
Developing Contractor

Tactical
Capabilities

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

2,500 lbs
300 lbs (2 hard points)
2 x Hellfire
General Atomics

10,000 lbs
3,000 (6 hard points)
4 x 500 lbs bombs
General Atomics

Persistence - 20+ hrs mission time without refueling breaks
Full Motion Video
o EO and IR, real time to the warrior
o ROVER provides streaming video and telemetry
Robust Communications- real time targeting with Joint Tetminal Air
Controller
Force Multiplier- ability to act as a comm. relay
Signal Intelligence -adaptable platform for signal collection
Laser Target Designator and Illuminator
o Control laser guided bombs for other aircraft
o Marks targets for night vision system
o Excellent accuracy and resolution
o Small spot size
o Outstanding cape to mark targets
Precision, Low-Yield Weapon
o AGM-114 K/M/P Hellfire
o Suitable for troops in contact and urban operation
o Employment- SK- 22K Offboresight capable

Tactical
Limitations

MO-l Only
• Slow speed -approximately 100 knots ground speed between targets
• Very susceptible to Weather - cannot fly in clouds/icing or moderate
turbulence
• Medium Altitudes only- 25,000 maximum altitude
• Aircraft Radio
o One ARC-210 with limited range
o Secure voice and HQ continued in development
MQ-1 and MQ-9
• No On-board Self Protection
o No chaff, flare or jamming pod
o Off-board threat detection through other intel assets

Command

•

57th Operations Group, Nellis AFB, NV- 5 Squadrons
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o
o
o
o

structure

Deployments

•

Associated Units
o 3rct SOS (AFSOC)
o Nevada Air National Guard, UK, AFRC Integrated

•

Tazar, Hungary- 1995-1998
o Operation DELIBERATE FORCE
Bosnia- 1995-1996
o Operation ALLIED FORCE
o Operation JOINT GUARDIAN
o Operation JOINT FORGE
Kuwait/Iraq - December 2000 - Present
o Operation SOUTHERN WATCH
o Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
Pakistan/Afghanistan- September 2001 - Present
o Operation ENDURING FEEDOM

•

•

•

Operational
Accomplishments

11 Reconnaissance Squadron (RS), Creech AFB, NV
15 RS, 17 RS and 757 Operational Support Squadron (OSS) at Nellis
30 RS at Tonopah Test Range, NV
42 AS (3rct Qtr, FY07)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

140 Troops in Contact
8 Buddy Lase Strikes
15 Talk-ons with ordnance employment
222 Raids
7 Strike Coordination and Reconnaissance Missions
145 Force Protection Actions
32 Hellfire shots
18,000 Targets Surveyed
21 Convoy Escorts
1,800 Sorties
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Policy & Guidance

Overview

No formal guidance existed that was specific to deploying a prototype asset.
In Predator's case, much ofthe direction and guidance was based on
congressional direction coupled with the flexibility in Predator's original
program office, the Big Safari Program Office. Personnel used existing
acquisition regulation and policy to help guide them through their tasks and
appeared to use their best judgment where guidance was not implicit. When
asked if developing policy was necessary to assist in deploying prototype
assets, the response was an overwhelming "no." Most personnel believed that
the lack of specific policy allowed for greater flexibility and creatively to
accomplish their tasks.

Advanced
Concept
Technology
Demonstration
(ACTD)

The Department of Defense (DoD) began the Advanced Concept Technology
Development (ACTD) for the Predator UAV in 1994, when its technologies were
considered mature as the aircraft was based on an existing UAV, the Gnat 750.
However, DoD required that the Predator's performance be demonstrated to ensure it
would meet user needs before committing to acquiring the system. Predator
prototypes were deployed in Bosnia in 1995 and 1996 as part of the ACID. The
performance data gathered as a result of these deployments convinced military users
that Predator was worth acquiring.
ACTD policy provided guidelines for transitioning a prototype asset to an acquisition
program but guidelines did not exist for transition from deployment to acquisition.
This created several challenges for the AF.

CONOPS

Operational Requirements Document (ORD) was approved in July 1997. It
delineated a number of system upgrades from the ACTD system with the top
priorities being a de-icing capability, a UHF /VHF radio link for air traffic
control through the air vehicle, improved IFF transponders, and repackaging
of the GCS into a military style shelter. Other system capabilities upgraded
from the ACTD to the baseline system are the more powerful turbo-charged
Rotax 914 engine and reliability improvements. The AF also developed a new
concept of operations for the Predator that required the air vehicle to maintain
continuous coverage of the battlefield at ranges up to 400 nautical miles. The
threshold requirement for this continuous coverage was stated as 75 percent
effective time on station (ETOS). ACC published both a CONOPs and
CONEMP documents for MQ-1 & MQ-9. MQ-9 CONEMP document was
later superseded by an Enabling Concept Document. Also, MQ-1 CDD was
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approved 5 Jul 05 and superseded the 1997 RQ-1 ORD. MQ-9 CDD
Increment I is dated 28 Dec 04.

ACTD
Contract
Requirement

The Predator effoti began with a 30-month ACTD contract awarded in
January 1994 for 3 systems and 10 air vehicles. Predator's mission was to
provide long-range (500 nautical miles), long endurance (more than
20 hours), near real-time imagery to satisfy reconnaissance, surveillance, and
target acquisition requirements. These capabilities were demonstrated in
Bosnia. The demonstration also identified some problems such as the inability
to see through cloud cover and icing of its wings in cold weather. However,
the contractor incorporated solutions, including synthetic aperture radar and a
wing de-icing system. Predator systems are now in production, and the Air
Force has had Predator A's deployed in two reconnaissance squadrons: one in
Hungary supporting operations in Bosnia and one in Nevada as well as
current operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.

JITC
certification

JITC has not yet certified the Predator system for interoperability in
accordance with DoD Directive 4630.4 and DoD Instruction 4630.8 because
of untested critical requirements. JITC certified only three of seven critical
interfaces; the remaining interfaces have not been made available for JITC
evaluation. The combination of poor reliability and maintainability, deficient
human factors design, and lack of interoperability results in the finding that
the Predator is not operationally suitable.

DEPLOYMENT DECISION

Introduction

Several key decisions were made to deploy, produce, arm and accelerate the
since the inception of the Predator UAV. Decisions came at very high levels
such as the National Security Council, Congress, the Secretary of Defense,
the AF Chief of Staff and Air Combat Command. Decisions appeared to be
based on information gathered from various sources responsible for the
Predator, such as requirements personnel, policy makers at Air Staff,
acquisition program managers and the test community, to name a few. While
some documentation existed to support some of these decisions, there did not
appear to be a specific process followed when senior leadership was making
considerations for decisions. Requirements and acquisition personnel
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generally believed that they were given adequate opportunity to voice
concerns. The logistics community, however; generally believed that they
were not given adequate opportunity to voice concerns for sustainment issues.
It was generally believed that sustainment issues were an afterthought of the
overall decision.
Notwithstanding, there was an overwhelming sense of responsibility among
all the functional areas (ie. , program management, test, logistics, operational
squadrons) to accomplish the mission once a decision was rendered despite
the resultant "warts" ofthese decisions.

"The program isn't perfect but we work to make things
happen. It's what we do."
The following sections highlight some of the key decisions since the
inception ofthe Predator.

Initial
deployment
decisions

Transition from
ACTD to a
production
program

The Predator was successfully deployed and operational in Bosnia in 1995
and 1996 before the end of the ACTD and before the AF took responsibility
ofthe program.

Transition of Predator from an ACTD to a production program occurred in
1996. The AF committed Operations and Maintenance (O&M) funds and
manpower billets to fully support the Predator system, as directed by the Joint
Requirements Oversight Council (JROC). At a meeting in June 1996 at
Langley AFB, Air Combat Command (ACC) outlined sustainment needs. Its
program costs per system were baselined to include four UAVs, one ground
control station (GCS), one Trojan Spirit II dissemination system, and spares.
The SecDef designated the AF as lead Service, U.S. Atlantic Command
(USACOM) as Combatant Command, and the Navy as the acquisition agent.
SecDef, Dr. William J. Perry, in his Memorandum for Secretaries ofthe
Military Departments (et al.) on assignment of Service Lead for Operation of
the Predator UA V, 9 April1996 stated:
The Air Force is designat ed as the lea d Service for operating and
maintaining the Predator UAV at the conclusion of the Advanced
Concept Technolo gy Dem onstration, as reco mmended in JROC
Memo 151- 95. United States Atlan tic Cornman d will bet he
Combatant Command and the Navy Service Acquisi tion Executive
will have responsibility for system development and procurement.
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First LRIP
decision for
Predator A

Acting Under Secretary of Defense, Advanced Systems & Concepts (AS&C),
signed the Predator Acquisition Decision Memorandum on 18 August 1997
approvmg
• Interpreted as full rate production
• Delegation of milestone decision authority to the Air Force Acquisition
Executive.

Low Rate
Initial
ProductionPredator A

There were no legal reviews for LRIP because in the case of Predator A, the
Acquisition Plan from the Navy in 1998 stated that,

Low Rate
Initial
ProductionPredator B

Arming the
Predator - 200 1

"Approval to enter LRIP will not be required. The ASR will waive
the LRIP require ment since most of the LRIP requirem ents were
achieved during the ACTD. Any remaining LRIP requirements will
be met during PRY. The Milestone III approval to enter FRP is
expected in 2nd quarter FY-99."

There was no formal legal review ofthe MQ-9 production quantities prior to
full rate production. The production quantities were presented to the
Milestone Decision Authority (MDA), Aeronautical Systems Center
Commander (ASC/CC), as part of Milestone B. The production quantities
were also documented in the Expectation Management Agreement (EMA)
that also serves as the programs Acquisition Program Baseline. Additionally,
many ofthe aircraft were Congressionally directed.

From the 9/11 Commission Report, Executive Summary:

While the United States continued
disruption effo rts around t he
world, its emerging strategy to elim inate the al Qaeda threat wast o
include an enlarged covert action program in Afghanistan, as well as
diplomatic strategies for Afghanistan and Pakistan. The process
culminated during the su mmer of2001 in a draft presidential
directive and arguments about the Predator aircraft, which was soon
to be deployed with a missile of its own, so that it might be used to
attempt to k ill Osama Bin Ladin or his chieflieutenants. At
a
September 4 meeting, President Bu sh' s chief advisers approved the
draft directive of the strategy and endorsed the concept of arming the
Predator. This directive on the al Q aeda strategy wa s a waiting
President Bush's signature on September 11, 2001.
Appendix I
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Predator B
acceleration

February 2006, ACC/CC directed the accelerated combat fielding ofthe MQ9 Predator B. Four (4) MQ-9s in an Interim Combat Capability (ICC)
configuration were already flying in support of OGA. ACC/CC requested an
additional eight (8) more into the fight in 2007. ACC recognized the
downside of fielding this capability prior to operational test; however, the
payoff of providing combat capability to the warfighter sooner outweighed
operational test considerations.
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DEPLOYMENT AND TRANISITION

Introduction

This section will discuss issues related to support ofthe deployment and
support of the transition ofthe Predator into an acquisition program. The
Eagle Look strategy for analyzing the impacts of deploying prototype assets
was to focus on two aspects: 1) deployment (support ofthe "away game");
and 2) transition to an acquisition program (support of the "home game").
However, after thorough analysis, it became clear that the Predator program
was better characterized as simply ''the game". The program continues to
evolve to this day, through simultaneous support of both operational
deployment and the acquisition program.

Inheriting a
deployed asset

The AF originally acquired the Predator as an advanced concept technology
demonstration (ACTD) where it had already deployed in support of
operations in Bosnia and Hungary. Deploying the Predator while it was still a
prototype asset made it possible for an operational capability to reach a
combatant commander quickly. However, because the Predator had already
deployed as an ACTD, it also imposed several impacts to the overall
acquisition and sustainment of Predator.

ILS support
strategy and
impact

Logistics Supportability Analysis (LSA) and/or a Source of Repair
Assignment Process (SORAP) are accepted AF processes to determine
logistics requirements. These processes normally occur after a prototype
asset has demonstrated military utility but before deployment or production.
Because ofthe rapid deployment and subsequent acquisition and acceleration
of production schedules, there was not enough time to complete these
processes, nor did the AF have the data with which to do so. This meant that
the AF had to rely on the development contractor, General Atomics, to
support these new systems in the early stages of the program. The program
has evolved to a point where the AF conducts some of the sustainment of the
Predator. However, support remains predominantly contractor-supported. As
a result, there is some concern from the field that General Atomics is being
sole source for life.

Test strategy
and impact

The Predator aircraft (both MQ-1 and MQ-9) were purchased as a COTS
system, therefore test, both developmental test (DT) and operational test (OT)
was not conducted in a serial manner. Essentially, General Atomics
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conducted some initial, limited DT which was completed jointly with the AF.
The AF has conducted DT under established test practices and policies since
Predator has been an AF program. As a Big Safari program, the Big Safari
Systems Group was the responsible test organization (RTO) for Predator from
1997 until Jun 2005. AFFTC assumed RTO functions inJun 05.

Compliance
with test
requirements in
Title 10

The program office believes the AF is in compliance with Low Rate Initial
Production section of Title 10 because the MDA was aware and had approved
as part of the program of record the number of aircraft being procured prior to
the full rate production decision. The MDA was also aware that the quantity
of aircraft produced each year was consistent with maintaining a production
capability while waiting for full rate production. The program has no
requirement to produce a Selective Acquisition Report (SAR).

Maintenance
Training

Building and retraining a well-trained cadre of AF personnel for maintaining
future Predators has proven to be a challenge. To start, no one AF specialty
code meets most of Predator's needs. When the AF attempted to build a
maintenance force for Predator, it drew from the aircraft maintainers that
were in abundance elsewhere, in particular, from A-10 and F-15 squadrons.
For the most part, their skills were not applicable to maintaining Predator.
Lacking coherent technical orders (TOs) from the contractor, it took the AF
almost two years to suitably train its personnel. That meant that each
individual was productive for only one year before completing their threeyear tour working on Predator.

I would say the productivity ratio between contractor and
blue suit maintainers is about 1:3. General Atomics
training strategy is to rotate personnel among various
specialties. They are multi-trained. Blue suits don't have
that advantage right now.
Ifthe issue was highly technical, we definitely needed
contractor personnel to address it.
Overall, I don't think it's fair to characterize it as a logi sties
problem. It 's a new airplane and new concept. We just
don't understand the aircraft well enough yet.

Pilot training

Appendix I

Pilot training is limited by lack of time. There have been relatively few
Predator flights to date, and prior flight training and experience do not
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directly apply to Predator training. Many of the cures available to pilots in
ordinary aircraft are not available. For example, there is not sense ofthe
vehicle ' s motion when flying the Predator. The ACTD program did not
develop a flight simulator that the pilots could use in the absence of real
training with Predator. The situational displays on the pilot's monitor are
currently better suited for engineering analysis than for flying under real
world conditions.

Deployed
contractor
support

Most of the support personnel at the forward operating locations are
contractors. At one point, the AF was determined to use its own personnel to
populate the entire support contingent. However, once the difficulties of this
approach became apparent, the AF adopted a more balanced approach that
involved both contractor and AF personnel. The technical data and other
documentation needed to support a pure AF maintenance approach had only
partly been funded, and none of the standard logistics planning documents
have been prepared.

AFOTEC found the Predator "to be effective, but not without limitations and
difficulties" and "suitable though reliability and maintainability problems
persist." While both AFOTEC and DOT&E agree on the limitations and
difficulties encountered by the Predator system, the different conclusions
about operational effectiveness are a result of DOT&E 's perception that the
system's limitations have a substantial negative impact on the Predator's
ability to conduct its missions as described in the operational requirements
document.

System
Development
and
Demonstration

Ideally, an ACTD would demonstrate a capability and show military utility,
and the resulting vehicle would then enter into a System Development and
Demonstration (SDD) cycle. The SDD would allow support concerns to be
addressed prior to production of the aircraft. However, the desire to place the
capability in the warfighters' hands far outweighed the necessity of an SDD.
By passing the SDD phase has consequences. When these ACTD prototypes
are used to begin production of the actual air vehicle, logistics has little
influence on the production design. For example, the ACTD prototype is now
the production vehicle. In some actual operational environments, the flight
control servos have overheated, causing aborted missions. While such aborts
are relatively rare, manufacturer and test personnel are trying to resolve the
iSSUe.
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In the long run, the lack of reliability and/or maintainability data can create
issues for logisticians when allocating such resources as manpower, spares,
and equipment. It is difficult to set appropriate levels of support when there
are no data to guide allocation.

It is clear to me that [Predator's] flight control
instruments and the cockpit were designed by an engineer
and not a pilot.
Accuracy o((uel gauges - fuel gauges for the tanks are
based on percentages and then we're supposed to use
tech data to convert to lbs to determine the level offuel.
Unfortunately, we didn't have a high level of confidence
in how much fuel was actually there because of our
experiences with the tech data, so we would empty the
tanks completely and start over again (with a full tank of
fuel) so that we would be sure how much fuel we had.
Key strokes. Ifyou have the wrong menu open (when
operating the Predator), you could end up doing the
wrong thing. It definitely requires a certain level of
awareness that is different from a normal cockpit.

Spiral
development

With Predator's quick placement into operational service, even as the overall
production process was being accelerated; test, evaluation, and real world
operations were taking place concurrently. CONOPs changed constantly,
driven by lessons learned from both operational use and technological
advances. This, in tum, drove changes in the vehicle design, so that vehicle
redesign became continuous. Yet the pace of events did not allow time for
the prototype design to be updated with the design changes and technical
orders. All this compounded production issues and has resulted in a fleet of
varying configurations. It has also affected the establishment of missionready spares packages.

Even with technical orders (TOs), it ends up being pilot
error. It's difficult to prioritize when you're trying to fly 4
different aircraft (configurations) without fully developed
CONOPs.

Manufacturer
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Predator production occurs in three primary facilities operated by GA-ASI.
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Facilities

Airframe composite lay-up and production is performed at the Sabre Springs,
CA, facility. Aircraft integration, final assemble, and GCS production is
performed at the contractor's main facility in Rancho Bernardo, CA. Also,
early production and more recently subsystem and prototyping manufacturing
occurs at a facility in Adelanto, CA. The multi-spectral targeting system
(MTS) sensors for MQ-1 and MQ-9 are produced by Raytheon Hunter Strike
Systems in McKinney, TX. General Atomics also had some capability at test
facilities.
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WRAP UP

Benefits of
early
deployment

It's hard to talk about the downside with so many good things that (the
Predator) has accomplished.
We're a victim of our own success.
Demand is high. Accept the warts and go.
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